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PREFACE

The theory of spline functions and their applications is a relatively recent
development. As late as 1960~ there were no more than a handful of papers
mentioning spline functions by name. Today~ less than 20 years later, there
are well over 1000 research papers on the subject, and it remains an active
research area.

The rapid development of spline functions is due primarily to their great
usefulness in applications. Classes of spline functions possess many nice
structural properties as well as excellent approximation powers. Since they
are easy to store~ evaluate~ and manipulate on a digital computer, a myriad
of applications in the numerical solution of a variety of problems in
applied mathematics have been found. These include~ for example~ data
fitting, function approximation~ numerical quadrature, and the numerical
solution of operator equations such as those associated with ordinary and
partial differential equations, integral equations, optimal control problems,
and so on. Programs based on spline functions have found their way into
virtually every computing library.

It appears that the most turbulent years in the development of splines
are over~ and it is now generally agreed that they will become a firmly
entrenched part of approximation theory and numerical analysis. Thus my
aim here is to present a fairly complete and unified treatment of spline
functions, which, I hope~ will prove to be a useful source of information for
approximation theorists~ numerical analysts~ scientists~ and engineers.

This book developed out of a set of lecture notes which I began
preparing in the fall of 1970 for a course on spline functions at the
University of Texas at Austin. The material, which I have been reworking
ever since~ was expanded and revised several times for later courses at the
Mathematics Research Center in Madison, the University of Munich, the
University of Texas, and the Free University of Berlin. It was my original
intent to cover both the theory and applications of spline functions in a
single monograph, but the amount of interesting and useful material is so
large that I found it impossible to give all of it a complete and compre
hensive treatment in one volume.

xi



xii PREFACE

This book is devoted to the basic theory of splines. In it we study the
main algebraic~ analytic~ and approximation-theoretic properties of various
spaces of splines (which in their simplest form are just spaces of piecewise
polynomials). The material is organized as follows. In Chapters I to 3
background and reference material is presented. The heart of the book
consists of Chapters 4 to 8~ where polynomial splines are treated. Chapters
9 to II deal with the theory of generalized splines. Finally, Chapters 12 to
13 are devoted to multidimensional splines. For the practical-minded
reader, I include a number of explicit algorithms written in an easily
understood informal language.

It has not been my aim to design a textbook, per see Thus throughout the
book there is a mixture of very elementary results with rather more
sophisticated ones. Still, much of it can be read with a minimum of
mathematical background-for example calculus and linear algebra. With
a judicious choice of material, the book can be used for a one-semester
introduction to splines. For this purpose I suggest drawing material from
Chapters I to 6, 8, and 12, with special emphasis on Chapters 4 and 5.

The notation in the book is quite standard. In order to keep the
exposition moving as much as possible, I have elected to move most of the
remarks and references to the end of the chapters. Thus each chapter
contains sections with remarks and with historical notes. In these sections I
have attempted, to the best of my ability, to trace the sources of the ideas in
the chapter, and to guide the reader to the appropriate references in the
massive literature.

I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge some of the
institutions and individuals who have been of assistance in the preparation
of this book. First, I would like to thank Professor Samuel Karlin for
introducing me to spline functions when I was his graduate student at
Stanford in the early sixties. The Mathematics Research Center at the
University of Wisconsin gratiously supported me at two critical junctures
in the evolution of this book. The first was in 1966 to 1968 when the lively
research atmosphere and the close contact with such experts as Professors
T. N. E. Greville, M. Golomb, J. W. Jerome, and I. J. Schoenberg
sharpened my interest in splines and taught me much about the subject.
The support of the Mathematics Research Center again in 1973 to 1974
gave me a much needed break to continue work on the book.

In 1974 to 1975 I was at the Ludwig-Maximilians Universitat in Munich.
My thanks are due to Professor G. Hammerlin for the invitation to visit
Munich, and to the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft for their support.
Since January of 1978 I have been at the Free University of Berlin and the
Hahn-Meitner Atomic Energy Institute. I am grateful to Professors K.-H.



PREFACE xiii

Hoffmann and H.-J. Topfer for suggesting and arranging my visit, and to
the Humboldt Foundation of the Federal Republic of Germany for their
part in my support. Finally, I would like to express my appreciation to the
u.s. Air Force Office of Scientific Research and the Center of Numerical
Analysis of the University of Texas for support of my research over the
past several years.

Among the many colleagues and students who have read portions of the
manuscript and made useful suggestions, I would especially like to men
tion Professors Carl deBoor, Ron DeVore, Tom Lyche, Charles Micchelli,
Karl Scherer, and Ulrich Tippenhauer. The task of tracking down and
organizing the reference material was formidable, and I was greatly
assisted in this task by Jannelle Odem, Maymejo Moody Barrett, Nancy Jo
Ethridge, Linda Blackman, and Patricia Stringer. Finally, I would like to
thank my wife Gerda for her constant support, and for her considerable
help in all stages of the preparation of this book.

LARRY L. SCHUMAKER

Britton, South Dakota





PREFACE TO THE 3RD EDITION

This book was originally published by Wiley-Interscience in 1981. A second edi-
tion was published in 1993 by Krieger. The two differ only in that a number of
misprints were corrected. Both editions are now out of print. However, spline func-
tions remain an active research area with important applications in a wide variety
of fields, including some, such as Computer-Aided Geometric Design (CAGD) and
Wavelets, which did not exist in 1981. This continued interest in the basic theory of
splines was the motivation for preparing this third edition of the book.

There have been many developments in the theory of splines over the past twenty-
five years. While it was not my intention of rewrite this book to cover all of these
developments, David Tranah of Cambridge University Press convinced me that it
would be useful to prepare a supplement to the book which gives an overview of the
main developments with pointers to the literature. Tracking down this literature was
a major undertaking, and more than 250 new references are included here. However,
this is still far from a complete list. For an extended list, see the online bibliography at
www.math.vanderbilt.edu/˜schumake/splinebib.html. I include
links there to a similar bibliography for splines on triangulations, and to the much
larger spline bibliography in TEX form maintained by Carl de Boor and I.

Interpolation, approximation, and the numerous other applications of splines are
not treated in this book due to lack of space. Consequently, I have elected not to
discuss them in the supplement either, and the new list of references does not include
any applied papers or books.

I would like to thank my many colleagues and friends who provided references
to their recent work on splines. I am especially indebted to Carl de Boor, Oleg
Davydov, Kirill Kopotun, and Tom Lyche for their comments on an early draft of
the supplement. I am also grateful to Simon Foucart for a careful reading of the
final version. Finally, my deepest appreciation to my wife Gerda for her patience
over the many years it took to write this book and the companion book Splines on
Triangulations (with M.-J. Lai, Cambridge University Press, 2007).

February, 2007 Larry L. Schumaker
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1
INTRODUCTION

The first three chapters of this book are devoted to background material,
notation, and preliminary results. The well-prepared reader may wish to
proceed directly to Chapter 4 where the study of spline functions per se
begins.

11.1. APPROXIMATION PROBLEMS

Functions are the basic mathematical tools for describing and analyzing
many physical processes of interest. While in some cases these functions
are known explicitly, very frequently it is necessary to construct approxi
mations to them based on limited information about the underlying
processes. Such approximation problems are a central part of applied
mathematics.

There are two major categories of approximation problems. lbe first
. category consists of problems where it is required to construct an ap
proximation to an unknown function based on some finite amount of data
(often measurements) on the function. We call these data fitting problems.
In such problems, the data are often subject to error or noise, and
moreover, usually do not determine the function uniquely. Data fitting
problems arise in virtually every branch of scientific endeavor.

The second main category of approximation problems arises from
mathematical models for various physical processes. As these models
usually involve operator equations that determine the unknown func
tion, we refer to them as operator-equation problems. Examples include
boundary-value problems for ordinary and partial differential equations,
eigenvalue-eigenfunction problems, integro-differential equations, in
tegral equations, optimal control problems, and so on. While there are
many theoretical results on existence, uniqueness, and properties of solu
tions of such operator equations, usually only the simplest specific prob
lems can be solved explicitly. In practice we will usually have to construct
approximate solutions.

1



2 INTRODUcnON

The most commonly used approach to finding approximations to un
known functions proceeds as follows:

1. Choose a reasonable class of functions in which to look for an ap
proximation.
2. Devise an appropriate selection scheme (=approximation process) for
assigning a specific function to a specific problem.

The success of this approach depends heavily on the existence of con
venient classes of approximating functions. To be of maximal use, a class
(f of approximating functions should possess at least the following basic
properties:

t. The functions in (f should be relatively smooth;
2. The functions in (f should be easy to store and manipulate on a digital
computer;
3. The functions in (f should be easy to evaluate on a computer, along
with their derivatives and integrals;
4. The class cf should be large enough so that arbitrary smooth functions
can be well approximated by elements of (f.

We have required property 1 because functions anslng from physical
processes are usually known to be smooth. Properties 2 and 3 are im
portant- because most real-world problems cannot be solved without the
help of a high-speed digital computer. Finally, property 4 is essential if we
are to achieve good approximations.

The study of various classes of approximating functions is precisely the
content of approximation theory. The design and analysis of effective
algorithms utilizing these approximation classes are a major part of numeri
cal analysis. Both of these fields have a rich history, and a voluminous
literature.

The purpose of this book is to examine in considerable detail some
specific approximation classes-the so-called spline functions-which in
the past several years have proved to be particularly convenient and
effective for approximation purposes. Because of space limitations, we
shall deal only with the basic theoretical properties of spline functions.
Applications of splines to data fitting problems and to the numerical
solution of operator equations will be treated in later monographs.

11.2. POLYNOMIALS

Polynomials have played a central role in approximation theory and
numerical analysis for many years. To indicate why this might be the case,



PIECEWISE POLYNOMIALS

we note that the space

~Pm = {P(X): p(x) = f CjX i
-

l
,

i=l

3

(1.1 )

of polynomials of order m has the following attractive features:

1. (jm is a finite dimensional linear space with a convenient basis;
2. Polynomials are smooth functions;
3. Polynomials are easy to store, manipulate, and evaluate on a digital

computer;
4. The derivative and antiderivative of a polynomial are again poly

nomials whose coefficients can be found algebraically (even by a com
puter);

S. The number of zeros of a polynomial of order m cannot exceed
m-I;

6. Various matrices (arising in interpolation and approximation by
polynomials) are always nonsingular, and they have strong sign-regularity
properties;
7. The sign structure and shape of a polynomial are intimately related to

the sign structure of its set of coefficients;
8. Given any continuous function on an interval [a,b], there exists a

polynomial which is uniformly close to it;
9. Precise rates of convergence can be given for approximation of

smooth functions by polynomials.

We shall examine each of these assertions in detail in Chapter 3, along
with a number of other properties of polynomials.

While this list tends to indicate that polynomials should be ideal for
approximation purposes, in practice, it has been observed that they possess
one unfortunate feature which allows for the possibility that still better
classes of approximating functions may exist; namely,

10. Many approximation processes involving polynomials tend to pro
duce polynomial approximations that oscillate wildly.

We illustrate this feature of polynomials in Section 3.6. It is a kind of
inflexibility of the class 0'm.

I 1.3. PIECEWISE POLYNOMIALS

As mentioned in the previous section, the main drawback of the space ~m

of polynomials for approximation purposes is that the class is relatively
inflexible. Polynomials seem to do all right on sufficiently small intervals,
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but when we go to larger intervals, severe oscillations often appear-par
ticularly if m is more than 3 or 4. This observation suggests that in order to
achieve a class of approximating functions with greater flexibility, we
should work with polynomials of relatively low degree, and should divide
up the interval of interest into smaller pieces. We are motivated to make
the following definition:

DEFINITION 1.1. Piecewise Polynomials

Let a = Xo<XI < . · · <xk <xk+I = b, and write d = {x;}~+ I. The set d parti
tions the interval [a, b] into k + 1 subintervals, I; = [x;, x; + I)' i = 0, I, ... ,
k-I, and Ik=[xk,xk+tl. Given a positive integer m, let

{f: there exist polynomials
'?P '?Pm(d) = PO,PI'··· ,Pk in '?Pm with f(x) =Pi(X) (1.2)

for xEli , i=O, l, ... ,k}.

We call ~ '!Pm(d) the space of piecewise polynomials of order m with knots
x., ... ,xk •

The terminology in Definition 1.1 is perfectly descriptive-an element
f E '?P '?Pm (d) consists of k + 1 polynomial pieces. Figure I shows a typical
example of a piecewise polynomial of order 3 with two knots.

While it is clear that we have gained flexibility by going over from
polynomials to piecewise polynomials, it is also obvious that at the same
time we have lost another important property-piecewise polynomial
functions are not necessarily smooth. In fact, as shown in Figure 1, they
can even be discontinuous. In most applications, the user would be happier
if the approximating functions were at least continuous. Indeed, it is
probably precisely this defect of piecewise polynomials which accounts for
the fact that prior to 1960 they played a relatively small role in approxima
tion theory and numerical analysis-for an historical account, see Section
1.6.

a X 1

Figure 1. A quadratic piecewise polynomial.

b
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I 1.4. SPLINE FUNCI10NS

5

In order to maintain the flexibility of piecewise polynomials while at the
same time achieving some degree of global smoothness, we may define the
following class of functions:

DEFINITION 1.2. Polynomial Splines With Simple Knots

Let d be a partition of the interval [a, b] as in Definition 1.1, and let m be a
positive integer. Let

( 1.3)

where 0' 0'm(d) is the space of piecewise polynomials defined in (1.2). We
call ~m(~) the space of polynomial splines of order m with simple knots at the
points Xl'·.·' Xk •

It is easy to define various related classes of piecewise polynomials with
varying degrees of smoothness between the pieces. We refer to such spaces
of functions as polynomial splines, and we study them in detail in Chapters
4 to 8. We shall see that polynomial splines possess the following attractive
features:

1. Polynomial spline spaces are finite dimensional linear spaces with
very convenient bases;
2. Polynomial splines are relatively smooth functions;
3. Polynomial splines are easy to store, manipulate, and evaluate on a

digital computer;
4. The derivatives and antiderivatives of polynomial splines are again

polynomial splines whose expansions can be found on a computer;
5. Polynomial splines possess nice zero properties analogous to those for

polynomials;
6. Various matrices arising naturally in the use of splines in approxima

tion theory and numerical analysis have convenient sign and determinantal
properties;
7. The sign structure and shape of a polynomial spline can be related to

the sign structure of its coefficients;
8. Every continuous function on the interval [a, b] can be approximated

arbitrarily well by polynomial splines with the order m fixed, provided a
sufficient number of knots are allowed;
9. Precise rates of convergence can be given for approximation of

smooth functions by splines-not only are the functions themselves ap
proximated to high order, but their derivatives are simultaneously ap
proximated well;
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10. Low-order splines are very flexible, and do not exhibit the oscillations
usually associated with polynomials.

These properties of polynomial splines are shared by a wide variety of
other piecewise spaces. We discuss spaces of nonpolynomial splines in
Chapters 9 to II. A class of multidimensional splines is treated in Chapter
12.

It is perhaps of some interest to explain the origin of the terminology
"spline function." It was introduced by Schoenberg [1946a, b] in connection
with the space ~m(d), which he used for solving certain data fitting
problems. Schoenberg states that he was motivated to use this terminology
by the connection of piecewise polynomials with a certain mechanical
device called a spline.

A spline is a thin rod of some elastic material equipped with a groove
and a set of weights (called ducks or rats) with attached arms designed to
fit into the groove. (See Figure 2.) The device is used by architects
(particularly naval architects) to draw smooth curves passing through
prescribed points. To accomplish this, the spline is forced to pass through
the prescribed points by adjusting the location of the ducks along the rod.
It was discovered in the mid-1700s by Euler and the Bernoulli brothers
that the shape of the centerline of such a bent rod is approximately given
by a function in ~4(d). In particular, suppose that the points of contact of
the ducks with the spline are located at the points (xi,y;),i= 1,2, .. . ,k in the
Cartesian plane. Then the centerline of the spline is approximately given
by the function s with the following properties:

1. s is a piecewise cubic polynomial with knots at XI' . .• ,xk ;

2. s is a linear polynomial for X <X I and x ~ xk ;

Figure 2. The mechanical spline.
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3. S has two continuous derivatives everywhere~

4. s(x)=Yi,i= 1,2, ... ,k.

The function s is a kind of best interpolating function.

11.5. FUNCTION CLASSES AND COMPUTERS

7

In this section we show that because of certain fundamental limitations of
digital computers, only a rather restricted set of approximating spaces are
compatible with digital computers. This discussion will provide further
motivation for our selection of piecewise polynomials for intensive study.

We begin by recalling the capabilities of a modern digital computer.
Such a computer is capable of storing a rather large (but finite) number of
"words" consisting of real numbers or integers. It is capable of very rapid
access to these words. Finally, it can perform the following five basic
arithmetic operations: (1) addition, (2) subtraction, (3) multiplication, (4)
division, and (5) comparison of the size of two numbers.

Suppose now that (f is a class of functions which we desire to handle
with a computer. For (f to be compatible with a digital computer, we must
require the following two properties:

The class (f should be defined by a finite number of
real parameters; that is, each function s in (f should
be uniquely identifiable with a vector c=(c., . .. ,cn )

of real numbers.

Given the parameter vector c defining a particular
member Sc in (.f, it should be possible to compute
the value of Sc at any point in its domain using only
the five basic arithmetic operations mentioned
above.

(1.4)

( 1.5)

Property (1.4) assures that we have a way of identifying and storing
individual elements of (f on the computer, while property (1.5) guarantees
that we can evaluate a given function in (.f at a given point.

To illustrate how requirements (1.4) and (1.5) severely limit the structure
of computer-compatible functions classes, consider the case where (f is to
be a class of real-valued functions defined on an interval 1= [a, b]. Clearly,
one such computer-compatible class is the space ~pm of polynomials of
order m defined in (1.1). Indeed, each polynomial p can be associated with
the vector c=(c., ... ,cm ) of its coefficients (and it is proved in Theorem 3.1
that this association is unique). Thus to store a polynomial on the machine,
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we need only store its m coefficients. On the other hand, a given poly
nomial can be evaluated using only addition, subtraction, and multiplica
tion (see Algorithm 3.2).

If we admit the division capability of a digital computer, we see
immediately that another class of computer-compatible functions is given
by the set of proper rational functions:

and q(xh~'O for all a ~x ~b } (1.6)

There remains one major capability of the digital computer that we have
not yet exploited; namely, the ability to compare two numbers. Using it,
we see that the space of piecewise polynomials '3' ~m(d) defined in (1.2) is
also computer compatible. Indeed, to store a particular element s E

0'~m(d), we need only store the partition points X1, ••• ,Xk and the
coefficients of each of the polynomial pieces. To evaluate s(x) for a given
x, we need only decide in which interval x lies (using the comparison
capability of the machine), and then evaluate the appropriate polynomial
at x.

If we combine all five capabilities of the digital computer, we see that
the class of piecewise rational functions is also computer compatible. It
follows that this class is the largest class of real-valued functions defined
on an interval [a, b] that is computer compatible.

This conclusion is, in fact, a bit of an overstatement. Because of two
further limitations of digital computers (which are due to the finite word
lengfh), even the classes mentioned above are not truly computer compati
ble in the strict sense defined above. The limitations are (1) not every real
number can be represented exactly in a digital machine, and (2) the result
of arithmetic operations may be subject to round-off error. Thus, for
example, irrational coefficients cannot be stored exactly, nor can poly
nomials be evaluated exactly at irrational arguments.

Because of the round-off problem, it can be argued that several other
classes of functions should be admitted as computer compatible. For
example, there are a number of elementary functions (such as the trigono
metric, exponential, and logarithmic functions) for which computer
routines are available, permitting their evaluation to machine accuracy for
any argument. In a way, such functions are just as compatible as are the
polynomials. In view of this observation, in Chapters 9 to 11 we shall
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consider some classes of rather general piecewise functions. Special atten
tion will be focused on the cases where the pieces are trigonometric,
exponential or logarithmic.

11.6. HISTORICAL NOTES

Section 1.1

Approximation theory has a long and rich history which we need not
review in detail here. Some early books on the subject include dela Vallee
Poussin [1919], Bernstein [1926], Jackson [1930], and Zygmund [1959].
Interest has remained high, and some of the more recent books on general
approximation theory include Achieser [1947], Natanson [1949], Davis
[1963], Sard [1963], Timan [1963], Todd [1963], Rice [1964, 1969b], Cheney
[1966], Lorentz [1966], Meinardus [1967], Butzer and Berens [1967], Rivlin
[1969], and Laurent [1972]. There are many more specialized books dealing
with approximation, as well as a large number of books containing the
proceedings of conferences on approximation theory.

High-speed digital computers were first produced in the early 19508, and
this was followed by the rapid development of numerical analysis. We do
not bother to give the long list of books on the subject which have been
written in the last 30 years. Typical examples include the texts by Ralston
[1965], Isaacson and Keller [1966], and Conte and deBoor [1972].

Section 1.2

Polynomials have been important in approximation theory and numerical
analysis from the beginning. Their jmportance can be judged by examining
any of the books mentioned above. For example, see Ralston [1965, p. 25]
where a special effort is made to extoll the advantage of polynomials.

Section 1.3

We have not attempted the difficult task of tracing the complete history of
piecewise polynomials. Certainly they have been useful in mathematics for
a long time. It may be of some interest to mention just a few early
appearances. We have already discussed the work of Euler and the
Bernoulli brothers on the shape of an elastica in § 1.4. Various classical
quadrature formulae (e.g., Newton-Cotes, Euler-MacLaurin, and com
posite Gauss formulae) are based on piecewise polynomials. Piecewise
polynomials also arose in connection with solution of initial-value prob
lems for ordinary differential equations (e.g., in Euler's method). They
have also proved to be useful tools in analysis. For example, Lebesgue
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used piecewise linear polynomials to prove Weierstrass' Approximation
Theorem 3.11.

Section 1.4

The terminology Hspline function'" was introduced by Schoenberg [1946a,
b]-see the discussion in § 1.4. As far as we can determine" the only other
papers mentioning splines explicitly prior to 1960 were those by Curry and
Schoenberg [1947]" Schoenberg and Whitney [1949, 1953], Schoenberg
[1958], and Maclaren [1958].

Although the papers mentioned above seem to be the only ones pub
lished prior to 1960 that actually mention splines by name, there were a
number of papers. dealing with splines without using the name. Here we
can mention Runge [1901]" Eagle [1928], Quade and Collatz [1938], Favard
[1940], Sard [1949], Meyers and Sard [1950a, b], Holladay [1957], and
Golomb and Weinberger [1959]. In the early 1900s there was also extensive
development of interpolation formulae based on piecewise polynomials.
These methods were called osculatory interpolation methods-for a survey
of their development, see Greville [1944]. Our list is surely not complete.

The theory of spline functions (whether called by that name or not) had
a rather modest development up until 1960. After that the development
was nothing short of explosive. The main impetus for the intense interest in
splines in the early 1960s seems to have been provided primarily by the
fact that (in addition to I. J. Schoenberg) a number of researchers realized
that spline functions were a way to mathematically model the physical
process of drawing a smooth curve with a mechanical spline. Papers in
which this connection was noted include Maclaren [1958], Birkhoff and
Garabedian [1960], Theilheimer and Starkwea ther [1961], Asker [1962],
Fowler and Wilson [1963], and Berger and Webster [1963]. About this time
the paper of Holladay [1957] seems to have been discovered, and a number
of authors set about the task of studying best interpolation problems. Early
contributors to this development included deBoor [1962" 1963], Walsh,
Ahlberg and Nilson [1962], Ahlberg and Nilson [1963], Ahlberg, Nilson,
and Walsh [1964], and Schoenberg [1964a, b, c]. The history of the
development of best interpolation problems will be traced in greater detail
in a later monograph.

In addition to the papers mentioned above dealing with best interpola
tion by splines" there were also a few isolated' papers written in the early
1960s that dealt with constructive properties of spaces of piecewise poly
nomials (with no references to the other literature). These include
Schwerdfeger [1960, 1961]" Kahane [1961], Stone [1961], Aumann [1963],
Brudnyi and Gopengauz [1963], Ream [1961], Peterson [1962], and Lawson
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[1964]. More information on the early history of splines can be found in
the historical notes sections of later chapters.

Despite the feverish activity in splines during the past 20 years, there are
relatively few books on the subject. The following works deal to various
degrees with the theory and applications of splines: Ahlberg, Nilson, and
Walsh [1967b], Sard and Weintraub [1971], Schoenberg [1973], Schultz
[1973b], Bohmer [1974], Prenter [1975], Fisher and Jerome [1975], deBoor
[1978], and Stechin and Subbotin [1978].

Programs for dealing with splines can be found in the works of Spath
[1973] and deBoor [1978]. The book by Laurent [1972] also has several
chapters on splines, and they are starting to be mentioned in some of the
elementary books on numerical analysis and approximation theory. There
have been several conferences devoted entirely (or heavily) to splines, and
their proceedings provide useful source material. Here we mention Greville
[1969a], Schoenberg [1969b], Meir and Sharma [1973], Bohmer, Meinardus,
and Schempp [1974, 1976], and Karlin, Micchelli, Pinkus, and Schoenberg
[1976]. The article by van Rooij and Scherer [1974] contains a fairly
complete bibliography of the theory of splines up until January 1973.



2
PRELIMINARIES

In this chapter we establish some notation and develop a number of useful
tools. While for the most part the material belongs to classical approxima
tion theory and numerical analysis, we include several quite recent results.
The discussion in this chapter is restricted entirely to real-valued functions
defined on an interval. Functions of several variables are treated in
Chapter 13.

I 2.1. FUNCTION CLASSES

Given a closed finite interval [a,b], we define the space of bounded
real-valued functions on 1= [a, b] as

B[ I] = {f:f is a real-valued function on I andlf(x)1 < 00 for all x E f}.

(2.1)

This is a linear space of functions.
In most practical problems, the functions of interest possess some degree

of smoothness. For example, we will often deal with the space of continu
ous functions on f,

C[ I] = {f:fis continuous at each x in f}.

This is a normed linear space with norm

IlflIC[I]= maxlf(x)l·
xEI

(2.2)

(2.3)

In fact, C[a,b] is a Banach space with the norm (2.3). We shall make very
little use of Banach spaces in this book, however.

12
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We shall often have to deal with derivatives of functions. We introduce
the standard notation

and

D + f( x) = lim f( x + h~ - f( x)
hJ,O

(2.4)

D _ f(x) = lim f(x) - {(x - h) . (2.5)
hJ,O

When these limits exist we call them the right and left derivatives of f at x,
respectively. When both left and right derivatives exist at a point and are
equal, then we write

Df(x) = D_ f(x)= D+f(x). (2.6)

We say a function f is differentiable on the closed interval [a,b] provided
that Df(x) exists for all a <x <b, and that D + f(a) and D _ f(b) exist. In
this case it is standard practice to write

if x=a

if x = b.
(2.7)

We can now introduce several classes of smoother functions. If r is a
positive integer, we write

C r
[ IJ = {f: the r th derivative Djbelongs to C[ IJ} (2.8)

for the space of r-times continuously differentiable functions. lbese spaces
are increasingly smooth subspaces of C[I] as r increases; that is,

There are other smooth subspaces of C[I] lying in between these spaces
-for example, the space of absolutely continuous functions defined by

AC[IJ= {f:for any £>0, there exists 8>0,

so that for all n and all a <!I <:: i l <: ~2
n

~t~··· <!n <t~ <b with ~ It~- !;I (2.9)
i-I

n

<8, ~ If(~) - f(!;)1 <£}
;-1

satisfies CI[I]~AC[I]~C[I].
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In addition to the spaces mentioned above, we shall also make extensive
use of the classical Lebesgue spaces defined by

where

Lp [ IJ = {1:1 is measurable on 1 and Illl1p < 00 }, (2.10)

and

[f b ]l/P
IlfllL,,[IJ=llfllp = a1f(xWdx ,

11111 Loo[/] = ess sup If( x )1,
xEJ

I <;.p<oo,

p=oo.

(2.11)

(2.12)

Lp[/] is a normed linear space (in fact, a Banach space) for each 1 <;.p <;. 00.

It is also useful to deal with certain subspaces of the Lp spaces where the
functions possess smooth derivatives. Given I <;. P <;. 00 and any positive
integer r, we define

(2.13)

The space L;[ I] is called a Sobolev space. It is a normed linear space (in
fact, a Banach space) with norm

r

111114:[/]= L II D111 4 [/J'
)=0

These classes of smooth functions are nested as follows:

(2.14)

for all I <;. P <;. 00 and all positive integers r.

We shall introduce other spaces of smooth functions in later chapters as
we need them-see in particular Sections 2.8 and 6.5. Analogous spaces of
functions of several variables are introduced in Section 13.2.

§ 2.2. TAYLOR EXPANSIONS AND THE GREEN'S FUNCfION

In this section we discuss the Taylor theorem and the Green's function
associated with the differential operator D m

• Analogous results for general
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differential operators L are given in Section 10.2. Let

15

and

( 0 {I.x-y)+=
O.

{

(
m-)

(x-y):-'= x-y) ·
O.

x~y

x<y

x~y'l m>I

x<y

(2.15)

(2.16)

The following theorem is the classical Taylor expansion of a smooth
function in terms of a polynomial. with an explicit remainder term:

TI-lEOREM 2.1. Taylor Expansion

LetfEL~[a.b].Then for all a~x<::b.

f
- m.....::;\ D!f(a)(x-aY fh(X-y):-'D'}(y)dy

. (x)- LJ 'f + ,.
/=0 J. a (m- I).

Moreover, iff ECm[a,b] there exists a~~x~b such that

. m I D~f(a)(x-aY D'}(~\)(x-a)m
f(x)= L ., + , .

/=() J. m.

Pro~f Integrating by parts rn - I times. we obtain

(2. 17)

(2.18)

\ (_r - ~.)m - I m - I (.\__ ~.)m - I X

f · . ,Dn~fCv)dy= L -. , Dm-J(Y)I~+f Df(y)dy·
a ( nl - I ). i = I ( nl - I ) . a

Expansion (2. 17) follows. Applying the mean-value theorem for integrals to
the remainder in (2.17). we obtain (2.18). •

There is a dual version of this result whose proof is almost identical.

THEOREM 2.2. Dual Taylor Expansion

LetfE L~[a.b]. Then for all a ~Y <::b.

f(y)= ~I (-lYD1f~~)(b-YY+ fh(X-y):-I(_l)m,D"Y(X)dX.
}=o J. a (m-l).

(2.19)
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It is convenient to have a symbol for the kernel in the Taylor expansion.
We write

( )
m-Ix-y

gm(x;y)= (m- i)! · (2.20)

It is clear from the definition of gm(x;y) that for each fixedy it is infinitely
often right differentiable with respect to x. Similarly, for each fixed x it is
infinitely often left differentiable with respect to y. Writing Dx and Dy for
these derivatives, we immediately have the following properties of gm(x;y):

O<i<m-l

O~i<m-l (2.21 )

(2.22)

(2.23)

all X:FY

=~;.m-I' i = 0, 1, ... , m - 1. (2.24)

The following theorem shows that gm is the Green's function associated
with the differential operator D m:

THEOREM 2.3.

Let hE L1[a,b] and real numbers 1o, •.. ,1m -I be given. Then the function

m-I (x aY fb
f(x)= ~ Jj ~ +gm(x;y)h(y)dy

)=0 J. a
(2.25)

solves the initial-value problem

D j(x) = h(x), almost everywhere in [ a, b ]

D 1(a) =./;, i = 0, 1, ... ,m - l.

(2.26)

(2.27)

Proof. In view of the properties of gm' it is clear that f satisfies (2.27). On
the other hand,

Dm-y(x)=fm-I + f\(y)dy,
a

and (2.26) also follows. •
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In view of Theorem 2.3, it is of interest to define the operator D -m by

D -mf(x) = fbgm(x;y)f(y)dy,
a

(2.28)

D -m is a kind of inverse to the differential operator D m in the sense that

Dm
: Lp

m
[ IJ~Lp[ I]

D -m: Lp[IJ~Lpm[ IJ
and

The Taylor expansion shows that there is a connection between values
of f and its various derivatives up to order m. Thus it should not be
surprising that the derivatives of f can be estimated in terms of the size of f
and the size of its mth derivative. We have the following useful tool:

THEOREM 2.4

There exist constants Cm,I, ... ,Cm,m-l (depending only on m and [a,b])
such that for}=1,2, ... ,m-l,

II D111 C[a,b) <Cm,) ( e -)11111 C(a,b} + em-)II D'JII c[a,b]) (2.29)

for anyfECm[a,b] and any O<f«b-a)/2.

Proof The proof proceeds by induction on m and}. We consider first the
case m = 2 and} = I. Choose N = min{n : (b - a) / n <e}.

Then

h
_(b-a)_(b-a)(N-I) (N-l)e ~

e> - N - (N -1)N :;;. N > 2 .

Let xj=a+ih, i=O, I, ... ,N, and let Ij=[xj,xj+tl. For any ~ in the first
third of I j and TJ in the last third of I j , there exists (J in (~"'1) such that

IDJ( (J)I = If( TJ) - J(~) I.;;; ~ If(~)1 + ~ If(1/)1· (2.30)
11-~ e e

Then for all x E I j ,

IDf(x)1 .;;; IDf(O)+ ~xD1(t)dtl"; le2I1fllc(I.)+eIlD1I1cl/,l. (2.31)

We have proved (2.29) for m=2 and}= I.
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Now suppose the result has been established for m - 1 and 1~j ~m - 2.
We next establish it for m andj=m-l. Applying (2.31) to D m -1, we
obtain

(2.32)

By the induction hypothesis, we can write

Choosing 8 = e/ (2 C2, ICm _ I,m _2) and substituting (2.33) in (2.32), we ob
tain

2m-2cm-Icm-1 1
II Dm-Ifll ~ 2,1 m-l.m-21Ifll +-IIDm-111

J e[l,] em - 1 ell,] 2 ell;]

This establishes (2.29) for m and for j = m - 1.
To complete the proof we now proceed by downward induction on j.

Assume (2.29) holds for m and j as well as for all smaller m's. Then
substituting it in the inequality

we obtain (2.29) for j - 1. •
We also need the following analog of Theorem 2.4 for functions in the

Sobolev spaces Lpm[a,b], 1~p < 00.

THEOREM 2.5

There exist constants Cm. I' ••• , Cm.m_ 1 (depending only on m and [a, b])
such that forj= 1,2, ... ,m-l,

II D1'IIL"lo,b] ~ Cm,j( e -j IlfllL,,[o.b] + em -j II Dmfll L,,[O,bJ) (2.34)

for allfELpm[a,b] and any O<e«b-a)/2.

Proof Since the proof is very much like that of Theorem 2.4 we can be
sketchy. It will be enough to establish the result for m =2 and j = 1 as the
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rest of the proof proceeds as before. By (2.30) and (2.31) we have

6 6 jIDf(x)1 ~ -If(~)1 + -If( 11)1 + 1D1(/)1 dl
£ £ I,

19

for all x E Ii' Now if we integrate this inequality with respect to ~ over the
first third of Ii and with respect to 11 over the last third of Ii' we obtain

IDf(x)I": 3~ !If(t)ldt+ jID:!(t)ldt.
£ I, I,

Applying Holder's inequality to each of the integrals and using the discrete
Holder inequality (cf. Remark 2.1), we obtain

Now summing over i = 0, 1, ... ,N - 1 and using an elementary inequality
(see Remark 2.1); we obtain

Taking the pth root of both sides, we obtain (2.34) for this case. •

12.3. MATRICES AND DETERMINANTS

We frequently have to deal with matrices and determinants formed from a
given set of functions. In this section we introduce some convenient
notation for such matrices and determinants, and give several useful tools
for dealing with them.

We begin with some notation. Let {ui };" be a set of functions defined on
a set I, and let I., ... , 1m be points in I such that

Then we define the matrix associated with {ui };" and {Ii};" by

(2.35)
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We denote the determinant by

PREUMINARIES

(2.36)

To see how such matrices can arise, consider the following basic inter
polation problem:

PROBLEM 2.6. Lagrange Interpolation

Given real numbers Y" ... ,Ym , find u in Gll = span {u;}':' such that

j= 1,2, ... ,m.

Discussion. The problem is to determine coefficients C1' ••• , cm such that

m

L c;u;(~)=Yj'
i-=l

j= 1,2, .. . ,m.

This is a linear system of m equations for the m unknown coefficients, and
can be written in matrix form as Me = y, where M is given in (2.35) and
e=(c1, ... ,cm)T, Y=(Yl, ... ,Ym)T. This system has a unique solution for
arbitrary Y precisely when the matrix M is nonsingular. This in turn is
equivalent to the nonvanishing of the determinant D.

When M is nonsingular, we can find an explicit formula for the
interpolating function. For each i= 1,2, ... ,m, let L; be the unique function
in Gll such that

i=j

i=l=j, j= 1,2, ... ,me
(2.37)

The functions L1, ... ,Lm are called the Lagrange functions. In terms of
them the unique solution of Problem 2.6 is given by

m

u(x) = L y;L;(x).
i=l •

It will also be useful to define matrices associated with a set of points
t 1 <:. 12 < ... <1m where some of the l's are equal to each other. In order to
describe exactly where the equalities hold, we suppose that

II Id
,----A---... ,----A---...

1I <12 < . .. <1m = 'T I ' ••• , 'T I ' ••• , 'Td' ••. , 'Td ' (2.38)
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where each 'T; is repeated exactly I; times with ~~_I/;= m. Then given any
sufficiently differentiable functions u1' ••• , um ' we define

U1('T 1) u2( 'T 1) um ( 'T 1)

Du l ( 'T 1) Du2( 'T 1) Dum( 'T 1)

M( t(, ... ,tm )= DI\-I UI ( 'T
1

) D I\-I u
2

( 'T
1

) DI\-Ium ( 'T
1

)

u1,···,um u 1( 'Td ) u2('Td ) um( 'Td )

Du l ( 'Td ) Du2( 'Td ) Dum( 'Td )

D1d-1u
l
( 'T

d
) Did - I U

2
( 'Td) Dld-1U

m
('T

d
)

(2.39)

We can give a more compact definition of this matrix if we introduce lhe
integers

Then

d. = max{J·: f. = ... = f. .},
I I I-J

i= 1,2, ... ,m.

This kind of matrix arises, for example, in the following interpolation
problem:

PROBLEM 2.7. Hermite Interpolation

Given real numbers {vij}]':l,i=I' find u in Gl1=span{u;}'r such that

D j-I ( )-U Ii -Vi)' j= 1,2, ... ,1;

i = 1,2, .. . ,d.

Discussion. In this problem we are interpolating both function values and
certain derivatives. The determination of the required coefficients again
involves the solution of a linear system that can be written in matrix form,
this time with the matrix M defined in (2.39). •

The matrix M defined in (2.35) can be thought of as a function of the
vector t=(ll, ... ,lm) on the open simplex

T={t=(I I ,···,lm)Elm: / 1 <12 < ... <1m}.
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If the functions u" , um are continuous on J then the matrix M varies
continuously (and so does its determinant) as t runs over T. Similarly, if
the functions UI' ... 'Um all belong to Cm[I], then the matrix M defined in
(2.39) defines a function on the closed simplex

On the other hand, on T the matrix M is not a continuous function, no
matter how smooth the functions U 1, ••• ,lim may be. The following example
makes this point clearer:

EXAMPLE 2.8

Suppose II <I{ for all v, and that I{t/l as v~oo. Then

while

(2.40)

lim M( II'
"--+00 U I'

(2.41)

Discussion. The matrices in (2.40) and (2.41) are in general different. For
example, this is the case if u1(x) = 1 and u2(x) = x. The matrix in (2.41)
always has zero determinant (since two rows are equal), while the determi
nant of the matrix in (2.40) may well be nonzero. •

The above discussion shows that the nonsingularity of a matrix for all t
in the open simplex T does not imply anything about the nonsingularity of
the matrix for t on the boundary of T. Or saying it another way,
nonsingularity for distinct I'S does not imply anything about the case
where some of the I'S are equal to each other. On the other hand, it is true
that if the determinant maintains one sign for all distinct I'S, then it must
have the same sign for all 1) ~ •.. ~ 1m ; that is, the sign must remain the
same as we go to the boundary of T. This is a useful fact, and we prove it
in the following lemma:

LEMMA 2.9

Let {uj};n be functions defined on an interval I such that

(2.42)
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Given {I;}~ with repetitions as in (2.38), suppose that for some E >0

23

)=1,2, ,m

i= 1,2, ,d
(2.43)

Then

(2.44)

The same assertion is valid if we replace [T;, T; + E) by (T; - E, Til in (2.43), all
i= 1,2, ... ,m.

Proof Let e be the number of equal signs in the sequence I I ~ 12 ~ ••• ~

1m • When e = 0, the I's are distinct, and (2.44) follows from the assumption
(2.42). We now proceed by induction on e; assuming the result holds for
e - I, we try to prove it for e. Writing the I's with repetitions as in (2.38),
suppose that Tk is the first T which is repeated; that is,

Ik Id
,-----I'----. ~

11~12~ ••• ~lm=Tl<··· <Tk - 1 < Tk =··· =Tk < ... < Td =··· =Td ,

with lk > 1. Then with sufficiently small ~, the slightly perturbed set

- - -
11<12~··· ~Im=

Ik - 1 /d

~ ~

T J < ... <Tk - 1< Tk =··· =Tk <Tk +8<··· < Td =··· =Td

has only e - 1 equal signs. Thus by the inductive hypothesis,
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Now for each i = 1,2, ... ,m, the Taylor expansion asserts the existence of
'Tk (; ~ik ~ 'Tk + 8 with

Substituting these expansions in the determinant and simplifying, we
obtain

U1('T 1) u m ( 'T 1)

U1('Tk _ l ) Um(-Tk - I)
u 1( 'Tk ) u m ( 'Tk )

811c -I

0,.;;; (lk - I)!
D lie - 2u 1( 'Tk ) D lie -2um ( 'T

k
)

DIIc-IUI(~lk) DIIc -Ium(~mk)

Dld-1UI('T
d

) Did - Ium ( 'T
d

)

Since ~k,i'Tk as 8,iO for i= 1,2, ... ,k, this determinant approaches the one in
(2.44), and we conclude that this latter determinant is also nonnegative.
This completes the proof under the hypothesis (2.43).

If each of the u1' ••• , Um is sufficiently smooth to the left of each 'Ti , then
we use the perturbed set

II< - I Id
- ,......---A-.. ,......---A-..

1I ~ 12 < ... ~ 1m = 'T 1 < ... < 'Tk - I <'Tk - 8, 'Tk ,···, 'Tk , ..... 'Td ,···, 'Td

and expand to the left. After rearranging the rows and taking account of
the minus signs in the Taylor expansion, we obtain (2.44). •

t 2.4. SIGN CHANGES AND ZEROS

In this section we introduce some counting procedures for sign changes
and for zeros of functions.
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DEFINITION 2.10. Sign Changes of a Vector

Let v=(v), ... ,cn ) be a vector of real numbers. We define the number of
strong sign changes of v by

the number of sign changes in
S-(v)=the sequence VI, ... ,Vn , where

zeros are ignored.

Similarly, we define the number of weak sign changes of v by

the maximum number of sign
changes in the sequence VI'··.' Vn ,

S + (v) = where each zero can be regarded
as either + 1 or - 1, whichever
makes the count largest.

I t is clear that

S - (v) ~ S + (v) for all v.

It is also relatively easy to show that for all v,

and equality holds if all the Vi'S are nonzero.

(2.45)

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2.48)

DEFINITION 2.11. Sign Changes of a Function

Let f be a bounded real-valued function on a subset I of the real-line R.
We call

SJ- (f) = sup {S - [f( t ), ... ,f( In) ]: t) < 12 < ... <In E I}
n

(2.49)

the number of strong sign changes of f on I. Similarly, we define the
number of weak sign changes off on I by

SJ+(f) = sup {S + [f(t l ), ••• ,f(tn)]: t l < ... <In E I}.
n

It follows immediately from (2.47) that

(2.50)

(2.51 )
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Figure 3. Strong and weak sign changes.
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510,11 (f) = 2

Sio, 1) (f) = 4

DEFINITION 2.12. Simple Zeros

LetfEB[I]. We say thatfhas a zero at the point rEI providedf(r)=o.
We shall write

2/(f) = number of zeros of f in the set I. (2.52)

If a function vanishes identically on a subinterval of J, then Z/(f) = 00.

Thus, it is useful to make the following definition:

DEFINITION 2.13. Separated Zeros

Let fEB[I]. We say that (1</2 < <lnEI are separated zeros of f
provided f has a zero at each point 11' ' In and there exist

in I with f(y;) *0, i= 1,2, ... ,n-1. We write

z/ep(f)=max{n :fhas n separated zeros in I}. (2.53)

Up to this point we have been working with arbitrary subsets of J of the
real line. For the remainder of the section we restrict our attention to
intervals (open, closed, or half closed). Our immediate goal is to introduce
the idea of double zeros.

DEFINITION 2.14. Double Zeros

If fE B[I] is a function with a zero at a point t in the interior of J, then we
say that f changes sign at t provided

f( ( - f )f( t + f) < 0 for all f > 0 sufficiently small.
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If f has a zero at a point t in (a, b) and does not change sign at this point,
then we say f has a double zero at t. We write

Z 2(j) = number of zeros of j, count-
I ing double zeros twice.

(2.54)

For continuous functions defined on an interval, there is a close connec
tion between zeros and sign changes. We have the following:

THEOREM 2.15

LetfE C[/] where / is a subinterval of R. Then

and

SJ+ (f) <Z/(j).

(2.55)

(2.56)

Proof. If a continuous function on an interval is such that f(tt)·f(t0 <0,
thenfmust vanish somewhere in between. •

It is also possible to define zeros of higher multiplicity provided f has
enough derivatives.

DEFINITION 2.16. Multiple Zeros

Suppose f E CZ[/] and tEl. We say thatj has a zero of multiplicity z at the
point t provided

/(1) = Df(t) = ... = D:: -Ij(t) = 0 =1= DJ(t). (2.57)

As usual, if t is an endpoint of the interval I, then D is to be understood
as either the left or right derivative. The behavior of a function in the
vicinity of a multiple zero depends on whether that zero is odd or even. We
have the following:

and

If f has an odd zero at t in (a,b),
then j must change sign at the
point t,

if f has an even zero at t in (a,b),
then f does not change sign at t.

(2.58)

(2.59)
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DEFINITION 2.17. Number of Multiple Zeros

SupposefE er[/] \\'here I is a subinterval of R. Then we define the number
of zeros of f on I, counting multiplicities up to order r by

number of zeros of f on I, count
Z;(f) = ing multiplicities as in (2.57) up

to z = r.

If fECOO[I], we define

Z • = number of zeros of .f on I, count
I (J) ing multiplicities of all orders.

(2.60)

(2.61 )

We conclude this section with a useful tool for dealing with zeros of
functions. First we need a definition.

DEFINITION 2.18. Rolle's Points

If f is an absolutely continuous function on the interval (c,d), then we say
that c is a left Rolle's point off provided that

either f( c) =0 or for every e> 0, there exists some

c <t <c + f withf(t)·Df(t) > o.

Similarly, we say that d is a right Rolle's point of f provided

either f( d) = 0 or for every f >0, there exists some

d - e <t <d withf(t)· Df(t) < O.

Examples of left and right Rolle's points of a function are shown in
Figure 4. Geometrically, c or d is a Rolle's point if the function f moves
away from the axis as we move into the interval.

Left Rolle's Right Rolle's
point ~__I ~_ point

C d

Figure 4. The extended Rolle~s theorem.
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THEOREM 2.19. Extended Rolle's Theorem

Supposef E AC(c, d),.f"$ 0, and that c and d are left and right Rolle's points
off, respectively. Then Plhas at least one sign change on the interval (c, d).
If Df is continuous on (c .. d) .. then it has at least one zero on this interval.

Prooj. Since j is absolutely continuous, we can write j(d)- j(c) =

f~Dj(t)dt. If j(c) = j(d), this implies either Dj(t) = 0 almost everywhere or it
must change sign. This is the usual Rolle's theorem. Now suppose j(c) <
f(d). Then Dj(t) must be positive somewhere (in fact, on a set of positive
measure) in (c,d). If j(d»O, then since d is a right Rolle's point, Df(t) <0
for some t near d, and we have the desired sign change. If j(c) <0, then
since c is a left Rolle's point, Dj( t) <0 for some t near c, and again Dj
changes sign. The case where j(c»f(d) can be argued similarly. The last
statement is obvious since a continuous function can only change sign by
passing through zero. •

I 2.5. TCHEBYCHEFF SYSTEMS

In this section we explore the connection between properties of determi
nants formed from a set of functions U1' ••• 'Um and the number of zeros or
sign changes linear combinations of these functions can possess.
Throughout the section we suppose that I is an (open, closed, or half-open)
interval in R.

First we must define some terminology.

DEFINITION 2.20. Tchebycheff System

A set U={u;};" of functions in ell] is called a Tchebychefj(T-) system
provided

D( t1,···,tm ) >0
U1'···'Um

(2.62)

The following theorem characterizes T-systems in terms of sign changes:

THEOREM 2.21

If U= { Uj } '{' is aT-system, then

for all real c 1' ••• , cm' not all 0, (2.63)
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where Z/ counts the number of simple zeros on I. Conversely, if U={u;}'r
is a set of functions in e[l] such that (2.63) holds, then either U or the set
U= {u l , . .. ,Um - I ' - um } is aT-system.

Proof By the discussion of Problem 2.6, there can exist a nontrivial
c=(cl, ... ,cm ) such that U='L';s:IC;U; vanishes at m points 11< ... <1m if
and only if the determinant D in (2.62) is zero. Hence if U is aT-system,
(2.63) follows. Conversely, if (2.63) holds, then D can never be zero. Since
D is a continuous function of the I's, it must have one sign for all
t l < ... <tm in I. We conclude that either U or U forms aT-system.

Tchebycheff systems play an important role in approximation theory,
statistics, and other parts of analysis. There are many examples of T
systems. We give just two.

EXAMPLE 2.22

Let U={l,x, ... ,x m
-

I
}.

Discussion. Since this set of functions spans the space of polynomials of
order m, it is particularly important. We introduce the special notation

(2.64)

and

(2.65)

where VM is the Vandermonde matrix and V is the Vandermonde determi
nant. It is shown in Theorem 3.5 that V is positive for all choices of
1I < ... ~ 1m , and thus it follows that U is a T-system. In fact, with some
algebraic manipulation it can be shown that

whenever t I < t2 < ... < tm , while

(2.66)

whenever

d 1;-1

V(tl, ... ,tm )= n (Tj-TJ~/i IT IT v!
I <.i<j<.d ;=1 v==1

I, Id
,...--A--.. ~

t l ~t2~··· ~tm= 'TI,···,'T I < ... < Td,···,Td •

(2.67)

•
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EXAMPLE 2.23

Let U = {I, cos (x), sin (x), ... ,cos (rx), sin (rx) }.

Discussion. This set of functions is a T-system on the interval /=[O,2'1T).
It is not a T-system on any larger interval. See Karlin and Studden [1966],
p.180. •

Theorem 2.21 shows that linear combinations of a T-system cannot have
more than m - 1 zeros. The following result shows that the same is true
even if we count double zeros:

THEOREM 2.24

Let U={ui }'[' be a T-system on I. Then

Zl( .f CiUi ) <m-I
1~1

for all c 1, ••• , Cm E R, not all o.

Proof. Suppose uEG?l =span{u;}'[' is a nontrivial function with Z/(u)=
m, and the zeros of u are I I <12 < ... < tp • If we add to this set ti - f for the
first double zero Ii' and the points Ii + f for all double zeros I;, then for
sufficiently small f > 0 we obtain a set of points

with r ~ m + 1. Moreover, we see that

i = 1,2, ... ,r,

where 11= + lor -I. Since uEGh,

m+1 ( )
(

X1, ... ,Xm + 1 ) ~ ( i-I () xI,···,xi_l,xi+I,···,xm+1
0= D = £.J - 1) U Xi D .

u, U I' ... , Um i = I U I' ... , Um

This implies u(xi)=O,i= 1,2, .. . ,m+ I, which contradicts Theorem 2.21. •

So far we have been working with systems of functions. In some
applications it is more convenient to talk about spaces.

DEFINITION 2.25. Tcbebycbeff Space

An m-dimensional linear space G21 is called a Tchebycheff (T-) space
provided it has a basis that is aT-system.
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THEOREM 2.26

If '-Yl is aT-space. then for any basis U = {uj };", either V or [; =
{u1 •...• Um- 1• -um} is aT-system.

Proof. Since '-Yl is a T-space'l there exists some basis {Vi};" which forms a
T-system. Now if U is also a basis. then there must exist some nonsingular
matrix A such that (u1 •...• Um)T =A(t;I ....• vm)T. But then

for all t 1 <t2 < ... <1m in I.

It follows that either U or (; is aT-system. •
In terms of this new terminology. Theorem 2.21 asserts that an m-dimen

sional linear space '-Yl is a T -space if and only if Z/( u) ~ m - I for all
nontrivial u in '-Yl .

We now introduce a subclass of T -systems with stronger determinantal
properties.

DEFINITION 2.27 Complete Tchebycheff System

Suppose U = {uj};n is such that {ui }7 is aT-system for each k = 1,2, ... , m.
Then we say that U is a Complete Tchebycheff (CT-) system.

The powers discussed in Example 2.22 provide an example of a CT-sys
tern. The following is an example of a T-system that is not aCT-system.

EXAMPLE 2.28

Let U = {sin (x), cos (x)} on [0,77').

Discussion. V is clearly a T -system on [0,77'). It is not a CT-system,
howevec as sin (x) is not positive throughout this interval. In fact, it is not
possible to find any basis for C?l = span( U) that forms a CT-system, since
any linear combination of sin (x) and cos(x) always has a zero on [0,77').•

The situation encountered in Example 2.28 cannot occur on open
intervals, and we now have the following surprising result:

THEOREM 2.29

Suppose U = {ui }~ is a T -systenl on (a, b). Then there exist functions
v= {t~i}~ with span( V)=span( U) such that V is a CT-system on (a,b).
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There are several possible proofs of this remarkable result. We shall give
a proof in the next section utilizing results on Weak Tchebycheff systems
(see p.41). It can be shown by example that Theorem 2.29 is true only for
open intervals (see Remark 2.3). In the terminology of T-spaces, Theorem
2.29 asserts that every T-space on an open interval is aCT-space.

We now introduce a still stronger form of Tchebycheff system.

DEFINITION 2.30. Order Complete Tchebycbeff System

A set of functions {uj};n with the property that

is a T-system for all I ~il <i2 <··· <ik <::m and all I <:k <m

is called an Order Complete Tehebyeheff (OCT-) system.
We shall show in Theorem 3.7 that the powers l,x, ... ,x m

-
1 form an

OCT-system on any subinterval of (0,00). The following theorem shows
that OCT-systems have an important variation-diminishing property.

THEOREM 2.31. Descartes' Rule of Signs

Suppose U = { Uj };n is an OCT-system. Then

for any real e l, ... , em' not all 0, (2.68)

where Z counts the number of simple zeros in [a,b] and S - counts the
number of strong sign changes in the coefficients [cf. (2.45)].

Proof Let S-(c)=d-l. Then we can divide the coefficients into d sets,

~,-----I~ ~

e I' ... , en 2' en 2 + l' ... , en3' ••• , end + I' ... , em' (2.69)

such that all Ci't S in anyone group have the same sign, and at least one Cj in
each group is nonzero. Now with n l = 0, nd + 1= m, define

tj = L Icjlui ,

j= n,+ 1

j= 1,2' .. Qd. (2.70)

We claim {cj }1 is a CT-system. Indeed, for any I ~k ~d and 11< ... <tk
in [a,b], we have
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which is positive since U is an OCT-system and at least one ci is nonzero in
each group. Let

s=( -ly-Isgn(first group of c's),

Then clearly

d m

u= ~ svj=u= ~ ciuj '

j=l i=l

j= 1,2, .. . ,d. (2.72)

(2.73)

and using Theorem 2.21 on the T-system {Vj}~' we obtain

•
So far in this section we have been working exclusively with continuous

functions. If we work with smoother functions, then we can deal with
determinants with repeated /'s.

DEFINITION 2.32. Extended Tchebycheff System

Let U={uj}'r belong to em-I[!], where I is a subinterval of R. We call U
an Extended Tchebycheff (ET-) system provided

(2.74)

The following result characterizes ET-systems in terms of zeros:

THEOREM 2.33

If U={ui};n is an ET-system on I, then

for all real c 1' ••• ,cm' not all 0, (2.75)

where zm-l counts the number of zetos with multiplicities up to order
m - 1 (cf. Definition 2.17). Conversely, if U is a set of linearly indepen
dent functions in em-I[I] satisfying (2.75), then either U or 0=
{ul, ... ,Um _ l, -um } is an ET-system.
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Proof Suppose U is an ET-system, and that some nontrivial u = ~~_lC;U;

is such that 2 1
m -l(u) >m. If 11 ~ 12 < ... <tm are m of these zeros, then this

can happen only if the determinant D in (2.74) is zero. This contradicts the
assumption that U is an ET-system. Conversely, if (2.75) holds, then D in
(2.74) can never be zero. For t = (t 1"'" tm ) in the open simplex T= {t: t 1<

12 < ... <tm E I}, D is a continuous function of t, hence it must have one
sign. By Lemma 2.9, D also maintains the same sign as the t's are allowed
to coalesce. We conclude that D has one sign for all t, and thus either U or
[; is an ET-system. •

As with T-systems, it is useful to define stronger versions of ET-systems.
We say that V = {u;};n is an Extended Complete Tchebycheff (ECT-) system
provided that {u;}~ is an ET-system for each k= 1,2, ... ,m. We shall study
ECT-systems in greater detail in Section 9. I. If U has the property that

is an ET-system for all I <i. <i2 < ... <ik ~m

and all k = I, 2, ... ,m,

then we say that U is an Order Complete Extended Tchebycheff (OCET-)
system. For OCET-systems we have the following important variation-di
minishing property. It is a strengthening of Theorem 2.31 in that multiple
zeros are now counted.

THEOREM 2.34. Descartes' Rule of Signs

Suppose U= {u;}'[' is an OCET-system. Then

for any real c., ... ,cm' not all O.

(2.76)

Proof. Since the proof is very similar to that of Theorem 2.31, we can be
brief. Let S-(c)=d-l. Then dividing the c1"",cm into groups as in
(2.69), let V = { Vi}1be as defined in (2.70). Since U is an OCET-system,
the expansion (2.71) implies that V is an ET-system (in fact, an ECT-sys
tern). Then with c., ... ,cd and ii as in (2.72) and (2.73), Theorem 2.33
applied to the ET-system V implies
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§ 2.6. WEAK TCHEBYCHEFF SYSTEMS

We shall see in Chapter 4 that spaces of spline functions are not generally
T-spaces. Thus it is useful to introduce a weaker form of T-system capable
of encompassing splines.

DEFINITION 2.35. Weak Tchebycheff System

Let u)~ ... ~um be a set of bounded real-valued functions defined on a set.
I <: R. We say that the {uj };" form a Weak Tchebycheff (WT-) system
provided they are linearly independent~ and

(2.77)

In contrast with the definition of T-systems in the previous section, here
we have deliberately allowed arbitrary subsets I of the real-line R, and we
have not required the functions {Uj}~ to be continuous. We begi~ with
some examples of WT-systems.

EXAMPLE 2.36

Let U= {ui };" be a T-system on an interval I. Then V is a WT-system on
any subset J of J.

Discussion. In fact, it is clear that for any set of t) < ... <tm in J, the
determinant D in (2.77) is actually positive. •

The method of Example 2.36 is one way of constructing a wide variety
of WT-systems on arbitrary point sets. Another method is illustrated in the
following example:

EXAMPLE 2.37

Let V = {ui };" be a T-system on an interval J. Suppose we define functions
up ... , um by

xE/\J

xEJ,

i = I, 2~ ... ~ m~ where J is any subset of I. Then if 0 = {ui };" has dimension
m~ it is a WT-system on /.

Discussion. In this case D will be positive for all I) < ... <tm in I\J. If
anyone of the ('S lies in J~ then D =0. The functions in U can be quite
wild-for example, we can take 1= Rand J = the set of rational numbers.

•
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We shall see in Chapter 4 that various spline spaces have bases that form
WT-systems. The following example involves the spline x~ defined in
(2.15):

EXAMPLE 2.38

Let U = {I,x~} on J =[- 1,1]. Then U forms a WT-system.

Discussion. We may check directly that D ~ 0 for all - 1~ t 1 <t2 (; 1. •

In the previous section we saw that the T-systems could be characterized
in terms of zeros. The following theorem gives a characterization of
WT-systems in terms of sign changes:

THEOREM 2.39

Let U = {Ui}~ be a linearly independent set of m functions defined on a set
J. If U is a WT-system, then

any real cl" .. ' cm' not all O. (2.78)

Conversely, if (2.78) holds, then either U or U={u1, ... ,Um-1,-um} is a
WT-system on J.

Proof We first show that if V is a WT-system, then (2.78) must hold.
Suppose it does not. Then there exists uEql =span(V) and T={t.<t2
< ... <tm + 1} with

(-I)iu(ti»O,i= 1,2, ... ,m+ 1.

CASE I. Suppose rank VI T= m, where, in general,

rank VIT=rank{[ul(t), ... ,um(t)] :tET}.

Then since u is a linear combination of U1' ... ' Um'

where

(2.79)

(2.80)

i = 1,2, ... ,m + I.
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Since U is a WT-system, each of the D; is nonnegative, and (2.80) implies
they are all zero. But this contradicts the assumption that rank VI T= m.

CASE 2. Suppose rank U IT= k < m. We now show that there is a new set
of points T and a new uE G?1 such that ( - 1)' u( t~) > 0, j = 1,2, ... , m + 1 and
rank U IT= k + l. This process could then be continued until Case 1
applies. To construct u and t, first note that since rank U I1= m, there
must exist some point tEl such that rank UIT=k+ 1, where T= TU {t}.
Suppose tv < t < t c+ I' where we set to = - 00 and tm+ 2 = 00 for conveni
enc:. Suppose til i~ th! first point to the right of t such that rank
UIT=k+ 1, where T=T\{t

ll
}. (If none exists to the right, the~ there must

be one to the left, and a similar argument carries through.) T is our new
set. Now by elementary linear algebra (see Remark 2.6) there exists a
function II in Gf1 that vanishes at all points of T and with II( t) = l. Similarly,
for each i = v + I, ... , J.L - 1 there exists a function I; E 6(1 that vanishes at all
points of T, except at t; where it has the value l. But then for sufficiently
small E > 0 we easily check that the function

J-l.-I

u=Eu+(-lr:+ I ,/+ L (-1);+1,;
i==v+1

has alternating signs on the sequence of points making up T.
We now establish the converse. Suppose that neither V nor {; is a

WT-system. This means that for some X = {x 1 < ... < xm } and Y = {y 1

< ... <Ym} in 1,

D(X)D( Y):=D(X1, ,Xm)D(}'I, ... ,Ym)<0.
U U up , Um U 1' ••• , Um

The fact that both of these determinants are nonzero implies that we can
replace the rows of D(t) by rows taken from D(~) one at a time, always
keeping the determinant nonzero. But D(t) and D(~) have opposite signs,
and we conclude that at some point the removal of a row and replacement
by another (in its natural place) causes a switch in sign of the determinant.
It follows that for some Z= {ZI < ... <zm}' there is a ~ obtained from Z
by removing Zk and replacing it by Z such that D(t) D(~)< o.

Let L., ... , Lm be the Lagrange functions in G2l corresponding to the
points 2 1 , ••• , 2m Icf. (2.37»). Then for some nonzero constant a (cf. the
proof of Theorem 2.26)

D(f)=aD(~)
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hence D( f) D( i) <O. Since D( f) = I, we conclude Dl i) <O. Assum

ing that 0 <j <m is such that Z; <Z <Zj+ I' expanding D( f) out we deduce

that

ifO~j,k-2

if k - 1<j <: k .

if k+ I <j <:m

Using the Lagrange functions L 1, ••• , Lm , we can construct g E Gl1 such that

i= 1,2, ,)

i=j+ 1, ,m.

Now for f >0 sufficiently small, the function u = Lk + fg satisfies (2.79)

with T= {ZI'.·. ,Zj,Z,Zj+ I'··· ,zm}· •

In our next theorem we explore what happens when we restrict a
WT-system on a set I to a subset J of I.

THEOREM 2.40

Let U={uj }'{' be a WT-system on the set I, and let J be a subset of I.
Suppose

is of dimension I. Then there exists a set V = { vj } ~ spanning GllJ such that
V is a WT-system on J.

Proof. Let v., ... ,v, be a basis for q1J' and suppose V'+I, •.• ,Vm are chosen
such that {vj }'{' span ql. By subtracting linear combinations of the VI" •• ' V,

if necessary, we can arrange that vj(x)=O for all xEJ,i=/+l, ... ,m. By
the linear independence of {u j }'{' on I, there exist 1,+., ... , 1m in I \J such
that

Since V,+., ... , em vanish on J,
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for all I, <12 < ... <I, in J. We conclude that the first determinant on the
left is of one sign for all such I I ~ ... , I" hence either V or V=
{VI"'.' VI _" - (:,} is a WT-system. •

If {Ui}~ is a WT-system on J for each I <k ~m, then we say that
V= {ui};n is a Complele Weak Tchebycheff (CWT-) system on I. The
following result for WT-systems should be compared with Theorem 2.29
on T-systems:

THEOREM 2.41

Let U = { Ui };n be a WT-system on the set I. Then there exists a CWT
system V = {Vi}'; spanning the same space as v.
Proof By the linear independence of U I' ... , Um on I, there exist points

. ( 1" ... ,lm ) 0 L b h L11, ... ,lm In I such that D*". et L" ... ,Lm e t e agrange
u1,···,um

functions in q1 =span( lJ) corresponding to these points, and set Vm - I =
{Li};n-I. It is obvious that Vm -

J
has dimension m-l. By Theorem 2.40,

we conclude that either Um - I or Um - I = {L1, ... , Lm - 2, - Lm - I } is a WT
system on J = 1\ { 1m }. This in turn implies by Theorem 2.39 that

for all c1' ... 'Cm _ I ' not all O.

But since each of the functions L J, ••• , Lm _ 1 vanishes at tm , this implies

for all c 1, ••• , cm - I' not all O.

Using Theorem 2.39 again, it follows that either Um - I or Um - J is a
WT-system of m - I functions on I. This process can be continued to
construct WT-systems Vi of i functions fori = m - 2, ... , I. •

If G?1 is an m-dimensional linear space defined on a set I, we say that Gl1
is a Weak Tchebycheff (WT-) space provided it has a basis that is a
WT-system. We define Complete Weak Tchebycheff (CWT-) spaces simi
larly. It is clear that the analog of Theorem 2.26 holds here; that is, if 6li is
a WT-space and U = {U i };n is a basis for it, then either U or -0 =
{ U l' ... , Um _ I' - Um } must be a WT-system. Theorem 2.39 asserts that an
m-dimensional linear space ql is a WT-space if and only if S/- (u) <m - 1
for all nontrivial U in Gll. Theorem 2.41 asserts that every WT-space Gll is
automatically a CWT-space.
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As an application of Theorem 2.41, we now establish Theorem 2.29 in
which it was asserted that a T-space on an open interval I is aCT-space.

Proof of Theorem 2.29. If U = {Ui}~ is a T-system on the open interval I.,
then it is automatically a WT-system. We conclude from Theorem 2.41
that there exist functions V = {Vi }'[' - I in ql = span( U) such that V forms a
WT-system on I. We claim V must be a T-system of m-l functions on I.
Let v E '-\F. Since ~. <.: 611, v can have at most m - I zeros. If it has m - I
zeros /.<12 < ... <tm - I, then it must change sign at each zero (otherwise
some would be double zeros, contradicting Theorem 2.24). Now let X o<11

<Xl <12 <X2< ... <tm - I <xm · Then (-I)iv(xo)v(x,.»O for i=O, l, ... ,m,
which implies 5'1- (v) = m - I. This is impossible since V is a WT-system.
We conclude that Z/(t"l) <m-2 for any vE'V, and thus (since the signs of
the determinants formed from the vI, ••. ,Vm _ 1 are plus) V forms a T-sys
tern of m - 1 functions.

We call U= {ui }'[' an Order Complete Weak Tchebycheff (OCWT-)
system on the set I provided

{Ui,J~==1 is a WT-system on I for all 1<;1 <;2<··· <;k <m

and all I <k ~m.

The following theorem gives an important variation-diminishing property
of OCWT-systems.

THEOREM 2.42

Let U = {ui }'[' be an OCWT-system on the set I. Then

all real c l ' ... , cm' not all O. (2.81)'

Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 2.31. Suppose
S-(c)=d. Then we can divide the set of coefficients as in (2.69). Let
VI, ... ,Vd be as defined in (2.70). We claim that V={Vi}~ is a CWT-system.
Indeed, by the expansion (2.71) and the OCWT-property of U, we see that
determinants formed from VI' ••• ' vd are always nonnegative. It also follows
from (2.71) that for some t l < ... <td, the determinant is positive, hence
v1, .•• ,Vd are linearly independent. Now with {s}1 as in (2.72)., Theorem
2.39 applied to the WT-system V implies
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For us, the most important example of an OCWT-system will be
provided by the B-splines discussed in Chapter 4. Theorem 2.42 will then
yield a valuable variation-diminishing property of B-spline expansions.

Up to this point we have concentrated on sign changes of functions in
WT-spaces. In the remainder of this section we examine zero properties.
As shown in Example 2.37, it can happen that all of the functions in a
WT-space q1 vanish at the same (possibly infinite) set of points. In order
to get any meaningful results, we shall have to exclude such points.

DEFINITION 2.43. Essential Points

Let Gll be an m-dimensionallinear space defined on a subset I of R. We say
that tEl is an essential point of I relative to Gll provided there exists U E G21
with u(t)=1=O.

We shall need the following simple lemma:

LEMMA 2.44

Suppose Gll is an m-dimensional linear space defined on I, and suppose
x I <x2 < ... <xn are essential points of I (relative to Gll). Then there exists
uEG21 such that u(xj)*O, i= 1,2, ... ,n.

Proof We construct gl, ... ,gn consecutively with gj(Xj )=1=O, j= 1,2, ... ,i.
Since XI is essential, it is clear that there exists gl E611 with gl(X1):;t=O.
Suppose now that gj_ 1 has been constructed. If gj_l(Xj)=1=O, then we may
take gj=gi-l. If gj_l(x;)=O, let h be such that h(x;)=FO. Then for e:;t=O
sufficiently small, we may take gj = gj _ 1+ eh. •

Note that in Lemma 2.44 there is no restriction on n. It can be
arbitrarily large. In the following theorem we give a bound on the number
of zeros a function in a WT-space can have at essential points. We call
such zeros essential zeros.

THEOREM 2.45

Let 6(1 be a WT-space of dimension m > I. Then

for all nontrivial U E Gll, (2.82)

where Z counts essential separated zeros (cf. Definition 2.13). Moreover, if
U E G21 has m essential separated zeros XI <x2 < ... <xm ' then

u(x) =0 for all X E I with X <XI or X >xm •

Proof. We prove the second statement first. Suppose u E G2l has m sep
arated essential zeros XI <x2 <··· <xm • Let x j<Yj <xj+ 1' i= 1,2, ... ,m-l
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be such that u(y;)=FO. Suppose now that u is not zero for someYm >xm • We
shall show that this leads to a contradiction. By Lemma 2.44 there exists
vE611 with v(x;)=FO, i= l, ... ,m. But then [cf. (2.48)],

s - [ v(x I)' u(y.), ... ,v(xm), u(Ym)]

+S+[ v(x l ), -U(YI)' ... 'v(xm), -u(Ym)] >2m-1.

Since all of the components are nonzero, we conclude that either

(2.83)

or

(2.84)

Now choose e >°such that

e max Iv(x;)1 < min lu(y;)I.
1 <;i<;m 1 <;i<;m

Then, if (2.83) holds, we see that S - (u + ev) ~m. Similarly, if (2.84) holds,
then S - (u - ev) >m. In either case this contradicts the assumption that G2l
is a WT-space. If u is nonzero for a point Yo<x l , we reach a similar
contradiction.

The bound (2.82) now follows. Indeed, if u had m + 1 separated zeros,
then it would have m separated zeros XI < ... <xm and a point Ym + I >xm

where u is not zero. This is impossible by what we have already shown. •

The following example shows that the bound (2.82) cannot be improved:

EXAMPLE 2.46

Let U = {1, sin (x), cos (x)} and / = [0, 2'lT].

Discussion. U is a WT-system on [O,2'lT]. The function sin(x) has three
separated essential zeros, namely the points 0, 'IT, and 2'lT. •

The following theorem shows that if we work on sets with only essential
points, then the zeros of functions in a WT-space must occur in separated
"intervals :"

THEOREM 2.47

Let G2l be a WT-space of dimension m on the set /. Suppose that all points
of I are essential with respect to G21. Then for every u E G21 there exist
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intervals 11, ••• ,1, and pointsYI < ... <Y/-l with I<m such that

II <YI <12<Y2 < ... <Y'_I <I,

,
~(u)={xEI:u(x)=O)= U (InI;).

i=J

Proof Let 1= max{): there exist ZJ <YJ <Z2 < ... <Yj-l <Zj with u(z;)=O,
i= 1,2,. .. ,) and u(yJ*O, i= 1,2,. .. ,)-1}. By Theorem 2.45, I~m. Let
'i; = {.Y; _ I <x <y;: u(x) = O}. If Z and i are two points in CZ;, then all points
in I between Z and i must also be in CZ;, for otherwise I would not be
maximal. We conclude that each of the CZ; has the form I n I;, where I; is
some subinterval of R. •

When the set I in Theorem 2.47 is an interval, then the ~'intervals"

making up the zero set of u are ordinary subintervals of R. Example 2.38
shows an example of a WT-space with functions that have zeros on
intervals. The splines discussed in Chapter 4 provide further examples.

We have remarked earlier that every T-system is automatically a WT
system. In the following theorem we explore to what extent the reverse is
true:

THEOREM 2.48

Suppose G?1 is a WT-space of continuous functions on the open interval
I=(a,b). Suppose that all the points of I are essential with respect to ql.
Finally, suppose

for all nontrivial u E q1. (2.85)

Then G21 is aT-space on I.

Proof We shall show that for any nontrivial uEql, ZJ(u)~m-1.

Suppose to the contrary that some such u has ZJ(u) >m. Since u only has
finitely many zeros, they must be distinct, separated zeros. Let x I be the
smallest, and X r the largest. Then by Theorem 2.45 we conclude that
u(x)=O for x<x

J
and x>xr • This is a contradiction of (2.85), and the

theorem is proved. •

Theorem 2.48 is clearly also valid if I is a half-open interval. Example
2.46 shows that it does not hold, however, if I is a closed interval. In view
of Theorem 2.47, the hypothesis (2.85) will be satisfied whenever 6lL does
not contain any functions that vanish on intervals. The connection be
tween WT- and T-systems will be discussed further in Section 11.4.
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In this section we have given direct proofs for all of our results on
WT-systems. Some of the results can be obtained from the analogous
results on T-systems by smoothing techniques-see Remarks 2.4 and 2.5.

I 2.7. DIVIDED DIFFERENCES

Although the basic properties of divided differences are developed in most
books on numerical analysis, some of their finer properties (and in particu
lar the case of repeated I'S) are often not fully discussed. Thus in this
section we give a complete treatment.

Divided differences can be defined in several (equivalent) ways. We
shall define them as quotients of determinants. The advantages of this
approach are: (I) it permits a rapid and clean derivation of the properties
of divided differences~ and (2) it can also be used to discuss some
important kinds of generalized divided differences. Here we deal only with
the classical divided differences~ for generalizations, see §9.1 and Remark
2.7.

DEFINITION 2.49. Divided Differences

Given points /I~'."/r+l and a function 1, we define its rth order divided
difference over the poin ts 11~ ••• , l r + I by

(2.86)

In this definition we have tacitly assumed that the 1's are in increasing
order (in order for the determinants to make sense). But the definition
makes sense, in general, if we agree that

[ 11' ... , 1r + I ] f = [ 1-1' ... , l~ + I ] f,

where 11' /2 ' ••• ,/~+ 1 consists of the points {Ii }~+ I in their natural
order.

When the 1's are distinct, then [11' .. " lr+ .]1 is defined for any function
that has finite values at these points. When some of the l's occur more than
once, then the value of the determinant in the numerator of (2.86) depends
on certain derivatives of f .. and the corresponding divided difference only
makes sense for functions 1 that possess the required derivatives.
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The following theorem gives some basic properties of divided dif
ferences:

THEOREM 2.50

If 11, ... ,lr+1 are pairwise distinct, then

(2.87)

where

More generally, if

I, Id
~~

11,···,lr+1 = 7"1,···,7"1'···' 7"d,···,7"d

d I;

[ll'o .. ,lr+I]J= ~ ~ aijDJ-t./(7";),
i- J j~ I

where

(2.88)

(2.89)

i= 1,2, .. . ,d.

Thus the rth divided difference is a linear functional defined on all
sufficiently smooth functions. Moreover, if J and g agree on the point set
{I; };+ 1 in the sense that

j= 1,2, ,1;,

i= 1,2, ,d
(2.90)

then [ll, ... ,lr+dJ=[tl, ... ,lr+tlg.

Proof. The expansion (2.87) follows directly from the definition and the
explicit formulae (2.66) for the vanderMonde determinant. To prove (2.89)
we need only expand the determinant in the numerator of (2.86) with
respect to its last column. The denominator is always positive since it is a
vanderMonde. The fact that the coefficients ail; of the highest derivatives
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of f at each 7'; in (2.89) are nonzero follows from
II I, - I Id

v(~, ....~.....~)

47

It is clear from (2.89) that the divided difference is linear; that is,
[. ](f+ g)=[. ]f+[·]g and [. ](of) = 0[· ]f· The fact that [. 1J=[·]g when f
and g agree on the I'S is also clear from (2.89). •

In our next theorem we give several other important properties of
divided differences. Of particular importance is the fact that divided
differences can be computed recursively.

THEOREM 2.51

Given any points 11, ... ,lr+1 (not necessarily in order) and any sufficiently
smooth function f,

(2.91 )

provided II =FIr + I· If 11= 12 = ... = Ir+I' then

(2.92)

In general, if fECr[a,b], where a=minl<;;;<r+ll; and b=maxI<;<r+ll;,
then

some a ~8 <b. (2.93)

Concerning the divided differences of powers of x, we have

. { 0,
[ t I ' ... , tr + I ] Xl =

Pj-r(tl,···,lr+I)'

)=O,I, ... ,r-l

)=r,r+l, ... '
(2.94)

PI( II' ... , Ir+ I) = ~ ( I; /;2 . . . I;').
I <;; I <;;2 <; ... <;;, <; r + I

(2.95)
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The sum in (2.95) is taken over all choices of I integers, allowing repeti
tions. For example, Pl(tl, ... ,lr+I)=/I+··· +lr+I' while P2(/1,/2)=I;+/1/2
+ Ii. The number of terms in the sum is (r+ /)!j(r!/!).

Proof We begin with the first half of (2.94). By the definition of the
divided difference, if we take f(x) = xi with 0 ~j ~ r - L then two columns
of the determinant in the numerator of (2.86) will be the same, and the
value will be zero. If we takef(x)=x r

, then the numerator and denomina
tor are identical, and the value of the divided difference is I.

We prove the remaining assertions first in the case that I1= 12 = ... =

Ir + I· In this case, the denominator in (2.86) is

r

~'( I I ' ... , tr + I ) = II p!,
v=1

while the numerator is

r-I

D 1( I I) V( 1I' ... , Ir) = D J( I I) 11 p!,
v=1

and (2.92) follows. Moreover, for j ~ r.

whi~h completes the proof of (2.94) in thIs case.
Suppose now that II =l=lr + I. We establish the theorem by induction on r.

For r = 1 it is easily checked. Suppose it holds for divided differences of
order r - l. Our first task is to prove (2.91). Consider the linear functional

It is clear that Ax'=O, i=O, L... ,r-I by (2.94). Moreover, using (2.94) for
r points and with j = r we have

(t + ... +1 )-(1 + ... +/)
Axr=l- 2 r+1 I r =0

(Ir+1-/ 1) •

On the other hand, Ai has the form of the sum in (2.89). Thus the set of
linear equations Ax; = 0, i = 0'1 I, ... , r provides a nonsingular system for the
coefficients in the expansion of A, and we conclude A=O. This proves
(2.91).
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By the inductive hypothesis and the definition of the p's, we have

Pj-r+ I(12, ••• , Ir+ I) - Pj-r+ I( II"'·' Ir)

(Ir+I-/I)
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and (2.94) is also established for all r. Finally, property (2.93) follows
directly from the Peano representation (established in Theorem 4.23):

where Q is a nonnegative function with f7,+'Q(x)dx= l/r. •

The recursion relation (2.91) permits us to compute the divided dif
ference by generating the triangular array

[ 12 ] f ... [ Ir ] f [ Ir + 1] f
[lr,lr+l]f

[/1,···,lr ]1 [/2,···,lr +l]f

[ t I' ... , tr + I ] f·

We emphasize once again that the recursion formula (2.91) does not
require the 1's to be in order. For example, we have

assuming 7" 1*7"3 *7"2'

Our next result is a form of Leibniz rule for differencing the product of
two functions.
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For any 11,/2 , ••• ,lr +1 and appropriately smooth functionsj and g,

r+l

[ I I' ... , Ir+ I ] jg = ~ [I I' ... , Ii ] j. [ Ii' • •• , Ir+ I ] g. (2.96)
i-I

Proof We proceed by induction on r. For r=O the result is trivial.
Suppose it holds for r - 1. If I 1= Ir + I' (2.96) is the usual Leibniz rule

Djg r+l Di-Y(/I)Dr+l-ig(tl)

----;!= ;~I (i-l)!(r+l-i)!

= ~ ±(~)D1(/I)Dr-ig(/I).
r. ;==0 I

(2.97)

We suppose now that t I =l=lr + I' Then, using (2.91) and the Leibniz rule for r

points, we obtain

[ 12 , ••• , Ir + I ] fg - [ I I' ... , Ir ] jg
[ I \•... , I r + \ ] fg = (_ )

lr+ I 1I

r+l r

~ [t2' ... , 1i ] j. [ Ii' ... , 1r + I ] g - ~ [I I' ... , Ii] j. [ li' .•. , tr ] g
i== 2 i= I

If we add and subtract the term

r+1 r

~ [I I' ... , Ii - I ] f· [ Ii' ... , tr+ I ] g = ~ [I I' ... , Ii ] f· [ Ii + I' ... , tr+ I ] g
i -2 if': I

and combine like terms, we obtain

(

r+1

[1I ' ••• , 1r + 1 ] fg = ~ [1 1' ••• , Ii ] f· [ Ii' ..• , Ir + 1 ] g' ( Ii - 11)
i~2

+± [1 \' .... I, ].r [ Ii' ... , Ir + I ] g' ( Ir + \ - lJ )/ (tr + I - I I )
I -= I

r+l

= ~ [I I'··" Ii] f· [ Ii'···' lr+ I] g.
i=1 •
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The following theorem shows that for smooth functions, the divided
difference over an arbitrary set of points with repetitions is the limit of
divided differences over distinct points. In particular, we see that for any
f E Cr[I], [I., ... , Ir+.Jl is a continuous function on the closed simplex

THEOREM 2.53

Let I •• E' ••• ' Ir + I.E be a sequence of points with I;.E~/; as f~O, i = 1,2, ... , r +
1. Then for all sufficiently smooth 1,

(2.98)

Proof It suffices to consider the case where just one I moves with f. For
convenience of notation, let u. = 1, ... , Ur + • = X r. Suppose I. < . .. ~ I; < I; + 1

= ... = 1;+1 <1;+1+. ~ ••• ~ Ir + I' and that I;+I.E~/;+I' Then using Taylor's
expansion as in the proof of Lemma 2.9, we obtain

D I
-

2
U 1(/;+ I)

DI-IUI(~I)

D I
-

2
Ur ( 1;+ I)

DI-Iur(~r)

DI-'i(li+l)

DI-y(11)

D I
-

2
U 1(/;+ I)

DI-IUI(~I)

D I - 2 ( ),
Ur+ 1 li+ 1

D1-1Ur+ I(~r+ I)

where ~I' ••• '~r+. and 11 all go to 1;+1 as f~O. Taking the limit, we obtain
(2.98). •

At times it is useful to have more specific information about how the
divided difference changes as we move one or more of the I's. Our next
two theorems give explicit formulae for the partial derivatives of divided
differences with respect to the I's.
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THEOREM 2.54
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Let I I ~ 12~ ... ~ Ir +I be given. Fix 1~j ~ r + I, and suppose that 1.i is not
equal to any other I. Then for any sufficiently differentiable j,

aa [1 1,···,lr +l]j= [tl'···'~-l'~'~1.i+l,···,tr +1 ]j·tj
(2.99)

Proof By the recursion formula (2.91) and the fact that the order of the
I'S can be rearranged without affecting the value of the divided difference,

[tl' ... '~-I'~+e,... ,lr+I]f- [/1,···,lr+1]f

= [ I I' .. q ~ - I' ~ + I"" .• , tr + I' ~ + e ] j - [ fj , f I' •.. , ~ - I' ~ + I' ... , fr + I ] j

= e[ ~,f I ' ... , ~ _ I' fj + I' ... , f r + I 'I ~ + e ] f

=e[ 11'1 ... ,~,~+e, ... ,lr+IJj.

Dividing by e and taking the limit as e~O'l we obtain (2.99). •

(2.100)

Theorem 2.54 deals with the case where a single I, unequal to any other
t, is moved. Given a set of t's with

I) Id
~ ~

I I ' ... , tr + I = 'T I' .. q 'T I ~ . .. <. 'Td' ... , 'Td '

we now consider the case where the entire block 'Ti , ••• , 'T,. is moved together.

THEOREM 2.55

Let {Ii };+ I be as in (2.100). If 'Ti <1',.+ I' then

'T,., ••• 'I

(2.101)

where a+ fa'Ti denotes the right derivative. If 'T,._l <'Ti , then the same
expression holds for the left derivative.

Proof Suppose 'Ti < 'T,. + I and we wish to move 'T,. to the right. Then for any
e>O,

[ T 1'~1•• ,

Ii
~:]I- [Tl,~I.. ,

I,. Id ]I
1'i+e, ... , 'T,., ••• , 'Td

I, ([ I ',.-r+l r-l
Id ]Jr~1 T 1..... , 'T,. + e, 7",., ••• , 'Td

- [ Tl,~l... ',.- r r
~: ]J).'T,. + e, 'T,., ••• ,
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Now the same argument used in Theorem 2.54 can be applied to each
individual term, and after dividing by e and taking the limit as e!O, we
obtain (2.10 I). •

I t is often useful to be able to estimate the size of divided differences in
terms of lower-order divided differences. We have the following:

THEOREM 2.56

Let 0 ~ i <r - 1 be fixed integers, and suppose

j=i+l, ... ,r.

Then

(2.102)

where ( ~) is the usual binomial coefficient (see Remark 2.8).

Proof. Since

the result follows for i=r-I. Now we proceed by induction on i. Suppose
(2.102) holds for i; we now prove it for i-I. We have

. (r - i) I[ t" +2' .. • , t" +;+1] fl +I[ t" +I' · · . , t" +;] fl
r-l J1 (t - t )
~ ,,+;+1 ,,+1

l[tl,···,tr+l]fl< ~ ... ·
,,-0 Y;+I Yr

Since It,,+;+I-t,,+11 >Yi' combining the above sums (and using a simple
identity for binomial coefficients-see Remark 2.8) yields the assertion for
;-1. •

The special case of divided differences over equally spaced points is of
particular importance.

11IEOREM 2.57

Given h >0 and a positive integer r, we define the rthforward difference off
at t by

~'J(t)= r! h r[t, t + h, ... , t + rh] f. (2.103)
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It has the following properties:
r

1:1.'ij( t) = L (- I) r - i ( ~ )f( t + ih)
;=0 I

(2.104)

;=0,1, ... ,r (2.105)

(2.106)

Moreover, if j E L~[ t, t + rh], then

1:1.'ij(t) = h r~rh D'j(t + u):r(u/h)du ,

where

(2.107)

~rNr(u)du= I, all 1~ q < 00.

For such j we may also write

~'ij(t)=lh... (h D1(t+St+" 0 +sr)ds t" ·dsr.
. 0 )0

IfjEL;[a,b+rh], then

11~r,j11 Lp(a,b) ,h r II Dl11 Lp[a,b + rh)o

Finally, ifjECr[t,t+rh], then

(2.108)

(2.109)

for some t, () ,t+ rho (2.110)

Proof The expansion (2.104) follows from the general expansion (2.87)
with Ii = t + (i - I )h, i = 1,2, ... , r + l. Then (2.105) follows from (2.94). The

estimate (2.106) is a consequence of (2.104) and the fact that ~:-o( ;)=2r

(see Remark 2.8). The representation (2.107) and the properties of N r are
discussed in Section 4.4. The alternate integral relation (2.108) can be
established by induction using the fact that ~r,j(t)= ~h~~-1(t). We obtain
the inequality (2.109) by applying the Minkowski inequality (see Remark
2.2) to the integral representation (2.107). Finally, (2.110) also follows from
(2.107) with the help of the mean-value theorem. •

I 2.8. MODULI OF SMOOTHNESS

In order to establish sharp theorems on how well a given function can be
approximated, it is useful to have some precise measure of the smoothness
of the function. In this section we discuss various moduli of smoothness.
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DEFINITION 2.58. Modulus of Smoothness

Given I <p, 00, a positive integer r, and O<t «b-a)/r, the function

wr(!;t)p=wr(!;t)Lp[a,b]= sup II~VIIL [/
rh

] (2.111)
O<.h <.t p

is called the rth modulus of smoothness of f in Lp • Here ~r,j is the rth
forward difference [see (2.104)], and Irh = [a, b - rh].

When r = 1, the rth modulus of smoothness is traditionally referred to as
the modulus of continuity. The following theorem gives several basic proper
ties of the modulus of smoothness:

THEOREM 2.59

Fix r> I. Then

wr(f; t l + t2)p (; wr(f; tl)p +wr(f; t2)p;

Wr(fl + f2; t)p ~ wr(fl; t)p + wr(f2;t)p;

wr(f; t)p ~ wr(f; t-) p' 0 <t <t-;

wr(f;kt)p <krwr(f; t)p, any positive integer k;

(2.112)

(2.113)

(2.114)

(2.115)

all A>0, where rA1= min {integers i : i >A} ;

(2.116)

Wr(f; t)p ~ 2)Wr_J(f; t)p' 0<); (2.117)

wr(f; t)p ~ 2rllfllp (2.118)

wr(f; t)p ~ tJwr_J( Dj; t)p, if fE Lt[ a,b], I ~p < 00 (2.119)

iffECJ[a,b], p=oo;

wr(f;t)p ~tr"D'fllp' iffEL;[a,b], I~p<oo (2.120)

iffEcr[a,b], p=oo;

wr(f; t)p~O as t~O, iffELp[a,b], I<p<oo (2.121)

iffEC[a,b], p=oo;

if lim t - rwr(f; t)p = 0, thenfE 0'r; (2.122)
tiD

wr(f; t)q ~ III1/q-I/Pwr(f; t)p, all I ~ q ~ p < 00. (2.123)
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Discussion. These properties follow more or less directly from the defini
tion. For details, see Timan [1963], Lorentz [1966], and Johnen [1972].
Some of the properties can also be derived from the analogous properties
of the K-functional and its equivalence with the modulus of smoothness, as
shown in the following section. •

Our next theorem gives a useful formula for the modulus of smoothness
of a function that is obtained by a change of variable from another
function.

THEOREM 2.60

Suppose y = ax + f3 maps the interval [a, b] onto the interval [c, d], and that
x = yy + 8 is the inverse mapping taking [c, d] onto [a, b]. Suppose f is
defined on [a,b], and that F(y)=f(yy+8). Then

(2.124)

Proof We have y = a-I and

[

d - rhI r . IP ] 1/Pwr(F;t)Lp[c.d]= sup f ~ (-l)r-'(~)F(Y+ih) dy
O<h<;,t c ;-=0 I

[

d - hi r I
P

] 1/P= sup f r ~ (-I)r-i(~)f(Y(Y+ih)+8) dy
O<h <;,t c ;=:0 I

[
b - h I r I

P
] 1/P= sup f ry ~(-l)r-i(~)f(x+iYh) adx

O<h<;,t a ;-0 I

[

b - hi r I
P

] 1/P= SUp f ry ~ (-I)r-i(~)f(x+iYh) dx a 1
/ p

O<h<;,t a ;-0 I

•
In (2.119) we have given a simple estimate of wr(f; t)p in terms of

lower-order moduli of smoothness. In the following theorem we give
estimates in the opposite direction:
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THEOREM 2.61. Marchaud Inequalides

Let 1<P <; 00, and suppose r is a positive integer. Then there exist positive
constants C1 and ~ (depending only on a, b, r, and p) such that for all
O<t<~,

On the other hand, if for some ~ >0,

~8u-1-iWr(j; u)pdu < 00,

j = 1,2, ... ,r - 1.

(2.125)

(2.126)

then j E Lt[a, b], and

wr-i Dij; t}p"; C1~tU -I-iwr(j; u)pdu, (2.127)

all O<t<~, where C1 is a constant (depending only on a, b, r, andp). If
(2.126) holds for p = 00, then f E Cl[a, b], and (2.127) also holds for p = 00.

Discussion. For a detailed direct proof of these results, see Johnen [1972].
These assertions also follow from the corresponding results on the K-func
tional-cf. Theorems 2.71 and 2.72. •

The second part of Theorem 2.61 is particularly interesting since it
asserts that when wr(f; u) goes to zero fast enough with respect to u, then j
must have a certain number of smooth derivatives.

We close this section by introducing some interesting smooth spaces of
functions that are characterized in terms of their moduli of smoothness.
First, given r~ 0, 1<.p ~ 00, and O<a <; 1, let

(2.128)

(where (9 is the standard "big oh" see Remark 2.9). When r =0 and p = 00,

the classical Lipschitz space is defined by

LipQ[ a,b ] = {fE C[ a,b J: there exists M < 00 with

If(x + h) - j(x)1 ~ Mh Q for all a <x <;x + h 'b}.
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The following application of Theorem 2.61 shows that the Lipschitz spaces
(2.128) lie between the classical smooth spaces in the sense that

L r+ 1[a bJ CLipr.a[a bJ CLr[a bJp ,- p '-p'

and

THEOREM 2.62

For 1<p < 00 and O<a < 1,

if 1<p < 00

if p = 00.

Similarly, if p = 00, then

Proof. Let 1~ p < 00. Then D J E Lip; coupled with (2.119) implies

and it follows thatjELip;·a[a,bJ. Conversely, if jELip;,a, then

some ~ >0,

and by Theorem 2.61, we conclude that f E L;[a, b] and

that is, D J E Lip;la, b). The proof for p = 00 is similar. •
Theorem 2.62 does not cover the case where a = 0, and indeed, the

spaces Lip;·o[a,b] have a somewhat different behavior. Lip~~a,b] is the
classical Zygmund space, and thus we introduce the notation

Z;[ a,b] = {fELp[a,b]: wr +2(!;t)p=6(t r +1
)}. (2.129)
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THEOREM 2.63

Let 1<p < 00. Then

Similarly, if p = 00, then

Z~[a,bJ={fEC~[a,bJ:D'fEZ~[a,bJ}.
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Proof The proof follows the same pattern as that of Theorem 2.62, using
(2.119) and Theorem 2.61. •

The spaces Lip~a[a,b] and Z~[a,b] are examples of what are called
Besov spaces-see Section 6.5.

I 2.9. THE K-FUNCfIONAL

In this section we introduce an expression called the K-functional which
measures the smoothness of a function in terms of how well it can be
approximated by smooth functions. This will provide an alternate way of
characterizing smooth function classes (which as it turns out is equivalent
to using the moduli of smoothness defined in the previous section). We
also include several applications of the K functional which will be useful
later on.

DEFINrnON 2.64. The K-Functional

Suppose 1 <: p < 00, t >0, and that r is a positive integer. For f E Lp[I] we
define

(2.130)

Ifp=oo andfEC[I], we define

(2.131)

We call Kr,p(t) the K-functional of Peetre.

It is clear that Kr,p(t) is a nonlinear functional defined on the space Lp[I]
if 1,p < 00, and on C [I] if p = 00. It is a measure of how well the function
f can be approximated by smoother functions (in L;[I] or Cr[I]) while
maintaining a control on the size of the rth derivative of the approximant.
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The parameter t controls the balance between the size of the derivative and
the error in the approximation. The following theorem lists some elemen
tary properties of the K-functional:

THEOREM 2.65

Let 1,p ~ 00 and r > O. Then

Kr.p(t 1 + t2)!~ 2r- 1
[ Kr.p(t 1)!+ Kr.p(t2)!];

Kr.p(t)(!1 +!2) ~ Kr.p(t)!1 + Kr,p(t)!2:

Kr.p( t)!<Kr.p( t-)j

Kr.p(t)!< Iljllp;

K r .p ( t)j ~ t
r II D'ill p ifjEL;[a,b],

ifjECr[a,b],

(2.132)

(2.133)

(2.134)

(2.135)

I~p<oo
(2.136)

p=oo:

lim Krp(t)!=O ifjELp[a,b], l<p<oo
1---+0 •

ifjEC[a,b], p=oo;

if lim t-rKr.p(t)!=O, then fE6Jr.
1---+0

(2.137)

(2.138)

Proof Most of these properties follow directly from the definition. For
details; see Butzer and Berens [1967] or Johnen and Scherer [1977]. •

Some further properties of the K-functional are established in Theorems
2.71 and 2.72 below. We now turn to the task of establishing the equiva
lence of the K-functional with the modulus of smoothness introduced in
the previous section. An essential tool in proving this equivalence is the
following lemma which shows how to construct a smooth approximation to
a given function.

LEMMA 2.66

Let 1<p<oo, 1>0, and suppose r is a positive integer. Let J=[c,d] and
j = [c, d + r 2t]. Then for all f E Lp[j] there exists g E L;[J] such that

(2.139)

and
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Similarly, if j = [c - r 2t, d], then the same inequalities hold with d~u and d~t

replaced by dr
_ tu and d r

_ kl , respectively. Similar results hold for f E e[l]
with p= 00.

Proof. We prove only the case of 1<p < 00. The proof for p = 00 is
similar. Given f E Lp[j], we need to construct an approximation g E L;[l].
To this end we take the so-called Steklov average off:

g(x) = r"[ f(x) + (-1)'+ Id:J(x)] N'( u/ t)du
)0 t

= ±(-1);+ I( ~)l"f(x + iu) N'(u/ t)du ,
i-I lot

(2.141)

where N r is the function that appears in the representation (2.107) of the
rth forward difference. Let F= D -j [cf. (2.28)]. Then by (2.107), for all
1<:i <:r,

Lrtl'i( . )Nr(u/t)du=lirtl'i( )Nr(U/it)du=(.)-rArF()
J I X + IU J I X + u . It ~;t X.

o t 0 It

It follows from (2.141) that

(2.142)

and thus that g E L;[J]. Now by the properties of N r
,

Here we have used the Minkowski inequality-cf. Remark 2.2. We have
proved (2.139).

If we differentiate (2.142) r times, we obtain

Since ~:-tC)=2' -1 and

the inequality (2.140) also follows. •
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The following theorem clarifies the close relationship between the K
functional and the modulus of smoothness:

THEOREM 2.67

Let 1= [Q, b] and 1~ p < 00. Then there exist constants C 1 and C2 (depend
ing only on r, p, and I) such that

(2.143)

for all IE 4[ I]. A similar assertion holds with p = 00 if IE C[a, b].

Proof We consider only the case of 1~ p < 00; the case of p = 00 is
similar. Let gEL;[I] .. where we write I=[a,b]. Then by the properties
(2.106) and (2.109) of divided differences,

IlaVIIL,,[/,Ill ~ Ila~(I - g)IIL,,[/,Ill + Ila~gll 4[/,11]

~ 2r(III- gil L,,[/,lIl + hrIIDrgllL,,[/,lIl)'

where Irh = [a, b - rh]. Taking the infimum over all g on the right-hand side,
and then the supremum over all O<h ~t, we obtain the left-hand side of
(2.143) with C) = 1/2r

•

The proof of the upper inequality in (2.143) is somewhat more com
plicated. Let 11i=a+i(b-a)/3, ;=0,1, ... ,3, and define J 1 =[110,112]' J 2=

[111,113]' and J 3 =[11I,112]· Let gl and g2 be the functions associated with I
and the intervals J) and J 2 as in Lemma 2.66. We now blend gl and g2
together to form a function g defined on I which approximates I well and
does not have too large an rth derivative.

To this end, let \f.'EL~JI] be any function such that o<l/;(t) < Ion I,
\f.'(t) = 0 on [110,11.], \f;(t) = 1 on [112,113]' and II D'~II Loo[/] ~ Cs< 00, i =
0,1, ... ,r. Such a function is constructed in Theorem 4.37. Then

g = (1 - \f.' )gl + \f;g2 = gl + \f;( g2 - gl)

belongs to L;[I]. We now estimate III-gil a.nd IIDrgll.
By Lemma 2.66,

II I-gil Lp[/] ~ II I-gIll Lp[J,l + II I - g211 L p[J2l ~ C7wr(I; t)Lp[/).

Using the Leibniz rule and the properties of \f.', we obtain
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Now, estimating the intermediate derivative (cf. Theorem 2.5) gives

II Drgll Lp[JJJ <C5(211 Drg." Lp[JJJ + II D
r
g211 Lp[JJJ + II g. - g211 L p[J3J)

~ 2C5(II DrgIIlL [J J+ IID
r
g2 11L [J)+ max 111- gillL [J 1)

p 3 p J 1 <;.;<;.2 p 3

63

where we have also used the fact that J3~J. and J3~J2. The same
estimate for Drg holds on J. and J2 since g reduces to g. and g2'
respectively, on these intervals. We conclude that

Combining this with our previous estimate for 111- gil, we see that

The remainder of this section is devoted to some applications of the
K-functional. Our first result shows that in obtaining error bounds for
various approximation processes, it is often sufficient to establish the
bounds for smooth functions only, and the desired bounds for less-smooth
function classes will follow automatically.

THEOREM 2.68

Let 1<p < 00, and suppose r is a posItIve integer. Let ~ be a set of
functions in Lp[I] such that for each g E L;[I] there exists an element
Sg E ~ satisfying

some t >0, (2.144)

with Co and C. constants depending only on r. Then there exists a constant
C2 (depending only on r,p, and I) such that for eachfELp[I] there exists
sfE ~ satisfying

(2.145)

For p=oo, (2.145) holds for all fEC[I] provided (2.144) holds for all
gECr[I].
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Proof We consider the case of 1 <p < 00. Let fE Lp[I]. Then for any
gE L;[I],

111- sgllp < 111- gllp + II g- sgllp ~ Co + max( C 1' 1)(11 g- flip + t'li D'gllp).

Since the K-functional is defined as an infimum, if we vary g in L;[I], we
can find some g* E L;[I] so that this inequality becomes

We may now use the upper bound on K in terms of w, in Theorem 2.67 to
complete the proof. The proof for f E C[I] is similar. •

The following variant of Theorem 2.68 shows that the same idea can be
applied to linear approximation processes:

THEOREM 2.69

Let 1<p < 00, and suppose r is a positive integer. Let L be a bounded
linear operator mapping Lp[I] into itself. Suppose that for t >0,

II g- Lglip <Co+ C1t'IID'gllp, all gE L;[ IJ. (2.146)

Then there exists a constant C2 (depending on r, p, I, and IILII) such that

(2.147)

For p = oo~ (2.147) holds for all f E C[I] provided L is a bounded linear
mapping of C[I] into itself satisfying (2.146).

Proof. We treat only the case of 1<p < 00. For any f E Lp[I] and g E

L;[I),

IIf- Llll p < Ilf- gllp + II g- Lgllp+ IILf- Lgllp

<Co + max( l~ C1)( 1+ II LII)(llf- gllp + t'IID'gllp).

The rest of the proof is exactly as in Theorem 2.68. •
In a number of applications it is useful to be able to extend a function

from an interval J to a larger interval I. This is trivial if we do not care
how smooth the resulting function is-we can just define the extension to
be zero outside of J. When 1 has a certain number of derivatives on J, it is
also easy to extend it to I to be a function with the same number of
derivatives-for example, to extend the function beyond the right endpoint
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of J we may tack on a polynomial that agrees with the Taylor expansion of
f at that point. On the other hand, if we want to extend a function while
preserving some moduli of smoothness, the problem is no longer quite so
simple. We have the following elegant application of the K-functional to
the solution of this extension problem:

THEOREM 2.70. Whitney Extension Theorem

Let J=[a,b]~/=[c,d]. Suppose 1~p<oo and r> 1. Then there exists a
linear operator T mapping Lp[J] into Lp[/] such that Tf extendsf from J to
I [i.e., Tf(x) =f(x), all x Ell and

Wr( Tf; t)Lp[/) ~ Ctwr(f; t)Lp[J).

Moreover, iffEL;[J], then TfEL;[/], and

(2.148)

(2.149)

The constants C t and C2 depend only on r and the ratio 1/1/IJI. A similar
result holds for continuous functions with p = 00.

Proof We give the proof only for 1 (; p < 00. We consider first the case
whereJ=[O,I] and 1=[-1,1]. Given fE Lp[J], let

{

f(x),

Tf(x)= i~O cJ( -2- ix),

O<x<l

-1 <x <0,
(2.150)

where co, ... ,Cr are chosen as the solution of the system

r

~ ci (-2- i y=l,
i-O

)=0, 1, ... ,r. (2.151)

Clearly T defines a linear extension operator mapping functions defined
on J into functions defined on I. The condition (2.151) assures that TP == P
for all polynomials P E0'r. This in tum assures that for any gEL;lJ], its
Taylor expansion about zero for x ;> 0 agrees with the Taylor expansion of
Tg about zero for x <O. This means that Tg has continuous derivatives up
to order r-I at zero, hence TgEL;[/]. For any such g we also have

where C2 depends only on r. This proves (2.149).
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Now for any fELp[J] and gEL;[J],

II~~ Tfll Lp[1 J ~ II~~ T(f - g )11 Lp[/] + II~~ TglI Lp[/]

~ 2r II T(f - g)1I Lp[/] + h r II DrTgli Lp(/)

~ C3( II f - gil Lp[J] + h r II D rgll Lp[J )).

Taking the infimum over all g E L;[J) on the right-hand side and the
supremum over all h <t on the left-hand side~ we obtain

Applying Theorem 2.67 to estimate K in terms of W r , we obtain (2.148), at
least for J = [0, 1) and 1=[ - I ~ 1). A similar argument shows that f can be
extended from J to [O~2]. It remains to prove the general case. We
accomplish this with a change of variables. Given f E Lp [ a, b], let F(y) =J[ a
+(b-a)y). Then FELp[O~l], and by property (2.124) of moduli of
smoothness,

Let TF be the extension of F to [ - 1,2], and define

Clearly TfE Lp [c,d], and

Now, using property (2.124) of moduli of smoothness, we obtain

It is now clear that the constant depends on III/Ill. A similar proof
works for f E era, b]. •

We conclude this section by proving two of the more difficult properties
of the K-functional-certain so-called Marchaud-type inequalities. In view
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of the equivalence of the K-functional with Wr , these results establish the
classical Marchaud inequalities for the modulus of smoothness (cf. Theo
rem 2.61).

THEOREM 2.71. Marchaud Inequality

Let 1~p < 00 and 0<1 ~ 1. Then for every fE Lp[a,b],

lS./ t)J' C.li[ IIJll p + f· s -t-iK,.p(S)Jds], (2.152)

j= 1,2, ... ,r-1. Here C 1 is a constant depending only on), r, and [a,b].
The same inequalities hold for p = 00 if f E C[a, b].

Proof We consider the case of 1<p < 00. Let f E Lp [ a, b]. For each h ;;. 0,
let gh E L;[a,b] be such that

(2.153)

Given 0 <1 ~ 1, let n be such that 1/2 <2n
l (; 1, and define CPk = g2kr. Then

g, = CPo can be written as the telescoping series

n-l

CPo = ~ (CPk - CPk + I) + CPn·
k=O

Fix 1<) <;; r - 1. Then applying Theorem 2.5 to estimate the )th derivative
of each term (via the Oth and rth derivatives), we obtain

n-l

ti II Wg,lI p ,C3 L 2- i
k

[ II q:>k - q:>k + tllp + (2kt)'11 D'( q:>k - q:>k+ .)llp]
k=O

By adding and subtracting f inside the norm of the first term on the right
and applying the triangle inequality we obtain

n

till Wg,lI p ' C2 L 2-ik [ IIJ- q:>kllp + (2ktYII D'q:>kllp] +2-'liIlJllp
k-O

n

<C2 L 2 -JkKr,p(2kt)f+2-nJllfllpo
k-O
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The second inequality follows from (2.153). Since (2.153) also asserts that
Ilj- g/Il p <2K r,p(l)j,

Kj,p( I)f <: IIf - gtllp + Ii II Dig/lip

~C2[2-'!illjllp+tJ :± (2kt)-JKr./2
kt)]

k=O

The result follows since

•
Our next Marchaud-type inequality for the K-functional is a kind of

inverse approximation theorem. It asserts that if j can be approximated
sufficiently well by smooth functions (in the sense that the K-functional is
small), then j itself must be smooth (in particular, it must possess an
appropriate number of smooth derivatives).

THEOREM 2.72

Suppose 1<p<oo, and that r is a positive integer. If jELp[a,b] is such
that

11
s -1-JKr./s)jds < 00,

o

for some 1~)~r-], thenfEL~[a,b] with

and

Kr-J.p( t)DJj';;; C1~Is -1-JKrjs)jds.

(2.154)

(2.155)

(2.156)

Here C1 is a constant that depends only on), r, p, and [a,b]. If jE C[a,b]
and (2.154) holds with p=oo, then we conclude that jECi[a,b], and
(2.155) and (2.156) are also valid withp=oo.
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Proof We consider only the case of 1<p < 00. Given j E 4(a, b], let gh
be defined as in (2.153). By the same techniques used to prove Theorem
2.71, we obtain

00 00

~ II DJ( CPk - CPk+ 1)lIp <; C4 ~ (2 -kt ) - JKr,p(2-k- It )/
k-O k~O

<c3~ t S - 1- j K"p(s)ftis, (2.157)

We conclude that ~~-O(CPk-CPk+l) converges in L;[a,b], hence CfJk must
also have a limit element in L;[a,b]. But by (2.153),

which goes to 0 as k--+oo since Kr,p(t) is monotone increasing in t while the
integral (2.154) is finite. We conclude that CJ>k converges to j, and thus that
/EL;[a,b].

To establish the inequality (2.155), we use (2.157) for t = 1, giving

00

II Dl/ll p < IIDJglll p+ C4 ~ 2- kJKr,p[2-(k+I)]j.
k-O

Taking account of the monotonicity of Kr,p and using (2.153), we obtain
(2.155).

To get (2.156), we note that

Kr-J,p(t)IYj < 111Y(j- gt)lI p+ tr-JIIDr-JIYgll p

< II DJ(j- gt)ll p+ tr-ill Drgllp

00

..; ~ IIIY(CPk-cpk+I)llp+tr-iIlDrgtllp.
k-O

Using (2.153) and (2.157) again, we get

K, _j,p( t)Wf <C2 [ ~ t S - 1-jK"p(s)ftis + r jK,.p( t)f].

which immediately implies (2.156). •
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In this section we briefly review the theory of n-widths. The idea is to
obtain estimates on the maximum rate of convergence one can expect in
using finite dimensional linear spaces to approximate given classes of
smooth functions. The results are useful in deciding when we should be
satisfied with the approximation power of particular approximating spaces.

To motivate the definition of n-width, consider approximation of func
tions in the space L;[a,b] by polynomials. Given a function fE LpO[a,b],
we define the distance of f to 0'n by

Jackson's theorem (see Theorem 3.12) asserts that

This bound can be arbitrarily large for functions f in LpO[a,b]. Thus we
introduce the class

ULpO[ a,b] = {f ELpO[ a,bJ: IIDofl.ILpla,b] , I}, (2.159)

and consider the distance of the entire set ULpo from 0'n defined by

The result (2.158) implies

This says that the worst function in ULp° can still be approximated to order
(1/ n)O by polynomials of order n.

In view of the above discussion, we may now ask the following question:
is it possible to get a better order of convergence if we use some other
n-dimensional linear space rather than the polynomials 0'n ? To answer this
question, we define the quantity

(2.160)

where the infimum is taken over all n-dimensional subspaces Xn of Lp [ Q, bl.
If dn >C2(1 / n)O, then we can conclude that the polynomials do as well (in
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order of approximation) as any other n-dimensional linear spaces. We shall
see later that this is indeed the case for UL;. The quantity dn( ULpG, 4) is
called the n-width of ULp

o in Lp •

The idea of n-width of a set can be cast in a more general setting.

DEFINITION 2.73. n-Width

Let X be a normed linear space with norm 11·11 x. Given an n-dimensional
linear subspace Xn~ X, we define the distance off E X from Xn as

d(f,Xn)x= inf IIf-gll x .
gEXn

Given a subset A ~ X, we define the distance of A from Xn to be

d(A,Xn)x= sup d(f,Xn)x.
lEA

Finally, we define the n-width of A in X as

(2.161)

(2.162)

(2.163)

where the infimum is taken over all n-dimensional subspaces Xn contained
inX.

The n-width dn(A,X) is a measure of how hard it is to approximate
functions in A using arbitrary n-dimensional linear subspaces of X. In a
way, it measures how nasty A is. We are primarily interested in the
asymptotic behavior of dn(A,X) as n~oo. We shall write

(2.164)

provided "1n is a sequence such that for some constants 0 <C 1 (; C2 < 00,

as n~oo.

The importance of knowing the asymptotic behavior of dn(A,X) is that it
may help to decide if a given sequence of linear subspaces X n does a good
job of approximating functions in A. We introduce the following defini
tions:

DEFINITION 2.74. Optimal Sequences

If Xn is a sequence of n-dimensional linear subspaces of X with

d(A,Xn)x~dn(A,X),
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then we say that Xn is an asymptotically optimal sequence. If we are lucky
enough to find a sequence of n-dimensional linear subspaces Xn of X with

then we say that Xn is an optimal sequence.

While asymptotically optimal sequences are not very hard to find,
optimal sequences are somewhat rarer. Thus it is interesting to note that
for several common smooth spaces of functions, certain spaces of splines
turn out to be optimal.

We turn now to the question of calculating the behavior of dn(A,X) for
a particular A and X. To this end, we observe that if Xn is any particular
subspace of X of dimension n, then

dn(A,X) <d(A,Xn)x'

On the other hand, if Fn is a sequence of functions in A, then

(2.165)

(2.166)

We may use (2.165) to obtain upper bounds on dn , and (2.166) to obtain
lower bounds. The latter can often be used in conjunction with the
following simple lemma.

LEMMA 2.75

Let X be a normed linear space and Xn =span {ep;}7 be an n-dimensional
linear subspace of X. Suppose A is a bounded linear functional on X such
that

Then for all f EX,

ACP; =0, i=I,2, ... ,n. (2.167)

Proof· For any {a;}7,

(2.168)

•
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To illustrate these ideas, we now compute the n-width of the set
UL;[a, b] defined in (2.159) as a subset of Lp [ a, b].

THEOREM 2.76

Let 1<p<oo, and ULpO[a~b] be as defined in (2.159). Then

dn ( UL;,Lp)~( -;;r (2.169)

Proof. The upper bound on dn follows from (2.165) with Xn=~n (cf.
Example 3.14). We derive the lower bound using Lemma 2.75. Given
Xn=span {CPJ}~~ define A on Lp[a,b] by

n ("';+1
Af= ~ C;J_ f(t)dt,

i-O .",

where l1;=a+ih, i=O~I, ... ,n+1 and h=(b-a)/(n+I), and where {c;}~

are chosen so that

)= 1,2, ... ,no

We may normalize the c·s so that L7_olc;IP' = l, where l/p+ I/p'= 1. Then

where Xi is the characteristic function of I; = (11;,11;+ I). Since

II .~ C;XiII =(.~ icY! dt)IIP'=h l
-

IIP,
1=0 p' 1-0 I;

we conclude that IIAII <h I - lip.

We now construct a nasty function in ULp
o

• In Theorem 4.34 we
construct (a perfect spline) B = Bo + I such that

BECa-I[-I,I]

DJB(-I)=DJB(I)=O, )=0,1, ... ,0-1

fl B(x)dx= I
-I
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n Ie IP'lp [ 2(x - n) ]
F(x)=.L Ii 2,,-1 sgn(c;)B h "Ii h,,-l/P,

1==0 0.2

where TI; =(11; + 11;+ 1)/2, i=O, l, ... ,n. Then clearly FEL;[a,b], and

On the other hand,

n Ic.1 1+p'lp hO+ I-lip
IAFI = L 1 ho-I/p·h = .

i.-O 0!220 - I 0!220 - 1

By Lemma 2.75, we conclude

h" ;;'C2(-n1 )0.
0!220 - 1 •

Theorem 2.76 shows that the sequence of polynomial spaces 0'., ~2' ••• is
an asymptotically optimal sequence of approximation spaces for ULpO[a,b] in
Lp[a,b]. The problem of determining the n-width of UL;[a,b] in Lq[a,b]
for p =l=q is quite delicate. We quote the following result:

THEOREM 2.77

Let (1 ;> l. Then

(~)"+1/2-1/P , I <p ~ 2<q ~ 00

2<:p<q< 00

1<:p<q<2

I<:q<p<oo

(2.170)

Discussion. The proof of this theorem has engaged the talents of a
number of researchers over quite a period of years. Kolmogorov [1936]
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first established the case of p=q=2. The cases (p,q)=(1,2) and (00,00)
were treated by Stechkin [1954]. A number of authors have contributed to
the case of p ~q, including Lorentz [1960], Tihomirov [1960, 1969].
Babadshanov and Tihomirov [1967], Makavoz [1972], Solomiak and
Tihomirov [1967], Korneichuk [1974], and Scholz [1974]. The case of p <q
is more difficult. For 1~p<q~2, it was done by Ismagilov [1974].
Gluskin [1974] and Mayorov [1975] focussed on the (1,00) case. For the
remaining cases, and a historical discussion, see Kashin [1977a, b]. For a
discussion of the role of splines as optimal subspaces, see Dahmen,
deBoor, and DeVore [1980]. •

§ 2.11. PERIODIC FUNCTIONS

Given a<b, we define the space of continuous periodic functions on I=[a,b]
by

C[a, b ] = { f E C[ a, b ] : f( b) = f( a) }. (2.171)

Similarly, we define the space of m-times continuously differentiable periodic
functions by

)=0, 1, ... ,m}. (2.172)

We define the periodic Sobolev space by

(2.173)

These spaces are all normed linear (in fact, Banach) spaces with the usual
norms defined in Section 2.1.

At times it is convenient to think of periodic functions as being defined
on a circle obtained by bending the interval [a, b] such that the endpoint b
is joined to the endpoint a. Periodic functions have a natural extension
from [a,b] to all of R-for example, to extendf from [a,b] to [a,b+(b
a)], we may take

f( x ) =J[ x - ( b - a) ] ' b~x~b+(b-a). (2.174)

If f belongs to one of the spaces defined above, then its extension belongs
to the analogous space on [a,b+(b-a)].

To measure the smoothness of periodic functions we introduce the
periodic modulus of smoothness:

wr(f; t)p = sup IldV11 Lp[a,b)·
O<h<t

(2.175)
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This definition assumes thatf has been extended periodically from [a,b] to
[a,b+(b- a)]. It differs from (2.111) in the nonperiodic case only in that
the p-norm is taken over all [a,b] rather than over a shortened interval.

It is a simple matter to show that the periodic modulus of smoothness
has exactly the same properties as the modulus of smoothness discussed in
Section 2.8. We can also introduce the K-functional corresponding to our
periodic spaces. We define

Km.p(t)f= inf (Ilf- gllp + t mII Dmgll p).
gE Lpm[a.b]

(2.176)

The fact that this functional is equivalent to the modulus of smoothness is
proved in almost exactly the same way as the proof of Theorem 2.67 in the
nonperiodic case. We also note that the important applications of the
K-functional to establishing approximation theorems incorporated in The
orems 2.68 and 2.69 also have immediate periodic analogs.

The n-widths of various spaces of periodic functions can be computed
by the same techniques illustrated in Section 2.10 for the nonperiodic case.
In particular, we note that the n-widths

have exactly the same behavior as in the nonperiodic case-cf. (2.170).

12.12. HISTORICAL NOTES

Section 2.1 •

The spaces and notation introduced here belong to classical analysis.
Sobolev spaces (especially of multidimensional functions) play an im
portant role in the theory of differential equations. For a detailed treat
ment, see Adams [1975]. Theorem 2.5 which connects the norms of various
derivatives of a function is proved by Adams [1975], page 71, for 1<p < 00

(his statement looks a little different, but reduces to ours if we set his
e=t l

/
m

). See also Friedman [1969], page 19.

Section 2.2

Taylor's expansion and the use of the Green's function to solve initial
value problems belong to elementary calculus and the theory of ordinary
differential equations, respectively.
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Section 2.3
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The matrices and determinants discussed here arise frequently in ap
proximation theory and numerical analysis. We have followed Karlin and
Studden [1966] and Karlin [1968] in our choice of notation. The ideas
inherent in Lemma 2.9 belong to the standard bag of tricks for this
area-see for example, Karlin and Studden [1966], page 8.

Section 2.4

In defining sign changes and zeros we have followed Karlin and Studden
[1966] and Karlin [1968] where further results and more references can be
found. Rolle's theorem is a part of calculus. The extended version given in
Theorem 2.19 is taken from Schumaker [1976b].

Section 2.5

Tchebycheff systems and their various refinements play an important role
in many parts of analysis as well as in probability and statistics. For an
extensive treatment, see Karlin and Studden [1966] and Karlin [1968].
These books deal only with functions that belong to C(/), where I is an
interval. For a discussion of discontinuous T-systems on general sets see
Zielke [1979]. We have followed classical notation for the most part. Order
Complete Tchebycheff systems are referred to as Descartes systems in the
literature-we have introduced the adjective "OC" as we want to use it
with ET- and WT-systems also. In approximation theory the T- and
ET-spaces are sometimes referred to as Haar and Markov spaces, respec
tively.

Section 2.6

In this section we have given a fairly complete treatment of the basic
properties of WT-systems. Although WT-systems were mentioned in the
book by Karlin and Studden [1966], they have not received too much
attention until recently. A number of results on WT-systems can also be
interpreted as results in the theory of total positivity-see Karlin [1968].

One of the earliest papers on WT-systems per ·se was by Jones and
Karlowitz [1970], where the basic characterization Theorem 2.39 was
established for a WT-system of continuous functions on an interval.
Theorem 2.39 was later established for general WT-systems using a Bern
stein polynomial smoothing approach (cf. Remark 2.5). The direct proof
given here is credited to Zielke [1979].

Theorems 2.40 and 2.4 I can be found in the article by Stockenberg
[1977b] with different proof. Theorem 2.41 was also established (for the
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case of continuous WT-systems on an interval) independently by Sommer
and Strauss [1977], using the smoothing technique outlined in Remark 2.4.
The variation-diminishing property for OCWT-systems in Theorem 2.42
also follows from general results on totally positive matrices-see Karlin
[1968].

Zero properties of WT-systems were developed by Bartelt [1975], Stock
enberg [1977a], and Sommer and Strauss [1977]. The latter authors dealt
only with continuous WT-systems. We have followed Stockenberg; how
ever, our proof of Theorem 2.45 is much simpler than the original.

There is an important moment theory for T-systems (cf. Karlin and
Studden [1966]). Much of this theory can also be carried over to WT
systems-see Micchelli and Pinkus [1977].

Section 2.7

In most numerical analysis texts divided differences are introduced via the
recursion relation (2.91)-this is one of the reasons why the case of
multiPle I's is often ignored. The definition via quotients of determinants is
credited to Popoviciu [1959]. Still another approach is to define them as
coefficients of certain interpolating polynomials (cf. deBoor [1978] or
Conte and deBoor [1972]).

We have not included every possible known result about divided dif
ferences. On the other hand, a number of the results presented here are not
easily located in the classical literature-for example, the Leibniz rule, the
explicit formulae for derivatives, and the exact expressions for the dif
ferences of Xl. For additional information, consult Richardson [1954],
Milne-Thompson [1960], Conte and deBoor [1972], Isaacson and Keller
[1966], and deBoor [1978].

Section 2.8

For more information on moduli of smoothness, see Timan [1963] or
Lorentz [1966] and the references therein. Johnen [1972] has recently given
a unified treatment including the case of several variables.

Section 2.9

The K-functional was introduced by Peetre [1963, 1964], and it has proved
to be an important tool in several parts of analysis. For its role in
approximation theory as well as development of its basic theory, see Butzer
and Berens [1967]. Our definition (2.130) is at minor variance with the
standard one in that we have used t r in place of t as the multiplier of
II Drgllp • Our rationale for doing this is that now the parameter t in the
K-functional and the parameter t in the modulus of smoothness play the
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same role. Our discussion of the connection between the moduli of
smoothness and the K-functional follows the work of DeVore [1976],
where the history of this equivalence can be found. Our proofs of the
Marchaud inequalities for the K-functional in Theorems 2.71 and 2.72
follow the work of Johnen and Scherer [1977]. The elegant applications of
the K-functional in Theorems 2.68 to 2.70 are taken from the article of
DeVore [1976].

Section 2.10

The theory of n-widths was initiated by Kolmogorov. It has not received
much attention in the general approximation theory books with the not
able exception of Lorentz [1966], which we have followed.

Theorem 2.76 is, of course, contained in Theorem 2.77. We have given a
complete proof to illustrate the techniques required to get lower bounds
(and to provide a nice application of the perfect B-spline). The n-widths of
the unit balls in Besov spaces (cf. § 6.5) have also been calculated (see e.g.,
Scholz [1974]).

I 2.13. REMARKS

Remark 2.1

The discrete Holder inequality asserts that for all nonnegative at,··· ,an'

1<.p<oo.

Conversely, it is known that

n (n)p
~ af<: ~ a; .
i-I i-I

For these and other related inequalities, see Hardy, Littlewood, and P61ya
[1959] or Beckenbach and Bellman [1961].

Remark 2.2

The Minkowski inequality for functions of two variables asserts that

(f dJfb IP )IIP fb(fd )IIP
c a f(x,y)dx dy <; a c If(x,y)IPdy dx,
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with equality holding precisely when f(x,y) = CP(x)l[;(y). See Hardy,
Littlewood, and P6lya 11959], p. 148, or Beckenbach and Bellman [1961], p.
22.

Remark 2.3

The question of when a T-space is a cr space is somewhat delicate. The
fact that this is so on open intervals is proved in the articles by Nemeth
[1969] and by Zielke [1973]. The failure of this assertion for other types of
int~rvals was demonstrated by examples in the works of Volkov [1958],
Nemeth [1966], and Zielke [1975]. See Zielke [1979] for more details.

R~ark 2.4

We have given direct proofs of all results on WT-systems. For WT-systems
of continuous functions on an interval, it is possible to derive many of
their properties from analogous results on T-systems using an important
smoothing idea. The idea is to smooth the functions {u;} ';' into aT-system
{U;,E}';'. One approach to doing this is to define

where

u;.•(t) = fb u;(x)L.(t;x)dx,
a

j= 1,2, ... ,m,

1 (1 ( t - X)2)LE(t;x)= --exp - - -- ,
f~ 2 f

all x, t.

It can be shown easily that Ui,E~U; uniformly on [a',b'] as EtO for any
a <a' <h' <b. Moreover, using a basic composition formula (see Karlin
[1968], p. 16) and the strict total positivity of the kernel L

E
(see Karlin

[1968], p. 99), it follows that {U;,E}~ is aT-system.

Remark 2.5

There is an alternate way to smooth WT-systems in C[a,b] into T-systems
as a result of the work done by Bastien and Dubuc [1976]. It utilizes the
classical Bernstein polynomials defined by

B,j(x)= ±(~)Ja+ i(b-a»)(x=ay(b=X)n-i.
;-0 I. J\ n b a b a
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For an extensive treatment of Bernstein polynomials, see Lorentz [1953]. It
is known that

5 [ (b-a)]Ilf- B,jllcla.bJ<"4w f;...;;, ·

Now to smooth a WT-system {u;}'r, we may take

i= 1,2, .. . ,m.

As n~oo these functions converge uniformly to the U; on [a,b]. Moreover,
by the variation-diminishing property

of Bernstein polynomials (cf. P6lya and Schoenberg [1958]), it is easily
argued that {u;.n};n forms a T-system on (a, b) for n sufficiently large. This
approach can also be used to derive some properties of WT-systems on
arbitrary sets I.

Remark 2.6

The following is a standard result from linear algebra, but for convenience
we state it explicitly here:

LEMMA 2.78

Let M be a (not necessarily square) matrix such that rank (M\ith row of
M)<rank (M). Then there exists c such that Mc=r, where r has all 0
components except for the ith which is 1.

Proof. By the assumptions, it follows that the rank of the augmented
matrix [Mlr] is the same as the rank of M. Thus is follows that r must be a
linear combination of the columns of M. •

Remark 2.7

If {u;}T' and {U;};,,+I are T-systems on [a,b), then given any function
defined on [a, b], we can define its generalized divided difference with respect
to {u;};n+ 1 by
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Such generalized divided differences were introduced by Popoviciu [1959].
It is clear that many of the basic properties of ordinary divided differences
carry over. If {uj }T+ I is actually a CT-system, then it is even possible to
give recursion relations-cf. Miihlbach [1973]. When {u;}T+ 1 is an ECT
system, we may allow repeated t's. Such divided differences are studied in
more detail in Section 9.1.

Remark 2.8

The classical Binomial Theorem states that for all real numbers x and y,

where ( ~) = r! / (r - i)! i! are called the binomial coefficients. They satisfy
the recursion

Taking x =y = I in the binomial theorem, we obtain 2r = ~~-o( ;).

Remark 2.9

If for some constant C,

f(l) <Cg(t)

it is standard practice to write

as t~O,

f( t) = (9 [ g( t) ] .

If 1(1)/g(I)~O as I~O, then we write

f( t) = 0 [ g( t) ] .

The symbols t" and 0 are called "big oh" and "little oh," respectively.
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POLYNOMIALS

The space of polynomials ~m has played an important role in approxima
tion theory and numerical analysis for many years. In Section 1.2 we have
listed a number of properties of ~m that help account for the usefulness of
this space. In this chapter we develop some of these properties in greater
detail. We concentrate on polynomials in one variable only-for several
variables, see Section 13.3. It is not our purpose to provide a compre
hensive treatment of polynomials, but rather to provide background
material and to illustrate a number of techniques to be used later.

§ 3.1. BASIC PROPERTIES

Throughout this chapter we are interested in the space

0'm = {P(X) = i: C;X;-I,
;=1

(3.1)

of real-valued polynomials of order m with real coefficients. We begin by
showing that ~m is a finite dimensional linear space with a convenient
basis.

THEOREM 3.1

<3'm is a linear subspace of C OO(R). Moreover, given any real number a, the
functions l,x-a, ... ,(x-a)m-l form a basis for ~m.

Proof. It is clear from the definition that each p E ~m is infinitely often
differentiable on R. Since ap + f3q E Cj'm for all p, q E ~m and all lX, f3 E R, it
follows that ~m is a linear subspace of C OO(R). Since each of the functions
l, ... ,(x-a)m-l is clearly in 0'm' to show that they form a basis we need

83
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only prove that they are linearly independent. Suppose p(x) = ~'?-lC;(X

aY -I == O. Then for any b, all derivatives of p must vanish at b; that is,

p(b)

Dp(b)

\-
D m-1J(b)

1 b-a (b - a)2 (b - a)m-I c1 0

0 2(b - a) (m - l)(b - a)m-2 c2 0

0 0 0 (m- I)! cm 0

This is a homogeneous system of m-equat~onswhich is clearly nonsingular,
and it follows that C 1 = C2 = ... = Cm = o. •

The practical significance of Theorem 3.1 is that once having chosen a
basis for 0'm' each polynomial will have a unique set of coefficients
associated with it. This formally establishes the fact that polynomials can
be stored on a digital computer. The following well-known algorithm
shows that polynomials are easily evaluated, and thus that 0'm satisfies
both properties (1.4) and (1.5) of computer compatibility.

m

ALGORITHM 3.2 Homer's Scheme to Compute p(x) = ~ c;(x-a)i-t
i-I

1. u+-x - a;
2. P+-cm ;

3. For i~m - 1 step - 1 until 1 do p~u.P + c;.

Discussion. The fact that the final value of p will be p(x) follows from the
observation that p(x) can be written in nested form as

It is clear that this algorithm requires just m - 1 multiplications and m
additions and/or subtractions. •
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It follows from the definition that the derivative and indefinite integral
of a polynomial are again polynomials. In particular, if p(X)=~~_IC;(X
a);-I, then

m-I

Dp(x)= ~ iC;+I(x-a)i-l
i-I

while

x m+1 C
-I () f () ~ i-I ( );-1Da P X = P t dt = .~ (._ 1) X - a ·

a ,-2 I

The coefficients of Dp and Da- Pare easily computed from the coefficients
of p. Once we have them, we can evaluate Dp or Da-p at any given x by
Horner's scheme. The derivatives of p can also be computed directly by
synthetic division-see Remark 3.1.

We close this section by stating two important Markov-type inequalities.

THEOREM 3.3

Let g E '?Ym. Then

2(m + 1)2
II Dgil L ",,Ia.b) " (b _ a) II gil L""la,b)'

Moreover, for all 1<p <q < 00,

[
2(p+ 1) 2]I/P-l/Q

II gil Lqla.b) " ~b-a) (m+l) IIgIl 4 1a.b)'

Discussion. See Timan [1963], pp. 218 and 236.

(3.2)

(3.3)

•
I 3.2. ZEROS AND DETERMINANTS

One of the most important properties of the space '?Ym is the following
bound on the number of zeros a nontrivial polynomial in '?Ym can have.

THEOREM 3.4

Given p, let Z*(p) denote the number of zeros of p on the real line,
counting multiplicities as in (2.61). Then

for all nontrivial p E '3'm • (3.4)
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Proof For m = 1 the result is clear since a nonzero constant can never
vanish. We now proceed by induction. Suppose the assertion is valid for
m-l. It pE\'Pm and Z·(p)~m, then by Rolle's Theorem 2.19 the poly
nomial Dp E ~Pm _ I has at least m - 1 zeros. By the inductive hypothesis,
this is possible only if Dp is identically zero. But then p is a constant, and
since it vanishes at least one point it must itself be zero. •

We can now establish that (,'Pm is an ET-space.

THEOREM 3.5

The set of functions U 1 = l. u2(x)= x, ... ,um(x)= x m
-

I forms an ET-system
on R. In other words, the VanderMonde determinant

is positive for all 1I ~ t 2 ~ ••• ~ 1m ,

Proof ~y Theorem 2.33, either {ul, ... ,um} or {ul, ... ,um_I,-um } must
form an ET-system; that is, V(f., ... ,lm) must have one strict sign. Thus to
complete the proof, it suffices to show that V is actually positive for some
choice of I'S. But by examination,

m-I

V(O,O, ... ,O)= II i! >0.
i-I •

There are several other proofs of the positivity of the VanderMonde
determinants. In fact, explicit formulae for their values can be derived [cf.
(2.66)-(2.67)].

An immediate corollary of Theorem 3.5 is the fact that the Hermite
Interpolation Problem 2.7 can be solved using polynomials. In particular,
we have the following:

THEOREM 3.6. Hennite Interpolation

Let 'T 1 <'T2 <'" <7'd and positive integers 1.,/2 , ... ,ld be prescribed with
L~_l/i=m. Then for any given set of real numbers {zij})_l.;d_. there exists
a unique p E ~~pm with

Dj- .p( 7' ) = z··
I I)'

j= 1,2, ... ,/;

i= 1,2, ... ,d.
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Proof If we writep(x)=~7'_1 C;X;-I, then the desired coefficients can be
computed from the linear system Mc=z whose determinant is V(/I, ... ,lm )

with

I. Id
r----A-- ~

II (; ••. (;Im = 'TI,···,'T I , ..• , 'Td,···,'Td

(cf. the discussion of Problem 2.7). For other ways of finding p numeri
cally, see the classical numerical analysis books. Using divided differences,
it is possible to give an exact expression for the difference between f and p.
We have

D( II'·· .,Im,x )
1, ... ,lm-l,f

Expanding both numerator and denominator out, we see that

(3.5) •

In Theorem 3.5 we have shown that the functions ul=I, ... ,um=x m- 1

form an ET-system on R. Since this is true for all m, we have actually
shown that they form an ECT-system. The following theorem shows that if
we restrict ourselves to the interval (0, (0), this set of functions forms an
OCET-system:

THEOREM 3.7

Let U; = x; - I, i = 1, 2, ... , m. Then for all I ~ p ~ m,

for all
0</I(;t2~

1~i.<i2<

••• ~/p

... <i
p
~m

(3.6)

Proof. Let G be the number of gaps in the sequence of integers i., ... ,ip •

We proceed by induction on G and p. If G=O then by inspection we have

i-I

D( 0, ... ,0 )= IT j!.
U1,···,U; j=1

(3.7)
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But then for all 1<i <i +P (; m and all 0 <1 I <12 <... 'lp '

POLYNOMIALS

(
0 0

)

;-1
, ... , ,11,···,lp II .

=D J'
u .. ... , Uj , uj + I' ••. , uj +p / j _ 1 •

;-1

= V(O, .. . ,0,1 1, •• • ,lp )/ II j! >0.
)-1

This proves the result for G =0 and all p.
Suppose now that (3.6) has been established for p - 1 and for sequences

of I'S with, at most, G - 1 gaps. Consider a sequence of l's with G gaps. For
expediency, in the remainder of the proof we shorten the notation for the

determinant Din (3.6) to D( .1, ... ,~). Then by a basic identity for
'1'···' 'p

determinants (see Remark 3.2),

( 1, ... ,p - 1) (1, ... ,P) ( 1, ... ,p - I) ( I, ... ,p )
D. . D. . =D. . D. .

'2,···,'p-I,II 'l' ... ,'p '2,···,lp 'I,···,lp-I,II

(
I, ... ,p - I) ( I, ... ,p )

-D. . D. . ,
'. ' .. · , 'p - I '2' ... , 'p' II

where v is any integer in the set {i"i I + I, ... , i,,}\{i I' ... , i,,}. The
determinant D in (3.6) is the second on the left. Each of the other determinants
is either of order p - I or is formed from a sequence of l's with, at most,

G - I gaps, and thus are all non(ze[~...~e)conclude that D is also nonzero.

To determine the sign of D. ., suppose II lies between the
'I'···" p

integers ~ and ~+ I. Then, taking account of the number of interchanges
necessary to put i 2 , ••• ,ip _ I ,JI into natural order, we see that the first
determinant on the left has sign ( - I) p - j - I. A similar consideration shows
that the second one on the right has the same sign, while the last has the
opposite sign. Since the first and third determinants on the right are
positive, (3.6) follows for sequences with G gaps. •

Theorem 3.7 is not true if t's are permitted to take nonpositive values.

For example, the determinant D( ~2) = I can be negative, zero, or positive,

depending on 1.
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13.3. VARIATION DIMINISIDNG PROPERTIES
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In this section we make some observations about how the shape of a
polynomial can be related to the sign structure of its set of coefficients.
The simplest manifestation of this phenomenon is the obvious fact that a
polynomial with all positive coefficients is positive throughout (0,00). Our
first theorem is a generalization of this observation.

THEOREM 3.8. Descartes' Rule of Signs

Let Z1o,oo) count the number of zeros on (0,00) with multiplicities, and let
S - count strong sign changes [see (2.45)]. Then

(3.8)

for all c., ... ,cm ' not all 0.

Proof. Since 1, x, ... , X m -. form an OCET-system on (0, 00) by Theorem
3.7, the assertion (3.8) follows immediately from Theorem 2.34. •

Theorem 3.8 gives bounds on the number of zeros a polynomial can
have on the interval (0, (0). The following result deals with the case of an
arbitrary interval (a,b):

THEOREM 3.9. Budan-Fourier

Let p be a nontrivial polynomial in 0'm. Then

Z*(a,b)(P) ~ S -- [p( a), Dp(a), ... , D m- p(a) ]

-S-[p(b),Dp(b), ... ,Dm-p(b)]. (3.9)

If we assume that p is of exact order (i.e., its m - 1st derivative is a nonzero
constant), then we can state this in the slightly stronger form,

Z*(a.b)(P) ~m - 1- $~ + [p(a), - Dp(a), ... , ( - l)m-t D m- ],(a)]

- S+ [p(b),Dp(b), ... ,Dm-p(b)]. (3.10)

Proof. We prove the stronger version first. For m = 1 it is trivial. We now
proceed by induction on m. Suppose m> 1 and that (3.9) has been
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established for polynomials of order m - I. For expediency, we introduce
the notation

AJ= S + [( -IYDJp(a), .. . ,( _l)m-I Dm-~(a)]

BJ= S + [DJp(b), ... ,D m
- ~(b)]

forj=O, I, ... ,m-l. Let a=Ao-A I and {3=Bo-B1•

Clearly, a and {3 can take on only the values 0 or I. We claim that a = I
is only possible if a is a left Rolle's point (cf. Definition 2.18) for p. If
p(a)=O, then a is automatically a Rolle's point. Say p(a»O. lben A o must
have the pattern

(+ l,~,( _1)'+1, ... )

This implies Dr+~(a»O, and thus

f t f~r-I +1Dp(t)= ... Dr p>O
a a

for some 0 <r.

for a<t<a+f

if f >0 is sufficiently small. This proves that a is a left Rolle's point in this
case. If p(a)<O, the proof is similar. The same kind of argument may be
given to show that {3 = I is possible only if b is a right Rolle's point for p.

We now claim that

Z*(p) <Z*(Dp)+ 1- a - {3.

To prove this, we consider two cases:

(3.11 )

1. Z*(p)=O. Then (3.11) surely holds; if not, both a and f3 are 1. But if
they are both 1, then by the extended Rolle's Theorem 2.19, Dp has a zero
between the Rolle's points a and b.
2. Z*(p»O. Suppose p has zeros ZI ~z2 ~ ••• ~Zk. Then Dp has at least
k-l zeros in [ZI,Zk]. In addition, if a= 1, then Dp has a zero in (a,zl)'
while if {3 = I, then Dp has another zero in (Zk' b). Thus for any combina
tion of values of a and {3, (3.11) holds.

Now combining (3.11) with the induction hypothesis, we obtain

Z*(p) ~Z*(Dp)+1- a - {3 :<m-2+ 1-a- f3-A t - B 1

which is (3.10). The bound (3.9) in terms of strong sign changes follows
from the identity (2.48). •
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The following example shows that the assumption that p be of exact
order in the second part of Theorem 3.9 cannot be dispensed with.

EXAMPLE 3.10

Let p(t) = t.

Discussion. If we consider p to be a polynomial of order m=3, then (3.10)
would assert

Z*( -I, 1)(P) ~ 2 - S +( -, -,0) - S + ( +, + ,0) = 0,

which, of course, is incorrect since P has a zero at O. •
The Budan-Fourier theorem can be used to give a short proof of

Descartes' rule of signs for polynomials. Indeed, suppose we choose a = 0
and b very large in (3.9). Then since ci = D i - Ip(O) / (i - I)!, i = 1,2, ... ,m,

s - [p(O), Dp(O), ... , D m
- ~(O)] = S - (c 1'··' ,cm ).

On the other hand, if b is sufficiently large, then p(b), Dp(b), ... , D m - ~(b)
all have the same sign, and the second term in (3.9) is zero. Thus (3.9)
reduces to the statement (3.8) of Descarte's rule of signs.

13.4. APPROXIMATION POWER OF POLYNOMIALS

In this section we justify our claim that polynomials are capable of
approximating smooth functions well. There is a very extensive body of
material on this subject, and only a few core results will be presented here.
We start with one of the seminal results in the area, proved in 1885.

THEOREM 3.11. Weierstrass Approximation Theorem

Let e> O. Then for any J E C[a, b] there exists a polynomial p (depending
onfand e) such that IIJ-plloo<e.

Discussion. We shall prove this in Theorem 3.13 below. For a direct proof,
see any book on approximation theory. •

Weierstrass' approximation theorem asserts that every continuous function
on a closed interval can be approximated uniformly to any prescribed
accuracy by a polynomial. It should be emphasized, however, that the
theorem does not say anything about the order of the polynomial. Indeed,
if the function f is rather wild, then it will generally take an extremely
high-degree polynomial to approximate it well. Considerable work has
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gone into the question of relating the smoothness of a function to how well
it can be approximated by a polynomial of given order. Of particular
interest is the rate at which the error approaches zero as the order of the
polynomial is increased. The following theorem gives precise information
on this connection in terms of the modulus of smoothness of the function:

THEOREM 3.12. Jackson's Theorem

Let 1<; P < 00 and 1 <; 0 <m. Then there is a constant C I (depending only
on p and [a,b]) such that for every fE Lp[a,b] there exists a polynomial
PfE~m with

(3.12)

The same result holds with p = 00 if f E C [a, b].

Proof We prove the result only for I <p < 00, as the case of p = 00 is
similar. We assume at first that I=[a,b]=[ -1,1]; the general result will be
obtained later by a change of variables. We shall construct the polynomial
PI associated withf explicitly. As a first step toward the construction, let T
be the operator extendingf E LpO[ I] to Tf in LpO[ - 4, 4]. By Theorem 2.70, T
has the property

Using Legendre polynomials, it is possible to construct polynomials Vm E

0'm with Vm(x) >0 and

f
l / o

Vm(t)dt= 1
-I/o

f3ItIOVm(t)dt<:Cgm-O,
-3

(3.13)

(3.14)

where Cs depends only on o. We outline this construction in Remark 3.3.
In terms of the polynomials Vm , we now define a linear operator Lm

mapping Lp[I] into 0'm by

L"j(x) =f:
2

Tj(Y)CPm(Y-x)dy,

where
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Our first task is to establish a bound on 111- L"Jllp • For all I <:k <0 and
- I <; x <; 1, we have

--'--(-_2_-_x_) ~ _-_1 ~! ~ (2 - x) .
k 0 0 k

Thus we can write

v [(Y-X)]dy

f 2 m k !(2-X)/k

-2 Tf(y) k = (-2-x)/k Tf(x+ky)Vm(y)dy

where

and

J = [ ( - 2 - x) (2 - x) ] \ [ _! !]
x,k k' k 0' 0 .

It follows that

(3.15)

Let L~>.! and L;;;>.! be the first and second terms of this expansion,
respectively.

We work on the second term. Let
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Since olyl > 1 for all y EJ, using (3.14) and Minkowski's inequality (see
Remark 2.2), we obtain

.;; II TfIILpl-4.4lt Vm(Y)0>';; l'f'IL p(l)f:
3
(oIYI)"Vm(Y)0>

(;Cgm-OllfII L [/J'
p

This proves that

(3.16)

We turn now to the first term in (3.15). Assume for a moment that
fE LpO[J]. Then by Theorem 2.70,

II DOTfl1 Lp[-2.2J < II DOTfl1 Lpr -4.4) ~ C7 1! DOTfl! Lp(1 J.

By (3.13),

and using (2.109) to estimate the oth forward difference, we obtain

(I) f l
/

o °Ilf-Lm filL [/J~ II dy Tfil L (/JVm(y)dy
p -I/o p

-< IID"TfIILpl-2.2If3IYI"Vm(Y)0> <C6m-"II D"fIl Lp(I)'
-3

(3.17)

Combining the estimates (3.16) and (3.17), we have

Ilf-Lmfll Lpl/J ~ Cs[ m -0 Ilfll Lp[/J + m -0 II Dill Lp(/J]

for allfEL,,°[I]. Applying Theorem 2.69, we find that

Ilf - Lmfll LplJ 1~ C4 [ m - ° II fl1 Lpl/) +wo(f; m -1) Lp(/)] (3.18)

for all f E Lp[I].
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Statement (3.18) is very nearly the statement of the theorem. It remains
to remove the extra term involving Ilfllp on the right-hand side. By
Theorem 3.18 below, there exists a polynomial qEGJo such that

Now set

Pf = Lm(f- q) + q.

Then since wo(f-q;t)=wo(f;t) (as qEGJo)' (3.18) implies

~ C3m -ollf- qll Lp[/] +wo(f- q; m -1)Lp[/] <C2Wo(j; m -1)Lp[/].

(3.19)

The proof is complete for 1=[ - I, I].
To get the result for general [a,b], we make a change of variables. Given

fE Lp[a,b], let F(v)= f([v(b - a)+(b + a)]j2). Then FE Lp [ -I, I], and
there exists PF satisfying (3.19). We now define

This is again a polynomial in GJm' and using Theorem 2.60 on change of
variable in a moduli of smoothness, we obtain

(
b-a)-I/p ( b-a)

~C2 -2- Wo f; -2- .
m Lp[a.b] •

Although the proof of Theorem 3.12 is mathematically constructive, it is
clear that it does not immediately. translate into a numerical method for
producing polynomial approximations. Indeed, it is not an easy task to
design a numerical algorithm realizing the order of approximation guaran
teed by Jackson's theorem. Interpolating polynomials certainly do not do
the trick (see Section 3.6)-neither do the Bernstein polynomials (see
Remark 3.4).

The following simple corollary of Jackson's theorem provides a proof of
the Weierstrass approximation theorem.
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THEOREM 3.13

Let 1<.p<oo. Then for every jE4[a,b] there exists a sequence of
polynomials P"j E 0'm with

as m~oo.

Thus the sequence of spaces 0' l' 0'2' ... is dense in Lp[a,b]. The same result
holds for p = 00 if f E C[a,b].

Proof. By Jackson's theorem there exist P"j E 0'm such that

But as m-+oo the modulus of continuity goes to zero [cf. (2.121)]. •

To emphasize the fact that Jackson's theorem provides rates of conver
gence, we give two simple examples.

EXAMPLE 3.14

If 1<p < 00, then for all.IE LpO[a,b],

The same holds withp=oo ifjEC[a,b].

Discussion. This estimate follows from (3.12) and property (2.120) of the
modulus of smoothness. Here the rate of convergence is (1/m)o. By
Theorem 2.76, we observe that a better order of approximation cannot be
achieved with any other finite dimensional linear spaces. More precisely,

so that '3'1, ~2' • •• is an asymptotically optimal sequence of spaces for
approximating ULpo in Lp • •

EXAMPLE 3.15

Let

A: = {jE Cor o,b]: w(D1; t) <. Cw(t), C< oo}, (3.20)
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where w is a given continuous function on [O,b-a] with w(O)=O and
W(/I + (2) <w(t l )+W(t2)· Then

(3.21 )

Discussion. It is known (cf. Lorentz [1966]) that dm(A:[a,b],C[a,b]);>
C2w(l/m), hence

Thus the sequence of polynomials 0> I' 0>2' . .. again provides an asymptoti
cally optimal sequence of approximating spaces. The best known example
of A: is the space Lipa,a[a,b], where w(/)= la [cf. (2.128)]. •

I 3.5. WHITNEY-TYPE THEOREMS

In the previous section we gave estimates of how well smooth functions
can be approximated by polynomials of order m. Our bounds involved the
quantity 1/m. In this section we give a different kind of estimate for
d(f, 0>m)p in which the length of the interval, rather than the order of the
polynomial, plays the key role. To illustrate the kind of result we are
looking for, we begin with two simple examples.

TIlEOREM 3.16

For allfEC[a,b],

Proof To obtain this estimate, we define qE'j>1 by q=[maxa<;x<;bf(x)
mina<;x<;bf(x)]/2. Then for any a <x <b,

THEOREM 3.17

For allfE C[a,b],

1
If(x)-q(x)1 < 2w(f;b-a). •
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Proof Let q be the polynomial in 0'2 that interpolates to f at the points a
and b. Let

M=IIf-qlloo= max ~(x),
a<;x<;b

~(x) = If(x) - q(x)l.

Suppose ~ assumes its maximum at 11. If 11 is in the first half of the interval,
then with h = 11- a,

If(11- h) - 2!(11) +!(11 + h)1 = 1~(11- h) -2~(11)+ ~(11 + h)1 >M.

This implies that M <: w2(!; h) <: w2(!; b - a). A similar argument can be
used when 11 falls in the second half of the interval [a, b]. •

The following general result of this type is called a Whitney-type
theorem:

THEOREM 3.18

Let 1 <: P < 00. Then there is a constant C 1 (depending only on p and 0)

such that for every !ELp[a,b] there exists a polynomial qE0'o with

(3.22)

A similar result holds with p = 00 for all! E C[a, b].

Proof We consider only the case of 1<P < 00. It suffices to establish the
result for 1= [a, b] = [- 1, 1], as the general result follows from a change of
variables as in the proof of Theorem 3.12. Now, given! E Lp[I], by Lemma
2.66 and the Whitney Extension Theorem 2.70, we can find gELp(7[I] such
that

and

Now let

(7 - I DJg(O)xJ
q(x)= ~ 0'

)=0 J.

be the Taylor expansion of g about zero. Then
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and so

This implies

i = 0, I, ... ,0 - I.

99

and we conclude that

Theorem 3.18 was used in the proof of Jackson's theorem on polynomial
approximation power in the previous section. In Section 6.4 we will need
the following improved version of Theorem 3.18 in which a polynomial is
constructed that approximates as in (3.22), and whose derivatives ap
proximate the derivatives of f simultaneously.

THEOREM 3.19

Let I ~o <:m. Then there is a constant C1 (depending only on m) such that
for all f E Co - I[a, b] there exists a polynomial Pf E ~ym with

"D}(f - Pf)1I Lq[a.b] ~ C 1( b - a)o-}-I + l/qwm _ o+ I(Do-~; b - a)qa,bJ'

(3.23)

forj=O,I, ... ,o-1 and l~q~oo.

Proof Since D O
- ~ E C[a,b], by Theorem 3.18 there exists a polynomial

gE~m-o+1 such that

Now define

( )
= (J~2 Dj(a)(x - aY fb (x _ y):-2g(y)dy

Pf x £.J ., + () .
)=0 J. a 0-2 !

Since g E ~m-o+ I' PfE ~m and (cf. Theorem 2.3) D O
- Pf= g, while IYpja)

=D1(a), )=0,1, ... ,(J - 2. Thus

IDj(Pf- j)(x)1 " fbl Dj+ l(j- Pf)(Y)1 dy" (b - a)1I Dj+ l(j_Pf)lIoo. (3.25)
a
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for j = 0, 1, . .. ,0 - 2. This implies that
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Coupling this with (3.24), we obtain (3.23) for q= 00. To obtain it for
1 <; q < 00, we simply integrate the qth power of (3.23) over [a, b) and then
take the qth root of both sides. •

There is also a version of Theorem 3.19 for Lp
o functions.

THEOREM 3.20

Let 1 <. P < 00 and 1<0 <m. Then there is a constant CI (depending only
on m and p) such that for every f E lp0[ a, b] there exists a polynomial
PfE '3'm with

II DJ(f- Pj)II4,la,b]'-; C1(b - a)O-J+ l/q-l/pwm - o (D1; b - a)L"la,bJ (3.26)

for j=O, 1, ... ,0-1 and all 1<:q:( 00.

Proof Since DJ E Lp [ a, b], by Theorem 3.18 we can find g E 6Jm _ osuch
that

(3.27)

We now define

( )
= o~l DJj(a)(x - a'Y fb (x - y):-lg(y)dy

Pj x ~ 0' + (),.
)-0 J. a 0 - 1 .

Thenpf E0'm and DOpj=g, while DJpja)=D1!(a),j=O,l, ... ,o-l. Apply
ing Holder's inequality to the integral in (3.25), we obtain

Integrating this over the interval [a, b], we obtain
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for )=0, 1, ... ,0-2. A similar argument with Holder's inequality shows
that

IID a- l(f- Pj)ll q < (b - a)1 - l/p+ l/qll Da(f-Pj)ll p.

Combining these estimates with (3.27), we obtain (3.26). •
t 3.6. THE INFLEXIBILITY OF POLYNOMIALS

In Section 1.2 we asserted that the main defect of polynomials for
approximation purposes is their relative inflexibility. In this section we
illustrate how this inflexibility manifests itself, and give some indication of
what the underlying causes are.

We begin with an example. Suppose we want to approximate the
function f(x)=I/(1+x 2

) on the interval [-5,5] by polynomials. One
natural approach is to choose m points in the interval, and to interpolate at
these points. Suppose we take equally spaced points; that is,

(i -I)
Ii = - 5 + 10 (m _ I) , i= 1,2, ... ,m. (3.28)

Then by Theorem 3.6 there exists a unique polynomial L"j in 0'm which
interpolatesf at the points {Ii }'r. We graphf and Lmf for m == 5 and m == 15
in Figure 5.

Figure 5 shows that the polynomial Llsf does a much better job than
Lsf in the middle part of the interval [ - 5,5], but it is much worse at the
ends. It seems reasonable to hope, however, that if m is increased (so that
Lmf and f match at more and more points), IJmf will approximate f well

1.4

1.

-0.6

Figure 5Q. Lagrange interpolation of 1/(1 + x 2
) at five equidistant points on [- 5,5].
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9.

7.

5.

3.

1.

-3. -2. -1 1. 2. 3.
-1.
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Figure Sb. Lagrange interpolation of ) / (I + x 2) at )5 equidistant points on [ - 5, 5].

throughout [- 5,5]. The following theorem shows that this does not
happen:

THEOREM 3.21. Runge

Let f( x) = 1/( I + x 2
) on [ - 5,5], and let Lm f be the polynomial of order m

that interpolates f at m equally spaced points as in (3.28). Then

lim I!(x) - L",!(x)I~X as m~x for Ixl > 3.64 .

Discussion. See Runge [1901] (or e.g., Isaacson and Keller [1966], p. 275).
The nonconvergence here is certainly not due to a lack of smoothness of f
since f is clearly infinitely often differentiable on R. •

Theorem 3.21 shows that sequences of polynomials interpolating at
equally spaced points may not converge. The following theorem shows that
convergence cannot be guaranteed for any predetermined sequence of
interpolating points. (There are some choices of interpolating points that
do quite well for low-order polynomials, however. See Remark 3.5.)

THEOREM 3.22

Let [a,b] be fixed, and suppose that for each m ;> 1, Iml <1m2 < . · . <Imm is
a collection of points in [a, b]. Then there exists a function f E C[Q, b] such
that

111- L"jlloo~oo as m~oo,

where L"j is the unique polynomial of order m interpolating f at
Iml ,·· .,Imm •
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Discussion. The original proof of this result is credited to Faber [1914].
For a modern proof using the uniform boundedness principle, see Cheney
[1966], page 215. While this result shows that we cannot make interpolating
polynomials converge to arbitrary continuous functions no matter how we
select the interpolation points, it is possible to establish convergence results
on special sets of interpolation points for smoother classes of functions. •

The nonconvergence phenomenon in Theorems 3.21 and 3.22 can be
regarded as a manifestation of the inflexibility of polynomials. If poly
nomials are forced to follow a curve in one interval, they may respond by
oscillating wildly elsewhere. This tendency to oscillate becomes increas
ingly pronounced as the order of the polynomial is increased. For low
orders (say at most 5 or 10) it may be acceptable. Unfortunately, in order
to achieve suitable accuracy we usually have to use fairly high-order
polynomials (cf. Jackson's Theorem 3.12).

One way of explaining the tendency of polynomials to oscillate is the
following observation: The coefficients of the derivative of a high-order
polynomial will be much larger, in general, than the coefficients of the
original polynomial. Indeed, the coefficient of x m

-
2 in Dp is (m - I)am ,

where am is the coefficient of x m
- I in p. This implies the likelihood of

steep derivatives.
Another factor in the inflexibility of polynomials is deeply rooted in one

of their most conspicuous properties, heralded earlier as a virtue: poly
nomials are smooth. In fact, polynomials are too smooth. As a function of
a complex variable, they are analytic, which means that their values
everywhere in the complex plane are determined by their value in any
arbitrarily small set. We may establish an assertion of this type on R
without reference to complex variables as follows:

THEOREM 3.23

Let p E ~pm. Then p(x) is determined for all x E R by its values in any
interval (c,d), no matter how small.

Proof Given any points C<I J <12 < ... <lm <d,p is uniquely determined
by its values at these m points. •

13.7. HISTORICAL NOTES

Section 3.1

The material here is classical, and can be found in most books on
approximation theory or numerical analysis.
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Section 3.2

POLYNOMIAlS

The results on zeros, VanderMonde matrices, and Hermite interpolation
can be found in practically any book on numerical analysis. The result of
Theorem 3.7 on subdeterminants of the VanderMonde is probably less
well known in such circles than it should be. The polynomials are utilized
as prime examples of various forms of T-systems in the books by Karlin
and Studden [1966] and Karlin [1968]. The method of proof of Theorem
3.7 follows ideas used by Karlin [1968].

Section 3.3

Descartes' rule of signs for polynomials can be proved in a variety of ways.
For example, a different proof is given by Karlin [1968], page 317. The
Budan-Fourier Theorem 3.9 also has a number of different proofs. Karlin
[1968], page 316, gives a proof based on Descarte's rule of signs. The
inductive method presented here was developed for splines; see Schumaker
[1976c). Still another proof can be found in the article by Melkman
[1974a].

Section 3.4

Jackson-type theorems have a long and rich history. It began with the
proof of Theorem 3.12 for p= 00 and 0= 1 by Jackson in 1913. His proof
relied on converting the problem to one involving approximation of
periodic functions by trigonometric polynomials. Later, several other
authors gave direct constructive proofs for the case of p = 00 and for all
0> 1. The theorem for p < 00 seems to be of more recent vintage. Potapov
[1956,1961] considered the case of 0=1, I<p<oo. Bak and Newman
[1972] also did this case independently. The complete result as presented
here is credited to DeVore [1976), and we have followed his proof. For
another proof, see Oswald [1978]. Recently there has also been consider
able interest in bounds for approximation of monotone functions by
monotone polynomials: see, for example, DeVore [1977a] and references
therein.

Section 3.5

The first Whitney-type approximation theorem was given by Whitney
[1957], where the case of p=oo andjEC[a,b] were considered. His proof
delivers estimates for the size of the constants. The result for I ~ p < 00 is
credited to DeVore [1976], and we have followed his proof: see also
Brudnyi [1964].
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Section 3.6

185

The observation that interpolating polynomials do not always converge to
the function being interpolated was made early by Meray [1884, 1896]. The
example given here is taken from the work of Runge [1901]. lbese results
led to a quest for conditions on the interpolating points or on the functions
to be interpolated which suffice to guarantee convergence. A host of both
positive and negative results are known, and the problem remains an active
research area.

I 3.8. REMARKS

Remark 3.1

The following generalization of Horner's scheme computes the derivatives
of a polynomial at a given point.

ALGORITHM 3.24. Synthetic Division-To Compute Dip(t)/j!,j==O,l, ... ,d-l
for a Given Polynomial p(x) =}:i'- tC;(x - a)i- t)

l. u~t-a;

2. Fori~1 step 1 until d
For i~m - 1 step - 1 until i

c(i)~c(i+ I)·u + c(i).

Discussion. Upon completion of this algorithm, we have c(i) =
Di-Ip(t)/(i-I)!, i=I,2, ... ,d. If it is run with d=m-I, it produces all
derivatives of p at t. For a proof, see the standard numerical analysis texts
(for example, Conte and deBoor [1972]). •

Remark 3.2

Let A =(Aij)~_~;~1 be any r by r+ 1 matrix of numbers. Given any

1<i I < . . . < ip (; r and 1 <til < ... <Jp <r+ 1,

we define an associated minor of A by

(
il' ••• '~) PA =det A.. p

J. J. ( IJ,,),,-I,I1- 1•
., ••• , P
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It is shown in the book of Karlin [1968], page 8, that
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A(2, ... ,r-l,r+I)A(I, ,r)=A( 2, ,r )A(l, ... ,r-l,r+l)
I, ... ,r-l I, ,r I, ,r-I l, ... ,r

_A(1, , r - 1 )A (2, , r + 1).
l, ,r-I 1, ,r

If A is r + I by r instead, then the same result holds with the rows and
columns interchanged.

Remark 3.3

We sketch here the construction of the polynomials Vm used in the proof
of Jackson's Theorem 3.12. Let n =4k, and let P2k be the Legendre
polynomial of degree 2k defined on [- 1, 1] (see e.g., Szego [1939]). Then
P2k has 2k zeros

Given 1, (J ~ k, define

where en is chosen so that J~lwn(x)dx=l. Clearly Wn(x) >0. Using the
Gauss-quadrature rule and some properties on the location of the zeros of
the Legendre polynomial, it can be shown that

fl IxIDWn(x)dx ~ C\n -D,
-I

with a constant C. dependent only on (J. For arbitrary n ~4, we define
Wn = WLn/ 4J , where as usual l n/4 J denotes the biggest integer in n/4.
The desired Vn are obtained after a change of variable from the interval
[-1, I] to [a,b]. For more details, see DeVore [1968, 1976].

Remark 3.4

By the error bound in Remark 2.5, the Bernstein polynomials introduced
there can be used to provide a proof of Weierstrass' Approximation
Theorem 3.11. However, since Bm is a positive linear operator, there are
saturation results (cf. Lorentz [1966] or DeVore [1972]) which assert that
no matter how smooth a function may be, II!- B"jll cannot go to zero
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faster than 1I m unless J E \,pm (i.e., J is a polynomial itself). Thus the
Bernstein polynomials do not produce good enough approximations to be
used to prove Jackson's theorem.

Remark 3.5

Despite the negative nature of Theorem 3.22, there is at least one set of
interpolation points that produces relatively good approximations for
polynomials of low order. For example, it is known that for m ~ 20,
interpolation at the zeros of the Tchebycheff polynomial, given by

[a + b - (a - b) cos( (2) - 1)77"12m) ]
t j = 2 ' )=1,2, .. qm,

produces a polynomial whose deviation from f (in the uniform norm) is no
more than four times as great as the error obtained by using the best
approximating polynomial. For more on this point, see deBoor [1978].



4
POLYNOMIAL SPLINES

In Chapter 1 we discussed the need for convenient classes of functions for
approximation purposes. Our discussion of polynomials and their proper
ties led us to the conclusion that spaces of smooth piecewise polynomials
should be useful for approximation purposes. In this chapter we present
the basic properties of such spaces.

I 4.1. BASIC PROPERTIES

Let [a,b] be a finite closed interval, and let

with a= xO<x 1 < ... <xk <Xk + 1= b

be a partition of it into k + 1 subintervals

(4.1)

Let m be a positive integer, and let~ = (m., ... ,mk ) be a vector of integers
with 1<em; <m, i= 1,2, ... ,k.

DEFINITION 4.1. Polynomial Splines

We call the space

~ (0'm; ~; d) = {s: there exist polynomials S07··· ,Sk

in 0'm such that s(x) = s;(x) for x E I;, i =0, I, ... , k,

and IYs;_I(x;)=DJs;(x;) for j=O,I, ... ,m-l-m;,.
i= l, ... ,k}

the space of polynomial splines of order m with knots x., ... ,X k of multiplici
ties m., ... ,mk •

We call ~ the multiplicity vector. It controls the nature of the space
~ (0'm ; ~; d) by controlling the smoothness of the splines at the knots. If

lOS
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m; = m, we interpret the definition to mean that the two polynomial pieces
S;_I and s; in the intervals adjoining the knot Xi are unrelated to each other
(and thus there may be a jump discontinuity at x;). If m; <m, then we have
forced these two polynomial pieces to tie together smoothly in the sense
that the spline s and its first m - 1- m i derivatives are all continuous across
the knot.

To illustrate the nature of the spline space ~ (0'm; ~;~) as we vary ~,
we give two examples.

EXAMPLE 4.2

If ~=(m,m, ... ,m), then

where ~ 0'm(~) is the space of piecewise polynomials (cf. Definition 1.1).

Discussion. This space contains functions with possible jump discontinui
ties at the knots. It is the least smooth of the spline spaces. •

EXAMPLE 4.3

Let ~. =(1,1, ... ,1). Then

where ~m (~) is the space of splines of order m with simple knots (compare
Definition 1.2).

Discussion. This space of splines is a subset of C m
-

2[a,b]. It is the
smoothest space of piecewise polynomials of order m with genuine knots at
the points XI' .. . ,Xk • (If we tried to make the pieces join together any
smoother, the knots would disappear.) •

In most practical applications, the natural setting for approximation
problems is a closed interval [a,b], and thus we have elected to define
splines on such intervals. On the other hand, every spline has a natural
extension to the whole real line. Indeed, if s E ~ (~m;~ ; ~), then we
define

x<a

x>b,
(4.2)

where So and Sk are the polynomials defining s in the intervals 10 and Ik ,

respectively [cf. (4.1)].
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We now show that ~ ('.Pm; 0lt;~) is a finite dimensional linear space,
and we give a basis for it. First we identify the dimension of ~.

THEOREM 4.4

Let K=~7_)mi. Then

is a linear space of dimension m + K.

Proof. It is clear from the definition of ~ that it is a linear space. Let S be
a typical element in ~, and suppose that SO,S), ••. 'SI< are the associated
polynomial pieces on the intervals 10 , I), ... , II<' respectively. We can write
each such polynomial in the form

m j-)

S;(X)=L cij( ~_I)"
J= I J .

For each ;=0, I, ... ,k, let ci=(ciJ, ... ,Cim)T. Then the continuity conditions
on S can be written as the following linear system of equations:

where

Ac=

Xi x?/2

o

xim-1/(m-I)!

x i
m

-
2/(m - 2)!

=0,

The matrix Ai is of size m - mi by m. It is clear that the matrix A has rank
equal to the number of its rows, namely ~7-1 (m - mJ. Since A is a
transformation from the m(k + I) dimensional vector space Rm(k+ 1) into
R~t(m-m;), it follows that the linear space of all vectors c which satisfy
A c =0 is of dimension

k k

m(k+ 1)- L (m-mj)=m+ ~ mj=m+K.
;=: I ;= I

This is, of course, also the dimension of ~ . •
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In the proof of Theorem 4.4 we have counted the number of free
parameters in the piecewise polynomial representation of elements in ~,

and subtracted the number of conditions on these polynomial pieces to
obtain the dimension. The introduction of the matrices Ai was just to check
that all the conditions are independent of each other.

Now that we know the dimension of S (0'm; '-JR; ~), we may construct a
basis for it. Since obviously

any basis for ~ must include at least a basis for 0'm. We may take the
functions 1. x-a..... (x - a)m - 1. To find an additional K basis elements,
we recall the nota tion

where

(x - y)~ = (x - Y )J( X - y)~, »0,

o { 0,(x-y)+= I,
x<y

x~y.

(We have already encountered these functions in the Taylor expansion.
and as Green's functions for initial-value problems: see Section 2.2.)

THEOREM 4.5

A basis for ~ (l:rm : '-~ll :..l) is given by

{
m - j} m, k

P,.j(x)=(x- x,)+ j=l./=O' (4.3)

where X o= a and rno= m.

Proof By definition, (x - x)~ is identically 0 for x <Xi' and IS a poly
nomial of degree) for x ~ X" Since

v = 0, l. ... ,) - 1,

it follows that each of the functions in (4.3) at least belongs to ~. Since
there are precisely nl + K of them, it remains only to check that they are
linearly independen t.

Suppose that for some set of coefficients {cij}' the spline

k m,

s(x)= L L c,j(x-x,);-j
I=OJ=I

(4.4)
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is identically zero on the interval [a,b]. Then for xElo we have ~j..lCOj(X

- xo)m-j =0, and by the linear independence of these functions (cf. Theo
rem 3.1), COl = ... = cOm =0. But then for x E /1' s=O implies ~~ I c1j(x
x 1)m - j = 0. These are again linearly independent polynomials, so these
coefficients must also be zero. This process can be continued moving one
interval to the right at a time to show that all of the c's are zero, and the
desired linear independence is established. •

Theorem 4.5 shows that every spline s E ~ (0'm; ~; d) has a unique
representation in the form of (4.4). We call the basis in (4.3) a one-sided
basis for ~. While this basis is useful for theoretical purposes, it is not well
suited for numerical applications. For example, to evaluate s(x) for x near
the right end of the interval [a, b], it is necessary to evaluate all of the basis
elements and compute the entire sum. In the next section we shall show
that it is possible to define a more local and more symmetric basis for ~,

which is very important for numerical applications.

I 4.2. CONSTRUCTION OF A LOCAL BASIS

To motivate what we want to do in this section, consider the following
example:

EXAMPLE 4.6

Let [a,b]=[O,5] and d={1,2,3,4}. Find a basis for S)2(d).

Discussion. The basis of one-sided functions for this space is given by the
functions (see Figure 6)

(4.5)

On the other hand, it is clear that the "hat" functions B I , ••• ,B6 shown in
Figure 6 are also linearly independent members of ~2(d), hence they also
form a basis. Each of these functions is nonzero only on a relatively small
set, and the basis has considerably more symmetry. •

Given a function j, we define its support to be the set

support(j) = closure {x:j(x)=FO}. (4.6)

Example 4.6 suggests that it may be possible to construct a basis for
~ (0'm ; ~; d) consisting of splines with relatively small supports. Clearly,
any such basis must be constructed from linear combinations of the
one-sided basis elements in Theorem 4.5. The following lemma deals with
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I I

Ps

I I

~I
B,

Figure 6. Local versus one-sided bases for ~2(~).

the question of when it is possible for a linear combination of such
functions to vanish outside of a finite interval:

LEMMA 4.7

Let 7 1 <72 < ... <7d and 1<I; <m, j= 1,2, ... ,d be given. Then if ~1-1/;>

m, there exist {£xij};~ I.j~ I' not all 0, so that

d I; (_ )m-j
~ ~ X 7; +

B(x)= "'" "'" aij ( _')'
;-1)-1 m J.

'satisfies

B(x)=O

On the other hand, if ~1- Iii <; m, then no such nontrivial B exists.
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Proof By the one-sided nature of the plus functions, it is clear that for
any {aij}' B(x)=O for x<'T t • If B(x) is to be zero for x>'Td , then we must
require

d I; m-j x" (_ T.)m-J -"

B(x)= ~ ~ aij ~ -, ( ~._ )' =0,
;==1 )=1 ,,=0 II. m J ".

(where we have used the binomial theorem to expand (x - T;)m-J ). Setting

{

(_ T;)m-J -"

"Yij" = (m - j - ,,)! '

0,

II=O, ... ,m - j

lI=m-j+ l, ... ,m-l,

we can rewrite this set of equations as

d I; m-l x " m-I x " d I;

~ ~ aij ~ ~Ylj,,= ~ -, ~ ~ aijYij,,=O.
;=1)=1 ,,=0· ,,==0 II. ;-1)-=1

Since the powers 1,x, ... ,x m
-

1 are linearly independent, this is equivalent
to

d I;

~ ~ aij"Yij,,=O,
;= I j= 1

,,=O,l, ... ,m-l. (4.7)

This is a homogeneous system of m equations for the L~-tl; coefficients,
and thus it always has a nontrivial solution if L1-t/; >m.

It is of interest to examine the system (4.7) in more detail. Writing the
equations in the order v = m - 1, ... ,0, we can write them in matrix form as

all

al/\

[M.··.Md ] =0
ad)

°dld
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where for i= 1,2, ... ,d,
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-T i

( _ Ti)m -2

(m-2)!

(_T;)m-I

(m -I)!

o
I

(_T;)m-2

(m-2)!

o

( )
m-I

-Ti '

(m-I
j

)!

Suppose now that ~1- Iii ~ m. Then the square matrix in the first ~1-1/;

rows of this matrix is a nonzero multiple of the VanderMonde matrix, and
so it is of full rank. It follows that in this case the only solution to (4.7) is
the trivial one with all a's equal to zero. •

Lemma 4.7 shows that in order to construct a linear combination of the
plus functions which vanishes outside of a finite interval, we must have
}:1- II; >m + I. We now consider the case where this sum is exactly m + 1 in
more detail. In this case we have one more unknown than equations, and
by a result of linear algebra, B(x) must be given by

B(x)-Cldet

I 0
TI 1

T(.- I

(II-I)!

Tj'- I

(m-l)!

(X-TI):-I

(m-l)!

o
o

(X-T,)",-/.

(m -I,)!

1 0
Ta I

TJ~- I_
(la-I)!

T;r- I

(m -I)!

(x - Td):- I

(".-I)!

o
o

(x - Ta):-I,t

(m-Ia)!

where C I is a nonzero constant. If we compare this with the definition of
the divided difference [see (2.86)], we see that (except for a constant
multiplier) B(x) is the m + 1st divided difference of the function (x - y)'~-I

taken over the points

11 Id
r---"----.. ~

T I' •.• , T I • • • Td' ••. , Td .
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This observation suggests that in order to construct local support basis
elements for the space ~ ('3'm; ~; ~), we should work with divided dif
ferences of the function (x - y):-I. We do exactly that in Theorem 4.9
below. First we state another definition.

DEFINITION 4.8. Extended Partition

Let a <x I <x2 < · · . <xk <b and 1<m; <m, i = 1,2, ... ,k be given. Suppose

is such that

(4.8)

and

Then we call ~={y;}fm+K an extended partition associated with ~(l3'm;

~;i1).

We note that the points {y; }7'-+:+ I in an extended partition ~ associated
with ~ (l3'm; ~; i1) are uniquely determined. The first and last m points in
~ can be chosen arbitrarily, subject to (4.8).

TIlEOREM 4.9

Let ~={y;}fm+K be an extended partition associated with ~(l3'm;~;i1),

and suppose b<Y2m+K. For j= 1,2, ... ,m+ K, let

Then {B; };"+K form a basis for ~ ('3'm; ~; a) with

(4.10)

and

Moreover,

m+K
~ B;(x) = I
i-I

for all a <; x 'i; b,

(4.11 )

(4.12)
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and
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any c., ... ,cm + K not all O.

(4.13)

Discussion. The fact that B., ... , Bm + K are splines in the space
~ (0'm; 0lL;~) is shown in Theorem 4.14, while their linear independence
follows from Theorem 4.18. The properties (4.10) and (4.11) are discussed
in Theorem 4.17, while (4.12) is dealt with in Theorem 4.20. The variation
diminishing property (4.13) follows from Theorem 2.42 and the fact
(shown in Theorem 4.65 below) that {Bi}'r+ K is an Order-Complete Weak
Tchebycheff system. •

The B., ... ,Bm + K defined in Theorem 4.9 are called B-splines. We
discuss them in great detail in the following section. The use of B-splines in
numerical computation is described in Chapter 5. We have included the
factor (- l)m in the definition of the B-splines in order to make them
positive (where they are nonzero). The factor (Yi+m - Yi) is a normalization
factor designed to produce the identity (4.12) which asserts that the
B-splines form a partition of unity. Property (4.13) is called the variation
diminishing property of B-splines.

The following corollary of Theorem 4.9 deals with the case where the
extended partition Li is chosen with

b=Ym+K+.=··· =Y2m+K·

This is fairly common practice in applications.

(4.14)

COROLLARY 4.10

Suppose Li is an extended partition associated with ~ (~m; 0lL;~) such that
(4.14) holds. Define {B;}'r+ K -as in (4.9) with the exception of Bm + K ,

whose value at b we alter to

(4.15)

Then {Bi};"+K form a basis for ~(0'm; 0lL;~), and properties (4.10) to
(4.13) hold.

Proof. The proof is identical except that we must now use (4.15) to assure
that Bm + K lies in ~. Indeed, if (4.14) holds, then by the properties of the
function (x-Y)~-·, the divided difference defining Bm+~x) in (4.9)
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vanishes at b, and does not reduce to a polynomial in '?Pm in the last
interval I k • This point is further clarified in the next example. •

EXAMPLE 4.11

Construct the B-spline basis for the space ~2(Ll) defined in Example 4.6.

Discussion. We choose the extended partition Y.=Y2=0, Y3=1, Y4=2,
Ys=3, Y6=4, and Y7=Yg=5. Then we may apply Corollary 4.10. The
resulting B-splines are shown in Figure 6. The last B-spline is given by

_ {( _1)2[ 4,5,5 ](x - y)+ = (x -4)+ - (x - 5)+ - (x - 5)~, 0 ~x <5

B6(x)- lim B
6
(x) = I, x=5,

xf5

whereas [4,5,5](5- y)+ =0.

I 4.3. B-SPLINES

•
In the previous section we have seen that divided differences of the
Green's function (x - y)'~-. turn out to be piecewise polynomials which
are useful for constructing local bases for spline spaces. In this section we
examine such objects, called B-splines, in more detail. The discussion is
independent of Section 4.2.

We begin with the definition of the objects of interest to us in this
section.

DEFINITION 4.12. B-Splines

Let

be a sequence of real numbers. Given integers i and m >0, we define

ifY;<Y;+m (4.16)
otherwise

for all real x. We call Qim the mth order B-spline associated with the knots

Yi'···'Yi+m·
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For m = 1, the B-spline associated with Yi <Yi+ I is particularly simple. It
is the piecewise constant function

otherwise.

(4.17)

We can also give explicit formulae for Qim in case either Yi or Yi+m is a
knot of multiplicity m.

TIlEOREM 4.13

Suppose Yi <Yi+ 1= ... =Yi+m· Then

{

( )
m-I

X-Yi

Similarly, if Yi = ... =Yi+m-I <Yi+m' then

{

( )
m-I

Yi+m- x

otherwise.

otherwise.

(4.18)

(4.19)

Proof In these cases the determinants in the numerator and denominator
of the divided difference can be computed explicitly [cf. (2.66)-(2.67)]. •

We now discuss the basic structure of Qim(X) in general. The following
theorem shows that it is a polynomial spline of order m with knots at

Yi'···'Yi+m:

TIlEOREM 4.14

Let Y; <Y;+m' and suppose

/1 ld
~, ,

Y; <; ... <Y;+m= 'T1,···,'T 1 , ••• , 'T'd'···''Td •

Then

d ~

Q;m(x)= ~ ~ ~k(X-'Tj):-k
j-I k-I

(4.20)
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with aj~ =1=0,)= 1,2, ... ,d. Moreover,
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k=O, 1, ... ,m- ~-l, )= 1,2, ... ,d.

(4.21)

Thus Q;m is a polynomial spline of order m with knots at 'TI, ••• ,Td of
multiplicities 11'.·.' Id •

Proof. The expansion (4.20) follows from the expansion (2.89) for divided
differences. The continuity properties (4.21) hold for the individual plus
functions, and thus also for Q;m. •

Our next result will be useful in delineating the structure of Q;m for a
general set of Y;' ... 'Y;+m. It is also of crucial importance in numerical
computations involving B-splines.

TIlEOREM 4.15

Let m ';> 2, and suppose Y; <Y;+m. Then for all x ER,

Qt(x)= (x-yJQt-1(X)+(Yi+m-X)Q/:"l1(x) .
(Y;+m - Y;)

(4.22)

Proof· For Y; <Yi+ 1 = ... =Y;+m or Yi = ... =Y;+m-l <Yi+m' the result
follows from Theorem 4.13. Thus we may assume Yi+ 1 <Y;+m and Y; <
Yi+m-I. Observe that (X-y)'Z-I=(X-y)~-2(X-Y).Applying Leibniz's
rule for the divided difference of a product (see Theorem 2.52), we obtain

(-I)m[Y;, ... ,Y;+m](x-y)~-I=(-1)m[Y;'Y;+I](X-Y)

. [Y;+ I' ... ,Y;+m](x - Y )~-2 + (x - yJ( - I)m[ y;, ... 'Y;+m](x _ Y )~-2.

Substituting

( _ l)m[ Yi' ... 'Yi+m](X - y)~-2

(_l)m-I {[ ]( )m-2 [ ]( )m-2}= ( _) Y;' ... 'Y;+m-l x-y + - Y;+I' ... 'Y;+m X-Y +
Yi+m Y;

and rearranging, we obtain (4.22). •
Theorem 4.15 provides a recursion relation whereby B-splines of order m

can be related to B-splines of order m - I. The following result shows that
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the derivative of a B-spline of order m can also be written in terms of two
B-splines of lower order:

THEOREM 4.16

Let Yi <Yi+m' and suppose D + is the right derivative operator. Then

(4.23)

Proof. If either Y; or Y;+m has multiplicity m, then the result follows
directly from Theorem 4.13. If not, then

=( -l)m(m-l) {[Y;+l'o"'Yi+m](X-yy;-2- [Y;"",Y;+m_d(x-y)~-2}
(Yi+m - Y;)

=(m -I) [ Qt-I(x) - Q;'~'II(X)] 0

(Y;+m - Y;)

We can now say considerably more about the shape of Qim •

THEOREM 4.17

Let m> 1, and suppose Yi <Yi+m. Then

•

for Y; <x <Yi+m (4.24)

and

for x <y; andYi+m <x. (4.25)

At the endpoints of the interval (Y;'Y;+m) we have

>0,

k = 0, 1, ... ,m - 1- cx.;,

k=m-aj, ... ,m-l (4.26)
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and
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k = 0, 1, ... ,m - 1- {3; + m

where

>0, k = m - {3;+m' ... ,m -1, (4.27)

a;=max{j:y;=··· =Y;+J-l}

!3;+m=max{j:Y;+m='" =Y;+m-J+l}'

(ai tells how many of the poin ts Yi ~ . .. ~ Y; + m are equal to Y;' while 13; + m

tells how many of them are equal to Yi+m')

Proof. To prove (4.24), we proceed by induction on m. For m = I it is
clear from (4.17). Assume now that it holds for order m -I. lben for
Yi <x <Yi+m' both factors (x - y;) and (Yi+m - x) in the recursion (4.22) are
positive. Moreover, both Q;m-l(x) and Q/~ll(x) are nonnegative, and at
least one of them is positive. It follows that Qim(X) >0.

By the definition of the plus functions, it is clear that Q;m(x)=O for
x <Yi. On' the other hand, for x >Yi+m' Q;m(x) is the mth divided difference
of the polynomial (x-y)m-I, and thus is also zero. The vanishing of the
indicated derivatives at Yi and Yi+m now follows from the fact that Q;m is
zero outside of (Yi'Yi+m)' coupled with the continuity properties (4.21) of
these derivatives.

It remains to establish the assertions about the remaining derivatives in
(4.26) and (4.27). If either ai = m or f3;+m = m, we may verify the signs of
these derivatives directly. If both a; and 13;+m are less than m, we may
proceed by induction on m. The case of m = 2 is easy to check. Now
suppose (4.26) holds for splines of order m - 1. Then coupling

with formula (4.23), we obtain (4.26) for k = m - a;, . .. , m - 1. The proof of
(4.27) is similar. •

Theorems 4.13 to 4.17 provide rather detailed information on the shape
of the B-spline Qim(X). It will be shown in Theorem 4.57 that

Z (DJ Qm) ~ .
(Y,'Y,+m) + i ~J, j= I, ... ,m-l.

In fact, if D~ Qim is continuous, then it has exactly j zeros in (Y;'Yi+m). To
give a feeling for what the B-splines look like, we have graphed some
typical B-splines for various choices of m and knot locations in Figure 7.

Our next theorem deals with the linear independence of B-splines.
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Figure 7. Shapes of some B-splines.

THEOREM 4.18

LetY'<Y'+I. Then the B-splines {Q;m}~_'+l_m span 0'm on [Y"Y'+I). More
generally, if I <r and Yr-I <Yr' then

{Q m}r-l
; ;-'-m+l are linearly independent on [Y"Yr).

Proof. Restricted to the interval I, = [Y"Y,+ I)' each of the splines
{Q;m}~+l_m is in ~Pm. Hence to establish the first assertion, we need only
show that these functions are linearly independent on I,. Suppose now that

/

s(x)= ~ c;Q;m(x) =0
i-/+l-m

for all x E I,. (4.28)

Suppose not all c; are zero, and let cp be the first nonzero one. Suppose

II Id
,.----A---., ~

Yp' ••• ,Y, = 'T l' .•. , 'T 1 , ••• , 'Td' ••• , 'Td •
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/ d ~

s(x)= ~ c;Q;m(x)= ~ ~ ajk(x-1j):-k
i-p j-I k-I

with all. =FO. We also observe that s(x)=O for x <Yp = 1'1 and for x >y,== 1'd.

But since ~~_11; <m, this contradicts Lemma 4.7, and we conclude that all
of the c's in (4.28) must be zero, which is the desired linear independence
assertion.

Now suppose [y"Yr) consists of more than one nontrivial subinterval,
and that s(x)=~~::_m+IC;Q;m(x)=Oon it. Then by the above argument,
the coefficients of all the B-splines with support including the interval
[Y."Y,,+ I) must be zero whenever [Y",Y,,+ I) is a nontrivial subinterval of
[YI,Yr). But this implies that all coefficients must be zero, and the proof is
complete. •

So far we have said nothing about the size of B-splines. The B-splines
Q;m introduced in this section can have wildly different sizes depending on
the location of the knots. For example, in the interval [Y;,Y;+ I) the B-spline
Q;l(X)== 1/(y;+ 1 - y;) can be extremely large or extremely small, depending
on the spacing of the y's. For computational purposes it is not acceptable
to deal with functions that are too small or too large. This suggests that we
should introduce some normalization of the B-splines.

DEFINrnON 4.19. Normalized B-Spllnes

Let

(4.29)

where Q;m is the B-spline defined in Definition 4.12. We call N;m the
normalized B-spline associated with the knots Yi' · · · ,Y;+ m.

For m == 1, the normalized B-spline associated with Yi <y;+ 1 is given by

N/(x) = { ~: Y;<X<Y;+I
otherwise.

(4.30)

It follows from our next theorem that for all m ;> 1,

all xER. (4.31)
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11IEOREM 4.20

The B-splines form a partition of unity; that is,
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j

~ N;m(x) = 1
i-j+ I-m

(4.32)

Proof By (4.30) the assertion is trivial for m = I. We now proceed by
induction. Assume the result is correct for splines of order m -I. Then by
the recursion relation (4.22)

j j

~ N;m(x) = ~ [(x-Y;)Q;m-l(x)+(Y;+m-x)Q/~ll(x)]
i-j+l-m i-j+l-m

j j

~ (x-Y;+Y;+m_l-X)Q;m-l(x)= ~ N;m-l(X) = I .
i-j+2-m i-j+2-m •

The same kind of argument used in Theorem 4.20 can also be used to
derive explicit expansions for important polynomials in terms of B-splines.

11IEOREM 4.21

Let l<cr andY,<Yr+l. Then for any yER,

r

(y_x)m-I= ~ fP;,m(y)N;m(x),
i-/+l-m

where

m-I

fP;.m(Y)= II (y-y;+.,).
,,-1

Moreover, for j = 1,2, ... ,m,

r

xJ- 1 = ~ ~fJ)N;m(x),

i-/+ I-m

where

l:~J) = (_l)J-l (j - I)! Dm-j . (0)
~, (m-l)! fP"m' ;=/+ I-m, ... ,r.

(4.34)
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(4.35)

Proof We proceed by induction on m. For m = 1 the assertions follow
immediately from (4.30), and the fact that <P;,I(y)=~/I)=1 for all i. Assum
ing the result holds for m - 1, we now prove it for m. Using the recursion
relation, we have

r r

~ <P;,m(y)N;m(x) = ~ <P;,m(Y) [ (x - y;)Q;m-l(x)
i-/+I-m jz::/+l-m

+ (Y;+m - x)Q;'~_11(x) J.
Rearranging this sum and using the fact that Q/~.l~m(x)=Qr~ll(x)=O for
x in the interval [Y"Yr+ I)' we obtain

r

~ Q;m- I(X) [(x - Y;)<P;,m(Y) + (Y;+m-I - x )<p;_ 1,m(Y)].
i-/+I-m

Now the quantity in brackets can be rewritten as

<P;,m-I(Y)[ (x - y;)(y - Y;+m-I) + (Y;+m-I - x)(y - Y;)]

= <P;,m-I(Y)(Y - x)(Y;+m-l-Y;).

We conclude that

r r

~ <P;,m(y)N;m(x)=(y-x) ~ <p;,m_l(y)N;m-l(x)
i-/+l-m i-/+I-m

= (y - x)(y - x)m-2=(y - x)m-I.

The identity (4.34) follows if we differentiate (4.33) m - j times with respect
toy and evaluate it aty=O. •

The coefficients ~;U) in Theorem 4.21 can also be written in terms of the
classical symmetric functions (see Remark 4.1) as

~V)= symI11.;-I(Yi+.,'" 'Yi+m-I)

, (7~/) ·
For reference, we note that

and ~(2) = (Yi+ t + .. · +Yi+m-t)
S, (m -1) . (4.36)
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At times it is useful to have bounds on the size of derivatives of
B-splines. Even for the normalized splines, such bounds depend heavily on
the spacing of the knots. For example, the linear B-spline

has derivative

N/(x) =

(x - Y;)

(Y;+I-yJ'

(Y;+2- X )

(Y;+2-Y;+I) ,

This becomes arbitrarily large if the knots are close together. The following
theorem gives bounds on the size of the derivatives in terms of the knot
spacing.

THEOREM 4.22

Let N;m(x) be the normalized B-spline defined over the knots y; .-; ... <
Yi+m. Suppose I and x are such that YI ~x <YI+ I' and define

for j = 1,2, ... , m. Suppose 0> 0, and that d i • l•m - o + 1 >0. Then

(4.37)

where

r = (m - I)! ( l~ J) ~ 20 _(m_-_I)_!-
mo (m-o-I)! 2 ~ (m-o-I)!'

and as usual, l0/2 J=max{j:j ~0/2}.

Proof By the definition of N;m(x),

DON m() (-I)m(m-I)!( )[ J( )m-o-I
+ ; x = (m-o-l)! Y;+m-Y; Y;'···'Y;+m X-Y + .
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Repeatedly using the relation (2.91) to express the divided difference in
terms of lower-order ones, we obtain

(1

( ) ( )
~ (~)I[Y"+i"'.'Y"+i+m_a](x-y):-a-11

m-l ! Yi+m-Yi .,-0
<; ----------------

(m - (1 - I)! (~ ... ~ )i,/,m i,/,m-a+ 1

(m - I)! ( l~ J) f N.":~"(x)
<; (m-o-I)! "2 .-0 (~i.l.m-(·· ~i.I.m-,,).

The result follo\\'s since the B-splines sum to 1. •
Our next theorem establishes the so-called Peano representation for

divided differences. It also gives values for the moments of the B-spline
Qim •

TIlEOREM 4.23

Fix O~j~m - fl., where fl. is the maximum multiplicity of Yo'·· ,Yi+m. Then

{

O,

j Yi+,"( -IYD~Q;m(x)x.,dx = p!(m -I)! ( )
Yi (m + p _ j)! P.,-j y;, ... 'Y;+m '

p =0, 1, ... ,j - 1

p=j, ... ,m-l.

(4.38)

(4.39)

(4.40)

where p is the function defined in (2.95). In particular, the first two
moments of Q;m are given by

f
Yi + m 1

Q;"I(x)dx = m
Yi

and

j Yi+m m() _ Y; + . · . +Y;+m
xQ; x dx - ( 1) ·

Yi m m+
(4.41)
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Proof. By the dual Taylor expansion (2.19), if jEL;n-J[Y;'Yi+m], we can
write

m-j-I(_l)kDk~( )( _)k
f(y)= ~ J' Yi+~ Yi+m Y

k-O k.

Applying the divided difference operator fYi' ... 'Yi+m] to both sides, we
obtain (4.38). To establish (4.39), take f(x)=x m

- J+" and recall formula
(2.94) for its divided difference. •

Before proving our next result, we need to introduce another B-spline
Q,;m. It is closely related to Q;m, and, in fact, it is identical except at m-tuple
knots.

LEMMA 4.24

Given Y; <Y;+m' let

all xEA. (4.42)

Then

for all xER\J;m,

where Jim = {m-tuple knots of Q;m} (cf. Definition 4.12).

Proof. It is easily checked ~hat

( )m- 1 ( 1)m( )m - 1 ( )m - 1X-Y + - - y-x + == X-Y .

Applying the divided difference over [Yi' ... 'Yi+m], we see that

[Y;, ... 'Yi+m](X - Y)~-1_ ( - I)m[ Y;, ... 'Y;+m](Y - X)~-l =0

since the mth order divided difference of the polynomial (y - x)m-l is O. •

The reason for the difference between Q;m and Q;m is that Q;m is left
continuous while Qim is right continuous. This makes no difference, of
course, except at an m-tuple knot.
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As another application of the representation (4.38) of divided dif
ferences, we have the following interesting result connecting inner products
of B-splines with divided differences.

THEOREM 4.25

Let Yi <Yi+m and Yj <Yj+n. Then

f OO Qm(x)Q.n(x)dx= (- I)m(n-l)!(m-l)!
-00 I J (m+n-l)!

(4.43)

(The subscripts x and Y on the divided difference symbols indicate which
variables they operate on.)

Proof Letj(x)=[Yj' ... 'Yj+n](y-x)m+n-l. Then (-I)mDm!(x)=(mtn
1)!Qjn(x)/(n-I)!. Substituting this in (4.38) and using the fact that Qjn(x)
and Qjn(x) are equal (except perhaps at one point), we obtain (4.43). •

Inner-products of B-splines play an important role in several applica
tions. It should be emphasized that although (4.43) is an important
theoretical tool, it is not necessarily a good way to compute inner products.
See Section 5.4.

Our next theorem deals with the question of what happens to a B-spline
when we make a small perturbation in the location of its knots. The result
will be a useful tool later on.

THEOREM 4.26

Let Yi < ... <Yi+m' and suppose Y;(v) ~ ... <yf1m is a sequence of points
with

Y~V)~y.
J J'

j = i, ... , i + m as 11---+ 00.

Let Q;m and Q;'::, be the mth order B-spline associated with these knot sets,
respectively. Then for all k=O, l, ... ,m-l,

where

J/ = {Yj: Yj is a knot of Q;m of multiplicity m - k or more}.
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The convergence is uniform on any closed set excluding J;k.

Proof. We consider the case k=O first. If Y;=Y;+m' then Q;m(x) = 0 for all
x. Since Q;'::,(x) =0 outside of [y;(JI),y;(~m]' which is shrinking to the single
point Yi' the assertion follows in this case.

Suppose now that Y; <Y;+m. For m = 1 the result is obvious. We proceed
by induction on m. Using the recursion relation (4.22) on both Q;m and
Q;':'", we obtain

IQm-I()( -)( (JI) _ (v»_Qm-I()( (v) -)( -)1+ ;+1 X Y;+m x Y;+m Y; ;+I,JI X Y;+m x Y;+m Y; .

(
_)( (JI) _ (v»

Y;+m Y; Y;+m Y;

The expressions on the right go to zero as ,,~oo. They go to zero uniformly
on any closed interval excluding J;o.

For k >0 our assertion follows from the fact that the derivatives of a
B-spline can be written in terms of lower-order B-splines (cf. Theorem
4.16). •

Two examples of the convergence of B-splines defined on perturbed sets
of knots are shown in Figure 8. The second example shows clearly that
there is no convergence at an m-tuple knot of Q;m.

In Theorem 4.26 we have shown the continuity of B-splines as functions
of their knots. In some applications it is useful to have more-namely, the
actual derivatives with respect to the knots. The following theorem gives
explicit expressions for such derivatives, where they exist.

Yi Yi+1 Yi+2 Yi = Yi+1 Yi+2

Figure 8. B-Splines with perturbed knots.
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THEOREM 4.27

Suppose

POLYNOMIAL SPLINES

II 12 III
~ ---. ,....--,

Yi~Yi+I' ••• ~Yi+m=TI < T'2 < ... < Tel'

Fix 1 <; j <; d, and suppose ~ ~ m - 2. Then

ifj= 1 and II = 1,

ifj=d and Id = 1,

otherwise.

(4.44)

Here o/O'Tj is to be interpreted as a right derivative if 'Tj = 'Tj _ 1 and as a left
derivative if Tj = T j + I' The same formulas are valid when '; is m - I or m
for all x excluding x = T j ,

Proof If j = 1 and II = l, then

The first term is zero, and the second term can be computed using
Theorem 2.55 on the derivatives of divided differences. The case where
j = d and Id = I is similar. In all other cases we may apply Theorem 2.55
directly. •

To illustrate what can happen, we give a number of examples.

EXAMPLE 4.28

Let m = I andYI <Y2'

Discussion. In this case we have

o 0 { 0-a NI(x) = [YI'YI ](x - y)+ = t d f' d
~I no e Ine , •
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EXAMPLE 4.29

Let m=2 andYt <Y2 <Y3·

Discussion. In this case we have

~Nl(X)= { - [Yl'Yt'Y2](X-Y)~,
ay I not defined,

X=FYt

X=YI·
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In Figure 9a we show NI and its derivative. We also graph the B-spline Nf
corresponding to a slight perturbation of Yt to illustrate the direction in
which NI is changing. Taking the derivative with respect to Y2' we obtain

~Nl(X)={(Y3-YI)[YI'Y2'Y2'Y3](X-Y)~'
aY2 not defined,

See Figure 9b.

EXAMPLE 4.30

Let m=3 andYI <Y2<Y3<Y4.

Discussion. Here we compute

X*Y2

X==Y2 ·

•

valid for all x. We illustrate this derivative in Figure 9c. •
EXAMPLE 4.31

Let m=3 andYI <Y2=Y3<Y4'

Discussion. We write YI < · · · <Y4 = 7'1 <7'2 = 7'2 <7'3. Then the derivative
of Nt with respect to 7'2 is given by

~N (x)= {-2[Y2'Y2'Y3'Y4](X-Y)~+2[YI'Y2'Y2'Y3](X-Y)~'x*Y2
a7'2 I not defined, x = Y2

See Figure 9d. •
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(a)

(b) --~---_...--~----
y, Y2 y~ Y3

(c) I

Y,

Figure 9. Derivatives of B-splines with respect to the knots.

t 4.4. EQUALLY SPACED KNOTS

In many applications of splines it suffices to work with equally spaced
knots. This leads to simplifications in the theory as well as to substantial
savings in computation. In this section we discuss B-splines with equally
spaced knots.

We say that a set of knots ...Yi'Yi+ I'... is uniform with spacing h
provided

Yi+I-Yi=h for all i. (4.45)
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For uniformly spaced knots it turns out that any B-spline can be obtained
from one basic B-spline by translation and scaling. Let

( -I)mum( _ )m-) 111 (_I)i( "!)(x- i)':-)
Q m( x) = ~ y + Y == 2: I , . (4.46)

m. 1=0 m.

This is the usual B-spline associated with the simple knots 0, L ... ,m. It
belongs to C m- 2

( - 00, (0). Associated with Qm, we also introduce the
normalized version

Nm(x) = mQm(x). (4.47)

The following theorem shows that any B-spline associated with uni
formly spaced knots can be obtained from Qm or N m by a translation (and
possible scaling):

THEOREM 4.32

Suppose Yi' ... 'Yi+m are uniformly spaced with spacing h. Then

(4.48)

and

(4.49)

Proof. For equally spaced y"s the divided difference in the definition of
Qim in (4.16) becomes the forward difference operator, and we have

Assertion (4.49) follows since Njm(x) = mhQ;m(x).

Concerning the size of the normalized spline N m
, we note that

•
(4.50)
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and thus
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for all 1<q <t 00. (4.51)

For convenient reference we give the explicit formulae for the polynomial
pieces of N m for m=2,3,4 in Table 1. The normalized B-splines N 3 and
N 4 are shown in Figure 10, along with their values at the knots.

Table 1. The B-Splines Nm(x) for m==2,3,4

{
X,

(2- x),

{

x 2/2,
( -2x2 +6x-3)/2,
(3 - x)2/2,

{

x3/6,
(-3x 3 + 12x2 -12x+4)/6,
N 4(4- x),

O<x<l
1<x<;2

O<;x<;l
l<;x<;2
2<;x <; 3;

O<;x<;l
1<;x<;2
2<;x<;4.

Several of the formulae involving B-splines in the previous section can
be simplified in the case of equally spaced knots. For example, the basic
recursion formula (4.22) (which we now need only for Qm) reads

(4.52)

or in terms of the normalized B-spline N m
,

(4.53)

Similarly, formula (4.23) for the derivative of the B-spline can now be
written as

2/3

(4.54)

~
o 1 2 3 a 2 3 4

Flpre 10. The B-splines N 3 and N 4
•
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For uniformly spaced knots the Peano representation formula (4.38) for
divided differences becomes a representation for forward differences:

(4.55)

for all f E L;"[O, m]. By a change of variable, we obtain

(4.56)

for all h>O, all t>O, and allfEL;"[t,t+mh].
The inner products of B-splines on uniform partitions can be computed

explicitly. In particular, define

[.m,n= (mNm(x)Nn(x+ j)dx,
J )0

}=O,l, ... ,m-l. (4.57)

Then if {Ni
m

} are the B-splines associated with a uniform partition of
spacing h, then for all i and},

}=O,l, ... ,m-l. (4.58)

We give the values of [~,m, • •• ,[:~'". in Table 2 for the most commonly
used values of m.

Table 2. Inner Products of B-Splines

j

m 0 1 2 3 4

1 0 0 0 0

2
4 1

0 0 0"6 "6

3
66 26 1

0 0
120 120 120

4
2,416 1,191 120 1

0
5,040 5,040 5,040 5,040

5
156,190 88,234 14,608 502 1
362,880 362,880 362,880 362,880 362,880
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For our next theorem we need to introduce a slightly translated version
of the B-spline N m defined in (4.47):

all xER. (4.59)

This spline is symmetric about the origin and has support on [- m /2,
m/2]. For m even it has simple knots at the integers, while for m odd the
knots are at the midpoints between the integers. The following theorem
shows that M m can be defined by a convolution process:

THEOREM 4.33

Foralll<i<m-l,

Mm(x)=Mi.Mm-i(x)= fIX> Mi(x-y)Mm-i(y)dy.
-00

Moreover,

1 fooMm(x)= - \f;m(u)eiUXdu,
27T - 00

where

Proof. To prove (4.60) it suffices to prove that

(4.60)

(4.61)

(4.62)

(4.63)

This we prove by induction on m. The case of m = 2 is easy. Suppose now
that it holds for m - I. Then substituting the explicit expansion of
Mm-1(x) in terms of plus functions [cf. (4.46) and (4.48)], we obtain

J( m -I)m-I(-l) . +12 m-2
Mm-1.M1(x)= ~ J fX I (y+ m-l -J) dy

)-0 (m-2)! x-1/2 2 +

m_l(-l)J(m;I)[( m .)m-l ( m . )m-l]
= ~ x+--J - x+--J-I

)-0 (m-l)! 2 + 2 +

m (-I)J [(m-l) (m-l)J( m .)m-l
=J~o(m-I)! j + j-I x+T-J + '
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provided we interpret (~-11)=( m~1)=O. Now, combining the bi

nomial coefficients (cf. Remark 2.8), we see that this sum is precisely the
expansion of Mm(x).

To prove (4.61), we take the Fourier transform of M m
:

For m= I we have

M0 ( )= sin(u/2)
u u/2' (4.64)

by direct evaluation of the integral. Now since M m = MI • ...• M I is the
convolution of m copies of M I, it follows that

A. A.
Mm(u) = [M I(u)]m = \f;m(u). (4.65)

Now formula (4.61) isjust the inverse Fourier transformation.

I 4.5. THE PERFECT B-SPLINE

•
In this section we introduce a special B-spline with some particularly nice
properties.

TIlEOREM 4.34. 1be Perfect B-Spline

Let

(m-i)Yi = cos --;;;- 'IT,

and let

i=O,I, ... ,m, (4.66)

B:'(x) = m( - I )m[ YO'YI' ... ,Ym](x - Y )~-I.

We call B· the mth order perfect B-spline. It has the properties

fl B:,(x)dx= 1
-1

and

(4.67)

(4.68)

all - 1 <; x < 1. (4.69)
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Proof. The property (4.68) follows from (4.40) and our choice of normali
zation. To prove (4.69), we use the fact (see Remark 4.3) that withYo, ... ,Ym
as in (4.66),

2m- 2

(-I)m[Yo'YI,···,Ym]f= - [f(Yo)-2f(Yt)+2f(Y2)m

+ · .. + ( -1)m- 12f(Ym_l) +(- l)j'(Ym)].

(4.70)

It follows that

D~-IB~(x)= 2m
-

2(m - I)! [( x - Yo)~ - 2( x-YI)~

+ ... +( -l)m(x-Ym)~]'

and thus that

for Yi <x <Yi+I' ;=0, l, ... ,m-l.

(4.71) •

The B-spline B:, has support on [- I, I]. It is called perfect because its
m - 1st derivative is of constant absolute value. For convenient reference
we list the formulae for the polynomial pieces of the perfect B-splines of
order m=2 and m=3.

EXAMPLE 4.35

For m =2 the perfect B-spline is given by

B!(x)={X+I,
I-x,

For m = 3 the perfect B-spline is given by

-l<x<O
O<x<1.

-1<x<;-1/2

-1/2<x<I/2

1/2 ~x < 1.

(4.72)

(4.73)

Discussion. For higher m the knots continue to be located symmetrically
about the origin, and thus B:, is always symmetric about zero. •
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(4.74)

It is also of interest to have bounds on the intermediate derivatives of
the perfect B-spline. Theorem 2.4 yields such bounds, but without good
estimates for the constants. We have the following more precise result:

THEOREM 4.36

For 0 <j <em - 2,

. 2J+l(m-I)!
II LY+ B':{x)llcI-I.II" (m-j-2)! ·

Proof. See deBoor [1976c]. •

The bounds (4.74) are not sharp. For 1<j <; lm/2J they can be improved
by noting that B:' = m /2· N:' and applying Theorem 4.22.

One important application of the perfect B-splines is to the construction
of transition functions that smoothly connect one function with another.
The following theorem deals with a transition function connecting the
function 0 with the function I (see Figure II), which is optimal in a certain
sense.

THEOREM 4.37

Let

{

0,

g{x)= LXI B':{t)dt,

I,

x< -I

-1~x<1

I <x.

(4.75)

I
-1 -V3/2-- 0 ~12

I I
-1 -.;J/2 o -13/2

Figure 11. The optimal transition function for m - 4.
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Then g E L:[R]. Moreover, it is the unique solution of the minimization
problem

where

minimize II Djll L [A)'
fE U 00

U={jEL:[R]:j(x)=Oforx< -I andj(x)=1 for x;;> 1 }.

(4.76)

Proof In view of (4.68), it is clear that g belongs to U. To prove that it
provides a minimum in (4.76), we note that by integration by parts,

f l ( m-l 1Dj(x)DTm(x)dx= -1) 2m- m!
-1

(4.77)

for any j E U, where Tm is the mth Tchebycheff polynomial of the first
kind (see Remark 4.2). Now supposejE U is such that I/Dmjlloo <: IIDmglloo.
Then with ~ =g - j, the fact that D m~ has the same sign as DTm every
where on (- 1, 1) (note that the zeros of DTm are precisely at the

Yl'··· ,Ym-t)' we have

0.;;; f I Dm~(x)DTm(x)dx.;;; f I Dmg(x)DTm(x)dx
-I -1

-fl Dmf(x)DTm(x)dx ";;0.
-1

Here we have used the fact that

all - 1<x < 1

as well as (4.77). It follows that Dm~(x)=O almost everywhere on (-I, I),
and thus that ~ E 0'm. But since both j and g are in U, ~ and its first m - 1
derivatives must vanish at zero, and we conclude that ~ = o. •

The optimal transition function for the case m =4 is shown in Figure 11
along with its fourth derivative. It is clear that on ( - 1, 1) the function g is
also a perfect spline~ that is, its mth derivative has constant absolute value.
Transition functions for other intervals can be obtained from g by a simple
change of variables.

14.6. DUAL BASES

Throughout this section we shall be dealing with the spline space
~ (0'm; ~; L1) and its normalized B-spline basis {N;m }~, n = m + K. A set of
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linear functionals {>,} ~ defined on ~ is called a dual basis provided
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if i=j

otherwise.
(4.78)

The usefulness of a dual basis is implicit in the fact that

n

if s= ~ c;N;m,
i=-=l

then Ajs = cj ' j = 1,2, ... ,n. (4.79)

For example, we may use a dual basis to examine the connection between
the size of a spline and the size of its B-spline coefficients.

THEOREM 4.38

Let S = ~7-1 c;N;m. Then

(4.80)

Conversely, if {Aj}~ is a dual basis for {N;m}~, then

(4.81 )

where

IIAjll = sup l>,sl/llsIlLoo(A).
sE~

s7'=O

Proof. The assertion (4.80) follows directly from the fact that the sum of
the absolute values of the B-splines is I. The inequality (4.81) follows from
(4.79). •

Before giving a construction of a dual basis for general m, we first give
two examples to show that for m = I and for m = 2 the construction is
simple.

EXAMPLE 4.39

Find a dual basis for ~ =span{N11, ... ,Nn
1}.

Discussion. We construct two different dual bases. Clearly, one possibility
is to take

j= 1,2, ... ,n. (4.82)
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For this dual basis we have 11\11 = l,j= 1,2, ... ,n.
We may also construct a dual basis using local integrals. Let

)= 1,2, ... ,n. (4.83)

•Again, 11\11 < 1,)= 1,2, .. . ,n.

EXAMPLE 4.40

Construct a dual basis for ~ = {NI
2

, ••• , N;}.

Discussion. Again, there are several possibilities. For example, using
point-evaluation functionals, we can define

ifYj <Yj+ I <Yj+2

ifYj =Yj+ I <Yj+2

ifYj <Yj+ I =Yj+2'

(4.84)

for j= 1,2,.... ,n. This basis satisfies 11\11 = 1,)= 1,2, ... ,n.
To get a different dual basis, we may use local integrals. Choose

0< e < 1, and for) = 1,2, ... ,n, define

where

(4.85)

(I + e)

eh;+ I '

CPj(t) = -e

(l-e)!1;+I'

0,

provided hj +. = (Yj+2 - Yj+.) > 0, and

-e
(I - e)h

j
,

CPj(t)= (I+e)

eh;
0,

provided h;=(Yj+) -Yj»O.

Yj+ I <.: t <Yj+ I+ ehj + I

Yj+ I + eh;+ I < t <Yj+2

otherwise,

Yj (; t <Yj + (1 - e)hj

Yj+(I-e)h;<t<Yj+1

otherwise,
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It is easily checked that the linear functionals (4.85) form a dual basis.
Moreover,

so IIAjll ~ 1+2£,)= 1,2, ... ,n. •
In the following theorem we construct a dual basis for (N;m}7 using

local integrals:

THEOREM 4.41

LetYI ~ ... ~Yn+m be such thatY;<Yi+m' i=I,2, ... ,n. Let Nr, ... ,Nn
m be

the associated normalized B-splines. Then there is a dual set of linear
functionals AI' .. . ,An with

where ~ =? (Yj'Yj+m) and hj =Yj+m - Yj')= 1,2, ... , n.

Proof For each) = I, 2, ... ,n, let

l<p<oo, (4.86)

where g is the transition function defined in Theorem 4.37. By the
properties of g, we have

Gj(X) =0,

O~~.(x)~l,

Gj(x)=l,

Moreover. with ~ = (Yj+m -Yj)' we have

and

m I (4 )m(m_I)!
liD G)loo= h

j
4 (4.87)

( )

m _. k

m-k -. ~ i (m-l)!
liD G)I.", ... "i (k-I)! ' k=I.2, ... ,m. (4.88)
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For eachj, let

where
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( )
_ (x-Yj+t)··· (x-Yj+m-t)

CPj X - (m-l)! .

We define the dual basis by

j= 1,2, ... ,n. (4.89)

We first check that this is indeed a dual basis. By the representation
(4.38) of divided differences, we have

(4.90)

For i >j this is zero since l/Ij agrees with the polynomial CPj on the points
y;, ... ,Y;+m' and its divided difference is zero. For i <} we again get zero
since now 'h agrees with the function 0 on Yi'.·· 'Yi+m. Finally, for j = i, l/Ij
agrees with the polynomial (t - Yj)CPj(t)/(Yj+m - Yj) on y;, ... 'Y;+m. This
polynomial is of degree m, and its mth divided difference is equal to
1/(m - 1)!(Yi+m - y;). It follows that A;N;m = 1.

Now we estimate IIAjlloo. For all f E Loo(R) we have

We may easily check that

h.m - 1- k

II DkCJl;llclO < (mJ_k_I)!'

1 1- + - = 1.
p p'

k=O,I, ... ,m-l,

(4.91)

(4.92)
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while II D mCl1 1100 =0. Thus using Leibniz's rule (2.97) together with the
estimates in (4.88) and (4.92), we obtain

(
4 )m (m -I)!hj

m m-) m (4 )m-k (m -I)!h.;m-k

.,; hj 4(m-I)! + k~1 ( k) h.J (k-l)!(m- k-l)!

•
It is of some interest to determine to what extent the bounds on the

linear functionals in Theorem 4.41 can be improved with another choice of
dual basis. Thus given m and ~= {Yt ' ... ~Yn+m}' we define

D(m,d)= inf { max 11\11: {\}~ form a dual basis to {N;}~} (4.93)
{A;} 7 1~ I ~ n .

and

D(m) = sup {D(m,~):Yj <Yj+m'
~

i = I, 2, ... ,n }. (4.94)

A related question is how small can we make the constant in the inequality
(4.81). We define the best possible constant as

and set

- Ilcll oo

D(m,~)=sup II n mil'
~ CjNj

;==1 00

(4.95)

D(m) = sup {D(m,~):Yj <Yj+m'
~

i = I, 2, ... ,n }. (4.96)
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By (4.81) we note that

and D(m) ~D(m). (4.97)

The following theorem gives some information on the size of these con
stants:

THEOREM 4.42

Let

(4.98)
( 2m-3)

m-2
dm

= ( ) .m-2
l(m-2)/2J

Then

dm ~ D(m) ~ D(m) <(2m - 1)·9m
-

1
• (4.99)

The values of dm for m= 1,2, ... , 10 are shown in Table 3. I~ general,

(4.100)

Table 3. The Constants in Theorem 4.42

m 2 3 4 5 6 7 . 8 9 10.

3 5. 11~ 21 i83~ 347~

Proof The upper bound on D(m) in (4.99) follows from Theorem 4.41
since the constant (2m - I)~-l derived there was independent of ~. For
the lower bound on D(m), we choose a specific ~ and find a spline s so
that the ratio Ilclloo/llslloo~dm. Choose ~={-l=Yl=···=Ym'Ym+l

= ... =Y2m = I}. The associated normalized B-splines are

i = 1,2, ... ,me (4.101)

We now construct a linear combination of these B-splines with large
coefficients, but with norm equal to 1. Consider the Tchebycheff poly
nomial (see Remark 4.2):

Tm _ I(X) = cos[ (m - 1) arccos(x)].
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It has norm II Tm-1Iloo=1. Moreover, by differentiating the associated
Rodrigues formula

we find that the B-spline expansion of Tm - I is

( 2m-3)

Tm_t(x)=(-I)m-IN;,,(x)+ ~ (_I)m-i (2;-3) Nt(x). (4.102)
;-2 m-2

i-2

The largest coefficient is precisely dm . We have established the lower
bound in (4.99).

It remains to prove the estimates (4.100). To this end we use Wallis'
inequality:

2
2n

<( 2n ) <~ ,
Y(n+l/2)w n vn:;

which also implies the related inequality

"all n > I, (4.103)

__2_
2n

_-_
I
_"_ ~ ( 2n - 1) < .! ( 2n ) ~ _2_

2n
_-_

1
•

V(n+l,72)w n 2 n " vn:;

We conclude that for m even,

f&;;-2 2m - 3 / 2 <d ~ 2m - 3/ 2

m-l/2 m '

while for m odd,

(4.104)

... ~'2m-3/2<dm<V m .2m- 3/ 2,
V~ m-l

Using the facts that d2 = I, d3 =3, and Y(m-2)/(m-I/2) ~ (m-I)/m
for m ~ 4, we obtain (4.1 (0). •

Theorems 4.42 and 4.41 together show that the quantities D(m) and
D(m) have an order of growth that lies between 2m

-
I and 9"'-1. In any
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case, this is a substantial growth as m increases. With a careful construc
tion of a dual linear basis, it can be shown that dm = D(m) for m = 1, ... , 10
(cf. Examples 4.39 and 4.40 where m= 1,2 are handled). It is conjectured
that equality holds for all m.

The constants D(m) defined in (4.94) can also be used to give an
estimate of how independent the various B-splines are from each other.
This gives some measure of how well conditioned the B-spline basis is.

THEOREM 4.43

For all i = 1,2, ... , n,

d(N;m, span{i\jm};_lJ*;)oo

~ N 1 > 1 >_1_> 1
- D(m,£1) D(m,£1) D(m) (2m-I)9m - 1 '

(4.105)

where, in general, d(f, Y)x denotes the distance of f to the linear subspace
Y in X; that is,

d(f, Y)x= inf IIf-gll x '
gEY

(4.106)

Proof For any constant B such that IIclloo ~BII~7_1c;N;mlloo' we have

Since D(m,~) is the inf of such constants, the first inequality in (4.105)
follows. The others follow from (4.94), (4.97), and (4.99). •

If we restrict attention to equally spaced knots, then the constant
D(m,a) defined in (4.95) is, in fact, independent of the spacing, and thus
independent of a. Thus we define

D:, = D(m,a), a any uniform partition. (4.107)
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1lIEOREM 4.44

For all m> I,

(
'TT)m-2 ('TT)m2" <D:'< 2" .

151

(4.108)

Proof It suffices to work with unit spaced knots. We begin by showing
that D:' is bounded from below by i('TT/2)m-2. As in the proof of Theorem
4.42, we obtain the lower bound by constructing a spline ~lIith IIslloo small
and with IIcll oo = I. We take s to be the restriction to the interval [a,b]=
[m,n + I] of the spline

00

Em(x)= ~ (-I)JNm(x-j),
j- -00

all xER. (4.109)

(Note that even though this is defined as an infinite sum, Em(x) makes
sense for every x since at most m of the N's have value at any given x.)
Now we observe that

Em(i+ ;)= .f (-I)jNm(i+; -J)= . f (-I)jMm(j-J)
J-=-OO J--OO

00

=(_I)i ~ (-lyMm(j).
j- -00

/:'-..

To evaluate this sum, we observe that with t/lm as in (4.62), ~m=~=Mm,
and thus the function

00

CPm(x)= ~ l/Im(x+2'TTj)
J= -00

has a Fourier series given by

00

<J>m(x) = ~ Mm(v)e iJlX .
,,- -00

If we evaluate this at x = 'TT, we obtain

00

CfJm('1T)= ~ (-IYMm(j),
j- -00

(4.110)
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that is,
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(4.111 )

On the other hand, by (4.54)

00

D+Em (x)=2 ~ (-IYN m
-

1(x-j)=2Em _ t (x).
j= - 00'

From this we conclude by induction that for all i

is monotone on the intervals (i + ; ,i+ I + ; )

Em(i+ m; I)=0

Em(X-i- m;l )=-Em(i+ m;l -x) f . m . 1 m
or I + 2" <x " + + 2"

. m-I . m+ 1
forl+ -2- ~x ~l+ -2-·

(4.112)

(Compare Figure 12 where the splines Em are shown for m=2,3.) Property
(4.111) together with (4.112) implies

By some classical manipulations (see Schoenberg [1969a], pp. 177, 180.

1:Af\
Figure 12. Euler splines [cf. (4.114)].
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To complete the proof of (4.108), we now show that D:,~!(w/2)m-2.

Let s(x)="iF-_oocjNm(x-j). Then

00

s.=s(v+ ;)= .~ cjMm(v-j).
J= -00

This is a discrete convolution transform whose inverse can be found (see
Schoenberg [1972]):

00

cj = ~ wpms.,_j'
"-=-00

where wpm are the coefficients in the Fourier series expansion of 1/<Pm(x);
that is,

1
--=
<Pm(x)

(4.113)

It is also shown by Schoenberg [1969a, pp. 177, 182]. that (-I)"w.,m >0,
and that

00 00

IIcll oo ~ ~ Iw.,ml sup IS.,I < ~ Iw.,mlllsil oo.
-- 00 ., .,:::a - 00

But by (4.113) with x = 'TT,

This implies D:, (; 1/<Pm( 'TT), and the theorem is proved.

The spline

E*(x)= Em(x)
m CJ'm(w)

•

(4.114)

has norm 1 and interpolates the values (- I); at the points i + m12, all i. It
is called the Euler spline.
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I 4.7 ZERO PROPERTIES

POLYNOMIAL SPUNES

In Chapter 3 we saw that it was quite useful to have bounds on the number
of zeros a polynomial can have. In this section we give similar bounds for
polynomial splines. The results of this section will be used to show that
spline spaces are Weak Tchebycheff spaces, and to examine important
determinants formed from B-splines.

Our approach to zeros of polynomial splines will be similar to that used
for polynomials. In particular, we intend to establish our bounds by
induction, working with derivatives and an appropriate form of Rolle's
theorem. To be useful, such a Rolle's theorem should assert that if a spline
s has z zeros, then its derivative should have at least z - 1 zeros. To
formulate a precise theorem of this kind, we need to agree on what we
mean by the derivative of a spline, and on how to count zeros.

The task of defining a zero count is complicated by the fact that (1)
splines and their derivatives may have jumps at the knots, and (2) splines
may vanish identically on intervals. (Even if we look at splines that do not
vanish on intervals, as soon as we take their derivative, zero intervals may
appear.)

DEFINITION 4.45. Isolated Zero

Let X1<X2<··· <xk and l~mi<:m, i=1,2, ... ,k. Given a spline sE
~ «(j>m ; 0lL; ~), we define the multiplicity of a zero at a point t ERas
follows:

Isolated Zero at t. Suppose that s does not vanish
identically on any interval containing t, and that
s(t-)=D_s(t)=··· =D~-IS(t)=O=l=D~s(t), while

s(t +) = D +s(t)= ... = D:-1s(t) =O*D:s(t). Then
we say that s has an isolated zero at t of multiplicity

(4.115)

{

a+ 1,
Z = a + 1,

a,

if a is even and s changes sign at t

if a is odd and s does not change sign at t

otherwise,

where a=max(/,r).

Some observations are in order. First, in this definition we have consid
ered s to be defined on all of R (cf. the discussion about extending splines
to all of R in Section 4.1). The meaning of "s changes sign" in (4.115) is the
usual one-cf. Definition 2.14. If s jumps through zero at the point t (i.e.,
if 1= r = 0 and s changes sign at t), then the point t counts as a zero of
multiplicity 1. In general, odd-order zeros are associated with a change in
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sign, while even-order ones are associated with no change. We now define
interval zeros.

DEFINITION 4.46. Interval Zeros

Let s E ~ (0'm ; ~; Ll). We define interval zeros of s as follows:

Left-End Interval. Suppose that s(x)=O for - 00 <
x<xp' while s(y)=#=O for some xp<y<xp+•. Then
we say that ( - 00, xp ) is a zero of s of multiplicity

p-l

z=m+ ~ mi.
i=1

Interior Interval. Suppose that s(x) = 0 for xp <x <

xq and does not vanish identically on any larger
interval containing (xp'xq ). Then we say that (xp'xq)

is a zero interval of s of multiplicity

(4.116)

(4.117)

{

a+ 1,
z = a+ 1,

a,

if a is even and s changes sign
if a is odd and s does not change sign
otherwise,

h - ~q-I
W ere a-m+~i_p+lmi.

Right-End Interval. Suppose that s(x)=O for xq <x

< 00, while s(y)*O for some xq_ 1 <y <xq. Then we
say that (xq , (0) is a zero interval of 5 of multiplicity

k

z=m+ ~ mi.
q+l

(4.118)

Concerning Definition 4.46, we note that if s vanishes on an interval,
then the endpoints of that interval must be either - 00, 00, or a knot. The
meaning of "s changes sign" in (4.117) is that for every E >0 there exist
Xp-E<tl<Xp<Xq<t2<Xq+E, with 5(t.)s(t0<0. As with isolated zeros, a
spline changes sign across an odd interval zero, but it does not change sign
across an even one.

Definition 4.46 allows zero intervals to be counted with multiplicity
greater than m. The exact count depends on where the knots of the spline
are located. Figures 13 and 14 illustrate some of the possible types of zeros
that can occur for linear and quadratic splines, respectively.

We are now ready to define our zero counting procedure.
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, = Simple knot

• = Double knot

~ = Interval zero

= Zero of multiplicity ;

Figure 13. Zeros of a linear spline.

DEFINITION 4.47

Given a spline s E ~ (01m; C)R,; d), let T1, T2, ••• , Td be points or intervals
where s has zeros of multiplicities z( T 1), •• • , z( Td ), counting as in Defini
tions 4.45 and 4.46. We call

d

Z?'(s)= ~ z(T;)
i.-I

(4.119)

the number of zeros of s on R, relative to ~ = ~ ('3'm; 6J1L; d).

It is clear that the co'un t Z s(s) depends on ?) • Since a given spline scan
belong to more than one space ~, the way we count zeros of s will depend

I I I I
I I I I
I I I I

I I I
I

I I I
I
II I I II I I I

I I I I I I

0 0J cb cb 0 I

0(})....-/

, = Simple knot

• = Double knot

• = Triple knot

\I\I\IVVVV\ = Interval zero

CD = Zero of multiplicity i

Figure 14. Zeros of a quadratic spline (m).
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on which space we are counting in. The following example makes this
point clearer:

EXAMPLE 4.48

Consider the spline s shown in Figure 13.

Discussion. We may consider s to belong to the space ~ (0'm; 'JR,; ~), with
m =2, ~ = {I, 2, ... , 13}, and 'JR, = (1, 1,2,1, 1, ... , 1). Relative to this space
we have Z~(s)= 14. On the other hand, we may also regard s as being a
member of the spline space S (0'm ; c6lt; ~), with m = 3, ~ as before, and
c;jR, = (2, 2, 3, 2, 2, ... ,2). Relative to this space we have i ~(s) = 17, since the
interval (- 00, 1) now has multiplicity 3, while the interval (9,11) now has
multiplicity 5. As still another example, we can also regard s as belonging
to ~=?)(0'm;cjR·;~), with m=2, ~={1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9,II,I2,I3},and ~
=(1,1,2,1, ... ,1). Here we have discarded the unused knots at 6 and 10.
Now i ~(s) = 12. An infinitude of other counts can be obtained by consid
ering s to be in spline spaces of higher order, or with additional unused
knots. •

While the dependence of Z ~(s) on the space ~ may seem unnatural, in
practice we shall usually be working with one fixed space ~ (0'm; 'JR,; ~),
and we will not have to worry about other counts.

Before stating Rolle's theorem for polynomial splines, we need to say
something about derivatives. Because of their piecewise nature, polynomial
splines do not have derivatives of arbitrary order at all points. It is clear
from Definition 4.1, however, that there is no problem if we work with
right derivatives.

THEOREM 4.49

Let s E ~ (0'm; 'JR,; ~). Then D +s(x) exists for all x and is a right continu
ous function. Moreover,

where

D +s E ~(0'm-); 'JR,'; ~), (~.120)

m;=min(m-l,mi ), i= 1,2, ... ,k. (4.121)

Proof The fact that s is a piecewise polynomial assu"res that D +s(x)
exists for all x fl~, while at the knots both left and right derivatives exist.
The continuity of the right derivative follows from the fact that s is defined
to be a polynomial on the left closed interval [Xi' Xi +.) for each i =
1,2, ... ,k. Clearly D + s is a piecewise polynomial of order m - 1. But if
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(4.122)

s,D+s, ,D:s are all continuous across a knot Xi' then so are
D+s, ,D:-1D+s, and (4.121) follows. •

THEOREM 4.50. Rolle's Theorem For Splines

Suppose s E ~ (~m: 0}t; Ll) and that s is continuous. Then

Z1:b](D+s) >Zfa,b](S)-I,

where GD~ =~(~m-l;0lL';Ll) with 0}t' as in (4.121).

Proof By Theorem 4.49, D +5 belongs to the space GD ~. Now, if s has a
z-tuple zero at the point t (relative to ~), then we claim that D+s has a
z - I tuple zero at the same point or on the same interval (relative to GD ~ ).
For example, for isolated zeros we have the following situation:

a s changes sign Zt(s) a-I Ds changes sign zt(Ds)

Even Yes a+1 Odd No a
Even No a Odd Yes a-I
Odd Yes a Even No a-I
Odd No a+1 Even Yes a

A similar situation holds for interval zeros. In addition to the zeros that
D +s inherits from s, we observe that by the extended Rolle's 1beorem
2.19, between any two zeros of s, the spline D +5 must have a sign change.
(Recall that we are assuming s is continuous, and thus it is absolutely
continuous since it is a piecewise polynomial.) Assuming that there are a
total of d points and intervals T 1, ••• , Td , where 5 has zeros of multiplicities
Zl, •• "zd with S[:,b](S)=L1l;1EIZi' we find that

d

Z~,~](D+s)~ ~ (z;-I)+d-l=Zfa,b](s)-I.
;=1 •

Rolle's Theorem 4.50 for splines has been proved only for splines that
are continuous (i.e., with no jumps). The following lemma will be useful in
smoothing out splines with jump discontinuities:

LEMMA 4.51

Let s be a spline of order m with an m-tuple knot at ~. Given any ~ >0,
there exists a spline 58 of order m with a simple knot at ~ - ~ and an m - 1
tuple knot at ~ so that

ss(x)=s(x) for all xE;l(~- ~,~). (4.123)
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Moreover, if PL and PR are the polynomial pieces of s to the left and right
of ~, respectively, then for 8 sufficiently small,

(4.124)

Similarly, there exists a spline 56 of order m with an m - 1 tuple knot at ~

and a simple knot at ~+ 8 such that 5 agrees with s outside (~,~+ 8), and
(4.124) holds on (~,~+ 8).

Proof. We discuss the construction of S6; the construction of s8 is similar.
Suppose

for x in a neighborhood of ~. Say co> 0, then for any 8 >0,

is an mth order spline with a simple knot at ~ - ~ and an m - I tuple knot
at ~. Clearly (4.123) holds for x <~ - ~. For x ;;. ~ - 8 we have

Substituting this in s6(x), we see that (4.123) also holds for x >~.

To prove assertion (4.124), suppose for concreteness that co> O. Then
clearly s8(x) ;> s(x) =PL(X) for ~ - 8 <; x <;~. On the other hand, S8(~)=PR(~)'

while D+S8(~- )~OO as 8tO. This implies s6(x) ~PR(X) for ~-8 ~x <;~ if 6
is sufficiently small. •

Figure 15 illustrates some of the typical cases arising in Lemma 4.51.
The following lemma makes use of this method for splitting multiple knots
to show that given any spline s, there is a continuous spline S3 with the
same number of knots, which is a perturbation of s, and which has the
same number of zeros as s.

LEMMA 4.52

Let S E ~ ('5'm; 'JlL; d) with K = ~7-1mi knots. Then for all 6 >0 sufficiently
small, there exist aand ~ with K=~7_1mj and mj<m, i= 1,2, ... ,£, and
a spline s8 in ~ ('5'm; ~; a) such that sand S8 are identical except in small
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~-cS J
I: ~ ..
: s[) //:

I / I

~

160

/
S<s I'

I
I

I
t _ cS' ; It
~ , / :~

~
rigure 15. Splitting m-tuple knots.

intervals of length ~ near the m-tuple knots of 5, and such that

Proof We may use Lemma 4.51 to split each m-tuple knot of s into a
simple and an m - 1 tuple knot. We need to exercise a little care at knots
that are isolated zeros of 5. If 5(~+)=0, we· should: split the knot by
moving one knot to ~ -~. If s(~ - ) = 0, one ~not should. be split off ana
moved to ~+~. Figure 15 shows some typical situations. It is easily
checked that if we observe this rule, then 5 and 58 have the same sign
change properties, and the same multiplicity of. zero at ~. If 5 vanishes on
an interval (xi,xj ), then 58 will va~ish at least on an interval of the form
(Xi + ~,Xj - ~). Since 58 will change sign exactly when s does, the multiplic
ity of the interval zeros of 5 and 58 will also be the same. •

Our main theorem concerning zeros of splines is the following:

THEOREM 4.53

For all sE~(~m; ~;Ll), s =1=0,

zs,(5)<m+K-1. (4.125)
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Proof For m = I the theorem is concerned with piecewise constants, and
k = K. In this case the only kind of isolated zero possible is a jump through
zero at a knot. If 5 vanishes on an interval (xp ' xq ), then the interval can
count at most q - p + 1. We conclude that any such 5 can have at most k
zeros, and the theorem is proved in this case.

We now proceed by induction on m. Suppose the theorem has been
established for order m - I splines. Let 5 E ~ (0'm; ~;~) be such that
Z S(5);> m + K. Suppose for a moment that 5 has no m-tuple knots. Then
5 E C(R), and by Rolle's Theorem 4.50 for splines, ZD~(D+5) >m + K -1.
By the inductive hypothesis, we conclude that D5=0. It follows that 5 must
be a piecewise constant, but since 5 is continuous, it must actually be a
constant. Now since 5 vanishes at least once, we conclude that 5=0. We
have proved the theorem in this case.

It remains to deal with the case where 5 may have m-tuple zeros. Given 5

with Z ~(5) :> m + K, by Lemma 4.52 there exists a continuous spline 56

which also has K knots (none of which are m-tuple), and which also has
m + K zeros. The above argument shows that 56 =:0. But since 5(X) = 5cJ(X),
except in small neighborhoods of the m-tuple knots (in particular, in the
middle third of each interval), it follows that 5=0 also. •

The bound given in Theorem 4.53 is the best possible, as the following
theorem (to be proved in the next section) shows:

THEOREM 4.54

There exists a spline 5 E ~ (~Pm; ~;~) with

(4.126)

where Z I counts only simple, distinct zeros and jump zeros.
The bound on the number of zeros of a spline in the space ~ (0'm; ~;~)

is precisely one less than the dimension of this space. This is the same
relationship that we observed for polynomials (and, in general, for
Tchebycheff systems). On the other hand, since ~ always contains splines
that vanish on intervals (e.g., the plus functions), it does not form a
T-space. The following theorem shows that ~ is a Weak Tchebycheff
space:

THEOREM 4.55

The space S) (0'm; ~;~) is a WT-space.

Proof. For any nontrivial 5 E ~ (0'm; ~; ~), by Theorem 4.53

S -(5) <Z~(s)<m+ K-l.
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Since ~ is of dimension m + K, Theorem 2.39 implies ~ is a WT-space. •

In the following section we shall examine more closely determinants
formed from the B-splines. There we shall see that the basis of B-splines
(B;}}"+K for ~ forms an OCWT-system. An important tool for our
analysis of B-spline determinants is the following simple corollary of
Theorem 4.53:

THEOREM 4.56

Let Yl <Y2 <; • .. <Yn+m be given with Y; <Y;+m' i= 1,2, .. . ,n. Suppose
{N;m}~ are the corresponding B-splines. Then for every s =~7_ICiNim that
does not vanish on any subinterval of (Yl'Yn+ m)'

(4.127)

where Z counts isolated multiple zeros as in (4.115).

Proof. Let ~ be the space of splines with knots at Yl"'.'Yn+m. Then
s E ~, and by Theorem 4.53, Z s,(s) <n + 2m - 1. But s vanishes on
(- oo,Yf) and (Yn+m' 00), and thus these are both m-tuple zeros. It follows
that in (Yl'Yn+m) the spline s can have at most n - 1 zeros. •

If we apply Theorem 4.56 with n = 1, we have another proof of the fact
that the B-spline associated with Y;, ... ,Y;+ m is nonzero throughout
(Yi'Yi+m). Theorem 4.56 can also be used to discuss the derivatives of a
B-spline.

THEOREM 4.57

Let N;m be the B-spline associated with the knotsY;' .. "Y;+m' Then

j=O, I, .. . ,m -1, (4.128)

where Z counts multiplicities as in (4.115). Moreover, if IY+-1N;m is
continuous on the closed interval [Yi'Y;+m]' then Di+N;m has exactly j zeros
in (Y;,Y;+m).

Proof. By (4.23), D+N;m is a linear combination of N;m-l and N;':ll.
Theorem 4.56 thus implies that Z(y;,y;+",)(D +s) < 1. On the other hand, by
Rolle's Theorem 4.50 for splines, if N;m is continuous on [Yi'Yi+m], then
D+N;m must have a zero between the zerosy; andYi+m. The argument can
be repeated for higher derivatives. •

Theorem 4.53 gives a bound on the number of zeros of a spline on
( - 00, 00). In general, we can give even better bounds on a finite interval
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[a, b], provided we have some information on the behavior of the deriva
tives of the spline at the points a and b. The following theorem is the
analog of the Budan-Fourier Theorem 3.9 for polynomials:

THEOREM 4.58. Budan-Fourier Theorem For Polynomial Splines

Suppose a=xo<x J<··· <Xk<Xk+J=b, and let ~={Xi}~. Let CJ1L=
(mJ, ,mk ) be a corresponding multiplicity vector with 1<m;<m, i=
1,2, ,k. Given s E S (0'm ; GJlt ; ~), let Pi denote the polynomial piece of s
on (XO X;+l)' i = 0, 1, ... ,k. Suppose that Po =1= 0 andpk =1= O. Then

Z~a.b)(S)<m + K -1- S + [s(b - ),D _s(b), ... ,D~ -ls(b)]

- S + [s(a), - D +s(a), ... ,(- l)m-l D::-1s(a)], (4.129)

where S + counts weak sign changes as in (2.46).

Proof. For m = 1 the statement reduces to Theorem 4.53. We now pro
ceed by induction on m, assuming the result has been proved for splines of
order m - 1. Suppose for the moment that s is continuous. Let

forj=O,l, ... and let a=Ao-A) and {3=Bo-B). The numbers a and {3
can only be 0 or 1. As shown in the proof of the Budan-Fourier Theorem
3.9 for polynomials, a = 1 can happen only if a is a left Rolle's point for
s =Po, whereas {3 = 1 can happen only if b is a right Rolle's point for s = Pk.

The essential ingredient in our proof is the inequality

(4.130)

which we now prove. There are two cases:
CASE 1. Z ~(s) = O. Then (4.130) clearly holds if not both a and {3 are 1.
But if they are both 1, then by the extended Rolle's Theorem 2.19, D +s has
a zero between the Rolle's points a and b.

CASE 2. Z ~(s) > O. By Rolle's Theorem 4.50 for splines, D +s has at least
Z ~(s)-l zeros in (a, b). If both a and {3 are 0, this establishes (4.130). On
the other hand, if a = 1, D + s must have another zero between a and the
first zero of s in (a,b). (Note: Po cannot be identically zero on an interval
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by assumption.) Similarly, if f3 = I, then D +s has another zero between the
last zero of s in (a,b), and the point b.

We are now ready to prove (4.129) for continuous s. Suppose (4.129)
does not hold for such an s. Then using (4.130) we obtain

Z1:b)(D +s) ~ Z 7a,b)(S) - 1+ a + f3

~m+ K - Ao- Bo+ a + f3= m+ K -1- A.- B •.

This contradicts the inductive hypothesis, and the theorem is proved in this
case.

Suppose now that (4.129) does not hold for a general s. Then we may
replace s by a continuous spline S8 with the same number of zeros and the
same number of knots. (We may accomplish this with the help of Lemma
4.52, and in such a way that sand S8 agree outside of small intervals
around the multiple knots of s, and, in particular, near the points a and b.)
In this case (4.129) also fails for S8' and the above argument leads to a
contradiction as before. •

The following example shows how improved bounds on the number of
zeros a spline can have in an interval of the form (a,b) can be obtained
with the use of the Budan-Fourier Theorem 4.58.

EXAMPLE 4.59

Let [a,b]=[0,3], .Ll={1,2}, and CJlL={2,1}. Let s be the spline in
~(0'3; CJlL;Ll) shown in Figure 16.

Discussion. Here m = 3. Theorem 4.53 asserts that Z &(s) "m + K - 1= 5.
On the other hand,' since S+[s(a), -D+s(a),D;s(a)]=2 while
S+[s(b),D_s(b),D:s(b)]= I, the Budan-Fourier Theorem yields the
bound Z(~,3)(S)<5 - 2 - 1= 2. •

The following example illustrates why it is necessary to assume Po =1= 0,
p~ =1= 0 in the statement of the Sudan-Fourier Theorem 4.58:

Figure 16. The spline in Example 4.59.
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EXAMPLE 4.60
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Let [a,b] = [0,5] and ~ = {1,2,3,4}, and ~~ = {1,1 ,1,1}. Let s be the spine in
~2 (~) = ~ (~P2; ~~; ~) shown in Figure 17.

Discussion. Here m = 2 and k = 4. We note that

Thus if we tried to subtract both of these, we would get the bound
Z ~O.2)(S) ~ 5 - 1- 1 = 3, which is incorrect since s actually has five zeros in this
interval. •

14.8. MATRICES AND DETERMINANTS

Suppose YI <Y2 < <Yn+m is a sequence of points with Yi <Yi+m' all i,
and suppose N;n, , Nn

m are the associated normalized B-splines. In this
section we examine various matrices formed from these B-splines. We
begin with the matrix that arises in Lagrange interpolation with N'(Z, ... ,N;
(cf. Problem 2.6).

THEOREM 4.61

Let II < ... <In. Then the matrix

(
11,···,ln ) ( )nM = N.m t.N'(', ... ,N"m J (,) iJ-1

is nonsingular if and only if

(4.131 )

i= 1,2, ... ,n. (4.132)

[
o 1~ ] )

5

Figure t7. The spline in Example 4.60.
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Proof. For convenience, we note (cf. Theorem 4.17) that

if Y;<Y;+m-1

otherwise,
(4.133)

i = 1,2, ... ,n. The statement of the theorem is easily checked for m = I.
Suppose now that m>l. We first show that if (4.132) fails, then the
determinant D of the matrix M is zero. There are two cases.

CASE I. Suppose ~ is too far left to lie in OJ. Then N;(/.,)=O for all
1~ J' ~j <; p. ~ n. In this case the first j rows of D are clearly dependent,
and so D=O.

CASE 2. Suppose ~ is too far right to be in OJ. In this case a similar
argument shows that the elements in columns 1,2, . .. ,j and rowsj, ... ,n are
all O. Again, D =0 follows.

Suppose now that (4.132) holds, but that M is nevertheless singular.
Then there exist CI' ... ,Cn ' not all zero, such that

n

S(/;) = ~ Cj~m(/;) =0,
j-I

i= 1,2, ... ,n.

Let 1 be such that c, is the first nonzero coefficient, and let r=min{j >/:
s(x)=O on an interval with left endpoint Yj+m}. The fact that s(x)=O on
(Y,+m'Y,+m+ I) implies by the linear independence of the B-splines that
C,+ 1= · .. = c,+m-I =0. Again, there are two cases:

CASE 1. I,>y,. Then s=~~_,c;N;m has zeros at 11, ••• ,1, in (YI'Y,+m). This
contradicts Theorem 4.56.

CASE 2. 1'=YI. This can only happen ify,=··· =YI+m-l. But then we get
the contradiction 0= S(I/) = cI N,m(l/) =1=0.
We have shown that M cannot be singular when (4.132) holds, and the
theorem is established. •

Applying this result to Lagrange interpolation, we obtain the following
corollary:

COROLLARY 4.62

Suppose 11, ... ,ln satisfy (4.132). Then for any given v1, ... ,vn there exists a
unique spline s = ~7_lc;N;m such that

i= 1,2, ... ,n. (4.134)

The coefficients of s can be determined by solving the system Me = v,
where M is defined in (4.131), and where v=(vl, ... ,Vn)T, e=(cl, ... ,cn)T.
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This matrix is 2m -1 banded (cf. Remark 4.4). The entries of M can be
computed stably and accurately using Algorithm 5.5.

Proof. The bandedness of the matrix M under the conditions (4.132)
follows from the support properties of the B-splines. It has been shown (see
Remark 4.6) that the matrix M is numerically well conditioned. •

While Theorem 4.61 and its corollary are stated in terms of a general set
of B-splines, it is clear that they can be applied immediately to the B-spline
basis {B;}~, n=m+K, for the spline space ~(~m;~;d).

THEOREM 4.63

is nonsingular if and only if

i = 1,2, ... ,no (4.135)

Proof The only difference between the B's and the N's is that Bn(b) >0,
whereas Nnm(b) can be zero if the extended partition defining the B's is
taken with b =Yn + 1 = ... =Yn + m (cf. Corollary 4.10). The proof that M is
singular when (4.135) fails proceeds exactly as in the proof of Theorem
4.61. The converse also proceeds unchanged when In <b. On the other
hand, if In = b, then we must have b =Yn+ 1= ... = yn+ m. Then the spline
S = ~~c;B; satisfies 0= S(/n) = CnBn(/n), and so Cn =0. But then s= ~7: :c;B;
can be used to arrive at a contradiction, just as in the proof of Theorem
4.61. •

We can now use Theorem 4.61 to establish Theorem 4.54 on the
existence of splines with a maximal number of simple zeros.

Proof of Theorem 4.54. Given {Yi}7+ m
, it is clear that we can always

choose some a <11 <12 < ... < In ~ b so that the condition (4.135) is satis
fied. Then by the nonsingularity of M, we can solve the interpolation
problem

n

S(/;)= L cjBj(t;)=( -1);,
)=1

i=1,2, ... ,n.

Then it is clear that S must have at least one zero between each pair of t's
for a total of at least n - 1= m + K - 1. However, since S is nontrivial, it
can have at most m + K - 1 zeros, and we conclude that each of these zeros
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must be a simple, distinct zero; that is, Z(s)=Zl(s)=m+K-I. If there
are no m-tuple knots, each of these zeros is an ordinary zero of the
function. If there are m-tuple knots, then a zero at such a knot may be a
jump zero. •

In Theorem 4.55 we showed that the set of B-splines {Nim}~ span a
WT-space on R. The following theorem provides an alternate proof of this
fact, and moreover, also shows that {Nim}~ is, indeed, a WT-system.

THEOREM 4.64

(4.136)

and D is positive precisely when the conditions (4.132) hold.

Proof Since we have already shown in Theorem 4.61 that D =0 whenever
conditions (4.132) fail, it remains only to show that D >0 for all t =
(11, ... ,ln) in the set T*={t: a<::1 1 <12 <··· <In<b, and (4.132) is satis
fied}. We already know from Theorem 4.61 that D is never zero as t runs
over T*. We now show that D has one sign on P.

First, we claim that for all 1< j ~ nand 1<j <n, the B-spline Bj(l;) as a
function of Ii is a continuous function of Ii as it runs over the set 0i defined
in (4.133). Indeed, it is clear that the interval (Y;'Yi+m) cannot contain any
m-tuple knots, so all B-splines are---continuous for I; in this set. On the other
hand, since the B-splines are right continuous, they are all continuous as
l;tY; also. It follows that D is a continuous function of t as t runs over P.
Since it never vanishes, it must have one sign throughout.

It remains to compute the sign of D. Let yr <y; < . · . <Y:+ m be such
that y/'~y; as V~OO. Let y/'<I;<Y/'+l' j= 1,2, ... ,n. Then it is clear that
D" >0 since in this case the corresponding matrix defining D" has positive
diagonal elements and all zeros above the diagonal. Now as v~oo it also
follows (cf. Theorem 4.26) that D,,~D. •

It is clear that the analog of Theorem 4.63 holds for the B-splines
B1, ••• ,Bn on the interval [a,b]. The determinant associated with any
a<11 <12 <··· <In,b will be positive precisely when conditions (4.135)
hold. This means that the B-spline basis functions {B;}~ form a WT-system
on [a,b].

The following theorem shows that the set of B-splines {N;m}7 form an
Order Complete Weak Tchebycheff system on R:
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THEOREM 4.65

For any integers 1 <VI < ... <Vp ~n and any points II <12 < ... <lp '

(

1I' ... , lp )
D >0

N", ... ,N"
1 p

and strict positivity holds if and only if

169

1; Eo"" i= 1,2, ... ,p, (4.137)

where {0;}7 are the sets defined in (4.133).

Proof The fact that D=O when (4.137) fails is established exactly as in
the proof of Theorem 4.61. We now assume that (4.137) holds, and proceed
to show that D >0. Let g be the number of gaps in the sequence vl, ... ,vp ;

that is, g=cardinality of the set {VI,v I + 1, ... ,vp}\{vl, ... ,vp }. We proceed
by induction on g and p.

To begin the induction, we note that the result holds for g = 0 and all
1<p <n by Theorem 4.64. Suppose now that the assertion has been
establishe~for determinants of size p - 1, and for determinants of size p
with at most g- 1 gaps. We now prove the result for the determinant D
with g gaps. There are three cases.

CASE I. Suppose l
J

o fl 0" for some I <j ~ p - I. Then
J+I

D=D( tl'·"'~)D( ~.+I, ••• 'lp ).
N", ... ,N" N" , ... ,N"

1 J J+ 1 P

Each of these is positive by the induction hypothesis.

CASE 2. Suppose ~fl0"J_' for some 2<j<p. Then

D = D ( 1I' ••• , ~ - .1 ) D ( ~.' , lp )

N", ... ,N" N", ,N", '
1 J - 1 J P

and again both of these are positive by the induction hypothesis.

CASE 3. Suppose

j= 1,2, ,p-1

j=2,3, ,p. (4.138)
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Let i be one of the missing indices in the sequence PI' ••• ' Pp ' say PI < ... <
PI <i <vl + 1< .. . pp • Then by a basic determinantal identity (see Remark
3.2),

= D( 11,···,lp_1 )D( I J , ••• ,II,II+I,II+2,···,lp )

N", ... ,N" N", ... ,N".Ni,N" , ...• N"
2 p I / 1+ I p- I

+D( 11,···,lp_1 )D( 11,···;l'_I,I"I'+I,···,lp ).

N" , ... ,N" N" , ... ,N",Ni,N" , ... ,N"
I. p - I 2 / 1+ 1 P

The desired determinant is the second on the left-hand side. All the other
determinants are either of order p - 1 or have only g - 1 gaps. Moreover, in
view of (4.138), all of these other determinants are positive by the induc
tion hypothesis. We conclude that D >0 also, and the theorem is proved.

•
The analog of Theorem 4.65 also holds for the B-splines {B;}7 of

Corollary 4.10 if we require that a < I I < ... < lp ,b and replace the a's by
a's. This establishes that {B;}7 is an OCWT-system on the interval [a, b].

So far we have been exanlining the matrix that arises from Lagrange
interpolation problems. It is also of interest to study the analogous matrix
associated with Hermite interpolation problems. Since polynomial splines
do not have arbitrarily many derivatives everywhere (in particular, higher
derivatives may not exist at knots), it is convenient to introduce a slightly
modified form of the Hermite Interpolation Problem 2.7.

PROBLEM 4.66. Modified Hermite Interpolation

Let II <12 , ••• <In and real numbers VI' ••. ' Vn be given. Define

d. = max {J': J. = . . . = t. .},
I , ,-J i= 1,2, ... ,n. (4.139)

Given sufficiently smooth functions{<Pi }~, find s = ~7_1C;cp; such that

i= 1,2, ... ,n. (4.140)

Discussion. The only difference between this problem and the usual
Hermite interpolation problem is that we have used right derivatives rather
than ordinary derivatives. •
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The following theorem gives conditions under which the modified
Hermite interpolation Problem 4.66 can be solved using a set of B-splines:

THEOREM 4.67

Let N r, ... ,Nn
m be a set of B-splines of order m associated with the knots

YI ~ ... <Yn+m· Let t l < ... <tn with t;<t;+m' all i. Then

and strict positivity holds if and only if

(4.141 )

where d l , ... , dn are defined in (4.139).

Proof Theorem 4.17 implies that

i= 1, ... ,n, (4.142)

if d; >m-a;

otherwise,
(4.143)

where

a;=max{j:y;='" =Y;+J-l}' (4.144)

i= 1,2, ... ,n.
The fact that the determinant D is zero when condition (4.142) fails is

established by the same kind of argument used in the proof of Theorem
4.61. Our next task is to show that when (4.142) holds, then D is nonzero.
Suppose the contrary. Then there must be a nontrivial set c1"",cn such
that the spline s = ~7_1C;N;m satisfies

i= 1,2, ... ,n. (4.145)

We now show that this leads to a contradiction. Let 1 be such that ci is the
first nonzero coefficient. Let r = min{j > I: s(x) = 0 on an interval with left
endpoint YJ+m}. The linear independence of the B-splines implies that
cr + 1 = ... = cr + m - 1 =0. As in the proof of Theorem 4.61 there are two
cases.

CASE 1. tl>YI' Then s=~7_,c;N;m has r-I+ 1 zeros (counting multi
plicites as in Definition 4.45) at tl , ••• , tr in (YI,Yr+m)' This contradicts
Theorem 4.56.
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CASE 2. 1,=Y,. Since (4.145) is satisfied, we must have d, ~m -a,. But then
we get the contradiction 0= D~s(t,)=c,D~Nlm(tl)=I=O.

We have proved that D is nonzero whenever (4.142) holds.
We now establish our assertion about positivity. The case where 11 <t2

< ... < In follows from Theorem 4.61. But by Lemma 2.9 the sign of D
does not change as the (s are allowed to coalesce. (Note: this is an
application of Lemma 2.9 where the underlying functions are only right
continuous.) •

Theorem 4.63 holds for the B-splines {BJ" spanning ~(~~)m; ~m; ~) on [a,b]
provided that if t l = b, then we define dl = max {j: 1, = ... = t

l
.,} and replace

D~I Nlt
l

) in (4.141) by (-l)dID~1 B/(11), and substitute

i = L 2"." n (4.146)

in (4.142). In this case we must take left derivatives at b.

EXAMPLE 4.68

Let [a,b]=[O,3] and ~={L2}. Given C I , ... ,t'4' find SE~2(~) such that
s(O) = VI' D+s(0)=v2 , s(3)=tJ3, and D_s(3)=c4 .

Discussion. We take the B-splines {B;} i spanning ~2(a) corresponding to
the extended partition {0'l0, 1,2,3,3}. Then the required spline s is given by
s=L;_lc;Bj'l where c=(c I ""'lC4)T is the solution of the system Mc=v with
v=(v 1", .,V4 )T and

M= M( 0,0,3,3 ) = [ - :
8 1, ••• ,84 0

o

o
I
o
o

o 0]o 0
1 -1 .
o 1

This matrix is nonsingular since its determinant has the value 1. •

Since polynomial splines may have discontinuous derivatives at their
knots, it is possible to consider a still more general kind of Hermite
interpolation problem for splines in which both left and right derivatives of
appropriate orders are specified at the same point. In particular, if a spline
has a knot of multiplicity p at the point t, then sand Ds, ... , D m

-p-ls are
all continuous across t. On the other hand, D~s(t) and D~s(t) may have
different values for i = m - p, ... ,m - I.
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PROBLEM 4.69 Extended Hermite Interpolation By Splines

LetYt ~Y2~··· ~Yn+m be given, and suppose {Nim}~ are the associated
normalized B-splines. Let I t ~ 12 ~ ••• ~ In' and define

Pi = number of y's equal to Ii'

Let (Jt, •.. ,(In be a sequence of signs, and define

i = 1,2, ... ,no (4.147)

{

max{j. I· = ... = I· . with (J. = ... = (J. .}d - . I I-j I I-j ,

i- m-p.+max{Jo

• (.= .•. =(. .with(J.= ... =(J. .}
I • I 1+] I I+j ,

if 0,. = +
if 9. = - '

I

(4.148)

i= l, ... ,n. Then given real numbers Vt, ••• ,Vn , we seek S=~'j_ICj~m such
that

i= 1,2, ... ,n. (4.149)

Discussion. We make the following basic assumptions about the relation
ship between ~he I'S and 9~s in this problem:

O:<di <:m-l; (4.150)

(4.151 )

if 9i = - and (Ji + I = + ~ then Ii = Ii + m - Pi and (Ji + I = · . . = 0; + m - p, = +.

(4.152)

In (4.150) we have required that the problem does not involve derivatives
higher than order m-I. Condition (4.151) assures that the t's with
associated signs are in a natural order. Finally, condition (4.152) is in
troduced so that a complete set of m - Pi - 1 right derivatives are specified
at a knot Ii of multiplicity Pi before any left derivatives are specified.

It is easy to check that if we choose plus signs for all points Ii <b and
minus signs for all points equal to b, the extended Hermite interpolation
problem reduces to the modified Hermite Interpolation Problem 4.66. The
solvability of the extended problem for arbitrary data depends on the
nonsingularity of the matrix

= [Dd;N.m(t.)]n .
9;] I iJ-l (4.153) •
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The analogous problem can be posed for interpolation with the basis
splines {Bi }7 for a spline space ~ (0'm; CJ1L; a) defined on an interval [a,b].
Then we would restrict the I's to lie in [a, b], and we would also require
that

if/;=a,thena=t)=··· =I;and(})=··· =(};=+;

if I; = b, then I; = ... = In = band (); = ... = (}n = -.

(4.154)

(4.155)

These conditions assure that only right derivatives are specified at a, while
only left derivatives are specified at b. Before discussing the matrix M in
(4.153), we give an example of an extended Hermite interpolation problem.

EXAMPLE 4.70

Let [a, b] =[- 1, 1] and m = 2. Let B l' B 2, B3 be the basis of B-splines for the
space ~2(a) with a = {OJ. Consider the extended Hermite interpolation
problem with I) = 12 = 13 =O,(}) = - ,02 = °3 = +.

Discussion. Here the interpolation problem calls for specifying the values
of D _s(.O), s(O), and D +s(O). This problem has a solution for any given
data VI' V2' V3 since the determinant of the associated matrix M in this case
is

[ 0, 0, 0] D _ B)(O) D _B2(O) D_B3(0)

D -,+,+ = B)(O) B 2(O) B 3(0)
B), B2 , B3 D+ B)(O) D +B2(O) D +B3(0)

-1 1 0
0 1 o = -1. •0 -1 1

We now give precise conditions on when the matrix M which was
defined in (4.153) in connection with extended Hermite interpolation
problems is nonsingular.

THEOREM 4.71

The matrix M defined in (4.153) is nonsingular if and only if

i= 1,2, ... ,n,

where

(4.156)

i= 1,2, .. . ,n.
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Proof First we note that by Theorem 4.17, the sets 0; are given by
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where

{

[Y;'Y;+m)'

0; = (Y;'Yi+m]'

(Y;,Yi+m)'

if Oi = + and d; >m - a;

if 0; = - and d i >m - P; + m

otherwise,

(4.157)

a; = max{j: Y; = ... = Y;+j-l}

f3;+m = max{j: Yi+m = ... =Y;+m-j+ I}·

j= 1,2, ... ,n.
The proof that the determinant D of the matrix M is zero when (4.156)

fails proceeds in the same way as in our earlier theorems. The proof that D
is not zero when (4.156) holds is also similar. In particular, if D = 0, then
there exists a spline s = ~7-1CiNi with coefficients, not all zero, such that

i=I,2, ... ,n. (4.158)

We shall now show that s or a related spline s has too many zeros.
Let I be such that C/ is the first nonzero coefficient of s. Define

r=max{i: l~j~JL, ci=l=O}, where JL=min{j~/: s(x)=O on an interval
with left endpoint Yj+m}. By definition, cr+1 = ... = Cpo =0. By the linear
independence of the B-splines, Cp.+ 1 = ... = cr + m - I =0. It follows that
s="22~_/ciN;m agrees with s on the interval (Y/,Yr+m). Now there are three
cases.

CASE 1. t/=y/. Then the assumption that (4.156) holds implies that d/>m
- ale This yields the contradiction 0= Dt's(t/) = c/D8;N/m (t/)=FO.

CASE 2. tr =Yr+m. In this case d, ;;> m - f3r+m' and we have the contradic
tion 0= D8~S(tr)= CrD8~Nrm(tr)=I=O.

CASE 3. Y/ <t/ and tr <Yr+m. We now show that s has too many zeros on
the interval (Y/,Yr+m). Suppose that the point set t/, ... ,tr consists of the
points T 1 < ... <Tp ' where each Ti is repeated Ii times with a minus sign,
and ri times with a plus sign. Then r-l+l=~f_I(li+ri).We examine
what happens at T;. Suppose Pi knots fall at Ti (if no knots fall at Ti, we take
Pi = 0) . Depending on the relative sizes of Ii' Pi' and ri, the homogeneous
interpolation conditions (4.158) may force s to have additional continuity
at Ti, which implies that it can be regarded as a spline with fewer than Pi
knots at Ti • Table 4 gives the number of continuity conditions ei satisfied
by s at Ti , the number of knots ~i that can be removed, and a lower bound
on the multiplicity z; of the zero at T i , counting as in Definition 4.45.
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Table 4 Continuity of i in the Proof of Theorem 4.71.

Case e; 8;

r;<m-p;,I;=O
m - p; < r; ,m - p; + I;
m-p;+ I;<r;

m-p;
r;

m -p;+ I;

o
-m+r;+p;
I;

z;

';
m-p;+I;

r;

We observe that in all cases z; = I; + r; - 8;. Thus the number of zeros
(counting multiplicities) of son (y"Yr+m) is z =~f_lZ;= r-I+ 1- ~f8i' On
the other hand, since scan be regarded as a spline with only r + m - 1- 1
~f 8; knots in this interval, it can be written as a combination of only z
B-splines. This contradicts Theorem 4.56, and the converse is proved. •

Theorem 4.71 gives precise conditions on when the determinant D of the
matrix M in (4.153) is nonzero. In some applications it is also important to
know the sign of such determinants. The exact sign depends on the
relationship between the f)'s and the d's. To take account of this relation
ship, we define

II' , In

D O" ,On =det[ O;'I'D9~Nt(tJrJ_l o

N1,···,Nn

Except for the sign, this is the determinant of M.

THEOREM 4.72

(4.159)

The determinant D in (4.159) is always nonnegative, and it is positive
precisely when condition (4.156) is satisfied.

Proof By Theorem 4.71 we know that D is nonzero precisely when
condition (4.156) is satisfied. Now if a<t}</2 <··· .<In<b, then the fact
that D is positive follows from Theorem 4.64. On the other hand, if we now
let the ('S coalesce, then by Lemma 2.9 the signs remain the same in the
limit. Lemma 2.9 must be applied with care at the knots. In particular, the
necessary Taylor e·xpansions will have to be made to the left in case the I's
have negative f}'s associated with them. The factors f};d; introduced in the
definition of D are designed to take account of the powers of - 1 which
arise in the Taylor expansion when working leftward. •

We can now prove an even stronger property about determinants
formed from minors of the matrix M.
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THEOREM 4.73
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For any integers 1 ~ Vi < ... <Vp ~n, any, points a ~t\ ~ ••• ~tp ~b, and any
sequence of signs 8\, ... , 8p ,

t I'.'" lp

D () I' ... , Bp ~ 0,

N"I,···,Npp

and strict positivity holds if and only if

i = l, 2, ... ,p. (4.160)

Proof The proof follows along the same lines as the proofs of Theorems
4.64 and 4.65 for simple (s. •

The role of the signs Bid, in Theorem 4.72 and 4.73 can be better
appreciated by looking at some simple examples; see Example 4.70. There
are obvious analogs of Theorems 4.72 and 4.73 for the matrices and
determinants formed from the set of basis splines B., ... ,Bn for a spline
space ~ ('"?Pm; ~;~) defined on an interval [a,b]. We do not bother to state
them.

§ 4.9. VARIATION-DIMINISHING PROPERTIES

In this section we show that there is a close connection between the shape
of a polynomial spline s and the behavior of the coefficients of its B-spline
expansion

n

s(x) = L c;Nim(x).
i:z •

We begin with. two simple examples illustrating this connection.

(4.161)

EXAMPLE 4.74

If Ci >0, i = I, 2, . '.. , n, then s(x) ~ 0 for all x.

Discussion. This assertion follows immediately from the fact that the
B-splines take on only nonnegative values. •

EXAMPLE 4.75

Suppose the sequence c., ... ,cn is monotone increasing; that is, c'+ l >c.,
'. , ,

i= 1,2, ... ,n-l. Then s(x) is also a monotone~increasing function.
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Discussion. Using (4.23), we can show (cf. Theorem 5.9) that

n+ 1 ( )
) ( ~ c;- C;-l m-l(

D+s(x = m-l) ;-::, (Yi+m_,-y;)N; x),

where we set Co = Cn + 1 = 0 and ignore terms in the sum with a 0 denomina
tor. Now if C1' ••• 'Cn is monotone increasing, then the coefficients of the
B-spline expansion of D +s are all nonnegative, and by Example 4.74,
D+s(x) >O. •

To state a general variation-diminishing result for B-spline expansions,
we use the concept of sign changes introduced in § 2.4.

THEOREM 4.76

For any nontrivial vector c=(c), ... ,cn ),

(4.162)

Proof In Theorem 4.65 we have shown that the B-splines form an
OCWT-system on R. But then the assertion (4.162) follows immediately
from Theorem 2.42. •

If we are working on the interval [a,b] with the B-spline basis {Bi}~ for
~ (~m; 01L; d) in Corollary 4.10 [remember: Bn may differ slightly from Nn

m

since Bn(b) = limxibNnm(x)], then the variation-diminishing property reads

(4.163)

The result again follows from Theorem 2.42 since (cf. the discussion
following Theorem 4.65) {B;}7 form an OCWT-system on [a,b].

Theorem 4.76 yields both Example 4.74 and 4.75 as special cases. For
example, if c), ... , cm are monotone increasing, then for any constant d, so
is the sequence c) + d, ... ,cn + d, and it follows that

n n

~ (c;+d)N;m= ~ c;Nim+d
i=1 i-I

can only have one sign change. Since this is true for arbitrary d, s must be
monotone increasing.

Our proof of Theorem 4.76 is based on general results about OCWT
systems. If we are willing to do a little more work, then we can exploit the
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local support properties of the B-splines to establish a stronger version of
this variation-diminishing property.

THEOREM 4.77

)= 1,2, .. . ,q (4.164)

for some 11<12 < ... <Iq • Then there exist 1~ i I <i2< ... <iq ~n such that

)= 1,2, ... ,q.. (4.165)

Proof We say that s alternates on tl, ... ,lq when property (4.164) holds.
We assume that s does not alternate on a larger set to <t l < ... <tq , since if
it did, we could work with to' ... ' tq instead. This assumption is equivalent
to s( t) < °for t < t I' which means that the first nonzero coefficient of s

must be negative. .
Let S-(c)=d-l. By Theorem 4.76, q<d. Our proof proceeds by

induction on d. If d= 1, it is trivial. Suppose now that it has been proved
for d-2 sign changes in c. We now prove it for d-l sign changes. To this
end, suppose cI, ... ,cn have been divided into d groups as in (2.69). Since
the B~splines fOITu an OCWT-system, the set of functions V = {v; }1defined
in (2.70)· form a CWT-system (cf. the proof of Theorem 2.42.). In view of
the form of the v's, to prove (4.165) it will suffice to show that there exist
)1<)2<··· <)q with V),(/;) >0, i=I, ... ,q.

Suppose V;(t;) >0, i=I,2, ... ,r. We may choose);=i, i=C2, ... ·,r. If
r = q, we are done. If not, we must show how to choose the remaining};'s.
There are two cases. .

CASE I. vr+l(t)=O, all t~tr+l. In this case the spline f=~~_~+2(-I)iVi

alternates on the points tr + 1' ... ' tq , and the inductive hypothesis may be
'used to choose Jr+ I'··· ,Jq.
CASE 2. Vr+"I(t»O for some t>tr+l. Then by the local support structure
of the v's, it follows that Vr+2(t;) = ... =Vd(t;), i= 1,2, ... ,r+ 1. If r=O this
would Inean that s(tl)=O, contradicting our assumption about s. If r>O,
then this would mean that s=~~_I(-I)ivi alternates on tl, ... ,tr+l. This
would mean that it has r sign changes (but only r - 1 sign changes in its
coefficient vector), contradicting Theorem 2.39 for the WT-system {Vi}~.•

'Theorem 4.77 subsumes Theorem 4.76, since if (4.164) holds (i.e., s has
q - 1 sign changes), then its coefficient vector must have at least q - 1 sign
changes. The assertion (4.165) is more precise, however. It says that c;

'I
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must be the coefficient of a B-spline which is positive at ~ (i.e., c~

influences the behavior of s only near ~).

14.10. SIGN PROPERTIES OF TIlE GREEN'S FUNCTION

The Green's function

( )
m-lt-x

g (t·x)= +
m' (m-l)! (4.166)

has played an important role in our development of spline bases. Since it is
a Green's function (cf. Theorem 2.3), it is also important in the theory of
differential equations. Hence it is of interest to examine the signs of
determinants formed from gm.

We recall from (2.21) to (2.24) that

Dlgm( t; x) = gm-j( t; x), )=0, l, ... ,m- 1

)=O,I, ... ,m-l,

where Dx stands for the right derivative with respect to x, and Dr stands for
the left derivative with respect to t. We may also take mixed derivatives
D:D1:gm(t;x), and these will be zero if i+»m.

THEOREM 4.78

Let p be any positive integer, and suppose

(4.167)

are given with Ii <I;+m andY1 <Y;+m' all i. Associated with these sets define

d. = max {Jo. I· .= . . . = t· }
I • l-j I

(4.168)
e.=max{JO.y. .= ... =y.}

I ° I-j I '

i = 1,2, ... ,p. Then the determinant

(4.169)
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is always nonnegative, and it is positive precisely when

Y; <t; <Y;+m' i= 1,2, ... ,p,

181

(4.170)

where equality is allowed on the left if y;= ... =Yi+m-~-I' and the right
side is ignored if i + m >p.

Proof The proof is very much like the proofs of our earlier theorems
dealing with determinants of B-splines, so we can be brief. lbe fact that
the determinant is zero when (4.170) fails is established by examining
subdeterminants, just as in the proofs of Theorems 4.61, 4.67, and so on.
On the other hand, if (4.170) holds but the determinant is zero, then we
can construct a spline with too many zeros.

Now we claim that the determinant D in (4.169) maintains one sign over
all sets of t's and y's satisfying conditions (4.170). If the y's and t's are all
distinct, this is clear from the continuity of the Green's function (and this
the continuity of D), it remains to see what happens if we allow the y's or
t's to coalesce. For given distinct y's, we may use Lemma 2.9 to see what
happens as the t's come together. Once we have the fact that the sign does
not change for coalesced t's, we may allow the y's to come together, again
using Lemma 2.9.

Finally, to see what the sign of D is, we need only compute the sign for a
particular set of I's and y's satisfying (4.170). Consider the case when
y; < t; <Yi + I' i = 1,2, ... ,p. Then clearly D is the determinant of a matrix with
positive diagonal elements, and zeros below the diagonal, and thus is itself
positive. •

I 4.11. HISTORICAL NOTES

Section 4.1

The early history of piecewise polynomials and splines has been discussed
in Section 1.6. The origin of the terminology "spline function" was dis
cussed in Section 1.4. The space ~ (~m ; ~; a) has been treated in
numerous papers-there does not seem to be any standard notation for it.
The idea of using a multiplicity vector such as ~ to describe the
smoothness at the knots is attributed to Curry and Schoenberg [1947]. We
have elected to work with splines that are right continuous. This tradition
began with Schoenberg [1946a, b].

Section 4.2

If we are willing to accept the definition of B-splines via divided dif
ferences as a jait accompli, then this section can be skipped (except for
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Lemma 4.7 which is used later). Our purpose here has been to show that
the B-splines arise naturally out of an attempt to construct splines with
small support sets.

Section 4.3

It is hard to say when B-splines were first used. Schoenberg [1946a, p. 68]
suggests that they were known to Laplace in connection with their role as
probability density functions. Favard [1940] used them (without calling
them splines). In the articles by Schoenberg [1946a, b] they were referred
to as "basic spline curves." In [1967] he shortened the name to B-spline.

Schoenberg [1946a] dealt first with B-splines on equispaced knots, and,
in fact, defined them via the 'Fourier transform formula (4.61). He also
observed that they could be written as divided differences of the Green's
function. The definition of B-splines for arbitrary knot sequences was
suggested by Curry [1947], and carried out in the articles by Curry and
Schoenberg [1947, 1966]. Most of the basic properties, including their
linear independence, were already known to these authors. Schoenberg
continued to champion their use as a theoretical tool throughout the 1960s.
B-splines were used for computing interpolating splines by Greville
[1964a].

The importance of B-splines (particularly for numerical applications)
was greatly enhanced by the discovery of the basic recursion relation
(4.22). It was discovered by at least three different authors simultaneously.
Cox [1972] established it for simple knots via some direct calculations. The
result for general knots (and the method of proof used here) is credited to
deBoor [1972]. In his paper he mentions that Lois Mansfield had also
discovered the recursion. The derivative formula (4.23) can also be found
in the article by deBoor [1972]. The strong form of linear independence
given in Theorem 4.18 was established by deBoor [1973a] using a certain
dual set of linear functionals. We have elected to give a direct proof.

The fact that the normalized B-splines form a partition of unity was
observed in the article by Marsden and Schoenberg [1966]. The related
identity (4.33) is credited to Marsden [1970]. Estimates on the size of the
normalized B-splines were given in the article by deBoor and Fix [1973]
and in the work of Lyche and Schumaker [1975].

In many early papers B-splines were introduced via formula (4.42) rather
than (4.16). The connection between these two definitions was shown in
the text by Greville [1969b]. The Peano representation (4.38) for the
divided difference was given in the articles by Schoenberg [1946a, b] and
Curry and Schoenberg [1947, 1966] for equally spaced knots and for
general knots, respectively. The orthogonality of the jth derivative of the
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B-spline to polynomials of order j stated in (4.39) is credited to H. G.
Burchard-see deBoor [1976b]. The double divided difference formula
(4.43) for inner products of B-splines was used in the paper by Greville
[1964a].

The continuity of the B-splines as a function of the knot locations is a
part of the folklore about B-splines. A formal proof of this fact, using
properties of divided differences, can be found in the article by deBoor
[1976b]. We give a different 'proof based on the recursion relation.

Section 4.4

For more on the theory of spline functions defined on equally spaced
knots, see the monograph by Schoenberg [1973] and references therein.
Many of the properties listed in this section were obtained already in
Schoenberg [1946a]. The inner products given in Table 2 were hand
calculated.

Section 4.5

Perfect splines first arose as solutions of optimal interpolation problems,
where we minimize "D 'JII Loo[a.b] over some set U of the form U = {f E

L:[a,b]: \f=Yi' i= 1,2, ... ,N} with {Ai}~' a,set of linear functionals. In
this connection we mention the paper by Favard [1940]. The minimization
problem (4.76) is of this type. It was solved by Louboutin [1967]. lbe name
seems to be attributed to Glaeser [1967, 1973]. The development presented
here follows the article by Schoenberg [1971].

Section 4.6

The leading exponent of the use of dual linear functionals to study
B-spline expansions has been deBoor [1966, 1968c, 1973a, 1975, 1976b, c].
The construction of the dual basis in Theorem 4.41 follows the article by
deBoor [1976c] (see also deBoor [1966] and Jerome and Schumaker [1969]
for some related constructions). lbe constants D(m, ~), and so on, and
their connection with the conditioning of the B-spline basis, were studied
in deBoor's papers. The lower bounds given in Theorem 4.42 for these
constants were obtained by Lyche [1978]. It is conjectured that dm = D(m)
for all m. This has been shown for m = 1,2, ... , 10 by deBoor [1975, 1976c],
and it seems to be born out by numerical experience for higher values of
m. The analysis of D:, for the case of equally spaced knots is credited to
deBoor [1973a]. For more on Euler splines (and splines on equally spaced
knots, in general), see the monograph by Schoenberg [1973] and references
therein.
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Section 4.7

POLYNOMIAL SPLINES

The first paper giving bounds on the number of zeros of a spline seems to
be by Johnson [1960]. He considered splines with simple knots and
counted zeros (with multiplicities) according to a procedure introduced by
Schoenberg [1958] for monosplines. In this count, intervals are considered
to be shrunk to a point. The case of multiple knots (but counting only
simple zeros) was discussed in the dissertation by Schumaker [1966] (see
also Schumaker [1968b]). B~aess [1971] showed that the same bound holds
for splines with multiple knots, even if we count double zeros twice.

Stronger counting procedures for splines were introduced by Schumaker
[1976b]. I was motivated to consider such counts by similar ones which
had been used by Schoenberg [1958] and by Micchelli [1972] for mono
splines (cf. Section 8.4 for results on zeros of monosplines). In Schumaker
[1976b], a version of Theorem 4.53· was established in which interval zeros
were counted as being of multiplicity m or m + 1. The idea of also counting
the number of knots i~ an interval zero when ~valuating its multiplicity is
credited to Pence [1976]. The knot-splitting Lemma 4.51 is taken from the
article by Schumaker [1969]. The bound on the number of zeros of
derivatives of B-splines given in Theorem 4.57 was established first (with a
different proof) by Curry and Schoenberg. [1966].

Budan-Fourier type theorems for splines were developed independently
by Melkman [1974a], deBoor and Schoenberg [1976], and Schumaker
[1976c]. The statements vary somewhat due to different counting proce
dures for multiple zeros and interval zeros. The result presented here is an
improvement of the version in my 1976 paper, but with a much simpler
proof.

Section 4.8

Results on determinants associated with splines were first obtained for the
matrix associated with the Green's· kernel. We discuss this development in
the notes for Section 4.10. The first result on matrices formed from
B-splines was obtained by· Karlin [1968], page 503. There he established
Theorem 4.67 by using results on the· Green's function. Burchard also
obtained Theorem 4.67' in .his' dissertation [1968]. A simple direct proof
relying on Rolle's theorem can be found in the paper by deBoor [1976a].
The proof given here follows that given in the article by Schumaker
[1976b], and it provides a nice application.of our results on zeros of splines.

Theorem 4.65 asserts that the matrix (4.131) of B-spline values is totally
positive (cf. Karlin [1968] for the definition and significance of this prop
erty). This theorem (without the exact conditions on when the determi
nants are positive) was also established by Karlin [1968, p. 527]. The
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stronger version presented here (and the pro"of of it) follows the 'Work of
deBoor [1976a].

The problem of extended Hermite interpolation (Problem 4.69) was
studied independently by Melkman [1974b] and Lyche and Schumaker
[1976]. We have followed the latter paper. Melkman's proofs are based on
his version of the Budan-Fourier theorem for splin~s, and his results also
cover certain interpolation problems with prescribed boundary conditions.
For more on interpolation with side conditions, see Karlin [1971], Karlin
and Pinkus [1976a], and Melkman [1977].

Section 4.9

The idea of variation-diminishing transformations is an old one. For a host
of results and references, see Karlin' [1968]. Theorem 4.76 for splines was
first proved by Karlin [1968,] using the total positivity of the matrix of
B-spline values and general results on variation-diminishing properties of
totally positi"ve matrices. The strengthened version of Theorem 4.76 is
credited to deBoor [1976a].

Section 4.10

Green's functions are very important in the theory of differential equa
tions. An early paper dealing with determinants formed from the Green's
function was that by Krein and Finkelstein [1939], where Theorem 4.78
was proved for t's and y's without repetitions. lbestudy of· the determi
nant (4.169) in connection with splines was first carried out by Schoenberg
and Whitney [1949, 1953]. They rediscovered the result for distinct t's and
y's using the methods of Fourier analysis as a tool. A version of lbeorem
4.78 allowing multiple y's was established in Schumaker's dissertation
[1966]. The complete result allowing multiple ts as well was established
first by Karlin and Ziegler [1966], 'using' a complicated triple induction.
The proof given here, based on zero properties of splines, follows Schu
maker [1976b].

14.12. REMARKS

Remark 4.1

The classical symmetric functions symmj(tl, ... ,tp) are defined by the rela
tion

P

Q(I)=(t+ 11)(1 +i2)··· (t+ lp)= ~ tP-jsymmj(tl, .... ,tp). (4.171)
)-0
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Thus symmj (l t , ••• ,lp)=Dp-jQ(O)/(p-j)!. For example, we have

SY~(lt, ... ,lp)= I;

symm}(t}, ,tp)=t}+··· +tp;

symmp(I}, ,lp) = l}t2 • • ·lp.

An elementary calculation shows that, in general,

symmJ:(tt, ... , tp) = ~ /. /. .. · 1·
~ '1'2 'J

1<;;.<;2<··· <~<.p

This is a sum of (~) terms.

Remark 4.2

(4.172)

Tchebycheff polynomials play an important role in numerical analysis and
approximation theory. For a complete treatment, see Rivlin [1974]. The
Tchebycheff polynomial of the first kind is defined by Tm(x) = cos[m·
arccos(x)]. It is a polynomial of degree m; in particular, Tm(x)=2m- 1x m

+ . .. for m > 1. The first few Tchebycheff polynomials are given by
To(x) = 1, T)(x)= x, T2(x)=2x 2 -1, and T3(x)=4x 3 -3x. Tm is symmetric
about the origin, and on (- I, I) it takes extreme values of ± 1 at the zeros
of T;", which are cos(i'1T/m), i=I,2, ... ,m-1. We also have Tm(-I)=
(-I)m, while Tm(I)= 1.

The Tchebycheff polynomials satisfy (as do all sequences of orthogonal
polynomials) an appropriate three-term recurrence relation. They also
satisfy the differential equation

(1- x 2)D 2Tm (x) - xDTm(x) + m 2Tm (x) =0.

Remark 4.3

The following observation is useful (cf. Schoenberg [1971]):

LEMMA

If x;=cos[(m-i)'1T/m], i=O,I, ... ,m, then

m 2m - 2

(-I) [xo, ... ,xm]f= -(!(xo)-2!(x l ) + ...
m

+( -1)m-)2!(xm _ t )+( -1)J(xm »)·

(4.173)

(4.174)
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Proof We use the expansion (2.87). Here w(t)=[(t2 -I)DTm (t)]/m2m - 1•

Using the differential equation (4.173), we calculate

(_I)m-im
Dw(x,.) = 1 '2m -

i = 1,2, ... ,m - I.

Now (4.174) follows since
m/2m

-
2

•

Dw( - I) = (- l)mm/2m -
2

, while Dw(l) =

•
Remark 4.4

A matrix M=(Mij)'0_1 is called (2b-l) banded provided

whenever Ii - JI >b. (4.175)

In this case, M has zeros everywhere except on the diagonal and on b
super- and b subdiagonals. Banded matrices can be stored and manipu
lated efficiently.

Remark 4.5

Let M=(Mij)';:~.j_l be an m by n matrix with m~n. We say that M is
totally positive provided all minor determinants (of all orders up to m) are
nonnegative. More precisely, using the notation of Remark 3.2, we require
that for all 1<p ~m,

1 <:: i. < . . . <ip <m
for all

1<). < .. · <Jp <no

For a comprehensive theory of totally positive matrices, see Karlin [1968].
If a matrix M is totally positive, then as a transformation it is variation
diminishing; that is,

See Karlin [1968], Chapter 5. It has recently been shown by deBoor and
Pinkus [1977] via a backward error analysis that for totally positive
matrices M, the linear system Mc=r can be solved by Gauss elimination
without partial pivoting. This can mean a substantial saving in computa
tional effort without any loss in accuracy.
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Remark 4.6

POLYNOMIAL SPLINES

Theorem 4.65 shows that the matrix M formed from any set of n B-splines
Nf', ... ,Nn

m at any set of points II <:'12 <; ... <In is totally positive. Since M
is 2m - 1 banded whenever it is nonsingular (cf. Corollary 4.62), it follows
from Remarks 4.4 and 4.5 that the system Me = r can be handled in band
form and by Gauss elimination without partial pivoting. Such systems arise
in performing Lagrange or Hermite interpolation with splines (cf.
Corollary 4.62 and Problem 4.66).

Remark 4.7

If Nt:+ 1
, ••• ,N:+ 1 are the normalized B-splines associated with the ex

tended partition

then

YO=Yl=··· =ym=a, b=Ym+l=··· =Y2m+l'

Nim+ 1(X)=( "!)( x- a )i( b-x )m-i,
I b-a b-a

i=O,l, ... ,m.

These are the polynomials appearing in the definition of the Bernstein
polynomial of degree m (see Remark 2.5).



5
COMPUTATIONAL
METHODS

One of the main reasons for the importance of polynomial spline functions
is the fact that they are easy to deal with on a digital computer. In this
chapter we document this assertion by examining some algorithms for
storing, evaluating, and manipulating splines on a computer.

15.1. STORAGE AND EVALUATION

Throughout this chapter we work with the m + K dimensional linea~ space
~ (0'm ; 01t;~) defined in Definition 4.1. As shown in Theorem 4.9, if
{N;m }'{' + K are normalized B-splines associated with an extended partition
{y; }im+ K

, then every s E ~ (0'm: 01t;~) has a unique expansion of the form

n

s(x) = ~ c;N;m(x),
i=l

(5.1)

where for convenience we write n = m + K. We call (5.1) the B-spline
expansion of s.

Because of the unique connection between a spline s and its B-s'pline
expansion coefficients c., ... ,Cn' to store a spline s on the computer, it
suffices to store the coefficient vector c = (c.,. . .. ,en). There are, of course,
other ways of uniquely representing polynomial splines (e.g., via the
one-sided basis discussed in Theorem 4.5 or via the piecewise polynomial
expansion discussed in Section 5.3). But as we shall see in this chapter, for
most applications the B-spline expansion is preferred.

We turn now to the question of evaluating a given B-spline expansion at
a given point. Our first result shows that because of the local support
properties of the B-splines, to compute s(x) we need only compute a sum
involving m of the B-splines.

189
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TI-lEOREM 5.1

COMPUfATIONAL METHODS

Let s be as in (5.1), and suppose for some m <I <n that Y, <x <y,+ I. Then

/

s(x)= ~ c;Nim(x).
i=/+l-m

(5.2)

The values of the B--splines needed to compute s(x) can be found by
generating the triangular array

Q/(x)

Q/_ I(X)Q/(x)

(5.3)

This array can be' generated stably and efficiently.

Proof By the suppor~ properties of the B-splines, for y/ <x <y,+ I only the
B-splines Nt': 1- m' ... ' N/m

~ave value at x, hence s(x) is as in (5.2). lbe
triangular array (5.3) can be generated recursively, starting with the fact
that Q/(~)= I/(Y/+I-Y,). Each of the succeeding 'rows 2 through m-·I
can be computed using the recursion relation (4.22). This is a numerically
stable process since only convex combinations of nonnegative quantities
are involved. The last row of the array can be computed from the
next.:.to-Iast row using the recursion

which follows from (4.22) after multiplication by (Yi+m - y,.). •

At times it is required to compute the value

S(YI+I-)= lim s(x).
xjYI+ I

(5.5)

If YI+ I has multiplicity m, this will generally be different from the value of
s(y/+ 1+). In practice, this situation arises, for example, if we choose the
extended partition with

Yt=··· =Ym=a<b=Yn+t=··· =Yn + m (5.6)

and desire the value of the spline at x=b (cf. Corollary 4.10 and Example
4.11). The following corollary of Theorem 5.1 shows how to compute (5.5):
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COROLLARY 5.2

Let s be as in (5.1), and supposeY/<Y/+I' Then

/

s(y/+ I - ) = L c;N;m(y/+ I - ),
;=/+ )-m

191

(5.7)

and the values of the required B-splines can be found by generating the
array (5.3) with x =Y/+ I.

Proof We observe that Q/(Y/+I-)=I/(Y/+I-Y/); cf. (4.17). Taking the
litnit as xjy/+ I' we observe that both of the recursions (4.22) and (5.4) are
valid aty/+ 1-. •

It is clear that to make use of Theorem 5.1 for the evaluation of s(x), we
first have to locate the interval [y"Y,+ I) in which x lies. This is a standard
search problem. One possibility is to use simple bisection.

ALGORITHM 5.3. Bisection-Given that x Lies in [Yp'Yq) to Find I Such that

y"X<Y'+l

I. I~p, u~q;

2.. If u-I< I, quit;
3. mid~l (1+ u)/2 J;
4. If x < Y (mid), then u~mid and go to step (2);
5. I~mid and go to step (2).

Discussion. The number of operations required to perform bisection
depends on where x is located. It can never exceed II, where" is such that
2,,-I<q_p<2". •

Often it is required to evaluate a B-spline expansion at a fairly large
number of x's (e.g., in graphing it). In this case the particular x we are
interested in very likely will lie in the same interval as the last x that was
considered, or in an adjacent interval. Algorithm 5.3 can be modified to
take advantage of this information.

ALGORITHM 5.4. Given x in [Yp'Yq) and a Guess for I to Find I Such that

Y, ~X <Y'+l

1. If x ~y( I), then
(a) if x <y(1+ I), quit;
(b) if x <y(/+2), then I~/+ I and quit;
(c) perform bisection on [Y/+2' Yq);

2. If x >y(/- 1), then I~/- 1 and quit;
3. Perform bisection on [Yp'Y/-l).
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Discussion. On input; 1 must have some definite value. If it is a good
guess for the correct I, then the search will be considerably faster than in
Algorithm 5.3. •

Having found the correct I to use with x in (5.2), we now need to find
the values of the corresponding B-splines. In view of Theorem 5.1, a stable
and efficient way for accomplishing this is to generate the triangular array
(5.3). The following algorithm may be used:

ALGORITHM 5.5. Given x in [Y/,Y/+l) to Generate Nl: 1 _",(x), ... ,N/"(x)

I. Forj~ I step I until m - I
Q(j)~O;

2. Q(m)~l/[y(/+ 1)-y(l)], Q(m + l)~O;

3. Forj~2 step 1 until m - 1
fOT i~m - j + 1 step 1 until m

(a) denom~y(i+l-m+j)-y(i+l-m);

(b) al~[x - y(i + 1- m)]/denom;
(c) a2~I-al;

(d) Q(i)~al.Q(i) + a2. Q(i + I);
4. For i~1 step I until m

Q(i)~[ x - y(i+ 1- m) J. Q(i)+ [y(i+ I)-x]. Q(i+ I).

Discussion. The denominators computed in step 3(a) can never be zero;
indeed, denom >y(1+ 1) - y( I). Since we are interested only in the last row
of the array (5.3), we have been able to use a one-dimensional array Q,
overlaying the values as we proceed. The operation count (counting only
multiplications and divisions) is (3m 2 + m - 4)/2. As observed in Corollary
5.2, if this algorithm is carried out with x =y,+ I' then it produces the values
N/"+I-m(Y/+I- ), ... ,N/m(y'+I-)· •

We can now give a complete algorithm for evaluating the B-spline
expansion of ;t spline s E ~ (0'm; ~;~) at a given point x in [a,b).

ALGORITHM 5.6. Evaluation of s(x) for Given a <x <6

1. Compute I using Algorithm 5.4;
2. Use Algorithm 5.5 to compute N/"!.-I_m(x), ... ,N/m(x);
3. Compute s = the sum in (5.2).

Discussion. If x=b, we should set I=n in step (1). The summation in step
(3) requires m operations, and hence the total operation count for steps (2)
and (3) is (3m 2 +3m-4)/2. •
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There is an alternate algorithm for computing s(x) that does not make
use of the array (5.3) of B-spline values, and which is more efficient than
Algorithm 5.6. It is based on the following theorem:

THEOREM 5.7

Let s be as in (5.1). Then for any I ~j ~ m,

n+j-l

s(x) = ~ c~jl(x)Nim-j+ I(X),
i -= I

where

(5.8)

i = I, 2, ... ,n .. (5.9)

and the cJj](x) can be computed recursively by setting c~jlj(x)=cbJl(x) =0,

all j .. and using

0,

C,V+IJ(X)= ( - ) Ul( )+( - ) UJ ( )x Y; Ci X Y;+m-j X Ci-I X

(Yi+m-j - Yi)

if Yi+m-j - Yi =0

otherwise

(5.10) .

for i = L 2....... n +j and j = I, 2, ... ,m - I. In particular, if Y, <; x <y,+ I' then

and this value can be computed by generating the array

(5.11 )

l I) ()C/+I_m X Cl,IJ(X)

cllJ(x)

cl,m1(x).

(5.12)

If this array is generated using the value x =Y,+ I' then we obtain

S(Y'+I-)= lim s(x)=c~ml(x).
xjy,. I

Proof Using the recursion (4.22), we obtain

(5.13)
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where terms in the sum with zero denominator are to be interpreted as
zero. Collecting the coefficients of Njm-I(x), we see that (5.8) holds for

j = 2, with c}2J(x) given by (5.9). The process can be continued to find similar
expansions in terms of the lower-order B-splines. the formula (5.11) for s(x)
follows from (5.8) withj = m along with the fact that ify/~x<y,+" then the
only first-order B-spline with value at x is Nl(x) (and its value is 1).

To see what happens when we take x =y,+ I' we need only take the limit
in (5.8) as xjy,+ l' and we conclude that (5.10) also holds at x =y,+ 1-.

Since N/(y,+ I - ) = 1, (5.13) follows. •

Theorem 5.7 leads to the following alternate method for evaluating a
spline:

ALGORITHM 5.8. To Evaluate tbe B-Spline Expansion (5.1) of s at Given x in
[a,b]

1. Find the correct 1 using Algorithm 5.4;
2. Forj~1 step I until m

cx(j)~c(j+ 1- m);
3. Forj~2 step 1 until m

for i~m step - 1 until j
(a) denom~y(i+ 1-j + 1) - y(i + 1- m);
(b) al~[x-y(i+l-m)]/denom,

a2~1 - aI,
cx(i)~al*cx(i)+a2*cx(i-I).

4. s~cx(m).

Discussion. The denominator in step 3(b) is never zero since Yl<Yl+ t.

Ignoring the work required to find l, the operation count is (3m2 - 3m)/2. this
is considerably cheaper than Algorithm 5.6-see Table 5 for comparison.
If x = b, we should set I = n in step (1). •

Table 5. A Comparison of the Operation Counts of Algorithms 5.6 and 5.8

Algorithm 5.6 Algorithm 5.8
3m2 +3m-4 3m2 -3m

m 2 2

273
3 16 9
4 28 18
5 43 30
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§ 5.2. DERIVATIVES
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In this section we discuss the computation of derivatives of a B-spline
expansion. Theorem 4.49 shows that the right derivative of a polynomial
spline of order m is a polynomial spline of order m - 1. The following
theorem shows how to find its B-spline expansion:

THEOREM 5.9

Let s = ~7-1 c,.N,.m, and suppose I ~d ~ m. Then for all Ym<x <Yn+ I,

n

D~-IS(X) = L c~d)N,.m-d+ I(X),
i == d

where C,.(I)=C,., i= 1,2, ... ,n, and

(5.14)

{

( CV-l)-CV-I»). , ,-I
U) _ (m - J + I) ,

Ci - (Yi+m-j+ 1-Y,.)

0,

if(Yi+m-J+I-Y;»O (5.15)

otherwise

for i=j, ... ,n andj=2,3, ... ,d.

Proof For d= 1, there is nothing to prove. Now, using (4.23),

n

D + s( x) = ( m - I) L ci[ Qim
- I ( X ) - Qi~II ( X ) ]

;=1

n n

=(m-I) L (C,.-Ci-..:I)Qim-I(X)= L c~2)Nim-t(x).
i~2 i-2

For x in the interval [Ym,Yn+l)' the B-splines Q1m-t(x) andQ::lt(x) have no
value, hence we were able to leave these terms out in rearranging the first
sum. This same argument can be repeated to compute the higher deriva
tives. •

It is a relatively easy task to convert Theorem 5.9 to a numerical
algorithm for computing the coefficients of the B-spline expansions of all
derivatives up· to order m - 1 of a given spl.ine. Derivatives of order m and
higher are of no interest as they are zero wherever they exist. Let

n

D~-IS(X)= L cd(d,j)Njm-d+I(X),
j-d

a<x<b. (5.16)
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ALGORITHM 5.10. Computation of the matrix [cd(j,')]j_l,i:j

l. For i~1 step 1 until n
cd( 1, i)~c( i);

2. Forj~2 step 1 until m
mj~m-j+ 1
for i~n step - I until j

(a) denom~Y{(i + mj) - y(i); 0,

(b) cd(j, i)~ .• [ cd(j - 1, i) - cd(j - I, i-I) ]
m} denom '

if denom=O

otherwise.

Discussion. This algorithm requires (m - 1)(2n - m) operations. •

We can now give an algorithm for computing the values of derivatives of
a B-spline expansion at a given point.

ALGORITHM 5.11. Computation of Dd-1S(X) for Given a <x <b

1. Compute / by Algorithm 5.4.
2. Use either Algorithm 5.6 or Algorithm 5.8 with in = m - d + I and c set

equal to the dth row of the matrix cd.

Discussion. If we use Algorithm 5.6, then the operation count to compute
Dd-1S(x) is (3,;:,2-3m-4)/2. If Algorithm 5.8 is used, the count is
(3';:'2- 3in)/2. •

Our next algorithm deals with the problem of computing the entire set of
derivatives s(x), Ds(x), ... ,Dm-1s(x).

ALGORITHM S.12. Computation of s(x),Ds(x), ... ,D"'-IS(X) at Given a<.x<b

1. Compute / by Algorithm 5.4;
2. Dm-ls(x)~cd(m,/);

3. For d~l step I until m-l compute Dd-1S(X) using Algorithm 5.11.

Discussion. Not counting the work to find / and assuming that the array
cd has been precomputed, this algorithm requires ~~-2 (3i2

- 3i)/2 =
(m + I)m(m -1)/2 operations. •

There is a second approach to computing the set s(x), Ds(x)
, ... , Dm-1s(x) which (as we shall see) is more efficient for m ;> 6. The idea
here is to use the fact that for y/ <x <y/+ J and any 1<j <em,

I

D~-js(x)= ~ cd(m-j+ l,i)(Yi+j-Yi)Q(x).
i-I+l-j

(5.17)
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The values of the Q's needed to compute these derivatives are all con
tained in the array (5.3). Thus following the ideas developed in Algorithm
5.5, we have the following alternative to Algorithm 5.11:

ALGORITHM 5.13. Computation of s(x),Ds(x), ... ,D"'-lS(X) at given a <x <b

I. Compute 1 by Algorithm 5.4;
2. Dm-ls(x)~cd(m,/);

3. Forj~ I step I until m - I
Q(j)~O;

4. Q(m)~I/[y(/+ 1)-y(/)]; Q(m+ I)~O;

5. Forj~2 step I until m - ]
(a) for i~m - j + I step I until m

(i) denom~y(i+ 1- m + j) - y(i + 1- m);

(ii) a I~(x - y(i + 1- m»/denom;
(iii) a2~1- al;
(iv) Q(i)~a I • Q(i) + a2. Q(i + I);

(b) Dm-jS(X)~L~_I+l_jcd(m - j + 1, v).[y(v +j) - y(v)].
Q(m -1+ v);

6. For i~1 step 1 until m
Q(i)~[x - y(i + 1- m)]. Q(i) + [y(i + I) - x]. Q(i + I);

7. S(X)~L~_I+l_mC(V).Q(m -1+ v).

Discussion. Ignoring the work to compute 1 and the matrix cd, the
operation count for this algorithm is (5m 2 + m - 8)/2. We compare Algo
rithms 5.12 and 5.13 in Table 6 where we see that Algorithm 5.13 is more
efficient for m ~ 6. In practice, however, this is not very significant since
we usually work with m < 6. •

Table 6.

m

2
3
4
5
6

Comparison of the Operation Counts of Algorithms 5.12 and 5.13

Algorithm 5.12 Algorithm 5.13
(m+l)m(m-l) 5m2 +m-8

2 2

3 7
12 20
30 38
60 61

lOS 89

§ 5.3. THE PIECEWISE POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATION

While the B-spline expansion is the preferred way to deal with splines on a
computer in most cases, there are some situations where it may be
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advantageous to generate the coefficients of each of the polynomial pieces
(e.g., when we have to evaluate the spline at a large number of points, as
might be the case if we want to graph it).

DEFINITION 5.14. Piecewise Polynomial Representation

Let ~= {XI <x2< ... <xJc } be a partition of the interval [a,b] into pieces
Jo=[a,xl),J I =[xl,x2 ), ••• ,I/c =[xJc,b]. Suppose SO,Sl'.'.'SJc are the polynomi
als representing a spline sE~(~m;CJlC;a) on each subinterval lo, ... ,IJc,
respectively. In particular, suppose

and

(5.18)

m

Si(X) = ~ cWy-(x - XiY-I,
j-I

i = 1, 2, ... ,k. (5.19)

We call this the piecewise polynomial representation of s.

It is evident from Definition 5.14 that the piecewise polynomial repre
sentation of a spline s is completely determined by the matrix

CW=(CWij):_o:_t· (5.20)

Thus this representation provides an alternate way of storing a polynomial
spline. In general, this representation is bulkier than the B-spline expansion
in that m( k + 1) values must be stored here as compared with m + K for the
B-spline expansion.

Given the B-spline expansion of a spline, it is a relatively easy matter to
compute the matrix CW of its piecewise representation. From (5.18) and
(5.19) we find that

and

CWij=
DJ+- IS(X,)

(j-I)! '

DJ_- IS(X I)

(j-I)! '

j=I,2, ,m
i = I, 2, ,k,

j= 1,2,.,.,m.

(5.21 )

(5.22)

This leads to the following numerical method:
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ALGORITHM 5.15. Conversion From the B-Spline Expansion to the Piecewise
Polynomial Representation

1. Compute the matrix cd by Algorithm 5.10;
2. Forj~1 step I until m

compute fac(j)=(j-l)!;
3. For i~1 step I until k

(a) compute s(x), ... , nm-1s(x;) by Algorithm 5.12;
(b) forj~1 step 1 until m

CW(i,j)~Dj-ls(x;)/fac(j);

4. Compute s(x1-), D _s(x1), ... ,D~-IS(Xl) by Algorithm 5.12;
5. Forj~ I step I until m

CW(O,j)~Dj_-ls(xl)/fac(j).

Discussion. Not counting the calculation of fac or cd, the operation count
for this algorithm is (k+ l)m(m 2 + 1)/2. •

Once we have the piecewise polynomial representation of a spline, we
can use Horner's scheme to evaluate it at any given point. This requires (cf.
Algorithm 3.2) only m - 1 operations as compared to the 3m(m - 1)/2
operations required by the most efficient of the methods discussed in §5.2
using the B-spline expansion. This difference can become quite significant
if it is required to compute s at a large number of points. Derivatives can
also be computed from the piecewise polynomial representation (using
Horner's scheme or synthetic division-see Remark 3.1) with significantly
fewer operations than required by the methods of §5.2.

The decision as to whether it pays to carry out the conversion to the
piecewise polynomial representation can only be made once the user has
decided how often the spline and/or its derivatives will be evaluated. For
m =2, 3,4 the breakpoint is about two evaluations per interval.

§ 5.4. INTEGRALS

In this section we deal with definite and indefinite integrals and with inner
products of splines. We begin by showing that the indefinite integral of a
spline is again a spline.

THEOREM 5.16

Let s E ~ (0'm; 0lt; ~). Then

Da-Is(x) = fXs(t)dtE~(~m+l; 0lt;~).
a

(5.23)
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Proof. It is clear that Da-Is is a piecewise polynomial of order m + 1. But
if S, ..• , Dis are continuous at a knot Xi' then Da-Is, ... , D)+ IDa-Is will also
be continuous at Xi' and we conclude that Da-Is E ~ (~m+ I; 01l; ~). •

In view of Theorem 5.16 the antiderivative of a spline can be expanded
in terms of B-splines of order m + 1. The following theorem shows how the
coefficients of this expansion can be computed from the coefficients of the
B-spline expansion of s:

THEOREM S.17

Suppose s = ~7-1 ciNi
m. Then for all X <Yn + I'

x n

Dy~IS(X)= f s(t)dt= L d-')Nr+l(x),
YI is: 1

where

(5.24)

i= 1,2, ... ,n. (5.25)

Proof ChooseYO<Yl andYn+m+1 >Yn+ m • Then on [YI,yn+d we know that
Dy~ IS(X) can be expanded as a linear combination of the B-splines
NO'+I, ... ,Nn

m+ l
; suppose

n

Dy~ IS(X) = L C~-1)Nim+ I(X).
i-O

(5.26)

We note that C6-1) = Dy-1s(YI)/N;,+I(YI) =0. To find the other
coefficients, we observe that ~ = D + D -IS, and so by applying Theorem 5.9
to the B-spline expansion (5.26),

{

( C~-I) - C~-I»
, ,-I

C.= m _', (Yi+m Yi)

0,

and (5.25) follows.

if Yi+m - Yi >0

otherwise,

•
We note that the following corollary of Theorem 5.17 gives the B-spline

expansion of the antiderivative of a single B-spline:
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COROLLARY 5.18

Suppose Yk <Yk+m. Then

0,

( ) k+m-I
Ym+k-Yk ~ N;"+'(x),

Dy~·Nkm(X)= m i-k

(Ym+k - Yk)
m

X<Yk

201

(5.27)

Proof Let ck = I and ci = 0, all i =t=k in Theorem 5.17. Then

if i <k

if i >k. •
Theorem 5.17 is easily converted to a numerical algorithm. Let

x n

mDy~ls(x)=mf s(t)dt= ~ C/(i)Nim+I(X).
YI i== I

(5.28)

ALGORITHM 5.19. Computation of the Coefficients of mDJ'~ IS

I. Sum~O~

2. For i~1 step I until n
(a) sum~sum+ [y(i + m) - y(i)].c(i);
(b) C/(i)~sum.

Discussion. This is simply formula (5.25), where to save work we have not
divided by m at every step. The number of operations is clearly n. •

Now we can describe an algorithm for computing definite integrals.

ALGORITHM 5.20. To Compute 1= f~s(t)dt for Given II <c <d <.b

1. Use Algorithm 5.8 to compute Id=mDy~·s(d);

2. Similarly compute Ic = mDy~ ·s(c);
3. I=(/d-lc)/m.

Discussion. It is assumed· that the coefficients {CI(j)}7 of the antideriva
tive of s have already been computed by Algorithm 5.19. The operation
count (ignoring the computation of the matrix CI and the location of the
intervals in which c and d lie) is 3m2 -3m+ 1. •
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We now discuss the question of computing inner products of B-splines
with each other, and with other functions. In particular, suppose we want
to compute

jYi+mN;m(x)j(x)dx
Yi

(5.29)

for a function j defined on (Yi'Yi+m). If j is a polynomial, then one
approach to computing (5.29) is to use the explicit formulae for the
moments of the B-spline given in (4.39). Since this involves computing the
functions Pv(Yi' ... 'Yi + m)' this will only be practical for polynomials of very
low order.

In general, we recommend the use of Gauss quadrature. To this end, we
recall the following result from numerical analysis:

THEOREM 5.21. Gauss Quadrature

There exist points

(symmetric about zero) and positive weights WI' ••• ' Wm so that the quadra
ture formula

1 mf I~Qf= L W)(z)
-I )==1

for integrating functions jon [ - 1, 1] is exact for polynomials of order 2m;
that is,

fl j(x)dx=Qf
-1

for allj E '?P2m.

Discussion. This result is proved in most numerical analysis texts. The
weights are also symmetric. For low,values of m we give the sample points
and weights in Tables 7 and 8, respectively. If f is defined on an interval
[0, b], then we may make a change of variables to obtain

and this formula will also be exact for alljE0'2m.

(5.30)

•
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Table 7. Gauss Quadrature Sample points

m Z2 z3 Z4 Zs

2 0.5773502692
3 0 0.7745966692
4 0.3399810436 0.8611363116
5 0 0.5384693101 0.9061798459

Table 8. Gauss Quadrature Weights

m W2 W3 W4 Ws

2 1
3 0.8888888889 0.5555555556
4 0.6521451549 0.3478548451
5 0.5688888889 0.4786286705 0.2369268851

While for arbitrary functions f the Gauss quadrature rule in (5.30) only
produces an approximation to the inner product (5.29), it can be used to
compute inner products of B-splmes.exact(y. In particular, if we write

then the value of Gij can be computed exactly by applying Gauss quadra
ture to each of the m integrals in this sum. By the support properties of the
B-splines, it is clear that Gij is zero except for i + 1- m ~} <i + m - 1.

The matrix

G=(GIJ")~'_1I,) ,
(5.32)

with Gij given by (5.31), is called the Gram matrix associated with the
functions {Ni } ~. It is positive definite, symmetric, and is 2m - 1 banded.
We recommend the· following algorithm for computing the Gram matrix:

ALGORITHM 5.22. Computation of the Gram Matrix (5.32)

1. For v~m step 1 until n
ifYv+l>Yv' then for u~l step 1 until m
(a) use Algorithm 5.5 to compute the B-splines with value at the

point tuv = zu(Yv+I - Yv)/2 +(Yv+1+Yv)/2;
(b) for all i and) such that both N i

mand ~m have value at tuv' add
wUNim(~v)~m(~v)to Gij.
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Discussion. Since G is a banded matrix, it should be stored in banded
form. This algorithm requires order nm3 operations, and since it is based
on B-splines, it is extremely stable. The Gram matrix can also be computed
by taking divided differences (in both variables) of the Green's' function
(x - y)~m-I (see Theorem 4.25). If the computation is properly arranged,
this can be done in order nm 2 operations. However, it is well known that
the use of divided differences is a relatively unstable process. For a
numerical comparison of the two approaches, see Remark 5.1. The use of
divided differences can only be recommended for small m and for knots
with relatively uniform spacing. For equally spaced knots the inner prod
ucts can be given explicitly-see the following section. •

I 5.5. EQUALLY SPACED KNOTS

As we saw in Section 4.4, there are some substantial simplifications in
various formulae involving B-splines in the case of equally spaced knots.
In this section we show how these simplifications can be exploited to
design more efficient algorithms. We begin with a definition.

x;= a+ ih,

DEFINITION 5.23. Uniform Partition

Given an interval [a, b] and an integer k ~ 1, .let

. (b - a)
I = 0, I, ... ,k + I, where h = (k + I) . (5.33)

Then we say that ~= {x;}~ defines a uniform partition of [a,b] with mesh
size h.

In this section we deal with the space ~m(~) of splines with simple knots
(cf. Definition 1.2) at the points of a uniform partition ~. As a basis for
this space we shall take the normalized B-splines {N;m} 7, n = m + k, corre
sponding to the extended partition

y; = a + (i - m)·h, i= 1,2, ... ,k+2m. (5.34)

The advantage of this choice of extended partition is that all B-splines are
translates of the basic B-spline N m defined in §4.4 (cf. Theorem 4.32).
Thus every spline s E ~m(~) has a unique expansion of the form

n ( X - y.)
s(x)= .~ c;N m -h-' .

,-}
(5.35)

It follows from (5.35) that to store s on a computer we may store its
coefficients c., ... ,cn • To evaluate s(x) we may use the following simplified
version of Algorithm 5.8:
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ALGORITHM 5.24. Evaluation of s{x) for Given a <x <b

1. Find / using Algorithm 5.4;
2. xdh~(x - a)/h - /+ m;
3. Forj~1 step 1 until m

cx(j)~c(j+ /- m);
4. Forj~2 step 1 until m

for i~m step - 1 until j
cx(i)~(xdh + m - i).cx(i) + (i - j + 1- xdh).cx(i - 1);

5. s~cx(m)/(m - I)!.

Discussion.. This algorithm takes a total of m(m-I)+2 operations if we
assume that the value of (m - I)! has been precomputed. This is a slight
savings over Algorithm 5.8 for m > 2. In particular, for m = 4 (cubic
splines) this algorithm requires 14 operations as compared with 18 for
Algorithm 5.8. •

It is also possible to evaluate s(x) using Algorithm 5.6. In this regard it is
useful to have a streamlined version of Algorithm 5.5 for computing
B-splines. The following algorithm makes use of the recursion relation
(4.52):

ALGORITHM 5.25. Generation of N/: 1 _,"{x), ... ,Nf'"{x) for Yf:< x <Yf+l

1. xdh~(x - a)/ h - / + 2m;
2. Forj~1 step 1 until m - 1

Q(j)~O;

3. Q(m)~I, Q(m + l)~O;

4. Forj~2 step 1 until m
for i~m - j + 1 step 1 until m

Q(i)~(xdh - i). Q(i) + (i +j - xdh). Q(i + 1);
5. For i~1 step 1 until m

Q(i)~Q(i)/(m - I)!.

Discussion. Assuming that the value of (m - I)! has been precomputed,
'this algorithm requires· m 2 + 2m - 1 operations. This is somewhat cheaper
than Algorithm 5.5 if m>3. For example, for m=4 it uses 23 operations as
compared'to 24 for Algorithm 5.5. •

If Algorithm 5.25 is going to be used for evaluation of splines, then it
may be reasonable to delete step (5), since we can always divide out the
factor (m - I)! after summing up the B-splines times the coefficients.

Dealing with the derivatives of B-spline expansions for uniform parti
tions is 'also somewhat simpler than in the general case. First, we note

(5.36)
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Now if s has the B-spline expansion (5.35), then for all a <x <:b,

d=O,l, ... ,m-l, (5.37)

where Vd is the backward difference operator defined by

d

V1(x)= ~ (-I);(~)f(x-i).
;==0 I

Let

(5.38)

d= 1,2, ...·,m
i=d, ... ,n, n= m+k.

(5.39)

These are the desired coefficients without the h -d factor. The array cd is
produced by the following algorithm:

ALGORITHM 5.26. To Compute the Array cd Defined in (5.39)

I. For i~1 step 1 until n
cd(l, i)~c(i);

2. Forj~2 step I until m
for i~j step 1 until n

cd(j, i)~cd(j- I, i) - cd(j - I, i-I).

Discussion.
sions.

This algorithm does not require any multiplications or divi

•
Algorithm 5.24 may now be used to compute derivatives (cf. Algorithm

5.12). It is also possible to design a stre'amlined version of Algorithm 5.15
for converting the B-spline expansion of s to a piecewise polynomial
representation.

The computation of indefinite an~ definite int~grals ·of B-spline expan
sions with equidistant kno~s proceeds exactly as in the general case. For
example, the indefinite integral is given by

(5.40)

Inner products of B-splines on uniform partitions can be computed ex
plicitly as shown in Section 4.4.
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§ 5.6. HISTORICAL NOTES

Section 5.1

207

It is difficult to say when the first numerical computations with splines
were made. It seems likely that Eagle [1928], Quade and Collatz [1938],
and Schoenberg [1946a, b] made at least some hand calculations. The use
of splines on large-scale digital computers had to wait, of course, for such
machines to become generally available. Serious computer calculations
with splines seem to have begun with researchers trying to model the
mechanical spline on the computer-see, for example, MacLaren [1958],
Theilheimer and Starkweather [1961], Birkhoff and Garabedian [1960],
Asker [1962], Fowler and Wilson [1963], Berger and Webster [1963], and
Berger,·Webster, Tapia, and Atkins [1966].

Most early methods for computing with splines used some form of
piecewise polynomial representation. The possibility of using one-sided
basis elements was also tried, but was quickly discarded as being too
numerically unstable. At first there was not much use of the B-splines. In
one early application, Greville [1964a] used them to compute interpolating
natural splines (of order 2m) by representing the mth derivative of the
desired spline as a B-spline expansion. Despite all of the nice features of
B-splines, the use of piecewise polynomial representations remained popu
lar (cf. Carraso and Laurent [1968], Cox [1971], and Reinsch [1967)).
Perhaps users were somewhat wary about the fact that B-splines had to be
computed by divided differences.

The importance of B-splines for numerical computations was im
mediately 'and enormously enhanced by the discovery of the recursion
(4.22) by Cox [1972] and deBoor [1972]. Both authors observed Theorem
5.1 and described the associated algorithm for stably computing B-splines.
Cox [1972] concentrated on the case' of distinct knots, and gave a detailed
backward'error analysis to. back up the assertion that the method is stable.
deBoor [1972] allowed multiple knots, and later published a package (see
deBoot [1977]) of FORTRAN programs based on his paper. Most of the
ideas of this section come froIl) deBoor's pa'pers. We have. elected to
describe the algorithms 'in an informal language so, that the user can write
his own programs-we give· operation counts to help in selecting which
algorithm to program.

Section 5.2

Theorem 5.9 is established in the article by deBoor [1972]. For equally
spaced knots it appears already in the paper by Schoenberg [1946a) [cf.
(5.37)]. Cox [1971] has given some recursion relations for the derivatives of
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B-splines, which together with (4.23) lead to a variety of methods for
computing them. Butterfield [1976] has carried out a careful comparison of
these methods based on backward error analysis.

Section 5.3

In defining the piecewise polynomial representation of a polynomial spline,
we have decided to work with expansions of the polynomials in terms of
powers of (x - Xi). While it is well known that the power basis for
polynomials is not well suited for numerical computations if m is mod
erately large or if the interval is moderately long, we expect that, in
practice, there should be no difficulty with this choice since we will, in fact,
be working with small m and on small intervals. An alternative would be
to work with Tchebycheff polynomial expansions-see Cox [1971] or
Rivlin [1974]. Here we have discussed only the problem of converting a
B-spline expansion of a spline to a piecewise polynomial expansion.
deBoor [1977, 1978] also discusses the reverse process, although it seems
much less likely to be required.

Section 5.4

Theorem 5.17, giving formulae for the B-spline coefficients of the antide
rivative of a spline, was found by deBoor, Lyche, and Schumaker [1976].
The formula (5.27) for the antiderivative of a B-spline had been found
earlier by Gaffney [1974]. Our discussion of the computation of inner
products of B-splines is based on .the article by deBoor, Lyche, and
Schumaker [1976], where an explicit ALGOL program can be found. For
some quadrature formulae for computing integrals against B-splines, see
Phillips and Hanson [1974].

§ 5.7. REMARKS

Remark 5.1

To illustrate the difficulties that can arise in c.omputing inner products of
B-splines using the double divided difference formula given in Theorem
4.25, .deBoor, Lyche, and Schumaker [1976] considered the problem of
computing the value

corresponding to the B-spline N;4( x )

of order 4 over the knots Y;' .-.. 'Y;+4 =5,6,6 +10- r
, 8,9 for various values of

r. This integral was computed first by using'Theorem 4.25, and then by
using ~auss.quadrature as described in Algorithm 5.22.
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The results of this experiment are shown in Table 9. The values found
using Algorithm 5.22 are all correct to nine decimal digits, while the values
produced by the divided difference formula are increasingly inaccurate as r
becomes larger (and the spacing of the knots becomes more nonuniform).
For ease of comparison we have underlined the first incorrect digit in each
value produced by the divided difference method.

Table 9. A Comparison of Two Methods For Computing the Inner Product of
B-Splines

r Gauss Quadrature Divided Differences

0 4.194444445 4.194444445
1 4.066497736 4.066497716
2 4.040109644 4.040109621
3 4.037345542 4.037344000
4 4.037067900 4.037048708
5 4.037040124 4.036818046
6 4.037037346 4.037239721
7 4.037037068 4.020766567
8 4.037037040 4.041030623
9 4.037037037 2.016235838



6
APPROXIMATION POWER
OF SPLINES

In this chapter we examine the relationship between the smoothness of a
function, and how well it can be approximated by polynomial splines. We
include direct theorems, lower bounds, inverse theorems, and saturation
results. In addition, we characterize some classical spaces of smooth
functions in terms of their order of approximation by polynomial splines.

§ 6.1. INTRODUCTION

Suppose ':'f is a class of smooth functions defined on the interval [G, b], and
that ~ is a space of polynomial splines oefined on the same interval. In
this chapter we are interested in relating the smoothness of f to how well it
can be approximated by splines in ~. In order to provide a measure of
how well f E q- can be approximated, we define

(6.1 )

where X is some normed linear space containing both q- and 5). In
practice, we shall be interested primarily in the spaces X= C[a,b] or
X = Lp[a, b], with I ~ p < 00.

The most important part of this chapter is Section 6.4, where we obtain
upper bounds on the size of d(f, ~ ). Our results will be similar to the direct
theorems established in Chapter 3 for polynomial approximation. There we
established bounds of the form

d(J, qpm)x ,;;; CWf ( ~ ),

where C is a constant independent of m and f, and w~ere wit) is some
function describing the smoothness of f. We were especially interested in
the behavior of the bound as m~oo.
210
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For spline approximation, however, we are not interested in large values
of m. To get accurate approximations using splines we would prefer to
keep m fixed at a rather low value, and increase the number of knots.
Hence our direct theorems for spline approximation will have the form

allfE '5, (6.2)

where ~ is the mesh size of the partition d = {Xi}~ + I associated with the
spline space ~, defined by

~= max (X;+l-X;).
O<i<k

(6.3)

Our main direct theorems for spline approximation are contained in
Section 6.4. We shall concentrate on giving bounds for the space of splines
~m(~) with simple knots. Indeed, since

all 01t,

it follows that

and our upper bounds will automatically be valid for all spline spaces
~ (~m; 01t; d).

As companions for the upper bounds on d(f, ~ )x' we shall also give
corresponding lower bounds of the form

some FE'5, (6.4)

where 0' 0'm (~) is the space of piecewise polynomials. of order m associated
with the partition d. Since

all 01t,

the lower bounds for 0' 0'm(d) will automatically produce lower bounds for
all spline spaces ~ (0'm; 01t; d).

In those cases where we can establish both (6.2) and (6.4), we will be
assured that our bounds have the correct order. Moreover, by comparing
the sizes of C1 and C2, we can get some information on how good the
constants are. In this case we are also able to conclude that all of the spline
spaces between 0' 0'm(a) and ~m(a) have the same approximation power,
independent of how the multiplicity vector 01t is selected.
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It is natural to expect that the order of approximation attainable with
polynomial splines will increase with the smoothness of the class of
functions qJ being approximated. Up to a limit this is true. We will show in
Sections 6.8 to 6.9, however, that if 'If n 0'm =Fe/>, then the maximal order of
convergence possible for the class '?f is ~m, no matter how much smooth
ness qJ is assumed to have. This is a saturation result. Results of this kind
will follow from various inverse theorems in which we will estimate the
modulus of smoothness of a function in terms of how well it can be
approximated by piecewise polynomials or by splines.

In Section 2.10 we observed that the sequence of polynomial spaces
0'l' 0'2' . .. is an asymptotically optimal sequence of approximating spaces
for several classical spaces of smooth functions (in the sense of n-widths).
In this chapter we shall show that the spline spaces ~m(~l)' ~m(~2)' .•. for
appropriate sequences of finer and finer partitions ~l' Ll2,... are also
asymptotically optimal approximating spaces.

§ 6.2. PIECEWISE CONSTANTS

In order to illustrate the relationship between the smoothness of functions
and their order of approximability by splines, in this section and the
following one we consider two simple special cases. Here we examine
approximation by piecewise constants; in Section 6.3 we consider ap
proximation by piecewise linear splines.

Let

~={a=XO<Xl<··· <Xk<Xk+1=b}

be a partition of the interval [a, b], and let ~ I (~) be the corresponding
space of piecewise constant functions. Corresponding to ~, we define the
mesh spacing by

(6.5)

Then we can establish the following direct theorem, giving bounds on the
approximation order for several typical spaces of smooth functions:

TIlEOREM 6.1

For any ~,

d[ f, ~I(~)]~ <; 4w(f; a)oo' allf E B[ a,b];

d[f'§I(~)]q< ~1-I/P+l/llllprll", allfEL;[a,b],

d[f'§l(~)]oo< 4~IIDflloo' allfE C 1
[ a,b].

(6.6)

1~p ~q < 00; (6.7)

(6.8)
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Proof See Section 2.1 for the definition of these various spaces. Suppose
now thatfEB[a,b]. Let

where

( )
_ (m;+M;)

s x - 2 '

m; = ess inf!(x),
.rEI,

i=O,I, ... ,k,

M; = ess sup fix),
.rEI,

(6.9)

where Io, ... ,Ik are the subintervals of [a,b] defined by the partition d.
Clearly SE~l(a). Moreover, for all xEI;,

This proves (6.6). (We could also obtain this directly from Whitney's
theorem-see Theorem 3.16.)

Suppose now that f E L~Ja, b]. Then there exists ~; E I; such that

(m;+M;)
s(x)=f(~;)= 2 '

hence

If(x) - s(x)1 <; If(x) - f(~;)1 <; jXi+ 'IDf(t)ldt <; XII Dfll oo (6.10)
Xi

for xEI;. Since this holds for all i=O, l, ... ,k, we have proved (6.7) for
p=q=oo. The estimate (6.8) follows since Cl[a,b]C:L~[a,b].

To prove (6.7) for general 1 <p <q < 00, we apply Holder's inequality to
(6.10) to obtain

(f X'+1 )llP
If(x)-s(x)I<;XI-I/p Xi' IDf(tWdt ,

This implies

iXi+'lf(x) - s(xWdx <; Xq-q/p+ 1(£Xi+'IDf(tWdtriP,
, I

and summing over i = 0, 1, ... , k yields

[
k ( X. I )qIPjl/q

II f-s II q <. l:1- I/p+I/q i~O £. H IDf(t)IP dt .
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Finally, applying Jensen's inequality (see Remark 6.2) to the last sum, we
find that it is bounded by

We have proved (6.7). •
We can also give error bounds for piecewise approximation of Lp

functions. Since we shall give Lp results in §6.4 for splines of arbitrary
order, we do not bother with them here.

To illustrate how lower bounds corresponding to the upper bounds given
in Theorem 6.1 can be obtained, we establish lower bounds for functions
in C[a, b] and C I[a, b]. Lower bounds for functions in the Sobolev spaces
can be established similarly.

THEOREM 6.2

Given any ~, there exists a function F I E C[a,b] such that

(6.11 )

Moreover, for all e>O, there exists a function FeECI[a,b] such that

(6.12)

Proof. Let [Xi,Xi+.l be a subinterval of [a,b] corresponding to ~ with
xi+I - Xi =~. We define

X<X;

x; <x <Xi + 1

X i + 1 <x

Then since d[FI'~I(~)]oo=1/2 while w(F1;a)00= I, we have proved (6.11).
Given e>O, we define g(x) to be zero for x~[X;,Xi+tl, to be 1 on

[Xi + ea, x; + 1 - e~], and to be linear in between. Then the function Fe( x) =
f~.g(t)dt is zero for x<x;, is (l-e)il for X>X;+I' and is monotone
in~reasing in between. It follows that d[F:, ~l(~)]oo=a(l- e)/2. On the
other hand, II DF:: II 00 = II gil 00 = 1, and (6.12) follows. •
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The lower bounds in Theorem 6.2 show that the upper bounds (6.6) and
(6.8) for functions in C[a,b] and in C 1[a,b] are the best possible, including
the constants.

We turn now to the inverse question of estimating the smoothness of a
function in terms of how well it can be approximated by piecewise
constants. As a first step in this direction, we establish the following
theorem, where we use

THEOREM 6.3

For any fE C[a,b],

~= min (Xi+1-X,.):
O<.i<.k

(6.13)

(6.14)w(J; ~)oo "4r ~1d[ f; ;;)\(.1) ] 00'

where r~/~1= min{j: ~/~ ~j}.

Proof. Suppose y - x ~~. then the interval (x,y) can contain at most one
knot. If it does not contain any knots, then

If(y) - f(x)1 < 1 f(y) -s(y)1 + Is(x) - f(x)1 <; 2d[ f, ~l(d)J.

On the other hand, if (x,y) contains the knot Xi' then

If(y) - f(x)1 < If(y) - f(xi)1 + If(xi ) - f(x)1 <: 4d[f, ~l(d)J.

In either case we conclude that w(f; ~) <4d[f, ~ 1(~)]. Now, combining this
with the fact that

- (a'L\) ralw{J; a) "w f; - ~- " ~ w(f; ~),

we obtain (6.14). •

Theorem 6.3 by itself does not actually say very much about the
smoothness of the function f. In order to have information on the smooth
ness of f, we need to know the behavior of w(f; t) for at least some
sequence of I's converging to zero (rather than just at a single point as in
Theorem 6.3). To get such information, we must know something about
the size of d[f, ~l (L\p)] for a sequence of partitions dp In view of the
dependence of the bound in (6.14) on the ratio ap / ~p, it is clear that not
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every sequence of partitions will do, and we will need some control on the
mesh ratios. We are led to make the following definition:

DEFINrnON 6.4. Quasi-Uniform Partitions

Let ~1' Ll2 , ••• be a sequence of partitions of [Q, b]. If 0 >0 is a constant such
that

all 11, (6.15)

then we say that ~" is a o-quasi-uniform sequence ofpartitions.
In addition to controlling the mesh ratios, in order to get information on

w(f; t) for small t, we have to assume that ~,,~O. On the other hand, we
do not want the ratio ~,,/~,,+ 1 to be too big. Hence we make the following
definition:

DEFINITION 6.5. Steadiness of a Sequence of Partitions

We say that the sequence ~" of partitions goes steadily to zero provided
there exist constants 1<a < 00 and 1<f3 < 00 such that for all "

(6.16)

Before proceeding to our first inverse theorem for piecewise constant
approximation, we give two important examples of sequences of partitions
that go steadily to zero.

EXAMPLE 6.6. Uniform Partitions

For ,,= 1,2, ... , let

- (b-a)
~,,=~,,= .

- 11

Discussion. For each 11, ~" divides [a,b] into " subintervals of equal
length. A uniform partition is I-quasi-uniform. This sequence of partitions
goes steadily to zero with constants a = I and f3 = 2. •

EXAMPLE 6.7. Nested Uniform Partitions

For 11 = 1, 2, . . . , let

{ - }2"
d,,= a+id" i-O'

- (b-a)
d,,= 2" .
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Discussion. We call this sequence of partitions nested since d,,~d,,+I. It
goes to zero steadily with constants a = f3 =2. •

The following theorem is an inverse theorem for approximation by ~ 1(d,,)
on a sequence of partitions d".

THEOREM 6.8

Suppose d" is a sequence of O'-quasi-uniform partitions of [a, b] with mesh
size going steadily to zero. Also suppose f E C[a, b] is such that

all v = 1, 2, ... , (6.17)

where cf> is a monotone-increasing function on (0, al). Then

w( f; t) < 4 r ,B1r 0'1cf>( t) (6.18)

where f3 is the constant in Definition 6.5 of steadiness and r fil = min{j:
f3 <j}.

Proof. Let v be such that a" + 1 < t < a". By the monotonicity of wand cf>,
(6.17) coupled with Theorem 6.3 implies

w(f; t) <w(f; a,,) ~ w(f; fiLl" + I) < r f31 w(f; Ll,,+ I)

<4r 131rO'ld[f'~I(d"+I)]~4r 131rO'lcf>(a,,+I)<4r f31rO'lcf>(t).•

The following simple corollary of Theorem 6.8 shows that there is a limit
to how well functions can be approximated by piecewise constants, no
matter how smooth the function may be. This kind of result is called a
saturation theorem.

THEOREM 6.9

Let d" be a sequence of partitions as in Theorem 6.8. SupposefE C[a,b] is
such that for all v

(6.19)

where C is a constant and ~(t) is a function with t~(t) monotone and
l/I(t)~O as t~O. Then f must be a constant; that is, f E 0\.
Proof Theorem 6.8 together with (6.19) implies that w(f;t)/t~Oas t~O.

By properties of modulus of smoothness [cf. (2.122)], this implies f is a
constant. •
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Theorem 6.9 asserts that the maximal order of convergence attainable
with piecewise constants defined on a sequence of quasi-uniform partitions
~v going steadily to zero is one. This order of convergence is attained as
soon as f belongs to L~[a,b], as shown in Theorem 6.1. Higher order of
convergence occurs only for constants (which are approximated exactly).
This does not exclude the possibility, however, that for a given function f
some higher order of approximation might be possible if an appropriate
(non-quasi-uniform) sequence of meshes is used. See Chapter 7 for results
in the case where the knots are free parameters.

We may now combine our direct and inverse theorems to obtain a
characterization of the Lipschitz space Lipo defined in (2.128).

THEOREM 6.10

Let ~v be a sequence of partitions as in Theorem 6.8. Then a function
fE C[ a, b] belongs to Lipo if and only if for all v

(6.20)

for some constant C.

Proof If fELipo, then w(f; t) <:: CtO, and (6.20) follows from Theorem
6.1. On the other hand, Theorem 6.8 shows that if f satisfies (6.20), then
w(f; 1)=0(tO), and thusfELipo. •

The assumption that fEC[a,b] cannot be removed in Theorems 6.8
through 6.10 without some further assumption on the sequence of meshes.
Consider the following example:

EXAMPLE 6.11

Approximatef(x)=(x-(a+b)j2)~ by piecewise constants.

Discussion. Clearly w(f; t) = 1 for all 0 < t <b - a. On the other hand, if a
is a partition that contains the point (a+b)/2, then d[f'~l(a)]=O. Thus
(6.14) cannot hold. Similarly, if ~v is a sequence of partitions each of which
contains (a + b)j2 (which might easily be the case with nested partitions,
for example), then Theorem 6.10 cannot hold. Indeed, (6.20) holds trivially
with any lX, but since f is not continuous, it certainly does not belong to
any Lipschitz class. •

It is possible to establish analogs of Theorems 6.8 to 6.10 for fEB [a, b)
and appropriate ~v. First we prove a sharper version of Theorem 6.3.
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TIlEOREM 6.12

For any jE B[a.b].
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where

jump[ jJx
1

= j(xj +) - j(xj -). j = 1,2, ... ,k.

Proof The proof is very much like the proof of Theorem 6.3. Let
y-x~~. Then (x.y) contains at most one knot. If there are no knots in
(x,y), then Ij(y)-j(x)I~2d[j'~1(~)]as before. If X; is a knot in (x,y),
then

Ij(y) - j(x)1 ~ Ij(y) -f(x; +)1 + \j(x; + )- j(x; -)1 + Ij(x; -) - j(x)\.

This implies that w(j;~) ~ id[j, ~I (~)] + maxI ~j~kjump[j]xJ' Now (6.21)
follows by the estimate w(j;~) ~ r~/~ lw(j; ~). •

We can now prove an improved version of Theorem 6.8 (with a stronger
hypothesis on the parti tions).

THEOREM 6.13

Let ~,,= {x/, }~" + 1 be a sequence of a-quasi-uniforrn partitions going stead
ily to zero, and suppose that for all 1~ i ~ k" there exists n;,,, >" so that
x;"f/:.~n,.". Then ifjEB[a,b] is such that

with cJ> monotone increasing on (0, ~l)' it follows that

(6.22)

w(j;t)~6ralr f3l<p(t), a110<t<~I' (6.23)

Proof Let" be such that ~"+I ~t<~". For each i we know xr+lEl~1Ir."+I'
and thus
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It follows that
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w(j; a., + 1) <6r (11$( t),

and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 6.8 we obtain (6.23). •
COROLLARY 6.14

Let Ll., be a sequence of partitions of [a,b] as in Theorem 6.13. Then a
functionjEB[a,b] belongs to Lipa if and only if (6.20) holds.

Proof. The proof proceeds exactly as in Theorem 6.10, using Theorem
6.13 in place of Theorem 6.8. •

We observe that both Theorem 6.13 and its corollary can be applied in
the case of a sequence of uniform partitions as in Example 6.6 (since it is
easily seen that given any xt in Ll." there is a later partition that does not
contain xt). On the other hand, the results do not apply for the sequence
of nested partitions given in Example 6.7.

In this section we have concentrated on inverse and saturation results
for the oo-modulus of continuity. Similar results can be established for the
p-modulus of continuity in terms o.f d[j, ~I(Ll.,)]p-seeSection 6.9.

§ 6.3. PIECEWISE LINEAR FUNCflONS

In this section we further illustrate the connection between the smoothness
of a function and the order of its approximation by splines. Here we deal
with linear splines (the case m = 2) and with the uniform norm only. Our
first theorem contains upper bounds for several spaces of smooth func
tions.

THEOREM 6.15

Let Ll be a partition of [a,b] with mesh spacing ~. Then

d[ j, ~2(Ll) ] 00 <w(j; ~), alljE C[ a,b]; (6.24)

d[j'~2(Ll)]oo <w2(f;~/2), alljEC[a,b]; (6.25)

~ -
alljEL~[a,bJ; (6.26)d[f'~2(Ll)Joo ~ Iw(Dj;Ll),

d[ j, ~2(Ll) ] 00 ~ ~II Dfll 00' alljEL~[a,bJ; (6.27)

d[f,Siid)]oo ~ ~21ID11Ioo, alljEL~[a,bJ. (6.28)
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Proof. GivenjE C[a,b], let

_{1; + (1;+ I - J;)(x - Xi) ,
s(x) - (xi + I - Xi)

;=O,l, ... ,k,
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(6.29)

where, in general, we write J; =j(xi ), ;=O,I, ... ,k+l. This is the piecewise
linear polynomial that interpolates j at the points a= X o<x 1< ... <xk <
xk + 1= b; that is,

i =0, I, ... ,k + I.

Now, for any o~; ~k and Xi ~X <xi + I' by the continuity of j there must
exist ~x in Ii=[xi,xi+tl such that s(x)=j(~x)' But then

Ij(X) - s(x)1 = Ij(x) - j(~x)\ <W(j; a)

We have established (6.24).
Suppose now that

for xEIj •

M=llj-slloo= max ~(x),
a<;x<;b

~(x) = \j(x) - s(x )1.

Since ~ is continuous, there exists 11 (which we suppose lies in the interval
I;=[xi,x;+.J) such that M=~(l1). Then if X;<11~(X;+x;+I)/2, it follows
that

I j( 11- h) - 2f( 11) +f( 11 + h)\ = 1~( 11 - h) - 2c5( 11) + ~( 11 + h)1 ;;. M,

where h = 11 - X;. This implies that M ~ w2(j; h) <w2(f; ~/2). If x is in the
second half of I;, a similar argument with h = x;+ 1 - 11 yields the same
estimate, and we have proved (6.25), (cf. Theorem 3.17).

Assume now thatjEL~[a,b]. Then for any O<i<:k and x;<x«xj +
X i + I )/2,

f
x 1-

\j(x)-s(x)l< IDj(t)-Ds(t)\dt<"2 d sup IDf(t)-Ds(t)l.
x; Xi <;t <;Xi+ I

But Ds(t) is a constant in I;, and since s andj agree in value at X; and X j + I'

it follows that inftEl; Dj(t) ~ Ds(t) < SUPtEl
i
Dj(t), hence

sup 1Df(t) - Ds(t)1 <; w( Df; a).
tEl;
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Substituting this in the above, we obtain If(x) - s(x)1 < t~w(Df; a). If x is
in the second half of the interval Ii" then we use

If(x) - s(x)1.,;; f Xi

+ 'IDf(t) - Ds(t)ldt,
x

and proceed as before. Since i is arbitrary, we have proved (6.26). The
estimate (6.27) follows immediately.

Finally, suppose f E L~[a, b]. Then by the explicit remainder formula
given in (3,,5) for polynomial interpolation., we have

f(x) - s(x) = (x - xi)(x - Xi+ 1)[ Xi'Xi+ I'X] f·

By (2.93), [Xi' Xi+ l' x]f< ~ II D 2f 1100' On the other hand, it is clear that for
-2

Xi <X <Xi+ l' I(x - Xi )(x - Xi+ 1)1 <~ /4, and (6.28) follows. •

We now give some lower bounds that are companions to the upper
bounds of Theorem 6.15. We do not bother to compute the best possible
constants.

THEOREM 6.16

Given any ~, there exists a function F) E L~Ja,b] such that

(6.30)

(6.31 )

(6.32)

and

(6.33)

Moreover, there exists a function F2EL~[a,b] with

(6.34)
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Proof Given~, let li=[xi,xi+)lbe a subinterval of length~. Let
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!
2(X - x;)/(xi + I - x;),

F1(x)= 2(Xi + 1-X)/(Xi + l -x;),

0,
Xi ~X ~Xi+)

otherwise.

We note that d[F), 0'0'2(~)]=1/2, w(F); Ll)= 1, w2(F); ~)=2, w(DF);~)
=4/~, and II DFIII 00 = 2/Ll. The inequalities (6.30) to (6.33) follow. This
function is the normalized B-spline with knots Xi' Xi' Xi + I·

We now define F2. Let F2(x)=Bj([2x-(Xi+Xi+I)]/(x;+I-x;», where
Bj is the perfect B-spline of order 3-see Example 4.35. Then since
F2«x;+xi + I)/2)= 1, d[F2,~Pc.P2(~)]= 1/2. On the other hand, IID2F21100=
(2/~)2I1D2BjII00 while IID2BjII00=4. Putting this information together, we
obtain (6.34). •

In Sections 6.8 to 6.9 we give inverse theorems, saturation theorems, and
characterization theorems for approximation by splines of arbitrary order
and for approximation in any p-norm, 1~ p ~ 00.

§ 6.4. DIRECf THEOREMS

In this section we give bounds on how well functions in various smooth
spaces can be approximated by splines in the space ~m(~). To establish our
error bounds, we construct a linear operator Q mapping B[a,b] into ~m(~).

We need the following lemma:

LEMMA 6.17

Let ~={a=xo<xl<··· <Xk<Xk+l=b} be a partItIon of the interval
[a,b]. Then there exists an associated partition d* = {a = xti <xi < ... <xt

<xt+ 1= b} with d * c: d such that

(6.35)

The partition ~* is 3-quasi-uniform (cf. Definition 6.4).

Proof Let xd=a, and define xi, ... ,xt recursively by

This process does not stop until b - 3~/2 ~ xt. Now let xt+ I = b. The
property (6.35) follows by construction. •
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Lemma 6.17 shows that any partition can be thinned out to get a
quasi-uniform partition. We return now to the construction of Q. Corre
sponding to the partition ~*, define the extended partition

Yt=··· =ym=a, Ym+t=xt,···,Ym+l=xt, b=Ym+l+l=··· =Y2m+l·

(6.36)

For convenience write n = m + /. Associated with this extended partition,
let B t' ... , Bn be the set of normalized B-splines forming a basis for ~m(~*).

For each i= 1,2, ... ,n, let

and

where

(j -1)
Tij =Yi + (Yi+m - yJ (m -1) , j= 1,2, ... ,m,

j= 1,2, ... ,m,

(6.37)

(6.38)

and

t~v)= (_I)V-l(v_I)! (m':'-v)(o)

~, (m-I)! fP"m ,

Let

m-l

fP;,m(t)= II (t-Y;+r)'
r=1

)-1

l/!;,j( t) = II (t - 'Tir ),
r=l

m

"AJ= ~ aij[ 'Til'··· ,'Tij ] f,
)=1

i= I, . .. ,n. (6.39)

TIlEOREM 6.18

For any fE B[a,b] define

n

Qf(x)= ~ (Aif)B;(x).
;== I

(6.40)

Then Q is a linear operator mapping B[a, b] into ~m(~*)~~m(~). More
over,

Qp=p for all p E 'Pm. (6.41)
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Proof By construction, Qf is a spline in Sm(d*). This spline space is a
subspace of ~m(d) since d* ~d. We now prove (6.41). First we claim that
for all i = 1,2, ... , n,

m

if p(x) = ~ crx r- I,
r=l

m

then A;P = ~ cr~Jr).
r==l

(6.42)

To prove this, we show that it holds for each of the polynomials
l/!;,I, ... ,l/!;,m (which clearly span '?Pm). For each} = 1,2, ... ,m we have

while

and (6.42) follows.
Now suppose p(X)=~;'_ICrxr-l.Then using Marsden's identity (4.34),

we have

n n m m n

Qp= ~ (AJJ)B;= ~ ~ cr~fr)B;= ~ cr ~ ~fr)B;=p. •
i=-I i-I r-I r-I i-I

The following lemma gives some information on the size of the
coefficients aij used in the construction of the linear functionals Ai:

LEMMA 6.19

Let {aij }7...mIJ _1 be defined as in (6.38). Then

I I ( ) j - I ( A) j - 1aij <; Y;+m-Y; <; mu ,
}= 1,2, ,m
j= I, ,n

(6.43)

Proof For any i we have ail = I, so (6.43) holds for} = 1. For}> 1 we use
an identity on polynomials (see Remark 6.1) to write

a .. =(_1»)-1 (m-))! ~ ( )
'J (m-I)! ~ Y", -'Til ••• (Y"J-' -'T;,j_J)'

vI,···,Vj-1

where the sum is taken over all choices of distinct Jl 1, ... ,P)-1 from
{i+I, ... ,i+m-I}. This is a sum of exactly (m-l)!j(m-})! terms. The
largest anyone term can be is (Y;+m - Y;), and (6.43) follows. •
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We are now ready to give error bounds for how well Qf approximates f.
Our first theorem is local in nature; that is, the error bounds in an interval
I, will depend only on the behavior of f in a somewhat larger interval
including I,.

THEOREM 6.20

Let m <1< n, I, = [y"y,+.], and ~ = [y/+ l-m,Y'+m ]. Then for any 1 <0 <m,

II Dr(f- Qf)11 L.f1/J <C1(Xr- r-I + l/qwm_ o+ I(D"- Y; Xk,o[ ir]
r=O, ... ,o-l,

II DrQfIl L [/,l ~Cl(~)(T-'-l+lIqw(Dcr-lf;a)Lx[iJ
q

r=(J, ... ,m-l

for all f E C(J-l[~]. The constant C 1 depends only on m.

Proof. For 0 ~ r ~ (I - I we write £,.(1) == D~/(t) - D'Qj(1).

(6.44)

Fix I" and let tEl,. To estimate Er(t), we are going to first approximate f
by a polynomial on I,. By Theorem 3.19 there existspfEq}'m such that

IDiU - Pj)( 1)1 <cia*)" -i-IWm -" + l(D"- Y; X*)c[ irJ' (6.45)

j=O,I, ... ,o-l, all tE~. We write R(t)=f(t)-p,(t). Since Qpf=Pf' it
follows easily that E,(t) = D'R(t) - D'QR(t).

To prove the first part of (6.44), it remains to estimate D'QR(t).

By the definition of Q,

, m

IDrQR(t)1 < L L laijllAijR IID rB;(t)l·
i=/+l-mj=)

We have estimates of the laol in Lemma 6.19. By Theorem 4.22,

where r m,r is the constant given in (4.37). We now examine IAyR I·

For j= 1,2, ... ,0 we have
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For a <j ~ m Theorem 2.56 gives

j-a (J~a)l[ 'Ti.v+I,···,'Ti.v+a]RI

'AijRI~ L ... '
v==o Yo Yj-I
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where Y#J.=minl~v~j-#J.I"'i,v+#J.-"'i.vl. As each Y#J. is bounded below by
~. / m [cf. the definition of the ,..'s in (6.37)], we obtain

j=a+ l, ... ,m.

Combining our estimates on laijl, IAijR I, IDrBil, and ILYR I, we obtain

IDrQR( t)1 (; C2mwm- o+ I( D O
- If; ~·)C[J~]· rm, r( ~.)-r

.[ a (ma*)J-I(a*t-J + m (2my-"(mLl*)J-I].
j~1 (j-I)! j=~+1 ~* (a-I)!

We now use the fact ~. /~. ~ 3 while ~. ~ ~ to obtain

IEr ( 1)1.-; cia" -r- I Wm -"+.( D" -1; a)c[ i,J'
r=O,l, ... ,m-l. For q=oo we are done. The result for q<oo follows by
integration.

To prove the second part of (6.44), we let R(x) = f(x) - p(x), where p is
the Taylor expansion off of order <T about the point t. Then for <T~r~m-I,
we have D'Qf(t) = D'QR(t). To estimate D'QR(t), we proceed as above
using the fact that Da-1R(x) = Da-1f(x) - Da-J(t) and

[j-IR(x) = Da-1R(E) (x_t)a-i/(<T-j)!, j = 1, ... , <T,

for some E(x) between x and t. Since IDa-1f(x) - Da-1f(t) I:s:; (2m-I)
w(Da-1f;"3.;L) for all x E I" the result follows. II

We also have the following global version of Theorem 6.20:

COROLLARY 6.21

Let 1~a<m. Then for allfECO-I[a,b],

II Dr(f- Qf)11 e[a,b] ~ CI(~)o-r-lwm_o+I(D O -1; a)qa,b)"

r-=O, ... ,0- I

II DrQfIl e[a,b] ~Cl(~)a-'-lw(Da-J;~)qa.bJ (6.46)
r=o, ... ,m-I

The constant C I depends only on m.
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Proof We simply apply Theorem 6.20 to each subinterval of [a,b] and
then take the maximum. •

We have made no attempt in Theorem 6.20 and Corollary 6.21 to obtain
the best possible constants. On the other hand, it will be shown in the
following section that there are lower bounds corresponding to the upper
bounds given here, and thus the orders of approximation given are the best
possible. In fact, it will be shown in §6.7 that the orders of approximation
obtained here agree with the asymptotic orders obtainable by arbitrary
finite dimensional spaces, and thus the splines are asymptotically optimal
spaces in the sense of n-widths (cf. Section 2.10).

The bounds given in (6.44) and (6.46) show that Q is a remarkable
operator: (I) it delivers approximations that admit local error bounds; (2)
the derivatives of the spline approximate the derivatives of f simulta
neously; (3) the operator Q is linear; and (as the next theorem shows) (4) it
is bounded from C[a,b] into C[a,b].

THEOREM 6.22

For every fE C[a,b],

II Qfll C[a,b) , (2m)mllfll C[a,b)·

Proof For all j= 1,2, ... ,n and allj= 1,2, ... ,m, by Theorem 2.56,

(
2(m - 1) )J- 1

IAyfl = I[Til'···' TijJ fl ' _ II fll C[a,b]·
Yi+m Yi

Coupling this with the estimate (6.43) for aij' we obtain

m m

IAJI< ~ Iaijl IAijfl , ~ (2m)J-1 IIfllc[a,b]
)=1 )=1

< (2m)mllfll C[a,b]·

Now since "2:7_1 Bj(x) = 1, (6.47) follows.

(6.47)

•
While the operator Q does reproduce t?Ym' usually Qs =l=s for all s E

§)m(~)' and thus, in general, it is not a projector (cf. the following example).
It is possible to construct projectors if desired-see Remark 6.3.
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EXAMPLE 6.23

Let m=2. Then for i= 1,2, ... ,n,
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Discussion. In this case the B-splines have the property that Bi(Yj+ 1)= ~ij'

i,j = 1,2, ... , n. It follows that

Qf(Yi+ I) =Aj, i = 1,2, ... ,no

Thus Qf is the piecewise linear spline that interpolates the values Aj atYi+ I'

i= 1,2, ... ,n. Moreover, "A;j= Pi(Yi+I)' where Pi is the linear polynomial
interpolating the values ofjat the pointsYi andYi+2' See Figure 18. •

We turn now to some estimates of how well Qf approximates functions!
in various Sobolev spaces. First we prove a local result.

THEOREM 6.24

Let l~p, q<:oo, and 1<:o<:m. Let m<:l<:n, I,=[y"y,+.], and ~=

[Y,+ l-m'Y'+m]' Then for any function! E LpO[~],

II D'(j- Qf)1I L.[/,J'-; CI(~r-'+I/q-I/pwm - a ( Dj; ~)4[i,l
r=O, ... ,o-)

II DrQfl1 ~C (~\a-r+lIq-lIP (DuJ'-a) -
Lq[/,l 1 ~ W J' L"l/ti

r=o, ... ,m-)

The constant C t depends only on m and p.

Of

(6.48)

Y, = Y2 Ys

Figure 18. The operator Q does not reproduce £m(~).
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Proof By the Whitney Theorem 3.20 there exists Pf E~m such that for all

tEl"

)=0,1, ... ,0-1. Now if we use this inequality in place of (6.45), then the
proof of Theorem 6.20 carries over directly to establish

Now integrating this over I" ,we obtain (6.48).

Next we give a global version of Theorem 6.24.

THEOREM 6.25

Let l<p(;q~oo and l~o~m. Then foreveryfELpO[a,b],

II Dr.(f- Q1)IILq[a,b J }

r=O, ... ,o-1 ~ C ~o-r+ l/q-I/PW (DO{; ~.. )

II DrQfl1 I m-o J, 4[a,b]
Lq[a.b] ,

r=o, ....m-l

The constant C1 depends only on m and p.

Proof By Theorem 6.24, for each m (; I ~ n,

f Y' +
,

- (fY, + m )q/po. IEr ( t )Iq dt ~ C q~q( 0 - r + 1/q - 1/p) ID °f( t) IP dt
YI YI+I-m

•

(6.49)

If we sum these inequalities over 1= m, ... , n and take the qth root, we
obtain

(
n )l/qlIE II ~K(Ll)o-r+l/q-l/p ~ IIDO{llq -

r Lq[a.b] ~ J Lp[~]

I=m

For p ~ q ~ 00 Jensen's inequality (see Remark 6.2) implies
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Note: ~ c[y,+ I-m,Y'+m], so each piece of the interval [a,b] is added into
the sum at most (2m - 1) times. Substituting this in the above yields

(6.50)

To replace IIDofl1 by wm_o(DOf; ~), we use the K-functional of §2.9. First
suppose O~r~a-l. Let gELqm[a,b]. Then

Since f - g E L;[a, b], (6.50) implies

It also asserts tha t

IIDr(g- Qg)ll q ~C2~m-rIIDmgllq.

Combining these estimates, we obtain

Now, as we vary g over Lqm[a,b], Drg varies over Lqm-r[a,b]. Since the
infimum of the expression in brackets as Drg varies over Lqm-r[a,b] is the
K-functional applied to Dj, we find that

But by properties of the modulus of smoothness,

w (D'i·~) ~c~o-rw (Dof.~) ~c~o-r+l/q-l/pw (DOf·Ll)m-r 'q ~ 4 m-o J' q~ 5 m-o J' p'

and substituting this in the above leads to the inequality (6.49) for
O~r~O"- I.

Suppose now that 0" ~ r < In. Then for any R E L:;'la,h),

IIDrQfllq ~ IIDrQ(f- g)ll q + IIDrQgllq

~ C
2
[~a-r+ Ijq--Ijp /I Da(j- g)ll

p
+~m-r+ Ijq- Ijp II D m- aDagll

p
],
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where we have used (6.50) for f - g and for g. Since g is arbitrary, we
conclude that

II DrQf II q <2C2ao- r+l/q-I/PKm_o,p(a)( DOf)

<2C ao- r +I/q-I/PW (Dol'. a)
2 m-o J' p.

This is (6.49) for (J <r <m - 1, and the theorem is proved. •
Since Theorem 6.25 gives estimates for how well f and its derivatives are

approximated, we may restate it in terms of the Sobolev norm:

r

IlfIlL;[a,bl= ~ IID'lIlLq[a,bl·
i==O

(6.51 )

COROLLARY 6.26

Let Q be as in Theorem 6.18 and suppose 1<p <q < 00. lben for any
0..;; r <(J - I <m - I there exists a constant C independent of d such that
for all f E Lp

O
[ a, b],

II f Qf 'I C(Ll)o-r+ I/q-I/p II DOl'- I L~[a, b] < J "Lp[a, b]

(6.52)

We conclude this section with an estimate for how well functions in the
space Lp[a,b] can be approximated by polynomial splines.

THEOREM 6.27

Let I ~ p ~ 00. Then there exists a constant C 1 (depending only on m and
p) such that for f E LI'[a,bJ, (f E C(a,b] if p = 00),

(6.53)

Proof. By (6.50) we have

for all f E -4m[a, b]. Applying Theorem 2.68 we obtain (6.53). •

Theorem 6.27 gives a result on the 4-distance of a function f to the
space ~m(d). We cannot show thatj- Qfsatisfies (6.53)-indeed, Qfis not
even defined for arbitrary functions in Lp [ a, b]. On the other hand, the
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same order can be achieved with an appropriate bounded linear operator
Qmapping Lp[a,b] into ~m(~); see Remark 6.4.

16.5. DIRECT THEOREMS IN INTERMEDIATE SPACES

In the previous section we have given an assortment of theorems detailing
how well polynomial splines approximate functions in the classical spaces
C[a,b], ... ,Cm[a,b] as well as in the Sobolev spaces Lp[a,b], ... ,Lpm[a,b].
Using the theory of intermediate spaces, these results can be further
refined to produce direct theorems for various smooth spaces of functions
lying between these spaces. To illustrate how this can be done, we need to
review the main features of the theory of intermediate spaces.

Suppose Xo and X. are two Banach spaces with norms 11·110 and 11·11.,
respectively. Suppose both are contained in a common linear Hausdorff
space 'X such that the identity mapping from Xi into 'X is continuous for
i=O, 1. (We say Xi are continuously imbedded in 'X.) Now we may consider
the linear space

with norm

If t >0, we may define a functional on the Banach space X 0 + X. by

'X( t)f= inf (II folio + tllf.II.)
10 EXfft1. EX.

1=10+1.

THEOREM 6.28

Fix 1<p' < 00 and 0<0< 1. Then the set

with the norm

1<p' < 00

p'=oo

is a Banach space.
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Discussion. For the basic theory of intermediate spaces, see Peetre [1963],
Butzer and Berens [1967], or Lofstrom [1970]. •

We illustrate this process with an important example.

EXAMPLE 6.29

Fix 1<p', p < 00, and 0 <0 < 1, and define

(6.54)

where 0 = Om. We call Bpo,p' a Besov space.

Discussion. To describe the norm on the Besov spaces in more detail,
define

Iflo,p,p',m =
(

(I , dt ) 1/p'
J
o

[t -owm(f, t)p] p t '
ess supt -Owm(f, t)p

1>0

1~p'<oo

p'=oo.
(6.55)

Then BpO,P'[a, b] forms a Banach space relative to the norm

"f II B;,P'[a, b) = "f "Lp[a, b) + If Io,p,p', m (6.56)

Equivalent norms can be defined on B;'P' that do not involve m directly.
For example, it is known that there exist constants C1 and C2 such that for
all jEB;,P'[a, b],

(6.57)

if 0 is not an integer, and

(6.58)

if 0 is an integer. For 1<p < 00, the Besov space Bpo,p' satisfies

If p' =p = 00, then the Besov spaces reduce to spaces of functions whose
derivatives satisfy Lipschitz or Zygmund conditions. In particular,

O<a<l,
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and

[see (2.128) and (2.129)].
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•
The key to obtaining bounds on how well polynomial splines approxi

mate functions in intermediate spaces (and, in particular, in the Besov
spaces) is the following general theorem from interpolation space theory:

THEOREM 6.30

Suppose O<(}< 1 and 1 ~p' ~ 00. If T is a bounded linear operator map
ping Xi into >-: with norm Mi, then it is also a bounded linear operator
mapping (Xo, XI)fJ,p' into (Yo, YI)fJ,p' with norm M~ MgMl -fJ.

We can now give bounds on f - Qf for I in a Besov space, where Q is the
spline operator defined in §6.4, Theorem 6.18.

THEOREM 6.31

Let 1 <:p ~ q ~ 00 and 1 ~p', q' ~ 00. Suppose 1 ~ a < m and that
0< T < l 0- 1J. Then there exists a constant C I such that for all functions

fEB;,P'[a, b],

Qf (A)O-1'-I/p+ I/q IIIf- IIB;.q'[a,b)~CI L.1 II II Bpo.P'[a,b)· (6.59)

Proof We proceed in two steps using Theorem 6.30. First, we prove that
for any 1~ a ~ m and 0 ~ r ~ (J - 1 {where r is an integer),

Qf ("A)o-r+ I/q-I/p III f - II L;[a,b) ~ C2 L.1 II II BpO.P'[a,b)· (6.60)

For this we apply Theorem 6.30 with Xo= L;+ I[a,b], XI = Lpm[a,b], yo=
Y I = L;[a,b], and T= 1- Q. Now by (6.52),

II TIll Yo ~ C3(~)1 +/) IIIllxo

II Tfll y ~ C4(~)m-r+/) Ilfll x '
I I

where ~=l/q-I/p. Let 0<0<1 be such that o=(}(r+l)+(I-O)m.
Then (}(I + 8)·· (I - (})(m - r + ~) = (J - r +~. Theorem 6.30 yields (6.60).
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For the second step, we choose Xo =XI =B;,P'[a, b), Yo =Lq[a, b], YI =
Lqla-IJ la,bJ, and Tas above. Then by (6.60),

II Tf II Yo ~ Cs(Ll)a+8 11 f II X
O

II Tf II Y
1
~ C6 (Ll)a- l a-IJ +811 f II XI·

Now for each 0<0<1, let T=Olo-IJ. Since 0(0-l(1-1J+~)+(I-

0)( (1 +~) = (1 - T +~, (6.59) follows. •

I 6.6. LOWER BOUNDS

In this section we give explicit lower bounds for how well certain smooth
functions can be approximated by piecewise polynomials. These bounds
will show that the results given in Section 6.4 are of optimal order. Our
first result provides lower bounds that are companions to the upper
bounds established in Corollary 6.21. Define

(6.61)

THEOREM 6.32

There is a constant C I >0 (depending only on m) such that for any
partition d of [a, b] and any I <: (J ~m there exists a function FE ca-I[a, b)
with

CI~a-j-Iwm_a+I(Da-IF;~) <~[ F, ~ ~m(d)] 00' j=O, 1, ... ,a-I. (6.62)

Proof We make use of the perfect B-spline B:+ I defined in (4.67). Given
a partition d, suppose that v is chosen so that x p + 1 - x p =Ll. Now define

{( ~)a * [2(X-Xp)-(X,,+I- X,,)]
F(x)= 2 Ba + 1 (x -x) ,

,,+1 "

0,

By construction, F E L~[a,b] and

Xp<;X~Xp+I. (6.63)

otherwise

(6.64)

By property (2.119) of moduli of smoothness, this implies

(6.65)
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Now fix 0 <.:j <.: 0- 1 and let
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Since B:+ 1 is not a polynomial of order m, C4 = mi11o<;j<;o-1 ~ >0. On the
other hand, by change of variables,

where

(6.66)

is also a polynomial of order m. Since this holds for all g E '3'm' we
conclude that

Combining this with (6.65), we obtain (6.62). •
A similar argument can be used to obtain lower bounds in the Lq-norm.

THEOREM 6.33

Let 0 <0 <.:m and 1<p,q < 00. Then there exists a constant C 1 >0 (depend
ing only on m, 0, p, and q) such that for all partitions Ll of [a,b] there is a
corresponding function FE LpO[a,b] with

Cl~O -j+ l/q-l/pwm_o( D of; ~)Lp[a,b]<~[ F, '3' 0'm(Ll) ]q' j =0, 1, ... ,0- 1.

(6.67)

Proof Let F be the function constructed in (6.63). Then in view of (6.64)
and the fact that F is zero outside of an interval of length ~, we have

(6.68)

Now fix 1<.:q< 00, and define
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But then, for any O~)~o-l and any gE~P"',

where g is defined in (6.66). We conclude that

C ~ A - 0 + j - 1/q,.} [F 6p oj) (A) J-
·3 ~ U uj " J m U Lq[a,b]·

Combining this with (6.68), we obtain

C A0 - j + I / q - 1/p II D of II ~ d [ F of) oD (A) ]
4U 4,[a,b] ~ j , J J m U Lq[a,b]·

Finally, to obtain (6.67), we observe that

(6.69)

•
As a corollary, we have the following companion to Corollary 6.26:

COROLLARY 6.34

Let 1 <:: p,q <:: 00 and 0 <::r ~o <:: m. Then there is a constant C 1 >0 (depend
ing only on p,q,r,o,m) such that for all partitions ~ of [a,b] there exists a
corresponding function FE Lp

O
[ a, b] with

Proof Let F be defined as in (6.63). Then summing the inequalities (6.69)
for )=0, l, ... ,r, we obtain

r

C5~o-r+l/q-l/PIIDoFIILp[a,b] <;;; L dj[F,0'0'm(~)JLq[a,b]
j-O

But since F and its derivatives up to order 0-1 all vanish at the point X"

(cf. the definition of F), it follows by applying Holder's inequality to the
Taylor expansion that

j=O,I, ... ,o.
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This implies that

Combining these estimates, we obtain (6.70).
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•

(6.71 )

§ 6.7. n-WIDTHS

In this section we show that polynomial splines provide asymptotically
optimal sequences of approximating spaces (in the sense of n-widths) for
several classes of smooth functions. Throughout this section we shall deal
with the sequence of spaces

where L\n-m is the uniform partition of the interval [a,b] with n- m knots
(cf. Example 6.6). For each n >m, Xn is an n-dimensional linear space.

Our first result concerns the unit ball UL;[a,b] of the Sobolev space
LpO[a,b] (cf. Theorem 2.77).

THEOREM 6.35

Fix 1<0 <m and 1 <q <p < 00. Then Xn is an asymptotically optimal
sequence for approximating ULpO[a,b] in Lq[a,b]. In particular,

d( UZ;[ a,b J,Xn)L.(a.b)~( ~r
Proof For n ~ 2m we have ~n-m =(b-a)/(n -m) <2(b-a)/n. Thus by
Theorem 6.27, for every fE UL;[a, b],

Theorem 2.77 asserts dn(ULpO[a,b], Lq[a,b])~C2(1/n)O; and (6.71) follows.

•
Theorem 6.35 also holds for 1<p <q <2. On the other hand, for

2 <p <q < 00 Theorem 2.77 asserts that
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whereas by (6.50) and (6.69), the best possible order for Xn is

Thus for these values of p and q the spline spaces X n are not asymptotically
optimal for approximation of UL; in L q • The same is true for 1<:p <: 2 <q
< 00. In this case, Theorem 2.77 asserts that

whereas (6.50) and (6.69) show that the best possible order for X n is

Our next result shows that the spaces of splines Xn in Theorem 6.35 also
provide asymptotically optimal approximation for the set A:' [a, b] in
era, b].

THEOREM 6.36

Let 1< (1 <m, and let A:' [a, b] be the set of smooth functions defined in
(3.20). Then

Proof. The n-width of A:' is computed in Example 3.15. On the other
hand, Corollary 6.21 shows that for every jE.l\:'[a, b],

§ 6.8. INVERSE THEORY FOR p = 00

In this section we obtain inverse, saturation, and characterization theorems
for approximation by polynomial splines in the Loo-norm. Similar results
for the Lp-norms are given in the following section.

The idea of inverse theorems is to estimate the modulus of smoothness
of a function in terms of how well it can be approximated by a sequence of
spline spaces. As we shall see, the analysis depends to some extent on how
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much smoothness we require of the spline spaces. We begin by discussing
approximation with a sequence of piecewise polynomial spaces 0101m(a,,).

As Example 6.11 showed, it is impossible to get estimates on the
smoothness of a function in terms of d[f, '?Y '?Ym(a,,)lx> without some
assumption on the behavior of the sequence of partitions a". We make the
following definition:

DEFINITION 6.37. Mixing Condition

For v = 1,2,' .. let

(6.72)

be a sequence of partitions of the interval [a,b]. We say that~" satisfies the
mixing condition provided there exists a constant 0 < p < 1 such that for all
v and all 1<i <k",

where

sup d(x,.",an ) ~ p~",
n>1I

(6.73)

Before proceeding to our first inverse theorem, we show that the
sequence of uniform partitions (see Example 6.6) satisfies the mixing
condition.

THEOREM 6.38

The sequence of uniform partitions

v
~ =~ = (b-a)
" -"

(6.74)

satisfies the mixing condition with p= 1/6.

Proof. We may assume [a,b]=[O, 1]. Let 1~a ~v and 0< f3<a-1 be
integers, and suppose that (6f3+2)/6a ~i/p ~ (6[3+4)/6a. Then we easily
check that

i+f3 i i+f3+1--<-< .
v+a v v+a
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; ; + {3 ;0.. - p{3 I Ll.,
£ =----= ~-=_.

1 I' V + a. 1'( I' + a.) 6v 6'

;+{3+1
£2 = I' + a. v

1'+ p{3 - ;0.. 1 Ll.,
----~-=-

1'(1'+0..) 61' 6·

This shows that xt = ;/ I' satisfies (6.73) with n = v + a. and with p = 1/6.
It remains to check that all of the points Xi = i /1', i = I, ... 1'- 1 are

contained in an interval laP =[(6{3+ 2)/6a, (6{3 + 4)/60..] for some choice of
a and f3. To this end, we show that Ir = U:-I U p: ~/aP = (2/6r, (6r - 2)/6r).
For r = 1 this is trivial. Now we proceed by induction on r. It is easily
checked that the intervals

I _( 2 4)
r + 1, 0 - 6( r + I) , 6( r + 1)

and

I _ ( 6r + 2 6r + 4 )
r + 1, r - 6( r + I) , 6( r + 1)

both overlap the interval Ir. This shows that Ir+ 1 also has the stated form.
Now 1.,=(1/31',1-1/31'), and this contains all the points x;", 1<i<k.,=
p-I. •

For sequences that are mixed we can now estimate wm(f; ~.,).

THEOREM 6.39

Let a., be a sequence of partitions of [~,b] satisfying the mixing condition.
Then for any fEB[a,b],

(6.75)

Proof· For each n let Sn E qp qym(~n) be such that Ilf - snll <
2d[f, 0' 0'm(an )]. Now fix P, and let h <pa.,/ m and a <X <b - mho Let i be
such that xt <X <xt+ 1· If X <x;"+ 1 - pLl." then
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On the other hand, if x/,+ I - p"E" ~ x, then by the mixing condition there
exists n and) so that xj

n
~x <x + mh <x/'+ l' and

We conclude that

Combining this with

we obtain (6.75). •
The following theorem shows that the estimate (6.75) cannot hold unless

the mixing condition does.

THEOREM 6.40

Suppose ~" is a sequence of partitions such that for all j E B [a, b] and for
all v in some infinite set V,

w2(j; ~,,) ~ Csup d[ j, \1 ~Y(~n)] 00'

n;;""

(6.76)

Then ~" must satisfy the mixing condition.

Proof Fix v and i with 1~i~k". Letj(x)=(x-x;)+, and let n be such
that

Let) be such that xj
n ~ x; < xj

n+I' Let h = x; -- xj
n and h = x j

n+I - x;. Now
there are two cases.

CASE 1. If h<h, then withp(x)=x-xj
n

, we see that

CASE 2. If h~h, then withp(x)=O, we have
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We conclude that ~2(f; ~p)/2C~ min(h, h)=d(x;, ~n). But we may easily
check that w2(f; ~p)=Llp, and it follows that ~p satisf.ies the mixing
condition with constant p= 1/2C. •

We now give a complete inverse theorem in which wm(f; I) is estimated
for all small t.

THEOREM 6.41

Let Llp be a sequence of partitions going steadily to zero as in Definition
6.5 and satisfying the mixing condition. Suppose in addition that f E
B[a,b] is such that

where ep is a monotone increasing function on (0, Ll 1). Then

(6.77)

for all 0 <I < ~1. (6.78)

Proof Let i be such that ~i + 1 ~ t < ~i. Then

On the other hand, by the monotonicity of ep and Theorem 6.39,

Since ep(~;+l)~ep(t), (6.78) follows with C 1 =2m+ 1 rPlm rm/p1m
• •

The following saturation result shows that (except for polynomials that
are approximated exactly) no matter how smooth a function f may be, it
cannot be approximated to order better than ~m by a sequence 0' 0'm(~,..)
of piecewise polynomial spaces with ~v satisfying the conditions of Theorem
6.41.

THEOREM 6.42

Let ~,.. be a sequence of partitions of [a,b] as in Theorem 6.41 .. Suppose
fEB[a,b] is such that

(6.79)
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for some function tf;(t) with tmtf;(t) monotone and tf;(t)~O as t~O. Then
fE6Jm ; that is j is a polynomial of order m.

Proof Theorem 6.41 implies that if (6.79) holds, then wm(j;t)/tm<Ctf;(t)
~O as t~O. By properties of moduli of smoothness, cf. (2.122), this implies
thatjE 6Jm. •

We emphasize again that the limit on the order of convergence attain
able using a sequence of piecewise polynomial spaces given in Theorem
6.42 holds only for sequences of partitions satisfying the hypotheses of
Theorem 6.41. Higher-order convergence can occur for a specific function
with a proper choice of knot locations (cf. Chapter 7).

Putting the direct theorems of §6.4 together with the inverse theorems
established here, we can now characterize some of the classical smooth
spaces in terms of how well they can be approximated by piecewise
polynomials.

THEOREM 6.43

Suppose a" is a sequence of partitions of [a,b] as in Theorem 6.41. Then

if and only if

jELipk,a[a,b],
jE2:k

-
1[a,b],

j E Lipm-l,l[a,b],

fEGJm'

whenO<k<m-l andO<a<l;
when l<k<m-l anda=O;
when k= m,a=O;
when k+a>m.

(6.80)

(6.81)
(6.82)
(6.83)
(6.84)

For the definition of these spaces, see (2.128) and (2.129).

Proof The assertions that (6.80) follows from (6.81) to (6.84) are direct
theorems, and they were proved in Section 6.4. Conversely, if (6.80) holds,
then by Theorem 6.41, wm(j;t)=(9(t k + a). If k+a>m, this implies jE 6Jm
by the saturation Theorem 6.42. In all other cases it implies that j belongs
to the spaces indicated in (6.81) to (6.83). •

So far we have been working with the space GJ6Jm(a) of piecewise
polynomials of order m. We have seen that the mixing condition plays an
important role in the inverse theory for such spaces. In the remainder of
this section we shall examine inverse theorems for approximating spaces ~.,

contained in GJ6Jm(a)nC'[a, b] with 0<:I<:m-2. In this case we will be
able to establish inverse theorems without a mixing condition. The results,
however, are weaker than those obtained above, and they do not lead to
complete characterization theorems in all cases.
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In preparation for our first inverse result, we now give an estimate for
the modulus of smoothness of a piecewise polynomial.

THEOREM 6.44

Let d be a partition of [a,b], and let O<f~~. Then for any SE~~m(~)'

m-l

Wm(S;f) ~ (2m)m ~ fJJ(IYS),
j=O

where

J(DJs) = max IDJs(x; +) - DJs(x; - )1.
l<;i<;k

If sE0'0'm(d)n C/[a,b], then we have the estimate

m-l

Wm(S,f) ~ (2m)m ~ ~J(IYs).
j=/+l

(6.85)

(6.86)

Proof We observe that wm(f; f)~mmwm(f; f/m). Now let h~f,/m. Then
for any x, the interval (x, x+mh) contains at most one knot of s. If it does
not contain any knots, then ~';:s(x)=O. Suppose it contains one knot, say
x;. Then for all I in (x, x+mh), s can be written in the form

( )m--J
~ cJ I-x; +

s(t)=p(t)+ £., (_ ")' '
j== I m J.

Since Ix+rh-x;1 ~f, (6.85) follows. If sEC/la, b], then s and its deriva
tives up to the Ith order have no jumps, and we obtain (6.86). •

Our next task is to estimate the size of the jumps for a sequence of
splines with ~.,~O.

THEOREM 6.45

Let ~., be a sequence of partitions of [a,b] such that Ll.,~O, do={a,b}. For
each p let ~., E 0' 0'm(d,,)n C/[a,b] be a linear space of splines. Given
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fEB[a,b], let s.,E~., be such that Ill-s.,11 <2f.,. Then for }=l+ I, ... ,
m-I,

(6.87)

where C1 depends only on m.

Proof We proceed by induction. For 1'=0 the result is trivial since
~=[a,b], and neither So nor its derivatives have any jumps. Now suppose
the result has been established for ,,-1. We then obtain (6.87) for}=m-I
and all " if we can establish

J( Dm-1s.,) <C2~~ -m( f., + f.,-l) + J( Dm-1s.,_I). (6.88)

To prove this, let xt be one of the knots of ~.,. Let} be such that
., - I........ ., < ., - I Th thxj " Xi Xj + I . ere are ree cases.

CASE 1. Xi;II_Xr~~.,/4andxr-xi-l~~.,/4. LetI=[xr -~.,/4,xr)

and J = [xr, xr +~., /4). Then g=s., -S.,_I is a polynomial on both I and J.
Moreover,

since S.,_ 1 has no knot at xr. (Here we have written [ Lfor the jump at x~).

By the Markov inequality' (cf. Theorem 3.3),

and a similar estimate. holds for the interval J. Since

II gil' lis., -1 II + II S.,_I - f II <2( f., +f.,-l),

(6.88) follows in this case.

CASE 2. xr -xi- 1
<~.,/4. In this case xi;" -xr >~.,/4 since ~"-l >~.,.

Nowletl == [X'j-I - ~,,/4,x'j-')andJ == [x'j,x'j + ~,'/4).Again,gisapoly-

nomial on each of these intervals. Now we estimate

If xi- 1 =x;, we can estimate the values of Dm-1g just as in Case I, and
(6.88) follows. If xi- 1< xr, then using the fact that Dm-Ig is constant on
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[ ,,-1 "j hxi ,x;, we note t at

Using Markov's inequality, we again obtain (6.88).

CASE 3. xi; II -x; <~,,/4. This case is the mirror image of Case 2.
To prove (6.88) for general j, suppose it is established now for m - 1, ... ,

j + 1. Again, it suffices to show that

(6.89)

The proof of this breaks into the same three cases as above. Case 1 is
virtually identical except that the Markov inequality is used to estimate
DJg . Suppose now that we are in Case 2. If xi- I =x;, then the analysis is
as in Case 1. Suppose now that xi- I <x;. Then we write

[DJs,,];=Dig(X; + )-DJg(xi- 1-)+ [Dis,,_I]i

+DJg(X;-1 + )-DJg(x; -).

We estimate the value of DJg at x; + and X;-l - using the Markov
inequality on the intervals I and J as before. It remains to deal with the
last two terms. By Taylor's expansion, we have

But

IDJ+qg( x;- 1 + )1 ~ IDJ+qg( x;- 1 - )1 + [ DJ+qs,,_ 1] i

~ C~;J -q( f" + f,,_ 1) +J( Di+qs,,_ 1)

(using the Markov inequality). Since x; - xi" - I ~ ~", '\Ie obtain

where we have used (6.87) for 11- I and for m - 1, ... ,j+ 1. Combining
these results yields (6.89), and the proof is complete. •

We can now combine Theorems 6.44 and 6.45 to give an inverse
theorem for rather general sequences of partitions.
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THEOREM 6.46

Let ~., be a sequence of partitions of [a,b] with ~.,~O and ~={a,b}. For
each" let ~., be a linear space of splines contained in '3' 6Jm(d.,)n C/[a,b).
Given f E B[a,b], let E., = d(f, §.,). Then

(6.90)

where C I is a constant depending only on m.

Proof Let S., E~., be such that Ilf- s.,11 <; 2E.,. Then

Clearly wm(f- S." ~.,) <2m + IE.,. On the other hand, by Theorems 6.44 and
6.45,

Now for all r= 1, ... , P, ~., / ~r < 1, hence the sum over j can be estimated
by the term withj=l+ 1. •

We now characterize some classical smooth spaces in terms of ap
proximation by splines on a sequence of partitions not necessarily satisfy
ing the mixing condition.

THEOREM 6.47

Let ~., be a sequence of o-quasi-uniform partitions with do={a,b}.
Suppose d., satisfies the steadiness condition

with 1<a< 00 and 1</3<00. (6.91)

Let 0 <1<m - 2, and let ~., be linear spaces of splines in 6J 6Jm(d.,) n
C/[a,b] but not in C/+ I

. Finally, supposefEB[a,b] is such that

Then

(6.92)

fELipk,a[a,b]

f E C£k -I [ a, b ]

fE C£/[ a,b]

if 0 <k <: 1and 0 <a < 1;

if 1<k <I and a=O;

ifk+a>l+l.

(6.93)

(6.94)

(6.95)
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When k + ex = I + 1,
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(6.96)

Proof By (6.92) we have f r = e(L1;+a). By the steadiness assumption,
~r-l ~ f3~r' and so f r - 1 = e(~:+a) also. Theorem 6.46 then implies

(6.97)

Now for k+ex<l+ 1, we have

But by (6.91), ~p/~r ~ (1/ a)p-r. Then, since the geometric series
~jC:o(I/a)(/+I-k-a}j converges to a finite number, we conclude that
wm(f; ~p) = (9 (~:+a). By the same kind of argument used in the proof of
Theorem 6.8, we can convert this to wm(f;t)=e(t k + Cl

), and (6.93) and
(6.94) follow.

If k + ex > I + 1, then

(
- )/+ I

W (f·a)~C~/+l~ a r ~k+a-I-l
m '_P ~ 2_p £.J a r

r= 1 _r

P (1) r( k + Cl - 1- I)
~C (J1+la l + 1 ~ -

3 _P r= 1 ex

In this case, we obtain wm(f; t) = (9 (t 1+ I), and (6.95) is proved.
Finally, if k + ex = 1+ 1, then by the same argument, we obtain

Wm(f;~p)~C2(JI+l~~+I(f 1).
r= 1

Now by (6.91), ~p ~ (b - a)/ a P, hence v log(a) <;: log«b - a)/~p). Combin
ing this with the above, we have wm(f; ~p) ~ C4~~+ Illog(~p)l. This converts
directly to (6.96). •

The inverse assertions in Theorem 6.47 are the correct companions for
the direct theorems proved earlier as' long as k + a <1+ 1. For these cases,
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the direct and inverse results combine to give characterizations of
Lipk,a[a, b] and 2: k- l [a, b] in terms of approximation by linear spaces of
splines in C/[a, b] defined on sequences of partitions not necessarily
satisfying the mixing condition. For k + a '> [+ 1, however, the inverse
results do not match the direct theorems. This is the sacrifice we must
make for dropping the mixing condition.

The hypothesis (6.91) on d" is satisfied for nested uniform partitions
with a = f3 = 2. Given a sequence of a-quasi-uniform partitions that go
steadily to zero, we can always find a subsequence satisfying (6.91).

It can be shown by example that the assertion (6.96) of Theorem 6.47
cannot be improved; that is, there exist functions that can be approxi
mated to order ~~+ 1 for which w2(f; t) = (9 [t 1+ Illog( t)l). The assertion (6.95)
is also sharp. Indeed, if (6.95) could be strengthened to wm(f; t)=
(9 (t l + 1+a) with a >0, then for a nested sequence of knots it would follow
that

~" ~ Lip/+ I,a[ a,b] ~ C l + 1[ a,b],

which contradicts the definition of [.
Without the assumption of mixing, it is not possible to establish a

saturation result for arbitrary functions. But we can show that for
sufficiently smooth functions, the maximal order of approximation is a;
unless the function is a polynomial of order m.

lHEOREM 6.48

Let d" be a sequence of partitions with a"to. Suppose fECm[a,b] is a
function such that

(6.98)

where l/; is a monotone-increasing function with l/;(t)~O as t~O. Then
fE6J m •

Proof Let s" be such that II f - s" II < 2e,,: = 2d[f, 6J<1'm(d,,)]. Now,
wm(f;~,,)<wm(f-s,,;~,,)+wm(s,,;~,,), while wm(.f-s";~,,)<2m+le,,. By
Theorem 6.44,

m-l

wm(s,,; ~,,) <C2 ~ ~~J( Dis,,).
j==o

We must estimate J(Dis,,) for j=O, I, ... , m-I. For each 1<i<:k , let
. . "

[s,,]1 =jump[D1s,,]x;· Fix i, and let e=8~" with 0< I. By Whitney's Theo-
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rem 3.18 there exists g; E~m such that

where I;=(x/-f,x/,+f). The function s,,-g; is a polynomial on each of
the intervals I;-=(x/,-f,x/) and I;+=(x/,x/+f). Using the Markov
inequality, we obtain

But lis" - gill < lis" - 111 + 111- g;1I and lis" - 111 <2f". Combining these facts,
we obtain '

m-l

wm(s,,; ~,,) <Cs ~ 8 -J( f" +f
m II Dmi II Lac[a,b]).

j=O

Taking (J=[~(~,,)]l/m, this implies

m-I m-j

wm(j;~p),C6 ~ ["'(~p)J-;;;-=o(~,;,).
)==0

Since ~,,~O with v~oo, it follows thatIE~m.

I 6.9. INVERSE THEORY FOR 1 <; p < 00

•
In this section we carry out the same program as in Section 6.8, but now
we use the p-norm instead of the oo-norm. The basic ideas are the same,
but the details are a bit more complicated. We begin with an important
estimate for the smoothness of a piecewise polynomial in terms of the
jumps in the various derivatives at the knots.

THEOREM 6.49

Let ~ be any partition of the interval [a,b], and let O<f <~. Then for any
spline s E ~ ~m(~)'

(6.99)

where

(6.100)
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Proof We first show that for any 0 <::j ,m -I,

wm_J(DJs ;E)p ,C2 [ EI/PJp(DJs) +wm_J_I(DJ+ IS; E)p J.
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(6.101)

Fix j. Let g(X)=~7-=l[S]/(X-Xi)~' where we write [s]! =jump[DJs]x ..
Then [g]; =[s]{, i= 1,2, ... , k. Moreover, '

wm_J(DJs ;E)p' wm- J( g; e)p + wm_J(DJs - g; E)p.

For the first term we note that

Since D(DJs - g) = DJ + IS, almost everywhere, for the second term we have

Wm-J(IYs - g; E)p <:: wm_J_1(DJ+ IS; E)p.

Now as x runs over the interval [a, b-h] (with h<E), the function
Ig(x +h) - g( x)1 is a piecewise constant. It takes on the value I[g];1= I[s]/1
on the interval Ii = (Xi - h, Xi)' i = 1,2, ... , k, and is otherwise zero. Thus

Combining these estimates, we obtain (6.101). Now (6.99) follows by
stringing the inequalities (6.101 ) together. •

In order to apply Theorem 6.49, we need estimates on the size of the
jumps in the various derivatives of a sequence of splines s". As in the
uniform norm case, such estimates cannot be obtained without assuming
either that the splines have some kind of global smoothness, or that the
partitions satisfy some sort of mixing condition. We consider the case of
mixed partitions first.

DEFINITION 6.50. p-Mixing Condition

Let ~,,={xi}7~~1 be a sequence of partitions of [a,b], and let I <ep<oo.
We say that d" satisfies the p-mixing condition provided there exists C1 >0
such that for every JI there is a sequence a"=(a:+ I ,a:+2 , ••• ) with
~:_,,+ la~ < 1 so that for all 1 <: i, k",

00

~ "d(" A )mp+l 'C A"nip + 1
~ an Xi '~n ' l~" •

n==,,+l
(6.102)

There are many examples of sequences satisfying the p-mixing condition.
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The following theorem shows that the sequence of uniform partitions is
one such example:

THEOREM 6.51

The sequence of uniform partItIons av={a+ih}~_o with h=(b-a)/II
satisfies the p-mixing condition for any 1~ p < 00.

Proof We choose

{

1/2,
a~ = 1/21',

0,

n=v+l
n=v+2, ,21'.
n=2v+ 1, .

Fix i, and let di,n =d(x;, an), n=v+ I, .... We note that ~~_v+la~ ~ 1.
Now the proof of (6.102) divides into three cases. Assume [a, b]=[O, I].

CASE I. 1/3<x; =i/p<:2/3. Then x; is in the interval /1,0 defined in the

proof of Theorem 6.38, and by the estimates there, d;,v+1 >av/6. Thus

CASE 2. I/v<x; < 1/3. First we compute di,v+a for each 1 <a<v. Given
such an a, there must exist an integer 0 <: f3 ~ i such that a is in one of the
intervals

+ = [PI' (P+ 1/2)1')JfJ . , .
I I

But then

__ [ (P- 1/2)1' f3p)
or JfJ - . ,..

I I

i+f3 i i+f3+ 1--<-<---
v+a v v+a

and thus

or
i+f3-1 i i+f3---<-<--,

v+a v p+a

d;,v+a>

i( a - f3v / i)

2112

i( f3p / i-a)
21'2
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This implies

~ (d;,Snp+l= ±[ ~ (d;.n)"Y'+I+ ~ (d;,n)mp+l]
n==v+l 13=0 aEJti aEJrt

2SS

i Lv/2iJ ( ° )"Y'+1 ( ° )mp+l Lv/2iJ
~ ~ IS I (0) ~ +1

~ £.J £.J -2 = -2 1+1 ~ smp .
13=0 s= I 2v 2v s-l

Now

LV~iJ +1 lLV/2iJ +1 [(v/2i)-1 ]mp+2
£.J Smp ~ Smp ds ~ .
s=1 0 mp+2

Since;/ v < 1/3, (v /2; - 1) ~ v /6;. Combining these facts, we obtain

21' 1 21' 1 ( ° )mp+1 mp+2v mp+l ~ _ mp+1 ~ _ _,_ !.-~ cxn(di,n) p 2v ~ (di,n) P V C2 2 (6;)
n=v+l n=v+l 2v

(
1 )mp+l

~ C1 -;; ,

which is (6.102).

CASE 3. 2/3 <i/ v < (v - 1)/ v. This case is almost identical to Case 2. •

With the p-mixing condition, we can now establish the analog of
Theorem 6.39.

THEOREM 6.52

Let ~v be a sequence of quasi-uniform partitions of [a,b] satisfying the
p-mixing condition. Then for every fELp[a~b],

Wm(j; ~v)p < C 1 sup d[ j, q> q>m(dn) ] p. (6.103)
n~v

Proof. Let s" E 0' 0'm(Ll,,) be such that Ilf - s"lI p < 2E", where E" =
d[f, 0' ~m(~,,)]p. Then

wm(f; ~v)p <wm(f- sv; ~v)p +Wm( sv; ~,,)p.

For the first term we have
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To estimate the second term, we use Theorem 6.49 to get

m-l

wm(S.,;~,,)p~r(Jlmwm(S.,;~,,)p~C2~:/p~ ~~Jp(DJs,,).
)=0

We now estimate Jp(DJs,,). Fix i, and suppose n ~p is such that d;,n=
d(x;",an ) >0. Then

and s" - Sn is a polynomial of order m on each of the intervals 1;,-;' = (x;"
di.n,x;") and Ii,: = (x;", x;" + di,n)' Applying the Markov inequality (see Theo
rem 3.3) to each of these intervals, we obtain

l[s.]:I~C4 I. / (1Is.,-snIIL [/-j+lls,,-snIlL [J.+j)'
( d. )J+l P p I,n p I,n

I, n

We conclude that

[

k.. ~Jp + 1 II S - s II P ]l/P_ ., ., n L p (/;")

aJ+1/PJ (Dis) <; C ~ . .
., p ., 3.£.J ()JP + 1

1=1 d.
I, n

Since ~., / di , n > 1, the maximum of tiEs expression for 1 <j <.: nl occurs for
j=m. Thus using (6.102) to estimate a,;p+l, we obtain

00

<C2 ~ a:lI s.,-snllf
p
[a,bj<C1 supfn·

n-v+1 n>v

We can now prove the following analog of Theorem 6.41:

THEOREM 6.53

•

Let a., be a sequence of quasi-uniform partitions going steadily to zero and
satisfying thep-mixing condition. SupposejELp[a,b] is such that

d[ j, 6J 6Jm(~,,)] p <<p(~p), (6.104)
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where ep is a monotone-increasing function with <p(t)~O as t-+O. Then
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(6.105)

Proof The estimate (6.105) follows directly from (6.104) and Theorem
6.52, exactly as in the proof of Theorem 6.41. •

The inverse Theorem 6.53 can now be used to establish a saturation
result and to characterize various Lipschitz and Zygmund classes.

THEOREM 6.54

Let ill' be a sequence of partitions as in Theorem 6.53. Then f E Lp [ Q, b]
satisfies

if and only if

fELip;,a[a,b] when O<;k ~m-l and O<a < 1;

jE2:;-l[a,b] when 1 <::k ~m-l and a=O;

jELip;-I,I[a, b] when k=m, a=O;

jE0'm whenk+a>m.

(6.106)

(6.107)

(6.108)

(6.109)

(6.110)

Proof The direct assertions follow from theorems proved in Section 6.4.
Conversely, if (6.106) holds, then by Theorem 6.53, wm(f; t)p =e(t k + a).
This implies that f is in the various spaces listed in (6.107) to (6.109),
depending on the value of k and a. •

We note. that the sequence of uniform partitions satisfies all of the
hypotheses of Theorem 6.54. As in the case of p = 00, certain functions can
be approximated to higher order if the sequence of partitions does not
satisfy these hypotheses (cf. Chapter 7).

In the remainder of this section we examine the extent to which an
inverse theory can be developed without assuming that the sequence of
partitions satisfies the p-mixing condition. We have the following inverse
theorem (cf. Theorem 6.46 for the case p = (0):

lHEOREM 6.55

Let ill' be a sequence of partitions of [a,b] with ~"J,O and do={a,b}. For
each" let ~" be a linear space of spline functions contained in C3' <3>m(A,,)n
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C/[a,b],/ ~o. GivenfELp[a,b], let fp=d(f,'?:>p)p' Then

(f A) ~C A/+I+llp ~ €,+€,-I
Wm ; ~p p ~ l~p ~ A 1+ I + lip'

,-1 ~,

(6.111 )

where C. is a constant that depends only on m and p.

Proof. The proof follows that of Theorem 6.46. Let sp E '?:>p be such that
Ilf-spllp < 2€p. Then

wm(f; ~p)p ~ wm(sp; ~p)p + wm(f - sp; ~p)p'

Now, wm(f- sp; ~p) ~ 2m+ l€p. By Theorem 6.49 and the fact that the deriva
tives of sp up to order / are all continuous, we have

m-I

wm(f; ~p)p < C~~/p ~ ~~Jp( IYsp).
)-/+ 1

It remains to estimate Jp(DJsp ) for }=/+ 1, ... , m-l. Here, the proof of
Theorem 6.45 can be carried over with only minor changes. First consider
}=m-l. Then by induction it suffices to show that

€ +f
J(Dm-1s )~C v v-I +J(Dm-ls ).

p I' ~m-I+l/p p v-I
_I'

(6.112)

To show this, let 1~ j <; k p • We must examine three cases, as in the proof of
Theorem 6.45. In all cases the Markov inequality (cf. Theorem 3.3) gives

where g=sp -Sp_1 and Ii is a subinterval of [x; -~,,/2, x; +~,,/2). Now,
using Holder's inequality, we have

Since the Ii are disjoint,

(

k" ) lip

;~I II gll~[l,l < II gil L,,[a,bl < lis. - 111 L,,[a,bl + Ils.-1 - IIIL,,[a,bl
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and by induction, we obtain

., E +E
J ([)is) ~Cdllp ~ r r-l

p " _" £.J Aj+ lip
r-/+ 1 ~r
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(6.113)

for j = m - 1. Arguments similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 6.45
can now be used to establish (6.113) for 1<j <: m - 2. Then

Since ~,,/~r < 1, the largest term occurs for j =1+ 1, and (6.111) follows. •

We can now translate the inverse assertion of Theorem 6.55 into an
inverse theorem involving classical smooth spaces.

THEOREM 6.56

Let d" be a sequence of quasi-uniform partitions with aa = {a, b} . In
addition, suppose

with 1<0:< 00 and 1<f3<oo. (6.114)

Let 0 <; / <m - 2, and let ~" be linear spaces of splines in C?J> 0'm(d.,) n
C/[a,b), but not in CI+1[a,b]. Finally, supposefELp[a,b] is such that

Then

fELip;,a[a,bj

fE ~;-l[a,b]

fE~;[a,b]

If k + 0: = /+ 1+ 1/p, then

if 0 ~ k ~ 1+ 1 and 0 <0: < 1;

if 1~k </+ 1 and 0:=0;

if k + 0: > 1+ 1+ 1/p .

(6.115)

(6.116)

(6.117)

(6.118)

(6.119)

Proof By the same arguments used in the proof of Theorem 6.47, if
k + 0: </+ 1+ 1/p, the assumption (6.115) together with the inverse Theo
rem 6.55 implies wm(f;t)p=e(t k + a

). The assertions (6.116) and (6.117)
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follow. When k+a>/+I+Ilp, we get wm (f;t)p=(9(t/+ 1
), which gives

(6. I 18). The case k + a = / + 1+ 1/p also follows, as in the proof of Theo
rem 6.47. •

As in the case of p = 00, treated in Section 6.8, the inverse assertions of
Theorem 6.56 are the correct companions for the direct theorems proved
earlier as long as k + a </+ 1+ 1/p. For these cases the direct and inverse
theorems combine to give complete characterizations of the spaces
Lip;·a[a,b] and 2:;-l[a,b], respectively. For k + a >/+ 1+ lip, however,
the inverse and direct theorems do not match. As for p = 00, these inverse
theorems cannot be improved.

We close this section with a saturation theorem for approximation by a
sequence of piecewise polynomial spaces ~:P ~ym(~,,). We do not assume that
the partitions a" satisfy a mixing condition. The result shows that (except
for polynomials) smooth functions cannot be approximated to an order
higher than ~:,.

THEOREM 6.57

Let~" be a sequence of partitions with ~"tO. SupposefELpm[a,b] is such
that

(6.120)

where l/; is a monotone-increasing function such that l/;(t)~O as t~O. Then
fEGJ m ·

).Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.48. In particular, if
s" is such that Ilf- s"llp ~ 2e,,: = 2d[f, 0' 0'm(~,,)]p, then

Using Theorem 6.49, we have

m-I

wm(s,,; ~,,)p <C }: ~~Jp(Dis,,).
)-0

To estimate Jp(IYs,,), we note that by Whitney's Theorem 3.18 there exists
a polynomial gi E 0'm such that 11/-gillL"lli] <em II Dmfll L"lli]' i= 1, .. . ,k,
where Ii = [x;" - e,x;" + el. Now, using Markov's inequalities (3.2) and (3.3),
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we have
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Applying the discrete Holder inequality (see Remark 2.1) to the pth power
of this inequality and then summing over j= 1,2, ... , k", we obtain

It follows that with e=(J~p,

m-l

wm(f;~,,)p<C~ (J-J(e.,+emIIDmfllp),
j-O

and the rest of the proof proceeds exactly as in Theorem 6.48.

I 6.10. HISTORICAL NOTES

Section 6.2

•

The approximation power of piecewise constant functions was studied in
the lecture notes of Kahane [1961]. His notes include direct theorems, the
inverse theorem (for equally spaced partitions only), and the characteriza
tion of LipQ (for fEC[a, b]). An inverse theory for B[a, b] was developed
later by Nitsche [1969b] and DeVore and Richards [1973b]. The characteri
zation of LipQ in the case of fEB[a, b] was given in the latter paper. A
different proof was given later by Shisha [1974b].

Section 6.3

The approximation power of piecewise linear polynomials was also dis
cussed by Kahane [1961], and independently by Brudnyi and Gopengauz
[1963]. Both papers include inverse results (although only for equispaced
partitions) as well as direct theorems. See also Malozemov [1966, 1967].

Section 6.4

Prior to the mid-1960s there were only a few isolated papers dealing with
the question of how well classes of smooth functions can be approximated
by piecewise polynomials or splines. We have already mentioned the
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papers by Kahane [1961] and Brudnyi and Gopengauz [1963] in connec
tion with approximation by piecewise constants and piecewise linear
polynomials. Other early papers include those by Peterson [1962] and
Smoluk [1964].

The intensive development of the theory of interpolating splines that
began in the eariy 1960s (cf. the discussion in the historical notes for
Section 1.4), led to a concommitant development of error bounds for them.
As we are not discussing interpolation by splines here, we will not give a
complete historical account of these developments. Some of the early
contributors include Ahlberg and Nilson [1963], Birkhoff and deBoor
[1964], Ahlberg, Nilson, and Walsh [1965 a, b], Atkinson [1968], Sharma
and Meir [1966], Cheney and Schurer [1968, 1970], Birkhoff, Schultz, and
Varga [1968], Swartz [1968], Hall [1968], and Varga [1969]. The refinement
of these bounds to the point where they yield the direct theorems given in
this section (where we have mixed norms, p-moduli of smoothness, and
local results) remained a rather lengthy process involving considerable
machinery. To get an idea of how this progressed, see the papers by Swartz
[1970], Hedstrom and Varga [1971], Swartz and Varga [1972], Demko and
Varga [1974], and Scherer [1974b].

A number of authors have constructed approximation schemes of the
form (6.40). For example, Birkhoff [1976] and Birkhoff and deBoor [1968b]
developed methods of this type based on local moments. deBoor [1968c]
studied a broad class of such operators abstractly, and also discussed an
explicit formula of this type based on point evaluations of f. Another
explicit method (based on point evaluations of f and its derivatives) was
introduced by deBoor and Fix [1973]. They called such methods quasi
interpolation methods. Still other examples of quasi-interpolation methods
can be found in the article by Lyche and Schumaker [1975] along with a
detailed analysis of their approximation power.

We have elected to develop direct theorems for spline approximation by
using the explicit quasi-interpolation operator Q defined in Theorem 6.18.
This approach permits, in my opinion, the shortest and cleanest develop
ment of the complete range of direct theorems including the mixed norms,
the p-moduli of continuity, and the local results. The proofs in this section
are based on the methods of Lyche and Schumaker [1975]. The idea of
thinning out a partition to get a (sub-) partition that is quasi-uniform is
credited to Sharma and Meir [1966].

Section 6.5

Error bounds for spline approximation in Besov spaces were obtained first
by Hedstrom and Varga [1971]. Their approach was to use the interpola
tion method described in this section on certain spline interpolation
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operators. For further results in intermediate spaces, see Demko and Varga
[1974] and Scherer [1974b].

Section 6.6

Lower bounds for the order of approximation of smooth functions by
piecewise polynomials have been discussed in a number of papers. The
basic idea is contained already in the article by Birkhoff, Schultz, and
Varga [1968].

Section 6.8

Inverse, saturation, and characterization theorems for approximation by
piecewise constants were obtained by Kahane [1961]. Similar results for
piecewise polynomial approximation were obtained by Kahane [1961],
Brudnyi and Gopengauz [1963], and Nitsche [1969a,b].

The first inverse results for splines of order m were saturation theorems
obtained by Ahlberg, Nilson, and Walsh [1967b, p. 174], Golomb [1968],
and Gaier [1970]. Gaier's result was established for arbitrary integrable
functions-the others worked with smoother classes of functions. Nitsche
[1969b] also obtained saturation results, as well as inverse theorems, but
instead of working on sequences of partitions he considered the order of '
approximation on all possible partitions. Characterization theorems for
some classical smooth spaces in terms of approximation by splines on
equally spaced' partitions were obtaineq by Scherer [1970b] and by
Richards [1972]. Scherer's proofs are based on a general approximation
theoretic theorem of Butzer and Scherer [1969, 1970].

The first paper to deal with nonequally spaced partitions was that of
DeVore and Richards [1973a, ,b]. They observed that such results could not
be proved without some kind of mixing condition (cf. Example 6.11) and
proceeded to introduce the condition given in Definition 6.37. The fact
that equally spaced partitions satisfy this mixing condition has often been
asserted, but there appears to be no published proof. (The arguments used
by Richards [1972] serve to show that an appropriate subsequence of the
equally spaced partitions satisfies the mixing condition). The estimate
(6.75) for wm(f, . ) can be simplified to one involving only two terms on the
right if we consider a sequence of equally spaced partitions (see Gaier
[1970]. In Theorem 6.43 we have given only a few of the possible char
acterization results. For example, Scherer [1974a] has given similar char
acterizations for generalized Lipschitz spaces.

The first inverse theorems for nonmixed sequences of partitions were
obtained by Johnen and Scherer [1976] for nested partitions. A general
treatment of nonmixed partitions, which we have followed here, was given
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by DeVore and Scherer [1976]. See also Scherer [1976, 1977]. The satura
tion result for nonmixed partitions comes from this last paper.

Section 6.9

Except for some results on piecewise constants and on piecewise linear
polynomials, most of the early results for splines dealt with the uniform
norm. The first results for the p-norms for splines of order m were obtained
by Scherer [1970a], again using the abstract theory of Butzer and Scherer
[1969, 1970]. Direct proofs of inverse, saturation, and characterization
results were first given by Butler and Richards [1972]. Both of these papers
dealt with sequences of equispaced partitions. Theorem 6.52 can be
strengthened in the equally spaced case to an estimate involving only two
terms on the right-see Scherer [1974b]. The early results for nonequally
spaced partitions involved a so-called "strong-mixing condition," see De
Vore and Scherer [1976], Johnen and Scherer [1976], and Scherer [1976].
The idea of replacing this complicated condition (which apparently was
already too strong to encompass uniform partitions) by the p-mixing
condition of Definition 6.50 is credited to Scherer [1977]. The idea for the
condition (as well as for the proof that uniform partitions satisfy it) comes
from some calculations performed by Butler and Richards [1972].

For nonmixed partitions, the first result is again credited to Johnen and
Scherer [1976] where nested partitions were considered. Our development
here follows the work of DeVore and Scherer [1976]-see also Scherer
[1976, 1977]. The saturation results for nonmixed partitions follows the
work of Scherer [1977].

I 6.11. REMARKS

Remark 6.1

The following identity for multivariable polynomials was needed in the
proof of Lemma 6.19.

LEMMA 6.58

Let 2<j<m, and supposeYt <Y2<··· <Ym-l and T1 <7'2<··· <7'j-l are
given. Let

(m - j)!
G(T1,···,Tj _ I)= (m-l)! L(Yil-TI)···(Y~_I-Tj-I)'

where the sum is taken over all choices of distinct i 1, ••• , ij -I in the set
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{1,2, ... ,m-I}. Then

j -_,,(m-v)!(v-I)!
G= ~ (-Iy (-1)' Sr-t(Y)Sj-r(T),

,,-=1 m.

where s,,-l(y)=symm,,-I(Yl' ... 'Ym -l) and Sj_,,(1')=symmj _,,(1'I, ... ,1'j_l).
For properties of these symmetric functions, see Remark 4.1.

Proof For any choice of v1, ... ,P, we may easily compute

oG(O)
01' ... 01'

"1 II,

0, if any two v's are equal

( -I)'(j-I-r)!(m-j+r)!
(m-I)! S;-t-,(Y),

otherwise.

We note that these partial derivatives do not depend on the 1"s. Now by
the multidimensional Taylor expansion,

aG oG
G= G(O) + ~ -1'-+ ~ ~ --1'.1'.+ ...

a~ , o~o~ IJ

j - I ( 1)'(· 1 )' ( . )'_ ~ - J- -r. m-J+r .. () ( )
- ~ ( _ I)' Sj-l-, Y S, l' ,

r-O m.

which after a change of summation index is the desired expansion if G. •

Remark 6.2

If I <p<q, then for any real numbers Wi >0, ;=0,1, ... , N,

(
N p)l/P (N q)l/q
~ Wi > ~ Wi •
;-0 ;-0

This inequality is called Jensen's inequality. For a proof, see Beckenbach
and Bellman [1961, p. 18].

Remark 6.3

If Y is a linear subspace of the linear space X, we say that an operator P
mapping X into Y is a projector provided Pg == g for all g E Y. As we saw in
Example 6.23, the spline approximation operator Q defined in (6.40) maps
C[a,b] in § =span{Bi }7, but is generally not a projector. The following
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lemma gives conditions on the {A;} which guarantee that Q will be a
projector onto ~ :

LEMMA 6.59

Q defined in (6.40) is a projector onto ~ if and only if {A;}7 form a dual
basis to {B;}7.

Proof Q is a projector if and only if Q~ = ~7_I (A;Bj ) B; = Bj for all
j= 1,2, ... ,n. This is equivalent to the requirement that A;~= 6ij' i, j=
1,2, ... ,n. •

In the following remark we use Lemma 6.59 to construct a projector of
Lp[a, b) onto the splines which delivers optimal error bounds. For some
other explicit constructions, see Lyche and Schumaker [1975].

Remark 6.4

Combining Lemma 6.59 with the dual linear functionals of Theorem 4.41,
we can construct a projector of 4[a, b) functions onto splines producing
optimal order approximations.

THEOREM 6.60

Let {y;}~+m be an extended partition of [a,b], and let {N;m}7 be the
associated normalized B-splines. Let {~}7be the linear functionals defined
in Theorem 4.41 forming a dual basis for ~ =span {N;m} 7. Then for any
l<.p<oo,

n

Qf= ~ (AJ)N;m(x)
i-I

defines a bounded linear projector of Lp[a,b] onto ~. Moreover, for all
fE Lp[a,b),

Proof Q is defined on 4[a,b] since At! is defined for all fELp[a,b]. In
fact,

where J;=(Y;'Y;+m). Applying the estimates of IIDm1/l;lloo obtained in the
proof of Theorem 4.41, we have

IVI < C IlfllI,,[Ji]h;-I/P,

where h; =Y;+m - Y;·
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But then for x E [y;, Yi+l)'

and integrating the pth power over Ii' we obtain

Summing over j=m, m+ 1, ... , n, we obtain

II Qf II Lp(a, b) <ell f II Lp(a, b)'
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which shows that Q is bounded. The fact that Q is a projector follows from
Lemma 6.59. Finally, the fact that Qf approximates f to order d(f, ~)p
follows from the elementary inequality

IIf- Qfllp~ IIf- slip + IIQ(f- s)IIp"; (I + II QII>IIj- slip'

which holds for all s E ~ ; that is,

Ilf- Qfll p < (I + II Q II)d(f, ~ )p.

Remark 6.5

•

It is easy to construct examples to show that the requirement that a
sequence of partitions go to zero steadily (as in Definition 6.5) is a
necessary condition in order to obtain saturation results.



7
APPROXIMATION
POWER OF SPLINES
(FREE KNOTS)

In this chapter we study the question of how well smooth functions can be
approximated by polynomial splines where the knots of the spline are
regarded as free parameters that can be adjusted to the particular function
being approximated.

I 7.1. \ INTRODUcnON
'\

The aim of this chapter is to study how well smooth functions f on an
interval [a,bl can be approximated by polynomial splines of order m with
k knots. To express this more precisely, let ~m,k be the space of polynomial
splines of order m with k knots in (a,b) defined by

~ = { s: s is a polynomial spline of order m with k } (7.1 )
m,k knots in (a,b), counting multiplicities '

and let

(7.2)

Our goal here is to relate the smoothness of f to the behavior of d(f, ~m,k)p
as k.-+oo.

Since we are primarily interested in asymptotic results, it will be con
venient to introduce two additional spaces closely related to ~m,k' Let

~1 = {s: s is a polynomial spline of order mwith k } (7.3)
m,k simple knots in (a,b) ,
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and

'?P '3' == { s: s is a piecewise polynomial of order m with} (7.4)
m,k k knots in (a,b) ·

The following theorem shows that the distances d(f, '3' '3'm,k)p, d(f, ~m,k)p,
and d(f, §~,k)P all have the same asymptotic behavior, and thus we will be
able to restrict our attention to the somewhat more tractable space '5' '5'm,k :

THEOREM 7.1

For any function f E Lp [ a, b],

(7.5)

as k~oo.

Proof· Clearly, ~~, k ~ ~m, k ~ '3' ~m, k' and thus

d(f, '3' '3'm,k)p <d(f, ~m,k)p<d(f, ~~,k)p·

On the other hand, if s E £?f '3>m,k' then by Lemma 4.51 each of the m-tuple
knots of s can be pulled apart into m simple knots to obtain a spline
IE~~,mk which differs from s only in small intervals around each knot of
$. This can be done in such a way that

It follows that

which in.turn implies (7.5). •
In view of Theorem 7.1, in the remainder of this chapter we shall restrict

our attention to '3' '3'm,k. It is clear from the definition that '3' '5'm,k is a
rather large space; indeed,

where the union is taken over all partitions of [a,b] with k break points. It
is also clear that '3' ~m,k is not a linear space. On the other hand, if SI and
$2 are two elements of '5' '3'm,k' then their sum SI + s2 is an element of
~~m,2k. Furthermore, even though '5'6Jm ,k is not linear, it is a computer
compatible space in the sense discussed in §I.S-indeed, each element
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s E 01 Cjm.k is uniquely determined by its set of knots and an associated
coefficient vector. These same remarks apply to the spaces ~m.k and ~~.k'

In view of the fact that 0' 0'm.k contains all linear spaces of piecewise
polynomials with k knots (and thus the space of piecewise polynomials
with equally spaced knots, for example), it follows from the results of
Chapter 6 that wide classes of smooth functions can be approximated to
high order by 0101m.k' Thus, for example, we know that

(
6i)6i) ) _ ~(_l )0

d f, J 1 m.k p -~, k + 1 ' allfE L;[ a,b], for I <'-0 <me

On the other hand, since ~lP ~pm.k is so large, it is reasonable to expect that
such orders of approximation should be obtainable for much wider classes
of smooth functions (by taking advantage of the freedom of the knots). We
shall see that this is indeed the case.

The main results of this chapter are the direct and inverse theorems of
§7.4 relating the smoothness of f (as expressed in terms of an appropriate
modulus of smoothness defined in §7.3) to the asymptotic behavior of
d(f, ~P <j>m.k )p' These theorems give a complete characterization of the
function ·classes corresponding to various orders of convergence. 111 §7.5
we show that (as in the linear case) order m convergence is the maximum
that can be obtained (for smooth functions). Because of the unusual form
of the moduli of smoothness, we cannot generally describe the classes
where a particular order of convergence takes place in terms of classical
notions of smoothness. In §7.6 we examine some classes of functions where
mth order convergence holds.

I 7.2. PIECEWISE CONSTANTS

In this section we consider approximation using the space ~ ~ I.k = ~ I.k'

We begin with an example that shows that substantial gains in approxima
tion order can be achieved when using free knots.

EXAMPLE 7.2

Let 0 <a < 1, and define fa(x) = X a. Approximate fa on the interval [0, 1) by
piecewise constants.

Discussion. It is clear (cf. Figure 19) that if d k ={i/(k+l)}7:J is the
uniform partition of [0, 1] with k knots, then
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® = Optimal knots

Figure 19. Approximation of x a by piecewise constants.

On the other hand, if we take

~:= {(_i )1/a}k+l,
k + 1 i-O

then

171

2(k + I)

Thus by allowing free knots we obtain order 1 convergence rather than
order Q. •

Example 7.2 suggests (cf. Figure 19) that if j is any continuous mono
tone-increasing function on [0, 1], then with the partition

we have

d(j, qp GJ ) = d[ j, Gj GJ (il*)] = f(b) - f(a) .
I.k 00 ) k 00 2(k + I)

This idea can be applied to an even larger class of functions, which we
now introduce.
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Given a function defined on the interval [a,b], let

a <. I, < · · · <In <. b } .

We call V;(f) the variation off. It is easily verified that

(7.6)

V;(f) <V;(f) + V:(f),

V;(f+g) <V;(f) + V;( g);

V:(af) < lal V;(f);

V:(f) = fbID!(x)ldx,
a

all a <c <b;

alljEL:[ a,b];

(7.7)

(7.8)

(7.9)

(7.10)

V:(f) < lim V:(Sk)
k-+oo

if Sk(X)~f(x), for all x E [ a,b]. (7.11)

We define the set of functions of bounded variation on [a,b] by

BV[ a,b] = {jE B[ a,b]: V:(f) < oo}.

Clearly BV[a,b] is a linear space that by (7.10) contains L:[a,b]. On the
other hand, BV[a,b] is much larger than L:[a,b], and includes many
functions that are not even continuous (e.g., all monotone-increasing
functions). It is known that every j E B V[a, b] can be written as the
difference of two monotone-increasing functions. It also follows from the
definition that every jE BV[a,b] can have at most a finite number of jump
discontinuities.

THEOREM 7.3

If fE C[a,b]n BV[a,b], then

d(f, ?J"k)oc <. 1(k ~ I ) V:(f).

Conversely, if fE C[a,b] is such that

(7.12)

d(f, ~I.k)oo <. c( k ~ I ), all k >0, (7.13)
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then fEB V[a, b], and, in fact,

Finally, if fE C[a,b] and
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(7.14)

(k+ l)d(f'~I,k)oo~O as k~oo, (7.15)

then f is a constant on [a, b].

Proof If fEC[a,b]nBV[a,b], then there exists a partition a==xo<x.
< ··· <xk + 1= b of [a,b] such that

VXi+l(f) _ V:(f)
Xi· -(k+I)' i =0, 1, ... ,k.

Now we define a piecewise constant approximation of f by

S(X)={(M;+.:;)/2 on [x;,x;+,),

I -0, I, . .. ,k,

all X; <X <X;+I' and all ;=0, I, .. . ,k. We have proved (7.12).
Suppose now thatfEC[a,b] and that (7.13) holds. Then for each k we

can find Sk E ~I.k such that

The sequence Sk of piecewise constants converge uniformly to f, and
moreover,

k

V:(Sk)= ~ Is(x;+I)-s(x;)1<2(k+l)llf-skll<2(C+I)
;-0

for all k. It follows from (7.11) that

V:(f) ~ lim V:(Sk) <2( C + I),
k~oo
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so fE BV[a,b]. In fact, using (7.12),

V:(f) ~ lim V:(Sk)
k-H'~

"kl~(2(k+l)dU'~I.k)OO+(k~I»)"V:U),

and (7.14) follows. If (7.15) holds, then by (7.14) it follows that V:(f)==O,
which can only happen if f is constant. •

Since Theorem 7.3 contains both direct and inverse assertions, we obtain
the following characterization result:

fE C[ a,b] belongs to BV[ a,b] if and only if dU'~I.k)= (9{ k~ 1 ).

Statement (7.15) is a saturation result. It shows that the maximal order of
convergence obtainable for continuous functions using piecewise constants
is 1 (except for the trivial class of constants, which are approximated
exactly). There are, of course, some discontinuous functions that are ap
proximated exactly if k is sufficiently large; for example, all piecewise
constants.

Because of the saturation phenomenon, for functions that are C I[a, b] or
smoother, there is nothing to be gained by using splines with free knots.
On the other hand, Theorem 7.3 shows that for less smooth functions, the
order of convergence using free knots can be considerably better than with
a fixed predetermined set of knots. We illustrated this for a specific
function in Example 7.2. The following example illustrates it for a large
class of relatively smooth functions:

EXAMPLE 7.4

LetfELi[a,b], I~p";oo.

Discussion. By (7.10) and Holder's inequality, we have

V:U) " jbIDf(x)1 dx" (b - a)'-'/PIIDfllI,.la.b)'
a

Coupling this with Theorem 7.3, we obtain
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which is order 1 convergence. On the other hand, by the results of Chapter
6, we know that using splines with equally spaced knots, for example, the
maximal order of convergence is 1- 1j p. •

So far we have concentrated on the case of the uniform norm. We tum
now to some analogous results for the q-norms, 1 <q < 00.

THEOREM 7.5

LetfEBV[a,b), and let 1 <.q<oo. Then

(7.16)

Proof. We recall that fEB V[ a, b) implies it can have at most a finite
number of jump discontinuities, say at t l <t2<··· <td' Now we can
modify f in a neighborhood of each ti so that the resulting function j
satisfies

- V:(f)
IIf-fIlLq[a.bJ~ 2(k+l) and V:(f) <; V:(j). (7.17)

We can accomplish this, for example, by replacingf by a linear function in
(t; - Ei , ti + E;) with E; sufficiently small. Then if.Sj is the spline constructed as
in the proof of Theorem 7.3 associated with j, we have

"f - sjll Lq[a,b) ~ II f - jll Lq[a,b) + II j - Sjll Lq[a,b)'

Using Theorem 7.3 for j, we obtain (7.16), where we may take C= j[1 +
(b - a)l/q). •

Theorem 7.3 asserts that d(f, 0' (5\,k)q = (9 (1 j(k + I» for all f E BV[a,b).
The following example shows that the converse is not true; that is, there
exist some functions that are not in BV[a,b) which can nevertheless be
approximated to order 1 by piecewise constants.

EXAMPLE 7.6

Let fEB V[ a, b] and g be a function that is a constallt almost everywhere.
Then

(7.18)
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Discussion. Clearly, if s is a spline that approximates f to order I, and if c
is the value that g takes almost everywhere, then· s + c provides an order I
approximation of f+ g. The function g can be quite nasty. For example,
the function g defined to be 1 on the rationals and 0 on the irrationals is
constant almost everywhere, but does not belong to BV[a,b]. •

As in the uniform norm case, there is a limit to how well smooth
functions can be approximated in the q-norms by piecewise constants-we
prove a general saturation theorem in §7.5.

17.3 VARIATIONAL MODULI OF SMOOTHNESS

In order to discuss the order of approximation of smooth functions by
polynomial splines with free knots, it is convenient to introduce a new kind
of modulus of smoothness. Given m;> 1, we define

"m(J; 1)00 = i~f sup{ wm(J; II Ik,,[/): I = [c, d] '" [ a, b] and cp(d) - cp(c) <I}.

(7.19)

where the infimum is taken over all monotone-increasing functions on
[a,b] with V:(cp)=cp(b)-cp(a)~b-a.We c~ll vm(f;t) the variational mod
ulus of smoothness off of order m. The following theorem shows that vm(f; t)
behaves very much like the classical modulus of smoothness wm(f; t):

TIlEOREM 7.7

For any m;> I,

vm(f; t I) <: vm(f; t2 ),

vm(f; t) <: wm(f; t);

(7.20)

(7.21)

1<:j<:m; (7.22)

if DfE B[ a,b];

vl(f; t) <. CtV:(f) if fE BV[ a,b].

(7.23)

(7.24)

Proof. Property (7.20) follows directly from the definition, while (7.21)
can be proved by taking cp(x) = x. Property (7.22) follows immediately
from the analogous property of wm(f; .). The proof of (7.23) is somewhat
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more delicate. Given any <pEBV[a,b], let ~(x)=[<p(x)+x]/2.Then
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"m(f; I) <; sup{ wm(f; III)Lool/):I = [ c, d] satisfies ~(d) - ~(c) <I}

=sup{ wm(f; III)Lool/): 1= [c,d] satisfies q>(d)- q>(c)+(d-c) <2t}

<; sup{ IIlwm- 1(Df; III)Lool/): 1= [ c,d] satisfies q>(d) - q>(c) + III <2/}

<; 2/sup{ wm_I(Df; III)Lool/): 1= [ c,d] satisfies q>(d) - <p(c) <2t}.

Now taking the infimum over all monotone q> with V:(q» <; b - a, we
obtain (7.23).

To prove (7.24), let <p(x)=(b-a)VaX(f)/V:(f). Then

1I,(j; t) <sup { w,(/; IIlk..[I): 1= [ c,d] satisfies

Since wl(f; III}Lool/) <; Vcd(f), (7.24) follows. •

It is also convenient to introduce a p-version of "m(f; I). We define

n

"m(f;/)p= infsup{(~wm(f;II;I~l/i~I/P: I;==[c;~] is a
fP ;-0

disjoint set of subintervals of [a, b]

with q>(d;)-<p(C;)<I, ;=0, ... ,n}, (7.25)

where again the infimum is taken over all monotone-increasing functions <p
on [a,b] with V:(cp)<;b-a.

THEOREM 7.8

For any m ;> 1 and I <. p < 00,

Pm(j; 1.)p <"m(!; (2 )p' all 0 <I. <; 12 <; b - a; (7.26)

"m(j; I)p <. 2m- j"j(!; I)p, I <.j <.m; (7.27)

"m(!;/)p,CIPm- 1(Dj;2/)p, if!EL~[a,b]; (7.28)

"1(!;/)p<.C/IIDfIIL1la,b)' if!EL:[a,b]. (7.29)
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Proof. Properties (7.26) to (7.28) follow just as in the p = 00 case. To
prove (7.29), let <p(x)=(b-a)f~IDfl/f~IDfl, and note that

{(

n )l/P
p\(j; t)p ~ sup ;~ow\(j; 1I; 1Y'4[/i ) : I; = [ciA) satisfies

Now,

w\(j; 1/;1Y'4[/i)';;;; s~p ~idi-h(~x+hIDflr ~ (d;- C;)(~idiIDflr

~ (d;-C;)( b~a ~blDflr

Substituting this in the above and noting that ~7-o(d;- c;) <. b - a, we
obtain (7.29). •

An important property of the classical moduli of smoothness is the fact
that wm(f; t)p can go to zero faster than t m only if fE '3'm. We now state an
analogous result for Jlm(f; t)p. We delay its proof until Section 7.5.

THEOREM 7.9

If fE Cm[a,b] and Jlm(f; t)=o(t m), then fE'3'm. Similarly, if fE Lpm[a,b]
and ","(f; t)p =o(t m), then f E 0'm·

I 7.4. DIRECf AND INVERSE THEOREMS

We are ready to relate the order of approximation of a function f by
piecewise polynomials of order m with k free knots to the smoothness of f
as measured by Jlm(f; t)p.

THEOREM 7.10

SupposefELp[a,b] if 1<.p<oo or thatfEC[a,b] ifp=oo. Then

as k--+oo. (7.30)
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Proof. Consider first the case of p = 00. Let s E 0' 0>m,k be such that

Ilf- sll 00 <d(f, OJ 6Jm,k)oo + f.
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Suppose the knots of s are at {x;}~, where a=xo<x)<··· ·<Xk+l=b.
Then cp(x)=(b-a)}:~:l(x-x;)~/(k+l)is a monotone-increasing func
tion with cp(b)-cp(a)=b-a, and

(
b-a) { b-a}I'm f; 'k+l <sup wm(f;III)Looll): I=[c,d] and cp(d)-q;>(c) < k+l ·

Now, by the definition of cp (it has jumps of (b - a)/(k + I) at each x;), the
condition that cp(d)-cp(c)«b-a)/(k+l) implies that only intervals
which do not contain any of the knots {x;}~ enter into the supremum. But
for any such interval we have

We conclude that

(7.31)

To complete the proof of (7.30) in the case of p = 00, we now prove an
inequality in the opposite direction. Suppose cp is a monotone-increasing
function on [a,b] with cp(b)-cp(a)=b-a such that

(
b-a )

<2"m f; k+l +f ·

Let d={x;·=cp-)(;(b-a)/(k+I»}~:J. Now on each interval 1;=
[x;·, x;·+ tl, the Whitney Theorem 3.18 asserts the existence of a polynomial
p;E6Jm with

Let

s·(x) = {p;(x), ;=0, I, . .. ,k.
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Since I; is such that cp(d;)-cp(c;)=(b-a)/(k+ I)«b-a)/(k+ I)+e, it
follows that

(
b- a )

<2C"m f; k+ 1 +e .

Since e>0 is arbitrary, this implies

(7.32)

Combining this with (7.31), we have proved (7.30) in the case of p == 00.

The proof of (7.30) for 1 <. p < 00 is quite similar. First, to prove the
analog of (7.31), suppose s E 0' C5'm, k has knots {x;} ~ and is such that

II f - slip <. d(f, 6J 0'm,k)p + e.

Then with cp(x)=(b-a)~7:II(x-x;)~/(k+I), we have

Again the condition on the I; implies that each of them contains no knots
in its interior, hence

But then

J'm(1; ::~ t<2msup{ (~lIf-sll~[IIJ)I/P: Ii as above}

<. 2m II!- slip <. 2md(!, 6J 6Jm,k)p + e.

As e>0 is arbitrary, we have proved

(7.33)
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It remains to prove the analog of (7.32) for 1 <;p < 00. Let cp be a
monotone-increasing function on [a,b] with cp(b)-cp(a)=b-a such that

Define {Xi·}~+ I as in the P = 00 case, and let Pi E 6Jm be the polynomials in
the Whitney Theorem 3.18 such that

;==0, l, ... ,k. Then with s· defined to be Pi on Ii' we have

As f >0 is arbitrary, this implies

Combining (7.33) and (7.34), we have proved (7.30) for all 1 <;p < 00,.

(7.34)

•
Theorem 7.10 allows us to describe the order of convergence of poly

nomial spline approximation to a given function directly in terms of its
smoothness. In particular, we have the following characterization theorem:

THEOREM 7.11

Suppose IE C[a,b] if P = 00 or IE Lp[a,b] if 1 <:p < 00. Then for any
O<(J <;m,

(7.35)

if and only if

(7.36)
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Proof. If (7.36) holds, then (7.35) follows immediately from Theorem
7.10. To prove the converse, suppose t >0 is given, and let k be such that
(b-a)/k(;t«b-a)/(k+I). Then by the monotonicity properties (7.20)
and (7.26),

•
To illustrate how Theorem 7.11 can be used to obtain rates of conver

gence for approximation of smooth functions by piecewise polynomials (or
splines) with free knots, we introduce still another space of smooth
functions. Given any integer (J;> 1, let

(7.37)

In view of (7.10), we note that Lf[a,b)kBva-1[a,b).

THEOREM 7.12

SupposefEBVa-1[a,b], some 1 <;o"=m. Then

all 1 <. p <. 00.

Proof It suffices to prove the result for p = 00 as d(f, '?J' <ffm,k)p <;
(b - a)l/pd(f, '?J' <?j'm,k)oo. Now, using properties (7.22) to (7.24) of "m(f; t),
we have

"m(f; t) <; C1vo(f; t) <C2tO-lvl(Da- y; 2a- 1t)

<C3t aV;(D a - y).

Theorem 7.11 now implies the desired result. •
Theorem 7.12 shows that order m convergence holds for all functions in

the rather large class BVm-1[a,b). In §7.6 'we show that order m conver
gence obtains for an even larger class of functions. On the other hand, the
results of the following section show that (for smooth functions) the
maximum order of convergence is m.
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I 7.5. SATURATION

We begin with a lemma that gives an explicit expression for the Lp-error in
approximating a functionfE Cm[a,b] by polynomials.

LEMMA 7.13

SupposefECm[a,b] and that I~p'oo. Then there exists a<~<b such
that

where

(
xm )c =d - 0'

p,m m!' m ~p[o.l]·

Proof. Fix 1<:p <; 00, and let a <xr<x! <; .•. ~x': <:b be such that

Let Q(x) = (x - x r)· . · (x - x':), and suppose that qj E C!Ym is the polynomial
iriterpolating f at {Xi·} 'r. Then by (3.5) and (2.93), we have

DJ(~x)
f(x) - qj(x) = Q(x) " some a <~x <b,

m.
and it follows that

Now suppose that PfEC?Ym is such that IIf-Pf llp=d(!,0>m)p. We shall
show in a moment that Pj must interpolate f at some m points; that is, there
exist a <XI <x2 < · .. <xm <b such that

j= 1,2, . .. ,m.

B~t then
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Combining this with our previous estimate of d(f, 0'm)p from above and
using the continuity of Dj, we conclude that

( 0') - II Q lip \ m ( )\d f, m Lp[a.b]-~ D zp~ ,

Now a change of variable argument shows that

some a <~<b.

\IQI1 4 [a.b]

m!

(b-a) m+l/p

m! minll(t-t1)··· (t-tm )11 4 l0,l]

=(b-a)m+l/Pd( x
m,0') ,

m! m 1,,[0,1]

and (7.38) follows.
It remains to establish our' assertion that PI interpolates f at m points.

For P = 00 this follows from the fact that f - PI must alternate between
± Ilf-PIli 00 at least m times on [a,b), (cf. Remark 7.5). Suppose now
1<p < 00. Then (cf. Remark 7.6), it is known that PI must satisfy the
orthogonality condition

fb x'18(xW- 1sgn[ c5(x)] dx =0,
a

r = 0, 1, ... ,m - 1, (7.39)

where ~(x)=f(x)-pfix). This condition for r=O implies that ~(x) must
have at least one zero on [a,b]. Suppose it has only the zeros a <XI <; · .• <;
xn<h with n<m. Then clearly (x-x 1)···(x-xn)8(x) is nonnegative
throughout [a, b], and

jb(X-X1)··· (x-xn )Ic5(xW- 1sgn[ c5(x)]dx>O,
a

contradicting (7.39). This completes the proof that PI interpolates f at m
points, and the lemma is proved. •

We can now prove our saturation result.

THEOREM 7.14

SupposejftECm[a,b] and that

Then f is a polynomial of order m.
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Proof For convenience, set (1 = (m + 1/p) - I. Given any partition d =
{a=xO<x 1<··· <Xk+1=b}, we define

k

Bp,m(f, d) = ~ d(f, 0'm)4l Ji]'
i-O

where I; =[x;,x;+ I)' ;=0, l, ... ,k. By Lemma 7.13 we note that

k

Bp,m(f, d) = c;'m ~ (x;+ 1- xi)IDmf(~;)IO,
i::zO

(7.40)

where f.;Eli , ;=O,l, ... ,k and cp,m is defined in Lemma 7.13. Let d k =
(i(b-a)/(k+l)}~:J for each k. Then Bp,m(f,dk ) is clearly a Riemann
sum, and so

On the other hand, applying the Holder inequality with dual exponents
1/ma and p / (1 to (7.40), we have

(
k )mo( k )OIP

Bp,m(f,~) < .~ 1 .~ d(f, 0'm)4l1i]
,-0 ,-0

(7.41)

It follows that

Combining this fact with our assumption that d(f,6J OJm,k)p =o[(b - a)/
(k+ l)]m, it follows that IIDmfll4,(a,bJ=O. Since fECm[a,b), we conclude
thatfE 6Jm; that is,f is a polynomial of order m. •

With some additional work (see Remark 7.2) it can be shown that for
m> 1, Theorem 7.14 continues to hold assuming only thatfEL:"[a,b]. In
any case, the theorem shows that for smooth functions, m is the maximum
rate of convergence obtainable using polynomial splines of order m. This
saturation result does not preclude the. possibility that certain nonpoly
nomial functions which do not belong to Cm[a,b] (or L;"[a,b]) can be
approximated to order better than m.
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EXAMPLE 7.15

Let j be a polynomial spline of order m with knots at a <x I < ... <xK <b.

Discussion. We do not say anything about the multiplicity of the knots.
Thusjmay lie in Cm-I[a,b] or it may not even be continuous. In any case,
it is clear that

and thus that

for all k ;;. mK,

as k~oo. •
We can now prove that the only smooth functions with "m(j; t)p = o(t m)

are the polynomials.

ProojojTheorem 7.9. SupposejECm[a,b] is such that Pm(j;t)p=o(t m).
Then by Theorem 7.11 it follows that d(!,0'0'm,k)p=o[(b-a)/(k+l)]m,
which by Theorem 7.14 implies that j E 0'm • •

I 7.6. SATURATION CLASSES

In view of the saturation Theorem 7.14, it is of interest to examine the class
of functions for which approximation by piecewise polynomials of order m
in the p-norm is of order m. By Theorem 7.11 this class is given by

Theorem 7.3 shows that

Sat( 00, 1) = C[ a, b ] n B V[ a, b ].

Unfortunately, for other values of m and p, no precise description of
Sat(p, m) in terms of classical notions of smoothness is known. By the
results of §7.4 we know that Sat(p,m) contains all the functions in
BVm-l[a,b]. Example. 7.15 shows that it also contains all polynomial
spline functions of order m with a finite number of knots, counting
multiplicities. The following example shows that it contains other functions
that are not in BVm-I[a,b]:
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EXAMPLE 7.16

Let O<a < I andfa(x) = x a. Then on the interval [0, 1],fa ESat(p,m) for all
m> 1 and I <ep ~ 00.

Discussion. We show that

Let x;=[i/(k+ I)]m/a, i=O, 1, ... ,k+ I, and let I;=[x;,x;+tl. For 1 <.i <.k,
let p; E 6Jm be the polynomial approximating fa on I; as in the Whitney
Theorem 3.18. Then

Let Po = 0, and set

s(x)=p;(x) i=O,I, ... ,k.

It is clear that IIfa-sIlLoo[lo]~[I/(k+l)]m. On the other hand, for i=
1,2, ... ,k,

Using the fact that.(i + l)m/a - i m/ a <. C2(i + I),"/a-I for some constant C2
(depending only on m and a), we obtain

(
l)m (i+ 1 )m<m/o-I) ( 1 )m

Ilfa - siILoo[O,I] ~ C1 k+ 1 l~~:k -i- <. C k+ 1 · •
Example 7.16 is quite impressive since it asserts that X

O can be ap
proximated to order [(b-a)/(k+l)]m by splines of order m with free
knots, while the best we can do with splines of order m with equally spaced
knots is [(b-a)/(k+ I)f.

In order to help answer the question of what other functions lie in
Sat(p,m), we now introduce a generalization of the space BVm-I[a,b).
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Given any I <p < 00, let 0= I/(m+ lip) and

Vpm[a,b]={fELp[a,b]: Iflvp"'(a.b]<oo}, 1<p<oo

V:[a~b]={fEC[a,b]:Iflv:(a.b]<oo}, p=oo. (7.42)

Here

IfIVp"'(a.b] = IIfl/ L;(a.b] + Np.m(f),

with a = l/(m + lip) and

(7.43)

(7.44)

where Bp •m(j,6) is defined in (7.40) and the supremum is taken over all
partitions of [a, b].

It is clear that Vpm[a,b] is a linear space, and it is easily seen that (7.43)
defines a seminorm on it. Since it can be shown by standard arguments
that V;ra,b] is complete, it follows that it is in fact a Frechet space (cf.
Remark 7.1).

The following theorem shows that every function in Vpm[a, b] can be
approximated to order m by (2P~Pm.k' and thus that Vpm[a,b]~Sat(p,m):

THEOREM 7.17

For any jE Vpm[a,b],

d(f, ~p ~pm.k)p' ( k ~ I fNp.m(f)I/a,

0= I/(m+ lip).

Proof. We say that a partition 6={a=xo<xl <'" <Xk+l=b} is bal
anced provided that for some dk ,

i =0, I, ... ,k,

where I;=[x;,x;+). We claim that for any given function f, there are
balanced partitions for all k == 0, I, . . .. To prove this, we proceed by
induction. Clearly, there is a balanced partition for k == O. Now suppose
dk _ )(a) corresponds to the balanced partition of [a, a] with k - I knots. Let
p== inf{ a: d(f, 0'm)4(o,b] = dk _ )(a)}. It follows that if a = X o<x I < · · · <xk

- p provides a balanced partition of [a,,8], then a == Xo<XI < ·· . <xk + 1==

b provides a balanced partition of [a,b].
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To complete the proof, suppose~· is a balanced partition of [a,b] with k
knots. Then

;=0,1, ... ,k. But then

We conclude that

d(J, <jl <jlm.k)p <; d[ f, <jl <jlm(;1*) ] p <; (k ~ l)m Bp.m(J, A*)1/"

<; ( k: 1rNp.m(J)I/". •
We turn now to a discussion of the kinds of functions that lie in

Vp
m

[a, b]. In the case of m = 1 and p = 00, we can be very precise.

EXAMPLE 7.18

V~[a,b]== C[a,b]n BV[a,b).

Discussion. We have already seen that V~[a,b]~Sat(oo,1)== C[a,b]n
BV[a,b]. Suppose now that f E C[a,b)n BV[a,b]. Then for any partition
~={a=xo<xl<···<Xk+l=b} of [a,b], we have

k k

Boo.l(f,~)= ~ d(f,0\)L ool/i]< ~ V~i+'(f)<V:(f).
i-O i-O

It follows that N oo.I(f) <V:(f), and thusf E V~[a,b]. •

We saw in §7.4 that the functions in BVm-I[a,b] can be approximated
to order m by splines of order m. The following theorem provides another
proof of this fact. It shows that Bvm-I[a,b]~Vpm[a,b].
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lHEOREM 7.19

Let 1<:p <; 00. Then for any fEBV m
-

1[a,b],

( b )1/0-1
N (f)l/o ~ - a Vb(Dm-y).

p,m (m-l)! a

Proof. By a slight extension of the Taylor expansion in Theorem 2.1,
there exists Pf E qym such that

Ii()= () jx(X-t)m-ldD m- y(t)
J'X PfX+ a (m-I)! ·

It follows that

A similar proof establishes the same inequality for P = 00.

Now let ~ be any partition of [a,b] into k+ 1 subintervals. Then

k

Bp,m(!'~):= ~ d(f, qym)4[li]
i-O

[
1 ]0 k _ 1-0 X;+I m-l 0

<;; (m-I)! i~O (X;+I x;) Vx, (D 'f)

[ ]

0

1 k 1/0-1 k

<;; ( -1)1 [ .~ (Xi+I-Xi )] .~ V~;+I(Dm-~)
m · ,-0 ,-0

Taking the infimum over all ~ and then the ath root, we obtain the desired
~~~fu~ •

Theorem 7.19 shows that ~m[a,b] contains a large class of smooth
functions. Example 7.16 suggests that it may also contain functions (such
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as x a
) that are smooth except at a finite number of points. Our next

theorem shows that this is indeed the case.

THEOREM 7.20

Suppose I <, P < 00 and that f E C[a, b] if p = 00 or f E Lp [ a, b] otherwise. In
addition, suppose f E L;"[a,b - e] for all e>0, and that there exists a
monotone-increasing function g such that IDm!(x)1 <, g(x) almost every
where on (a,b). ThenfE Vpm[a,b], and, in fact,

1
0==---

m+ lip'
(7.45)

where Coo = 1/m! and Cp =(m!(mp + 1)I/P)-1 for 1 <,p < 00.

Proof. For any a <c <x <b we have by the Taylor expansion that

If(x) - pJx)1 = I~x (x - t~:-~~)?(t)dt I

f
x (x - t)m-Ig(t)

'-;;;cp(x): = c (m -I)! dt,

where P.t<x)=~j_-ol[D1(c)(x-cY]/j!E0'm' It can be shown (cf. Lemma
7.21 below) that for any c<d~b, 1Iq;>114lc,dJ,CpllgI14lc,dJ' and it follows
that

Now if ~:= {a = X o<XI < ... <xk + 1= b} is any partition of [a,b], then

k k

Bp.m(!'~) = ~ d(f, 6Jm)~p[/;] <(Cpr' ~ II g114l/;] <(Cpr'll gll4la,bJ-
;-0 ;=0

Taking the supremum over all partitions, we have (7.45). •

The way Theorem 7.20 is stated, it actually deals with functions that
have a singularity at point b, but it is clear that a similar singularity at a
could be handled in the same way_ The functionfa(x)=x R on [0, I] is then
covered by the theorem since II D 'JII (7 < 00 as long as a > - I I p. The
theorem also applies to functions with a finite number of singularities since
in choosing the knots of the approximating piecewise polynomial we are
free to put one at each singularity, thereby reducing the problem to
separate problems of the type covered by the theorem.
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The following lemma was needed in the proof of Theorem 7.20:

LEMMA 7.21

Let g be a positive monotone-increasing function on the interval [c,d), and
let

Then for all 1~ p < 00,

cp(x) = fX(x - t)m-lg(t)dt.
c

(7.46)

1
0=---

m+I/p
(7.47)

where dtYJ = 1/m and dp = 1/m(mp + I)l/p, 1<p < 00.

Proof We consider first the case of p = 00 and 0 = IIm. Clearly (7.46)
holds for m = 1. Let

Both q>(x) and 1/;(x) are monotone-increasing functions, and q>(c) = 1/;(c).
We now compare their derivatives. We have

dcp(x) =(m-I)fx(x- t)m-2g (t)dt,
dx c

while

It follows from the inductive hypothesis that dcp(x)1 dx <#(x)/dx for all
x, and thus q>(x) " \fI(x), all c <x <: d. We have proved (7.47) in the case
p=oo.

Suppose now that I <p < 00, and let

... 1 [fY (J ]p/a
I[;(y) = mP(mp + I) c g(t) dt ·
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Both of these functions are monotone-increasing functions of y, and
cj)(c)=~(c). Now,

dcPt) ==1~Y(y-t)m-lg(t)d{

~(y)== pja [fYg(t)t1dt](P/cr>-lg(yt
dy mP(mp + I) c

> ~P [~Yg(t)l/m dt ]"".

By the result for p = 00, we conclude that dcP(y)jdy <d1Ky)jdy, and thus
cj)(y) <~(y) for all c <y <d. This statement for y = d is precisely (7.47). •

I 7.7. HISTORICAL NOTES

Section 7.1

The study of approximation by piecewise polynomials with free knots
began with the case of piecewise constants. Some early papers dealing with
this problem include those by Kahane [1961], Ream [1961], and Stone
[1961]. Piecewise linear polynomials and piecewise polynomials of order m
were studied later by Brudnyi and Gopengauz [1963], Tihomirov [1965],
Birman and Solomjak [1966, 1967], Sacks and Ylvisaker [1966, 1968, 1970],
Phillips [1968], Rice [1969a], Freud and Popov [1969], and Subbotin and
Chernyk [1970], as well as in a number of later papers that we mention
below. The observation that it suffices to work with piecewise polynomials
in order to get results for splines (cf. Theorem 7.1) seems to have been part
of the folklore-see, for example, Rice [1969a], Burchard and Hale [1975],
or Burchard [1977].

Section 7.2

The direct and inverse theorems given here for piecewise constants are
credited to Kahane [1961] for p == 00 and to Birman and Solomjak [1966]
for 1<; P < 00. The saturation theorem for p < 00 follows from general
results of Burchard [1977].

Section 7.3

The idea of introducing a new kind of modulus of smoothness in order to
deal with spline approximation with free knots is credited to Popov
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[1975a, b], where only the case of p = 00 was considered. Our definition of
"m(f; t) is a minor variant of his. The introduction of "m(f; t)p for p < 00

seems to be new.

Section 7.4

Our main direct and inverse Theorem 7.10 follows the ideas of Popov
[1975a, b], where the case of p = 00 is done. Direct theorems for functions
in Cm[a,b] or z"m[a,b] were obtained in a number of early papers-see
Brudnyi and Gopengauz [1963], Tihomirov [1965], Birman and Solomjak
[1966, 1967], and Brudnyi [1971]. Direct theorems for BV m - I[a, b] were
established in the papers by Subbotin and Chernyk [1970], Freud and
Popov [1969], and Sendov and Popov [1970a, b].

Section 7.5

Lemma 7.13 is credited to Phillips [1970], while our main saturation result
Theorem 7.14 comes from the work of Burchard and Hale [1975]. The
result for L;"[a,b] functions follows from certain asymptotic formulae
derived by Burchard and Hale [1975]-see Remark 7.2.

Section 7.6

Example 7.16 is credited to Rice [1969a]. It motivated Dodson [1972] and
deBoor [1973b] to establish order m convergence for the kind of functions
found in Theorem 7.20. Sat(p,m) was studied in greater detail by Burchard
[1974], Burchard and Hale [1975], and Burchard [1977]. The spaces
~m[a,b] are introduced in the paper by Burchard and Hale [1975], and
Theorem 7.17 is established there. These papers also contain exact asymp
totic formulae (see Remark 7.2), and the 1977 paper by Burchard also
includes certain inverse theorems (cf. Remark 7.4). Theorem 7.20 (as well
as a refined version of it) can be found in the paper by Burchard and Hale
[1975]. Lemma 7.21 is credited to Dodson [1972] and deBoor [1973b]. We
also note that there have been several papers giving little oh saturation
classes-see Remark 7.3. Spaces related to Vpm[a,b] have also been in
troduced by Brudnyi [1974] and by Bergh and Peetre [1974].

I 7.8. REMARKS

Remark 7.1

A Frechet space is a complete linear space X with an invariant metric p;

that is, a functional p:X-+R such that p(f+g) <cP(f)+p(g), p(af)==
lalp(f), and p(f - g) = pcr) - p(g). A Frechet space is a Banach space if p
is a norm. See, for example Dunford and Schwartz (1957).
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Remark 7.2

A number of authors have obtained exact asymptotic expressions for
d(f, ~ ~m.k)p for certain classes of smooth functions. For example,
Burchard and Hale [1975] have shown that

lim (k + I)md(j, ~ ~m,k)p = Bp.m(j)l/a,
k-+oo

Bp,m(f) = lim Bp,m(f,~)

~-+o

for all functions in the linear space

1
0= m+ lip (7.48)

It is also shown there that AC;-l[a,b] is a Frechet space, and that it
contains any jE L:"[a,b] (and, in fact, any f satisfying the hypotheses of
Theorem 7.20). For such j they show that (7.48) holds with

Bp,m(f)=d( :~ ,0>m):lo,IJ"DmfI4IQ'bJ'

It follows from (7.48) in this case that if d(f, 6J.~m,k)p =o[(b - a)j(k + I)r,
then II D jll a =0, hence f E OJm. This is a strengthened version of the
saturation Theorem 7.14. When 0 < I, Burchard (1977) has shown that
Bvm-l[a,b]~ACpm-l[a,b],and that if fE BVm-l[a,b] is such that Dmf(x)
==0 almost everywhere, then Bp,m(f)=O, hence

For m = I and p = 00, the asymptotic formula (7.48) asserts that

allj E C[ a,b],

a result established by Kahane [1961]. For m=2 and p=2, (7.48) was
established by Ream [1961 ]. For p = 2 and general m, see Sacks and
Ylvisaker [1966, 1968, 1969, 1970). For some other special cases, see
Phillips [1970], McClure [1975], Dodson [1972], and deBoor [1973b].

Remark 7.3

Burchard [1977] has shown that

(
b-a )m-l

implies d(f, OJ 6Jm,k)p = 0 k + 1 (7.50)
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This shows that little oh convergence of order m - 1 occurs for a very large
class of functions. He also shows that

A weaker version of (7.50) was established by Freud and Popov [1970],
who had in turn extended a theorem of Korneicuk for j E Lip· with m = 2
and p = 00. Since AC~Ja,b]=AC[a,b], (7.50) improves Komeicuk's result.

Remark 7.4

Burchard [1977] also contains several inverse theorems. For example, it is
shown that

(
b-a)m-l+fJ

d(j,6J 6Jm.k)p = 0 k + 1 9>0 impliesjEACp
m

-
2 [ a,b].

(7.51 )

For other results of this type as well as an analog of the K-functional,
Stechkin-type results, connections with generalized derivatives, and results
on asymptotically optimal knot distributions, see Burchard [1977]. For
some different inverse theorems, see Brudnyi [1974] and Bergh and Peetre
[1974].

Remark 7.5

The following alternation theorem of Tchebycheff can be found in any
book on classical approximation theory: Suppose j E C[a, b] and that 6hm

is a T space. Then u E 6hm is the best approximation of j in the uniform
norm on [a,b] if and only if

(- l)i u(f - u)(ti ) = IIf - uIlLxla,bj,

for some a <10 <1. < ... <1m <b.

i = 0, 1, ... , m, u = ± I,

Remark 7.6

Best approximation in the p-norm, 1<;p < 00, can be characterized by a
certain orthogonality condition. We have the following well-known result;
see, for example, Holmes [1972], p. 77: Let fE~[a,b], and suppose
6hm == span{ U; li. Then u E 6h.m is the unique best approximation of f in the
Lp -norm on [a, b] if and only if

fbl(J- U)(t)IP-1 sgn(J- u)(t)u;(t) -0, ;-1,2,. ° o,m.
a



8
OTHER SPACES OF
POLYNOMIAL SPLINES

In this chapter we discuss several spaces of piecewise polynomial functions
that have proved useful in applications. These include periodic splines,
natural splines, g-splines, monosplines, and discrete splines.

18.1. PERIODIC SPLINES

In many problems in applied mathematics it is necessary to approximate a
function that is known to be periodic. As it is usually desirable to work
with periodic approximation functions in such cases, we devote this section
to the study of a space of periodic splines.

Let a <b. By identifying b with a, we may regard the interval [a,b) as a
circle with circumference L=b-a. Now given d={a<x l <x2 <'" <xk
<b}, we may think of d as partitioning the circle into k subintervals,
l;=[x;,x;+t), i=I,2, ... ,k-l, and Ik=[xk,x t). Given m>1 and ~=
(ml, ... ,mk), a vector of integers with I <:m; <em, i= 1,2, ... ,k, we define

s: there exist polynomials SI"" ,Sk of order m

~(0'm;01L;d)= so that S(X)=Si(X) on Ii' i=1,2, ... ,k and. (8.1)
DJ-IS;_I(X;)= DJ-IS;(X;), j= 1, .. . ,m - m;, i=
1,2, ... ,k, where we take SO=Sk

We call ~ the space of periodic polynomial splines of order m with knots at
XI'·'· 'Xk of multiplicity m l ,··· ,mk •

It is clear that ~ (0'm; 01L; ~) is a linear space of piecewise polynomials.
In fact~ it follows directly from the definition that it is a linear subspace of
the space of polynomial splines defined in (4.1). We have

~ (01m; 01L; d) = { SE ~(0'm.;~; d): SU>~)= sU>(a), }, (8.2)
J-O,l, ... ,m 1
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This observation will be of value in dealing with periodic splines on a
computer.

Since ~ (0'm; 0lt;~) is of dimension m + K with K = ~~_ 1mi , it is to be
expected from (8.2) that the dimension of ~ (0'm; 0lt;~) is K. The follow
ing theorem verifies this:

THEOREM8.!

Let K=~7_1 mi. Then

is a linear space of dimension K. (8.3)

Proof The proof follows the same pattern as for Theorem 4.4, with

Ac=

Now the matrix A is a transformation of Rmk into R~~(m-m;) with rank
equal to the number of rows ~7(m - mi ). It follows that the dimension of ~
is mk- ~~_l(m-m;)= K. •

Following the blueprint of Chapter 4, we turn to the construction of a
basis for ~ (0'm ; 0lt; ~). While it is possible to deal with the case of K <. m,
we shall consider only the case of K >m. This will permit us to find a basis
of B-splines. Let

and

m.
~

Ym+l'···'Ym+K= x1,···,X1, ... , xk'···'Xk ' (8.4)

Yi =Yi+K - L, YK+m+i =Ym+i + L, i= 1,2, ... ,m, (8.5)

where L = b - Q. We define the periodic B-splines by

and

i= m+ 1, ... ,K, (8.6)

o { N.m(x)
N.m(x) = ' ,

, N/'~K(X),

Q <'x<Yi+m'

Yi+m <.x <b,
i= 1,2, ... ,m. (8.7)
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lHEOREM8.2

The periodic B-splines {N;m}f form a basis for S;(~m; ~; a).

Proof. Each of the B-splines N:+1, ... ,N; is automatically periodic since
it vanishes outside [xt,xk ]. By the choice of they's in (8.5), we observe that
Nim(x)=N/:K(x+L), i=1,2, ... ,m. It follows that the H;m are also peri
odic for i= 1,2, .. . ,m. It remains to check that these K functions are
linearly independent. But this follows from Theorem 4.18, an~ in fact, on
each subinterval I; defined by the partition, the set of all B-splines with
values in the interval are linearly independent. •

Theorem 8.2 asserts that each periodic spline s E ~ (~m; ~; d) can be
written uniquely in the form

K

stx)= ~ c;N;m(x).
i-I

(8.8)

Thus to store and work with a periodic spline on the computer, it would
suffice to store the vector c=(c1, •• • ,cK ). In practice, however, it is more
convenient to work with a representation involving nonperiodic B-splines.
The next theorem shows how:

lHEOREM8.3

Let s=~f_tCiN;m, and define C;+K=Ci , i=1,2, ... ,m. Then s can also be
uniquely written in the form

m+K

s= ~ c;N;m.
i-I

(8.9)

Proof. This follows directly from the definition of the N/s. II

Theorem 8.3 shows that periodic splines can be manipulated on a
computer using the algorithms developed in Chapter 5 for nonperiodic
splines. In particular, we may use these routines to evaluate the spline and
its derivatives, to convert to a piecewise polynomial representation, and to
find antiderivatives and integrals.

We tum now to zero properties of periodic splines. Given s E

~(~m; ~; d), let Z(s) denote the number of zeros of s on the circle (a,b],
counting multiplicities as in Definition 4.46. The 0 on this notation is to
remind us that we are working on a circle so there are no end intervals;
that is, if s vanishes on [a, i) and on [t, b), then this should be considered as
just one interval [[,i). We also observ~ that since this counting procedure is
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defined so that s changes sign at odd order zeros and does not change sign
at even order ones, 2(s) must always be an even number.

THEOREM 8.4

If s E ~ (';Pm; 0lt;~) and is not identically zero, then

2(s)~{K-l
~ K

if K is odd
if K is even.

Proof For m = 1 we are dealing with periodic piecewise constant func
tions whose only possible jump points are at the x1' ... 'XK ' and the result is
easily checked. Now we may proceed by induction on m, using Rolle's
theorem just as in the proof of Theorem 4.53. •

We give two simple examples to illustrate the difference between K odd
and Keven.

EXAMPLE 8.5

Let m=2, ~={1/2,3/2}, and let s(x)=-x+2(x-i)+-2(x-3/2)+,
where [a,b]=[0,2].

Discussion. The spline s is illustrated in Figure 20. It belongs to ~2(~)'
has two knots, and has two zeros. •

EXAMPLE 8.6

Let m=2, K=3, and let ~={1/2,3/2,5/2},[a,b]=[O,3].

Discussion. Every periodic spline in ~2(~) has at most two zeros on [0,3].
A typical spline in this class is shown in Figure 21. •

In Section 4.8 we were able to use the basic bound on the number of
zeros of a polynomial spline to establish important results about the
nonsingularity of determinants formed from B-splines. We can do the

Figure 10. The spline in Example 8.5.
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o 1/2 3/2 5/2 3 Figure 21. The spline in Example 8.6.

same for periodic splines in the case where K is odd. An analogous result
cannot be established for K even because our zero bound is weaker in this
case-see Example 8.10.

We begin by posing a periodic version of the Hermite interpolation
Problem 4.69.

PROBLEM 8.7. Periodic Hennite Interpolation by Splines

Let I, <::/2 =<'" <::IK be points on the circle [a,b) of circumference L=b-
Q. Suppose IK-/t<L. Let 0t, ... ,OK be a sequence of signs, and let
N;", ,N; be the set of periodic B-splines of Theorem 8.2. For i=
1,2, ,K, let

{
0,

e-;- my,
if t; fla
if ti = xjEa.

(8.10)

The integer e; counts the number of knots equal to I;, if any. Define

{
m- e.+max{Jo

• I· .= .. ' = f. and (J . .= .. ' =(J.}
d.= ' "+j , '+j "

, max{Jo: I· = ... = I· . and (J. = ... = (J. .}, '-j' '-j ,

We assume that the t's and (J's are chosen so that

if (Ji = 

if (Ji = +

(8.11 )

O<::d;<m-l;

if 0; = + and OJ + t = - ,

if (Ji = - and Oi + t = + , then t i + m - e; = ... = li+ I = tie

(8.12)

(8.13)

(8.14)

The Hermite interpolation problem is as follows: Given {vi}f, find s E
~(0'm; 0lL;a) such that

i= 1,2, ... ,K. (8.15)
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TIlEOREM 8.8

Let K be odd, and let H; = N;m, i = 1, 2, ... ,K be periodic B-splines as in
Theorem 8.2. Given {I;}f and {(J;}f as in Problem 8.7, let

Then, for all 1<q <K,

(8.16)

II,···,IK

15 (JI,···,OK

Bq , .•• , HK , B I , ••• , Bq _ 1

(8.17)

Moreover, the determinant is positive if and only if for some choice of
1 ..; q <K, the B-splines

satisfy
I

i= 1,2, ... ,K, (8.18)

where y;*, ... 'Y;*+m are the knots (thought of as lying on the circle)
associated with H;*, i = 1,2, ... ,K.

Proof Since K is odd, there is no change in the value of the determinant
if we change the order of its columns from 1,2, ... ,K to K,1,2, ... ,K-I.
This can be repeated as often as desired, and the equality of determinants
asserted in (8.17) is established.

The proof that 15 =1= 0 when (8.18) holds can be carried out using the
same ideas as in the proof of Theorem 4.71. In particular, if 15 =0 and
(8.18) bolds, then we can find {c;}f, not all zero, so that

K

Do;S(I;)= ~ CjDo;Bj(I;)=O,
)=-1

i= 1,2, ... ,K.

If S does not vanish on any subinterval of the circle, then it is a spline in
~ (0'm ; ~;~) with K zeros counting multiplicities, (no two zeros can be
swallowed up in an interval where S vanishes in this case). This contradicts
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Theorem 8.4. On the other hand, if s does vanish on some interval, then we
may arrive at a contradiction using ordinary B-splines just as before.

The proof that 15 is positive when (8.18) holds can also be established
along the lines of the proof of Theorem 4.72 via a limiting argument. We
turn now to the proof of the fact that iJ = 0 whenever (8.18) fails. This is
more delicate than in the nonperiodic case.

Suppose (8.18) fails. In particular, suppose B1, ... ,BK have been renum
bered so that Ii E 0i' i = 1,2, ... ,p <K, with p maximal. Since p is maximal,
Ip + 1 must either be too far right or too far left (on the circle) to belong to
(1p+l. We consider these two cases separately.

CASE 1. S'!ppose Ip + I is too far right for Bp + I. Let Br be the first B-spline
following Bp + I so that

Ip + I E o( D(Jd" + IBr) = (Yr'Yr+ m) U {x: DfJd" + IBr( X ) =1= o} .
p+ I p+ I

Renumber the B's as EI , ... ,EK so that Ep + 1= 13r , and consider the matrix

- [d; d;- ]KM= (}.DfJ.B.(t.) ...
1 , J 1 I,J-I

Sinc~p is maximal, ~ fl (J(D~~) for some 1~) <: p. Since the support sets
of {Bj } are further right than those ~f the {Bj }, this can happen only if fo!
some 1<)<p,~ is too far left for Rj • But then columns) throughp of M
have nonzero entries only in rows) + 1 through p, and it follows that
iJ = det(M) =O.
CASE 2. Suppose Ip + 1 is too far left for 13p + l • Let 13/ be the first B-spline

preceding Bp + I so that Ip + I E o(D(Jd,,+,B). Renumber the BI , ... , BK as
p+1

BI, ... ,BK so that Bp+I=B,. Since p is maximal, ~flo(D9:~) for some

1<) <po Since we have shifted the B-splines so that their supports lie
f,?rther to the left, we conclude that for some 1<:j <p, ~ is too far ri~t for
Bj . It follows that the columns 1 through) and p + 2 through K of M have
zero entries in rows) through p + 1. This means that this set of K - p +) - I
columns has nonzero entries in at most K - p + j - 2 rows, and D= det(M)
=0. •

The need to introduce the integer q in the statement of Theorem 8.8 is
due to the fact that on the circle there is no natural way to choose the
numbering of the I's. In fact, (8.18) can hold for more than one choice of q,
as the following example shows.

EXAMPLE 8.9

Let [a,b)=[O,3), m=2, K=3, and ~={~,~,%}.Let 1)=*,/2 =1, and 13 =2.
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Discussion. In this case (8.18) holds with q = O. It is easily checked that it
also holds for q= I. We have

See Figure 22.

Ii I( 11)112(11)113( 1I)

111(/2)112(/2)113(/2)
li l (t3)jj2(/3)jj3(/3)

B2( 1I)B3( 1I)B1( 1I)
1

B2(/2)B3(/2)Bl(/2) = 4·
jj2(/3)jj3(/3 )B1(/3)

•
The following exanlple shows that Theorem 8.8 cannot hold in the case

where K is even:

EXAMPLE 8.10

Let [a,b)=[O,2), m=2, K=2, and a={1/2,3/2}.

• = Knots

Figure 22. B-Splines for Example 8.9.
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Discussion. The two periodic B-splines forming a basis for ~2(d) are
shown in Figure 23. It is clear that 1I = 0,12 = I satisfy (8.18), but

1

1: =0.
1
1: •

In the remainder of this section we discuss the approximation power of
periodic splines. Our main tool for obtaining direct theorems will be a
periodic analog of the local spline approximation operator Q defined in
Theorem 6.18. Given a partition d of the circle [a,b) into k subintervals, it
is clear that the method of Lemma 6.17 can be applied to choose a
thinned-out partition d· with

where d and aare the lengths of the smallest and largest subintervals of
the circle [a,b) corresponding to d, while ~. and a* are the analogous
quantities corresponding to d·.

Suppose we number the points in d* as d*={a<Ym+I<··· <Ym+k.<
b}. Associated with d* define the extended partition d:={Yi}rm + k

• by

Yi+m+k. = Ym+i + L, i= 1,2, ... ,m,

2

o
t,

Flpre 13. The B-splines for Example 8.10.
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where L = b - a. Let {B; };"+k· be the usual B-splines associated with the
extended partition d:, and let {H;}~· be the corresponding periodic B
splines [cf. (8.6)-(8.7)]. Finally, let {Tij}}::. l~:~· and {aij}}::. l~~~· be de
fined as in (6.37) and (6.38).

We are ready to define our spline approximation operator. Given any
periodic function defined on [a, b], let

k· m

Qf(x)= ~ ~ (aij[ T;I, ... ,Tij]J )H;(x),
;=1 )=1

where j is the periodic extension off to [a - .L, b + L] defined by

(8.19)

{

f(X + L),
](x)= j(x),

f(x - L),

a-L~x~a

a~x<b

b~x~b+L

The following theorem gives several basic properties of Q:

THEOREM 8.11

Q is a linear operator mapping the periodic functions on [a,b] into

~m(~*)~~m(~). It can also be written in the form

m+k· m

Qj(x)= ~ ~ (aij[Til, ... ,Tij]])B;(x),
;=1 )=1

a <x <b, (8.20)

Moreover, Q reproduces polynomials locally. More precisely, if J is a
polynomial of order m on an interval of the form [YI+ I-m'YI+m]' then
Qt(x)=j(x) for ally, <x <Y/+l' any m+l <l~m+k*.

Proof It is clear from the definition that QjE~m(d*)~~m(d). The
alternate expression (8.20) for Qj follows from Theorem 8.3. The reproduc
tive property is then a consequence of Theorem 6.18 and the local
character of Q. •

It is now clear that Theorem 6.20 and Corollary 6.21 can be applied to
give bounds for Dr(f- Qn and for DrQt. These results translate im
mediately into error bounds on Qt. For example, Corollary 6.21 yields the
following theorem, where the spaces c,i; and the periodic modulus of
continuity are as defined in Section 2.11:
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THEOREM 8.12

307

Let d be an arbitrary partition of the interval [a, b], and suppose 1 <0 <m.
Then for allIECO- 1[a,b],

II D
r(l- &)1100'

II DrQrlloo'
,:0, ,0-_1 }<Cl(~)O-r-lW(DO-1,~)' (8.21)
r-o, ,m I

Moreover, if fE ipO[a,b] and 1 <p <:q <: 00, then

IID r(l- Qr)ll q ,

II DrQrllq,

Since Theorem 8.12 involves estimates for derivatives, we can restate it
in terms of the Sobolev norm (cf. Corollary 6.26).

COROLLARY 8.13

Suppose 0 <r <0 - 1 <: m - 1. Then there exists a constant C such that for
all 1E ipO[a, b],

1 0 (-)o-r+ l/q-l/pII - Qfll i;[a,b] < C ~ II 111 i"a[a,b]'

l<p<q~oo.

We can also give an estimate for 4[a,b] functions.

THEOREM 8.14

Suppose 1<p < 00. Then there exists a constant C such that for all
fE Lp[a,b],

(8.23)

If fEe [a, b], the same inequality holds with p = 00.

Proof For every gEipm[a,bl, Theorem 8.12 guarantees that s= Qg satis
fies

111- slip <: 111- gllp + II g- slip <111- gllp + C2~mIIDmgllp.
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Taking the infimum over all g E Lp
m

[a, b], we obtain

(assuming C2 ;) 1). The assertion now follows from the equivalence of the
K-functional with the modulus of smoothness (cf. §2.11). •

We also have the following result in terms of the modulus of smoothness
of a derivative:

THEOREM 8.15

Let 1<(J <m and 1~ p ~ q ~ 00. Then there exists a constant C such that
for all f E i p(7[ Q, b],

Using Theorem 8.12 we obtain

The expression in the parentheses is bounded by a constant times
k",-(r(~)D(1, and the assertion follows from the equivalence of the K-func
tional with the modulus of smoothness. •

The above discussion shows that the direct theorems for ordinary
polynomial spline approximation can all be carried over easily to the
periodic case. The ambitious reader can check that there are analogous
results for periodic Besov spaces and for other intermediate spaces.

This same comment applies to lower bounds and inverse theorems.
Indeed, the lower bounds established in §6.6 for ordinary polynomial
spline approximation are also valid for periodic spline approximation since
the functions constructed there are all locally defined, hence they can be
extended trivially to be periodic. The n-width results of §6.7 also carry over
directly. Finally, we also note that various classes of periodic functions
(~.g. certain periodic Lipschitz spaces Lip;,a or periodic Zygmund spaces
Zk) can be characterized completely (cf. §6.8 - 6.9 for the nonperiodic
case) in terms of approximation by periodic splines.
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I 8.2. NATURAL SPLINES

In this section we shall consider a linear subspace of ~('B'2m; ~; d)that
plays an important role in applications. Suppose ~=(ml, ... ,mk) with
I <m; <m, i= 1,2, ... ,k. We call

~~ (<3'2m; ~;~) = {s E ~ (<3'2m; ~; a): So= sl[a,xl)

(8.24)

the space of natural polynomial splines of order 2m with knots at x I' ... 'Xk of
multiplicities m., ... ,mk •

Since the dimension of ~ (<3'2m ;~ ; ~) is 2m + K while we have enforced
2m extra conditions to define ~~ (~2m; 0lL; ~), it is natural to expect the
dimension of 0L ~ to be K. The following theorem confirms this:

TIlEOREM 8.16

0L~(<3'2m; ~;d) is a linear space of dimension K.

Proof. Proceeding again as in Theorem 4.4, we now find that the ties
between the various polynomial pieces can be described by Ac=O with

A=

where now

A.=
I

1

o

o o

X;2m-1 j(2m -I)!

x;2m-2 j(2m - 2)!

x?m-m;j(2m - m;)!

and E is the m by 2m matrix with zeros in the first m columns and the m
by m identity in the last m columns. Now, the matrix A is again seen to be
of full rank, 2m + ~~(2m - m;). Since c is a vector with 2m(k + I) compo
nents, we deduce 9L~ is of dimension K. •
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In some applications it may be possible to deal with natural splines by
using a basis for ~ (0'2m; 'Jlt; Ll) and enforcing the end conditions. For
other applications it is desirable to have a basis for ')L ~ (0'2m; 'Jlt; Ll) itself.
We now show how to construct such a basis consisting of splines with
small supports.

Given j;> I, n ;> I, and Yi ~Yi+ 1 ~ •• • ~ Yi+j' we define

and

R.n .(x) ={( - IY[ Yi'··· 'Yi+) ](x - Y ):-1,
I,) 0,

The usual B-spline defined in Section 4.3 is given by

Q.n(x)=L.n (x)=R.n (x)I I,n I,n

Yi<Yi+)

Yi=Yi+)

Yi<Yi+)

Yi=Yi+)

(8.25)

(8.26)

(8.27)

except possibly when x falls at an n-tuple knot, cf. (4.16). Clearly Lt) and
Rt j are polynomial splines of order n. We collect a number of their
properties in the following theorem:

THEOREM 8.17

For all 0 <) <n,

for x >Yi+j

for x <Yi+j'
(8.28)

L.n .(x)
I,}

is a polynomial of exact order n -) for x <Yi; (8.29)

D+Ltj(x) = -(n-I)Ltj-l(x);

{

L.n:-_11 ( x ) + (Y .+ . - x )L.n:- 1( x)
L.n .(x) = I,J I } I,}

I,} ( )L n - 1( )Yi+j-X i,) x

Similarly,

if) > 1

ifj=O.

(8.30)

(8.31 )

{
=0

R.n. XI,}() >0
for X<Yi

for X>Yi'
(8.32)

R.n.(x)
I.J is a polynomial of exact order n - j for x >Yi+)' (8.33)
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D + R;'j(x) =(n -1)Rtj-l(X);

Rtj(x) = Rtj-_1l(X) + (x - y;)Rtj-I(X), j> I.

311

(8.34)

(8.35)

Proof We concentrate on the L's; the properties of the R's can be
established similarly. The first part of (8.28) is clear since (y - x):- 1

vanishes identically for x >y. The positivity assertion follows inductively
from the recursion (8.31) and the fact that Lto(x)=(y;-X):-I. The dif
ferentiation formula (8.30) follows directly from the definition. Finally, to
prove the recursion, we apply Leibnitz's rule to (y - X)'~-2(y - x) to obtain

Ltj(x) = [y;, ,y;+j_1 ](y - X):-2[ Y;+j_I'Y;+j ](y - x)

+ [Y;, 'Yi+j ](y - x):-2[ Y;+j J(y - x)

•
lHEOREM 8.18

Let K >2m, and set

L~: l,m+;-I(X),

B;(x) = N/m(x),

i= l,2, .. . ,m

i=m+I, ... ,K-m

i=K-m+ I, ... ,K.

(8.36)

Then {B;}f is a basis for <VL~(~2m; ~;~).

Proof By Theorem 8.17 each of these splines belongs to 0L ~. Since we
already know the dimensionality of 0L ~ is K, it remains only to establish
the linear independence. Suppose ~fc;B;(x)=O. Then for x <.vI we have
}:'{'c;B;(x) =0. But each of these splines reduces to a polynomial of exact
order m - i + 1, and so the c's must be zero. A similar argument on the
right end shows the CK - m + I ' ••• ,cK to be zero. But the remaining c's must
also be zero by the linear independence of the B-splines N;2m, i = m +
1, ... ,K-m. •

We have introduced the restriction that K;> 2m in Theorem 8.18 in
order that there be a complete set of m natural splines on both ends. In
practice, we will normally use small m and large K, so the assumption is
not unreasonable. If K =2m, then none of the usual B-splines are needed.
We should point out that the first and last m basis elements in Theorem
8.18 are not local support functions in the usual sense, but each of the
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splines does have support on at most 2m of the intervals defined by the
partition, where (- oo,x l ) and (xk , (0) are included. Figure 24 shows a
typical case of Theorem 8.18 with cubic natural splines.

Our next theorem shows how a B-spline expansion for a natural spline
can be manipulated to obtain expansions for its various derivatives. The
result is useful for numerical applications.

THEOREM 8.19

Suppose SE~~(0'2m;~;Ll) is given by

m K-m K

s(x) = ~ c;L;': I,m+;-I(X) + ~ c;N/m(x) + ~ c;R;~:::+K_;(X).
1 m+1 K-m+1

(8.37)

Then for O<d<m,

m-d K-m

D d () ~ (d)L 2m - d ()+ ~ c,(.d)N,.2+md-d(x)+s X = ~ c; m+I,m+;-1 X ~
i=-I i-m-d+1

K-d

+ ~ c~d)R;~md~':+K_j_d(X),
i-K-m+ 1

where

(8.38)

i= 1,2, ... ,K;

(2m - d)(c(d-I) - C(d- I»
C(d)= ,+1, . d+I K

, ( )' I = m - , ... , - m,
Y2m+;-Yi+d

and

C(d) = { - (2m - d)cfd-I),

, (2m - d)C~~II)

Moreover, for m <d<: 2m-I,

i= I,2, ... ,m-d

i=K-m+I, ... ,K-d

where

K-2m+d

D d s(x)= ~ c(d)N.2m - d(X)+ ~, ,+m ,
i-I

(8.39)

(2m - d)(C(d-l) - C(d-I»
C(d) = ' ,-I

, (Y3m+i-d-1 - Yi+m) ,
i= I, ... ,K-2m+d.
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N~ N~ N~ N~ Nj N~------ --...--..-....--

I I

Y3 Y4

Figure 24.

Ys Y6 'v1 'va Y9

Bases for cubic natural splines and derivatives.

m-d+l
~ (d-l)L2m - d ()
~ Ci m+ l,m+i- 1 X

1

Proof For d = 0 there is nothing to prove. We now proceed by induction.
Suppose (8.38) has been proved for d-l, O<d<m. Then differentiating,
we obtain

D~s(x)

(2m- d)

K-d+l
+ ~ (d-l)R 2m - d

~ Ci i+d-l,m+K-i-d+ 1
K-m+l

K-Ill [N2m-d( ) N 2m - d()]+ L (d-l) i+d-l X _ i+d X

K-d+2 C
i

(Yi+2m-I-Yi+d-l) (Yi+2m-Yi+d)·
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But

and
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N 2m - d
L 2m - d Q2m-d m+l

m+l,2m-d= m+l = (y _y)'
3m-d+ 1 m+ 1

N 2m - d
R 2m - d _ Q2m-d _ K-m+d

K-m+d,2m-d- K-m+d- (y _Y ) .
K+m K-m+d

Thus by combining terms and rearranging (compare the proof of Theorem
5.9), we obtain (8.38) for d.

Equation (8.39) for d= m agrees with (8.38) for d= m. To prove (8.39)
for m <d <2m - 1, we again proceed by induction. •

Figure 24 shows the shape of the various splines involved in the
expansions of the derivatives of a cubic natural spline. All of the B-splines
shown in Figure 24 can also be found in the array shown in Figure 25. For
any given x, all of the nonzero entries in this array can be computed
recursively. In particular, if Y/~X<Y/+l with 3~1<;7, then we may start
with Q/(x)=l/(Y/+I-Y/) and generate the pyramid lying under this
element. This pyramid is outlined in Figure 25 for the case of 1=6. The
entries of the form LtJ can be computed using the recursion (8.31). Those
of the form R;~J may be computed using (8.35), and the Qin can be obtained
from the elements above using the recursion (4.22). The process is a stable
one in that all elements of the array are nonnegative, while within the
pyramid all of the coefficients in the recursions are also nonnegative.

If we are interested in X<Y3' then we may start with Ll,o(x) = 1, and
generate the pyramid lying under it using the recursions for the L's.
Similarly, if x>Y7' we start with RJ,o(x) = 1, and generate the pyramid
lying under it.

L~.o Qj Q~ Q~ Q~ Q~ Q~ ~.o
I \ I \ I \ I \ I \ \ I \ I \

Li.o LJ, Q~ Q; ~ ~ 0; Ri, Rio
/ \ / \ I \ / I \ I \ / \ / \ / \

Lio ti., L~.2 Qi Q: ~ ~ R~,2 Ri, R~,o

/ \ I \ I \ I I \ I \ I \ I \ / \ / \

L;,o L~" Lj,2 Lt3 0; Q: 0: ~,3 Ri.2 R:" <,0
Figure 15. The B-spline array for the splines in Figure 24.
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We now discuss some algorithms for dealing with natural splines
numerically. Our first algorithm may be used to evaluate B-splines at a
given point (cf. Algorithm 5.5).

ALGORITHM 8.20. To Compute the Pyramid of B-SpUnes With Values at x,
given Y, <x <Y'+l

1. If x <Ym + 1:
a. Set L~+I,O= 1;
b. Compute the pyramid lying under L~+I,O using the recursion

(8.31);
2. If Y, <; x <y,+ 1 for some m + 1 <: 1<: m + K - 1:

a. Set Q/ = l/(y,+ 1 - y,);
b. Compute the pyramid lying under Q,l using (8.31), (4.22), and

(8.35) as necessary;
3. If x >Ym+K:

a. Set R~+K,O= 1;
b. Compute the pyramid lying under R~+K,O using (8.35).

The next algorithm can be used to find the coefficients of the B-spline
expansions of the various derivatives of a natural spline.

ALGORITHM 8.21. To Compute tbe Array cld
) of Theorem 8.19

1. Forj~1 step 1 until K
cd(O,)~c();

2. For d~1 step 1 until m
a. forj~m - d+ 1 step 1 until K - m

cd(d,j)~(2m - d)*[cd(d - 1,) + I] - cd[d-I,)]j[y(2m +) - y() +
d)];

b. for )~1 step 1 until m - d
cd(d,j)~ - (2m - d)*cd(d- 1, j);
cd(d,K-m+j)~(2m-d)*cd(d-l,K-m+)+1);

3. For d~m+ 1 step 1 until 2m - 1
for j~l step 1 until K - 2m + d
cd(d,j)~ (2m - d)*[cd(d-l,) - cd(d- I,) - 1)]/[y(3m+) - d- 1)
- y(i + m)].

Algorithms 8.20 and 8.21 can now be combined to produce an algorithm
for evaluating a natural spline and its first 2m - 1 derivatives.

ALGORITHM 8.22. To Compute s(x), ... ,D1.m-ls(x) for given a <x <b

1. Find I such that y, (; x <YI+ I by Algorithm 5.4;
2. Compute the pyramid of B-splines with value at x by Algorithm 8.20;
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3. For d=O step I until m compute Dds(x) by formula (8.38);
4. For d= m + I step 1 until 2m - 1 compute Dds(x) using formula (8.39).

Discussion. It is assumed that the array [Cfd}] of coefficients of the
B-spline expansions of the various derivatives has already been computed
by Algorithm 8.21. •

Algorithm 8.22 can be applied in the same way as in the ordinary
polynomial spline case (cf. Algorithm 5.15) to convert the B-spline expan
sion of a natural spline to a piecewise polynomial representation. There are
some obvious simplifications that can be made in the algorithms in the
case of equally spaced knots. We should also mention that it is possible to
establish the analog of Theorem 5.7 and to design an algorithm based on it
that is similar to Algorithm 5.8. This would produce a somewhat more
efficient alternate to Algorithm 8.22.

We close this section by noting that it is possible to develop zero
properties and to examine the sign structure of determinants formed from
the natural B-splines in much the same way as was done for the ordinary
polynomial splines. But as there is little need for these results in practice,
we do not bother to work them out here. We should also emphasize that in
applications of splines we would generally not select the space of natural
splines for a particular numerical process. We have examined the space
and how to handle it on a computer primarily because natural splines turn
out to be the solution of various best interpolation and smoothing prob
lems.

I 8.3. g-SPLINES

In this section we study certain linear spaces of generalized polynomial
splines (called g-splines) that arise naturally in several applications (includ
ing best interpolation, smoothing, and the construction of optimal quadra
ture formulae). We begin with their definition.

Let L1 = {a = Xo<XI < ... <xk+ I = b} be a partition of the interval [a,b]
into subintervals Ii = [Xi' X i + I)' i = 0, 1, ... ,k - 1 and I k = [Xk,Xk+.J. For each
i= 1,2, ... ,k, suppose 1 <m; <m and that

r { }m-m,
;= Yij )-1 I (8.40)

is a collection of linear functionals defined on 0'm' We define the space of
g-splines by

{

s: there exist so"" ,Sk E 0>m with }

~(0'm; f;Ll)= Sill =Si~i=O, l, ....~k such th~t ._ . (8.41)
YijS;_1 - YijSj for} -1, ... ,m m; and 1- I, ... ,k
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Although many of the results presented here are valid for general linear
functionals (cf. Chapter 11), throughout this section we shall restrict our
attention to the case where the linear functionals Yij are linear combina
tions of derivatives; that is, we suppose

(8.42)

where ex denotes the usual point evaluator functional defined by eJ=f(x)
If f; = {Yij }j_-.1n; is a set of linear functionals of the form (8.42), then we
refer to f; as a set of Extended Hermite-Birkhoff (EHB-) linear functionals.

Before proceeding to the basic constructive properties of ~ (~m; f; d), it
is instructive to consider several examples.

EXAMPLE 8.23

Let m=2, [a,b]=[O,5], d={1,2,3,4}, and f={e~,e2,e3,e~}, where e;f=
f'(i)·

Discussion. The space ~ (~2; f; d) consists of piecewise linear polynomi
als such that across the knots the slope is continuous, but the function
itself need not be. A typical member of this space is illustrated in Figure
~ .
EXAMPLE 8.24. Hermite-Birkboff Linear Functionals

Suppose each f i consists of linear functionals of the form

j = 1,2, ... ,m - mi , (8.43)

where

O~Vi,.< ... <vi,m-'"t<tm-l,

i= 1,2, ... ,k. We call such a set f; of linear functionals a Hermite-Birkhoff
(HB-) set.

Figure 16. A g-spline (cf. Example 8.23).
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Discussion. A set f= U7=lfj of HB linear functionals can also be con
veniently described in terms of a so-called incidence matrix

Eij= {O
1

if e Dm-j Ef
x;

otherwise.
(8.44)

The number of functionals in f is equal to the number of unit entries in E;
namely, K=L7.-1mj. The set f in Example 8.23 is an example of an HB set
of functionals. The corresponding incidence matrix is given by

E=[~ ~ ]1 .

1
•

We can specialize f still further so that ~ (0'm; f; a) reduces to the space
of polynomial splines ~ (0'm; ~; d) discussed in Chapter 4.

EXAMPLE 8.25. Hermite Linear Functionals

Suppose

r - { , (m-m.-I)}
j - ex.' ex.' ... ,eX. ' ," ,

(8.45)

i= 1,2, ... ,k where e~")= ex.D", in general. We call f= U~_lfj a set of
Hermite linear functio~als i~ this case.

Discussion. Here ~(0'm;f;d)=~{0'm;GJlL;d)with GJlL=(ml, ... ,mk). In
this case the ith row of the incidence matrix consists of a sequence of mj

ones, followed by m - m; zeros, i = 1,2, ... ,k. •

It is clear that the space of g-splines ~ (0'm; f; a) is a linear space. The
following theorem gives its dimension. We assume here and throughout the
remainder of the section that for each i = 1,2, ... ,k, the linear functionals
"'1;1' ••• ' "'I;,m-m; making up f j are linearly independent over 0'm. This is
equivalent to the assumption that the matrix

is of full rank m - mi.

G.=( .j)m-m;m
, "'Ii" )-1,,,-1 (8.46)
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THEOREM 8.26

The dimension of ~ (~m ; f;~) is m + K, where K = }:~mi.

Proof The proof is exactly as in Theorem 4.4, except that now the matrix
A is given by

A=

(8.47)

where Vi = V(xi , .•. ,Xi) is the m by m VanderMonde (in this case
Wronskian) matrix. Since v: is rank m and G i is rank m - m i , each Ai is
also of rank m - mi. •

We would now like to construct a basis for ~ (~m; f; a). As in Chapter
4, we will begin with a basis of one-sided splines. Clearly, we should
include the functions l,x, ... ,x m

-
1
• In addition, we will want to construct

mi splines associated with each knot Xi and in such a way that they vanish
for X <Xi. The following lemma considers the possibility of such a con
struction:

LEMMA 8.27

Suppose

Gi [ 11~ 1=0,
/31

where G i is the matrix of coefficients of the linear functionals f; associated
with the knot xi-see (8.46). Then

( )m-v
m x-x; +

p(X)= L I1v ( _ )'
v-I m v.

is a g-spline in the space ~ (~m; f; a).

Proof Clearly p is a piecewise polynomial. We need only check that it
satisfies the proper smoothness conditions at the knot x;; namely,

m m (X_x.)m-vi
~ fJ ~ .; Dp.-l I + =0
~ PI' ~ ~p. , '

1'== 1 p.== 1 (m - v). X-X;

But these are just the equations (8.47).

j= 1,2, .. . ,m- mi.

•
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Since (8.47) is a system of m - m i equations with m unknowns, there
exist m i different (linearly independent) solutions. We are now ready to
construct our one-sided basis for ~ (0'm; f; Ll).

THEOREM 8.28

For each i= 1,2, ... ,k, let

lJij - ( lJij lJij)
fJ - fJ I ' ... ., Pm , j= 1.,2, ... ,mi

be a set of mi linearly independent solutions of (8.47). Set

and

m ( )m-"
"" .. x - Xi +

Pij(x) = ~ 13; ( _ )'
,,-1 m p.

j= 1,2., ,m;

i = 1,2, ,k .,
(8.48)

Then

POj( x) = x j - I , j= 1,2, ... ,mo, with mo=m. (8.49)

is a basis for ~ (0'm; f; Ll). Moreover, each Pij(x) vanishes for X <Xi'

Proof By Lemma 8.27 each of these functions belongs to ~. For their
linear independence, suppose ~~~;nrcijPij(x)=O. lben for x in (a,x l) we
have ~'{'COjxj- I = 0, which implies COl = ... = COm = O. Now, looking at x in
(X I,X2), we have ~;"'c1jPlj(x)=O. But by the linear independence of the
[311, ... ,13 1m., the splines P11"'" Plm. are linearly independent on this inter
val, and again the c's are zero. This process may be continued to argue that
all c's are zero, so the splines {Pij} are linearly independent. Since there are
m + K of them, in view of Theorem 8.26, they form a basis. •

We give several examples:

EXAMPLE 8.29

Suppose f is a HB-set of linear functionals.

Discussion. In this case the one-sided basis is somewhat easier to de
scribe. It is given by

{I ,x, ... ,x"'-'} u {(x - xJ,+.-jL.j su~h lhal 1-:,,= r,
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where E is the incidence matrix associated with r as in Example 8.24 In
other words, at each knot we take the splines (x - x;y+ with

•
i= 1,2, ... ,k,j E {O, 1, ... ,m - 1}\ {Vi, I' ... , Pi, m _ "\ } ,

where the p's list the derivatives in r (see Example 8.24).

EXAMPLE 8.30

Give a one-sided basis for the space ~(0'2;r;~) discussed in Example
8.23.

Discussion. Applying Example 8.29, we may take the functions

•
Our next task is to construct a local support basis for the space of

g-splines. This is not a trivial assignment, as the following example (where
there does not even exist a local support basis) shows.

EXAMPLE 8.31

Construct a local support basis for the space of splines discussed in
Examples 8.23 and 8.30.

Discussion. Any spline in ~(0'2;r;a) that vanishes outside of an interval
is forced by the continuity of the slopes to have zero slope everywhere.
Thus the only local support splines in ~ (0'2; f; a) are those with zero
slopes; that is, piecewise constants. But the spline s(x) = x belongs to the
space, and clearly it cannot be represented as a linear combination of
piecewise constants. It follows that ~ (0'2; f; a) cannot have a basis consist
ing solely of local support splines. •

As a first step toward constructing a local support basis for ~ (0'm; f; ~),

we put the one-sided splines in lexicographical order:

If we introduce the notation
m l mk
~~

Ym+1 <Ym+2 < ... <Ym+K= xl'···,x1'···,xk'···'Xk'

where each x; is repeated exactly m; times, i= 1,2, ... ,k, then by the
construction in Theorem 8.28, each of the splines Pi(X) vanishes identically
for X <Yi' i= m+ 1, ... ,m+ K.
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For convenience, we write X o= a and m o= m. Then there exists
coefficients Cij so that

X<Yi

X~Yi
(8.51 )

(withYI= ... =ym=a).
The basis {Pi};"+K for ~(0'm;r;d) is completely described by the set

{Yi};"+K and the matrix C=(Cij)';:.7,;!.. We shall use the notation
C<il, ... ,i,) to denote the submatrix of C obtained by taking only the
columns i1, ••• ,i,.

The following analog of Lemma 4.7 shows when it is possible to form a
linear combination of one-sided splines to produce a spline with local
support:

LEMMA 8.32

Suppose 1 <i1 <i2 < ... <i, <m + K, and suppose ~= (8 1, ••• ,8,)T is a solu
tion of

(8.52)

Then

,
B(x) = ~ 8jP~(X)

)=1

is a spline in ~ which vanishes for x <Yi (if i 1 >m) and for x >Yi .
I ,.

Proof Clearly B E ~ as it is a linear combination of the p's. Since all of
the Pil(X), ... ,Pi/X) vanish for x <Yil by definition (if i1 >m), it follows that
B(x) also does. Now for x >Yi,.' each of the functions P is given by its
expansion

p~(x)= [I,x, ... ,x m
-

l
] C~.

Thus

B(x) = [I,x, .. . ,x m
-

l ]C<i l, ... ,i,>~=O for x >Yi...., •
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In applying Lemma 8.32 to the construction of local support splines, we
may choose any value of r for which a corresponding nontrivial 8 satisfy
ing (8.52) can be found. In some cases, local support splines can be
constructed using only two one-sided basis splines. In general, however, it
will be necessary to use larger values for r. (For example, in the polynomial
spline case, we saw in Lemma 4.7 that it was necessary to take r >m + 1.)

Lemma 8.32 can be used to construct local support splines as linear
combinations of one-sided splines. An important question associated with
this process is: When are the resulting splines linearly independent? lbe
following lemma -gives simple algebraic conditions which assure linear
independence:

LEMMA 8.33

Suppose {llv=(f3vl, ... ,f3v,m+K)}~-1 is a set of q linearly independent
vectors with m + K components, and that

m+K

Bv(x) = ~ f3VjPj(X)'
)=1

v= 1,2, ... ,q. (8.53)

lben the splines B I' ... , Bq are linearly independent.

Proof If dlB I+ ... +dqBq=O on [a,b], then

q m+K m+K q

~ dv ~ f3Vj Pj = ~ Pj ~ d"f3vj = O.
":=1:1 )~1 )=1 ,,=1

By the linear independence of the p's, it follows that dlPI + ... + dqPq= O.
lbis in turn implies that d l = ... = dq = 0 since we have assumed the
vectors Ill' ... ,f3 q are linearly independent. •

Lemmas 8.32 and 8.33 together show how a local support basis for ~

could be constructed. We must find m + K linearly independent vectors in
Rm+K to serve as the coefficients of local support splines. Whether we can
choose such vectors will depend heavily on the properties of the matrix C.
Our next theorem gives a set of conditions on the matrix C which is
sufficient to guarantee the existence of a basis for ~ which consists of
splines whose support intervals are not too big.

THEOREM 8.34

Let f O= 0, and define

f; = f; _ I + m; - I i = 1, 2, ... , k + 1.
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Suppose the matrix C defining the one-sided basis {Pj};"+K has the
property that

is of full rank m (8.54)

for each; = 0, 1, ... ,k - m. Then there exists a basis {B;} T' + K for ~ with the
properties that

have support on [x;,x;+m]'

have support on [ x;,b],

;=O,I, ... ,k-m,

(8.55)

;=k-m+I, ... ,k.

(8.56)

Proof We construct coefficient vectors PI, ... ,Pm+K. For ;=0, l, ... ,k- m
and j=I,2, ... ,m;, choose P~+j to be a vector in Rm + K whose f;+j
component is equal to 1, whose f;+ I + I, ... ,f;+m+ I components are equal
to 8, where 8 is any solution of the system

and whose remaining coefficients are zero. For ; = k - m + I, ... ,k and
j= 1,2, .. . ,m;, let Pe;+j be an m + K vector with its f; +j component equal to
I, and all other components equal to zero. By the construction we see that
the corresponding B-splines have the stated support properties. In particu
lar, we note that

j= 1,2, ... ,m;, ;=k-m+I, ... ,k.

Moreover, by the construction, these coefficient vectors are clearly linearly
independent, and the result follows from Lemma 8.33. •

Some discussion of the f'S in Theorem 8.34 may be in order. They are
defined so that

Thus the part of the matrix C involved in the hypothesis (8.54) of Theorem
8.34 is precisely those columns which are related to one-sided splines
associated with the knots X;+ I' ... 'X;+m. The condition (8.54) is not satis
fied for the matrix C corresponding to Example 8.31.
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As an application of Theorem 8.34, we now discuss one commonly
occurring situation where a local support basis for a g-spline space can be
constructed.

COROLLARY 8.35

Suppose none of the functionals in r involves the m - I st derivative. Then
(8.54) holds, and Theorem 8.34 provides a local basis· for ~ .

Proof The matrix in (8.54) contains the submatrix

C(€,,+ I' ... ,E,,+m)·

Since

( )
m-I

x-x,,+) +
P..+i+l(X)= (m-I)!

m-l 1(_ )m-I-Ix x,,+)

I~O l!(m - I-I)! x>x"+)'

this matrix is just a constant multiple of the VanderMonde matrix
V(x,,+ I' ... ,x,,+m)' which, of course, is nonsingular. •

While Corollary 8.35 does produce a basis for the space of g-splines
which consists of splines with relatively small supports, we emphasize that
we have not shown that these basis splines are positive in the interior of
their support. In general, they will not be. In addition, it is also not
generally the case that the local support splines constructed here have the
smallest possible support sets-there may be other splines forming a basis
that have smaller supports.

In the remainder of this section we discuss zero properties of g-splines.
We begin with a rather weak result.

THEOREM 8.36

For each i= 1,2, ... ,k, let m; be such that the Hermite functionals ext'
I (m - 1 - m,.) . d· r .- 12k Th f . . Iex;' ... , ex; are contalne In ;' I - , , •.• ,. en or every nontnvla

s in ~(0'm;r;d),

k

Z(s) <m+ ~ mi-I,
1

where Z(s) counts the number of zeros of s with multiplicities as in
Definition 4.47.
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Proof Since ~ (0'm; f; ~) ~ ~ (0'm; cj1c;~) with cj1c = (m l ,···, mk ), the
assertion follows immediately from Theorem 4.53. •

In order to get sharper bounds, we now restrict our attention to the case
where r consists of HB-linear functionals. Given such a set of linear
functionals, suppose E is the corresponding incidence matrix as in Exam
ple 8.24. Our zero bound will depend on the structure of E. To state it, we
need some additional terminology. A sequence of ]'s in E is any sequence
of consecutive l's appearing in a given row of E. There may be more than
one sequence of l's in a given row of E (separated by at least one zero).
Each row contains at least one sequence of 1's. A sequence of l's is called
an odd sequence provided it has an odd number of l's in it.

THEOREM 8.37

Let r be a set of HB-linear functionals, and let E be the associated
incidence matrix. Let K be the number of l's appearing in E, and let p be
the number of odd sequences of l's in E that do not start in the first
column. Then for any s E ~ (0'm; f;~) such that Dm-ls does not vanish on
any interval,

Z(s)~m+K+p-l, (8.57)

where Z(s) counts the number 'of zeros of s with multiplicites as in
Definition 4.47.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.53. First, by the
assumption on Dm-Is, we know that s and all of its derivatives have only
isolated zeros. On the other hand, we cannot apply the trick of pulling
multiple knots apart to get a nearby continuous spline, and thus we have to
deal directly with the jump zeros of s; that is, with the points where
s( t - )s( t +)<0 and s( t - ) =Fs( t +). We classify the jump zeros of s as
follows:

t is type + if Ds(t-)Ds(/+)<O;

1 is type c if Ds(t - )Ds(t +) > 0 and S(/- )Ds(t -) <O,s(1 + )Ds(t +) >0;

t is type - if Ds(t - )Ds(1 +) > 0 and s(t - )Ds(t -) >O,s(t + )Ds(t +) <0;

t is type 0 otherwise.

We illustrate these various types of jump zeros in Figure 27. The important
point to note is that if t is of type c, then it can serve as a Rolle's point (cf.
Definition 2.18) for both of the intervals with end-point I. If t is of type +
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Figure 27. Types of jump zeros.

or type 0 then it is a Rolle's point for at least one of these intervals. If I is
of type -, then it is not a Rolle's point for either interval.

Suppose now that s has zeros at the points 11 <12 < ... <I, with multi
plicities I;, i = 1,2, ... ,r. Then Ds has a zero of multiplicity I; - 1 at I;,

i = 1,2, ... ,r. Now suppose that J..L -, J..L +, and J..L0 denote the number of zeros
of s of type -, +, and 0, respectively. Then the I's define r - 1- J..L - - J..L 0



J..L + intervals where both endpoints are either points where s has no jump
discontinuity, or are points with jump discontinuity of type c. We throw
out all such intervals that contain type - jump zeros. This leaves r - 1
2J..L - - J..L + intervals on which the extended Rolle's Theorem 2.19 can be
applied to conclude that Ds has a zero in the interval. We deduce that

,
Z(Ds)~ ~ (/;-I)+r-I-2J..L--J..L°-J..L++J..L+,

;=1

which can be rewritten as

Z(s) ~ Z(Ds) + 1+2J..L - + p.o.

Similarly, the number of zeros of Ds can be related to the number of zeros
of D 2s, and so on.

It remains to count zeros. To this end it is convenient to introduce a
companion matrix to E which describes the types of jump zeros that sand
its derivatives have at the knots. We define E* = (Eij):_I,j_I' where

E:={ ~
if Dm-js has a zero of type-at x;

if Dm-j has a zero of type 0 at x;

otherwise.

Now, if we string the inequalities relating the number of zeros to the higher
derivatives together, we obtain

k m

Z(s)< ~ ~ Eij+m-I+Z(Dm-ls).
i-I j-2
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Since Dm-Is is a piecewise constant, it can have zeros only at the knots,
and in particular, only at those knots where Ei~ = 1. We conclude that

k m

Z(s) <; ~ ~ Eij + m - 1.
i==I)-1

We now relate the sum to the original incidence matrix. First, we note
that the only time Eij =2 is possible is if D m -is has a zero of type - at Xi.

But then D m - i + IS does not have a discontinuous zero at Xi' so it follows
that Eij_1 =0. On the other hand, if Dm-j-Is has a jump zero at Xi whose
derivative Dm-is is also ajump zero of type -, then Dm-is changes sign at
Xi' so Dm-i- Is has a type + zero at this Xi. We have shown

£ij=2 implies) > 1, £ij_1 =0, and if) <nt, £ij+ I =0.

Now we compare the sum ~~£ij with ~~£ij. Consider the ith row of £.
If it has a string of l's with an even number in it, then the corresponding
string in E· has a sum no larger than the number of 1's. (Indeed, if any of
the Eij's in this string is 2, then the entry in front of and behind the 2 must
be a zero, so the sum is the same.) Consider now a string of l's of length r
with r odd. If this string starts in the first column, then since £i~ cannot be
2, it follows that the sum of the corresponding £·'s is at most r. On the
other hand, if this string starts in the second column or later, then the
corresponding string of £·'s has a maximal sum when it has the form
2,0,2, ... ,0,2, in which case it adds up to r + 1. In summary, we see that

k m k m

~ ~ Eij < ~ ~ Eij +P
;=1)=1 i=I)=1

and the theorem is proved. •

The following example shows that the hypothesis on Dm-Is is necessary
for the strong zero bound of Theorem 8.37. It is possible to give bounds
without this hypothesis, but then the counting procedure must be signifi
cantly weakened.

EXAMPLE 8.38

Let m = 9 and a= {O, 1}. Let

E=[ 100000001]
100000001 '
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and

{

-x8
s(x)= I, '

-(x-I)8,

X<O
O<x<1

1 <x.
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Discussion. Clearly s has a zero of order 9 at each of the points 0 and I,
hence Z(s) = 18. On the other hand, K=4 andp=2, so m+ K+p-I = 14.
Thus (8.57) does not hold. The reason is, of course, that Ds (and all higher
derivatives) vanish identically on [0, 1]. •

There is a slight variant of Theorem 8.37 that holds for confined splines;
that is, for splines that vanish outside of a finite interval. To state the result
we need more notation. We say that an odd sequence of l's in the
incidence matrix is supported provided it begins with an element Ey = 1
with 1<i <k and 1<} and provided there exist i' <i <i" and 1 <e}',}" <}

such that E;" j' = E i", j" = 1.

THEOREM 8.39

Let rand E be as in Theorem 8.37, and suppose s E £ ('j>m; f; a) is a
g-spline such that Dm-ts does not vanish on any subinterval of (Xt,Xk).
Suppose s vanishes identically outside of (xt,xk ). Then

Z(XI,Xk)(S) <m + K+ft - 1,

where K counts the number of l's in rows 2, ... ,k - 1 of E, and ft counts
the number of odd supported sequences in E.

Proof The proof is nearly identical to the proof of Theorem 8.37. Since
we are counting zeros only on (xt,xk ), we do not need to add in the values
of Ei~ j for i = 1 and i = k. Moreover, since s is identically zero outside of
[xt,xk], if Dm-js has a type-jump zero at some Xi in (xt,xk ), then at least
one of the functions Dm-j+ls, ... ,Dm-1s must have a jump zero to the left
of Xi (otherwise Dm-js would be identically zero to the left of Xi' and Xi

could not be of type -). This means that E i " j' = 1 for some i' < i and for
some}' <}. A similar argument applies to the right of Xi. •

We give only one simple example to illustrate Theorem 8.39.

EXAMPLE 8.40

Let a= {-1,0, 1},m=3, and

E= [ ~ ~l
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---'

Figure 28. A g-spline with four zeros (cf. Example 8.40).

Discussion. By Theorem 8.39, if s is a g-spline in ~ (0'3; f; Ll) with f
corresponding to this incidence matrix E, and if s vanishes outside of
[-1,1], then Z(_1,1)(s)~m+K+p-I=3+I+I-I=4.In Figure 28 we
illustrate a member of this spline space which has four zeros. •

I 8.4. MONOSPLINES

In this section we consider a class of piecewise polynomials (called mono
splines) that play an interesting role in several applications including best
approximation and optimal quadrature formulae.

Given a set Ll={X1 <X2 <··· <xk } and a multiplicity vector ~=
(m1, ... ,mk ) with I ~mi ~m, i= 1,2, ... ,k, we define the class of polynomial
monospfines of degree m as

(8.58)

While ~~ (0)m ; ~; Ll) is obtained by translating the linear space
~ (0)m; ~; Ll)" it i; clear that ~~ itself is not a linear space (it is convex).
Despite this fact, monosplines are easy to deal with on a computer-in
deed, it suffices to work with their spline parts. Many of the results
obtained in Chapter 4 for polynomial splines imply analogous results for
monosplines. To give just one example, we state a simple property of
derivatives of monosplines:

THEOREM 8.41

Let fE ~~ (0)m; ~; Ll). Then

where ~=(m~, ... ,mk), and m;=min(m;,m-I), i= 1,2, ... ,k.

Proof This is an immediate corollary of Theorem 4.49. •
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There is no need to list explicitly the many other simple properties that
monosplines inherit from polynomial splines. Instead, we turn now to
some results on zeros of monosplines which are very useful in applications.
First we give a Budan-Fourier-type theorem that provides an upper bound
on the number of zeros a monospline can have.

To state the Budan-Fourier theorem for monosplines, we must first
agree on how to count multiple zeros. Because of the monomial term,
monosplines cannot vanish on intervals, and we are spared that complica
tion. We still have to deal with zeros occurring at a knot, however. We
shall use the following counting procedure (cf. Definition 4.45 for the case
of polynomial splines):

DEFINITION 8.42

Suppose f is a monospline of order m such that f(t - ) = D _ f(t) = ... =
D~-t./(t)=O=t=D~f(t) and f(t+)= D+f(t)=··· =D:-t./(t)=O=l=D:f(t),
some I, r > O. Let a = max( I, r). Then we say that f has a zero of multiplicity z
at t, where

{

a+ 1,
z = a+ 1,

a,

if a is even and s changes sign at t

if a is odd and s does not change sign at t

otherwise.

Definition 8.42 counts a point where a monospline jumps through zero
as a zero of multiplicity 1. The definition is such that odd-order zeros are
associated with sign changes, while even-order ones are not. lbe maximal
order a zero can possess is m + 1. Given a monospline f, we write Z(f) for
the number of zeros on the entire line R, counting multiplicities as in
Definition 8.42. Similarly, if (a,b) is any subinterval of R, we write Z(a.b)(f)
for the number of zeros of jon (a,b).

THEOREM 8.43. Budan-Fourier Theorem For Monosplines

Given a={x 1<'" <xk } and multiplicities m1, ... ,mk , define

(1.= {O,
I 1,

Then for any f E 0lL ~ (\Pm; 0lL ;a),

if m j is even

if m j is odd.
(8.59)

k

Z(f)~m+ ~ (mj+oj).
i=l

(8.60)
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More precisely, for any a <b,

k

Z(a,b)(f) <m + ~ (m;+ 0;) - S + [f(a), - D +f(a), .. . ,( -1)mD~f(a)]
i=l

- S + [ f( b), D _ f( b), ... , D~ f( b) ] , (8.61 )

where S + counts weak sign changes (cf. Definition 2.10).

Proof. Statement (8.60) follows immediately from (8.61). To establish
(8.61), we apply the Budan-Fourier theorem for polynomials (Theorem 3.9)
to each subinterval I; = (x;, x; + I)' i = 0, I, ... ,k, where for convenience we
set a = Xo and b = Xk + I. Because of the monomial term, f is a polynomial of
exact order m + 1 on each such subinterval, and Theorem 3.9 implies

where

R; = S + [f(x; +), - D + f(x;), .. . ,( _1)mD~f(x;)], ;=0,1, .. . ,k;

L; = S + [f(x;), D _ f(x;), ... ,D~ f(x;)], i = 1,2, ... ,k + 1.

Supposefhas a zero of multiplicity z; at X;, i= 1,2, ... ,k. Then summing up
the above bounds and rearranging, we obtain

k

Z(a,b)(f) <m + ~ (m;+ 0;) - Ro- Lk +1
i == I

where

k

~ ('y; -I + 0;),
;=1

y; = L; + R; + m; + 1- m - z;.

(8.62)

The statement (8.61) now follows if we can show that y; >0 for all
i= 1,2, ... ,k.

The proof that y; >°requires several cases. We carry out only the case
of 0 <z; <m - m; - 1. Taking account of the fact that f and its derivatives
up to order m - mi - 1 are all continuous across Xi' and using the simple
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equality (2.48) for weak sign changes, we have

y; = m; + 1- m - z; + L; + R; = m; + 1- m - z; + 2z;
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+ s + [ DZi(x;), ... ,( - l)m-~-l Dm-m,- Y(x;)]

>m; + 1- m + z; + m - m; - 1- z; = O.

•
The assertion (8.61) can also be established directly by the same kind of

inductive proof used to prove the Budan-Fourier Theorem 4.58 for poly
nomial splines. Here we have been able to use the Budan-Fourier theorem
for polynomials in each of the subintervals because in each such subinter
val a monospline is a polynomial of exact degree m.

Our next two theorems present some important properties for mono
splines possessing a maximal number of zeros.

THEOREM 8.44

Let fE 'D1t~ (0"m; 01t;~) have zeros I) ~ ••• ~IN with N= m+ L7-1 (m i +
0;). Then for i = 1,2, ... ,k,

if mi<m,

if mi = m and m is odd,

(8.63)

(8.64)

where Ii = L~_l (mj + OJ)' The inequalities in (8.63) are strict if Xi is at most
an m - mi-tuple zero.

Proof Suppose Xi < If.. Then the monospline f R which agrees with f on the
interval (Xi' (0) has' at least m + LJ==i+) (nt.i + OJ) + 1 zeros, but only
LJ-i+) mj knots, counting multiplicities. This contradicts Theorem 8.43. If
If. falls at Xi' it can still be counted in obtaining this contradiction for f R

provided that the multiplicity of the zero of f at Xi is at most m - mi' The
upper inequalities in (8.63) are established similarly. Finally, to prove
(8.64) we note that if m is odd and mi = m, then Ii = Ii _ 1 + m + I, and the
upper and lower bounds in (8.63) coincide. •
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THEOREM 8.45

OTHER SPACES OF POLYNOMIAL SPLINES

Let f be as in Theorem 8.44 (i.e., f has a maximal set of zeros). Suppose we
expandf as

m m- 1 a.x} k m j (_ )m-)
x ~ J ~ ~ X X; +

f(x) = -, + £.J -.-, + £.J £.J cij ( _ ")' .
m. )=0 J. ;=1)=1 m J.

Then for all 1<i <k with m; odd

(8.65)

Moreover,

Cij<O, all odd} with 1<j <mi. (8.66)

DJj(x) >0, j=O,I, ... ,m-l, (8.67)

(-I)m-}DJj(x) >0, }=O,I, ... ,m-l,

Proof If f has a maximal set of m + ~7-1 (m; + oJ zeros, then by the sharp
form (8.62) of the Budan-Fourier theorem, we must have

s + [f(a), - Df(a), ,( -l)mDj(a) ] =0

S + [f(b), Df(b), ,Dmf(b)] =0

and
y; = 1- 0; i= 1,2, ... ,k.

Since a <Xl and b >xk are arbitrary, the first two of these assertions imply
(8.67).

Suppose now that 1<i <k and that m; is odd (so that 0; = 1). Then we
must have y; =O. But the string of inequalities used in the proof of
Theorem 8.43 to show that y; ~ 0 shows that y; = 0 can happen only if

s + [D~ f(x;), ... ,D~ f(x;)]

+ S + [ D~ f(x;), , ( _l)m-z;Dr;. f(x;)]

= S + [ D~ f(x;), ,D~-~-~(x;)]

+ S + [D~ f(x;), , (_I)m-m;-1 D,:--m;-~(x;)]= m - m; -1- z;.
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This can happen [cf. (2.48)] if and only if all components of these vectors
are nonzero, and since D~ f(xi) = D';. f(xJ >°it follows that

D 'j(xi ) =1=0,

D"-f(xi ) >0,

( -1)m-J'D:f(xi»O,

P=Zj, ... ,m-mj-1

p=m-mj, ... ,m

p=m-mj, ... ,m.

But cij = D';.-ij(xi)- D~-ij(xJ, and assertion (8.66) follows for odd) with
1<) <mi. •

Theorem 8.43 showed that the maximal number of zeros a monospline
can possess is N = m + ~7_I (mi + oJ. In the remainder of this section we
consider the problem of constructing a monospline with a given set of N
zeros (counting multiplicities). This problem turns out to be more difficult
than it sounds. We begin by considering the case of m = 1.

THEOREM 8.46

Let II <12 < ... <I I +2k be prescribed points with Ii <tj + 2, i = 1,2, ... , 2k - 1.
Then there exists a unique monospline f of degree 1 with k simple knots
such that f has zeros at I 1'···' I I +2k·

Proof If f is to be a monospline of degree 1 with k simple knots
XI <x2 < ... <xk and the 1+2k zeros II <t2 < ... <t l + 2k , then according
to Theorem 8.44 the knots must be located at the points

i= 1,2, . .. ,k.

Now we know that such a monospline can be written in the form

k

f(x) = X + ~ cj(x- xJ~ + co·
;=1

(8.68)

It remains to determine the coefficients co' C I , ••• , ek. If the l's are distinct,
we have the following nonsingular system:

(/ 1 - XI): (1 1-Xk ): Co -11

(13-XI)~ CI - 13

(/2k+I-XI)~ (t2k+I-Xk)~ Ck - 12k + I
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The result for a general set of 11 < . .. <;; 11 + 2k follows by taking the limit of
a sequence of monosplines with simple zeros. By construction, it is clear
that the corresponding monospline (8.68) always vanishes at one or both of
the points 12;+1- and 12;+1 +, ;=0, l, ... ,k. Thus, for example, if 11 <12 <13,

thenjhas a simple zero at 11' and (sincejhas slope 1 almost everywhere)j
jumps down through zero at 12• Similarly, if 11= 12 <13, then f has a double
zero at 11' and if 11 < 12 = 13, then f has a simple zero at 11 and a double zero
at 12 • Figure 29 shows the various cases. This argument can be continued to
show that f has precisely the zeros {I;}: + 2k. A typical linear monospline
with the various cases combined in one example is shown in Figure 30.
Since both the knots and the coefficients are uniquely determined, it
follows that f is also unique. •

It should be observed that in Theorem 8.46 we were able to specify thf~

number of knots of the desired monospline, but not their locations. This
suggests that if we are seeking monosplines of order m > 1 with a maximal
set of prescribed zeros, we should be able to specify the number of knots
and their multiplicities, but not their locations. The following theorem
shows that this is indeed the case, at least when the prescribed zeros are all
simple and distinct:

THEOREM 8.47

Let m and 1 <;; m; <;; m, ; = 1,2, ... ,k be prescribed, and let

{
0,

0;= 1,
if m; is even

if m; is odd.

Then for any 11 <12 < ... <IN with N=m+L7_t(mj +oj ), there exists a set
of knots XI <x2 < .. · <xk and a corresponding monospline f of degree m
with knots at the X; of multiplicity mj such that

i=1,2, ... ,N.

If m l' ... ,mk are all odd, this monospline is unique.

Figure 29. Zeros of a linear monospline.
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CD CD (3) CD (3) CD CD
Figure 30. A linear monospline with 1+2k zeros.

k = 4
Z=9
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Proof. We assume first that all m I' ... , mk are odd, and furthermore that
mj (; m - 2, i = I, 2, ... ,k. To prove the theorem in this case we proceed by
induction on k. The result is obvious for k =0. Now suppose it has been
established for monosplines with k - 1 knots; that is, there exists a unique
monospline

( )
m-j

cij x - Xi +

(m - j)!

with g(t.) =0, i= 1,2, ... ,n=m+~7':II(m;+1). To establish the result for k
knots, ';e are going to show that there exists an interval i = [~,~] such that
for each ~ E j there exists a monospline of the form -

with

m- I ; k mj (_ (l:»m - j
~ X ~ ~ x Xi ~ +IiX) = £.J a;(~) -:-;- + £.J £.J C;i~) ( _ ")' '
;==0 l. i-I j-= 1 m } .

(8.69)

i = 1, 2, ... , N - I (8.70)

It will turn out thatf~ is th_e monospline that vanishes at all of the tl, ... ,tN .

To define the interval I and the mapping ~~f~, we first have to show
that there is at least one monospline satisfying (8.70). We construct such a
monospline by tacking something onto the monospline g. Let
II(x), ... ,1m" (x) be the Lagrange polynomials of order mk associated with
Lagrange interpolation at the points tn+I, .•. ,tn+mk (cf. Problem 2.6). Then
for any given tn ' ~ < tn + l' it is clear that

(8.71)
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is a monospline of the desired form which vanishes at t I' ... , tN _ I. Since
lim(-+ln+1f(tN)=-00, it follows that there is some tn<~<tn+1 such that
f~(iN)<O. Since f(tN) depends continuously on ~, we have now set up a
mapping from ~ into f( satisfyin~ (8.69), at least for ~ in a sufficiently small
interval with right end-point ~. We now extend this mapping as far
leftward as possible. In particular, define

T: for all T < ~ ~ ~ there is a unique
monospline ff. as in (8.69) satisfy-

~=inf ing (8.70), and the mapping from .
(~,x) into ff.(x) is a C I function for

all (~, x) E ( T, ~] x R

In general, ~ may be ~maller than tn.
For each ~ E I = (~, ~], the fact that ff.(tN ) < 0 while ff.(x) increases to 00 as

x~oo implies that there exists tN(~) >tN such that f([tN(~)]= o. Since f( can
have at most N zeros, tN(~) is in fact unique. We now show that it is an
increasing function of ~. To prove this, it suffices to show that for all
x> tN' ff.(x) is an increasing function of ~. To this end, we compute the
partial derivative with respect to ~:

~fe(x)= mil a:<~;xi + ±~ cij(~) (X-Xi~~~)?~j
a~ i=O l. i= 1)= 1 (m J).

I_±~ Cij(~)X;m (x-x~~)~:-~-I
i=I)=1 (m J 1).

= mil a;m ~,i + ±~ dij(~) (X-Xi~~~),:-j
i=O 1. i=l )=1 (m J).

k ,(X _ x;(~»:-mi-I

- i~l Cim.(~)Xi(O (m-mi-l)! '

where we have written dij = cij - Cij_IX; in order to achieve a more tractable
form. Since for any 1~ 11 ~ N - 1, f( tv) =0, we also have
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v=I,2, ... ,N-I. These are N equations for the N values of a~, ... ,a:n_I'
{dij}.f-I~-I' and {ci11\x;}7== I' Solving for ci11\x;, we obtain

t / (.'.... J' X ]

0 0. ·\1.··· "\1 •...• X·I ••• •• X·I ••••• X k •· "'Xk
'----.-------' ~.-------' '---.-----' '--.,.---1

1'1'1 m I + I m t . m" + I
Clm,X/ = ( - 1)m, _

[, ... ·.[N-r,X

g O•... .0. ·\1.··· 'X I •...• ·'..k.··· ,Xk
nl '----,,-----' '--...-----1 ~.-------'

n1 mJ..+1

where the determinants formed from the Green's function gm are defined
in Theorem 4.78. This expression is well defined since f~ has a maximal set
of zeros, hence the conditions (8.63) hold (strictly), and thus by Theorem
4.78, the determinant in the denominator is positive. By the same theorem,
the determinant in the numerator is nonnegative, while the factor ( - 1)11\ is
negative since mi is odd. On the other hand, by Theorem 8.45, ci11\ < 0 for
all i. We conclude that since x~(~)=~'=I, af~(x)/a~~o. We have proved
that tN(~) is an increasin-g function as asserted. As a by-product of this
argument, we also observe that x;(~) ~ 0, i = 1,2, ... , k - 1.

We now define a monospline f~(x) associated with ~. Since tN(~) is
monotone increasing, it follows that for all ~ E I all N zeros of f~ lie in a
fixed bounded interval. This implies (cf. Lemma 8.48 below) that all of the
coefficients of f~ are uniformly bounded, hence they converge for some
sequence of ~ going to ~. As f~ is the pointwise limit of f~ , it follows that
f= f~ satisfies (8.70). We claim that f also vanishes at tN: hence it is the
desired monosplines.

To show that f(tN ) =0, we consider the mapping

If f( tN ) < 0, then the Jacobian of qJ with respect to its first N - I variables is
nonzero when evaluated at the coefficients of f. By the implicit function
theorem, we could then extend the definition of f~ to ~ <~, contradicting
the definition of ~. We have proved the existence in the-case where all
knots are of odd multiplicity at most m - 2. Concerning uniqueness in this
case, suppose j were another monospline of the form (8.69) with the zeros
t I"'.' tN' By the same kind of analysis just carried out, we can deform j
continuously such that (8.70) remains satisfied until its largest knot reaches
tn' Since uniqueness was assumed for monosplines with k - 1 knots, the
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deformation must be equal to the monospline in (8.71) at ~=In. But this
monospline was uniquely deformed into f€, and we conclude that j = f€.

We now show that the result also nolds if some knots have even
multiplicity, m;<m-2, all i. Let t9 ={J: "'J is even} and (9 ={J: mj is
odd}. Let N = m + ~;_ I ("'J + OJ)' Then, given any I I < .. · < IN there exists
a monospline

with zeros at 11"'" IN' Let n = m + ~7-1 (m; + I) >N, and define a mapping
l/; from Rn into RN by

l/;: (ao,'" ,am-I' CII ,··· ,clm,' XI"'·' Ckl '···' Ck~,Xk)~[f( II)"·· ,f( IN)]'

where

Note that l/; vanishes if we put in the coefficients ofr. The Jacobian of l/;
with respect to all of its variables except for {Xi: i E t9 } is

where C is a nonzero constant. J is a continuous function of its arguments.
Since r has a maximal set of zeros, Theorem 4.78 asserts that J is not zero
at the coefficients of f*. By the implicit function theorem, the monospline
f(x) will have the same zeros for all coefficients in a neighborhood of those
of r.

We now establish the result allowing knots with multiplicity greater than
m - 2. Suppose for the moment there is just one such knot, say X", with
m,,=m-l, m even. LetfL be a monospline with fL(li ) = 0, i= 1,2, ... ,n=m
+~j::(m.;+Oj)'andfR a monospline with k-v knots satisfying fR(li ) =0,
i=n+ 1, ... ,N. By (8.60),fL(x) >0 for x>ln andfR(x)>0 for X<ln+l. Thus
there exists a unique In <x" < In + 1 such that f L (x) = fR( x). Clearly the
monospline

x<X"

x>x"
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has the desired zero set. If m is odd, then we construct fR to vanish
at (tn + tn + 1)/2, tn + 1'···' tN since 0" = 1 and so N - n = m - 1+ L~+ I(nt.i + OJ).

Again, we can piece f L and f R together to produce a monospline f with the
desired zeros. (Clearly this construction is not unique.) A similar argument
works if m; = m. •

Theorem 8.47 coupled with the bound (8.60) is usually referred to as the
fundamental theorem of algebra for monosplines. The following lemma was
used in the proof of Theorem 8.47, but since it is of interest in its own
right, we state it separately:

LEMMA 8.48

Suppose f is a monospline as in (8.69) with {m;}7 odd and N = m + L7-1 (m;
+ 1) distinct zeros in the interval ( - K, K). lben there exists a constant C
(depending only on m and K) such that

la;I<C,

ICijl <C,

i = 0, 1, ... ,m - 1

j= 1,2, ,m;

i= 1,2, ,k.

Proof. The proof proceeds by double induction on m and on k. The case
of m ~ 1, and k = 0 is obvious. The case of m = 1 and k ~ 1 follows directly
from properties of the linear monosplines (cf. Figures 29 and 30). Now
suppose the result has been established for all monosplines of degree m - 1
with k knots and for all monosplines of degree m with k - 1 knots. We now
establish it for monosplines of degree m with k knots. Let f be such a
monospline. Suppose that m; <m, i = 1,2, ... ,k. Then by applying the
analog of Rolle's theorem for monosplines (cf. Theorem 4.50), we conclude
that the monospline D + f has N - 1 distinct zeros in the interval ( - K, K).
Since by Theorem 8.41 D + f is a monospline of degree m - 1, the induction
hypothesis assures that its coefficients are bounded. We conclude that
except possibly for ao, the coefficients of f are also bounded. But since f
vanishes at least once, ao is also bounded.

If f has some m-tuple knot, say XI' then it is easily seen that the
monosplines fL and fR' which agree with f to the left and right of XI'

respectively, both have a maximum set of zeros, and by the inductive
hypothesis must have bounded coefficients. The result follows. •

It is easy to show by example that Lemma 8.48 does not hold when
knots of even multiplicity are present.

We illustrate the difference between the cases where the multiplicities
are even and odd in the following example. It shows clearly how non
uniqueness occurs in the even case.
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fe ':"ll ~ ("1)2 ; (1); 3/2)

• = Simple knot

jf '~ll ~(\,\'12; (2); ~)

x = Double knot

EXAMPLE 8.49

Figure 31. Monosplines of Example 8.49.

Find a monospline of degree 2 with one knot (of either multiplicity 1 or
multiplicity 2) that has the zeros 0, 1, 2, and 3.

Discussion. If we want a monospline with one simple knot, then the
unique solution of the problem is given by

f(x)=

x(x -1)
2

(x-2)(x-3)
2

3
x< 

2
3x> 
2

This monospline is shown in Figure 31. If we consider monosplines of
degree 2 with one double knot, then there is a whole one-parameter family
of solutions; namely,

.x(x - 1)
2

(x-2)(x-3)
2

for any 1< ~ <2. A typical monospline in this family is also depicted in
Figure 31. •

§ 8.5. DISCRETE SPLINES

In this section we examine certain linear spaces of piecewise polynomials
(called discrete splines) defined on discrete subsets of the real line R. In
particular, given a fixed a and h >0, we are interested in splines defined on
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the discrete line

Ra,h = {... ,a - h,a,a + h,a + 2h, ... }

or on discrete intervals of the form

343

[a,b Jh = {a,a+ h, ... ,a+ Nh}, b=a+Nh.

We begin with the definition of the space of discrete splines. Let d = {a =
xo<x.< ... <xk+.=b}~Ra,h be a set of points partitioning the discrete
interval [a, b]h into intervals 10' I., ... , Ik • Let CJlt = (m, ... ,mk ) be a vector of
positive integers with m; <m, i= 1,2, ... ,k. Then we define the space of
discrete polynomial splines of order m with knots at Xl"'" xk of multiplicities
m., ... ,mk , by

s: there exists SO"" ,Sk in ~m with

~(~ .CJlt'd'h)= sl!; =s;, i=O,I, ... ,k and
m' " D~-.s;_ .(x;) = ~-·s;(xJ for j =

I, ... ,m - m;, i= 1,2, ... ,k

where D~ is the difference operator defined by

. dlJ(x) j (~)(-IY-l(x+ph)
DIJ(x) = -.- = ~ . .

hJ v=o hJ

(8.72)

(8.73)

The space ~ (~m; CJlt;~; h) is very similar to the space of polynomial
splines studied in Chapter 4 except that the ties between the polynomial
pieces are described here in terms of forward differences instead of
derivatives. As in ordinary polynomial splines, we shall write

if CJltl =(1, ... , I)

for the space of discrete splines with simple knots.
Although our definition of ~ (~m; CJlt;~;h) makes sense for any interval

[a,b]h and any partition ~, in order to rule out special (and uninteresting)
cases, we shall henceforth assume that

each interval I; contains at least m; points, i=O, I, ... ,k, (8.74)

where for convenience we set mo=m. This prevents the conditions tying
the polynomials together at the knot x; from involving points that do not
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lie in the interval immediately to the right of Xi_ It also assures that [a,b]k
contains at least m + K points, where K = 27-1 mi.

It is clear that ~(q>m;01L;d;h)is a linear space. The following theorem
gives its dimension:

THEOREM 8.50

Suppose (8.74) holds. Then ~ (0'm; 01L; d; h) has dimension m + K, where
K=27... l mi·

Proof The proof follows along the same lines as the proof of Theorem
4.4 with

1 Xi X~ m-I
I Xi

A.= ° Dh1x? DhlXim-1 •I

0 0 Dm-1-m; m-Ih Xi

We turn now to the task of constructing a one-sided basis for ~. As we
shall see, it is convenient to introduce the factorial functions

x(n)h=x(x-h)··· [x-(n-l)h], n>l. (8.75)

I
The nice thing about these functions as compared to the usual powers of X

is that

We shall also need the discrete plus function

1~j~n

n<}.

(8.76)

(8.77)

It is clear that this function is identically zero to the left of y, is a
polynomial of order n to the right of y, and vanishes at the points
y,y+h, ... ,y+(n-l)h. We also note that

DJ( _ )(n)hl =, ~
h X Y + x-y n.uj,n' j=O,l, ... ,n. (8.78)
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The results of Chapter 4 now suggest that a one-sided basis for ~ should
be given by the functions

{ () ( ) <m - )" } m; k
Pi) x = X-Xi + )-I,i-O'

where mo= m, and this can, in fact, be established by the same methods as
used in the proof of Theorem 4.5. The following theorem gives an alternate
(and somewhat simpler) one-sided basis:

THEOREM 8.51

Let y; = a -(m - i)h, i= 1,2, ... ,m, and let

Then the functions {p;(x)=(x-y;)<;-l)"}7'_+IK form a basis for ~(0'm;

6J1L; a; h).

Proof First, we claim that each of these functions belongs to ~. To show
this, consider a typical one, say

By the definition of the factorial function, p is zero at the points X i 

/·h, ... ,x;+(m-/-2)h. It follows that for xE[a,b]h' p is a polynomial of
order m for x~x; and p(x)=O for x<x;. In addition,

j = 0, 1, ... ,m - /- 2.

It follows that p belongs to £ as long as 0 <I <m; - 1. The one-sided nature
of the p's is clear, and the proof can be completed by showing their linear
independence by the same kind of argument used to prove Theorem 4.5.•

Theorem 8.51 asserts that if we take ~= {y;} ';'..+m
K

+ I' then

It should perhaps be emphasized that this equivalence holds considering
the splines as functions on [a, b]h. Since elements in these spaces are
piecewise polynomials, they make sense for all x ER-the two spaces do
not agree on this larger set, however.

Our next task is to construct a basis for £ consisting of local support
splines similar to the basis of B-splines constructed in Chapter 4 for the
usual polynomial splines. The development there suggests that we should
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define basis splines as divided differences of the function (y - X)<;-I)h over
an appropriate extended partition. We do exactly that in the following
theorem:

THEOREM 8.52

Let {Yi};n+K be as in Theorem 8.51, and/lset Ym+K+i=b+(i-l)h, i=
1,2, ... ,m. For each i= I,2, ... ,m+ K define

Then {Bi};n+K is a basis for ~(0'm; 01L;~;h), and

Bi(x) =0

Bi(x) >0

m+K
L Bi(x) = I,
;=1

for x <Yi andYi+m <x;

for Yi + (m - 2)h <x <Yi+m'

all a ~x ~b.

i = 1, 2, ... , m + K;

Proof By the definition of the divided difference, for xE[a,b]h each Bi is
a linear combination of the functions PI"'" Pm + K of Theorem 8.51, and
thus is an element of ~. The linear independence of the B's as well as the
other stated properties follow from general results on B-splines, to be
established below. •

We now briefly recount the main properties of discrete B-splines. Since
the development follows that in §4.3 for polynomial B-splines, and since
we do not need to work with multiple knots, we can suppress most of the
details. We begin with a definition.

Suppose Yi <Yi+ 1< ... <Yi+m are points in Ra,h' Then we call

Yi <Yi+m (8.79)
otherwise

the mth order discrete B-spline associated with the knots Yi' ... 'Yi+m. It is
also useful to introduce the normalized version

Ni'::t(x) = (Yi+m - Yi)Qi~h(X).

For m = 1 and 2 it is clear that the discrete B-splines are identical with
the usual polynomial B-splines. For m > 2 they differ slightly from the
usual B-splines because we are using the factorial function (y - Xi;-I),.
instead of the Green's function (Y-X):-I. In particular, if we consider
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Q/';,(x) as a function of x E R, then we see that it has a small ripple in the
interval [Yi'Yi + (m - 2)h] (where it even goes negative). See Figure 32. It is
true (but we do not make use of it) that if Yi' ... 'Yi+m are held fixed and h
is allowed to go to zero, then Q/:;,(x) approaches Q;m(x) for all x E R.

As in the usual case, discrete B-splines satisfy an important recursion
relation.

THEOREM 8.53

Let m ~ 2. Then for all x E R,

m [x - Yi - (m - 2)h ] Qi~-I(X) + [Y;+m - x + (m - 2)h ] Qi':l,~(x)
Qi,h(X) = ( _) ,

Yi+m Yi

(8.80)

Proof The proof proceeds exactly as in Theorem 4.15 by applying the
Leibnitz rule for divided differences of a product of functions to

•
The recursion (8.80) is clearly an important tool for dealing computa

tionally with discrete B-splines. It is also a valuable theoretical tool. For
example, by a simple inductive argument (cf. Theorem 4.17), we may show
that

Q/';,(x) >0,

while from the definition,

Y; + (m - 2)h <x <Yi'

Yi+m ~x.

(8.81 )

(8.82)

We have already noted above that Q;~(x) takes on negative values in some
subintervals of [Yi'Yi+(m-2)h]. On the other hand, clearly for xERa,h' it

Figure 32. A discrete cubic B-spline.
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is a nonnegative function; indeed,

Qi';r(Yi +jh) =0, j=O, 1, .. . ,m-2.

To discuss the linear independence of discrete B-splines, we first need an
analog of Lemma 4.7.

LEMMA 8.54

Let T 1 <T2 < ... <Tm , and suppose

m

~ aj(x-Tj)<;-I)h=O
j=l

Then a)=" ° =am=O.

Proof. The proof follows immediately after substituting

(8.83)

and using the linear independence of 1, X(l)h, ... ,x(m-l)" (cf. the proof of
Lemma 4.7). •

THEOREM 8.55

Suppose I <r and that Y, <y,+ 1 and Yr-l <Yr· Then {Qi:':a}~-,+I-m are
linearly independent on the interval [Y"Yr)h'

Proof. The proof proceeds exactly as in Theorem 4.18, using Lemma 8.54.

•
Our next result is the analog of Marsden's identity.

THEOREM 8.56

Let l<r andy,<Yr+lo Then for any x,yERa,h,

r

(y-x+(m-2)h)(m-l)h= ~ <JJi,m(y)N/::,(x),
i-/+I-m

where

m-I

<Pi,m(Y) = II (y - Yi+")'
.,--1

(8.84)
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Moreover, forj= 1,2, ... ,m,

r

x(j-1h= ~ ~~llN;~(x),
;=/+ I-m

where
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(8.85)

d;) == (-- 1)';-1 (j - I)! DIII-i,,,. (J' - m)h) ./' == I, ... ,m.
':;ij, (m _ I)! " ""1.11I ,

Proof. For m=l, we have L:"-+IKN/h(x) = L':'_+IKN/(x) = 1. Now we pro
ceed by induction on m. For convenience we write ~=(m-2)h. Using
(8.80), we obtain

m+K

~ 'Pi.mCv)N?'III(X)
i-I

m+K

= ~ 'Pi.IIICV)(X - Yi - D)N~'.',,-I(X) + (Yi+m - X + D)N~'+-I~"(X»)
;=1

for all a=Ym<x<b=Ym+K+l. But the quantity in brackets (cf. the proof
of Theorem 4.21) is exactly <Pi,m-l(Y)(Y - X + ~). Hence assuming (8.84) for
m - 1, we obtain

m+K m+K
~ <Pi,m(y)N;~(x)= ~ qJ;,m_l(y)(y-x+~)N;~-I=(y_x+~)(m-l)h.
;~1 i=1

If we apply the operator Dhm-j to (8.84) and evaluate aty =(j- m)h, we
obtain (8.85). •

The most important case of (8.85) is the case of j = I. Since ~i~~ = 1,
i=1,2, ... ,m+K, we obtain

m+K

~ N;:':,(x)=:l
;=1

for all a ~x <b,

that is, the discrete B-splines also form a partition of unity.
We now give some results on differences of discrete splines. First we

observe that the difference of a polynomial discrete spline of order m is a
discrete spline of order m - 1.
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THEOREM 8.57

Let sE~(0)m;CJlL;Ll;h). Then DhSE~(~m_I;CJlL';Ll;h), where CJlL'=
(mi, ... ,m~) with m;=min(m-l,m;), i= 1,2, ... ,k.

Proof. The proof is nearly identical with the proof of Theorem 4.49, using
the fact that if p E 0'm' then DhP E ~m-I. •

The following result shows that the difference of a discrete B-spline of
order m can be written as a linear combination of two discrete B-splines of
order m -I:

THEOREM 8.58

(Qm-I Qm-I)
DhQ;m=(m-l) ;,h -_i+l,h .

Y;+m Y;

Proof The proof follows that of Theorem 4.16, using the fact that

D ( )(m-I)h ( 1)( )(m-2)hhX-Y+ =m- X-Y .

(8.86)

•
Theorem 8.58 coupled with the proof of Theorem 5.9 yields the follow

ing result, which is useful in computations with discrete splines.

THEOREM 8.59

Let s="L7"lc;N;'::t, and suppose 1<d<m. Then

where {C;(d)} are as given in Theorem 5.9.
The size of the differences D~N;'::t of the normalized discrete B-splines

can be estimated by the same methods used in Theorem 4.22. We have the
following theorem:

THEOREM 8.60

Suppose I <r <m and that Yl <X <Yl+ I. Let r mr and the quantities Ll;,l,m be
as in Theorem 4.22. Then

IDh"Ntj,(x)1 ..;; dj,I,m-I'" dj.I,m-r '
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Proof We have

r m( )_(-I)m(m-l)!( )[ J( )(m-r-I)h
DhNi.h x - (m-r-l)! Yi+m-Yi Yi""'Yi+m y-x + ,
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and this can be estimated in terms of divided differences of order m - r,
just as in the proof of Theorem 4.22. •

We now examine to what extent the results on integrals of polynomial
splines can be carried over to discrete splines. First we need to replace the
integral by an appropriate sum. Given any funct.ion! defined on [a, b]h
with b = a + Nh, let

{

a,
b N-l

~ f(x)dhx: = h i~O f(a + ih),

We observe that

b-a<h

b-a~h.
(8.87)

(8.88)

The following theorem is a discrete version of the Taylor expansion (cf.
Theorem 2.1):

THEOREM 8.61

For every xE[a,b]h'

m-l D/,!(a)(x-a)()h b(x-y-h)<;-I)h m

f(x)= i~O j! + ~ (m-I)! Dh'f(y)dJJl. (8.89)

Proof. The formula is clear for m = 1. Now, applying the summation by
parts formula

f bu(y )Dhv(y )dJJl = [ u(y )v(y) J: -f bv(y + h)Dhu(y)dJJl, (8.90)
a a
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( h)(m-2)hDm-l{,( )d
f b x-y- + h },y IJ' = -I [(x_y)(m-l)hDm-Y(y)]b

a (m-2)! (m-I)! h a

and the result follows by induction. •

(8.91 )

•

As in the continuous case, there is also a dual version of the Taylor
expansion which is useful at times.

TIlEOREM 8.62

For all y E[a, b]h'

m-l (- l)jDIJ(b - jh)(b - y)(j)h
f(y)= L .,

j==O J.

( _ l)mfb-<m- l)h (x - Y + (m - l)h)~m-l)h Dmll( )d
+ a (m-I)! hJ ' X h

X
•

Proof This formula follows by integration by parts using (8.90).

Theorems 8.61 and 8.62 lead immediately to Peano representation
theorems for linear functionals defined on B [a, b]h which annihilate the
polynomials of order m. In particular, we have the following important
representation for the divided difference:

THEOREM 8.63

For any f defined on [a,b]h and for any Yi' ... 'Yi+m chosen from this
discrete interval,

= fb Qt;,[ x + (m -l)h ] Dh"'f(x)dhx
[Y;, ... ,Y;+m]J a (m-l)! . (8.92)

Proof We apply the divided difference [Yi' ... 'Yi+m] to the Taylor expan
sion (8.91). Since it annihilates polynomials of order m, (8.92) follows. •

The representation (8.92) for divided differences can also be established
by applying the divided difference to the Taylor expansion (8.89). In this
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case we would obtain

[ ]( h)(m-l)h

f b Yi'···'Yi+m y-x- +
[Y;, ... ,Y;+m]J= a (m-l)! Dt:'f(y)dhY.
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While this looks formally different, it is, in fact, the same representation
since

( h)(m-l)h (l)m( + ( l)h)(m-l)h ( h)(m-l)hy-x- + - - X-Y m- + = y-x- ,

and so

Analogous to our development in Chapter 4 of the theory of ordinary
polynomial splines, we now examine zero properties of discrete splines.
Since we are working on a discrete set and do not have derivatives at our
disposal, we need to introduce some slightly different counting techniques.

Letfbe a function defined on the discrete set [a,b]h. We say thatfhas a
zero at the point t E[a,b]h provided

f(t) =0 orf(t)·f(t+h) <0.

When f vanishes at a consecutive set of points of [a,b]h' say f is 0 at
t, ,t+(r-l)h, butf(t-h)·f(t+rh)=I=O, then we call the set T={t,t+
h, ,t+(r-I)h} a multiple zero of f, and we define its multiplicity by

{

r,
Zr(f)= r,

r+ I,

if f( t - h )·f( t + rh) <0 and r is odd
if f( t - h )·f( t + rh) > 0 and r is even
otherwise.

This definition assures that f changes sign at a zero if and only if the zero
is of odd multiplicity. (See Figure 33 for some examples.)

If we are dealing with discrete polynomial splines, then it is possible for
such a spline to vanish identically on an interval. When this is the case, we
count the multiplicity of the interval exactly as in Definition 4.46. We now
define

p

Z~(s)= ~ z(~.),
i=1

where T 1, ••• , ~ are the zero sets of s, counted according to their multiplic
ity. As in Section 4.7, we have written the superscript ~ on the symbol Z
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• • •• • • •
CD @ E!J C£::I) >

tSi:Ple :ros1 i t • •
Double zero Triple zero

Figure 33. Zeros of a discrete spline.

to remind us that this counting procedure is relative to the space ~ =
~(01m; ~;~;h). The key to establishing bounds on Z~(s) is the following
version of Rolle's theorem for discrete splines (cf. Theorem 4.50 for the
usual spline case):

THEOREM 8.64. Rolle's Theorem For Discrete Splines

For any sE~(0'm; ~;~;h),

(8.93)

where D?J =?J (~Ym-I: ~';~;h), with ~' as in Theorem 8.41.

Proof. First, if s has a z-tuple zero on the set T= {t, ... , t +(r - l)h}, it
follows that Dhs has a z-I-tuple zero on the set T'={t, ... ,t+(r-2)h}.
Similarly (cf. the table in the proof of Theorem 4.50), if s has a z-tuple zero
on an interval, then Dhs has a z - I-tuple zero on the same interval. Now if
T 1 and T2 are two consecutive zero sets of s, then it is trivially true that
Dhs must have a sign change at some point between T 1 and T2• Counting
all of these zeros as in the case of ordinary polynomial splines, we arrive at
the assertion (8.93). •

THEOREM 8.65

For every s E ~ (0'm; ~; d; h) that is not identically zero,

Z~(s)~m+K-l,

where K = ~7== I mi. (This bound is one less than the dimension of the
space.)

Proof. For m = I the discrete spline is a piecewise constant, and it can
have zeros only at the knots (where it jumps to or through zero). To prove
the result in general, we may proceed by induction using our discrete
Rolle's theorem-cf. the proof of Theorem 4.53. •
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Theorem 8.65 is an assertion about the number of zeros of a discrete
spline s (counting multiplicities appropriately) in the discrete line Ra,h. The
result does not follow from the bounds on the number of zeros given in
Section 4.7 for ordinary polynomial splines-the discrete splines have a
different kind of smoothness across the knots.

We turn now to some results on determinants formed from discrete
B-splines. Suppose Yl <Y2 < ... <Yn+m are given points in the discrete line
Ra,h, and let Bi(x)=N/:;,(x), i=I,2, ... ,n be the corresponding discrete
B-splines.

THEOREM 8.66

Let m >2, and suppose 11 <12 < ... <In are prescribed points in the dis
crete line Ra,h. Then

(8.94)

and strict positivity holds if and only if

i=I,2, ... ,n.

(8.95)

Proof The fact that D = 0 whenever the conditions (8.95) fail follows
directly from the support properties of the discrete B-splines, just as in the
proof of Theorem 4.61. Conversely, if D = 0, then there exists a nontrivial
spline s = ~~ c,.B,. which has zeros at each of the points 1l' ... , tn. But if (8.95)
holds, this leads to a contradiction on the number of zeros a discrete spline
can have, just as in the proof of Theorem 4.61. Finally, the fact that D is
positive when it is nonzero can be established by the same kind of
argument used to prove Theorem 4.64. •

Theorem 8.66 does not remain valid if we allow the t's to range over the
entire real line R rather than over the discrete version Ra,h. Indeed, for a
simple example to illustrate this, we need only consider the case of n = 1
and recall that a discrete B-spline takes on some negative values (at points
outside of the discrete set Ra,h)-cf. Figure 32, page 347.

The following result shows that considered as functions on Ra,h, the
discrete B-splines form an OCWT system.
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THEOREM 8.67

OTHER SPACES OF POLYNOMIAL SPLINES

Let {B;}7 be a set of discrete B-splines associated with knots YI <Y2 < ... <
yn+mERa,h' Then for any I <VI <v2<·,· <vp <n and any II </2< .. ' <Ip
in Ra,h'

and strict positivity holds if and only if

(8.96)

i= 1,2, ... ,p. (8.97)

Proof The proof proceeds along the same lines as the proof of Theorem
4.65, using Theorem 8.66. •

The OCWT-property of the discrete B-splines leads immediately to a
variation-diminishing property for discrete B-spline expansions.

THEOREM 8.68

For any nontrivial s = L7_1 c;B;,

(8.98)

where S - counts strong sign changes as in Definition 2.10, and c=
(c I' ... ,cn ) is the vector of coefficients of s.

Proof The result follows immediately from Theorem 2.42 since {B;}~

form an OCWT-system on Ra•h • •

We mention one other result connected with determinants of discrete
splines, and in particular with the discrete Green's function

THEOREM 8.69

Let m >2. Then

. _ (/_X)~m-l)h

gm,h(t,x)- (m-l)! ·

(
I 1' ... ' Ip ) _ [ (.)] p

gm,h - det gm,h ~,Y; ; ·-1 >0
YI" .. 'Yp J

(8.99)

(8.100)
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for all II </2< ... <Ip and YI <Y2 < ... <Yp in Ra,h. Moreover, this de
terminant is strictly positive precisely when

li-m <Yi <Ii - (m - 2)h, i= 1,2, ... ,p,

where the left-hand inequality is ignored when i <m.

Proof The proof proceeds exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.78, using
Theorem 8.65 on the number of zeros a discrete spline can have. •

We devote the remainder of this section to error bounds for approxima
tion with discrete spline functions. While it is possible to establish some
results for approximation of functions on actual intervals, it is perhaps
more interesting to work with functions defined only on a discrete interval
[a,bl h . Thus our error bounds will involve the discrete norms

(8.101)

and

[
b+h ]IIP [ N ]IIP

Ilfll~(a.bJh= i If(x)jPdhx = h i~olf(a+ih)jP , (8.102)

where b = a + Nh. To measure the smoothness of a function defined on
[a,bl h , we introduce the discrete modulus of continuity defined by

w( f~ 1)/oo[ a, b Jh = SUp If( Y ) - f( X ) I·
Iy-xl<r

x,y E [a,b]h

(8.103)

This modulus of continuity has most of the properties of the usual one.
The key to obtaining error bounds for approximation by discrete splines

is provided by a certain local spline approximation operator similar to the
one constructed in Section 6.4 for ordinary polynomial splines. Let ~ be a
partition of [a,b]h. Using Lemma 6.17 we can select a coarser partition~·

such that

Now suppose that YI <Y2 < ... <Ym + n is an extended partition associated
with ~., and let {Bj =N/J,}7=-1 be the associated normalized discrete
B-splines. We suppose that h is small enough so that each interval
(Yj,Yj+ I)h contains at least m points of [a,b]h.
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For each i = 1,2, ... , n, let 'Til < 'Ti2 < .. . <'T;m be points chosen from
(Y;'Y;+m)h' and let lXil' ••• '(X;m be defined as in (6.38) with ~;=~;,h. Set

m

"AJ= ~ (Xij [ 'T; l' ... , 'Tij ] j,
)==1

THEOREM 8.70

For any jE B[a,bl h , define

i= 1,2, ... ,n.

n

Qf(x) = ~ (Aj)B;(x).
i-I

(8.104)

Then Q is a linear operator mapping B[a,bl h into ~m(~·;h)~ ~m(~; h).
Moreover,

Qp=p for allp E 0'm.

Proof This theorem is proved in the same way as Theorem 6.18, using
the discrete Marsden identity in Theorem 8.56 in place of the usual one. •

We are ready to give a local approximation result.

THEOREM 8.71

Let m <I <n, II = [YI'YI+ I)h' and ~= [YI+ I-m'YI+m]h. Then for any 1 <0 <m
and any fEB[~],

II D~(~f - Qf) Il/q[ll]
r=O,I, ... ,o-1

II D~Qfll/q[ll]
r-o, ... ,m -I

~C(A)o-r-I+I/q (Do-If.A) _
""'l:l::: 1 w W h J , u 1

00
[ IIJ'

where C I is a constant depending only on m.

Proof The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 6.20 for ordinary
polynomial splines. There we used a Whitney-type theorem to produce a
polynomial useful for comparison purposes. For our purposes here it will
be enough to take the discrete Taylor polynomial. In particular, let

0-1 DIJ(t) .
Pj(X)= ~ -.-,-(x-t)(J)\

)=0 J.

and set R(x) = f( x) - pIx). Then defining Er ( t) just as in the proof of
Theorem 6.20, by the same kind of arguments used there (using the
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reproductive power of Q), we observe that it IS enough to estimate
D~QR(t) for each r=O, I, ... ,m -1. But

, m

ID~QR(t)1 ~ ~ ~ IOijllAijR IID~Bi(t)l·
i=i+l-mj=l

We estimate IaijI as in Lemma 6.19 and the differences of the B-splines in
Theorem 8.60. It remains to examine IAyR I.

By the definition of AijR and the integral representation for the divided
difference [cf. (8.92)], we have for 1~j ~o,

some zijE~.

Since D~R(t)=O, ;=0,1, ... ,0-2, expanding D~-lR in a Taylor expansion
about t and applying the mean-value theorem to the integral remainder, we
find that

[ Do-IR(z..)(z .. - t)(O-),,]
. I h lJ lJDr R(z;)=O (a-j)! '

where zij is also in ~ and 0 <(J < 1. But

Since I~I <2m~, combining these various facts we obtain

j =0, 1, ... , (J •

For) = (J + 1, ... , m we use Theorem 2.56 to reduce the order of the divided
difference defining A;) to a divided difference of order 0 - 1. This yields (cf.
the proof of Theorem 6.20)

IAlJoRJ,.;; ~W(Dh-lR; fl), [iJ'
~J-o 00 I

)=0+ l, ... ,m.

The constant depends on how we spread the 'T'S throughout (Yi'Yi+m)h. If
we make them as equally spaced as possible, it will depend only on m,
however.

The remainder of the proof now proceeds exactly as in the proof of
Theorem 6.20. •
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Theorem 8.71 has a local character-the error bound in the interval II
depends only on the behavior of f in a somewhat larger interval ~. We may
give the following global version of this result:

THEOREM 8.72

Let f E B[a,b]h' and suppose 1 <0 ~ m. Then

II D~(f - Qf)lI/
oo

(a,blh

r == 0, 1, ... ,0 - 1

II D~Qfll'oo(a,blh
r=o, ... ,m-l

Proof We simply apply Theorem 8.71 with q= 00. •
Theorems 8.71 and 8.72 have been stated in terms of the discrete

modulus of smoothness of the difference Dha-t.!. In analogy with the
continuous spline case, it is also possible to give error bounds in terms of
II D:tll ~(I/] or II Dffll ~[a,b],.· Lower bounds can also be established.

18.6. HISTORICAL NOTES

Section 8.1

Although periodic splines have appeared in a number of papers (e.g., they
arise as solutions of certain best interpolation problems in the papers of
Walsh, Ahlberg, and Nilson [1962], deBoor [1963], and Schoenberg
[1964a]), there seems to be very little explicit discussion of their construc
tive properties in the literature. The method of constructing periodic
B-splines is part of the folklore. Our results on zeros and determinants of
the periodic B-splines follow those of Schumaker [1976b]. The available
results on the approximation power of periodic splines center around error
bounds for periodic spline interpolation-see the papers quoted in the
notes for Section 6.4. The construction of a local spline approximation
operator used here is a simple adaptation of the similar nonperiodic
version introduced in Section 6.4.

Section 8.2

Natural splines arose as solutions of best interpolation problems and also
in connection with optimal quadrature formulae-see, for example, the
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early papers of Sard [1949], Meyers and Sard [1950a,b], Holladay [1957],
Golomb and Weinberger [1959], Schoenberg [1964a], and the many papers
on the subject appearing later. The construction of a local support basis
given in Theorem 8.18 is credited to Greville [1969b]. Theorem 8.19 is
credited to Lyche and Schumaker [1973], who used it to develop ALGOL
programs for computing natural splines. For related FORTRAN pro
grams, see Lyche, Schumaker, and Sepehrnoori [1980].

Section 8.3

Once again, the g-splines seem to have appeared first as solutions of best
interpolation problems, this time with Hermite-Birkhoff interpolation con
ditions; see Ahlberg and Nilson [1966] and Schoenberg [1968], where the
name was introduced. The problem of constructing one-sided and local
support bases for classes of g-splines was first studied by Jerome and
Schumaker [1971]. A more general treatment was later given by Jerome
and Schumaker [1976], which we have followed here. The idea of using an
incidence matrix to describe g-splines for HB-interpolation seems to have
resulted from the work of Schoenberg [1968]. Zero properties of confined
g-splines were treated by Ferguson [1974] and by Lorentz [1975]-see also
G. D. Birkhoff [1906] and Jetter [1976].

Section 8.4

Monosplines were introduced by Schoenberg [1958], and Johnson [1960]
dealt with them in connection with the best approximation of x m by
splines of order m. They are also closely connected to optimal quadrature
formulae-see the articles in the text by Schoenberg [1969b]. The history
of zero properties of monosplines began with Schoenberg [1958], who
stated the fundamental theorem of algebra (i.e., an upper bound on the
number of zeros and the existence statement of Theorem 8.47 for simple
knots). The upper bound was first officially established in the article by
Johnson [1960]. The existence of monosplines with simple knots and
prescribed multiple zeros was established first in the article by Karlin and
Schumaker [1967]-see also Schumaker [1966]. The result for multiple
knots and simple zeros (and the method of proof used here) is credited to
Micchelli [1972]. The Budan-Fourier theorem for monosplines is also the
result of work done by Micchelli [1972]. The problem of constructing a
monospline with multiple knots and with multiple zeros appears to be open.
For results on the fundamental theorem of algebra for monosplines with
boundary conditions, see Karlin and Micchelli [1972] and Micchelli and
Pinkus [1977].
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Section 8.5

Discrete splines were found by Mangasarian and Schumaker [1971, 1973]
as solutions of certain discrete best interpolation problems. Constructive
aspects of discrete splines for the case of h = 1 were discussed by Schu
maker [1973]. A more complete development of constructive aspects of
discrete splines was carried out by Lyche [1976]. For a different approach
to their best interpolation properties, see Astor and Duris [1974].

§ 8.7 REMARKS

Remark 8.1

In Theorem 8.15 we have examined the approximation power of periodic
splines with the help of the linear spline operator Qdefined in (8.19). As in
the nonperiodic case (cf. Example 6.23), Qis not a projector. By construct
ing a dual basis for the periodic B-splines (following the development in
Section 4.6 in the nonperiodic case), we can follow the ideas discussed in
Remark 6.4 to construct a projector that produces the same error bounds
as Q.

Remark 8.2

In Theorem 8.71 the approximation power of discrete splines was ex
amined using the linear spline operator Q defined in (8.104). By construct
ing a dual basis for the discrete B-splines, we could obtain the same results
with a projector-cf. the construction in Remark 6.4.

Remark 8.3

The discrete B-splines also turn out to be useful for expressing the divided
difference of a function over a given set of points in terms of divided
differences over a refinement of this set of points. These relations can be
used in turn to obtain B-spline expansions of splines on one set of knots in
terms of B-splines on a finer set of knots. See deBoor [1976b].



9
TCHEBYCHEFFKAN
SPLKNES

In the first eight chapters of this book we have dealt exclusively with
polynomial splines. Here and in the following two chapters we develop the
theory of similar spaces of generalized splines. We begin this development
by studying Tchebycheffian splines, where, as we shall see, almost all of
the results for polynomial splines can be carried over.

19.1. EXTENDED COMPLETE TCHEBYCHEFF SYSTEMS

Let I be a subinterval of the real line R, and suppose Um = {u;};" is a set of
functions in Cm-I[/]. We call Um an Extended Complete Tchebycheff
(ECT-system) provided

(9.1)

and all k=1,2, ... ,m. In this section we show that the ECT-systems are
natural generalizations of the space 0fm of polynomials, and that many of
the convenient properties of polynomials remain valid for ECT-systems.
We begin with an equivalent condition for a set of functions to form an
ECT-system.

THEOREM 9.1

A set of functions u I , ... , Urn in C m- 1[/] form an ECT-system if and only if
their Wronskian determinants are positive for all x E I; that is,

all x EI,

k= 1,2, ... ,m.

363
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Proof The necessity of this condition is clear from the definition of
ECT-system. The converse is established by a standard argument for
pulling apart multiple t's-see Karlin and Studden [1966], page 377. •

If G2lm is an m-dimensional linear space with a basis Um that forms an
ECT-system, then we call G2lm an ECT-space. The following theorem shows
that any ECT-space has an especially convenient ECT-system basis:

THEOREM 9.2

Suppose wjEC m
-

i + 1 [I] are positive on I, i= 1,2, ... ,m. Then

U1(X) = wl(x)

U2(x) = w,(x) fX w2(S2)~2
a (9.2)

form an ECT-system on I. We say it is in canonical form. Moreover, if Gllm
is any ECT-space, then there is an ECT-system in canonical form that
forms a basis for Glim .

Proof. See Karlin and Studden [1966], page 379.

The following two simple properties of ECT-systems are very useful:

THEOREM 9.3

•

If Um = { uj };n is an ECT-system on [a, b], then we can extend each of these
functions to be defined on any larger interval [c, d] such that Um is also an
ECT-system on [c, d].

Proof. We assume that U), ••. , Um are in canonical form. Then we simply
extend each of the functions WI"'.' W m to the larger interval in such a way
that they remain positive and retain their smoothness (i.e., such that
Wi E C",-i+ '(c,dL i == 1,2, ... ,m). •

THEOREM 9.4

If {u;};n is a canonical ECT-system on [a, b], then there exists a function
Um+1 such that Um+I={u;};n+1 is a canonical ECT-system of m+l func
tions on [a,b].
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Proof. We simply choose wm + 1= 1 and set

365

•
The most important example of an ECT-system is provided by the

classical polynomials:

EXAMPLE 9.5

The space Cj>m of polynomials is an ECT-space on any interval [a,b].

Discussion. A canonical basis for qpm on [a, b] is given by the functions
uI(x)= 1 and u2(x)=x-a, ... ,um (x)=(x-a)m-I. These functions can be
written in the canonical form (9.2) using the weight functions wI(x)=
I, W;(X) = i-I, i=2, ... ,m. •

Many properties of polynomials involve working with derivatives. When
dealing with ECT-systems it is convenient to replace the usual derivatives
by some related differential operators. We define Dof= f, and

Now set

i= 1,2, ... ,m.

i=O, 1, .. . ,m.

(9.4)

(9.5)

The operator L; can be regarded as a substitute for D i
• It is, in fact, just a

perturbation of D i, since by Leibniz's rule, there exist ai,o, ... ,ai,i-I such
that for all f,

D'l(x) ;-1 .
LJ(x) = ()... () + }: oij(x)IYf(x).

WI x Wi X )-0
(9.6)

Clearly, if Um is a canonical ECT-system, then "lLm = span( Um) is the null
space of Lm , and

j = 0, 1, ,i-I
i=I,2, ,m.

(9.7~
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An important property of the polynomials is the fact that the derivatives
of polynomials are again polynomials (of one order less). A similar
situation persists for canonical ECT-systems. Let

Uj • I ( X ) = "'j + I ( X )

uj . 2(x) = ~j+ \(x) fX Wj + 2(Sj+2)dsj + 2
a

(9.8)

for each) = 0, l, ... , m - l. We call v;,j) = {Uj,i }::,-f the )th reduced system. In
view of Theorem 9.2. it is itself a canonical ECT-system. In addition, we
have

L.u.(x}= { ~j,i-j(X),
J ' O.

i=)+ l, ,m

i= 1,2, ,).
(9.9)

We write ql~)=span (u;j»),)=1,2, ... ,m-l.· It follows that if uE(;"llm,
then LluEql~), L2uEI-~1~), and so on.

The determinants D involved in the definition of ECT-systems [cf. (9.1)]
are the determinants introduced in Section 2.3, where repeated t's call for
taking (ordinary) derivatives. In view of the importance of the differential
operators L i introduced in (9.5), it is natural to expect that there may be
some advantage to working with determinants in which D' is replaced by
Li . We define

where

(9.10)

d.=max{J'· (.='" =1· .}, . , '-J ' i= 1,2, ... ,m.

Using (9.6), it is easy to see that by adding appropriate multiples of various
rows to others, we can convert the determinant in (9.10) to the one in (9.1);
that is,
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We conclude that the determinants (9.10) are also pOSItIve for all
II' ... '1m in 1. The following result gives more precise information
about the size of DUm:

LEMMA 9.6

Let

M; = min w;(x)
a~x~b

M;= max w;(x)
a~x~b

i= 1,2, ... ,m. (9.11 )

(9.12)

where V is the VanderMonde determinant [cf. (2.65)], and where C I and
C2 are positive constants depending only on m and the quantities (9.11).
Moreover, for all a <x <b,

CliDkV(II,···,lm_l,x)I'ILkDUm(II,···,lm_l,x)1

<C2 ID
k
V(II'··· ,lm_I,X)I· (9.13)

Proof First we claim that D u can be written as 'a multiple integral (over
positively oriented intervals) ';hose integrand is a product of the weight
functions WI' ••• ' wm . To see this, suppose

I) Id
~ r--"---.

I I < I 2 ~ . . . ~ 1m = 'T I' ... , 'T I < . . . < 'Td' ... , 'Td •

Next, by factoring w l ( 'T I ) out of the first row, W I( 7 2) out of the /1 + 1st row,
and so on, and then by subtracting each row with a 1 in the first column
from its predecessor with a 1 in the first column, we obtain (after
expanding about the first column)

Our claim follows by induction.
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We now establish (9.12). Suppose we replace all the w's by their upper
bounds MI, ... ,Mm • The value of the multiple integral is then larger. But
with constant w's, the functions U I , ••• , Um reduce (modulo some factorials)
to the powers 1, x, ... ,x m

-
I
, and thus the multiple integral is a (constant)

multiple of the VanderMonde. The lower bound is obtained by replacing
all w's by lower bounds on them. The proof of (9.13) is similar, taking
account of the fact that in view of (9.9), the row in the determinant LkDu
corresponding to x has zeros in the first k columns. Ii

In Section 2.7 we gave a detailed treatment of divided differences based
on defining them as quotients of determinants. This approach suggests a
natural generalization to divided differences with respect to an ECT
system. Suppose Um is an ECT-system in canonical form, and suppose
Um + I is the natural extension [cf. (9.3)] to an ECT-system Um + I. Then
given any sufficiently differentiable function j, we define its mth order
divided difference with respect to Um + 1 by

(9.14)

We suppress the subscript Um + I on the divided difference symbol
whenever there is no chance of confusion. The following theorem gives
some elementary properties of the generalized divided differences:

THEOREM 9.7

The generalized divided difference defined in (9.14) is a linear functional
such that

for all U E GlLm , (9.15)

and

[ t l' ••• , tm + 1 ] Um + • = 1.

Moreover, if
I} Id
~ ~

t. ~t2~··· ~tm+l= T)=··· =7"1 < ... < Td=··· =Td ,

(9.16)

(9.17)
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then

d Ii

[tt,···,tm+t]f= ~ ~ aijL)_tf(T;),
i-l)=1

and

369

(9.18)

d Ii

[tt, ... ,tm+t]f= ~ ~ f3ijD)-':!(T;),
i=1 )=1

p;/; *0, i= 1, ... ,d. (9.19)

Finally, if f and g agree on the points {t; };n+ t in the sense that

)= 1,2, ,Ii
i= 1,2, ,d,

then [t t, ... , tm + t] f = [t t ' ••• , tm + 1] g.

Proof Properties (9.15) and (9.16) follow directly from the definition. The
expansion (9.18) is obtained by using the Laplace expansion on the
determinant appearing in the numerator of the definition of the divided
difference. The alternate form (9.19) follows from (9.6). These expansions
show clearly that the divided difference is a linear functional defined for
all sufficiently smooth functions, and that if f and g agree on the points
{ t; };n + t, as in (9.17), then their divided differences are equal. •

One of the most important properties of ordinary divided differences is
the recursion relation given in Theorem 2.51. The following theorem gives
an analogous recursion relation for generalized divided differences:

THEOREM 9.8

Suppose tt=Ftm+t. Then

(9.20)

Proof Miihlbach [1973]. •
The recursion (9.20) reduces to the usual one when Um + t = {l,x, ... ,x m

}.

As an application of the generalized divided difference, we now give an
exact error expression for interpolation by functions in an ECT-space.
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THEOREM 9.9

Let GUm be an ECT-space on I, and let T1 <T2<·· ·<Td be prescribed points
in I. Let ll, ... ,ld be positive integers with ~~=lli = m. Then for any given
real numbers {z;J?=11=1 there exists a unique U E GUm such that

·-1 ( )[)J U 'T; = Zij'
j= 1,2, ,I;
i= 1,2, ,d.

where

(9.21 )

Proof This result is the direct analog of Theorem 3.6 for polynomial
interpolation. The existence of a unique interpolant follows from the fact
that the interpolation conditions yield a system of m equations for the
coefficients of u = L~_l c;u; which is nonsingular since Glim is an ECT
space. The error expansion (9.21) follows by expanding the determinants in
the numerator and denominator of the divided difference. •

Theorem 9.9 shows that we can always perform Hermite interpolation
with an ECT-system. The interpolating conditions here are described in
terms of ordinary derivatives, but it is clear that the analogous interpola
tion problem, using the derivatives Lj in place of DJ, can also be uniquely
solved for any given data, and that the error expression (9.21) also holds in
this case.

An important result concerning polynomials is the Markov inequality
given in Theorem 3.3. The following theorem states a similar result for
functions in an ECT-space:

THEOREM 9.10. Markov Inequality

Let qlm be an ECT-space on I, and let 1<p,q < 00. Then there exists a
constant C, (depending only on l~l(m' p, and q) such that for u E l~l(/11

(9.22)

where h is the length of I.
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Proof. We prove this inequality for a still wider class of functions in
Theorem 10.2. •

Our next aim is to establish a form of Budan-Fourier theorem, giving a
sharp estimate of how many zeros a function u in an ECT-space can have
in an interval. In dealing with such u, it is somewhat more convenient to
define multiple zeros in terms of the derivatives ~ rather than in terms of
the usual derivatives Di. In particular, we say that u has a zero of
multiplicity z at the point t provided

(9.23)

This definition is actually equivalent to the usual one, since in view of the
connection (9.6), (9.23) holds if and only if

u(t)=Du(t)=··· = DZ-·u(t)=O=t=DZu(t). (9.24)

The advantage of defining multiple zeros as in (9.23) is that if u has a zero
of multiplicity z at t, then L. u has a zero of multiplicity z - 1 at the same
point. This observation allows the use of inductive-type arguments. In this
connection, we now give a version of the extended Rolle's Theorem 2.19 in
which D is replaced by L •.

Letfbe a function such that L.!exists on the interval (a,b). We say that
a ~ c <b is a left Rolle's point of f provided either f( c) = 0 or for every e >0
there exists c<t<c+€ with u(t)L.u(t»O. Similarly, a<d<b is called a
right Rolle's point for f provided either u(d)=O or for every €>O there
exists d-e<t<d with u(t)L.u(t)<O (cf. Definition 2.18).

THEOREM 9.11. Extended Rolle's Theorem

Suppose L. f exists on (c, d) and that c and d are left and right Rolle's
points of f, respectively. Then L. f has at least one sign change on (c,d). If
L.f is continuous on (c,d), then it has at least one zero there.

Proof. We simply apply the extended Rolle's Theorem 2.19 to the func
tion!/w.. •

We can now extend the Budan-Fourier Theorem 3.9 for polynomials to
functions in an ECT-space Gll'm.

THEOREM 9.12

Let Um={uj};n be an ECT-system, and suppose U=~';...CiUi with cm=t=O.
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Z(a.b)(U) <: m - 1- S + [ u(a), - Llu(a), ... , ( - I)m-I Lm_lu(a) ]

- S + [u(b),Llu(b), ... ,Lm_lu(b)],

where Z* counts multiplicities as in (9.23) and S + counts strong sign
changes.

Proof The proof parallels that of Theorem 3.9, using L I instead of the
usual derivative D, and replacing the usual Rolle's theorem by Theorem
9.11. The only point that perhaps needs mentioning is that the argument
that the constant a = A o- A I with

Aj = S + [ ( - I)jLju(a), ... , ( - 1)m- I Lm- I u(a) ]

can be 1 only if a is a left Rolle's point is now based on the fact that

L tu(t)=w2(t)ftwi~t)··· fE,-lLr+tU(~r)d~... d~t· •
a a

The assumption that cm *0 in Theorem 9.12 assures that u does not lie
in the smaller ECT-space G21m - l . It is the analog of the hypothesis thatp be
of exact order in the usual Budan-Fourier theorem. It follows immediately
from Theorem 9.12 that Z*(u)<m-I for any nontrivial function in 621m •

This fact also follows from Theorem 2.33 on ET-systems.
We close this section by introducing an important dual set of functions

associated with a canonical ECT-system {uj}'a". Given ul, ... ,um defined as
in (9.2) by the weights wI' ... ' wm' we define the dual canonical ECT-system
U,: = {u j* }::'I by

ui(x)= I;

u;(x)= fX wm(Sm)drm;
a

Associated with this ECT-system, we have the operators

(9.25)

i=O, 1, ... ,m, (9.26)
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where Dti!=!, and
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Dtf= I Df,
wm - i + 1

i= 1,2, ... ,m. (9.27)

Clearly, 611,: = span( U:,) is the null space of L:', and

)=0,1, ... ,;-2,;= 1,2, ... ,m. (9.28)

The operator (-l)mL; is the formal adjoint of the operator Lm. On the other
hand, Li* is not generally the adjoint of Li for; = 1,2, ... ,m -1. Given a
dual canonical ECT-system U:, as in (9.25), we define its )th reduced
system by

Uj~l(X)= I,

U;~2(x)= fX wm-/sm-)dsm-i'
a

·-0 1 - 1 W . U·u)- { • }m-j W b hJ- , , ... ,m . e wrIte m - Uj,i i-I. e 0 serve t at

(9.29)

i= 1,2, ,)
i=)+ I, ,m.

(9.30)

I 9.2. A GREEN'S FUNCflON

In this section we generalize the results of Sectio~ 2.2. We begin by
introducing the analogs of the functions (x - y){- I. Suppose GlLm is an
ECT-space with a canonical ECT-system basis {ui}'r corresponding to
weight functions {Wi} 'r. For each) = 1,2, ... ,m, let

where

( ) {
hJ.(x;y),

~ x;y =
0,

x>y

otherwise,
(9.31)

(9.32)
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The following theorem shows that ~(x;Y) has the characteristic properties
of a Green's function:

THEOREM 9.13

Fix a<:y<b. Then for all x andy,

j

h.;(x;y)= ~ ui(x)u':-j,j-i+l(Y)( _l)j-i,
i-I

j= 1,2, ... ,m. Moreover

(9.33)

j=O, ... ,j-l. (9.34)

Proof To prove (9.33), we establish even more; namely, that for all
r=O,I, ... ,j-2,

Wr+1(X) fX f$'+2. ·· f$j-, Mj(s)··· wr+2(Sr+2)dr/ · · drr+2
y y y

j

= ~ (-I)j-iur,i_r(x)u':_jJ_i+I(Y).
i==r+1

We prove this by induction on r. For r=j - 2 we have

wj_1(x) fX Wis)drj = Mj-l(X) fX wis)drj - Mj-l(X) fY wj(s)dr.i
y a a

(9.35)

- Uj - 2,1(X)U:'-j ,2(Y)'

which is (9.35) in this case. Now we assume that (9.35) holds for r+ 1, ... ,
j - 2, and we prove it for r. We have

where (using the induction hypothesis)

j

= ~ (- I)J-iur +1,i_r_l(Sr+2)U:'_j,j_i+I(Y).
;-r+2
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Substituting this in the first term of (9.36), we see that it reduces to

j

~ (-l)J-iur,i_r(x)u':_J,J_i+l(Y).
i-r+2

Now, a simple induction argument shows that

f Yf Sr+2 fSj-t . fYf Sj f Sr+3... w····w =(_l)l-r ... W ···w.
1 r+2 r+2 l·

a Y Y a a a

Since Ur,I(X) = Wr+ I(X), the second term of (9.36) is

( - 1Y- r- I ur, I (x) u,: _J, J- r( y),

and (9.35) is proved for r. The assertion (9.34) is easy.
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•
It follows directly from (9.30) and (9.33) that the function ~ can be

obtained from gm by differentiation:

(9.37)

j= 1,2, ... ,m-l (where, here, L:'-J operates on the y-variable). Before
showing how $i can be used to solve initial-value problems, we give a
simple example to illustrate the expansion (9.33).

EXAMPLE 9.14

Let Um={1,x, ... ,xm- 1
} on [a,b]=[O,l].

Discussion. In this case w1(x)=1 and wi(x)=i-l, i=2, ... ,m. A simple
calculation shows that ur(y) = 1, while

• _ (m-l)!yi-l
uj (y)- (m-i)!(i-l)!' i=2, ... ,m.

It follows that the expansion for hJ(x;y) reduces to the usual binomial
theorem

•
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THEOREM 9.15
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Let hE Lt[a,b), and suppose f o, ... ,fm - t are given real numbers. Let u be
the unique member of GlLm such that

; = 0, I, ... , m - I.

Then

j(x)=u(x)+ fbgm(x;Y)h(Y)dy
a

is the unique solution of the initial-value problem

Lmf(x)=h(x), xE[a,b],

L;f(a)=./;, ;=O,I, ... ,m-l.

Proof. It is easily checked that

(9.38)

(9.39)

(9.40)

L;fbgm(x;y )h(y)dylx-a =0,
a

;=O,I, ... ,m-l,

and thus f satisfies the initial conditions (9.40). On the other hand, since

we have

L 0 (x.y)= { wm(x),
m-tOm' 0,

x>y

otherwise,

Lm_.J(x)=Lm_tu(x)+ fX wm(x)h(y)dy.
a

Applying the differential operator Dm , we obtain (9.39). •
As in the polynomial case, the function gm plays an important role in a

kind of Taylor expansion.

THEOREM 9.16. Generalized Taylor Expansion

Suppose L"JE Lt[a,b]. Then for all a <x <b,

j(x) =u.t<x) + fbgm(x;Y)L"J(y)dy,
a

(9.41 )
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where uf is the function in G21m such that
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;=O,I, ... ,m-l.

Proof. Let

g(x)= u.t<x) + fbgm(x;y)Lmf(Y)dy.
a

Theorem 9.15 implies that L,J(x) = Lmg(x), all a';x ';b, and thus f- gE
6lLm • But Theorem 9.15 also asserts that L;(f-g)(a)=O, ;=O,I, ... ,m-l,
and we conclude thatf= g. •

The function gm(x;y) also serves as a kind of dual Green's function for
the adjoint operator L:,. Indeed, since [cf. (9.37)]

we observe that for any fixed x,

allx<y<b;

; = 0, I, ... , m - 1.

TIlEOREM 9.17

Let hE Lt[a,b), and let f o, ... ,fm-t be given real numbers. Let u* be the
unique function in G21m such that

L j*u(b) = ./;, ; = 0, I, ... ,m - I.

Then

f(y)=u*(y)+ f\-l)mh(x)gm(x;y)dx
a

is the unique solution of the terminal-value problem

L:'f(y)=h(y), a~y~b;

L;*f(b) =./;, ; =0, 1, ... ,m -1.

(9.42)
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THEOREM 9.18. Dual Taylor Expansion

Let L':fE L.[a,b]. Then for all a <y <b,

f(y)= ul(y)+ fbgm(x;y)( -l)mL:'f(x)dx,
a

where uf* is an element of 621,: such that

(9.43)

i=O,I, ... ,m-l.

19.3. TCHEBYCHEFFIAN SPLINE FUNCfIONS

Let ~={a=xo<x.<···<xk<xk+.=b} be a partition of the interval
[a,b], and let ~=(ml, ... ,mk) be a vector of integers with 1 <.m;<tm,
i= 1,2, . .. ,k. Suppose ~m is an m-dimensional ECT-space.

DEFINITION 9.19

We call

s: there exist so, ... ,Sk in ~m with

~(G21 .~.~)= SI(Xi,Xi+l) = s;, i=O,l, ... ,k, and
m" n j - IS;_ .(x;) = n j - IS;(X;),

j = I, ... ,m-m;, i=I,2, ... ,k

(9.44)

the space of Tchebycheffian spline functions with knots x I' ... 'Xk of multiplici
ties ml, ... ,mk. We use the notation ~(~m;~) in the case of simple knots.

This is a natural generalization of the space of polynomial splines
discussed in Chapter 4. Indeed, the space ~ (G2.1m ; ~; a) reduces to the
space of polynomial splines when we choose Gllm =~m. In defining
~ (~m; ~; a) we have required continuity of ordinary derivatives across
the knots-we could just as well have required continuity of the deriva
tives Lj in view of the equivalence of (9.23) and (9.24).

It is clear that the space ~ (~m ;~; Ll) is a linear space. By arguments
similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 4.4, we can easily prove that

dim S(~m ;~; ~) = m + K,
k

where K = ~ mi.
i-I

The following theorem gives a one-sided basis for ~ :
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THEOREM 9.20

The functions
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(9.45)

with mo= m, is a basis for ~ (Gll'm; ~; ~).

Proof From (9.33) and (9.34) we conclude that each of the functions Pij
belongs to ~ [recall the equivalence of (9.23) and (9.24)]. Since the
dimension of ~ is m + K, it remains only to check that the p's are linearly
independent. The proof of this is exactly like the proof of Theorem 4.5 in
the polynomial case. •

In view of the relation (9.37), we see that each of the one-sided splines in
Theorem 9.20 can be defined directly in terms of the Green's function gm;
namely,

j= 1,2, ,m;

;=O,l, ,k.
(9.46)

The following analog of Lemma 4.7 discusses the possibility of construct
ing splines with local support:

LEMMA 9.21

Let 'T J <'T2<··· <'Td and 1 ~l; ~m, i= 1,2, ... ,d be given. Then

d Ii

~ ~ Cijgm-j+ J(X; 'T;) =0
i=1 )=1

(9.47)

with L1_ II; <m, implies that the c's are all zero.

Proof Define Uj~;(Y)=O for i= m-j+ 1, ... ,m. Then substituting (9.33) in
(9.47) and interchanging the order of the summation, we obtain

m d Ii

~ Uv(X) ~ ~ CijLj*-IU~m-v+l('T;)( -lY-1=:O
v==1 i==I)=1

for x >'Td • By the linear independence of the U 1' ••• , Um' this implies

d Ii

~ ~ CijLj*_lU:'_v+1('T;)(-lY-1=o,
i==I}==1

v= 1,2, .. . ,m.
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(Here we have written u;*=u6,;' i=I,2, ... ,m.) Since U':={u;*};" is an
ECT-system in canonical form, the first ~1-1/; equations provide a nonsin
gular homogeneous system for the c's, and we conclude that they must all
be zero. •

Lemma 9.21 suggests that (as in the polynomial case) local support
splines should be constructed as linear combinations of m + lone-sided
splines. By the same arguments used in Section 4.2, we are led to define
Tchebycheffian B-splines as (generalized) divided differences. We study
such B-splines in detail in the following section.

I 9.4. TCHEBYCHEFFIAN B-SPLINES

Given a set of points

we define the associated Tchebycheffian B-spline (TB-splines) as

(9.48)

where the divided difference is taken with respect to the dual canonical
ECT-system U~+1 associated with Um+ 1-cf. (9.14).

The following theorem collects some of the basic properties of TB
splines:

THEOREM 9.22

Suppose
I. Id
~ ,-----A----...

Yi,y;+1 <: ... <Y;+m= 'f1,···,'f1 < ... < 'fd,···,'fd ·

Then

d I;

Q;(x)= L ~ Cjkgm-k+l(X;'fj)'
j-I k-I

(9.49)

where the g's are the Green's functions defined in (9.31). The B-spline has
the properties

Q;(x)=o,

Q;(x) >0 for y; <x <Y;+m.

(9.50)

(9.51 )
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Proof. The expansion (9.49) follows by the Laplace expansion of the
determinant in the numerator of (9.48), recalling that gm-k =( - l)kLtgm'
The denominator in (9.48) is always positive. The fact that Q;(x) is zero for
x <y; follows automatically from the one-sided nature of gm' For x >Y;+m
we have the divided difference of a function in 62L,: =span{ut},{" hence
Q;(x) is also zero there. The positivity of Q; in (y;'Yi+m) follows from the
normalization and the fact that it cannot have any zeros in this interval (a
fact that we establish in Corollary 9.31). •

We are now ready to give a local-support basis for the space of
TB-splines.

THEOREM 9.23

Let ~e = {Yi }im + K be an extended partition of [a, b), as in Definition 4.8,
with b<Y2m+K' Let Q;(x) be the B-spline associated withY;""'Y;+m as in
(9.48), i= 1,2, .. . ,m + K. Then {Q;}'{'+K is a basis for ~ (62Lm ; GJlL; d). More-
over,

x <Yi and x >Yi+m'

and

i = 1,2, ... ,m + K.

Proof. In view of Theorem 9.22 we see that each of the Qi is a spline in
~ (Gltm ; GJlL ;~) with the asserted properties. Since the dimension of ~ is
m + K, it remains only to check that the Q's are linearly independent. We
may establish this exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.18, using Lemma
9.21. •

It is also possible to define a B-spline basis for ~ in the case where the
extended partition ~e is such that b = Y2m+K' In this case we must define

(cf. Corollary 4.10).
We now continue with properties of the B-splines. First, we have the

following simple analog of the Peano representation of divided differences
given in Theorem 4.23:
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THEOREM 9.24

Let LmfEL1[Y;,Y;+m]. Then
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(9.52)

Proof We simply apply the divided difference to the dual Taylor expan
sion (9.43). •

If we take f = u~+ 1 in (9.52), we obtain the interesting fact that

(9.53)

As in the polynomial spline case, it is useful to have a normalized
version of the TB-spline. We define

(9.54)

where

This factor is well defined, and it is positive since U:'+ 1 is an ECT-system.
In the case where G21m = 0'm' it can be shown after some calculation (cf.
Example 9.14 where the u;*'s are calculated) that a; = (Y;+m - y;).

We can now establish the following version of Marsden's identity for
normalized TB-splines (cf. Theorem 4.21 in the polynomial spline case):

THEOREM 9.25

Let {N;};n+K be the normalized B-splines defined in (9.54), and let

DU!. (y;+ I'··· ,Y;+m-l'Y)
cp;(y) = m ( ) ,

Du• Y;+l'···'Y;+m-lm-I

for i= 1,2, ... ,m+K. Then the function hm defined in (9.32) satisfies

(9.55)

m+K
hm(x;y)= ~ (_I)m-l<p;(y)N;(x).

i-I
(9.56)
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Moreover, for allYm <x <Ym+K'

m+K

u1(x)= ~ N;(x).
;-1

We also have
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(9.57)

where

m+K

uj(x)= ~ 1]~j)N;(x),
; == 1

j=2,3, ... ,m, (9.58)

In particular,

and

1J(j) =(- l)j-l L· ')1' m-jC(J;{Y y-a· (9.59)

(9.60)

(9.61)

Proof Fix m</</+1 <m+K+l andy, <X <Y'+I. For each j there is a
unique polynomial in U:Z+ 1 (call it Pi) which interpolates gm(x;y) at the
points y = y;, ... 'Y;+m. By the remainder theory for interpolation from U:'+ I

(see Theorem 9.9),

where <Pi,m+2 is the unique element of U:'+2 with leading term u:Z+ 2 and
zeros atY;' ... 'Y;+m. We observe that
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From properties of the generalized divided difference, we note that

and

4>;+ I.m+ I(Y)([ Y;+ I'··· ,Y;+m,Y] gm - [Y;+ I'·· o'Y;+m+ I] gm)

= cP;+ l,m+2(Y)[ Y;+ I'··· 'Y;+m+ t,Y] gm·

Subtracting these two expressions and setting B; = ( - 1)mQ;, we obtain

R;(y) - R;+ I(Y) = CPi+ I,m+ I(Y )(Bi+I(X) - B;(x».

If we sum these identities for i=/-m, ... ,/ and note that B'_m(x)=
B'+I(x)=O, then after rearranging we can write

/

R'-m(Y) - R,+ I(Y) = ~ B;(x)(CP;.m+ I(Y) -cP;+ I,m+ I(Y»).
i-/+I-m

Since R'+I(y)=gm(x;y) while R'-m(y)=gm(x;y)-hm(x;y), this gives an
expansion of hm(x;y). It is clear (since they both have leading terms um+l)
that the difference of CPi.m+I(Y) and CP;+I,m+I(Y) is an element in U:, with
zeros atYi+I' ... 'Yi+m-l. Thus

for some constant Qj. The fact that Q; equals cx; as in (9.54) follows by
letting Y approach Y;+m from above. We have established (9.56).

To prove (9.58), we note that by (9.33)

m

hm(x;y)= ~ u;(x)u:'_;+t(Y)( _I)m-;.
i-I

Then applying L:, _j to both sides of (9.56) and evaluating at Y = Q, we are
led to (9.58). The exact values of the ",'s can be found by evaluating
L:'-jcp;(y)ly_a carefully. •

The expansion (9.57) shows that the normalized B-splines N;(x) are
bounded by M 1=maxa<;x<;b ul(x). This assertion in conjunction with
Markov's inequality for derivatives of an ECT-system (see Theorem 9.10)
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shows that

k=O,I, ... ,m-l, (9.62)

where the constant depends only on m and the weights wl' ... ' Wm involved
in the canonical basis for GlLm •

As \\-"e saw in Chapter 4, it is useful to have a dual basis for the set of
B-splines. We turn now to the construction of a dual basis for the TB
splines of Theorem 9.25. We shall construct a set {~ }':' + K of linear
functionals defined on Lp[a,b] such that

i,j= 1,2, .. . ,m + K. (9.63)

Following the construction method for the polynomial spline case in
Section 4.6, for each i = 1, ... ,m + K we define

with

AJ= jYi+mj(x)L:'I[;;(x)dx
Yi

(9.64)

whereG;is the transition function described in Theorem 4.37, and where qJ;

is defined in (9.55) and Q; is defined in (9.54).

THEOREM 9.26

The linear functionals {~};"+K defined in (9.64) form a dual basis for the
B-splines {N;};"+K. In addition,

11 '\11_ IVI /C,,-l/p
1\; -suPllfll ~ ~ ,

4[Yi'Yi+".]

(9.65)

i = 1,2, ... , m + K, where C is a constant depending only on m and the
weights W1" •• 'Wm involved in the basis for GlLm •

Proof First we must show that the A's satisfy (9.63). By the support
properties of the B-splines, it is clear that

j= 1,2, ... ,i-m, i+m, ... ,m+ K.
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On the other hand, by the Peano representation (9.52), we have

By construction, the function l/;; vanishes at the points Y;+ I'··· 'Y;+m-I
(with multiplicities) as well as for all x <Y;. It follows that

A;~=O forj=;- m, ... ,i-l.

On the other hand, for x >Y;+ 1 the function l/;;(x) takes on the same values
as the function cp;(x), at least on the knots. But the divided difference of
functions in GlL,: is zero, hence we conclude that X;~= 0 also for j =
i + 1, ... , ; + m - 1. It remains to check the value of X;N;.

On the points Yi' ... 'Yi+m' the function l/;;(x) agrees with the function

Indeed, both l/Ii and 0; vanish at the points Y;, ... 'Yi+m-I (with multiplici
ties), and both have the value

at the point Y;+m. On the other hand,

O.(x) = u· (x) + . · .I m+1 ,

hence

We now estimate the norms of the linear functionals Ai. Let Ii =
[Y;'Yi+m]. By Holder's inequality, we have

with I/p+ I/p'= I. Using the Leibnitz rule, it is easy to show by induction
on m that

m C (x)
L~l/;;(x)= ~ d

k
( ) Dm-kGi(X)L:cp;(x),

k=O k X

where ck(x) depends only on the values of {Wi};" and their derivatives,
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while dk(x) depends only on powers of {Wi} T'. Since
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k=O,l, ... ,m

and L~CfJi = 0, this implies

By Lemma 9.6, and the definition of CfJ;,

where

Now suppose

I. Id
,-----J---.. ,---J----...

Yi+ I'··· 'Yi+m-I = 'T 1,··· ,'T 1 < ... < 'Td ,··· ,'Td •

Then by (2.67)

d

<Il;(x)= IT (x-'T;)';,
i == 1

and it follows that

(9.66)

k=O,l, ... ,m-l.

Substituting this in (9.66) yields (9.65). •

The dual basis {A;};n+K for {N;};n+K can now be used to examine the
conditioning of this basis.

THEOREM 9.27

Fix 1<:p < 00. For i= 1,2, ... ,m+K let

(9.67)
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Then there exist constants 0 <C 1 and C2 < 00 depending only on m and the
quantities {M;,M;}';' in (9.11) such that

(9.68)

for all sets of coefficients C 1,··· ,cm + K •

Proof Let S=~'!'_+IKC;B;.Then by (9.65) with I;=[Y;,Y;+m]

m+K m+K m+K

L IcilP= L lA;slP <elL Ilsll~[I;] <; CllIslI~[a,b).
i-I i~1 i~1

Conversely, by our normalization of the B-splines,

i= 1,2, ... ,m+ K.

Thus

19.5. ZEROS OF TCHEBYCHEFFIAN SPLINES

In this section we give several results on the zeros of T-splines similar to
those given in Section 4.7 for polynomial splines. First we need to agree on
how to count zeros. Throughout this section we shall count the zeros of a
T- spline according to Definitions 4.45 to 4.47. The key to establishing
bounds on the number of zeros a T-spline can possess will be an ap
propriate version of the Rolle's theorem for such splines. Before stating it
we need the following result which shows that the derivative LIS of a
T-spline is again a T-spline (with respect to the first reduced ECT-system).

THEOREM 9.28

Let sE ~ (G21m;~;~), m> I. Then

L SE~(G21(1)·~(1)·d)
1 m'"
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where Gh~) is the space spanned by the first reduced system U~I), and
where ~(I)=(mi, ... ,m~) and m;=min(mi,m-l), i=1,2, ... ,k.

Proof Since s is piecewise in G21m , it is clear that LIs is piecewise in the
first reduced space G21~). The tie conditions on LIs follow directly from
those on s. •

We are ready to state Rolle's theorem for T-splines.

THEOREM 9.29

Suppose s E ~ (Gh,m ;~ ; d) and that s is continuous. Then

where GD ~ = ~ (G21~); ~(1);~) is the space defined in Theorem 9.28.

Proof. The proof parallels that of Theorem 4.50 in the case of polynomial
splines, using the extended Rolle's Theorem 9.11 for ECT-systems. •

We can now prove our main result concerning the zeros of T-splines.

THEOREM 9.30

For all nontrivial s E ~ (6(tm;~ ; ~),

ZS>(s)~m+K-l.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.53. We proceed by
induction on m. For m = 1 we are dealing with splines that are constant
multiples of the positive function U I in each subinterval defined by the
knots. We conclude that Z ~(s) <m + k - 1= k in this case. Now if s is
continuous, the same inductive argument used in proving Theorem 4.53
applies, where now we use the Rolle's Theorem 9.29 for T-splines. The
extension of the result to splines that have discontinuities (i.e., some
m-tuple knots) also proceeds as before. It suffices to note that the per
turbation Lemmas 4.51 and 4.52 both have analogs here. •

The following corollary of Theorem 9.30 gives bounds on the number of
zeros of derivatives of B-splines. It also establishes that the TB-splines are
positive on (Yi'Yi+m).

COROLLARY 9.31

For all i = 1,2, ... ,m + K and all j=O, 1, ... ,m - 1,

Z( )(L.Q.) <;J'.
Yi'Yi+m J I
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Proof. ~Q; is a T-spline of order m -) with m + I knots. Thus Z(LjQ;) <
2m-). But LjQ; has an m-)th order zero on (-oo,y;) and on (Y;+m'oo),
so it can have at most) zeros in (Yi'Yi+m). •

Corollary 9.31 can be improved to produce a form of Budan-Fourier
theorem for T-splines.

THEOREM 9.32

Suppose s is a T-spline in ~(~m; ~;~) and that Ldos(a)=1=0 and Lt4s(b)=I=
O. Then

Z ~a.b)(S) '" m + K - 1- S + [ s(a), - L,s(a), ... ,(-1)""-' Ldos(a) ]

- s + [s(b),Lts(b), ... ,LdkS(b)]. (9.69)

Proof. The proof follows the same lines as that of Theorem 4.58. Here we
must use the extended Rolle's Theorem 9.11 for ECT-systems. •

I 9.6. DETERMINANTS AND SIGN CHANGES

In this section we discuss various determinants formed from the B-splines
and from the Green's function gm. We also show that the TB-splines form
an OCWT-system, and conclude from this that the T-splines satisfy an
important variation-diminishing property.

We begin with determinants formed from B-splines. Given

let

~ = max{): I; = · .. = I;_j}' i= 1,2, ... ,N.

Let {Bi}f be a set of TB-splines associated with a knot sequence Yt <Y2
<; . · . <Y m + N· Then we define the matrix

(9.70)

cf. (4.141) for the polynomial spline case. This matrix arises if we attempt
to find a linear combination of the B-splines {B;}f to solve the Hermite
interpolation problem

i= 1,2, ... ,N.
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(
II,···,IN )Let D -denote the determinant of M. The following theorem

BI,···,BN
gives the precise conditions under which M is nonsingular:

THEOREM 9.33

The determinant D of the matrix M in (9.70) is nonegative. It is positive if
and only if

where

i= 1,2, ... ,N

ifYi = ... =Yi+m-I

otherwise

(9.71 )

Theorem 9.33 shows that the B-splines basis {B;}'{'+K for the space
~ (G?lm ; GJ1t ;~) of T-splines is a WT-system. As in the polynomial case, we
can prove even more; namely, that the basis is actually order complete (an
OCWT-system).

THEOREM 9.34

Let {B;}f be a set of B-splines as in Theorem 9.33. Then for any choice of
1 <vI < ... <vp <:N and any II < ... <Ip'

(
t 1' .•• ' tp )

D ~O,
B", ... ,B.,

I p

and strict positivity holds if and only if

i= 1,2, ... ,p.

(9.72)

(9.73)

Proof The proof is a direct analog of the proof of Theorem 4.65. •

As an immediate corollary of Theorem 9.34, we have the following
variation-diminishing result for T-spline expansions.

THEOREM 9.35. Variation-Diminishing Property

(9.74)

for any ct, ... ,cm + K ' not all zero.
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Proof. In Theorem 9.34 we have shown that the B-splines form an
OCWT-system. Theorem 2.42 now applies. •

The determinants associated with certain extended-Hermite interpolation
problems can also be examined for T-splines. In particular, if IJI, ... ,IJN is a
sequence of signs, then we may define

(9.75)

The analogs of Theorems 4.71 to 4.73 then hold. The proofs are nearly
identical to the polynomial spline case.

The Green's function gm(x;y) also exhibits strong total positivity proper
ties. We have the following analog of Theorem 4.78:

THEOREM 9.36

Let p be a positive integer, and suppose

II <:/2 < <:Ip

YI <Y2 <; <;Yp

are given with t; <t;+m and Y; <Y;+m' all i. Define

q; = max{j: Y;_j = y;},

Then

i= 1,2, ... ,p.

and strict positivity holds if and only if

(9.76)

i= 1,2, . .. ,p, (9.77)

where equality is allowed on the left if Yi = ... = Yi+m -tl,- I' and the right
side is ignored if i + m > p. (In (9.76), in the definition of the determinant,
the first operator L operates on the (-variable, and the second operates on the
y-variable.]

Proof See Theorem 4.78. •
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19.7. APPROXIMATION POWER OF TCHEBYCHEFFIAN
SPLINES

In this section we discuss how well smooth functions can be approximated
by T-splines. We shall see that, in general, we can achieve the same orders
of approximation as with polynomial splines (cf. Chapter 6). For some
related inverse theorems, see Section 10.7.

Our approach to deriving estimates for the approximation power of
T-splines will be to construct an explicit local spline approximation opera
tor similar to the one constructed in Remark 6.4 for polynomial splines.
Given a partition d={a=xo<x l <··· <Xk<Xk+1=b} of the interval
[a, b], suppose ~* is the quasi-uniform, thinned-out partition constructed in
Lemma 6.17. Associated with these points, let {y;}7+ m be an extended
partition as in (6.36), and let {B;}7 be the associated normalized TB
splines. Finally, let {~}7 be the dual basis corresponding to {B;}7 con
structed in Theorem 9.26. Now for any fELI[a,b], we define

n

Qf(x) = ~ (Aj)B;(x).
;== 1

(9.78)

It is clear that Q is a linear operator mapping LI[a,b] onto the T-spline
space ~ ("lLm ; ~*) ~ ~ (G21m ; ~; d). In fact, since the A's form a dual basis,
Q is actually a linear projector onto ~ ("lLm ; d *) i.e., Qs = s for all s E
~ (G21m ; ~*). The following theorem gives an error bound for approximation
using this projector:

THEOREM 9.37

Fix m <1< n, and let II = [YI'YI+.l and ~= [YI+ l-m'YI+m]. Then there exists
a constant C I such that for any fE Lr[~],

(9.79)

j=O,I, ... ,m-l.

Proof Fix 0 <:j <: m - I, and let YI ~ t <YI+ I. By the generalized Taylor
expansion (9.38), we have

where uf E G21m is such that

j=O,I, ... ,m-l,
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or in view of (9.6), equivalently,
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)=O,I, ... ,m-l.

Since QUf = uf ' using the boundedness of the linear functionals Ai' we
obtain

IDJ(f- Qf)(t)1 = IDJ(uf - Qf)(t)/ = IDJQ(uf - f)(t)1

= I;_/~_m A;( uf - f)DiB;(t)I<;; C5~*-I/p ;=/~ -m II uf - f1l 4 [i,]IDjB;(t)l.

Applying Holder's inequality to the remainder in the Taylor expansion and
using the integral expansion (9.31) and (9.32) for gm to establish

Igm(x;y)I<C4Ix-ylm-l, all x andy,

we obtain

On the other hand, as observed in (9.62),

and combining these inequalities with the fact that i1* / ~* <;; 3 and i1* <;; a,
we obtain (9.79). •

Theorem 9.37 gives a bound on f - Qf in an interval I, which depends
only on the behavior of L"j in a slightly larger interval ~. We can give the
following global version:

lHEOREM 9.38

For any fE I"m[a,b] and any I <p <q <. 00,

)=O,I, ... ,m-l.

Proof We simply add the inequalities (9.79) together for i= m,m+ 1, ... ,n
and use the Jensen inequality (cf. Remark 6.2) on the term

n n

.~ II Lmfll ~[~] <m.~ II Lmfll ~[Ji]·,-m ,-m •
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It is also of interest to give estimates for how well less-smooth classes of
functions can be approximated using T-splines. The following theorem is a
kind of Jackson theorem (cf. Theorem 6.27 for the polynomial spline case
and Theorem 3.12 for polynomials):

THEOREM 9.39

Fix 1<p < 00. Then for any f E Lp[a,b],

d[ j, ~ ('Y.1m ; c:JlL; d)] L,,[a.b] <c[wm(j; ~)/I.I"'''I + ~mllfll/l""''''] . (9.81)

where C is a constant depending only on m and Gllm • Similarly, with p = 00,

(9.81) holds for all functions f E era, b].

Proof The operator Lm has the form

with Cl.i E Cm--J[a,b]. Thus Theorem 10.1 implies that for all fE Lp
m [a,b),

"L"j114la,b) <C( II D jI14la,b) + II fI1 4la,b))'

Inserting this in (9.80) withj=O, we obtain

Now we may apply Theorem 2.68 to obtain (9.81).

I 9.8. OTHER SPACES OF TCHEBYCHEFFIAN SPLINES

•
In this section we discuss several other spaces of T-splines useful in
applications. These will include spaces of periodic T-splines, natural T
splines, T-splines with HB ties, and T-monosplines. Since the development
closely parallels that in Chapter 8, where similar spaces of polynomial
splines were discussed, we can afford to keep the details to a minimum.

We begin by defining the space of periodic T-splines. Let a <b, and let
L\ = {a <x I < .. · <xk <b}. If we think of [a, b] as a circle, then Ll partitions
it into k subintervals Ij=[xj,xj+ 1), j= 1,2, ... ,k-l, and Ik=[Xk,X 1]. Now
given an ECT-space 6llm and a multiplicity vector c:JlL=(m1, ... ,mk), we
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define the space of periodic T-splines by
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S: there exist SI' .•• ,Sk in Gh-m with s(x) ==

S;(G21, o'J!Loa)= s;(x) on Ii' i=1,2, ... ,k, and [)i-1Si_l(X;)
m" == DJ-IS;(X;), j == 1, ... , m - m;, i ==

1,2, ... ,k, where SO==Sk

(9.82).

It is easily seen by the same kind of argument used in Theorem 8.1 that
~(Gh-m; 'J!L;~) is a linear space of dimension K==~7_lm;. A basis of
periodic TB-splines can be constructed from the usual TB-splines by the
same method used in (8.6) and (8.7).

Concerning zero properties of periodic T-splines, the situation is very
similar to the case of periodic polynomial splines. Assuming that Z{s)
counts the number of zeros of s on the circle [a, b) (relative to the space ~),
we have the following result:

THEOREM 9.40

For every nontrivial S E ~(Gh-m; 'J!L; ~),

i(S)<{K-I,
K,

Kodd
Keven.

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction. The case of m == I is easily
verified. The remainder of the proof is exactly as in the polynomial case
(cf. Theorem 8.4), using the extended Rolle's Theorem 9.29. •

The cases where K is odd and where K is even are essentially different, as
shown in Examples 8.5 and 8.6.

Just as in the polynomial spline case, Theorem 9.40 can be used to
establish important results about the nonsingularity (and even the signs) of
various determinants formed from the periodic TB-splines. For example,
Theorem 8.8 has a direct analog for T-splines, with the only change being
that the derivative DfJ~ appearing there should be replaced by the differen
tial operator Ld;,fJ;' where Ld; is the differential operator defined in (9.5),
and the subscript 0; indicates that the derivatives are to be taken from the
left or from the right, respectively. It is also possible to give results on the
approximation power of periodic T-splines.

We now discuss the analog of the natural splines introduced in Section
8.2. Suppose U2m is a canonical ECT-system, ~== {a=xo<x t < ... <xk + t
=b} is a partition of [a,b], and 'J!L==(mt,. .. ,mk ) with I <.m;<.m, i==
1,2, ... ,k. Then we define the space of natural T-splines by

(9.83)
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where So and Sk are the pieces of the spline in the first and last intervals,
respectively.

Arguing as in Theorem 8.16 for natural polynomial splines, it is easy to
see that ~')lj;(L~ll2m; ~~n; a) is a linear space of dimension K == L~= Im i • We
now construct a basis with small supports. In analogy with the polynomial
spline case, we introduce

and

Li:j(x) = [Yi'··· 'Yi+J] ~.+I gim(Y; x), (9.84)

(9.85)

where g2m and g1m are the Green's functions associated with the ECT-sys
terns ~m and ~~, respectively. The following theorem summarizes the
Properties of L~~ and R.2~:

I.} I.}

THEOREM 9.41

Suppose Yi <Yi+J and 0<j<2m. Then

L~".1(x)=0
I.}

L~".1(x)>0
I.}

for x >Yi+j

for x <Yi+j.

Moreover, for x <Yi' Li:j(X)=(-1)2m-ju2",_j(X)+~;':IJ-lavuv(x). Simi
larly,

Ri~j(X)=O forx<Yi

R.2'!1(x) >0 f >I.} or x Yi'

and for x >Yi+j' Ri~j(X)= u2m - j(x) + ~;':IJ-lf3vuv(X).

Proof We discuss only Li:j as the properties of Ri~j are established
similarly. Since the divided difference involves a combination of gim(Y; x)
for Y=Yi' ... 'Yi+J' it is apparent that it vanishes for all X>Yi+j. Clearly Llj
is a T-spline relative to the space ~m' and the positivity assertion follows
by counting zeros and using Theorem 9.30. Finally, to establish the nature
of Li:j(x) for x <Yi' we note that by the expansion of gim [cf. (9.33)],

2m
Li:j(x)= ~ [Yi' ... 'Yi+J]Ul+IU:(Y)U2m-v+l(X)( _1)2m-v,

1'-=1
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for all such x. Now the divided difference of u: is zero for p= 1,2, ... ,j,
and is 1 for v = j + I. It follows that L;:j has the asserted expansion for
x <Y;. •

We can now give a local support basis for the space of natural T-splines.

THEOREM 9.42

m l mk

2 d I { ~---., ~} .
Let K;> m, an et Ym+l < ... <Ym+K= x1, ... ,X I , ... , Xk' ... 'Xk In na-
tural order. Define

L;,: I,m+ i-I(X),

R;~:+K-i(X),

i= 1,2, ... ,m

i=m+I, ... ,K-m,

i=K-m+I, ... ,K

where N/m is the normalized TB-spline associated with the knots
Yi' ... 'Yi+2m' i = m, ... , K - m. Then {Bi}f form a basis for
'JL ~ (~m; 6Jlt; d).

Proof The proof is very much like the proof of Theorem 8.18 in the
polynomial spline case. The linear independence argument makes use of
the fact that we know the exact structure of each of the L's for x <XI and
each of the R's for X >xk • •

As pointed out in the historical notes for Section 8.2, the natural splines
arise as solutions of certain best interpolation problems. Thus, although we
have been able to define natural-splines associated with an arbitrary
ECT-space ~m' it turns out that the more important spline spaces arise
when ~m is the null space of a self-adjoint differential operator. The
following lemma shows how an arbitrary canonical ECT-system Um can be
extended to a canonical ECT-system U2", in such a way that the corre
sponding space L~112111 has this property.

LEMMA 9.43

Let Um = {ui };" be a canonical ECT-system associated with the weights
w1' ... 'wm. Suppose wi EC 2m - i [a,b], i=1,2, ... ,m. Let wm+1ECm-1[a,b]
be a positive function on [a,b], and define wm+i=wm-i+2' i=2,3, ... ,m.
Then the canonical ECT-system U2m defined as in (9.2) with the weights
WI' ••• ' w2m is the null space of the self-adjoint differential operator L* L,
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where

1 1 1
L= D-D--···D-,

YW
m

+ 1 wm wm - I WI

and

1 1 1
L*=-·D-D··· -D---

WI w2 wm vw=
m+l

Proof. The operators associated with U2m are given by
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(9.86)

(9.87)

1
D.=D-,

I w;

1
Dm+1=D--;

wm + 1

1
D;+m=D--

wm -;+2

i= 1,2, ... ,m;

i=2, ... ,m.

It follows that ~m is the null space of L *L = D 2m • •• D 2D 1, while G2.1m is
the null space of L. •

So far we have been discussing T-splines where the ties between the
various pieces are described in terms of the continuity of a sequence of
consecutive derivatives. As in the polynomial case, it is also possible to
define linear spaces of T-splines where the ties are described in terms of
the continuity of EHB-linear functionals (cf. Section 8.3). In particular, if

r = { .. }m - m i , k
"IIJ )-1,;"1

is a set of EHB-linear functionals as in (8.42), then we define the space of
Tchebyche.ffian g-splines (Tg-splines) by

{

s: there exist so, ... ,Sk in G2.1m with sl Ii = }
~ (611, . r· Ll) = .- 0 I k d -m" S;,I- , , .•. , ,an "IijS;_1 - "IijS;' •

j = 1,2, ... ,m - m; and i = 1,2, ... , k

(9.88)

When f consists of a set of Hermite linear functionals (cf. Example 8.25),
the space ~ (LYJm ; f; Ll) reduces to the space of T-splines studied in Sections
1 to 7 of this chapter.
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The constructive theory of Tg-splines parallels that of the polynomial
g-splines. For example, by the same arguments used in Theorem 8.26, we
can show that ~ (G21m ; f; a) is a linear space of dimension m + K, where
K =~7-1mj. As in the polynomial case, the construction of a basis for the
Tg-spline space is somewhat complicated. A useful tool is provided by the
following analog of Lemma 8.27:

LEMMA 9.44

Suppose p is a solution of the (m - mj ) by m system

=0, G.=( .j)m-mi.m
I YJ" j-I.,,-l' (9.89)

where Y/I' ... 'Yj~ are the coefficients of the linear functional Yij as in (8.42).
Then

m

p(x) = ~ f3pgm-p(x; Xj)
p.==1

is a one-sided Tg-spline in the space ~ (6£1m ; f; d).

Proof It is clear that p is zero for x <Xj' and that it is an element of G21m

for x >Xj. To prove it belongs to ~, we need only check that it satisfies the
required continuity conditions at the knot x;, namely,

j= 1,2, ... ,m-mj •

But since [cf. (9.34)]

v-l=m-p,

this is precisely the system (9.89).

=0, otherwise,

•
Since (9.89) is a system of m - m; equations in m unknowns, there always

exist m; linearly independent solutions. We can now exploit this fact to
construct a one-sided basis for ~ (6£1m ; f; a).
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THEOREM 9.45

For each i= 1,2, ... ,k let
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IJ.ij - ( aij aij)
P - PI'· ··'Pm , j= 1,2, ... ,m;,

be a set of m; linearly independent solutions of (9.89). Set

and

m

Pij(x) = ~ {3jgm-,,(x; x;),
,,==1

j= 1,2, ... ,m;

i= 1,2, ... ,k,

j= 1,2, ... ,mo=m.

(9.90)

(9.91)

Then {Pij }7-Oj-l is a basis for ~ (62Lm ; f; d) with the property that Pij(x)
vanishes for x<x;, all i andj.

Proof The proof of this result parallels that for Theorem 8.28. In particu
lar, the fact that these functions lie in ~ follows directly from Lemma 9.44,
as does their one-sided nature. Their linear independence is proved exactly
as in the polynomial g-spline case. •

As in the polynomial g-spline case, the one-sided basis constructed in
Theorem 9.45 for the space ~ (62Lm ; f;~) of Tg-splines takes a somewhat
simpler form in the case where f consists of HB-linear functionals as
defined in Example 8.24. In particular, if E=(Eij)7=Cj-t is the incidence
matrix defining the HB-set f, then in this case a one-sided basis for
~ (Gltm ; f; d) is given by the functions

{U;} ~u { gm-j+ I(X; x;)} ;,j such that Eij-l (9.92)

(cf. Example 8.29 for the polynomial g-spline case).
Following the development in Section 8.3, our next task is to construct a

local support basis for ~ (Gltm ; f; d). As shown there, this will not be
possible for arbitrary sets f. As a first step to seeing when local support
bases can be constructed, we begin by putting the one-sided splines (9.90)
in lexicographical order:

(9.93)
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Introducing the notation
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~ ,----A--.

...vm + 1< ... <Ym+K= X1,···,X 1, ... , xk'···'Xk ,

it follows from the construction of the p's that Pi(X) vanishes for x <Yi'
i=m+l, ... ,m+K. For convenience we write xo=a, mo=m, and Yl
= ... =Ym = a. Then we may write

X<Yi

(9.94)

i = 1,2, ... , m + K.
As in the polynomial g-spline case, the basis {Pi} 'f + K of one-sided

splines for ~ (GlLm; f; Ll) is completely described in terms of the set {Yi}'r+ K

and the matrix C=(Cij)~7.;~'t. At this point we are in a position to
establish the exact analogs of Lemmas 8.32 and 8.33 and Theorem 8.34.
Indeed, these results now hold for Tg-splines, with the only change being
that the functions l,x, ... ,x m

-
I are to be replaced by the functions

U 1' ••• , um. In particular, Theorem 8.34 now gives conditions on the matrix
C under which a basis for ~ (G?1m ; f; Ll) can be constructed with relatively
small supports. We state an analog of Corollary 8.35 showing that Theo
rem 8.34 can be applied whenever f contains all of the point evaluators

THEOREM 9.46

Suppose none of the functionals in f involves the m - 1st derivative. Then
~ (GlLm ; f; Ll) has a basis of local support splines as in Theorem 8.34.

Proof As in Corollary 8.35 it suffices to show that the matrix
C <f,,+ I' ... ,f,,+m > is nonsingular. But since for x >x,,+m'

m

Pe,.+j+I(X)=gm(x;x,,+j)= ~ (-l)m-lul(x)u':_I+I(x,,+j)'
1= I

this matrix is a constant multiple of the nonsingular matrix
Du*",(x", ... ,x,,+m)· •

We conclude our discussion of Tg-splines with a few remarks about the
number of zeros they can have. First, for general f it is clear that we can
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apply Theorem 9.30 to establish the exact analog of Theorem 8.36. To get
better results, we have to restrict ourselves to the case where r consists of a
set of HB-linear functionals. In this case we can establish direct analogs of
Theorems 8.37 and 8.39. The only change necessary in their statement is
that we should replace the hypothesis that n m

- IS does not vanish on any
interval by the hypothesis that Lm_Is does not vanish on any interval. The
proofs also carry over practically unaltered. Again, we need to replace the
ordinary derivatives nJ by the operators ~, and we must apply the
extended Rolle's Theorem 9.11 for ECT-systems in place of the usual one.

We turn now to a brief discussion of T-monosplines. Suppose Um + 1=

{u;};n+1 is an ECT-system. Then given ~={XI<X2<··· <xk} and ~=
(ml, ... ,mk ) with I <m;<m, i=1,2, ... ,k, we define the space of T-mono
splines by

~~ (6(tm+ I;~;~) = {um+1+ s: s E ~ (6(tm;~;~)}' (9.95)

where Um = {u; };".
As in the polynomial monospline case, ~~ (6(tm+ 1; ~;~) is not a

linear space, but since it is the translation (by um + 1) of the linear space
~ (6(tm; ~;~) of T-splines, its basic properties are clear. Thus it suffices
here to describe briefly the analogs of the results of Section 8.4 on zeros.
The key to the kinds of inductive proofs used there to establish bounds on
the number of zeros a polynomial monospline can have is the fact that the
derivative of a monospline of degree m is a monospline of degree m - I.
Our first theorem is an appropriate version of this result for T-mono
splines.

THEOREM 9.47

LetfE~~ (6(tm+ 1;~; ~). Then LIfE~~ (6(tm; ~(l); ~), where ~(l) is
defined in Theorem 9.28.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 9.28.

We can now state the following analog of Theorem 8.43:
•

THEOREM 9.48. Buclan-Fourier 1beorem for Tcbebycbefflan Monospllnes

Given ~={XI<··· <xk } and a multiplicity vector ~=(ml, ... ,mk)' let
°l' •• • ,Ok be defined as in (8.59). Then for any f E ~~ (6£1m + 1;~ ; a),

k

Z(f) <m + L (m; + 0;),
i == 1

(9.96)
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where Z counts the zeros of f on R with multiplicities as in Definition 8.42.
More precisely, for any a <b,

k

Z(a.b)(f)<m+ ~ (m;+o;)-S+[f(b),Llf(b), ... ,Lmf(b)]
; == 1

(9.97)

Proof It suffices to prove the stronger version (9.97). To this end we use
the Budan-Fourier Theorem 9.12 for ECT-systems on each interval in the
same way as was done in the proof of Theorem 8.43. Here we should
remember the equivalence of the definitions (9.23) and (9.24) of a multiple
zero of a function in an ECT-space. •

As in the polynomial monospline case, for several applications it is
important to est'ablish the existence of T-monosplines possessing a maxi
mal set of zeros. Such a result together with the bound (9.96) would then
constitute a kind of fundamental theorem of algebra for T-monosplines.
As a first step toward establishing an existence theorem of this kind, we
note that Theorem 8.44 immediately generalizes to T-monosplines. In
addition, we have the following analog of Theorem 8.45:

THEOREM 9.49

Suppose fEGJR ~(G2lm+t;~;Ll) has zeros II < ... <IN with N=m+
~7_t(m;+ OJ). Then

~if(x)>0,

(-I)m-jLjf(x) >0,

}=O,l, ... ,m-I,

}=O,I, ... ,m-l, (9.98)

Moreover, if f is expanded in the form

1'1'1 k mj

f(x)=um+t(x)+ ~ ajuj(x)+ ~ ~ Cijgm_j(X;X j )'

)==1 ;==1)=1

then for all 1<i <k with m j odd,

all odd}, 1<} <mj.

(9.99)

(9.100)

Proof These results follow from the Budan-Fourier Theorem 9.48 in the
same way as in Theorem 8.45 for polynomial monosplines. •

With these results in hand, we can now deal with the existence of
T-monosplines with a prescribed maximal set of zeros.
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THEOREM 9.50
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Fix m and 1~mj ~m, and let OJ be as in (8.59), i= 1;2, ... ,k. Then for
any given II <12 <'" <IN with N=m+L7=I(mj +o;), there exists a set
of knots x I < . . . < X k and a corresponding T-monospline 1 E
C)lL ~ (Ghm + I; C)lL; Ll) with 1(lj ) = 0, i = 1,2, ... ,N. If m l , ••• ,mk are all odd,
then this monospline is unique.

Proof The proof closely parallels that of Theorem 8.47. Some points to
keep in mind in carrying out the details are the following: Since we are
dealing with ECT-systems, we have the direct analogs of the Lagrange
polynomials associated with an interpolation problem. Because of the form
of the functions U I' ... , Um + I in a ·canonical ECT-system, it follows that any
function of the form U = Um + 1+ L7_ICjUj behaves like t m for large t-in
particular, U(I)~OO as t~oo. •

As in the polynomial monospline case, we have stated here only the case
of simple zeros and possible multiple knots. It is also possible to establish a
version of this theorem for multiple zeros and simple knots.

19.9. EXPONENTIAL AND HYPERBOLIC SPLINES

In this section we define two classes of T-splines which =irise in practice.
We begin with the so-called exponential splines. Given any at <a2 < ... <
am' let Gl.1m =span {eQtX, ... ,ea".X}. Since elements of the space Ghm are
usually referred to as exponential polynomials, it is natural to call
~ (Ghm ; C)lL; Ll) the space of exponential splines.

The basic properties of exponential splines all follow from the general
results developed in this chapter once we show that Ghm is an ECT-space.
To show this, we need only display a canonical ECT-system that forms a
basis for it. Let Um={uj};n be the canonical ECT-system defined in (9.2)
with respect to the weight functions

It is easy to see that

i=2, ... ,m. (9.101 )

i

uj(x) = ~ ci"ea.,x,
,,-=1

i= 1,2, ... ,m Cii=FO,

and thus that Gll'm = span( Um)' We have shown that Glim is an ECT-space.
There is no need to go into detail on the properties of exponential

splines since they are all direct translations of our general results on
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T-splines. On the other hand, it may be useful to say a little more about
the differential operators, dual ECT-system, and Green's function
associated with ~m. The operators D; defined in (9.4) are given here by

DJ(x) = D[ e(a;-I - aj)xf(x)], i= 1,2, ... ,m.

After some calculation, it is easily seen that the operator Lm = Dm • • • D 1 is
a nonzero multiple. of the differential operator

L=(D-a 1)··· (D-am )

(which is to be expected since G21m is clearly the null space of L).
In view of the form of u1' ... ,um ' it is clear that the associated jth

reduced system is given by

i= 1,2, ... ,m-j. It is also an easy matter to compute the dual canonical
ECT-system (9.25) associated with w1, ... ,wm • We obtain

Ui(x)= 1;

;-1
u~(x)= ~ b. e(am-am-,)x,

I ~ I,"

,,==1
i=2, ... ,m.

The Green's functions ~(x;y) associated with the operators Lj and the
initial conditions L"_lf(a)=O, p= 1, ... ,j-l, can be found by evaluating
the integrals in (9.32). For j > 2 we have

x>y

x<Y,

(9.102)

with appropriate functions {aj,,,(Y)} such that ajJ(y) >O.
To close this section, we now consider a related space of natural

T-splines that arises in connection with a certain best interpolation prob
lem. Suppose O=a 1 <a2 <··· <am. Now let wm+ 1(x)=e- 2a".x, and choose
Wm+i=Wm-i+2' i=2,3, ... ,m. Lemma 9.43 asserts that the canonical ECT
system U2m = {ui }rm associated with these weights spans the null space of
L· L, where L is given in (9.86). A simple calculation shows that

G>I - ( U ) - { 1 - a2x a2x - a".x a".x }~m -span 2m -span ,x,e ,e , ... ,e ,e .
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This is the null space of L *L, where

L=D(D-a2)··· (D-am )

L * = D(D+ a 2)· •• (D + am).

It is clear that the space ~m is also spanned by the functions
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In view of this fact, we call the space 'JL ~ (~m ;~; d) of natural
T-splines associated with ~m the space of hyperbolic splines.

19.10. CANONICAL COMPLETE TCHEBYCHEFF SYSTEMS

So far we have been working with spaces of generalized splines where the
pieces are required to be elements of a given ECT-system. Our motivation
for working with ECT-systems was the fact that they closely mirror the
properties of ordinary polynomials. In this section we show that there is a
still larger class of functions that retain most of the features of the
ECT-systems.

DEFINlTION 9.51

Let u. be a bounded positive function on the interval [a,b], and suppose
°2 , • •• , Om are bounded, right continuous, monotone-increasing functions on
[a,b]. Let

(9.103)

We call Um = {ui }'{' a Canonical Complete Tchebycheff (CCT-) system.
The set of CCT-systems is quite large. It contains all ECT-systems, for

example, as is clear if the o's have the form

o;(t) = ftw;(s)ds,
a

i=2, ... ,m

with w2, ••• ,wm posItIve functions with wi EC m
-

i + 1[a,b]. The following
example presents a CCT-system that is not an ECT-system:
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EXAMPLE 9.52

Let ul(x)= I, u2(x)=2xI/2~ U 3(X) = jx3/2, and U4(X) = tx5/2, and let 1=

[0,1].

Discussion. This set of functions is a CCT-system corresponding to the
functions 02(t) = 2t 1/2, 03(t) = t, and 04(t) = t. These functions do not form
an ECT-system on [0, I] since the function U2 does not have enough
derivatives at t = O. •

Because of the close relationship between the definition of a CCT-sys
tern and the canonical expansions (9.2) of an ECT-system, it is not
surprising that many of the results for ECT-systems can be carried over
without difficulty. For example, it is clear that the analogs of both
Theorems 9.3 and 9.4 hold for CCT-systems. In the remainder of this
section we discuss analogs for the other results of Section 9.1.

We begin by defining the analogs of the differential operators D; and L;
defined in (9.4) and (9.5). Given any function l/; defined on [a,b], we define

and

j=I,2, ... ,m-l; (9.104)

It is clear that

j = 0, I, ... ,m - 1. (9.105)

j = 0, I, ,i-I

i= 1,2, ,m.
(9.106)

It is also of interest to define reduced systems associated with Um. For
eachj= 1,2, ... ,m-1 we define thejth reduced system associated with Um

by

Uj , I(t) = I;

Uj,2(t) = j 1

daj+isj+2);
a
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We write U:/)= {Uj,i}';'..-(. These reduced systems arise when we take
"derivatives" of the CCT-system Um • In particular,

{
0,

L.+u.=
J I Zi.i,i-j'

i= 1,2, ,j

i=j+l, ,m.
(9.107)

Thus if UE Gll.,m = span( Um)' then LtUE Gll.,~), L 2+UE Gll.,~), and so on.
An important property of the ECT-systems is the fact that determinants

formed from them are always nonnegative. A similar situation persists for
the CCT-systems. Suppose we define

where t l <t2 <··· <tm and

(9.108)

d.=max{Jo·t.=··· =1· .}I • , '-j ,

We have the following result:

i= 1,2, ... ,m.

THEOREM 9.53

Let {ui } Tbe a CCT-system on the interval I. Then

D( 11,···,lm ) >0
up ... , um

Proof We proceed by induction on m. For m = I the result is trivial. Now
suppose the result has been proved for all CCT-systems of m -I functions.
We shall reduce the determinant to one involving m - I functions in the
first reduced system. The key to this is the relation

Now suppose

2 <cj<cm. (9.109)

I. Id
~ , ~,

11 </2 <... <tm='TI, •• o,'T. <.0. <'Td, ••• ,'Td.

Then the only nonzero entries in the first column correspond to the d rows
starting with u.( 'T I ),. 0.' u.( 'Td ). If we factor these expressions out of their
rows, we are left with l's in these positions. Now by subtracting the last of
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these rows from the preceeding row, then the next-to-Iast row from its
predecessor with a 1 in column 1, we are left with a determinant with a 1 in
the upper-left-hand corner and zeros in the remainder of column I.
Expanding by the first column and using (9.109), we obtain

where

where Tj appears Ij - 1 times, i = 1,2, ... ,d. Since the OJ are monotone
increasing, there is mass in each of the intervals I j =[T; _ I' T;], and since the
integrand is positive throughout the interior of the region over which the
integral is being taken, it follows that the integral itself is positive. •

With this concept of determinant formed from a CCT-system, it is now
clear that we can define divided differences of functions with respect to Um

in the same way as was done in (9.14) for ECT-systems. By the same
arguments used before, this new divided difference has all the properties
listed in Theorem 9.7 (where DJ is replaced by Lj +).

We now make some remarks about zeros of elements u E Um. We say
such u has a z-tuple zero at the point 1 in [a,b] provided

(9.110)

where 1 <z <::m-I. We say u has an m-tuple zero at 1 if Ltu, ... ,L:_1u all
vanish at 1. The following is the analog of Theorem 3.4 for polynomials:

THEOREM 9.54

Let Um be spanned by a CCT-system, and let Z(u) denote the number of
zeros of u E Um' counting multiplicities as above. Then for all u not
identically zero,

Z(u) <::m-I.

Proof If U=L7:-ICjU; has m zeros, say at points 11 < ... <1m , then the
vector c=(cl, ... ,cm ) must satisfy the system

Since this is a nonsingular system, it follows that c =0 and u =o. •
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It is also possible to improve this result to obtain a form of Budan-Four
ier theorem for functions in the CCT-space Gllm = span (Um ). To this end
we need a version of the extended Rolle's theorem for such functions.
Defining left and right Rolle's points exactly as in Section 9.1 (but with L 1
replaced by Lt), we may state it as follows:

THEOREM 9.55

Suppose u E Gllm and that for some a ~c <d ~b the points c and d are left
and right Rolle's points of u, respectively. Then Ltf has at least one sign
change on (c,d). If Ltfis continuous on (c,d), then it has at least one zero
there.

Proof We may use the same arguments used in the proof of Theorem
2.19 in the polynomial case. •

We emphasize that Theorem 9.55 applies only to functions u in the
CCT-space Gllm , whereas the extended Rolle's Theorem 9.11 connected
with ECT-systems is valid for any function such that L 1f exists.

We can now use Theorem 9.55 and the same arguments as before to
prove a direct analog of the Budan-Fourier Theorem 9.12 for functions in
an ECT-space. The only change required is that the operators L 1,· •• , Lm

should be replaced by Lt, ... ,L:.
As we saw above, an important tool in dealing with T-splines was the

dual canonical ECT-system defined in (9.25). Clearly we can define the
analog here with the weights w2 , ..• , W m replaced by the measures 02' ••. , Om.

Carrying the analogy further, we may define the Green's functions
associated with Um by (9.31) with

(9.111)

j= 1,2, ... ,m. With this definition, it is an easy matter to establish the
analog of Theorem 9.13 giving an explicit expansion for ~.

19.11. DISCRETE TCHEBYCHEFFIAN SPLINES

In this section we briefly indicate how the ideas of Section 8.5 can be
combined with the ideas developed in this chapter to produce a reasonable
class of discrete T-splines. Throughout this section we follow the notation
of Section 8.5. In particular, we write Ra,h = {... ,a - h,a,a + h, ... } for the
discrete line and [a,b]h={a,a+h, ... ,a+Nh}, b=a+Nh, for a discrete
subinterval of it. We also use the discrete "derivatives" D/, defined in
(8.73), and the discrete "integral" defined in (8.87).
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The starting point for developing a space of generalized discrete splines
is to find a suitable substitute for the space of polynomials. Guided by the
discussion of CCT-systems, we suppose that Um = {u;};" is a set of func
tions defined on the discrete interval [a, b]h by

UI(X) = WI (x),

uix)=w)(x) fX wiS 2)dhs2,
a

(9.112)

where WI' ••• 'Wm are arbitrary positive functions on [a,b]h.
An example of a set of functions of the form (9.112) is provided by the

polynomials. Indeed, if we set WI = 1 and w;=(i-l), i=2,3, ... ,m, then we
obtain the factorial functions uI(x)= 1 and

i=2,3, ... ,m,

defined in (8.75).
We can now define the space of splines of interest in this section. Given

a set of functions Um as in (9.112), let 6(Lm = span( Um)' and suppose
Ll={a=xo<xl <··· <xk+l=b}~[a,b]h and ~=(ml,... ,mk)' with 1<
m; <m, i = 1,2, ... , k, are given. Then we define the space of discrete
Tchebycheffian-splines by

{

s: there exist so, ... ,Sk in "LLm with sl( .)}Xt,x,+ I It

~(6(Lm; ~;a;h)= =s. i=O 1 k and D)-Is (x)= ·
I' , , ••• , , h ;-1 ;

Dj,-IS;(X;), j= 1,2, ... ,m - m;, i = 1,2, ... ,k

(9.113)

This is clearly a linear space of functions defined on [a,b]h. Before
developing its properties further, we need to say a little more about Um • In
view of the way in which Um is defined, it should be apparent that many of
the properties developed in Section 9.10 for CCT-systems have analogs in
this setting. To describe some of them, we start by introducing certain
difference operators associated with Um • Let

j= 1,2, ... ,m, (9.114)
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and define Lof= f and

Then clearly

j= 1,2, ... ,m.

j = 0, 1, ,i-I

i= 1,2, ,m.
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(9.115)

(9.116)

Associated with Um , we define the reduced systems U~)= {uj ,i}7'_-1
exactly as in (9.8) (but using the discrete integral instead of the usual one).
It then follows that

i=j+ 1, ,m

i= 1,2, ,j.
(9.117)

Thus if U E 6(lm' then Ltu E 6(l~) = span[ U~I)], and so on.
We turn now to some properties of determinants formed from u l '···, um •

It will be enough to consider determinants associated with a set of distinct
points II <12 < ... <1m chosen from [a,b]h' We have following analog of
Theorem 9.53:

TIlEOREM 9.56

Let Um = {ui};n be as in (9.112). Then

for all II <12 < ... <1m in [a,b]h.

Proof The proof proceeds along the same lines as the proof of Theorem
9.53, where now we use the following analog of the fundamental theorem
of calculus:

any c,d in [a,b]h. •
Clearly these determinants can be used to define generalized divided

differences with respect to Um , and the analog of Theorem 9.7 can be
established with Dj replaced by Lj

h
•
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In order to discuss an appropriate kind of Green's function (which will
be useful in constructing a one-sided basis as well as in constructing
local-support versions of the B-splines), we need to introduce the dual
system associated with Um • We define U:'={U;*}7'-l by the same formulae
used in (9.25), but by using the discrete integral instead. Associated
reduced systems and dual difference operators can then be defined in the
same way as before.

For each}> 1, let ~(x;Y)=h.i(x;y)(x-y)~,where

(9.118)

It is easy to carry over the arguments of Theorem 9.13 to show that the
expansion (9.33) holds for all x,y in [a,b]h and that the initial conditions

i = 0, 1, ... ,} - 1 (9.119)

hold. The following two results highlight the importance of gm:

THEOREM 9.57

Let l/J be any function defined on J = [a,b - mh]h' and suppose ro,··· ,rm - 1

are prescribed real numbers. Then

j(x)= u}x)+ fXgm(x;y)ljt(y)dJJ'
a

is the unique solution of the initial-value problem

(9.120)

Proof Compare the proof of Theorem 9.15.

L::J(x) = l/J(x), all x EJ;

j=o, 1, .. . ,m -1.

(9.121)

(9.122)

•
THEOREM 9.58. Discrete Generalized Taylor Expansion

For any f defined on [a,b]h'

j(x) = u}x) + fXgm(x;y)L::J(y )dJJ'
a

(9.123)

}=o, 1, ... ,m-I. (9.124)
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Proof. The proof proceeds along the same lines as the proofs of Theorems
8.61 and 9.16, using the discrete integration by parts formula (8.90). •

There are also dual versions of these two theorems-cf. Theorems 8.62,
9.17, and 9.18. Using the Green's function gm(x;y), we can now define a
one-sided basis for the space of discrete T-splines.

THEOREM 9.59

Let {y;}T+ K be defined as in Theorem 8.51. Then

i= 1,2, ... ,m+K

form a basis for ~(GlLm; CJlt;~;h) such that p;(x) =0 for x <Yi' all i.

Proof. The fact that each of these functions is a discrete T-spline follows
from the fact that gm(x;y;) can be expanded as a linear combination of
uI(x), ... , um(x) for x;>y; while it satisfies the appropriate smoothness
conditions at y;-cf. (9.119). The linear independence of the p's follows by
the same arguments used in proving Theorem 8.51. •

It is now possible to construct appropriate B-splines forming a basis for
~ (GlLm ; CJlt; ~; h). The following theorem is a synthesis of Theorems 8.52
and 9.23:

THEOREM 9.60

Let {y;}T+ K be as in Theorem 9.59, and let Ym+K+;=b+(i-l)h, i=
1, 2, ... ,m . For each i = I, 2, ... ,m + K define

(9.125)

where the divided difference is to be taken with respect to the expanded
dual system U:,+ I. Then {Q; }T+ K is a basis for ~ (Gllm; CJlt;~; h). More
over, if xE[a,b]h'

Proof. Compare the proofs of Theorems 8.52 and 9.23.

and

Q;(x) >0,

x <y; 'Y;+m <x,

Y; + (m - 2)h <x <Y;+m.

(9.126)

(9.127)

•
Having gotten this far with the idea of discrete T-splines, it seems safe to

assert that a number of other common features of discrete and
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Tchebycheffian splines can be carried over to the present setting. In
particular, we mention that there is a direct analog of the Peano repre
sentation of Theorems 8.63 and 9.24 giving an integral representation of
the divided difference of a function with respect to Um' In addition, by the
same methods used in Theorems 8.56 and 9.25, we can show that the
normalized discrete B-splines N; = Cl;Q; with Cl; as defined in (9.54) satisfy

m+K

~ N;(x) = u1(x).
i=l

(9.128)

The methods of these theorems can also be used to give a version of
Mardsen's identity expressing the functions u1"",um in explicit B-spline
expansions.

Another common feature of the discrete and Tchebycheffian splines was
the existence of a dual basis of linear functionals for the normalized
B-splines. Following the construction of Theorem 9.26, it is quite easy to
construct a similar dual basis here. It can, in turn, be used to establish
discrete error bounds.

We conclude our discussion of discrete T-splines with a brief outline of
available results on zeros and on determinants. Here we need an amalga
mation of the ideas of Sections 8.5 and 9.5. As the proofs are again
inductive, the key observation is that the analog of Theorems 8.57 and 9.28
holds. It asserts that if s E ~ (Gl1m ; CJ1L; d; h), then L~s is in an appropriate
discrete T-spline space (associated with the first reduced system).

Before dealing with zeros of discrete T-splines, it is necessary to define
what we mean by zeros and multiple zeros. Here we take precisely the
definitions used in Section 8.5 for discrete polynomial splines. With this
definition, it is now an easy task to follow the proofs of Theorems 8.64 and
9.29 to obtain a version of Rolle's theorem. Once we have this, the proofs
of Theorems 8.65 and 9.30 carry over with no difficulty to show that

all nontrivial s E ~ (Gl1m ; CJ1L; d; h). (9.129)

It is also possible to give a Budan-Fourier theorem for discrete T-Splines.
The results on determinants of discrete T-splines are also direct analogs

of those for discrete and Tchebycheffian splines given in Sections 8.5 and
9.6, respectively. For example, it can be shown that

(9.130)
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and strict positivity holds precisely when
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(9.131)

i= 1,2, ... ,n. The proof is based on the results on zeros-cf. Theorems 8.66
and 9.33. This result can then be extended to show that the B-splines
{N; };n + K form an OCWT-system, and thus that the B-spline expansions
satisfy an appropriate variation-diminishing property (cf. Theorems 8.67
and 8.68). Finally, the analog of Theorem 8.69 on determinants formed
from the Green's function can also be established.

We close this section by observing that it is also possible to define spaces
of discrete T-splines which are periodic or natural and to define discrete
T-monosplines.

19.12. HISTORICAL NOTES

Section 9.1

Extended complete Tchebycheff systems are treated in considerable detail
in the books by Karlin and Studden [1966] and Karlin [1968], and most of
the results of this section can be found there. Lemma 9.6 is taken from the
work of Scherer and Schumaker [1980]. The recursion formula (9.20) for
generalized divided differences was established by Miihlbach [1973]. We
have not been able to find the Budan-Fourier Theorem 9.12 for ECT-sys
terns in the literature.

Section 9.2

The Green's functions ~(x;y) are also studied in the texts by Karlin and
Studden [1966] and Karlin [1968]. The explicit expansion for ~ given in
Theorem 9.13 is taken from the work of Schumaker [1976a].

Section 9.3

We outline the history of the development of nonpolynomial splines in the
historical notes for Section 11.1. Tchebycheffian splines were introduced
by Karlin [1968]. They were studied in the dissertation by Schumaker
[1966], in the articles by Karlin and Ziegler [1966], Karlin and Schumaker
[1967], and in numerous later papers.

Section 9.4

Tchebycheffian B-splines were also introduced by Karlin [1968]. The
normalization given in (9.54) is credited to Marsden [1970] where the
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identities of Theorem 9.25 were first established. The dual basis con
structed in Theorem 9.26 is credited to Scherer and Schumaker [1980]. The
main missing property of the TB-splines is an appropriate stable recursion
for computing them.

Section 9.5

For some early results on the zeros of T-splines, see the dissertation by
Schumaker [1966]. The method and results presented here are based on the
work of Schumaker [1976a, c].

Section 9.6

The early results on determinants associated with T-splines deal with the
determinants formed from the Green's function. In particular, Karlin
established Theorem 9.36 with distinct y's and l's in the mid-1960s. This
result was generalized to the case of multiple y's in the dissertation by
Schumaker [1966]. The full result with multiple y's and 1's was first
established by Karlin and Ziegler [1966] by a complicated triple induction.
Results on determinants formed from the B-splines themselves first ap
peared in the work of Karlin [1968] and Karlin and Karon [1970]. See also
the dissertation by Burchard [1968]. The case of determinants where left
and right derivatives are distinguished as in (9.75) was discussed in the
paper by Lyche and Schumaker [1976].

Section 9.7

Bounds on the approximation power of generalized splines were first given
in an abstract setting by deBoor [1968c]. Jerome [1973a] obtained results
for L-splines by constructing an explicit approximation operator-see also
Johnen and Scherer [1976]. Here we have followed Scherer and Schumaker
[1980].

Section 9.8

Periodic and natural T-splines first arose in connection with the solution of
best in terpola tion problems- see Karlin and Ziegler [1966].
Tchebycheffian monosplines were first discussed in the dissertation by
Schumaker [1966], and in the article by Karlin and Schumaker [1967]
where the fundamental theorem of algebra was established for simple
knots with multiple zeros. The result presented here for multiple knots and
simple zeros is credited to Micchelli [1972]. For some related results on
monosplines with boundary conditions, see Karlin [1976a, b].
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Section 9.9

The hyperbolic splines first arose as solutions of best interpolation prob
lems-see Schweikert [1966a, b], Young [1968,1969] and Baum [1976a,b].

Section 9.10

Canonical Complete Tchebycheff systems were first introduced by Miihl
bach [1973]. They were used in connection with splines by Schumaker
[1976a, c]. Tchebycheffian splines associated with a CCT-system of frac
tional powers (cf. Example 9.52) were used by Reddien and Schumaker
[1976] in the numerical solution of singular boundary-value problems.

Section 9.11

Discrete nonpolynomial splines arose already in the paper by Mangasarian
and Schumaker [1971] in connection with certain best interpolation prob
lems. For an alternate treatment of such problems, see Astor and Duris
[1974]. The constructive properties given here are modeled on those given
in Section 8.5 for discrete polynomial splines.



10
L=SPLINES

In the previous chapter we have examined spaces of generalized splines
where the pieces were drawn from a given Tchebycheff space. In this
chapter we go one step further and consider spaces of functions that are
defined piecewise as elements from the null space of a differential opera
tor. We illustrate the development by including a detailed discussion of
trigonometric splines.

110.1. LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

We devote the first two sections of this chapter to background material on
differential operators. The material on L-splines proper begins in Section
10.3.

Throughout this chapter we suppose that L is a linear differential
operator of the form

m-l

L = D m + ~ aj(x)IY,
)-=0

a ~X <b. (10.1 )

The coefficients ao, ... ,am _ 1 are allowed to depend on x, but they should
be smooth. More precisely, we assume throughout that

j =0, 1, ... ,m - 1.

This assumption assures that L is not too far away from the derivative
operator D m

• We have the following theorem:

THEOREM 10.1

Let 1 <: p =< 00. Then there exist constants C1 and C2 such that for all
jELpm[a,bj,

II Ljll4[a,b] ~ C 1[IIfI1 4 [a,b] + IIDjI14la,b]], (10.2)

420
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and

II D jllL"la,bJ <C2 [ II LfllL"la,bJ + IIfllL"la,bJ]'

Proof Clearly

m-l

II Lfll L"la,bJ < II D jlllpla,bJ+ ~ IlaJIIL oola,bJII D111L"la,bJ'
i-O
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(10.3)

The inequality (10.2) follows on application of the estimate (2.34) for the
jth derivative in terms of Dj andf. On the other hand,

II DmfllL"la,b] < II LfllL"la,bJ + II m~ I ajD111 '
J=-O J."la,bJ

and by (2.34)

m-l

IIDjllL"la,b]< II LfI1 4la,bJ+ C3 ~ (E-Jllfllp+Em-JIIDjllp)
i-O

for all 0<E«b-a)/2. Now taking E such that C3~j..-oIEm-i<1/2,and
combining the terms involving Dmf, we obtain (10.3). •

Given L, we define its null space by

NL={fEL;n[a,bJ : Lf(x) =0, a<x<b}. ( 10.4)

Under the assumptions above on the coefficients of L, it is a well-known
fact from the theory of ordinary differential equations that N L is an
m-dimensional linear subspace of C11l(a,b). Any set of functions u" .. . 'U

11l

E C11I(a,b] spanning Nt is called a fundamental solution set for L.
The following theorem gives estimates on the size of derivatives of

elements in NLo It may be regarded as a natural generalization of the
Markov inequality for polynomials (cf. Theorem 3.3).

THEOREM 10.2

There exists a constant C (depending only on N L ) such that for all
intervals I~[a,b] of length h«b-a)/2,

II DJul14ll] <Ch -J+ lip -llq II ull LqllJ'

for all uENL and all I <p,q< 00.

(10.5)
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Proof If p = q, then since Lu = 0, (2.34) implies

II DJuI14(/) ~ C3 ( h -ill uI1 4 (/) + hm-jll DmuI14(/))

~C2h-illuI14(/)' (10.6)

where we have used (10.3) to estimate the derivative Dmu. If 1~p <q ~ 00,

then by Holder's inequality,

II uI1 4 (/) <h - I/q+ lip II ull Lq[/]'

and (10.5) follows in this case. N ow suppose 1 ~ q <p ~ 00, and let ~ E I be
such that Iu(~)1 = h - I/q II ull Lq[/]. Define

U( x ) = u(x) - sgn( u(~) ) h - I I q II u II L [I ].
q

Then u(~) = 0, and using Holder's inequality together with (10.6) for j = 1,
we obtain

II uIl 4 (/) = II f~DU(t)dtll ~h1-llq+ lip II Dull L [I]
x Lp[/) q

~Ch-l/q+I/Pllull
' I Lq[/)·

But

and (10.5) follows.

II uI1 4 (/) ~ II uI1 4 (/) + h -l/q+ lip II ull Lq[/]

•
An important tool in studying properties of the null space N L of a

differential operator L is the Wronskian matrix

WM( )( ) - (x, .. .,x ) _[D i-I ( )] m
UI'.··'Um X - M - Uj x iJ-I

U" ... ,U",

and the associated Wronskian determinant

W( U l , ••• , Um )( X) = det[ Di-IUj ( X) Ji~j-I.

(10.7)

( 10.8)

It is known that if {ui};n is a fundamental solution set for L, then the
associated Wronskian determinant does not vanish for any x in [a,b].

In view of the importance of ECT-systems (see Chapter 9), it is of
interest to ask when the null space NL is an ECT-space. We have the
following important result:
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THEOREM 10.3

Suppose NL is spanned by functions U1' ... 'Um such that
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W(U1, ... ,Uk)(X) >0 for all a <x <b and all 1<k <me

(In this case we say that L has property W of polya.) Then {uj};n form an
ECT-system and N L is an ECT-space.

Proof. This is just a restatement of Theorem 9.1. •
All of the operators L = Lm constructed in Section 9.1 trivially possess

property W of Polya. On the other hand, there are many operators L that
do not possess it. For such operators, the corresponding null space is not
generally an ECT-space, and in fact, may not even be a T-space as the
following example shows:

EXAMPLE 10.4

Let L = D 2 + 1 on [0,2'1T].

Discussion. Here the null space of L is spanned by the functions u1(x)=
sin(x) and u2(x)=cos(x). This does not form a T-system on the interval
[0,2'1T]. It does form a T-system on the interval [0, '1T], however, and, in fact,
forms an ECT-system if we work on an interval of length less than '1T. •

As the above example tends to indicate, it may be possible to say more
about the space NL if we restrict it to small enough intervals. This is indeed
the case as we prove in our next theorem.

THEOREM 10.5

Suppose L is a differential operator as in (10.1) that is defined on an
interval [a, b]. Then there exists a constant 8 >0 such that for any subinter
val I of [a,b] of length III <8, N L is an ECT-space ~n I.

Proof. Suppose {uj};n is a basis for N L , and let a<~<b. For each
i= 1,2, ... ,m we define

where WM- 1 is the inverse of the Wronskian matrix (10.7) of {u;}';a, and
where e(i, m) is an m-vectorwith 1 in its ith component and zeros
everywhere else. It follows immediately from the definition of the u;'s that

k= 1,2, ... , m.
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Since each of these Wronskian determinants is a continuous function,
there exists an open interval J~ around ~ such that they all have value of at
least 1/4. Now since [a,b] is compact, it can be covered by a finite number
of such intervals. The result follows with 8 the length of the largest
subinterval which does not contain any of the endpoints of the J's. Indeed,
if I is any interval of length less than 8, then all the Wronskians W(u 1, ••• ,

uk)(x) are positive for x throughout I, and Theorem 10.3 implies {u;},? is
an ECT-system on I. •

110.2. A GREEN'S FUNCTION

Our aim in this section is to construct the Green's function associated with
the differential operator L.

DEFINITION 10.6

Let GL(x;y) be a function defined on [a,b]x[a,b] such that for all fixed
y E[a,b],

and

GL(x;y) =0,

LGL(x;y)=O

all a <; x <; Y ;

ally <x <b;

j = 0, 1, ... , m - 1.

(10.9)

( 10.10)

(10.11 )

Then we call GL the Green's function associated with L.

The following theorem shows how GL can be used to solve an initial
value problem:

THEOREM 10.7

Let hEL.[a,b] and real numbers r., ... ,rm be given, and suppose uf is the
unique element in N L such that

Then

Dj-·u (a) = r·1 J'
j= 1,2, ... ,m. (10.12)

f(x)=UAX)+ jbGL(X;Y)h(Y)dy
a

( 10.13)
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is the unique solution of the initial-value problem

Lf(x) = h(x), x E [a,b];

DJ-Y(a) = 1j, j= 1,2, ... ,me
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(10.14)

(10.15)

Proof There is a unique uj solving the interpolation problem (10.12) since
the Wronskian W(u1, ... ,um)(a)=;f:0. Now by properties (10.9) and (10.11),

DP f GL(x; y)h(y)dy = LDPGL(x; y)h(y)dy

and thus

DPf(x)=D'uf(x)+ fXDPGL(X; y)h(y)dy,
a

,,= 0, 1, ... , m - 1. It follows that f satisfies the initial conditions (10.15).
Differentiating this formula with v=m-l, we obtain

Dmf(x )=Dmuf(x)+ fXDmGL(x; y )h(y) dy + Dm-'G(x; y )h(y )Iy-x
a

=Dmu/x)+ fXDmGL(X; y)h(y)dy+h(x).
a

Now by multiplying the "th equation by a,,(x), ,,=0,1, ... , m with am(x)
= 1 and adding, we obtain

Lj(x )=Luf(x) + fXLGL(x; y )h(y )dy+h(x) =h(x). •
a

An immediate corollary of this result is the following important Taylor
expansion:

THEOREM 10.8. Generalized Taylor Expansion

LetfEL;"[a,b]. Then

f(x) = uix )+ fb GL(x;y)Lj(y)dy,
a

where uf is the unique element in NL such that

all a <c x <c b, (10.16)

DJ-Iuj(a) = DJ-t./(a), j= 1, ... ,me (10.17)
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Proof Let

g(x)=uix)+ fX GL(x;y)Lj(y)dy.
a

Then by Theorem 10.7, Lg=Lf and so f-gENL . But DJ-lg(a)=
Dj-'j(a),j=O, I, ... ,m-I, and thusf=g. •

Before constructing an explicit formula for the Green's function GL

associated with a given operator L, we give a simple application of the
Taylor expansion which is useful in estimating how well smooth functions
can be approximated by elements of NL on small intervals. It is the analog
of the Whitney-type theorems given in Section 3.5.

THEOREM 10.9

Let f E Lp
m

[a, b], and let uf be the function in N L defined in (10.17). Then
for any I <p, q ~ 00,

Ilf - ujll Lq[a,b) ~ (b - a)l/qll GLIILp,[a,b)11 LfIILp[a,b)'

where l/p+ l/p'= 1.

Proof Applying the Holder inequality to f- uj as given by (10.16), we
obtain

If(x) - uj(x)1 ~ II GL I1 4 ,[a.b]II LfIILp[a,b].

Integrating the qth power over [a,b] and taking the qth root yields (10.18).

•
We turn now to the problem of constructing the Green's function GL

explicitly. For eachj=1,2, ... ,m let

For convenience we suppose that Lti denotes the identity operator. The
Lj*'s are called the partial adjoints of L. The operator L * = L:, is called the
adjoint of L.

Suppose now that U1' ••• 'Um is a basis for N L , and define

all a ~x <b, (10.20)
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where WM(ul, ... ,um)(x) is the Wronskian matrix defined in (10.7). The
ui, ... ,u~ are the functions in the last column of WM -I. We call them the
adjunct functions. We can now express the entire inverse of the Wronskian
matrix WM(ul, ... ,um) in terms of the adjunct functions.

THEOREM 10.10

The inverse of the Wronskian matrix of u l ' ••• , Um is given by

for all a <x <b.

Proof We proceed by induction. We need to show that

m

~ Dku;(x)L:'_j_Iu;*(x) = 8kJ ,
i-I

k = 0, 1, ,m - 1
j=O,I, ,m-l.

(10.22)

For j = m - 1 this follows directly from the definition of the u*'s. We now
suppose that (10.22) holds for m - 1, ... , j ~ 1, and we prove it for j - 1.
Differentiating the identity (10.22), we obtain

m m

- ~ Dku;(x)DL~_j_IU;*(X)= ~ Dk+lu;(x)L~_j_IU;*(X).
i== 1 i= 1

Adding

m

~ Dku;(x)u;*(x)aj(x) = 8k,m-Iaj(X),
;=1

gives

m m

~ Dku;(x)L:_jur(x)= ~ Dk+lu;(x)L:_j_IUr(X)+aj(x)8k,m_l·
;-1 ;-1

(10.23)

Since 8kJ-I=8k+IJ' we have proved (10.22) forj-l and all k=O,I, ... ,m
- 2. Now for k = m - I, by substituting

m-l

Dmu;(x) = - ~ a,,(x)D"u;(x)
,,==0
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in (10.23), we obtain
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m m m-I

~ Dm-1u;(x)L:'_ju;*(X) = - ~ ~ a,,(x)DJ1u;(x)L:,_j _1u;*(x)+aj(x)
i-I i== I 1'==0

and the induction step is complete.

THEOREl\l 10.11

The function

G ( . )={ f u;(x)u;*(y),
L x,Y ,-I

0,

is the Green's function associated with L.

X>y

X~Y

•

(10.24)

Proof It is clear that LGL(x;y)=O for x >y since u1, ... ,um are in N L . The
condition (10.11) on the derivatives follows from (10.22) with} = m - 1. •

The function GL also has the following properties for all fixed x in [a,b]:

GL(x;y)=O,

L*GL(x;y)=O,

x <y <:b;

a ~y <x;

)=O,I, ... ,m-l.

(10.25)

(10.26)

(10.27)

Here the operators L * and L.i* operate on the y-vari~ble. These properties
suggest that GL is a kind of dual Green's function for the adjoint operator
L·. Indeed, we have the following:

THEOREM 10.12

Let hE L 1[a, b) and real numbers r 1, ••• , rm be given, and suppose u· is the
unique element of NL • such that

Then

j= 1,2, ... , m. ( 10.28)

f(y)=u*(y)+ jbGL(x;y)h(x)dx
a

(10.29)
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is the unique solution of the terminal-value problem

L*f(y)=h(y), yE[ a,b];
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(10.30)

(10.31)

Proof. The proof proceeds along the same lines as the proof of Theorem
10.7. II

Theorem 10.12 can now be used to establish a dual Taylor expansion for
smooth functions.

lHEOREM 10.13. Dual Taylor Expaoslon

Let L*fEL) [a,b]. Then

f(y)= ul(y) + fb GL(x;y)L*f(x)dx,
a

where ul* is the unique element in NL.=span{u;*}~_1 such that

(10.32)

j=O,I, ... ,m-l. (10.33)

Proof. We simply apply Theorem 10.12 in the same way as in the proof of
Theorem 10.8. ..

I 10.3. L-SPLINES

Let L be a linear differential operator of order m as in (10.1), and let NL be
its null space.

DEFINITION 10.14

Suppose ~==(m), ... ,mk) is a vector of integers with 1 <m;<m, i
1,2, ... ,k. Given a partition ~={a==xo<xl<···<Xk<Xk+.-b} of the
interval [a,b], let

We call ~ the space of L-splines with knots at x., ... ,Xk of multiplicities
m), ... ,mk •
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The space of L-splines ~ consists of functions whose pieces belong to
NL • The smoothness with which these pieces tie together is controlled by
the multiplicity vector 01L, just as in the polynomial spline case (which, of
course, is just the special case where L = D m

). When L has property W of
P6lya (cf. Theorem 10.3), then we have the special case of T-splines.

By the same kind of argument used in Theorem 4.4 for polynomial
splines, we deduce that

dim~(NL;01L;d)=m+K,
k

K= ~ mi.
i=1

We now construct a one-sided basis for ~, using the Green's function
associated with L.

THEOREM 10.15

A one-sided basis for the space of L-splines ~ (NL; 01L; d) is given by

j= 1,2, ,m;

i=O, I, ,k,
(10.34)

where GL is the Green's function associated w~th L defined in (10.24), and
the L ·'s are the partial adjoint operators' defined in (10.19).

Proof. First we observe that for each 0 <i <k and 1~j <:: m;,

Thus each such function is clearly a linear combination of the u,,'s, hence it
has the desired piecewise structure. Now in view of (10.22), we also see that

m

D:-1Bij(Xi)= ~ D:-Iu,,(x)Lj·_IU:(Xi)=8~.m_j+1'
,,-1

p.,j = 1,2, ... ,m, and thus the B's also have the correct continuity at the
knots to belong to ~.

We already know that the dimension of ~ is m +~~mi , hence it remains
only to check that these one-sided splines are linearly independent. It
suffices to prove that for each 0 <i <k, the set {Bil , ••• , Bi ,,,,.} is linearly
independent on Ii = [X;, X;+ I]' since then the argument used in proving
Theorem 4.5 can be applied. But it is clear that these mi splines are linearly
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independent since if ~~ I cjB;J = 0, then

JL= 1,2, ... , mi·
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•
Our next task is to construct a basis of local support splines for

~(NL; ~; d). One approach is to make use of the results on T-splines
given in Chapter 9 coupled with the fact that NL spans an ECf-system on
all sufficiently small intervals. We carry this out in detail in the following
section. Another approach is to follow the ideas used in Section 4.2, where
the local support splines were obtained as linear combinations of the
one-sided splines. We do this now.

Throughout the remainder of this section we suppose that {u j rr' are
functions forming a basis for NL and that {uj}'r are the adjunct functions
defined in (10.20). The following is the analog of Lemma 4.7:

LEMMA 10.16

Let TI<T2 <··· <Td and 1<1;<m, i=I,2, ... ,d be given. Suppose cn*=
span{ur, ... ,u,:} is an ET-space on some interval (a,f3) containing the T'S.

Then if "i~_I/; >m, there exists a nontrivial

d Ii

'1J(x)= ~ ~ CijLj*_IGL(X;T;)
i=I)==1

with

On the other hand, if ~7- II; ~ m, then no such nontrivial B exists.

Proof. Any B of this form automatically vanishes for x <T 1 by the
one-sided nature of GL. If B( x) is to vanish for x> Td , then using the
expansion (10.24), we must have

d Ii m

B(x)= ~ ~ Cij ~ u,,(X)Lj*_IU:(T;)
i==I)==1 ,,==1

m d Ii

~ u,,(x) ~ ~ CijLj*_lU:(T;)=O,
v==1 i==I)==1
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all Td <x </3. Since U I , ••• , Um are linearly independent, this is equivalent to

d I;

~ ~ cijLj*_lu:<T;) =0,
;-1 )=1

v=I,2, ... ,m.

This is a homogeneous system of m equations for the ~1_11; coefficients,
and thus it always has a nontrivial solution if ~1_ll; >m. On the other
hand, if ~1_ll; =m, this system is nonsingular since its determinant is
given by

which is nonzero in view of the assumption that Gh* is an ET-space. Note
here that Lj*_1 = (- l)j- 1Dj-t + lower order terms, so using ordinary de
rivatives in dealing with repeated T'S is equivalent to using the L*'s. •

As in the polynomial spline case, we now consider the case where
~1_ll; =m+ 1. Arguing as before, it follows that the B constructed in
Lemma 10.16 must have the form

In the absence of any good choice for C I , we take it to be 1. The following
is the analog of Theorem 4.9:

THEOREM 10.17

Let ~e = {y;}~m+K be an extended partition as in Definition 4.8. For each
i = 1,2, ... , m + K suppose "11* is an ET-space on an interval containing
[y;, y;+m]' and define

(10.35)

for x <y; and x>Yi+m. (10.36)
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Proof. The Laplace expansion of the determinant defining B;(x) shows
that if

I, Id
~ ,.----A----..

Y; <Y;+ 1 < ... <Y;+m = 7"1,···,7"1 , ••• , 7"d'··· ,7"d

d I,.

B;(x)= ~ ~ a"j~*_tGL(X;7",,).
p=-lj=1

Since each of these is an L-spline (cf. Theorem 10.15), it follows that B; is
also an L-spline. The fact that B;(x) is zero for x <Yi is clear from the
one-sided nature of GL • On the other hand, for x >Yi+m we know by
(10.24) that GL(x;·) is a member of 621*, and thus the determinant
vanishes identically. The linear independence of the Bt, ... ,Bm+Kis estab
lished in exactly the same way as was done in Theorem 4.18, but Lemma
10.16 is used in place of Lemma 4.7. •

When ~e is chosen as in (4.14) with Ym+K+I=··· =Y2m+K=b, the
definition of the B-spline basis in Theorem 10.17 requires the same kind of
modification as discussed in Corollary 4.10 for polynomial splines.

I 10.4. A BASIS OF TCHEBYCHEFFIAN B-SPLINES

The construction of a basis of local support splines for the space
~(NL; ~;~) of L-splines carried out in the previous section is not, in
general, completely satisfactory. Perhaps the most serious deficiency is that
there is no natural way to normalize the B-splines constructed there. In this
section we shall show that when ~ is sufficiently small, then it is possible to
construct a basis for ~ consisting of TB-splines.

We begin by finding canonical ECT-systems spanning NL on various
subintervals of [a, b]. Let n be such that h = (b - a) / n < ~/ 4, where ~ is the
constant in Theorem 10.5. Let a=z_I' b=zn+l=zn+2' z,,=a+poh, p=
O,I, ... ,n, and J,,=[Zp_I,Zp+3]' v=O,I, ... ,n-l. Since IJpl<~, it follows
from Theorem 10.5 that there exists a canonical ECT-system Um. p = {U:}~_I

which spans NL on Jp • Let U:'. p be the associated dual canonical ECT
system, and let gm,,,( x; y) be the associated Green's function.

Weare ready to define some local support splines in ~ (NL;~ ; ~). Let
~e = {y; }im + K be an extended partition associated with the ~ (cf. Defini
tion 4.8) with Y. = ... =Ym = a and b =Ym+K+. = ... =Y2m+K. For fixed
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0<11 <n - I and all i such that z" ~Y; <z,,+ I' we define

L-SPLINES

( 10.37)

where a; is the constant in (9.54). For each such i, N; is the usual
normalized TB-spline associated with knots y;, ... 'Y;+m' In order to ensure
that it makes sense, we must demand that all of the pointsY;""'Y;+m lie in
the interval J" (where the 11th ECT-system is defined). Hence from now on
we assume that

~= max (X;+I -x;)<h/m.
O<.i<.k

( 10.38)

The following theorem summarizes some of the properties of the B-splines
N;:

THEOREM 10.18

The spline N; defined in (10.37) satisfies

x <y;, Yi+m <x, (10.39)

and

y;<x<Y;+m' (10.40)

Aside from a constant multiplier, it is the unique spline in ?J(NL ; ~;~)

that has these properties.

Proof. It is clear that N; has properties (10.39) and (10.40) since it is a
T-spline. But since Um ,,, spans NL throughout l", it follows- that Ni is in fact

an L-spline. Now if H; were another L-spline with the same two properties,
then for some choice of {3, the function g = N; - {3H; would have a zero in
the interval (Yi' Y;+m)' Since g is a T-spline with only m+ 1 knots (and an
m-tuple zero to the left of Y; and another to the right of Y;+m)' Theorem
9.30 asserts that g = 0, and the uniqueness assertion is established. •

The above construction can be repeated for each II=O,l, ... ,n-l to
construct m + K local-support B-splines in ~ (NL; ~; ~). To illustrate that
they actually form a basis for this space of L-splines, it remains to show
their linear independence. To this end, it is useful to construct a dual basis.

THEOREM 10.19

For each i = 1,2, ... ,m + K, let A; be the linear functional defined in (9.64).
Then {A;};"+K form a dual basis for {N;};"+K; that is,

i,j= 1,2, ... ,m+K. (10.41)
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Moreover, there exists a constant C (depending only on [a,b] and L) such
that

i= 1,2, ... , m+K, (10.42)

Proof. First we note that the Ai are well defined since the construction in
(9.64) is a local process and can be carried out using the ECT-system Um ,,,

used in constructing N;. Property (10.41) holds since for any given Ai' all
the B-splines that have values in (Yi' Yi+m) can be regarded as TB-splines
associated with one fixed ECT-system Um ,,,, and we know that (10.41)
holds for the TB-splines. (This is where we use the assumption that h <8/4
-cf. Figure 34.) The bound (10.42) has been established in Theorem 9.26.
The constant in the bounds on the various Ai depends on the ECT-system
being used in the interval where the support of Ai lies. But since we have
only a finite number of such intervals to consider, the final constant
depends only on [a, b] and L. •

THEOREM 10.20

The LB-splines {Ni};n + K constructed in (10.37) form a basis for
~(NL; 01L;d). Moreover,

and

m+K

~ Ni(x)=ul(x),
i-I

m+K

~ Ni(X)~ui(x)+ui-I(X),
i-I

(10.43)

11= 1, ... ,n.

(10.44)

Proof. The linear independence of the LB-splines N I , ... ,Nm + K follows
immediately from the existence of a dual basis, and since ~ (NL ; 01L; a) has

N·,

Figure 34. Construction of LB-splines.
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dimension m + K, we have shown they form a basis. Property (10.43)
follows from the analogous property of the TB-splines, cf. (9.57). On the
other hand, for P > 0, the B-splines with nonzero values in [zp, ZJI + tl may be
associated with two different ECf-systems Um,JI-1 and Um,p. Since those
associated with the first add up to no more than U[-I(X), while those
associated with the second add up to no more than uf(x), the assertion
(10.44) follows. •

Our next result makes use of the boundedness of the dual basis in
Theorem 10.19 to examine the conditioning of the LB-spline basis for
~(NL; ~;a).

THEOREM 10.21

Given 1,p ~ 00, let

B. (x) = a- lipN.(x),I,p _ I i = 1,2, ... ,m + K. ( 10.45)

Then there exist constants O<C1 and C2 < 00 (depending only on [a,b] and
L) such that

(10.46)

for all sets of coefficients C I,··· ,Cm + K •

Proof Let S='L';'_+lKCjBj,p. Then with Ij=(Yj'Y;+m)'

m+K m+K m+K

~ Ic;IP = ~ IA;sIP (; C ~ II s I14[Ji ] <ClIsIl4la,bJ.
i-I i= I i== I

This proves the first inequality. For the second, we note that

b k -X.i+1 )f Is(x)IPdx= ~ f ~ Ic;B;,p(x)IPdx
a )=0 Xj i=)-m+ 1

k..; ~ f Xj

+
1

max IIB;,pIlLI/,lmP-1
)-=0 Xj 1<;, <;m+ K

) m+K

X ~ IcilP <C ~ IcilP
•

i=)-m+ 1 i-I •
In many applications of the LB-splines (e.g., in obtaining error bounds

for L-spline approximation) it is useful to have a bound on the size of the
derivatives of the LB-splines.
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THEOREM 10.22

There exists a constant depending only on [a,b] and L such that
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j=O,I, ... ,m-l, (10.47)

where ~=min{h;;i<;k (xi + 1 - Xi)·

Proof. Since Ni is a piecewise element from NL , we can apply the Markov
inequality of Theorem 10.2 to each subinterval [X", x" + 1] to assert that
IIIYNiIILoo[x.,x.+al <; C2~ -JIINiIILoo[x.,x.+al· But (10.43) and (10.44) guarantee
that the uniform norm of Ni is bounded, and (10.47) follows. •

In view of the observation in Section 10.1 that L can be thought of as a
perturbation of the differential operator D m

, it is reasonable to think of the
LB-splines as perturbations of the usual B-splines. Our next theorem shows
that this is indeed the case. It helps to provide us with some feeling for
what LB-splines look like, although for a given L this theorem cannot be
used to get very precise information about them.

THEOREM 10.23

Let {Ni } 'r + K be the normalized polynomial B-splines associated with the
extended partition {Yi}fm+K. Suppose L(n) is a sequence of linear operators
defined as in (10.1) with coefficients a~n), ... , a~~ l' and suppose
B}n), ... ,B~n~K are the corresponding normalized LB-splines. lben

implies

lim Ila}n)IILoo [a,b] =0,
n-.oo

lim II Bln
) - N; " Loo[a, b) = 0,

n-.oo

;=0, I, ... , m-I

;= 1,2, ... , m+K.

Proof From the theory of ordinary differential equations, it is known
that the assumption on the a's implies that the null spaces of the corre
sponding differential operators L(n) tend to Vm=span{l,x, ... ,xm- 1}. In
fact, it can be shown that for n large enough these null spaces are spanned
by an ECT-system, and the associated weights in its canonical expansion
tend to the values associated with the functions in Vm • It follows that the
Green's function gm(x;y) associated with L(n) tends to (y - X)'Z-l, while by
Lemma 9.6 the divided differences used in the construction of the LB
splines tend to the usual divided difference. We conclude that the B/n)

converge to the N i as asserted. •
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I 10.S. APPROXIMAnON POWER OF L-SPLINES

L-SPUNES

In this section we give some estimates for how well smooth functions can
be approximated by splines in the space ~ (NL ; ~; d). Since the T-splines
are special cases of L-splines, our results will apply to them as well. For
some companion lower bounds, see the following section. Inverse and
saturation results are given in Section 10.7.

We begin by constructing a useful approximation operator. Suppose
{B;}T+ K are the normalized LB-splines forming a basis for S>(NL ; ~;d),

and suppose {A,-}T+ K is the dual basis discussed in Theorem 10.19. Then
given any functionfEL)[a,b], we define

m+K

Qf(x)::= ~ (A,-f)B;(x).
i-I

(10.48)

Clearly Q is a linear mapping of L)[a,b) into ~ (NL ; ~; d). Q is, in fact, a
projector onto this spline space since if s::= ~7'_+)K c;B; is any spline in ~,

then since A;s = c;, it follows that Qs::= ~7'_+)K c;B;::= s.

THEOREM 10.24

Let I <:p <:.q <:. 00, and suppose fELpm[a,b). Then for allj::=O, 1, ... ,m-l,

(10.49)

Here, C is a constant that is independent of both f and A.

Proof Fix O<j< m- I, and suppose tEll ::=[YI' YI+). Let J" be the inter
val used in the construction of BI (so that NL is spanned by an ECT-system
throughout J,,). Let uf be the unique function in NL such that

j=o, I, ... ,m- I.

Since NLE~(NL;~;~)' we have Quf=uf , and thus using the bound
(10.42) on IA;I,

fDJ(f- Qf)(t)l::= IDJ(uf- Qf)(t)l::= ID}Q(uf-f)(t)1

/

<. ~ IA,-(uf - f)IIDJB;(t)1
i-/+I-m

/

<C~-l/p ~ lIuf-fllL,,[i.]IDiB;(t)l,
i-/+I-m
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where ~ = [Yi'Yi+m] in general. We have a bound on D}B;(t) in Theorem
10.22. It remains to estimate uf - f. Applying the Holder inequality to the
Taylor expansion

where gm is the Green's function associated with the ECT-system spanning
NL on J", we obtain

where lip' + lip = I.
To estimate the norm of gm' note that by (9.31) and (9.32),

all X,Y in .r".
It follows that

II gm(x; . )11J.".[/,x]"; Cam-lip

for all tEl, and all x E~. On the other hand,

L"j(x) = W(x)Lf(x),

(10.50)

where W(x) is a function that depends only on the weight functions
wI' ... , Wm used in the canonical representation of Um,,,. Thus

i=/+ I-m, ... , /,

hence

This implies

Now, summing over / = m, . .. ,m + K and applying the Jensen inequality
(see Remark 6.2), we finally arrive at (10.49). •
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The bound on the operator Q defined in (10.48) and the error bounds
(10.49) both depend on ~ as well as a. It is a simple matter to construct a
bounded linear operator Q mapping Lp[a, b] into SJ(NL;~;d) whose
norm and associated error bounds do not depend on ~. Indeed, given ~,

suppose d* is the thinned out 3-quasi-uniform partition constructed in
Lemma 6.17. Then we can construct Q* associated with the L-spline space
SJ(NL ; ~; d*) exactly as above. Since a*/ ~* <3, the bound on IIQ*lI p and
the analogs of (10.49) are all independent of ~*. But since SJ(NL ; ~; ~.)~

SJ=SJ(NL ; ~; ~), Q* maps Lp[a, b] into SJ. In general, Q* will not repro
duce all of ~; that is, it is not a projector onto this larger space.

Theorem 10.24 gives an estimate on the distance of a given smooth
function f to the space of splines ~ (NL;~ ; ~). This bound involves II Lfll.
In our next theorem we restate this result in terms of the traditional
modulus of smoothness.

THEOREM 10.25

Let 1<p < 00. Then for any f E Lp[a,b],

d[ f. ~(NL; ~;a) ] L,.ID, b) <; c[w",(J; X)L,.ID,b) +Xm IIfllI,.ID,bd·

(10.51)

where C is a constant independent of f and d. A similar bound holds with
p=oo wheneverfEC[a,b].

Proof. Coupling (10.49) forj=O with the estimate (10.2) for Lfin terms of
D mf and f, we obtain

allf E Lp
m

[ a,b].

The result then follows upon applying Theorem 2.68. •
110.6. LOWER BOUNDS

The general results on n-widths given in Section 2.10 show that the
approximatio'n orders given in the previous section for approximation of
smooth functions by L-splines are the best possible. It is, nevertheless, of
some interest to establish this directly by giving some lower bounds that
are the companions of these upper bounds. In order to be able to state our
results without having to pay attention to the multiplicity vector ~, we
shall work with the largest possible space of L-splines associated with a
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given partition; namely,

~ 61$( NL; a) = { s: there eXis~so" ..~Sk in NL SUCh}.
that sl(x. x. ) - Si' 1- 0, 1, ... , k

I' 1+1
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(10.52)

This space is the analog of the space of piecewise polynomials '3' ~m(a). It
corresponds to the space of L-splines where all knots have multiplicity m.
We note that

all ~,

and thus lower bounds for '3' 6(ti' (NL; a) will apply to all L-spline spaces.
We begin with the companion lower bound for the case of q = x and

j = 0 in Theorem 10.24.

THEOREM 10.26

Fix 1<p < 00. Then given any partition a, there exists a function FE
Lpm[a,b] such that

( 10.53)

Proof We construct F explicitly. Given any partition a of [a,b], let p be
such that X p+ I - xp=~. Let Ip= [xp,X p+ d. We now subdivide Ip into m + 1
equal subintervals

I - [ i i+ I]p,i - xp,xp , ;=O,l, ... ,m,

where, in general, x: =xp + ia/(m + 1). Define

{(
_ )i-m • (2(x-x:)(m+ I) _ )

F(x) = 1 ~ Bm + I K 1 ,

0,

xElp,i, ;=O,l, ... ,m

otherwise,

( 10.54)

where B:, + I is the perfect (polynomial) B-spline of order m + 1 defined on
[- 1, 1]. (See Theorem 4.34.) By the properties of this B-spline, it follows
that FECm-1[a,b] and

(10.55)
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This shows that F E -4m[a, b]. The perfect B-spline is normalized such that
B:'+ 1(0) > 1/2, and thus by the construction of F, we also know that

;=0,1, ... , m. (10.56)

Now, Theorem 10.5 asserts that if ~ is sufficiently small, then NL is
spanned by an ECT-system on I". But then by the well-known alternation
theorem of Tchebycheff (see Remark 7.5), it follows that zero is the best
approximation of F, and thus

On the other hand, using Theorem 10.1 and (10.55) we see that

and (10.53) follows.

(10.57)

•
To further illustrate how lower bounds companion to the upper bounds

of Section 10.5 can be established, we now prove a version of Theorem
10.26 in which the distance is measured in the Lq-norm, 1<.q< 00. Our
approach will be the same as before: we attempt to construct a function F
lying in Lpm[a,b] such that on some interval I"=[X,,,X"+ll of length ~ the
best approximation of F from NL is given by zero. The only essential
problem is that we no longer have the Tchebycheff alternation theorem at
our disposal to characterize best approximations. We must replace it by the
orthogonality condition (see Remark 7.6)

jx.+IIF(t)lq-1 sgn[ F(t)] u;(t)dt=O,
x"

;= 1,2, ... ,m. (10.58)

The following lemma is a useful tool in constructing such functions:

LEMMA 10.27

Let {u;};" be a set of m linearly independent functions in L.[c,d], and let 9
and cp belong to C[0, I]. Then there exist points 0 = 10 <. I I <. · .. <. 1m + • == 1
and signs eI' ... , em such that the function

;=O,I, ... ,m

(10.59)
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satisfies
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fdG(t)Uj(t)dt=O, i= 1,2, ... ,m. (10.60)
c

Proof Let S={~=(~o'~l' ... '~m)ERm+l: ~7'-ol~;I=d-c}.For each ~ES,

define 'T;=c+l~ol+l~ll+··· +I~;-ll, i=I,2, ... ,m, and

Now define a function l/;: S~Rm ~Rm+l by

[""(~)];= fdGE(t)uj(t)dt,
c

i= 1,2, ... ,m.

Clearly l/; is continuous on S and is odd; that is, l/;(~)= -l/!( -~). Since Sis
the boundary of an open, bounded, symmetric set in Rm + 1 while l/!(S) is
contained in the proper subspace Rm of Rm + 1, it follows from Corollary
3.29 in the text by Schwartz [1969] that l/; must take on the value zero for
~*ES. Then we may take t; =7';*, i= 1,2, ... , m. •

We are ready to give a companion for (10.49) in the case of 1"q < 00

andj=O.

TIlEOREM 10.28

Fix 1 <ep <; 00, 1<.q< 00. Then for any partition a of [a,b] there exists a
function FE Lpm[a,b) such that

d[ F, 0' 62lf(NL; a)] Lq[a,b) ;> cam + l/q-l/p II LFI1 4 la,b). (10.61)

Proof Let p be such that ~=X"+l -x." and let (}(t)=tm(q-l) and cp(t)=

[B':+1(2t-I)]q-l, where B:a+1 is the perfect B-spline of order m+1
defined on [-I, I] in Theorem 4.34. By Lemma 10.27 there exist x" =to "
t l " • •• <; tm + I =x.,+ I and signs EI , ••• , Em such that the function

F(t)=

0,
j-O,l, ... ,m

otherwise

(10.62)
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satisfies (10.58). This implies that zero is the best approximation of F from
~G(tf(NL; ~); that is, d[F, 0'G(tf(NL ; ~)]Lq[a,bJ = II FIILq[a,bJ. ~ince at least
one of the subintervals I p) = [t), t)+ I] is of length at least ~/(m+ I), we
find that

[ ]

I/q

d[F,qpqn(NL; a)]Lq[a,bj> !,j'j+'IF(tWdt

Combining this with (10.57) in the same way as in the proof of Theorem
10.26 leads to (10.61). •

§ 10.7. INVERSE THEOREMS AND SATURATION

In this section we discuss inverse, saturation, and characterization theo
rems for approximation by L-splines. Since the results given here closely
resemble those given in Sections 6.8 and 6.9 for polynomial splines, we will
keep the proofs short, emphasizing only the major changes required.

The key to obtaining inverse theorems for L-splines is to have an
appropriate way of measuring the smoothness of a function. Let L be a
linear differential operator as in (10.1), and let 1 <.p<oo. Then we define
the K-functional associated with L by

( 10.63)

Clearly KL,p(t) is a nonlinear functional defined on the space Lp[a,b]. We
define a similar functional on C[a, b] by choosing p = 00 and replacing
Lpm[a,b] by Cm[a,b] in (10.63). It is clear that KL,p(t) reduces to the
K-functional Km,p(t) introduced in Definition 2.64 if we take L= n m. The
following theorem shows that KL,p(t) is closely related to Km,p(t):

THEOREM 10.29

There exist positive constants C 1 and C2 (depending only on Land [a,b])
such that

KL,p(t)f <. C I(Km,p(t)f+ tmllfll ~[a,bJ)

Km,p(t)f <. C2( KL,p(t)f+ tmll/il ~[a,b)

for allfEl.p[a,b], I <p<oo, and for allfEC[a,b],p=oo.

Proof We simply apply the inequalities (10.2) and (10.3).

(10.64)

( 10.65)

•
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It is clear from the definition of KL,p(t) that it possesses properties
similar to those listed in Theorem 2.65 for Km,p(t). Because of its impor
tance for saturation theorems, we explicitly prove the analog of (2.138).

THEOREM 10.30

Suppose 1<p<oo and thatfE~[a,b] is such that

liminf t -mKL,p(t)f=O.
t~O

(10.66)

Then there exists g E NL so that f= g almost everywhere. Similarly, if
fEC[a,b] and (10.66) holds withp=oo, thenfENL.

Proof. For any gELpm[a,b] and any O<t< I,

KL,p(l)f <t- m{Ilf - gllp + tmllLgll p} <t -mKL,p(t)f.

We conclude that KL,p(l)f=O, and thus there exists a sequence gt,g2' ... of
functions in Lpm[a,b] with

(10.67)

But Lpm[a,b] with the norm

" gil L = II gllL"la,b] + II LglIL"la,b]

is a Banach space, and thus (10.67) implies that gt,g2'... is a Cauchy
sequence in ~m[a,b]. Hence it must converge to some gELpm[a,b], which
by (10.67) must satisfy IILgllp=O and IIf-gll p=O. Thus f=g almost
everywhere, and g E N L as was to be shown. •

In preparation for our development of inverse theorems for approxima
tion by L-splines, we now give an estimate for the smoothness (measured
in terms of the K-functional) of a given spline in the space ~ 6(lf(NL ; a)
defined in (10.52).

THEOREM 10.31

Let ~ be a partition of [a, b], and suppose O<e <;~. Then for any
sE~6(lf(NL;~),

m-l

KL,oo(e)s<C t ~ eiJ(DJs ),
j-O

(10.68)
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where

J(DJs)= max \;ump[DJs ] .1.
I <:.i <:.k IJ X,

Proof We define

L-SPLINES

g = { s +Pi on Ji = [ Xi - e/2, Xi]'

s,

where Pi E qp2m is chosen so that

i= 1,2, .. . ,k

otherwise,
(10.69)

j=O., 1., .. o,m -1.

By construction gEL:[a, b], and thus

KL,oo(e)s < lis - gil Loo[a,b] + em II Lgil Loo[a,b]

, max IlpillL [J.]+e
m max IILpillL [J.]

I <:.i<:.k 00 I I <:.i<:.k 00 I

But by a simple result on the size of Hermite interpolating polynomials (cf.
Remark 10.1),

m-I

II D pi11 Loo[Jjl <Ce -" ~ eiJ(IYs),
j~O

and (10.68) follows.

Our first inverse result is the analog of Theorem 6.39.

THEOREM 10.32

•

Let ~" be a sequence of partitions of [a,b] satisfying the mixing condition
of Definition 6.37. Then there exists a constant C1 such that for all
fEC[a.,b].,

KL,oo(~,,)f<C 1 sup d[f, 0' G2lf(NL;~,,)]
n~JI

for all sufficiently large v.

Proof. For each v, let s" E qp G(tf(NL; ~,,) be such that

( 10.70)
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Then

KLtoo(~,,)f< II f-s" II L«J[atb) + K Lt oo(~")S,,

< 2d[ j, ~6(lf(NL; ~,,)] + KLtoo(~")S,,.
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Thus it suffices to estimate KLt(X)(~")s". Here we may apply Theorem 10.31
with f = ~". By the mixing condition there exists p >0 such that for each
O<i<k",

for some n(i, p);;. p and some 0..; r <; k n • But then using Markov's inequal
ity again, we see that for each O<j<m-l,

<c~~j lis" -sn" L«J[X~tx~+d<4C~~j supd[ f, ~6(lf(NL; an) ]00·
n,>"

Putting these estimates in (10.68) leads to (10.70). •
We now give a characterization theorem that relates the order of

approximation of a function by a sequence of L-spline spaces ~ 6(lf (NL; a,,)
to its smoothness.

THEOREM 10.33

Let a" be a sequence of partitions going steadily to zero (cf. Definition 6.5)
and satisfying the mixing condition. Suppose <I> is a monotone-increasing
function on (O,T) such that ctm<;ep(t) for some c>O. ThenfEC[a,b]
satisfies

if and only if

(10.71)

allO<t<T. (10.72)

Proof If f satisfies (10.71), then by Theorem 10.32,

But then

wm(f; ~,,) <; C4Kmtoo(~,,)f< C3 [ KLtoo(~,,)f+~; IIfll(X)]

~ C2</>(Ll,,),
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where we have used Theorem 2.67 for the first inequality, (10.65) for the
second, and our assumption on </> for the third. Now the same arguments
that were used in the proof of Theorem 6.41 can be applied, using the
quasi-uniformity of ~v to estimate wm(f; ~v) in terms of wm(f; ~v)' The
converse assertion follows immediately from our direct approximation
Theorem 10.25. •

Theorem 10.33 completely characterizes the approximation order obtain
able with L-splines in terms of the smoothness of f. Using it we im
mediately obtain characterizations of the classical Lipschitz and Zygmund
spaces in terms of their approximability by L-splines-cf. Theorem 6.43.
Theorem 10.33 applies as long as ep(t) does not go to zero faster than
(9 (1 m

). The following theorem shows that (except for functions in N L which
are approximated exactly) m is the maximal order of convergence obtain
able no matter how smooth f may be. I t is the analog of the saturation
Theorem 6.42 for polynomial splines.

THEOREM 10.34

Suppose ~v is a sequence of partitions as in Theorem 10.33 and that
fEC[a,b] is such that

lim inf~;md[f,0'61lf(NL;dv)] =0.
v~oo 00

ThenfE NLo

Proof By Theorem 10.33, (10.73) implies that

lim inf t-mKL oo(l)f=O,
t~O '

(10.73)

and thus by Theorem 10.30,fE NLo •

So far we have been working with the space 0'6(tf(NL ; d), as it is the
biggest of the L-spline spaces. If we are willing to work with smoother
subspaces, it is po~sible to establish some inverse theorems without the
mixing condition on the partitions (cf. the polynomial spline space in
Section 6.8). We now give the following analog of Theorem 6.46:

THEOREM 10.35

Let ~v be a sequence of partitions of [a,b] with ~v!O and ~={a,b}. For
each " let ~v be a linear space of L-splines contained in 0' 6(lf(NL; ~v) n
C/[a,b]. GivenfEC[a,b], let Ev=d(f,~v)oo' Then

v

KL,oo(~v)f~CI~~+1 ~
r=- I

Er + Er - l

~J+I
_r

(10.74)
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Proof By Theorem 10.31, for any ~ and any O<e<~, if sE0'6(lf(NL ; d)
n C'[a, b], then

where

m--l

KL.OO(e)s ~ C4 ~ elJ(DJs ),
)=/+ 1

J(DJs)= max jump[DJs ] o'
1<.; <. k x,

(10.75)

This is the analog of (6.86). Now, by exactly the same arguments used to
prove (6.87) substituting the Markov inequality (10.5) for the usual one, we
can show

II

J( DJsp ) <C3 ~
r=l

)=/+ 1, ... ,m-l, ( 10.76)

where Sp ~ ~ are such that Ilf- spll <2ep. Now

Since KL . oo(~p)(f- sp) <C2 11 f - sp II, combining these results with the same
argument used to prove Theorem 6.46, we obtain (10.74). •

Theorem 10.35 can now be used to characterize the classical Lipschitz
and Zygmund spaces in terms of how well they can be approximated by
smooth spaces of L-splines without any mixing condition on the sequence
of partitions. In particular, it is clear that by using the same kind of
arguments as in the proof of Theorem 10.33, we can show that Theorem
6.47 is valid with the space of piecewise polynomials 0' ~m(d) replaced by
the space of piecewise L-splines ~ G(lf (NL ; d).

As in the polynomial spline case, it is not possible to establish a
saturation result for arbitrary functions and arbitrary sequences of parti
tions. We can do something for smooth functions, however.

THEOREM 10.36

Let d
ll

be a sequence of partitions as In Theorem 10.33. Suppose jE
Cm[a,b] is a function such that

(10.77)

where \fI is a monotone-increasing function with l/;(t)---.O as t---.O. Then
jENL ·
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Proof. The proof follows along the same lines as that of Theorem 6.48.
Here we must replace "'m by KL,oo. In addition, we need to find a substitute
for the Whitney theorem which was used there. By Theorem 10.9 and the
estimate (10.50) there exists g; E N L such that

where I;=(x;-e,x;+e), j= 1,2, ... ,k. Now the remainder of the proof
proceeds as before using the Markov inequality for N L • •

We devote the remainder of this section to inverse and saturation results
for the case where the distance is measured in the p-norm, 1 <.p < 00. Our
first result is the analog of Theorem 6.49 (cf. Theorem 10.31 for the case of
p = (0).

THEOREM 10.37

Let ~ be a partition of the interval [a,b], and suppose O<e ,~. Then for
any spline s E 0' Gl1f (NL ; ~), -

where

m-l

KL,p(e)s <. Cte 1lp ~ elJp([)is),
j-O

(

k ) lip

~(Dis) = .~ /jump [ DisLf .
1==1

(10.78)

Proof The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 10.31. Indeed,
with g as in (10.69), we have

KL,p( e)s (; lis - gil L,,[a,b] + em II LglI L,,[a,b]

Now II Pi II 4[J
i
] <e 1IP /lp;IIL

oo
[J;]' and the remainder of the proof proceeds as

before. •

We can no~ give an inverse result for the spaces 0'62lf(NL ;d.,) assuming
that ~" satisfies an appropriate p-mixing condition.
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THEOREM 10.38
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Let d" be a sequence of quasi-uniform partitions satisfying the p-mixing
condition of Definition 6.50. Then for every fELp[a,b],

KL,P(~")<C. sup d[ f, ~ 6(lf(NL;d n ) ]p.
n";i)"

(10.79)

Proof The proof follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 6.52 for
polynomial splines. Here we replace wm(f; ~,,)p by KL,p(a,,)f and use
Theorem 10.37 instead of Theorem 6.49. In the estimate of Jp(IYs) we use
the Markov inequality (10.5) for NL . •

It is now clear that Theorem 10.38 can be used to characterize the
classical Lipschitz and Zygmund spaces in terms of their approximability
by L-splines. Indeed, by using the same argument that was used in the
proof of Theorem 10.33 to transform results about KL,p(t)! into results
about wm(f; t)p' we immediately obtain Theorem 6.54 [minus the assertion
(6.110)] with ~ ~m (d,,) replaced by ~ 6llf (NL; d,,). The saturation assertion
(6.110) of Theorem 6.54 is replaced by the following result:

THEOREM 10.39

Suppose d" is a sequence of partitions as in Theorem 10.38 and that
fELp[a,b] is such that

lim inf~;md[ f, 0' 6llf( N L; d,,) ] p =o.
"-+00

Then there exists g E NL such that f = g almost everywhere.

Proof Theorem 10.38 implies that

and the result follows from Theorem 10.30.

(10.80)

•
We close this section with two results for the nonmixed case. First we

have the following analog of Theorems 6.55 and 10.35:

THEOREM 10.40

Let d" be a sequence of partitions of [a,b] with ~,,!o and do={a,b}. For
each v let ~" be a linear space of spline functions contained in
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P e +e
K (a )!<c al + I + I / p ~ r r-I

L.p _P I_p r~l ~~+I+I/P·
(10.81)

Proof. The proof parallels that of Theorem 6.55, with the only changes
being that it is now based on Theorem 10.37 and that the Markov
inequality for NL must be substituted for the usual one. •

The inverse result of Theorem 10.40 can now be translated directly into
a characterization for certain classical smooth spaces in terms of how well
they can be approximated by L-splines with some smoothness. The result
is essentially identical to Theorem 6.56. Our last result is a saturation
theorem.

THEOREM 10.41

Let ap be a sequence of partitions with apiO and ~= {a,b}. Suppose
! E Lp

m
[a, b] is such that

( 10.82)

where l/; is monotone increasing and 0/(t)~O as t~O. Then fENL.

Proof We may follow the proof of Theorem 6.57. Here we use Theorem
10.9 and the estimate (1.0.50) to construct g;ENL such that

11/- g;IIL,,[Ii ] <C2
em IIL111L,,[Ii ]'

where./;=[x;"-e,x;"+e], i=I,2, ... ,k. Arguing as before leads to the
assertion that KL,p(e)!=o(e m

), and the result follows from Theorem 10.30.

•
I 10.8. TRIGONOMETRIC SPLINES

In this section we consider a special kind of L-spline of considerable
importance in applications. Given m = 2r let

{ VI' ••• ' vm } = { cos(x /2), sin(x /2), ... , cos[ (r - 1/2)x], sin[ (r- 1/2)x]},

(10.83)

Similarly, if m=2r+ 1, let

{U I,···, um } = {1, cos( x), sin(x), ... ,cos( rx), sin( rx)} (10.84)
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and define the m-dimensional space <Jm by

'5 = { span{v. , , vm } ,

m span{u. , , U m } ,

m=2r

m=2r+l.
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( 10.85)

We now introduce the space of splines of interest in this section.
Suppose a= {a=xo <x. < ... <Xk + 1 =b} is a partition of the interval
[a, b], and suppose ~= (m 1, ••• , m k ) is a vector of integers with 1<. m; <m,
i== 1,2, ... , k. Then we define the space of trigonometric splines of order m
with knots Xl' •• • , X k of multiplicities m l' ... , m k by

s: there exist so, ... , Sk E'5m with s(x)

=Si(X) for x Eli = [Xi' Xi+ .), i=
~('5m; ~; a) = 0, 1, ... , k, and DJ-ISi_1(X i ) = . (10.86)

Dj-1Si(Xi ), )=1,2, ... ,m-mi, i=
1,2, ... , k

Since the space '5m is clearly the null space of the linear differential
operator

m=2rL
m

={( D 2 + (r- 1/2)2) ... (D 2 + (1/2)2),

(D 2 +r 2
) ••• (D 2 + l)D,

( 10.87)
m=2r+ 1,

we see that the space of trigonometric splines is in fact a space of
L-splines. We can apply the theory of the preceding sections to derive
some properties of trigonometric splines. We begin by introducing the
Green's function associated with Lmo

THEOREM 10.42

Let

o 2
m-1 [. (X-y )]m-l

GL(X;Y) = Gm(x;y)=(x-y)+ (m-l)! sm -2- . (10.88)

Then

)=O,I, ... ,m-l. (10.89)
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Moreover, for x>y,

L-SPUNES

~ ( ),,-I( m-I ) . [(21'-1)( )]
1

2 -'-' - 1 -1 sIn -2- x-y ,m==2r
,,-1 r+v

Gm(x;y)== ( ) r

m-l! () ()m-; I +2 ~ (-If w:-;; cos[p(x-Y)],m==2r+ l.
v-I

(10.90)

and Gm is the Green's function associated with L==Lm •

Proof To prove (10.89), we note that

2
m-2 [. (x_y )]m-2 (X-y )

DPm(x; y)= (m-2)! SID -2- cos -2- · (10.91)

The assertion follows. To prove (10.90), we apply known trigonometric
identities to sinm

- I. Since

sin(j(x - y)] = sin(jx)cos(jy) - cos(jx)sin(jy)

cos [ j( x - y )] == cos( jx) cos(jy ) - sin(jx) sin(jy ),

it follows that Gm belongs to 5m for x;>y, alld by Definition 10.6, Gm is the
Green's function associated with L==Lm • •

Before proceeding with further properties of trigonometric splines, we
observe that (10.90) can be used to identify the adjunct functions associ
ated with {ui}';' and {Vi}';'. We have ut(y)=(m; I)/(m-I)! and

• _ 2( - 1)" ( m - 1 ) . (2v-I )
V2.- I(y)- (m-l)! r+p-I SID 2 Y

m==2r
• _2(-I),,-I( m-l) (21'-1)

v2.(y)- (m-I)! r+p-I cos 2 y

2( - 1)"
u· (y)== (m-l)cos(J1Y)

2" (m-l)! r+v
m==2r+ 1

• ()_ 2(-1)" (m-I) . ( )
U2,,+1 Y - (m-l)! r+v sin vy ,

for v == 1,2, ... , r. This shows that the space Gl.i. spanned by the adjunct
functions [which is the null space of Lm == ( - l)mLm] is in fact 5"m.
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The results of Section 10.3 show that S;('5"m; ~; ~) is a linear space of
dimension m+K with K=~7_1m;. Using the Green's function Gm of
(10.88), we can now apply Theorem 10.15 to construct a one-sided basis
for S;. The methods of Section 10.3 or 10.4 can now be used to derive a
basis of local support splines for ~. Here there is some advantage to
following Section 10.3, as in this special case it leads to B-splines for which
a recurrence relation can be established. In order to apply the results of
Section 10.3, we must show that the space ~·=span{ur,... , u:a}=5m is an
ET-space on sufficiently small intervals.

LEMMA 10.43

'5"m is an ET-space on any interval I of length III <2",.

Proof This fact follows from Theorem 2.33 if we can show that

all nontrivial u E '5"m' (10.92)

where Z counts multiple zeros. But this assertion about the zeros of a
trigonometric polynomial is a result from classical analysis. •

Lemma 10.43 can also be established directly by looking at the determi
nants formed from the functions {u;}':' or {v; };"; see Remark 10.2. It is
easy to see that II I< 2", is sufficient to guarantee that '5"m is a Tchebycheff
system on the interval I. We do not need the ECT-property in the
following construction of trigonometric B-splines.

Let t l <t2 < ... <tm + 1 with tm + 1 -tl <2",. Then we define the mth
order trigonometric divided difference of a function f over t I' · · ., tm + I by

m=2r+ 1

(10.93)

m=2r.

The following theorem collects some elementary properties of these di
vided differences:
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THEOREM 10.44
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m+1

[tl,···,tm+I]~= ~
)-1

More generally, if

m+l (I.-I.)'II sin T
;=1
;+)

(10.94)

I( Id
~ ~

t l <t2 < ... <:tm + 1 = 7"1,···,7"1'·'" 7"d,···,7"d

d I;

[tl, ... ,tm+I]Tf= ~ ~ aijDJ-t.!(7"i)
;=1)=1

(10.95)

(10.96)

with ail; ~ 0, i = 1,2, ... ,d. Finally, if u is any element of 5""m' then

(10.97)

Proof. The identity (10.94) can be obtained by expanding the determi
nants in the numerator and denominator of (10.93) using Laplace's expan
sion and the explicit formulae given in Remark 10.2 for determinants
formed from the u's and v's. The formula (10.96) also follows from
Laplace's expansion, while ai!. =1=0 is due to the fact that it is a quotient of
two determinants formed fro~ the u's and v's which by Lemma 10.43 form
an ET-system. Property (10.97) is immediate from the definition (10.93)
since when u E 5m , then the last column in the numerator is a linear
combination of the previous columns. •

We are now ready to introduce the trigonometric B-splines. Suppose

is a sequence of real numbers. Then for any i with Yi <Yi+m' we define the
trigonometric B-spline by

[ . (x - ,,)] III - I
Q~"(X) == (- I )111[.\'".\',+ I" ... "Y,+lIIh sin -2-- + (10.98)

If Yi =Yi+m' we define Qr to be identically zero. For later use we observe
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that

Q/(X)={ Sin((Yi+: - yJ/2) ,
0, otherwise.
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(10.99)

The following theorem shows that the trigonometric B-splines have proper
ties similar to those of the ordinary polynomial B-splines:

THEOREM 10.45

Suppose
/, Id
~ ,----"-----.

Yi ~ Yi+ I ~ ... ~ Yi+m = 'T I ,···, 'T I , ... , 'Td ,··· ,'Td • (10.100)

Then Qim as defined in (10.98) is a trigonometric spline with knots at the
points 'T I, ... , 'Td of multiplicities 'I'.·.' 'd. Moreover,

and

for Yi <x <Y;+m'

for x <y; and x >Yi+m'

(10.101)

( 10.102)

Proof The fact that Q;(x) is a trigonometric spline follows from the
expansion (10.96) combined with the properties of the Green's function
given in Theorem 10.42. In particular, these properties combine to show
that Q;(x) has the correct piecewise structure, and that it ties together with
the desired smoothness at each knot. The fact that Qi(X) vanishes for X<Yi
is clear from the one-sided nature of Gm(x; y)." For x>Yi+m' Qi(X) is the
trigonometric divided difference of a function in '5m , hence it vanishes also.
The positivity assertion (10.101) follows inductively from a recursion
relation to be given below. •

Our next theorem gives an important recurrence relation for computing
trigonometric B-splines of order m from trigonometric B-splines of order
m-I:

THEOREM 10.46

. (X-Yi) m-I . (Yi+m- X ) m-ISIn -2- Q; (x)+sIn 2 Qi+l (x)

Q;m(x) = (y. _yo)
. I+m I

SID 2
(10.103)
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Proof The proof works through exponential divided differences. See
Lyche and Winther [1977]. •

It is also of interest to have a formula for the derivative of a trigonomet
ric B-spline.

THEOREM 10.47

Let Yi' ... 'Yi+m be as in Theorem 10.46, and suppose m >2. Then

(
X- Y i ) m-I (Yi+m- X

) m-I
m =( m-I) cos -2- Qi (x)-cos 2 Qi+l (x)

DQi (x) 2 . (Yi+m-Yi) .
sIn 2

(10.104)

Proof See Lyche and Winther [1977]. •
Our next theorem is a Peano representation for the trigonometric di

vided difference.

THEOREM 10.48

For all f such that Lmf E Lt[Yi'Yi+m]'

( 10.105)

Proof We simply apply the trigonometric divided difference to the
Taylor expansion formula

where uf is the unique element of '5m such that

j=O,I, ... ,m-l.

( 10.106)

•
It is also possible to give a trigonometric version of Marsden's identity

(cf. Theorem 4.21). First we need to normalize our B-splines. Let

N .m( )== . (Yi+m-Yi)Q.m( )
I X SID 2 I x. (10.107)
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THEOREM 10.49

Let l<r andY'<Y,+I. Then for any yEA

. (y_x)m-I ~ )sIn -2- = ~ CJJ;,m(y N;m(x),
i-=/+I-m

where
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m-I

() II · (Y - y; + v )CJJ;,m Y = sIn 2 .
,,-1

Proof See Lyche and Winther [1977]. •
The result (10.108) can now be used to obtain the expansions of the

functions in ~m in terms of trigonometric B-splines. It is also possible to
give the dual basis for the normalized B-splines explicitly.

We close this section by noting that it is also possible to define spaces of
periodic trigonometric splines as well as spaces of natural trigonometric
splines; compare the discussion for L-splines.

I 10.9. HISTORICAL NOTES

Section 10.1

The theory of ordinary differential equations is treated in a wealth of
classical books, but some of the results quoted here are often not included.

Section 10.2

The Green's function plays a major role in the theory of ordinary differen
tial equations. The notion of adjunct functions can be found in the text by
Ince [1944]. Theorem 10.10 should be part of the classical theory but we
couldn't find it anywhere. It is proved in Jerome and Schumaker [1976].

Section 10.3

We discuss the historical development of generalized splines in the notes
for Section 11.1. Early contributors to the theory of L-splines included
Greville [1964b], Ahlberg, Nilson, and Walsh [1964], and Schultz and
Varga [1967]. These papers concentrated on the natural L-splines which
arise as solutions of appropriate best interpolation problems. Our develop
ment of a one-sided basis is based on ideas developed in the articles by
Jerome and Schumaker [1971, 1976] for g-splines (cf. Section 8.3).
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Section 10.4

Local support L-splines were first constructed by Jerome [1973a]. The fact
that one can use the Tchebycheffian B-splines when ~ is sufficiently small
was observed by Scherer and Schumaker [1980]. The construction of the
dual basis given in Theorem 10.19 is also taken from this paper, as are
Theorems 10.20 to 10.23.

Section 10.5

The approximation power of generalized splines was investigated by
several authors. The first results were obtained via interpolating splines,
see, for example, Ahlberg, Nilson, and Walsh [1967b] and Schultz and
Varga [1967]; they were then refined in a long series of later papers. As
these results were derived for natural L-splines, they do not apply to the
general class of L-splines considered here. The first error bounds for
approximation by general classes of L-splines are credited to Jerome
[1973a]; see also Johnen and Scherer [1976]. The approach taken here is
attributed to Scherer and Schumaker [1980].

Section 10.6

Lower bounds for approximation by generalized splines were given in the
paper by Jerome and Schumaker [1974] using the theory of n-widths.
Direct proofs of the type used here were later given by Schumaker [1978].
The generalization of the Hobby-Rice theorem given in Lemma 10.27 is
also taken from this paper. The proof is based on an idea of Pinkus [1976].

Section 10.7

The results of this section are based on the work of DeVore and Richards
[1973a,b], Johnen and Scherer [1976], and Scherer [1976,1977].

Section 10.8

Trigonometric splines were first considered by Schoenberg [1964b]. He
considered the case where m is odd, as well as natural trigonometric
splines. The introduction of the trigonometric splines with m even is
credited to Lyche and Winther [1977]. Most of the results of this section
come from this paper.
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I 10.10 REMARKS
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Remark 10.1

The following simple fact about Hermite interpolating polynomials is
proved in the article by Swartz and Varga [1972]:

LEMMA 10.50

Let p E ~-p2m be a polynomial such that

j = 0, 1, ... ,m - 1.

Then

m-l

IIDjpI14[O.h]~Ch-j+l/p~ hVmax(lavl,lbvl)·
v-=O

Remark 10.2

If m=2r+ 1 and 11 <12 < ... <1m , then the functions {Ui}~ defined in
(10.84) satisfy

Similarly, if m = 2r, then the {Vi}~ in (10.84) satisfy

D( 1I' , 1m ) =4r2
- r II sin( Ii - lj ).

VI' , Vm 1 <:oj < i <. m 2

(10.109)

(10.110)

These formulae can be established by relating them to certain determi

nants formed from exponentials.
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GENERALIZED SPLINES

In the previous two chapters we have studied several spaces of generalized
splines where a large part of the theory of polynomial splines can be
carried over. In this chapter we shall look at some more general spaces of
splines where we can still say quite a bit about dimension, one-sided bases,
local bases, zeros and sign changes. In addition, we introduce a nonlinear
space of splines and look briefly at rational and complex splines.

111.1. A GENERAL SPACE OF SPLINES

Let ~ be a partially ordered set, and suppose

is a set of distinct elements in ~. The set d partitions 0 into k + 1
"intervals"

Suppose

I;={XE~: x;<x<x;+t},

Ik={xE~: xk<x}.

i = 1,2, ... ,k - 1; (11.1)

Gl1; = span{uj };~ t (11.2)

are finite dimensional linear spaces of functions defined on Ii' i =0, 1, ... ,k.
We begin by defining the analog of the space of piecewise polynomials:
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6J"11f(~, ... , "1L
k

; d) = { s~here exis.t~; E Gll,; with }
s-s; on 1;,1-0, 1, ... ,k.

(11.3)
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In order to define a generalized space of splines, we now introduce some
linear functionals to be used in forcing the pieces of 0' G(If to tie together
appropriately. Suppose

where

( 11.4)

f _ {( ij -i})} rij
ij- !.! ,y" ,,-1' O<:i<j<:k, ( 11.5)

where {!f}:_1 and {:yy}:_1 are sets of linear functionals defined on the

spaces Gh,; and Gh,j' respectively.

DEFINITION 11.1

Let

We call ~ the space of generalized splines relative to ~, ... ,~, f, and d.

It is clear that ~ is a linear space. It consists of all real-valued functions
defined on ~ such that in each subinterval I;, s is a member of Gh,; with
some additional conditions on how the pieces are tied together. In particu
lar, we require that the pieces in the ith and jth intervals tie together in
such a way that a certain linear functional operating on the ith piece has
the same value as another (possibly different) linear functional operating
on the jth piece.

Definition 11.1 carries the idea of a linear space of splines about as far
as it can go. The interval has been replaced by a general partially ordered
set; the polynomials have been replaced by (possibly different) general
linear spaces in each subinterval; and continuity of derivatives at the knots
has been replaced by the matching of general linear functionals.

Before giving several examples to illustrate how the flexibility of Defini
tion 11.1 can be used to describe some rather unusual kinds of spline
spaces, we introduce one more piece of notation. In the case where the ties
between the pieces are described by continuity of successive derivatives, it
will be convenient to use a special notation. In particular, if '3t=(rt , ••• ,rk )

is a vector of positive integers, then we write
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Definition 11.1 clearly includes all the spaces of splines considered in the
previous chapters. It should be noted, however, that the role of 0t in this
case is in a certain sense the dual of the role of ~ in previous spline
spaces. The discrete splines provide an example where the set ~ is not an
ordinary interval. In Section 11.7 we introduce some spaces of splines
where ~ is a curve in the plane. The Tchebycheffian and L-splines
considered in Chapters 9 and 10 provide examples of splines where the
pieces are drawn from nonpolynomial spaces. The following example
shows how the structure of these pieces can vary from interval to interval:

EXAMPLE 11.2

Let ~=[-1,2] and ~={O,I}. Let Ghu=0'2' "Ll.=span{e X
}, and ~=

span{cos(x),sin(x)}. Suppose 0t =(1,1).

Discussion. In this case the space of splines ~ defined in (11.6) consists of
functions that are linear polynomials in the interval [- 1,0), exponential in
[0, I), and a linear combination of cos(x) and sin(x) in [1,2]. The tie
conditions require that any spline s in ~ must be a continuous function on
[ - 1,2]. Some typical elements in ~ are shown in Figure 35. •

-1 o

801 (x)

o 2

sin x rosxsin 1 - cos 1

11821(x)

-1 0 1 2

Figure 35. A one-sided basis for the splines in Example 11.2.
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The g-splines discussed in Section 8.3 provide an example of where the
ties between the pieces of the splines are defined by general linear
functionals. We now give a rather different kind of example.

EXAMPLE 11.3

Let O==[a,b], and suppose 611; = 0'4' i=O, l, ... ,k. Let f== {f;-l,;}~_l where

f;_I,; = {(eX;_I-,eX;_l +),(ex;_,ex;+), (eXi+I-,eXi+l +)}
i= 1,2, ... ,k.

Discussion. In this case the space ~ of splines consists of piecewise cubic
polynomials, where the ties between successive pieces take place at several
points rather than at one. In particular, for each i=O, l, ... ,k-l, the pieces
s; and s;+ 1 have to agree at the points x;, x;+ 1 and X i + 2• •

We begin our study of the linear space ~ by identifying its dimension
under some natural conditions on the linear functionals describing f which
assure that they are compatible with each other.

THEOREM 11.4

Suppose that for each)= I,2, ... ,k, the matrix

A.+ ==
}

with Aij+ =

yfu{
yfu{

(11.7)

is of full rank 'j == rOj + . · · + rj-1,j. Then

k

dirn~ =no+ ~ (~-1j).
j-I

Proof. The condition on the matrices A o+, ... ,Ak+ can be fulfilled only
when 1j <e nj , ) == 1,2, ... ,k. It is clear that ~ is a linear space, and that each
s E § can be written in the form

j=O,l, ... ,k.

The conditions tying the pieces together can be written as a linear system
of equations on the coefficients of s. Indeed, if we write cj = (Cj" ••• ,Cjn)T
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for the coefficient vector of the jth piece, and define matrices Aij- as in
(11.7) (but using "Ipij instead of ypij), then the required system of equations
has the form -

A 01 -Ao~ 0 0 Co
A 02 0 Ao~ 0 c1

AOic 0 0 -A~
=0.

0 0 0 Ak--1,k - Ak+-1,k ck

The matrix of this system has L1==0"i columns and ~1-1r) rows. As it is
easily seen that the hypotheses guarantee that it is of full rank (equal to the
number of rows), it follows that the dimensionality of its null space is
~~"i - ~~1j. This is, of course, also the dimensionality of ~ . •

§ 11.2. A ONE-SIDED BASIS

In this section we construct a one-sided basis for the space ~, assuming
that the hypotheses of Theorem 11.4 are satisfied. Our method of approach
will be to mimic the construction of the one-sided basis for the polynomial
splines (cf. Theorem 4.5). In particular, we shall first construct mo= no
elements in ~ by extending the functions u?, ... ,u~o to all of Q. Then
associated with each knot Xi' we shall construct m; = n; - r i splines which
vanish identically for x<xi ' i= I,2, ... ,k. The following lemma shows how
to construct the first mo basis splines:

LEMMA 11.5

There exist splines Bol , ... , Bomo in ~ so that

j= 1,2, ... ,mo= no·

Proof. Fix 1~j ~ mo. We define Bo) to be equal to u)o on 10• Now to
extend this function to 11,12, ••• , and so on, we need to choose coefficients
a Oj so thatpq

np

Boj(x) = L a~~u:(x)
q=1

for xEIp ' p =0,1, ... ,k.

To assure that the pieces of Bo) in 10 and II are properly tied together, we
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should choose the coefficients a?~, ... ,a?~) so that

aOj 'Y?IU~II _ J

Ao~

aOj 'Y0IU~
In) -,"01 J
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Since this is a system of r I <n I equations (of full rank), it can always be
solved. Clearly, this process can be continued to extend BOj into the
intervals 12,,,,, I k • •

We now construct the m i splines associated with each knot Xi for our
one-sided basis.

LEMMA 11.6

For each i = 1,2, ... , k there exist splines Bil , ... , Bim; which vanish identi
cally for X <Xi' and which are linearly independent on Ii'

Proof Fix l<i<k and l<j<mi • We show how to construct By. For
X <Xi' we define By(x) =O. To define By on the interval Ii' we need to find
coefficients {ai~}~_ I so that

n;

Bij(x)= ~ ai~u~(x)
q-l

( 11.8)

ties properly onto the function 0 at Xi' To this end, let A be any n i by n i
matrix obtained from A i+ [cf. (11.7)] by adding m i rows to it. Since A i+ is
of full rank, we may assume A has been constructed to be nonsingular.
Now we choose the coefficients {ai~} as the solution of the system

a ij
il

where tS(ni,ri +j) is a vector of length n; with all zero components except
for the ri +jth component, which we take to he 1. Now By is defined on Ii
by (11.8). Using the technique of Lemma 11.5, we can now extend By to
the intervals Ii + l' ... ,Ik to obtain a spline lying in the space ~.

It remains to check that the Bi!' ... ' Bim; are linearly independent on Ii.
To establish this, we shall construct a dual basis for these functions.
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Suppose that the pth additional row of A is given. by (~r;+."t, ... ,Ar;+p,1I;)'
p= 1,2, ... ,m;. Then we define linear functionals A:, ... ,A~ on Gl1; by

By the construction of Bij on I;, it is clear that {A/,}~ form a dual basis for
{Bij }jt-l; that is,

p,}= 1,2, ... ,m;.

Now we can easily prove the linear independence of the Bit, ... ,B;m; on I;.
Indeed, if ~jt-IcjBij=O, then

p= 1,2, ... ,m;. •
It is clear that there is some arbitrariness in the construction of the basis

elements in Lemmas 11.5 and 11.6; that is, this construction of one-sided
basis elements is not uniquely determined. The following theorem shows
that in any case we have constructed a basis for ~ :

THEOREM 11.7

The set of splines {Bij}jt-I,;k_ O defined in Lemmas 11.5 and 11.6 form a
basis for ~.

Proof Our proof follows the idea of the proof of Theorem 4.5 in the
polynomial spline case. First, it is clear by construction that each of the
splines Bij belongs to the space ~. By Theorem 11.4, we know that the
dimension of this space is mo+ m l · .. + mk • Thus to complete the proof,
we need only check that the functions are linearly independent on n.
Suppose

k m;

~ ~ cijBij(x)=O
;-0)-1

for all x En.

We need to show that all these coefficients must be zero. First, restricting
attention to the interval 10, we see that COl BOt + ... + comoBomo = 0 there.
But since these functions are assumed to be linearly independent, it follows
that the corresponding c's are zero. Now consider x in the interval I •. We
now have cllBll + · .. + ClmlBlmt =0 on this interval. By the linear inde
pendence of Bll, ... ,Blmt on this interval, we find that these coefficients are
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also zero. This process can be continued, moving one interval to the right
at a time, and the theorem is proved. •

To illustrate the construction of the one-sided basis in Theorem 11.7, we
give several examples.

EXAMPLE 11.8

Let ~ be the class of splines discussed in Example 11.2. Construct a
one-sided basis.

Discussion. We compute the dimension of this space of splines to be 3. A
basis of one-sided splines for ~ can be constructed by the process of
Lemmas 11.5 and 11.6. For example, we may take the three functions
shown in Figure 35. •

The construction of the one-sided basis is somewhat simplified when all
the spaces 621; are the same.

EXAMPLE 11.9

Construct a one-sided basis for the space of splines defined in Example
11.3.

Discussion. By Theorem 11.4, we find that this space of splines is of
dimension k+4. As a basis for ~, we may take BOI,B02,Bo3,B04 to be the
powers I,X,X 2,X3

, and the remaining basis elements to be the one-sided
splines

a";x<x;,

x;";x ";b.

i= 1,2, ... ,k. A typical one-sided spline of this type is shown in Figure 36.

•

a

FIpre 36. A one-sided spline from Example 11.9.
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We have already seen examples of one-sided bases for g-splines in
Section 8.3 and for discrete splines in Section 8.5. A one-sided basis for the
trigonometric splines was constructed in Section 10.8.

111.3. CONSTRUCTING A LOCAL BASIS

As observed in Chapter 4, the one-sided bases are usually not satisfactory
in applications, and it is desirable to construct spline bases with small
supports, if possible. In this section we give some general results that are
useful for this purpose.

Throughout this section we suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 11.4
are satisfied. As in Section 4.2, we attempt to construct local support
splines as linear combinations of one-sided splines. While it is possible to
give results in the general case, the notation is considerably simplified if we
restrict our attention to the case where all of the spaces G21; are the same,
and where

( 11.9)

(so that only adjoining pieces are forced to satisfy some tying condition).
In the interest of saving subscripts, we write m = mo= no = n t = · · . =nk ,

and assume

and

G21; = span{Uj}~'

r {( ; _;)}r;
;-1,;= !'y,Y" ,,-1'

all i = 0, 1, ... ,k,

i= 1,2, ... ,k.

(11.10)

(11.11)

Suppose now that {Bij}~1~"'O is the one-sided basis for ~ constructed in
Theorem 11.7. It is convenient to renumber these splines with a single
subscript. We number them in lexicographical order as

where K = ~~_ 1mi. If we introduce the notation

m. mk
~ r---"---..

Ym+l ~Ym+2<··· <Ym+K= X 1'···,X t , ••• , Xk'···'Xk ' (11.13)

then it follows that each of the splines p;(x) vanishes identically for all
x <y;, i = m + 1, ... ,m + K. In general, we can write

m

p;(x)= ~ Cijuj(x),
)=-1

i= 1,2, ... ,m, (11.14)
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and

X<Yi
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(11.15)

i == m + 1, . . . , m + K for some appropriate coefficients {C;J. The one-sided
basis in this case is completely described by the matrix C == (C;).

The following lemma is a rather general result on when local support
splines can be constructed as linear combinations of one-sided splines. It is
the analog of Lemma 8.32.

LEMMA 11.10

Suppose 1 <i l <i2< · .. <ir ,m+ K, and suppose 8=(~1' ... '~r)T is a solu
tion of the homogeneous system

(11.16)

where C is the matrix describing the one-sided basis {Pj} 'r + K, and where
C<i l , ••• , ir> denotes the submatrix of C obtained by taking only columns
i l , . .. ,ir • Then

r

B(x)= ~ 8jP~(x)
)-1

( 11.17)

is a spline that vanishes for x <Yi. (if i l >m), and for x >Yi,..

Proof When i l >m, each of the P's appearing in the sum (11.17) vanishes
for x <Yi.' and it is clear that B has the same property. On the other hand,

hence for x >Yi,.'

B(x) = [u1(x), ... ,um(x)] C<i l , ... ,ir >8=O. •
Lemma 11.10 can be used to construct local support splines as linear

combinations of one-sided splines. It remains to see whether enough
linearly independent local support splines can be constructed in this way to
form a basis for ~. We have already seen in Example 8.31 that this cannot
always be done, even in the case of polynomial g-splines. In this connec
tion we may apply the general algebraic result of Lemma 8.33. It asserts
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that if { /3" =(/3" l' • • • , /3", m + K) }~ _ 1 is a set of q linearly independent vectors,
then the splines

m+K

B" = ~ f3"jPj'
j-I

v= 1,2, ... ,q

are linearly independent. Thus the problem reduces to finding q = m + K
linearly independent /3,,'s to serve as the coefficients of our local support
splines.

As in the polynomial g-spline case, the possibility of choosing a set of
m + K linearly independent /3,,'s which at the same time produce splines
with small supports depends heavily on the structure of the matrix C
describing the one-sided splines. Theorem 8.34 provides one solution to
this problem. It gives a set of conditions on the matrix C that guarantee
the existence of a basis for ~ which consists of splines with fairly small
supports.

I 11.4. SIGN CHANGES AND WEAK TCHEBYCHEFF SYSTEMS

In this section we obtain bounds on the number of sign changes or zeros a
generalized spline can have. As a by-product we will show that a wide class
of generalized splines forms a Weak-Tchebycheff space. Conversely, we
shall show that most Weak-Tchebycheff spaces are actually spaces of
generalized splines.

Throughout this section we assume that ~=[a,b] and that d={a=xo<
XI < . · . <xk+ 1= b} is a partition of it into subintervals 10, ••• ,Ik. It is clear
that in order to make any assertions about the sign changes or zeros of a
generalized spline defined on ~, we will have to make some kind of
assumptions about the nature of the linear spaces GUo, ... , G2Lk from which
the spline pieces are drawn. Our first result deals with the space of
generalized piecewise polynomials defined in (11.3).

THEOREM 11.11

Suppose that for each i=O,I, ... ,k, G21;={uij}i_1 is a T-system on the
subinterval Ii. Then

k

d: = dim 0> "1lf(GUo,···, G21k ;d) = ~ n;.
;-0

Moreover, with J = U ~_o(x;,x;+ .),

z;ep(s) <.d-l- k, all nontrivial s E <3' "llf , (11.18)
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where Z;ep counts the separated zeros of s on J [cf. (2.53)]. Finally,
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S -(s) <:d-l, all nontrivial S E '3' GLlf , (11.19)

and thus '3' GLlf is a WT-space.

Proof The dimension of '3' GLlf follows directly from Theorem 11.4. Since
Gh; is a T-system, Theorem 2.21 assures that Z(x;tXj+I)(s) <:n; - 1, each
i == 0, 1, ... ,k. Summing these inequalities yields (11.18). The reason we have
to use zsep in the statement (11.18) is that s may vanish identically on
some of the intervals 10, ••• , I k • Now the number of strong sign changes of s

is bounded by the number of zeros of s in J, plus a possible sign change at
each of the k knots. Thus (11.19) follows from (11.18). The assertion that
'3' GLlf is a WT-space now follows from Theorem 2.39. •

Theorem 11.11 shows that the space of generalized piecewise polynomi
als (where the pieces are drawn from T-systems) is a WT-space. The
following theorem shows that the same is true of the space of generalized
splines obtained from ~ GM by enforcing continuity across the knots:

THEOREM 11.12

Let "lL 0' · .. ,"lLk be T-systems. Then

~*= ~ GLlf(6l1o, ... , "lLk;~) n C[ a,b ]

has dimension d* = ~~_on; - k. It is a WT-space, and

(11.20)

all nontrivial s E ~ *. (11.21 )

Proof For each i=O, I, ... ,k we have z/ep(s)<:n;-1 since G?1i is a T-sys
tern on Ii. Adding these inequalities tog~ther and taking account of the
continuity of s, we obtain (11.21). •

Theorem 11.12 provides a large class of examples of WT-spaces. Our
next theorem is a kind of converse. It shows that if we rule out certain
somewhat pathological cases, essentially all WT-spaces in era, b] are
subspaces of the spline space ~ * defined in (11.20).

THEOREM 11.13

Let G(lf be a d dimensional WT-space in C[a,b]. Suppose all points in [a,b]
are essential with respect to GLlf; that is

for every x E [ a, b] there exists some s E 61IS with s( x) *0. (11.22)
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Suppose, in addition, that there exists a ~ >0 such that

s(x)=Oon [c,d]~[a,b] impliesd-c>~. (11.23)

Then there exist a = Xo<Xl < ... <xk <Xk+ 1= band T-spaces GlL o,···, Gllk
such that

( 11.24)

Pro(~l. In view of the hypotheses, we can choose a := Yo < YI < ... <
Y, < Y,+ I := b so that s(x) := 0 on any subinterval of (Yi,Yi+ I) implies s(x) == 0
on all of Ii := Cv;,y;+ I), i := 0, I , ... ,1. By Theorem 2.40 each of the finite di
mensional linear spaces t'; := '(f11" is a WT-space of dimension ni on I; :=

LVi'Yi+ d. If each of these is actually a T-space, then we have shown that each
element of '(f) belongs to ~* with d := {yJ~ and l~l(; := t,;, i := 0, I, ... , k.

Suppose now that 'Y; is not aT-space on /;. In this case we have to
divide ~ into two parts. First, since no nontrivial element u E 'Y; can vanish
on a subinterval of ~, Theorem 2.47 asserts that

for all nontrivial u E 'Y;.

But then Theorem 2.48 implies that 'Y; is a T-system on both of the
intervals [Yi'Yi+ 1) or (Yi'Yi+ d· It follows that 'V; is a T-system on both of
the intervals [Yi,yJ and LVi'Yi + tl, where.vi = (Yi +Yi + 1)/2. This process of
dividing the intervals ~ into two parts, if necessary, leads to a partition
~= {Xi } 7and a set of T-systems 611 0' ... , GlLk such that "1lf ~ §.. •

To illustrate what can happen, we give several examples.

EXAMPLE 11.14

Let G(tf =span {x,x 2
} on [0, 1].

Discussion. It is easily checked that "2lf is a WT-space. The point °is not
an essential point with respect to "2lf, however. Thus no matter how we
attempt to divide the interval, we cannot get a T-system on (O,xtl as

D( O,x 1 ) will always be o. •
U I ,U2

EXAMPLE 11.15

Let 6(If = span{ I, u2 }, where

{

X+ 1,
u2(x) = 0,

x-I,

-2<x~-1

- 1<X <; 1
1<X <; 2.

(11.25)
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Discussion. 6(1f is a WT-space on [- 2, 2]. Choosing x I = - 1 and x 2 = 1,
we see that 6(1f I/o = 0'2 = Gllf I/2' while Gllf 1/1= 0'I· Thus the space Gllf is a
two-dimensional subspace of the generalized spline space ~ (q]>2' 0' I' 0'2; ~),
which is of dimension three in this case. •

The following example illustrates the process of dividing the initial set of
intervals /0' ... '~ into parts, as was done in the proof of Theorem 11.13.

EXAMPLE 11.16

Let 6llr = span{ u l ' u2 }, with U2 as in (11.25) and

-1<x<1
otherwise.

Discussion. Since any s E 61l\ can have at most one strong sign change, Gllf
is a WT-system on [- 2, 2]. Following the proof of Theorem 11.13, we
would take Yo= -2, YI = -I, Y2= I, and Y3=2. Then s cannot vanish on
any part of a subinterval without vanishing identically throughout the
subinterval. But 6llr Ij with 11 = [ - I, I] is not aT-system (as x 2

- 1 vanishes
at both ends). To ~chieve a partition so that Gllf restricted to each
subinterval is a T-system, we have to add one more knot; for example, the
point 0. Thus ~= {- 2, - 1,0, 1,2} works. •

We devote the remainder of this section to a linear space of generalized
splines where the pieces are tied together by the continuity of consecutive
derivatives at the knots.

THEOREM 11.17

Let [a,b] be partitioned into subintervals 10, ... ,Ik by ~={a=xo<xl

< ... < Xk+ I == b}. Suppose {u i }'{' is an ECT-space, and let

<fll _ {}n,
-U,i - span uj j_ I (11.26)

for each ;=O,I, ... ,k. Finally, let ~ =(rl, ... ,rk) be a vector of positive
integers with

i= 1,2, ... ,k. ( 11.27)

Then the space ~ (qlv, ... , Ghk ; ~Jl;~) defined in (11.6) is a linear space of
dimension

k k

d= ~ ni - ~ rio
i-O i-I
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Proof The assumption that the G21; are ECT-spaces assures us that the
required derivatives exist. The assumption (11.27) assures that the hypothe
ses of Theorem 11.4 hold, and the result follows. •

~ can be regarded as a space of generalized T-splines (where the nature
of the pieces changes from interval to interval). Our main result concerning
the space ~ is Theorem 11.18 below. It is a kind of Budan-Fourier
theorem giving a rather good bound on the number of zeros a spline in ~

can have. At the same time we prove that ~ is a WT-space. Before stating
this result we need some additional notation. We suppose now that for
each ;=0, 1, ... ,k,

( 11.28)

are the differential operators [cf. (9.5)] associated with the canonical basis
for the ECT-system G21; on I;. Thus G2.1; is the null space of L;,n;'

Suppose now that s is an element of ~. Then for each; = 0, 1, ... ,k we
define

Cl;(s)=min{j: L;,js(x) =0, all XE~}. (11.29)

We can think of Cl;(S) as giving the exact order of s on I;, that is, s can be
written as a linear combination of the first Cli functions in the canonical
ECT-system basis for G?!i. The derivative Li,a;-IS is nonzero throughout Ii.
We also need the notation

A (s,x;) = S + [ s(xi +), - Li,IS(Xi +), ... ,(- It,-ILi,a,-IS(Xi +) ];

(11.30)

lHEOREM 11.18

Let ~ = ~ (~, ... , G2.1k ; 0t ;d) be the space of generalized splines of dimen
sion d= ~7-0ni - ~~_Iri discussed in Theorem 11.17. Then

z}ep(s) <d-l- A(s,a) - B(s,b), (11.31 )

where A and B are defined in (11.30), and where J= U ~ (x,o,xo+ 1). The,-0 '
same bound holds for S[~b](S), and thus ~ is a WT-space on [a,b].

Proof We proceed by induction on k. For k=O we may apply the
Budan-Fourier Theorem 9.12 for ECT-spaces to obtain

S [~,b](S) <Z(:~b)(S) <d-I- A(a) - B(b). (11.32)
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Suppose now that the assertion has been proved for splines with k - 1
knots. We now prove (11.31) for splines with k knots. By the induction
hypothesis (applied to the spline s restricted to [a,xk ]),

k-l k-l

Zjep(s)< ~ n;- L r;-I-A(a)-B(xk),
i-O i=l

- U k-Iwhere J= ;_o(X;,X;+I). The Budan-Fourier Theorem 9.12 for ECT-
spaces applied to s on (Xk'Xk + I) yields

Adding these inequalities together, we get

k k-I

z;ep(s) < L n; - L r; -1- A(a) - B(b) - [1 + A(xk) + B(xk) + nk - ak ].
i-O i=1

(11.33)

The result will follow if we can show that

(11.34)

We consider two cases.
CASE 1. Both ak-I and ak are smaller than rk. In this case using (2.48) we
see thatA(xk)+B(xk»ak-l, and (11.34) follows since 'k<nk.

CASE 2. Either ak _ 1 or ale is at least rk. In this case A(xk)+ B(xk) >rk - 1,
and (11.34) follows since nk '> ak.

We have proved (11.31).
The proof that the same bound holds for S[~b](S) is similar. We have

already established it for k =0 in (11.32). Combining the bounds on [a,xk )

with the bound on (xk,b], we now obtain

k k-I

S[~,b](S)< L n;- L r;-I-A(a)-B(b)
i=I i-I

( 11.35)

plus a possible sign change at X k • If there is no sign change at X k ' the result
follows from (11.34). On the other hand, if s changes sign at X k ' then it can
only do so by jumping through zero, which means that 'k must have been
zero. But then since trivially

we can again advance the induction, and the theorem is proved.

(11.36)

•
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111.5. A NONLINEAR SPACE OF GENERALIZED SPLINES

In this section we define generalized splines where the pieces are members
of various nonlinear spaces of functions, and where the ties are defined by
nonlinear functionals. Let ~ be a partition of the partially ordered set Q
into "intervals" Io,II, ... ,Ik as in (11.1). Suppose ~, Ghl , ••• , G21k are spaces
of "finitely parametrizable functions"; that is for each i = 0, 1, ... ,k suppose

u(x)=u(at, ... ,an;:X): for each choice of

Gh. = a = (a I' ... , an;) in some parameter set H; .,
c; an;, u(x) is an extended real-valued
function on I;

For each 0 <i <) <k, let

f _ {( ij _ij)}rij
ij- ""!y ,y" ,,-1'

(11.37)

( 11.38)

where {Y!}:_I and {'Y";J}:_I are sets of (possibly nonlinear) functionals
defined on Gh; and GhJ , respectively. Write

(11.39)

DEFINITION 11.19

We call

. . ={~~ there exists S;EG21; with s~s; o~ I;,}
~(~, ... , Ghk , f,~) 1-0,1, ,k and moreover, Y;Js;= 'Y":Sj' P

= 1, 2, , r ij' all 0 <i <} <: k

( 11.40)

the space of generalized splines (relative to ~, ... , Ghk , f, and ~.)

The space of splines ~ consists of all (extended) real-valued functions
defined on Q such that in each subinterval I;, S belongs to G21;, and such
that the pieces in the ith andjth subintervals are tied together in the sense
that certain functionals operating on the ith piece must have the same
value as certain functionals operating on the jth piece, all 0 ~ i <) <k.

It is easy to give examples of nonlinear classes of generalized splines. In
the following section we discuss one example that has proved useful for
applications. Because of the generality of Definition 11.19, it is difficult to
say much about the space ~ in general. We have worked with finitely
parametrizable functions as in (11.37) in order to have functions that are
computer compatible (see the discussion in Section 1.5).
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111.6. RATIONAL SPLINES
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In this section we give a typical example of a class of nonlinear splines. Let
a={a=xo<x t <··· <Xk <Xk + 1=b} be a partition of the interval [a,b).
For each i=O, 1, ... ,k let

Gll; = { u(x ) = a; + b;x + 1 2} ,
. (x-~;)

(11.41)

i=I,2, ... ,k. ( 11.42)

DEFINITION 11.20

Given Gllu, ... ,Gllk and r as in (11.41) and (11.42), we call

~ (Gllu, ... ,Gllk ; f; a)

a space of rational splines.

With this definition, rational splines consist of piecewise rational func
tions such that in each subinterval there is one simple pole. The pieces are
tied together in such a way that the spline is continuous at each of the
knots. The splines are extended real-valued functions since they take on
the value +00 at each of the poles ~;, i=O,l, ... ,k. We graph a typical
member of this space in Figure 37.

Figure 37. A rational spline.
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I 11.7. COMPLEX AND ANALYTIC SPLINES

So far in this book we have been dealing only with real-valued (or
extended real-valued) functions. In this section we show that it is also
possible to define a reasonable class of complex-valued splines. Such
classes are of interest in the approximation of complex-valued functions on
subsets of the complex plane. We begin by defining a complex-valued
spline on an interval. To this end we need the space of polynomials of
order m (in the real-variable t) with complex coefficients defined by

0'~ = {P(t)= f cit i- I,
i-I

where C is the set of complex numbers.

(11.43)

DEFINrnON 11.21

Let A= {o= to <tl < ... <tk <tk + 1= L} be a partition of the interval [O,L].
Let 0lL =(m1, ... ,mk ) be a vector of integers with I <em; <em, i= 1,2, ... ,k.
Define

{

S(t): there exist so, ... ,Sk in 0'~ with}
~(~;0lL;~)= si~sl/i' ;=O,I, ,k, and [)i-ISi-1(ti)= · (11.44)

IY-1s;(t;), j= 1, ,m - m;, i= 1,2, ... ,k

We call ~ the space of complex splines on I=[O,L] with knots at tl, ... ,tk of
multiplicities m l , ... , mk •

We emphasize that the complex splines defined above are complex-val
ued functions of a real variable. While this space is defined on an interval
I ~ R, it is also possible to regard it as a space of functions defined on a
curve in C. Indeed, if n is a rectifiable Jordan curve in C of length L, then
we can find a function a( t) defined on [0, L] such that a( t) runs over 0 as t
runs over [0, L]. Then the splines of ~ can be regarded as being defined on
n, and the knots can be thought of as being at the points P; = a(t;),
i = 1,2, ... ,k. Then the smoothness requirements involve the directional
derivatives at the knots, taken along the curve.

Although complex-valued splines are not covered directly by Theorem
11.4, it is clear that the arguments used there can be applied to establish
that the space ~ defined in (11.44) is a linear space (over the field of
scalars R) of dimension 2(m+ K), where K=~~_lm;.
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THEOREM 11.22

The functions

{ i-I'i-I}m {( )m-i O( )m-i}'"t kt ,It i-IU t-t" + ,I t-t" + i-I,,,-I
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form a basis for ~ (~; ~; ~). (Here i is the complex unit defined by
i==v=T .)

We now define a space of periodic complex splines on an interval [O,L).

DEFINITION 11.23

We call

(11.45)

where So and Sk are the pieces in the first and last intervals, respectively, the
space of periodic complex splines.

This space is of dimension 2K over the field A. If 0 is a closed Jordan
rectifiable curve in C of length L, then we may also regard ~ as a space of
complex-valued splines defined on D. In this case it is of interest to extend
the complex-valued splines into the complex plane.

DEFINITION 11.24

Let

1 l L s(a(t»da(t)
s(z): s(z)== -. where

(t~m(~;~)== 0 2'T1'1 0 a(t)-z . (11.46)
S(t)E~(~; ~;a), and a(t) is the arc-
length parametrization of D

We call (i~m the space of analytic splines with knots at a- {P1, ... ,Pk } of
multiplicities m1, ... ,mk, where P;==a(t;), i= 1,2, ... ,k.

The term "analytic spline" is appropriate in this case because our
definition of s(z) assures us that it is an analytic function throughout C,
with the exception of the points PI, ... ,Pk as the following theorem shows.

THEOREM 11.25

Let SE(t~m(~;~). Then

1 k ( lj-z )
s(z) =PJ)(z) + -2. ~ piz)ln p _ '

'TI'lj_1 j_1 Z
(11.47)
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for aU z E C\~, where Po, ... ,Pk are complex polynomials of order m with
Po =Pk· Thus s is analytic in C\~, and has logarithmic branch points at
PI,···,Pk •

Proof Let PI(~)' ... ,Pk(~) be the polynomials representing s for ~ En. In
particular, suppose

III

2: a;,,({ - P;>"- I,

,--I

Then by the definition of s(z),

j= 1,2, ... ,k.

s(z)= _1_. ±f p)nd~ = ±_1_. f ajld~
2'TT1 )==1 Ij ~-z )=1 2 '1Tl Ij ~-z

k Pj( z) ( Ij - z )
=Po( z) + ~ -2. In P _ .

)= 1 'TTl j_1 Z

111.8. HISTORICAL NOTES

Section 11.1

•

It is as difficult to trace the history of spaces of piecewise nonpolynomial
functions as it is to trace the history of piecewise polynomials. Neverthe
less, we can mention some early papers where nonpolynomial splines
appear. Golomb and Weinberger [1959] found certain nonpolynomial
splines as solutions of best interpolation problems. Similar best interpola
tion problems were discussed (independently) by Ahlberg, Nilson, and
Walsh [1964], Schoenberg [1964b], and others. Greville [1964b] was the
first to give a constructive treatment of a class of generalized splines.
Splines with continuity conditions at several points (i.e., ties between the
polynomials in nonadjacent intervals) arose in the piecewise polynomial
interpolation methods devised by actuaries in the early 1900s; see Greville
[1944] for a survey of some of these methods.

Section 11.2

Greville [1964b] gave a one-sided basis for his class of generalized splines.
His approach was adapted by Jerome and Schumaker [1971] to construct
one-sided splines for g-splines (cf. Section 8.3), and later to deal with more
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general spline spaces (Jerome and Schumaker [1976]). The treatment here
follows Schumaker [1976c].

Section 11.3

Local support basis elements for nonpolynomial spline spaces were first
constructed for nonpolynomial splines by Schoenberg [1964b], where a
space of trigonometric splines was treated (see also Section 10.8). Karlin
[1968, Chapter 10] gave local support basis splines for a class of T-splines
(see also Chapter 10 here). Local support basis splines for the case of
g-splines were constructed by Jerome and Schumaker [1971] (see also
Section 8.3). These ideas were later extended in the paper by Jerome and
Schumaker [1976], which we have followed here.

Section 11.4

That spaces of polynomial splines form WT-systems was already men
tioned in the book by Karlin and Studden [1966]. That the same assertion
holds for various classes of T-splines was observed by Schumaker [1966],
Karlin and Schumaker [1967], and Karlin [1968]. Using a different method
of proof, Bartelt [1975] showed that piecing together functions taken from
T-spaces leads to a WT-system (our Theorem 11.12). The case where no
continuities are enforced does not seem to have been handled in the
literature. The converse Theorem 11.13 also originates from Bartelt [1975],
although his method of proof required the assumption that S) contain the
constant functions. This assumption was removed by Sommer [1980], who
gave a proof based on the concept of Tchebycheff rank of a set. The proof
given here essentially follows Sommer, using the results of Stockenberg
[1977a] on the separated zeros of functions in a WT-space (see Section 2.6).
Theorem 11.18 shows that various smoother spaces formed by patching
together ECT-systems are also WT-systems. This result is new.

Section 11.5

The prime examples of nonlinear spline spaces are the rational functions
and generalizations of them. This development was carried out by Scha
back [1973] and by Werner [1974, 1976]. The very general space of
nonlinear splines defined here comes from Schumaker [1976c].

Section 11.7

Complex splines were introduced by Ahlberg, Nilson, and Walsh [1967a].
Later papers dealing with complex and analytic splines include Ahlberg
[1969] and Ahlberg, Nilson, and Walsh [1969, 1971].
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TENSOR=PRODUCT
SPLINES

In this chapter we construct a space of multidimensional splines by taking
the tensor-product of one-dimensional spaces of polynomial splines. Be
cause of the tensor nature of the resulting space, many of the simple
algebraic properties of ordinary polynomial splines in one dimension can
·be carried over. We also develop both direct and inverse approximation
theorems.

112.1. TENSOR-PRODUCT POLYNOMIAL SPLINES

We begin by defining the space of tensor-product splines of interest
throughout this chapter. First we need to introduce some one-dimensional
spline spaces. Let i be an integer with 1<i <; d. Then given an interval
[a;,b;] and a positive integer m;, we suppose that

~.={a'=X·O<X·I<···<x·".+l=b.}I I I, I, I,no; I

is a partition of [a;,b;], and that

(12.1)

~; =(m;,l,···,m;,k.;)' j= 1,2, ... ,k;. (12.2)

Then by the results of Chapter 4 we know that the spline space
~ (0'm;; ~;; ~;) is an m; + K; dimensional linear space, where K; = ~J-lmii·
Suppose

(12.3)

When there is no chance of confusion, we shall write Bj(x;) instead of
B;,j(x;). We are ready to define tensor-product polynomial splines.

484
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DEFINITION 12.1

We define the space of tensor-product polynomial splines by

485

(12.4)

It is clear from the definition that ~ is a linear space of dimension
II7_I(m; + K;). Each spline s in ~ is a function defined on the set

d

H=.® [a;,b;]={x=(xl, ... ,Xd ): a;<;x;<.bi ,i=I, ... ,d}. (12.5),-I

If d = 2, H is a rectangle in the plane. We shall call H a rectangle even
when d>2.
The partition ~= ~I ® . · · ®~d subdivides H into smaller rectangles:

j= 1,2, ... ,d}. (12.6)

The following theorem shows that the tensor-product splines are smooth
piecewise polynomials:

THEOREM 12.2

If sE~, then for each i=I,2, ... ,d and any fixed aj <xj <0,j=I,2, ... ,
i-l,i+ 1, ... ,d,

S(X I '··· ,Xi-I'·' X i + I'··· ,Xd ) E ~ ('3'"It; ~;; ~;). (12.7)

Moreover, for all 0 <~ <. Is,

where

j= 1,2, ... ,d

(12.8)

is the space of tensor-product polynomials of order m=(m l , ... ,md ).

Proof. Since each s E ~ can be written in the form

(12.9)
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property (12.7) follows immediately. The assertion (12.8) stems from the
fact that each of the B~(xj) is a piecewise polynomial of order "'1' j==
1,2, ... ,d. •

The exact smoothness of splines S E ~ can be deduced from (12.7). In
particular, since

m.+K. md+Kd

D:,···· DxO:s(x)== ~ ~ C;t"';dD:,tB;t(x I )··· D::B;d(Xd )'
i.-I id-I

all of these partial derivatives exist, and they are continuous inside the
subrectangles while their smoothness across the faces between two such
subrectangles is controlled by the multiplicity vectors GJ1L), ... , GJ1Ld •

I 12.2. TENSOR-PRODUcr B-SPLINES

In order to work with the space of tensor-product polynomial splines on a
digital computer, we need a convenient basis for it. Fortunately, because of
the tensor-product nature of the space, it is possible to work with the usual
one-dimensional B-splines.

For each i= 1,2, ... ,d, suppose 11;,e is an extended partition (cf. Defini
tion 4.8) associated with 11;; that is

with

11. == { .. } K; + 2m;
I,e Y',J j_1 (12.10)

and

m;,. m;,k j

,------A----.. ~

Y;,IP\+I < ... <Yi,IP\+~= Xi,I,···,X;,1 ••• Xi,k;,···,X;,k; ( 12.12)

Let {Ni, j(Xi)}j'..~ Xi be the normalized B-splines associated with the ex
tended partition l1i ,e.

DEFINITION 12.3

(12.13)

We call these the tensor-product B-sp/ines.
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General properties of the tensor-product B-splines can be derived from
the corresponding properties of the one-dimensional B-splines. We collect
some of the more important of these in the following theorem. Let

( 12.14)

and

( 12.15)

THEOREM 12.4

For any 1~~<"'J+~,j=I,2,... ,d,

Nil ... id(X) > 0

N. . (x) =0
'I·· ·'d

for x E Yi7... id. (12.18)

Proof
4.20.

These results follow directly from (12.13) and Theorems 4.17 and

•
The shape of tensor-product B-splines is most easily visualized in the

case of d = 2. When m l = m 2 = 2 they are pyramid-shaped functions with
support over four subrectangles. When m t = m2 = 3 they are shaped like a
hill, and have support over nine subrectangles. See Figure 38 for some
typical examples.

Using the tensor-product B-splines, it is a relatively straightforward task
to deal with tensor-product polynomial splines on a digital computer. Since

/
/

Figure 38. Some tensor-product B-splines.
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each s E ~ can be identified with a B-spline series of the form

m.+K.

s(xl,···,Xd)= ~
;.-1

md+Kd

~ c;a···;tlN;a···;tI(x1,···,Xd),
;d- I

(12.19)

to store a tensor-product spline on the computer, we need only store the
coefficients {c;a ... ;tI}.

Given a B-spline expansion (12.19), to evaluate it at a point xEH, we
must first find the vector I=(ll, ... ,ld) such that

Then

I.

s(X) = ~
i.-I. + I-m.

Id

~ C;a ... ;tlN;,;,a(x l)··· N;';"'(xd). (12.20)
id-ld+l-md

This is a sum over just m l m2 • • • md terms. Each of the required B-spline
values can be computed by using Algorithm 5.5 to generate the necessary
one-dimensional B-spline values.

Concerning derivatives of the B-spline expansion (12.19), we note that by
Theorem 5.9,

Dx~a. · . D::s(x l, ... ,xk ) = ~ .. · ~ c;7"::itla.JN;~a-Cl·(xl)· · · N;':~-lXtJ(Xd)'

(12.21)

where the coefficients {c;7:.':::itl
lXtJ } can be computed by the recursions of

(5.15) applied to one variable at a time. This can be accomplished
numerically using Algorithm 5.10. A similar situation persists for the
antiderivatives (cf. Theorem 5.17 and Algorithm 5.19).

It is also possible to represent tensor-product polynomial splines as
piecewise polynomials. In particular, for any i l , ••• , id with 0 <; ~ <; Is, j =
1,2, ... ,d, we can write

s(x) =Pi, ... itl(X)

where

Pi, ... itl(X1,···,Xd)

forx=(xl,···,xd)EY,. ,.,a'···'tI (12.22)

(12.23)

= m~1 ••• m~1 D:II ... D::s(Xil, ... ,X~)(XI-Xi.r'... (Xd-Xi.r"

".-0 "d-O Pl!···Pd!

We close this section by giving a dual basis for the set of B-splines.
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THEOREM 12.5

For each i= 1,2, .. . ,d, let {Ai,j}~~~ be the linear functionals constructed
in Theorem 4.41 as a dual basis for {Nt)}~~A.:·. Then

{ A. . =A .... A 0 }~I+KI,.o.. ,md+Kd
'I" O'd 1"1 d"d 'I-I"'o"d-I

(12.24)

form a dual basis for the set of tensor-product B-splines {N
il

...
id

}. More
over,

d

1\, ... ;.)1 (; II (2"'1 + I )9("'J-I)h;~~!;: 11111 L,( Y;, ... ;.)
J=I

for every f E 4[ YiIO .. id] where

d
y. . = ® [yo 0 y. 0 )

11 .. ·1(1 0 j,'J' j''J+mj ,
J==)

and

d

hil "' id = II (Yj,~ - Yj,~+~).
)-1

(12.25)

(12.26)

( 12.27)

Proof The fact that (12.24) form a dual basis follows immediately from
the fact that

and the duality of the {'A;,j} with {N;j}. The bound (12.25) is an immediate
consequence of the bound (4.86) on the individual one-dimensional func
tionals. •

I 12.3. APPROXIMATION POWER. OF TENSOR-PRODUcr
SPLINES

In this section we give some direct theorems relating the smoothness of a
function to how well it can be approximated by tensor-product splines. For
convenience we restrict our attention to functions defined on a rectangle.
For references to results on more general domains, see Section 12.6.

Throughout we suppose that H is a rectangle as in (12.5), and that ~ is
the space of tensor-product polynomial splines defined in (12.4). Our aim
is to give estimates for
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To achieve this, we construct a quasi-interpolant Q mapping Lp(H) into ~.

Our construction will be based on the B-splines defined in (12.13) and the
dual linear functionals given in (12.24). We suppose that the extended
partitions d;,e have been chosen so that

y;, • = ... =Y;,m; = a;,

i= 1,2, ... ,d.

THEOREM 12.6

Given any fEL.(H), let

ml+K1

Qf(x)= ~
i l -l

md+Kd

~ (A;."'idl)Ni.···;d(X).
id =1

(12.29)

We call Qf the quasi-interpolant of f. It is a bounded linear operator
mapping L.(H) onto ~ with

Qs=s for all s E ~. (12.30)

Proof Property (12.30) is an immediate consequence of the fact that the
A's form a dual basis for the B-splines. To prove the boundedness of Q,
suppose that xE Yil ... id. Then by Theorem 12.5,

IQf(x) I~ ~ ... ~ 1A;""idfIIN;.···;d(X)1

~ Ch;~~~~ IlfllL,,(Yi •... id ).

Integrating over x E ~ •... i
d

' we obtain

(12.31 )

If we sum the pth power of this inequality over all "'.i ~ ~ <"'.i + ~,

j = 1,2, ... ,d, and then take the pth root, we obtain

II QfllL,,(H) ~ C 11111 4(H)'

which is the assertion that Q is bounded.

(12.32)

•
Theorem 12.6 asserts that Q is a bounded linear projector of L.(H) onto

~. We now want to give bounds on how well QI approximatesf. Our next
theorem deals with functions I in the tensor Sobolev space (see §13.2)

L;(H)= {f: D:.'··· D~dIELp(H),all O~aj ~'j,j= 1,2, ... ,d}
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where r=(r1, ... ,rd) is a vector with

j= 1,2, ... ,d.

To state the theorem, we need the mesh widths

(12.33)

and

~i = max (Xi jO+ 1 - Xi j.)'o<oj <ok;' ,
i= 1,2, ... ,d, ( 12.34)

THEOREM 12.7

~i= min (Xij'+l-Xijo), . i=I,2, ..• ,d.
o<oj <ok;' ,

(12.35)

Let r be a vector satisfying (12.33). Then there exists a constant C
depending only on m, r, d, and

~i
"1= max 

1 <oi <od ~i

such that for all 1E L;(H),

d

111- QfI14(H) <C ~ a~iIID~fIl4(H)'
;-1

(12.36)

(12.37)

I<p<oo.

Proof Fix"'.i <~ <mj + ~, j = 1,2, ... ,d. We obtain first an error bound
for f- Qf on the rectangle Yiloooid. By results on multidimensional Taylor
expansions (cf. Theorem 13.18 below), there exists a tensor-product poly-
nomialpitoooidE ~r such that

d

111- Piloooi)14(Yil··oid) <C o~l Ll~iIlD~fI14(Yil"'id)',-
(12.38)

where 9;1 .. ·i
d

is defined in (12.26). The constant C depends only on m, r, d,
and y. Now since Q reproduces polynomials, by (12.31)

Ilf- QfI14(Yil"'id) < 111-PiloooidI14(Yil"'id)

+ II Q(1- Pil,ooo,id)114(Yil"';d) <C Ilf-Piloooidl14( Yil ... id )
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Taking the pth power of this inequality and summing over all tn.i <; ~ ~mj +
~,j= 1,2, ... ,d, we obtain (12.37). •

Theorem 12.7 gives an estimate for d(f, ~)p for functions f in L;(H),
r <; m. We now convert this to a result involving the tensor modulus of
smoothness defined in Example 13.27 below.

THEOREM 12.8

Fix 1<.p <: 00. Then there exists a constant C (depending only on m,p, and
d) such that for all fELp(H),

(12.39)

where 8=(a t, ... ,ad).

Proof. Given any partition of H, we may thin out each of the A;'s as in
Lemma 6.17 to get new partitions Ai ~Ai with ai / ~~ <; 3. Then the
associated quasi-interpolant Q* maps into ~, and it follows from Theorem
12.7 that

d

d(f,~)p <; Ilf- Q*fll p <C ~ ~7'-"Dx';Y"L,,(H)
i-I

for all f E 4,m(H). But then applying Theorem 13.30, we obtain (12.39).

t 12.4. INVERSE THEORY FOR PIECEWISE POLYNOMIALS

In this section we establish some inverse theorems which assert that if a
function can be approximated to a certain order by piecewise tensor-prod
uct polynomials, then the function must possess a certain amount of
smoothness. These theorems can then be used to show that there is a
saturation phenomenon for approximation by piecewise polynomials. Simi
lar results are given in the following section for splines.

We begin by introducing the spaces of piecewise polynomials of interest.
Let H be a rectangle as in (12.5), and let At, ... , Ad be partitions as in
(12.1). Then given a vector m=(mt, ... ,md ) in Z~, we define the space of
piecewise tensor-product polynomials of order m by

where ~.. is defined in (12.9) and H;•... ;. are the subrectangles (12.6) of H
defined by the partition ~ = At ® · · · ®Ad •
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As in the one-dimensional case, in order to establish inverse theorems,
we have to work with a sequence of partitions ~(,,). Moreover, in order to
get meaningful results, we have to impose some mixing conditions on ~(,,).

We discuss the case of p = 00 first.

DEFINITION 12.9. Mixing Condition

Let

(12.41 )

be a sequence of partitions of the rectangle H. We say that ~(,,) satisfies the
mixing condition provided there exists a constant p such that for all " and
any x E H, there is some partition ~(n) with n >" such that x is contained in
the interior of a subrectangle H n •x defined by ~(n), and

d( Xi' aHn •x ) > p~~J1) , i=I,2, ... ,d, ( 12.42)

where aHn,x denotes the boundary of H n •x ' and

( 12.43)

It can be shown by arguments similar to those used in proving Theorem
6.38 that if ~(,,) is a sequence of partitions as in (12.41), with each ~~J1) a
uniform partition, then ~(J1) satisfies the mixing condition. We are ready for
our first inverse theorem.

THEOREM 12.10

Let ~(J1) be a sequence of partitions satisfying the mixing condition. Then
there is a constant C such that for allfEC(H),

Wm( f; ~(J1»00 ~ C sup d[ j, ~62lf(~m; ~(n» ] 00' (12.44)
J n>"

where Wm is the tensor-product modulus of smoothness discussed in Exam
ple 13.27 below, and ~(,,) =(~(r), ... , ~<;»).

Proof Fix 1< i <d and x E H. Suppose Hn,x is the subrectangle associated
with n and x, as in the definition of the mixing condition. Let

(12.45)
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where p is the constant in the mIXIng condition. For convenience set
E" = d[f, '3' 6(If ('3'm; ~(,,»]oo, and suppose s" E 0' 6(If (0'm; ~(,,» is such that

II f - s" II Loo(H) < 2E", all ".

Then since s" is a polynomial in (j>m on Hn,x and hi is small enough,

where the divided difference is taken on the ith variable. Taking the
supremum over all hi satisfying (12.45) and then over all xEH, we obtain

Wm;e; (1; ~(,,» <C sup En'
n~"

( 12.46)

where ei is the unit vector in the ith variable. Summing these inequalities
over j = 1,2, ... ,d, we arrive at (12.44). •

Theorem 12.10 is the analog of Theorem 6.39 in the one-dimensional
case. We can now use it to give a complete inverse theorem in which
wm(f; t) is estimated for all vectors t = (I I' .. " In) with Ii> 0, i = 1, ... ,d.

THEOREM 12.11

Let ~(,,), as in (12.41), be a sequence of partitions satisfying the mixing
condition and such that ~~,,) go steadily to zero in the sense of Definition
6.5. SupposefE C(H) and that

where

(12.47)

j= 1,2, ... ,d, ( 12.48)

and where ep( 11' ..• , Id ) is a function that is monotone in each variable. Then

j= 1,2, .. . ,d, ( 12.49)

all t = ( I l' ... , Id) >o.
Proof The assertion follows directly from (12.46) and simple properties
of Wm (cf. Theorems 13.23-13.24). See Theorem 6.41 for the one-dimen
sional case. •
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Theorem 12.7 above shows that for sufficiently smooth functions [f E
L:(H) suffices],

The following saturation theorem asserts that unless f is a tensor-product
polynomial, this is the maximal order of convergence obtainable.

THEOREM 12.12

Let ~(p) be a sequence of partitions as in Theorem 12.11. Suppose f E C(H)
is such that

( 12.50)

where l/;(t) is a function which is monotone in each variable and with
l/;(t)~O as Iltll~O. ThenfECfm •

Proof The hypothesis (12.50) coupled with Theorem 12.11 implies that

Wm;.e; (f; t) ~ C( t;"")l/;(t), i= 1,2, .. . ,d.

as n~oo.

Now let t n =«1/ n)m t , ••• ,(1/n)md
), n = 1,2, .... We conclude that

f w"".ei (J; tn ) -+0
i= I (1/ n)m,

But then by Theorem 13.26 if follows thatf E Cfm. •
So far we have been dealing with approximation in the uniform norm. In

order to give analogous results for approximation in p-norms, we first have
to introduce an appropriate p-mixing condition.

DEFINITION 12.13. p-Mixing Condition

Let ~(p) be a sequence of partitions of the rectangle H. We say that ~(p)

satisfies the p-mixing condition provided there exists a constant p such that
for every " there is a corresponding set of numbers {ai,<j}1-1, j_p with
~ ~ a~P~ = 1 such that for every x E H
~j-P ',j ,

00

"'" ~p~d( . aA(j»)mJJ + 1 ~ (A(p))miP+ I
£.J a"j X" '-& ? P ~, ,

j=v

i = 1,2, ... ,d, where a~(j) denotes the boundary of ~(j).

(12.51 )
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The p-mixing condition is satisfied by equidistant partitions with a2'~

= lip, i= 1,2, ... ,d, j= p, ... ,2p-l. We can now give an inverse theorem.

THEOREM 12.14

Let 1<p < 00 and suppose that the sequence of partitions ~(v) satisfies the
p-mixing condition. Then there exists a constant C such that for every
jELp(H),

Wm(j; ~(v»p <Csup d[ j, 0' G(If«(j>m; ~(n») ]p.
n>v

(12.52)

Discussion. The proof of this theorem proceeds along exactly the same
lines as the proof of Theorem 6.52 in the one-dimensional case. •

By the same kind of arguments used above, we can translate Theorem
12.14 into an inverse theorem for wm(j; t)p and a saturation result. Since
the details are not substantially different, we only state the results.

THEOREM 12.15

Fix 1 <. p <. 00 and let ~(v) be a sequence of partitions as in Theorem 12.14.
Suppose a~v) are partitions that go to zero steadily in the sense of Defini
tion 6.5. Finally, suppose j E Lp ( H) is a function such that

(12.53)

where Ll~V) are defined in (12.48) and <f>( t I' ... , td ) is a function that is
monotone in each variable. Then

i= 1,2, ... ,d (12.54)

for all t>O.

Finally, we have the following. saturation result:

TIlEOREM 12.16

Let ~(v) be as in Theorem 12.15, and suppose thatjELp(H) is such that

(12.55)

where \f; is as in Theorem 12.12. ThenfE~ID.
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In this section we establish inverse theorems similar to those given in §12.4,
but where the space of piecewise polynomials '3' G(ff ('3'm; ~(v») is replaced by
a space of splines belonging to CI(H) for some vector I. In this case (as in
the one dimensional case), we can dispense with mixing conditions and
obtain results for general partitions. In order to simplify the notation, we
restrict our attention to the case d= 2 of two variables. To further simplify
matters, we assume that H is the unit square [0, 1] X [0, 1].

We begin with an inverse theorem for the case of uniform approxima
tion.

THEOREM 12.17

Let ~(v)=d~v) ® d!J) be a sequence of partitions of H with d~O)=d~O)=[O, I)
and with ~~v)~O and ~C;)~O. Suppose that for each J', Sv is a spline in the
space

( 12.56)

where I= (/1,/2) is a given vector with I; <m; - 1, i = 1,2. Then there exists a
constant C such that for every function f E C(H),

v £ +£
W (f; ~(v» <C(d(v»/1 + I ~ r r+ 1 ,

m.e. - _I ~ «(»/+l
r=1 ~{ •

(12.57)

where £r = II f - Sr II 00· A similar inequality holds for the modulus of smooth-
ness W (f· ~(v».

m2e 2 ,-

Proof By Theorem 6.44, for any 0 <y < 1 and any 0<£..; ~~v),

mt- I

wm.[f(·,Y);£ ] <c ~ eiJ[ D~lSV(·'Y)]'
j-/ t +l

where

Now by applying Theorem 6.45 for each fixed y and afterward taking the
supremum over all 0 <Y < 1, the same arguments as were used in the proof
of Theorem 6.46 yield (12.57). •

Theorem 12.17 can now be converted to a result giving estimates for
wm,e;(f; t) for all vectors t >O.
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THEOREM 12.18

TENSOR-PRODUCT SPUNES

Let /i.(p) = ~~p)® ~<;) be a sequence of partitions of H such that ~~,,) and ar)
each satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 6.47. Suppose I is a vector with
1;<m;-I, i=I,2, and that ~P is a sequence of spline spaces belonging to
~61lf(~m;~(p»nCI(H). Then for i= 1,2,

implies

(12.58)

Wm;e; (f; t) = (9 (t;Q;).

If (12.58) holds for both i = 1 and i = 2, then

(12.59)

(12.60)

Proof The first assertion follows from Theorem 12.17 and the same
arguments used to prove Theorem 6.47. Adding the statements (12.59) for
i = 1,2 leads to (12.60). •

We conclude this section with some analogous theorems for the case of
l<ep<oo.

THEOREM 12.19

Let ~(p) be a sequence of partitions of H and let Sp be a sequence of splines
as in Theorem 12.17. Then there exists a constant C such that for every
function f E Lp ( H),

" f +f
W (!;~(p» <C(~~p»)'t+l+llp ~ , ,+1 .

m.e. - P - ~ ( (»)' + lip
,:=) a{ •

A similar inequality holds for wm2e2(!; ~(,,».

Proof By the arguments of Theorem 6.55, we can now show that

m.-)

wm.e.(f;e)p <CE: lp ~ E{ jp(D}ts),
j-/.+)

where

(12.61)
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The ~'s can be estimated by methods similar to those used in Theorem
6.55 in the one-dimensional case, and the result follows. •

Theorem 12.19 and arguments similar to those used in the proof of
Theorem 6.47 (cf. also Theorem 6.56) lead to the following inverse theo
rem:

THEOREM 12.20

Let ~(v) be a sequence of partitions as in Theorem 12.18, and let ~v be a
sequence of spaces of splines in '3' "2lf ('3'm; ~(v) n C I(H). Then for j = 1,2,

(12.62)

implies

If (12.62) holds for both j = I and j = 2, then

wm(f; t)p = (9 (tf' + t:2
).

112.6. HISTORICAL NOTES

Section 12.1

(12.63)

(12.64)

The idea of constructing finite dimensional linear spaces of functions of
several variables by taking tensor products of spaces of functions of one
variable is an old and well-established technique in analysis. Tensor-prod
uct splines appeared first explicitly as the solution of a certain best
interpolation problem in the article by deBoor [1962]. Although they are
firmly entrenched as part of the spline lore, tensor-product splines are
treated explicitly in only a relatively small number of papers.

Section 12.3

The first results on the approximation power of tensor-product splines
were estimates on the interpolation error for best interpolating splines-cf.
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deBoor [1962] and Ahlberg, Nilson, and Walsh [1965b]. Quasi-interpolan.ts
based on tensor-product B-splines have been studied by several
authors-see, for example, Aubin [1967, 1972], Fix and Strang [1969],
DiGuglielmo [1969], Babuska [1970], deBoor and Fix [1973], Strang and
Fix [1973], Munteanu and Schumaker [1974], and Lyche and Schumaker
[1975]. All of these papers have given error bounds for their quasi-inter
polants in terms of the total modulus of continuity. Dahmen, DeVore, and
Scherer [1980] noticed that the estimates need only depend on the tensor
modulus of smoothness. Their paper also contains direct theorems for
more general domains n (where n satisfies a rather complicated and quite
restrictive form of the cone condition).

Section 12.4

The inverse theorems given here are based on the work of Dahmen,
DeVore, and Scherer [1980]. Their paper contains similar results for the
more general piecewise polynomial spaces 0' "llf (0'A; .:1), where A is a
general set of multi-indices. They also have been able to deal with
nontensor partitions.

Section 12.5

The results of this section are also based on the work of Dahmen, DeVore,
and Scherer [1980]. These authors were the first to see that the correct
inverse theorems should involve coordinate moduli of smoothness. Earlier,
Munteanu and Schumaker [1974] had given some inverse theorems involv
ing total modulus of smoothness.



13
SOME
MULTIDIMENSIONAL
TOOLS

In this chapter we collect a number of results that are useful in dealing
with functions of several variables. The topics treated include Sobolev
spaces, multidimensional polynomials, Taylor theorems, moduli of smooth
ness, and K-functionals.

t 13.1. NOTATION

The main problem in dealing with functions of more than one variable is
to find a suitable notation. The standard solution to this problem is to use
vector notation. Given a positive integer d, we write

(13.1 )

for the usual Euclidean vector space. We shall consistently use boldface
letters for vectors. Given two vectors a and b in Rd

, we shall use the
standard notations

a ~ b if and only if aj ~ bj , i = 1,2, ... ,d;

ej = unit vector in the ith direction = (0, ... , 1, ... ,0).

a<b ifandonlyifa~b andaj<bj, some l<i<d;

a + b= (a l + b l , .. · ,ad + bd).

0=(0, ... ,0), 1= (1, ... , 1),

( 13.2)

( 13.3)

( 13.4)

(13.5)

( 13.6)

(13.7)
SOl
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In order to be able to subscript quantities depending on d variables, it is
convenient to introduce the sets Z + = {nonegative integers} and

Z~ = {a: a=(a., ... ,ad ), a; E Z+,i= 1,2, ... ,d}. (13.8)

The set Z~ is often referred to as the set of multi-indices. If aE Z~, we
write

(13.9)

In dealing with vectors and with multi-indices, we shall observe the
following standard conventions:

x8 =xf·· . x:, xERd , (J ER, (13.10)

xa=xfl ... xd", xERd
, aEZ~; (13.11)

Da=Dal···DOIa aEZ~, (13.12)
XI X d '

where Dx . stands for the derivative in the ith variable.
Suppose now that [l is a bounded open set in Rd. Given any such [2, we

define

mEZ~.

C(O) = {f: f is continuous on O},

Cm(O)= {f: DafEC(n) for all 0< lal <m}.

Cm(n)= {f: DafE c(n), all 0 <a <m},

(13.13)

( 13.14)

(13.15)

Finally, we also need the classical Lebesgue spaces. Given any 1 <p <
00, we define

where

L (0) = {f: f i~ a measu~able real-valued}
P functIon on 0 wIth II fI1 4 (0) < 00 '

(13.16)

LIJ(xWdX,
IIfI1 4 (0)=

esssup If(x)l,
xED

1<p < 00

p=oo
(13.17)
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The aim in this section is to introduce the analogs of the Sobolev spaces
Lpm[a,b] which were so useful in the one-dimensional theory. Suppose Q is
a bounded open set in Rd , and let

C OO(Q) = {f E C OO(Q): f has support on a}
o compact subset Qf~Q .

(13.18)

We call COOO(Q) the set of test functions. It is possible to put a topology on
this set in such a way that convergence of a sequence epn E COOO(Q) to a
function ep E COOO(Q) means

1. There exists a compact set Qq; such that support (epn - ep) ~Q.p for all n;
2. Daepn(x)~Daep(x) uniformly on Q.p for all aE Z~.

We denote this topological vector space by D(Q).

DEFINITION 13.1. Distributions

We call

D'(Q)= {A: Ais a bounded linear functional on D(Q)} (13.19)

the set of distributions on Q.

Clearly D '(Q) is itself a topological vector space. Distributions are not
themselves functions defined on Q. On the other hand, every function
f E L.(Q) can be associated with a distribution j on Q in a natural way by
defining

j(ep) =i ep(x)f(x)dx, all ep E D(Q).

The converse of this statement is not true; there are distributions that are
not associated with functions in L.(fl). If j is a distribution that is
associated with a function f E Lp(Q), _then it is common practice to abuse
the notation somewhat and to write f E Lp(Q).

Although distributions are not functions in the ordinary sense, it is
possible to define a meaningful derivative of a distribution. Given a
distribution f and a multi-index a, we define the ath derivative of f to be
the distribution D J whose effect on test functions is described by the
formula

all ep E D(Q).

Before introducing the Sobolev spaces, we need one more definition.
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Let A be a set of multi-indices. Then we say that A is regular provided for
some nonnegative integers rl, ••• ,rd ,

i= 1,2, ... ,d, (13.20)

and

if aEA, then there is no PEA with a<p.

DEFINITION 13.3. Sobolev Space

Let A be a regular set of multi-indices, and define

IfllpA(O)= ~ IIDjlllp(o),
aEA

and

We call

(13.21 )

(13.22)

(13.23)

(13.24)

the Sobolev space associated with A and p.

With some work it can be shown that LpA(Q) is a Banach space with
respect to the norm (13.23). We'now give two especially important exam
ples.

EXAMPLE 13.4. Classical Sobolev Space

Let A = {a: lal = r}, where r is any positive integer. We call

(13.25)

the classical Sobolev space.

Discussion. In this case

IIfll W;(O) = IIflllp(D) + IfIW;(D),
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where

IfIW;(D)= ~ II D jllL,,(D).
lal=r

For more on the classical Sobolev spaces, see, for example, Adams [1975].

•
The next example introduces the space that we used in discussing the

approximation power of tensor-product polynomial splines.

EXAMPLE 13.5 rrensor Sobolev Spaces

Let A = {r(ei }1_t, where rt, ... ,rd are pOSItIve integers, and where e i

denotes the unit vector in the ith direction. We call

(13.26)

a tensor Sobolev space.

Discussion. Here

Ilfll I.;(D) = 11111 4 (0)+ IflL;(D)

with

d

IflL;(D)= ~ II D2fllL,,(D).
i-I •

We conclude this section with an imbedding theorem which states that
the space LpA(Q) is a subset of classical Sobolev spaces. To prove the result,
it is necessary to make some kind of assumption on n to prevent difficul
ties near its boundary.

DEFINITION 13.6

Let Q be a bounded open subset of Rd. Then we say that Q is star shaped
provided there exists an open ball

B= B"<J'p = {x:llx-~II <p}

such that for every xE B and every y E Q, the line from x to y lies in Q.

Clearly every bounded open convex set Q is star shaped. Figure 39 shows
some common nonconvex star-shaped domains as well as some domains
that are not star shaped.
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~) (b)

Figure 39. (a) Star-shaped domains. (b) Non-star-shaped domains.

THEOREM 13.7

Let ~ be a star-shaped domain, and suppose A is a regular set of
multi-indices (cf. Definition 13.2). Let r1, ••• ,rd be the integers appearing in
(13.20). Then LpA(~)~ Wpk(n) for all k <minj(rj). More precisely, there
exists a constant C such that

Discussion. See Smith [1970], page 66.

I 13.3. POLYNOMIALS

(13.27)

•

DEFINITION 13.8

Given a set A of multi-indices in Z~, we define the associated set of
polynomials in x E Rd by

( 13.28)

It is clear that 0'A is a linear space whose dimension is equal to the
number of indices in the set A. While ~A makes sense for arbitrary sets A,
there are two special cases of particular interest. We highlight them in the
following two examples:

EXAMPLE 13.9. The Space of Tensor-Product Polynomials

Let m" ... ,md be positive integers, A={a: aj<mi , i=I,2, ... ,d}, and
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Discussion. This space is of dimension mi· .. md • For quick reference we
list the basis functions for several spaces of tensor-product polynomials in
two variables in Table 10. •

Table 10. Some Tensor-Product Polynomial Spaces

ml m2 Dimension Basis Functions Name

2
3

4

2
3

4

4
9

16

1,x,Y,XY
1,x,y,xy,x2,y2

xy2,X'y, xy2
1,x,y,xy,x2,y2

2 3 2.. 2...2xy ,xy ,Xy,Xy ,
2...3 3 3 3...Xy ,x,y ,Xy,

xy2,xy3

Bilinear
Biquadratic

Bicubic

EXAMPLE 13.10. Polynomials of Total Order m

Let m be a positive integer, and let A=={a: lal<m}. Then

Discussion. The dimension of this space depends on both m and d. For
d=2 it is given by m(m + 1)/2. For some specific examples, see Table 11 .

•
Table 11. Some Spaces of Polynomials of Total Order

m

1
2
3
4

Dimension

1
3
6

10

Basis Functions

l,x,y
l,x,y,xy,x2,y2
l,x,y,xy,x2,y2,xy2,x'y,x3,y3

Name

Constants
linear
Quadratic
Cubic

I 13.4. TAYLOR THEOREMS AND THE APPROXIMAnON
POWER OF POLYNOMIALS

In this section we develop some rather general Taylor expansions for
functions of several variables, and we use them to derive results on the
approximation power of multidimensional polynomials.
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DEFINITION 13.11. Taylor Expansion

Given any set A of multi-indices and any function f such that the required
derivatives exist at y, let

where

and

T:f(x) = L (x -y)"~'"f(y) ,
aEA Q.

(13.29)

We call TyAf the Taylor expansion of f about the point y. It is a polynomial
in the space 0'A •

The most important example of a Taylor expansion of the form (13.29)
is the classical Taylor expansion:

EXAMPLE 13.12. Classical Taylor Expansion

Let A={lal<rn}. Then

T;'f(x) = T:f(x) = L D'"f(Y)(~-Y)".
lal<m Q.

(13.30)

Discussion. The classical Taylor expansion produces a polynomial of total
order m (cf. Example 13.10). If n is a bounded open set such that the line
from x to y lies in n, then it is known (cf., e.g., Edwards [1965]) that

The Taylor expansions defined in (13.29) apply only to functions whose
derivatives are defined at the point y. For our applications we need a
Taylor expansion that applies to a wider class of functions.

DEFINITION 13.13

Suppose n is a star-shaped domain with respect to a ball B as in Definition
13.6. Let \fI be a function in CoOO(B) with fB\fI= 1. Then given any fE
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L.(B), we define its Taylor expansion with respect to l/! and A by
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(13.32)

For sufficiently smooth functions j, T1f~ is closely related to T;J. In fact,
repeated application of Green's formula shows that

It is useful to have a special notation for the two most important Taylor
expansions. If m is a positive integer, we write

(13.33)

We call this the total Taylor expansion since it produces a polynomial of
total order m. If m is a vector in Z~, then we write

(13.34)

We call this the tensor Taylor expansion since it produces a tensor-product
polynomial.

The following continuity assertion for T will be useful later:

THEOREM 13.14

For allj,gEL1(B),

( 13.35)

where C is a constant depending only on m, d, l/!, and IDI, and where IDI is
the diameter of D defined by IDI =sup{lIy-x!l: x,yED}.

Proof This estimate is clear from the fact that

TtfA(j- g)(x) = ~ f (-I)lo l(f- g)(Y)D O [1/J(Y) (x-,yt ] dye •
oEA B o.

Our aim now, is to study the remainder term ~~=f- Ttf~' but first we
need a definition.
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We say that the set A of multi-indices is complete provided that

if PEA, then all a with a <p are also in A.

Given a complete set A, we define the boundary of A by

aA= {p: PElA, but all a with a<p are in A}.

(13.36)

(13.37)

We note that the sets A corresponding to total Taylor expansions and to
tensor Taylor expansions [cf. (13.33) and (13.34)] are both complete. In
particular, we have

A= {a: lal <m} implies aA= {a: lal = m}, (13.38)

(13.39)

THEOREM 13.16. Generalized Taylor Remainder Theorem

Let A be a complete set of multi-indices. Then for any function fEe OO(~),

all xE~, (13.40)

where

~~(X)= ~ 1K",(x,y)D"'f(y)dy,
aEaA D

and Ka(x,y) are certain kernel functions with

(13.41)

(13.42)

Here C is a constant that depends only on a, p, y, d, and ~.

Proof We prove the result first for the case of total polynomials; that is,
A= {Ial <m} and aA = {Ial = m}. If we multiply both sides of the classical
Taylor expansion (13.31) by ~(y) and integrate over B, we obtain
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Now, by using Fubini's theorem and the change of variables z=x+
s(y - x), we obtain

f I/J(y)(x -Y)".f sm-ID"f[ X+ s(y - x)] dsdy
B 0

= ~ If
B

I/J(y)(x - y)"sm-ID"f[ X+ s(y-x)] dyds

= ~ I~I/J[ (x + S -I(Z-X) ](x - z)"s-ID'1(z)S-ddzds

= f
B

(x - z)"D'1(Z)(~II/J[ x + S-I(Z - x)] S-d-I ds) dz

a'f= ---.: ko(x,z)D OJ(z) dz,
m B

where

k ( )= m(x-y)Ok(x,y)
° x,y ,a.

k(x,y)= ~IS-d-II/J[X+S-I(y-x)]ds.

The use of Fubini's theorem is justified since

Ik(x,z)1 = I~II/J[ x+ S-I(Z-X) ]S-d-Idsl

=II.I I/J[X+S-I(Z-X)]S-d-Idsl<Clx-zl-d, (13.43)
Iz-xl/IOI

where Inl is the diameter of n (cf. Theorem 13.14), and where C=
Inldlll/lIILoo(B)/d. A similar argument shows that the derivatives of ko satisfy
(13.42), and the theorem is proved in the case of total polynomials.

Suppose now that A is a compl~te set of multi-indices. Let m = 1+
maxoEA lal. We claim that

if IPI <m and Pf£A, then there exists PE aA with Ii <p. (13.44)

Indeed, suppose IPI <m and Pf£A. Then if pf1.aA, there must be some
~<IJ with P2flA. If P2 f£aA, we can find P3 f£A with P3<~' and so on.
At some step we must find P=Pn such that all a<Pn belong to A (and so
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PE aA), for otherwise we arrive at 0 fl A which contradicts property
(13.36).

We are ready to prove (13.40). By the result for total polynomials we
know that

Now if IPI = m, then by (13.44) we can write DfJj(y) = DfJ-PDPj and
integrate IP - PI times by parts to obtain

! kfJ(x,y)DfJj(y)dy=( _1)lfJ-IiI![ Df-likfJ(x,y) ]D~(Y)dY

with pEaA. Similarly, if IPI <m and PflA, then

with pEaA. It follows that (13.40) holds with appropriate Ka(x,y) satisfy
ing (13.42). •

We can now give an explicit error bound for j- T",Aj when j is a
sufficiently smooth function.

THEOREM 13.17

Let A be a complete set of multi-indices. Then for any 0 <E < 1 there exists
a constant C (depending only on d, ~, A, E, and n) such that

(13.45)

for all f E L;A(!2) and for all 1 <. p, q <. 00 such that

aEaA. (13.46)

Proof In view of Theorem 13.16, we need to show that

( 13.47)

for all a E aA. Fix a E aA. There are three cases.
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CASE I. (Ial >d). In this case llal/dlJ > I, and we have to prove the
result for allp and q. Now if f E COO(~)n LfA(rl), then applying the Holder
inequality to the integral in (13.47) and using the fact that the Ka(x,y) are
uniformly bounded [cf. (13.42)], we see that (13.47) holds for q==oo,p==l.
Since COO(Sl)n LfA(Sl) is dense in LfA(fl), we have proved (13.47) for
q == 00, p == 1 and for all elements of LfA(rl). The result now follows for all p
and q by Holder's inequality.
CASE 2. (Ial <d and 11 q - lip + lalld ;> f). It suffices to prove the result
for q == p < 00 since all other cases follow by Holder's inequality. It will be
enough to work with fE COO(~)n L:A(~) since this space is dense in
L;A(n). Let

g (x) == { Ilxlllal-d,
a 0 ,

IIXII <I~I
otherwise'

and suppose that we define DJ(x) to be zero for x outside of rl. Then it is
clear from (13.42) that for all x Erl,

Now using Young's inequality,

where IIs== l-(llp)+(11q);;> I-(Ialld)+ f. Thus (13.47) follows since

IIgcrll!.(R d )<C(d)[ (Ial-~)S+drlS

,

CASE 3. (Ial<d, I/q==llp-lal/d, and min(I-llp),l/q]>e). In this
case p must be less than 00 (since otherwise II q == -IalI d, which is
impossible). Then for any fE COO(Sl)n ~A(Sl) we have

IfKcr(X,Y)D'Y(Y)dy/ <C<I>lcrl(ID'YI),

where

is the so-called Riesz potential, and where we have assumed that DOj has
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been extended to Rd as in Case 2. The estimate (13.47) now follows from
standard estimates on the Riesz potential. •

The condition (13.46) is satisfied for all but a small set of p and q.
Indeed, if lal :> d, then there is no restriction on p and q. If lal <d, we may
describe the set of p and q satisfying (13.46) geometrically; it consists of all
p and q except for those such that (lip, II q) lies in the two cross-hatched
parallelopipeds in Figure 40. Each of these two parallelopipeds has width
depending on f, and, in fact reduce to the points (I, I -Ialld) and
(Ial / d, 0) as f~O.

It is convenient to have a version of Theorem 13.17 where the depen
dence on the size of the domain n is given explicitly. To measure the size
of n, we introduce

( 13.48)

The vector ~ contains the dimensions of the smallest rectangle enclosing n.

THEOREM 13.18

Let A be a complete set of multi-indices. Then for any 0 <f < 1 there exists
a constant C (depending only on d, 1/;, A, and f) such that

IIf-T¥t~IILq(o)~C~I/p-l/q ~ ~IID~"4(o)
aEaA

(13.49)

for all f E ~i\(n) and for all I <q ~ p ~ 00 satisfying (13.46).

Proof. First supposep=q. Then if n is the unit cube with «5=(1,1, ... ,1),
(13.49) follows directly from Theorem 13.17. The assertion for a general n

1/q

- f

L-__~~-L-~--_'-"'-~--------:,..llp

1 -f 1o

1« I
llq = lip - d + f

/'

I~I
//'''llq = IIp-d

Figure 40. The set of p and q satisfying (13.46).
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now follows by a simple change of variables. Finally, to get the result for
p =l=q, we simply observe that by Holder's inequality

for any </>.

( 13.50)

•
Theorem 13.18 shows that the Taylor expansion provides a polynomial

which approximates a given smooth function quite well. We now show
that, in fact, the derivatives of the Taylor polynomial are also good
approximations to the derivatives of f. First we need the following com
mutativity result:

THEOREM 13.19

Given any multi-index p,

(13.51)

Proof. First consider fEe CXJ( B). Then since D IJxo =0 for all 0: <p, we
have

D!TI/I~(x)= ~ f l/;(y)D;f(y) (x _y)"'~1J dy
oEA (0: - P)·
0>1)

The assertion then follows for general distributions since Df and T: are
bounded operators on L.(B) while C~(B) is dense in L.(B). •

THEOREM 13.20

Let A be a complete set of multi-indices, and let 0 <E < 1. Then there exists
a constant C (depending only on d, E, l/;, and A) such that for alljELp(~),

II DIJ(f- T",Aj)II q ~ C81
/

q
-./

p ~ -r-II DoD 'Yllp
oEa(A-I)

(13.52)

for any p and for all 1 <cq <:p <; 00 satisfying (13.46) with aA replaced by
a(A-p).
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Proof In view of Theorem 13.19,

Now it is easy to see that if A is complete, then so is A - p. The assertion
(13.52) then follows from Theorem 13.18 coupled with (13.51). Here we
note that 13+ a(A - (j) ~ aA so thatf E L:A(Q) implies DPf E L:<A-IJ)(Q). •

We close this section by noting that it is possible to give bounds on how
well polynomials approximate smooth functions in terms of certain moduli
of smoothness. We state the following result here. (The definition of the
modulus of smoothness can be found in Section 13.5 below).

THEOREM 13.21

Let A be a complete set of multi-indices. Then for any 0 <E < 1 there exists
a constant C (depending only on d, E, t/;, and A) such that

(13.53)

for all f E 4(Q) and all 1~ q , p < 00 satisfying (13.46).

Proof For p = q the result follows from Theorem 13.18 coupled with
Theorem 13.30. The result for general q then follows from (13.50). •

I 13.5. MODULI OF SMOOTHNESS

In this section we study moduli of smoothness similar to those discussed in
Section 2.8 for functions of one variable. Given a multi-index a and any
vector h> 0, let

( 13.54)

In applying ~: to a function of d variables, we assume that d~ applies to
the ith variable.

DEFINITION 13.22

Given 1<P , 00 and a multi-index a, we define the a-modulus of smooth
ness in the p-norm of a function f E Lp(n) by

'-'o(f; t)p = sup 11~:fll Lp(DCI.J'
h<t

t>o, ( 13.55)
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where

na,b= {XEQ: x+Q~hEn}

a~h= (lX.lh l,··· ,lX.dhd).
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The following theorem collects some elementary properties of wolf; T)p:

THEOREM 13.23

Let 1<p <; 00. Then

(13.56)

(13.57)

wa(f; A~t)p < rAlOwa(f; t)p, rA10
= rAll al ... rAdlad; (13.58)

wo(f; t)p <2°llfI14(0); (13.59)

wo+p(f; t)p <2Pwo(j; t)p; (13.60)

wo(f; t)p < tOIIDofI14<n); (13.61)

wo+p(j; t)p <cfJwo ( DfJf; t)po (13.62)

Proof These results follow by arguments similar to those used in the
one-dimensional case. For example, using the formula (4.56) for the
divided difference of a function of one variable, we can write

(13.63)

where N m is the normalized B-spline of order m defined in (4.47). Then
applying the Minkowski inequality (cf. Remark 2.2) leads to (13.61). •

While moduli of smoothness of the form wa(f; t)p will be useful as
building blocks, by themselves they are not adequate to fully describe the
smoothness of a function f. Indeed, it is clear that if some lX.; >0, then
wa(f; t)p = 0 for all t >0 whenever f is a function that is constant in the X;

variable. But such a function can behave arbitrarily badly in the other
variables.

In order to get a useful modulus of smoothness for measuring the
smoothness of a function of several variables, we must take a linear
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combination of the moduli Wo defined above for various values a. In
particular, in view of the above discussion, we need to include enough
different moduli to control the smoothness in each variable. Given any set
A of multi-indices, we define

WA (!; t)p = ~ wo (!; t)p.
aEA

The following theorem gives several properties of wA :

lHEOREM 13.24

Let 1 <. p <. 00. Then

(13.64)

(13.65)

( 13.66)

p=min{p: a <p, all aEA};

(13.67)

WA (!; t)p <. ~ flIID~IIL,,(D)
aEA

(13.68)

(13.69)

Proof. Thes~results follow by summing over (lEA in the inequalities of
Theorem 13.23. •

We turn now to the question of how to choose A. The 'following example
shows that if wA (!; t)p is to control the smoothness of ! in each direction,
then it will have to contain a positive multiple of each of the unit vectors
e., ... ,ed •

EXAMPLE 13.25

Suppose that for some 1 <: i <. d, r· ei El A for all r > O.

Discussion. Let! be a function of the variable Xi only. Then for any a E A
there must bej=Fi with aj >0. But then wo (!; t)p =0 and so wA (!; t)p =0 for
all t. But! can be an arbitrarily nasty function of Xi. •

In view of property (13.60) of moduli of smoothness, if a set A of
multi-indices contains the vector-a, then there is no need for A to include
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any indices P with P>a. This observation together with Example 13.25
suggests that the sets A of most interest are those that are regular in the
sense of Definition 13.2.

To state our next theorem we need to introduce a certain space of
polynomials associated with a set A. Given A, let

A= {p: p<a for all aEA}. (13.70)

It is clear that A is always complete in the sense of Definition 13.15.
Conversely, if A is a complete set, then aA is regular and aA=A.

The following theorem shows that there is a special relationship between
wA(f; t)p and the class of polynomials 0'A:

THEOREM 13.26

Suppose A is a regular set of multi-indices. Then

Conversely, if 1<p < 00 and f E Lp(~) is such that

~ wo(f; tv)p
~ ex ~O for some sequence tv with Iltvll~O,

aEA tv

(13.71)

(13.72)

then f E 0'A. The same result holds with p = 00 if f E C(Q).

Proof The first assertion is obvious since for every a E A, ~bxll== 0 for all
PEA. To prove the second assertion, we note that since A is regular it
must contain the vectors r;e;, i= 1,2, ... ,d for some positive integers
rt, ... ,rd • This implies (cf. Timan [1963]) thatfis at most a polynomial of
order r; in the ith variable, i = 1,2, ... ,d. Suppose

f(x) = ~ allxlJ.
fJ

Then alJ=O for all p>r=(rt, ... ,rd ). We now show that if aEA, then
alJ=O for all a<p<.r. We accomplish this by using (13.60) to compare wlJ
and Wo . We have

as ,,~oo.

We conclude that alJ=O, and the inductive proof is complete. We have
shown that the only nonzero coefficients are all with p<a for all (lEA.
But these are just the afJ with PEA. •
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We illustrate the above discussion by introducing the modulus of
smoothness that we used for our results on the approximation power of
tensor-product splines.

EXAMPLE 13.27. Coordinate Modulus of Smoothness

Let r=(rl, ... ,rd)EZ~, and define

d

wr(f; t)p = ~ wr.e.(f; t)p.
i-I "

Discussion. Here A = {r;e; }1. It is easy to see that

d

0'A= ® '3'r. = span {XCI} .
i-I ' a<r

I 13.6. THE X-FUNCTIONAL

(13.73)

•

In this section we introduce an alternate way of measuring the smoothness
of a function in Lp(fl). We shall see that for nice sets n it is equivalent with
the modulus of smoothness of the preceding section.

DEFINITION 13.28. The K-Functional

Let I <P <; 00, and suppose A is a regular set of multi-indices. Then for
every t >0 we define the K-functional KA,p(t) by

(13.74)

For each choice of the vector t with t >0, KA,p(t) is a nonlinear
functional defined on Lp(O). It measures the smoothness of f in terms of
how well f can be approximated by functions g E 4A (n) while keeping a
control on the size of the derivatives of g. KA,p(t) has many properties
analogous to those of the one-dimensional K-functional treated in Section
2.9.

THEOREM 13.29

Let n be a rectangle in Rd. Then there exist constants C 1 and C2 such that

(13.75)
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(13.76)

for all f E Lp(O) and all t >o.
Proof See Dahmen, DeVore, and Scherer [1980]. •

We close this section with an analog of Theorem 2.68 which allows us to
establish estimates in terms of wA(f; t)p by looking only at functions in
LpA(O).

THEOREM 13.30

Let 0 be a rectangle, and suppose A is a regular set of multi-indices. Let ~
be a set of functions in Lp(O) such that for each g E LpA(fl) there is an
element Sg E ~ with

( 13.77)

(13.78)

where CO,C t are constants depending only on A, p, and fl. Then there
exists a constant C2 depending on the same quantities such that for each
f E Lp(O) there exits Sf E ~ with

Ilf- sfIl4(Q) (; Co+ C2wA (f; t)p.

Proof Let f E Lp(fl). Then for any g E LpA(fl),

Ilf- sgllp < Ilf- gllp + II g- sgllp (; Co+max( C t , 1)(11 g-flip + ~ rrIIDClgll p).
aEA

Since the K-functional is defined as an infimum, if we vary g in LpA(n), we
can find some g* E LpA(O) so that

Using (13.76) we obtain (13.78).

113.7. HISTORICAL NOTES

Section 13.1

•

The multivariate notation used here is quite standard-see for example,
Adams [1975].
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Section 13.2

SOME MULTIDIMENSIONAL TOOLS

Sobolev spaces play an important role in many areas of analysis. For an
excellent modern treatment, see Adams [1975]. The book of Sobolev [1963]
is also useful.

Section 13.3

The use of multidimensional polynomials in numerical analysis and ap
proximation theory has a long and rich history. Although the tensor-prod
uct polynomials and the total-order polynomials appear more frequently,
there has also been considerable interest in other polynomial spaces where
certain powers are missing, particularly in the construction of finite ele
ments. See, for example, Strang and Fix [1973].

Section 13.4

Multidimensional Taylor expansions for functions of several variables are
a part of classical analysis, and they can be found in various forms in
practically any book on the multivariate calculus. The development of
similar theorems for distributions is part of modern functional analysis.
The Taylor expansion in Theorem 13.16 in the case where A is the set of
polynomials of total order m is usually referred to as the Sobolev integral
indentity (see the book by Sobolev [1963] for the original derivation); it
was an important tool in establishing certain imbedding theorems, and for
the general study of Sobolev spaces. The development of such expansions
for general classes of polynomials is more recent-motivated no doubt by
the desire to ana.yze the approximation power of certain finite element
approximation methods. Our proof of Theorem 13.16 follows Dupont and
Scott [1978, 1980].

The problem of estimating how well a smooth function (or more
generally a distribution) can be approximated by a polynomial has been
considered by many authors. Most of the early results were based on the
Sobolev integral identity, and dealt only with polynomials of total order
(cf. e.g., Sobolev [1963]). Sobolev's ideas were reformulated and applied to
analyze finite element approximation methods by Bramble and Hilbert
[1970, 1971]. Brudnyi [1970] obtained estimates involving an appropriate
modulus of smoothness; he treated tensor-product polynomials as well as
total order ones. Results for more general spaces of polynomials have been
obtained only recently; see Dupont and Scott [1978, 1980] and Dahmen,
DeVore, and Scherer [1980]. We have followed the approach of the former
paper because it is more constructive. Our terminology and notation is a
mix of the two papers, however.
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Section 13.5
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For a summary of results on moduli of smoothness for functions of several
variables, see Timan [1963]. Only the total modulus and the tensor mod
ulus (cf. Examples 13.27) are discussed. The idea of working with moduli
corresponding to a general set A as in (13.64) is credited to Dahmen,
DeVore, and Scherer [1980].

Section 13.6

The results of this section on K-functionals for general Sobolev spaces are
attributed to Dahmen, DeVore, and Scherer [1980].

I 13.8. REMARKS

Remark 13.1

As suggested in Section 13.2, some of the finer properties of Sobolev
spaces require an assumption on the domain and/or its boundary. We
have elected to work with the star-shaped domains because the condition is
easy to state and understand, yet still general enough to include most
domains of interest. There is a heirarchy of cone conditions which is often
invoked in dealing with Sobolev spaces, and many of the results quoted
here hold under such conditions-see Adams [1975].

Remark 13.2

We have stated Theorem 13.29 on the equivalence of the modulus of
smoothness and the K-functional only for rectangles. Dahmen, DeVore,
and Scherer [1980] have established the same equivalence for other kinds
of domains. To do so, they were obliged to introduce an appropriate "cone
condition" on the domain (this cone condition is more restrictive than the
usual ones, and it is also more restrictive than the star-shaped property).
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In this supplement we outline some of the developments in the basic theory of
splines that have taken place since the manuscript for this book was first submitted
to Wiley Interscience in 1980. We do not have space here to discuss everything
that has been done, and apologize in advance to readers whose work has been left
out. As part of the supplement we have included over 250 references that did not
appear in the original book. All citations in this supplement are to this new list of
references. Since applications were not discussed in the original book, they are also
not included here. The material in this supplement is presented in the order in which
it would have appeared in the original chapters. At the end of this supplement we
provide a list of recent books on splines.

CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES

Weak-Tchebycheff Spaces . It was observed in [Dav95] that Theorem 2.40
does not hold as stated, but is correct if one takes I = J ∩ [a, b] for some a < b.

CHAPTER 3. POLYNOMIALS

Approximation with Shape Control . In Sect. 3.4 we established
Jackson-type theorems describing how well smooth functions can be approximated
by polynomials. In recent years there has been a lot of interest in the following
question: How well can we approximate a function f with a specific shape prop-
erty (such as being convex) by a polynomial with the same shape? Here we focus
on the convex case. For estimates involving norms of derivatives, it turns out that
we get the same order as without any shape constraints. However, even more pre-
cise results are known in terms of moduli of smoothness. It was shown in [Sve81]
that if f is a convex function in L p[−1, 1] with 0 < p ≤ ∞, then there exists a
convex polynomial of degree n such that ‖ f − s‖p ≤ Cω2( f, 1/n)p, where C is
an absolute constant and ω2 is the usual L p modulus of smoothness of order 2,
see Sect. 2.8. It was also shown that ω2 cannot be replaced by ω4. For p < ∞,
this result was improved in [DevL93, Yu87] by replacing ω2 by the Ditzian-Totik
[DitT87] modulus of smoothness of order 2. It was shown in [Kop94] that for
p = ∞ the same result holds with the DT-modulus of smoothness of order 3, see also
[HuLY94]. This result was extended to 0 < p < ∞ in [DevHL96]. For results on the

524
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co-convex case, see [Kop95a, KopLS06, LevShe02a–03], and for the monotone
and co-monotone cases, see [BeaL83, DevLS97, DevLY92, DevY85, HuKY96–99,
Kop95b, Kop01, Lev88, LevM82a,b, LevSha97, LevShe97–00, YuZ94].

Blossoms . Suppose P is a polynomial in m variables. Then we say that P is
affine in the variable xi provided if we hold all of the other variables fixed, then
P(· · · , αxi + (1 − α)x̃i , · · ·) = αP(· · · , xi , · · ·) + (1 − α)P(· · · , x̃i , · · ·), for every
α ∈ R. We say that P is multi-affine if it is affine in each of the variables
x1, . . . , xm . Suppose P is multi-affine and symmetric, i.e., P has the same value for
any permutation of its variables. Then we call P the blossom of the univariate
polynomial p defined by p(x) := P(x, . . . , x). Blossoms were popularized in the
CAGD literature in [Ram87–89], although related ideas appeared earlier in work of
de Casteljau under the terminologypolar form, see [Cas85, Cas93]. Blossoming
can be used to give a simple proof of the Marsden’s identity of Theorem 4.21. It
has also been used to study a variety of recursive schemes involving polynomials
and splines. For further details, see [Bar90–96, BarG93c, GonN94, Lee89b, Lee94b,
Lee96, Maz01, MazL96, Schm94, Sei88–93b, SteG92].

Markov inequalit ies . The Markov inequalities (3.2) and (3.3) giving esti-
mates on the norms of the derivatives of a polynomial p ∈ Pm in terms of the norm
of p itself are useful tools in spline theory. For more recent results on Markov
inequalities for polynomials, see [Boj02, BojN02] and references therein.

CHAPTER 4. POLYNOMIAL SPLINES

B-spl ines and div ided differences . It has been observed, see [Boj88,
BooP03], that B-splines have a longer history than reported in Sect. 4.11, and in fact
several of their properties (including the recurrence relation and Marsden’s identity)
appear in [Pop34, Tsc38], although splines are not mentioned in either paper. Instead
of defining the B-splines in terms of divided differences as we did in Sect. 4.3, it is
also possible to define them using the recursion relation (4.22). Starting with this
definition, it is possible to derive all of the properties of B-splines given here, see
[BooH87], and for more details [Boo01]. For some other results on B-splines, see
[Car91, CarnP94, Lee82–86, LemS92, MasRS93, MeiMW95, San92, VerBH92].

Parametr ic spl ines . Although in this book we have focused on univariate
splines as functions defined on an interval, for many applications and in particular in
CAGD, it is useful to work with parametric splines of the form s(t) = ∑n

i=1 ci N m
i (t),

where the N m
i are B-splines of order m defined on some interval, and where the ci

are now vectors in R
2 or R

3. This gives curves in the plane or in space which can
be closed (if we use periodic B-splines) and can also self intersect. For a discussion
of the role of splines in CAGD, see [Rie73, Schu84] and the books [BartBB87,
CohRE01, Far87, Far90, Far95, HosL93, PieT95, PraBP02].
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Control polygons . Suppose s = ∑n
i=1 ci N m

i is a spline defined on an interval
[a, b] associated with an extended knot sequence y1, . . . , yn+m with a = y1 = · · · =
ym and b = yn+1 = · · · = yn+m . Let ξi = (yi+1 + · · · + yi+m−1)/(m − 1) for i =
1, . . . , n, and let Ls be the C0 linear spline that interpolates the values c1, . . . , cn at
the points ξ1, . . . , ξn . In the CAGD literature, Ls is called thecontrol polygon
associated with s. For parametric splines, the corresponding control polygon is
obtained by simply connecting the points ci and ci+1 in R

2 or R
3 with straight lines

for each i = 1, . . . , n − 1. Clearly, Ls(a) = s(a) and Ls(b) = s(b), and it is not
hard to see that s lies in the convex hull of Ls. Moreover, the number of times that
any straight line cuts Ls is an upper bound for the number of times that the line cuts
s. This variation diminishing property was shown in [LanR83], and is a geometric
version of the variation diminishing properties described in Theorems 4.9 and 4.76.
A number of authors have worked on estimating the distance between a spline and
its contol polygon, see [CohS85, Dah86, LutP00, LutP01, NaiPL99, PraK94]. Here
we state a result in [Rei00].

Theorem S.1. Let �c be defined by �c j = m(c j − c j−1)/(y j+m − y j ), and let
�2c be defined by �2c j = (m − 1)(�c j − �c j−1)/(y j+m−1 − y j ). Then for all
t ∈ [ξk−1, ξk], |s(t) − Ls(t)| ≤ (yk+m − yk)2‖�2c‖/(8(m − 1)).

Enclos ing a spl ine curve . As mentioned above, the convex hull of the
control polygon associated with a spline encloses the spline curve, even in the
parametric case. For CAGD purposes, it is useful to find tighter enclosures for
splines. Using the arguments leading to estimates between a spline and its control
polygon, it is possible to efficiently construct two C0 linear splines u and � such that
�(t) ≤ s(t) ≤ u(t) for all t ∈ [a, b], see [LutP00, LutP01, PetW03, PetW04]. Using
this technique componentwise, one can get enclosing regions for the parametric
case.

Blossoming . Blossoming can also be defined for piecewise polynomials
and splines, see [Bar90–96, Gol90, Lee94b, Lee96, MazL96, Ram87–89, Schm94,
Sei88–93b, SteG92]. In these papers it is shown how to use blossoming to derive
various properties of splines such as Marsden’s identity and knot insertion.

Degree Rais ing . Suppose s := ∑n
j=1 c j N m

j is a spline of order m defined

on an extended knot sequence �. Let �̃ be the extended knot sequence obtained
from � by increasing the multiplicity of each knot by one. Then we can write s =∑ñ

j=1 c̃ j Ñ m+1
j , where Ñ m+1

j are the normalized B-splines (see page 124) associated

with �̃. In particular, it was shown in [CohLS86] that

c̃ j = 1

m

n∑
i=1

ci�
m
i ( j), j = 1, . . . , ñ,
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where

�m
i ( j) = (yi+m − yi )[yi , . . . , yi+m]D�m+1

j ,

�m+1
j (y) = (y − η j )

0
+

m∏
ν=1

(y − ỹ j+ν).

Here η j are arbitrary points satisfying ỹ j < η j < ỹ j+m+1, j = 1, . . . , ñ, and the �’s
are certain discrete splines. Degree raising is useful in CAGD. For some explicit
algorithms based on these formulae, see [CohLS85].

It has been shown that if we start with a spline s and repeatedly apply degree
raising, then the corresponding control polygons converge uniformly to s. In partic-
ular, if Lm is the control polygon after degree raising m times, then it is known that
‖s − Lm‖ ≤ K

m ‖s ′‖, see [CohS85, PraK94] and the book [PraBP02]. For more on
degree raising, see [BarG88b, HuaHM05, Lee94a, Liu97, Mor91, PieT84, Pra84b,
PraP91].

Knot insert ion. If s is a spline on a given knot sequence, then it is also a spline
on any finer knot sequence obtained by adding one or more knots. For applications,
especially in CAGD, it is useful to be able to compute the B-coefficients of s relative
to the finer knot sequence from those of s relative to the orginal knot sequence. We
now discuss how. Suppose that � := {yi }n+m

i=1 is an extended knot sequence as in
(4.8), and that {N m

i }n
i=1 are the associated B-splines of order m. Let {Ñ m

i }n+1
i=1 be the

B-splines associated with the extended knot sequence �̃ obtained by inserting one
new knot η in the interval [y�, y�+1).

Theorem S.2. Suppose

s =
n∑

i=1

ci N m
i =

n+1∑
i=1

di Ñ m
i .

Then

di =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

ci , i = 1, . . . , � − m + 1,
(η − yi )ci + (yi+m−1 − η)ci−1

(yi+m−1−yi )
, i = � − m + 2, . . . , �,

ci−1, i = � + 1, . . . , n + 1.

The theorem appeared in this form in [Boe80]. It is also contained as a special
case of a more general result in [CohLR80] where �̃ is obtained from � by
inserting several knots simultaneously. This more general result is referred to
in the literature as the Oslo Algorithm. For alternative proofs and more on
knot insertion, see [BarG88a, BarG93a,b, BarGM93, BarZ92, Boe85, BoeP85,
Gol90, GolB92, Hol00, HuaHM05, Lee89a, Lyc88, LycM86, LycM93, MaiP00,
Pra84a, QuG92, Rog97, Sei88]. Knot insertion is useful in CAGD as a way of
subdividing a spline curve. It has been shown that if we repeatedly subdivide
a spline curve s, then the associated control polygons Ln converge to s, and in
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particular, ‖s − Lns‖∞ ≤ K �̄2
n‖s ′′‖∞, where �̄n is the mesh size (see page 211) of

the partition after n subdivision steps. For proofs of this result, see [CohS85, Dah86,
PraK94] and the books [CohRE01, PraBP02]. Convergence of knot insertion also
follows from Theorem S.1.

Knot insertion is also useful for theoretical purposes. For example, our proofs of
the total positivity of the B-spline collocation matrix in Theorems 4.63 and 4.65 are
based on zero properties of splines, but as shown in [BooD85], these results can also
be established using knot insertion. For some stability results for B-splines based on
knot insertion, see [Hol00, LycM93]. It is also possible to describe knot insertion
for tensor-product splines, see [CohLM85].

Knot perturbat ion. The question of what happens to splines when their
knots are perturbed was studied at several points in the book, see pages 130, 158,
159. For a further study of this topic, see [LycM99].

Perfect spl ines . In Sect. 4.5 we introduced the perfect B-spline. More gener-
ally, a spline s of order m with knots x1 < · · · < xk is called a perfect spline
provided that s(m)(x) = ±c for some nonzero constant c at all points where the m-th
derivative is defined. Perfect splines exhibit a number of interesting extremal prop-
erties, see [Boj80, BojN02, BraD82, Che94, Dyn83, GooL78, Mor84, Pin78].

Condit ion number of the B-spl ine bas i s . In Sect. 4.6 we introduced
the quantity D̃(m) to measure the condition number of the B-spline basis for splines
of order m. Explicit upper and lower bounds for D̃(m) were given in (4.99). The
problem of sharpening these bounds and extending them to p-norms has been stud-
ied by several authors in recent years, see [Boo88, Boo90, Lyc78, Lyc89, Sche94,
ScheSh96, ScheSh99, Var77]. To give an idea of the most recent results, suppose �
is an extended knot sequence, and that N m

1 , . . . , N m
n are the associated normalized

B-splines. We write Ñi := (m/(yi+m − yi ))
1/p N m

i for i = 1, . . . , n. Let

D̃p(m, �) := sup
‖c‖p

‖ ∑n
i=1 ci N m

i ‖p
,

and let D̃p(m) := sup{D̃p(m, �) : yi < yi+m, i = 1, 2, . . . , n}. Then it is shown in
[ScheSh99] that D̃p(m) < m2m . This can be compared with the fact that D̃p(m) >

cm−1/p2m , which follows from results in [Lyc78] for the ∞-norm. It is conjectured
that D̃p(m) ≈ 2m , but this seems to still be open, even for p = ∞.

Zeros of spl ines . In Sect. 4.7 we introduced a way to count zeros of splines,
and connected the number of zeros of a spline to the number of sign changes in its
vector of B-coefficients. There has been recent work on zero properties of polynomial
splines. As a first step, Goodman [Goo94] found a stronger way to count zeros of
splines based on knot insertion. Writing ZG for his count and ZS for the count in
Definition 4.47, he showed that for every spline s, ZG(s) ≥ ZS(s), and that there are
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splines with ZG(s) > ZS(s). Moreover, he also showed that under a simple condition,
ZG(s) ≤ S−(a), where a is the vector of B-coefficients of s. More recently, [Boo97]
suggested the following different way to count zeros of a spline.

Definition S.3. Let s be a spline in a spline spaceS. We say that an interval z (which
may be a single point) is a zero of multiplicity m of s with respect to S provided that
s vanishes on z, and for every open interval w containing z, there exists g ∈ S with
m sign changes in w.

Let Z B(s) be the number of zeros of a spline counted in this way. It is not obvious
from this definition how to explicitly count the number of zeros of a given spline,
but it is shown in [Boo97] that Z B(s) can be computed directly from the vector a of
coefficients of s, and Z B(s) = ZG(s). The paper also contains a slight improvement
in the inequality ZG(s) ≤ S−(a).

CHAPTER 6. APPROXIMATION POWER OF SPLINES

The direct theorems of Sect. 6.4 showing how well smooth functions can be approx-
imated by polynomial splines are very important for applications. In this book we
have established them with the help of certain quasi-interpolation operators, but
approximation power can also be studied without using them, see [Boo92].

In recent years there has been considerable interest in the question of how well
functions with certain special shape properties can be approximated by splines of
order m with the same shape properties.

Theorem S.4. Given 1 ≤ j < m and an interval I := [a, b], let C j
p(I ) := { f ∈

C j (I ) : f (x) ≥ 0, all x ∈ I }. Then for every f ∈ C j
p(I ) there exists a spline s which

is also nonnegative on I such that ‖Dν( f − s)‖∞ ≤ C�̄ j−νω( f ( j); �̄), for all 0 ≤
ν < j .

This theorem shows that the order of approximation is the same as without the
shape constraint. An even more general version dealing with restricted range approx-
imation can be found in [Bea82a], along with an analogous result in the p-norms.
Some attempt has also been made to extend this result to the case where f has a finite
number of sign changes. Suppose that f changes sign at a < η1 < . . . < ηm < b.
Then we say that s is a co-positive approximation of f if s has the same
sign changes as f , see [HuKY96, HuKY99, HuLY95].

There are analogs of Theorem S.4 for approximation of monotone and convex
functions, see [Bea81, Bea82b, ChuSW80, Kop07, LevM82a,b, YuZ94]. For more
on the special cases of quadratic and cubic splines, see [DevHL96, Hu93, HuLY94,
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IvaP96, KopLP06, Pry02, Pry05, She97, Utr82]. Shape preserving approximation
with free knots can be found in [KopSh03, LevSha97, Petr96].

CHAPTER 8. OTHER SPACES OF POLYNOMIAL SPLINES

Discrete spl ines . In Theorem 8.67 we established a Schoenberg-Whitney
result for interpolation with discrete B-splines. In [Jia83] this result was strengthened
to show the total positivity of the discrete spline collocation matrix. For other proofs,
see [Mel96, Mor96]. We also point out that discrete splines play an important role in
knot insertion, see [CohLR80, Lyc88, Lyc90, LycM86, Pra84a]. For discrete splines
on the circle, see [MatS79].

Spl ines with Hermite-Birkhoff knots . Given a positive integer and
knots y1 < · · · < yn , suppose E = (ei j )

n,m−1
i=1, j=0 is a matrix whose entries are either

0 or 1. Such matrices are called incidence matrices and play a role in the
theory of Hermite-Birkhoff interpolation. [Boj88] introduced the space of splines
of the form p + ∑

ei j =1 ai j (yi − t)m− j−1
+ as a generalization of ordinary polynomial

splines. Under some assumptions on E , he constructed locally supported analogs of
the B-splines, and showed that they satisfy a variation diminishing property as well
as a Schoenberg-Whitney theorem.

CHAPTER 9. TCHEBYCHEFFIAN SPLINES

Recurrence relat ions . The recurrence relations in Theorems 4.15, 8.53,
and 10.46 are important tools for dealing with polynomial, discrete, and trigonomet-
ric splines, respectively. Analogous recurrence relations were obtained for hyper-
bolic B-splines in [Schu83]. It was shown in [Schu82] that this type of recurrence
relation can only hold for polynomial, trigonometric, and hyperbolic B-splines,
but that a different type of recurrence can hold for certain classes of Tchebychef-
fian splines. For more on recurrence relations for Tchebycheffian B-splines, see
[DynR88, Lyc85, RogB00], and for results for even more general splines connected
with weak Descartes systems, see [SomS88].

Dual funct ionals and blossoming . For work on dual functionals and
blossoming for Tchebycheffian splines, see [Bar96, Maz01].

Knot insert ion. Knot insertion for Tchebycheffian B-splines has been studied
in [Lyc86].

Other propert ies of Tchebycheff ian spl ines . Shape properties
of Tchebycheffian splines have been studied in [LauMM97] and [LauMMo97],
and their geometry was examined in [Pot93, PotW94]. For blossoms, see [Maz01].
It was shown in [NurSSS84, NurSSS85] that many of the properties of ordinary
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Tchebycheffian splines can be carried over to certain generalized Tchebycheffian
splines. For more on Tchebycheffian B-splines, see [BisP97].

CHAPTER 10. L-SPLINES

Bas ic theory. Locally supported analogs of B-splines were constructed in
Sect. 10.4 for general spaces of L-splines, along with a dual basis for them. For other
treatments, see [GooL84, Jia81, Jia82a,b, LemS92], and for recurrence relations,
see [Li85]. It was shown in [Kryt84, LycS96] that there is also a version of the
Schoenberg-Whitney theorem for LB-splines.

Trigonometr ic spl ines . Jackson theorems describing the approximation
power of trigonometric polynomials and trigonometric splines have been obtained
in [Koc85, KocL89a, Sha83]. Further results on the approximation power of trigono-
metric splines were obtained in [LycSS98] based on explicit constructions of certain
quasi-interpolation operators. For a Marsden’s identity, see [CarnP93], and for a par-
tition of unity result, see [Wal97]. In [KocLNS95] control curves for trigonometric
splines are constructed, and it is shown that they have similar properties to those in
the polynomial spline case. This paper also includes formulae for degree raising a
trigonometric spline of order m to one of order m + 2. The analog of the Oslo algo-
rithm for knot insertion is also studied there, and it is shown that the control curves
obtained by repeated subdivision converge to the spline quadratically in the mesh
size. A certain variation diminishing property is also established. A different subdi-
vision scheme which is the analog of the Lane-Riesenfeld algorithm for polynomial
splines was investigated in [JenSD02]. Blossoming and Marsden-type identities are
also treated. For other results on trigonometric B-splines, see [GooL83, SakT90].

Hyperbol ic spl ines . On page 407 we introduced a space of natural hyperbolic
splines. But it was shown in [Schu83] that hyperbolic splines can also be treated
constructively as examples of L-splines. This was done by replacing sin and cos
by sinh and cosh in the definition of trigonometric splines in Sect. 10.8. Then an
appropriate Green’s function could be constructed, leading to hyperbolic B-splines
satisfying a recurrence with the same form as that for trigonometric B-splines. A
dual basis was also constructed in [Schu83].

Variants of the hyperbol ic and tr igonometr ic spl ines . Sev-
eral classes of splines whose piecewise structure is a mix of polynomials and
exponential or trigonometric functions have been developed recently, primarily
as tools in CAGD. Splines whose pieces are spanned by {1, x, eρx , e−ρx } are
called exponential splines in tension. For constructions of locally
supported analogs of the B-splines and other properties of such splines, see
[KocL89b, KocL91, RogB03, Wal89]. For splines whose pieces are spanned by
{1, x, . . . , xm−1, cosh x, sinh x}, see [Lu02]. Splines whose pieces are spanned
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by {1, x, sin x, cos x} were studied in [Zha96, Zha97], where they are called C-
splines. They were also studied in [PotW94] under the namehelix splines.
Recently, a similar theory was developed in [WanCZ04] for so-called NUAT
splineswhose pieces are spanned by the functions {1, x, . . . , xm−3, cos x, sin x}.
See also [KvaS97, KvaS99]. For degrees of the polynomial pieces vary from interval
to interval, see [Cos97].

CHAPTER 11. GENERALIZED SPLINES

β- spl ines and ν- spl ines . In Sects. 11.1–11.4 we developed some basic
properties of polynomial splines where the derivative conditions defining smooth-
ness at each knot are replaced by more general linear functionals. Certain spaces
of such splines were independently studied in the CAGD literature, unfortunately
without reference to Chapter 11 of this book, or to the existing spline literature
on such splines as described in Sect. 11.8. An example of such splines are the ν-
splines introduced in [Nie74]. They are C1 piecewise cubics associated with
a set of knots x1 < · · · < xk such that s ′′(x+

i ) = s ′′(x−
i ) + νi s ′(x−

i ), i = 1, . . . , k.
The νi were used to introduce tension into certain interpolating curves. A closely
related space of splines are the β-splines introduced in [Bars81] as a tool
for constructing parametric splines with geometric continuity. They were stud-
ied in a string of papers, see [BarDGM91, BarsB83, BarsD85, BarsD90, BartB97,
BartBB87, DieT89, GolBar89, Goo85, GooU85, Joe90]. A β-spline s associated
with a set of knots x1 < · · · < xk is just a C1 piecewise cubic such that s ′′(x+

i ) =
β2

i,2s ′′(x−
i ) + βi,1s ′(x−

i ), for i = 1, . . . , k. The βi,1, βi,2 can be considered as shape
parameters. Many of the properties of ordinary splines were carried over to β-splines,
including the construction of locally supported basis functions satisfying recurrence
relations and knot insertion. There is even a version of discrete β-spline, see [Joe87].

NURBs . In Sect. 11.6 we outlined the theory of rational splines as it was known
in 1980. For further developments, see [Schn93]. There are other kinds of ratio-
nal splines which have turned out to be very important in applications, namely the
so-called NURBs, or nonuniform rational B-splines. They were intro-
duced in [Ves75]. Suppose N m

1 , . . . , N m
n are a set of B-splines defined on some

interval [a, b]. For each i = 1, . . . , n, let ci ∈ R
2, and let wi ≥ 0. Then a NURB is

defined to be the parametric curve s(t) := ∑n
i=1 wi ci N m

i (t)/
∑n

i=1 wi N m
i (t). Curves

of this type have several advantages over the usual parametric splines, most notably
the fact that they are capable of modeling conic sections exactly. For a detailed
treatment of NURBs, see [Far95, HosL93, PieT95].

Complex spl ines . In Sect. 11.7 we discuss certain complex-valued splines
defined on intervals. The section is short since not much was known at the time,
and it seems that the subject has not attracted much additional attention, but see
[Chen81, Chen83, Wal90, Wal91].
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Other New Results

Bases in Banach spaces . Splines have been used to construct unconditional
(Riesz) bases in various Banach spaces. There is a sizable literature. To get an idea
of what has been done, see [CieF82a–83, Rop76a,b].

Wavelets . The concept of wavelets has received a great deal of attention in the
last 15–20 years. Wavelets are extremely useful tools for creating multi-resolution
representations of functions, and can be used for compression and noise reduction in
signals (and in images in the bivariate case). There are a variety of different wavelets
in the literature, some of which are based on splines. For a treatment of the theory
as it existed in 1992, see [Chu92]. For a recent survey with an extensive reference
list, see [Wan06].

We explain the main ideas for the cardinal spline case, i.e., for splines defined
on all of R, following [ChuW91–94]. Fix a positive integer m, and let N m be the
normalized B-spline with support on [0, m] and knots at the integers, see Sect. 4.4.
Suppose V0 is the closure in L2(R) of the span of {N m(x − k)}. This is a spline
space defined on the infinite knot sequence Z. For each integer j , let V j be the
corresponding space defined on the knot sequence 2− j

Z. These spline spaces are
nested in the sense that · · · ⊂ V−1 ⊂ V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · ·. In fact, one can show that
N m(x) = ∑m

k=0 2−m+1
(m

k

)
N m(2x − k). This is called a two-scale relation.

Now for each j , let W j be such that V j+1 = V j ⊕ W j , where ⊕ denotes the direct
sum with respect to the L2 inner product. Then it can be shown that W j is the

L2 closure of the span of {ψm(2 j x − k)}, where ψm(x) := ∑3m−2
n=0 qn N m(2x − n)

and qn := (−1)n2−m+1
∑m

i=0

(m
i

)
N 2m(n + 1 − i). The function ψm is called the

mother spline wavelet and has support on the interval [0, 2m − 1]. For
full details, see [Chu92, Wan06].

The case of a finite interval is more complicated, particularly if we
allow nonuniform knots, and was studied first in [ChuQ92, CohDF92]. For
additional results, see [Bit06, BuhM92, ChoL06, ChuD98, DahKU99, DonGH96,
Goo03, GooL94, Jia06, LaiN06, LycM92, LycMQ01, QuaW94a]. This is only a
partial list of the extensive literature. For further references, see [Wan06]. Tensor-
product spline wavelets were investigated in [QuaW94b]. L-spline wavelets were
introduced in [LycS94], see also [KouR02].

Recent Spline Books

A number of books on splines have appeared since 1983. We do not attempt to
list them all here, see [BezV01, BojHS93, Boo01, Chu88, Die93, Kva00, LaiS07,
Nur89, Vas83, Wang01, ZavKM80]. The reader should also consult the follow-
ing books which focus on CAGD, but which contain a considerable amount of
material on splines: [BartBB87, CohRE01, Far87, Far90, Far95, HosL93, PiegT95,
PraBP02].
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separated 26
simple 26

Zygmund space 58, 234, 245, 249, 257, 259, 448,
451
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